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CXX TH RADICAL.

ME1H, and Sze. Fine silk ; imall ; fine ;

delicate ;
connected. What me silk worm emits, it called

Hwfih, J!oe HwHh make a MeTh, and ten HwBh make &fc Sze.

KEW. A three-fold cord. To gather up or

roll together a? a standard or banner. Pervene.

H.L. To connect, or be connected as if tied to-

gethcr by a string; bound; tied; connected; following in suc-

cession; denoting relation to. IIc2X in anatomy, a ligament

or ;i small tube.

fi Same as Ke*.

It

It

A form of fft Kung.

CHOO. One.

KEW. A threefold cord; to twist a cord
; to

collect together, to combine with many, to head a conspi-

racy; perverse; wicked; to raise or derate. To examine

into ; to prohibit; to cut off,- an open loose appearance; easy
and cheerful.

FART I. rot, III. .

^T TSANG, or ChSng. The tneumt

of silk or cord sticking upright. To lead or draw.

A word that occurs in the Hudh books, supposed to

be the same as fl Kung.

Same as M- Kew.

4r% 1 1w7

m

'k

NEAOU. Suspended upside down.

KE.

To separate and arrange threads ofsilk
; to arrange and num-

ber ; to record ; a period of twelte years. Name of an an-

cient state. Ke chay, ke yay $ # f|> flj
ke denote, ,

record. He che neen yu, pun ke sze urh ke che $& "V f.

f\ ^ s<^ Illj PC/31 to c nnect the years and month,

give the origin of affairs and record them; in this sense the

phrase Pun ke ^ jgjl original annals, is Died.

If

. .

KEK A bunch of silk or thread.

KAN. To rub or stretch out garments.



Melh. III. 120th Radical.

tt.
KB

C 1 1 'H A. The parts of Chinese garment* which

open on each side to afford room to walk .

Same as &! Chin,

CH'HOW. A certain silk trapping of a horse,

n, in a certain part of the country called chow ; a piece of wood

which passes below tbc tail of an ass or mule; a vicious king of

the dynasty Shang, and with whom that dynasty closed; his

name is extremely infamous.

Same as jn Tsze, and as $& Shun.

DU
SEUN, and Shun. The border round the

top ofa shoe. Occurs in the sense of a law or rule,

M

YO. From tills, and la takt or adopt. To bind

round as with a cord ; to bind with an agreement ; to contract ;

to retrench. Occurs in the sense of to divide. An agreement ;

a bargin; a contract; to>restiict; to keep in order; to cause

to bend. PiSh jin chay ptih koe kcw choo yS P?>
/tl ^*

X^ pj y] yfy R|
SI a bad man cannot long dwell under

the pressure of poverty and confined circumstances; i. e. he will

take unlawful means to alter his circumstances. Yu Tsung

hwan yew ching yO Jfr
&

JJ^5
fa

tj &j had entered into

an alliance with (the Chinese general) Tsung-hwaa

HUNG. Red; reddish colour ; colour of ,the

iouthern regions. Name of a place; name of a plant: Hung
chaou

jt j=
or He chaou

^g.
=9 edict announcing the

accession of a new Emperor. Hung tsung -fen ^fe beet root

colour.

ATI
Z% HE U. TO crook or bend ; to twist as a cord ;

*FJ
a cord. A surname ; the name of a hill,

HEIH, Or Hlh. The lower part of silk. A

man's name. A surname. Read Kee, A coarse sort of silk ;

respectful in the presence of a superior. To bind ; urgent.

HWAN, and Wan.

From silk and a ball. Pure ; fine white silk ; glossy and rich.

JIN, Or Nin. To thread a needle ; a single

thread.; to twist thread and form cord; to connect ; to seek,

to attain. Ma chin KJ) ]SS to thread a needle.

fer
Same as 3& Ke.

MEE. Small,; delicate. Same at Heea,

YIH. An instrument of husbandry.

Same as Heu.

An erroneous form of
$f{i Shun.

If

If

Same as *$ Tsze.

CHUH. To open out; tounldesc.



3 120th Radical. IV.

IIOO. A sort of bobbin to wind threads on.

A vulgar form of the preceding.

WAN.

Ravelled silk; a state of confusion ; disorder.

o

WAN. From silk and fine. Fine silk. Wan yin

fcjr 4H fine silver, the pure Chinese silver, called at Canton
/Ivv ;*>v .

Sytee, from the Chinese Se-sze *>ffl z fine silk, which is

also applied to this silver.

KJf K'HEW.
JJyu

A word used in reference to embroidery.

JN A. From rit/c and (o put or receive within.

Silk put to steep or soak; to put into ; to give to j topresent

or offer to; to receive into one's possession ; used to denote

within. A surname, Na yin boo
jjjjKj |5f| jp put it into

the vagina. Tae-tsung sha te, urh na ke fei -^^ |^

^fa ffB f'i^
-^* $E Tae-tsung (second Emperor of the Tang

dynasty, A. D. 650) . killed his younger brother, and took pos-

session of his wife. Na keen, keu tsan
jfy ||j -=J^ |||

to receive reproof, and reject slanders; considered the duty

of good monarchi.

KAN,

The appearance of silk. Read Tsze, Put in order;

TSZE.

Silk of a variety of colours, or of an extraordinary colour.

T'HOWv Ytllow .ilk ) to state to or iccut..

u

KANG. A rope for a well.

\

NEW. TO knot in a manner that may be

loosened again, to bind t a knot , the place where things are

knotted or bound together, as where a ia*b ii tied. A surname

\f

TSO. Cord; string.

Same as Tsung.

FOW, or Pow.

The appearance of new silken garment!.

Same as
|ffi

Meen. Read Me*, Small ; fine.

KE, OF Kei. To braid up the hair of young

man when about to put the cap of manhood on him. The

heart anxiously dwelling on something. Read Keac, A
silken sash.

SHOO.

Slow; remiss; procrastinating ; calamitous.

Silk thread; pure: unmixed; unspotted; great. Reid

Chun, or Keun, The ornamenU at the lower part of a garment



Meili IV. 120th Radical.

the fringe ; a cap embroidered with black and white silk.

Read Tun, To roll up or roll round ; to bind with. Read

Tuen, The whole of; the complete number. Shun jth -woo

wei Wl 3HE (ft Pure an(l unadulterated, or genuine.

An ancient form of |$t Tsung.

. Ornamental tilk fringe* and tassels, applied

to flags or bannen. Silk almost spoiled. Silk of an open

wide texture ; a scrie*.

CHE.

Certain rushes or grass platted into a cord.

tl-

K'HE. An ancient form of^ Ke.

KEUE, or Heue. A single thread, or a skein

of thread. Head Kwae, Fine silk thread.

An erroneous form of
jj$J Jin.

CH'HIN, and Yin. A cow's halter ; a rope

or cord fastened to a con's nose to IcaJ it by.

u

MUH. Cord or rope.

FOO. A garment that covers the front of tte boay.

3 SEUN. Same as |0J Seun.

SHA. Gauze; a silk of thin texture worn i

summer. Taou tesha Wj IS Wp the leaf of a tree dried, and

every part removed but the fibre, which has the appearance of

gauze, and upon which the Chinese paint figures, usually of

their demi gods.

u

HWANG, or Hung. A kind of knot,

strings that tie on a cap and hang below the chin as an orna-

ment. Strings that fasten certain sonorous stones. Ropes of

a net j the general scope.

HWA.

Shoes j
shoes having certain blue silk ornaments on the top.

JEN. A sort of covering of the knees.

Same as M Kan?-.

CHE. From lilk, because informer times -do-

cuments were written on silk. Smooth ; something made level

and smooth by rubbing on a stone. Paper. A surname.

Tsae-lun^ jjj|
(A. D. 940; cut to pieces old cloth, pourded

and made paper of it, from which time Kin
ft]

a piece of cloth

entered into the composition of the character ; hence paper
occurs

written^
Che. Pth

che^|flj wh ite paper. Hung
the

/fc $ft
"d PaP<". Tsaou che^ Jj paptr n,ade from

plants.

c U I\. A horse's tail formed into a case. Many ;

numerous; perplexed, confused ; slow. The btirry of busi-

ness j the bustle ofjoy.



KEIH.

Silk threads arranged in order ; regular series ; steps, or

degrees. Classed ; sorted. Used as the numeral of heads taken

off by decapitation.

YUN, From silk and curling clouds. Numbers

thrown into confusion.

/

JIN, or Nih.

To work, weave, or embroider with variegated silk.

a

XAN. Ornamental fringes to a cap which hang

down over the ears, or in front.

fr .
Strings or tapes for fastening garments j

a sash ; a single coverlet; a species of cloth or silk. A garment.

Keaou kin 'n^ ^ court dress. Kin, ke per-

sons of some rank, and old men; the gentry of the country.

Same as JtQ' Kin.

From to hang down and silk. Pure white silk hanging

down ; white ; plain ; not coloured ; not ornamented
; the origi-

nal state of; heretofore, or as a thing was at first A surname.

Read Sib, To search into what is mysterious. Keunsoojpf

^name of a general of the Suy dynasty, A. D. 620, he defend-

ed a town which was attacked by one of the generals of Tang,

who sent his wife to beg him to surrender; she told him the

Suy dynasty was now fallen, and bis defending the town was

useless; he answered, ' the great principles of right were not

understood by women,' and having said so, he drew his bow

and shot her dead outside the city wall ; soon after his own

adherents murdered him, and delivered up the city.

PART 1. VOL. III., c

120th Radical. IV. M.-n,

CHE. A cord for dragging a boat

To pierce ; to prick as with a needlt.

A green colour ; or according to

ome, a yellow colour. To marry to a husband. To clothe.

PANG. Hempen threads , the Ihrcad, of a net.

lines , cords. To form thread*; to draw out , to twin > to

twine.

-"" \J

SO,

From wood and tilk thread. Cords made of the fibres of

plants; a siring or cord; to bind with a cord ; that which binds

morally ; a law ; disquietude of mind ; to take bold of; to pull

or extort from. Read Sih, To stretch or exert the mind ; to

study ; to talk. Name of a place. A surname. Also read So.

Same as the preceding.

Same as
3jj* Ke, see above.

Same as * Fun.

An ancient form of $|[ Tsung.



Meth. IV. Radical.

7 Original form of

>^X SZE. Cord or rope sandals.

An ancient form of ,% Woo.

Xrljl^, Same as jp Kee.

TE

The grounds of water in which silk has been steeped.

A form of fa Wang.

An erroneous form of M Pae.

TSEUE. To cut off, or from.

TEAOU. To bind a man with a cord.

An abbreviated form of $t See.

Zl-l* A vulgar form of $ guy

KEW. A mirror.

FIVE STROKES.

FOO. Cotton lotb; coarse silk. A man's

name. A string or cord.

NEU, or Noo. A cord or string; a rope that

fastens a boat to the shore, a string that binds garments. Read

Na, Cha-na T^ 3Jg
the appearance of two things adhering.

NA. Silk thread in disorder.

The dregs or grounds of silk water.

KEUE, or Heue.

Thread ;
a thread or a skein of thread. Demon's garments.

An erroneous form of IP: Tsze.

CHING.

The ornamental harness of a carriage horse.

CH'HIH.

To seam ; to mend j to connect as by sewing.

"SZE, To repair; to supply what is wanting.

I SZE. A colour formed by blue and red. A

naukeen colour. A fictitious colour. A dark brown colour.



120th Radical. V.

A weak appearance ; the name of a river. A surname. Tszc

kin ching ^ Ji&
}jj^

the imperial citadel, or fortified part

of the Hwang-ching g. JHjy
or royal city, which ia confined to

the Emperor's domestic purposes.

TSZE.

Streaks on silk, or veins that appear on it.

CH'HOW. Silk woven ; to select; to take

from ; to take and draw out the ends of a ball of silk.

MIN.

To fish with a line; a net to catch rabbits.

HANG, or Hung.

A net. An ancient form of M^ Hang.

CHA. To bind the part of a bow grasped by

the left hand ; to tie or bind together.

SOO. Same as $& goo.

To heap upon ; to lay above each other,

to pile up; to bind or tie to; to implicate; to bind together;

unite persons together.

/

El- Fine; small; minute ; delicate; petty ; tri.

fling ; minute attention ; careful; subtile ; attenuated ; distinct.

ii

" A kind of sash worn round the waist

with its ends hanging down.

Same as the preceding character.

SEE. To tie; to bind; a bridle. Se pwin

|:t /pr
to billd Wlth cord i lo fo'ten to with eord, ai

animals are.

SHIN. From silk and extended. A laih

girdle; asasli to surround the waist, leaving it's ends hanging
down as an ornament. To bind as with a sash ; tlioic entitled

to wear an ornamental sash
; gentry.

MU. That with which garments are bound

round the body. Read W5, A stocking.

Same as
Jj* Keen, Strong, applied to silk.

A sort of silk fringe. Read P'he, Thett
streaks in embroidered silk. The appearance of garments

bound tight.

CHAY. To fasten with a cord.

j*"T*
CH'HOO. A croak, screen, or covering.

K'HEU. The end of a ball of thread; to

ncct ; to continue in succession ; to bind. Used for the name

of a fish.

&
Same as fhl Fan.
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O, or Hoo. White silk.

Same as |jt Chen.

CHA, To ornament with silk.

jX LING. A particular sort of silk.

CHOO. Silk in confusion or disorder.

SHAOU. To connect; to join the ends of a

cord ; to continue in succession
; to lead.

KAN.

A kind of purple coloured silk ; a purple colour.

YANG.

A sort of tassel or fringe which forms an ornament of caps.

FUH.

flr

Silk in a ravelled, disordered state. Same as & FDh.

From silh and a. star. Variegated

colours; certain ornamental trappings of a horse and carriage.

Certain fine cloth.

T'HO. An appellation of certain portions of

>ilk, used when numbering them.

CHIN. Turned; bent; curved; perverse.fr
Single garments. To turn or twist a cord.

JjVjI?
T'HAE. Silk threads ravelled ; wound about.

Slow; dilatory. Suspicion ; doubt; to deceive; to impose upon.

u

CHUH. Red silk; to seam. To crouch or

creep in, and to extend or stretchout again.

SHE. A particular kind of silk.

CHUNG. A A
The end or close ofa ball of thread ; the end of the year ;

a space of twelve years -,
the year under certain circumstances ;

a certain portion of land. The end ; the termination ; the

close; therm's of a book. To end; to terminate ; the close

of a good man's life. A surname. Chung puh woo
ij& ^\

never to the last awakened. Chung shin pfih wang ^
~

^7* never forgot it all his life. E chung yu neen
15^

to close (or spend) the rest of his years.

HEEN. The string of. a musical instrument.

TSOO. Certain silk fringes formerly appended

to caps of state; a fringe; silken strings or cords for binding

the hair with, and connecting the parts of armour.

P'HWAN. Ropes for throwing round and

entangling the feet of a horse. Ke
jp|

denotes the cords or

halter which is put about a horse's head. Ke pwan j



120tl> Radical. VI. M, (I.

to restrict, scd metaphorically for the restrictions of moral

principles.

KEUNG, Or Hitlg. To drag or lead irape-

tuously )
a single garment. Keung e

KljJ
"TO a single garment.

KELJ. Ornamented toes of shoes
-,

silk shoes

with fanciful devices worked on them.

u

MIH . A sort of sash .

'If

Ml
SHUH. A string or cord.

YAOU . The upper part of a stocking.

Z|Tr KOO. Name of a plant.

WAN.

Silk in confusion or disorder. Also read Yuen,

gaine as $$ Fuh.

Same as g Taou.

m
TSUY. Fresh and clean.

KWAN. Used for m Lun.

FART I. VOL. III.

PING, and Leg. To knot.

KANG.

An erroneous form of ffi Shoo.

Same as j$5 Ke.

/Jtr3

Same as
tigj Tsow, Clothes rumpled.

SIX STROKES.

JIN. Same as $ Jin.

43?& Same as the preceding.

HANG, The border or hem ; to mm.

Same as M; Set. Also read E, To bind thing*.

..

K.Et. To tiCi to knot; to contract ( to bind .

to draw or collect together . curved ; important, a koot ; a

bondt an engagement; fixed j
finished. Kef kuh

ffi- ^f

name of a western nation in the beginning of the Tang djoailj.

(A. D. 650). The aine aatioo wai afterwards calkd by the
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Chinese
5jt ^ Ifc Hei-kel-sze Ke gan j^t ^ to close

law-suit. Gan kew yen puh ke ^ ^ 5^^ $O lhe

case was long protracted and not closed. Leaou ke
Hj

to make up, or bring to a close. Ke'8 wei yew

formed a friendship.

/,/_AM If*
CHO\\r

. Silk prepared in a certain way for a

covering ; employed also as a kind of shroud.

CHOO. A species of red or crimson silk.

CHOW. Fine, sleek, smooth, glossy, warm silk.

YUH. A long appearance.

K'HWA. Certain coarse silk from which the

finer has been taken ; thread or cords knotted and used to

fasten a horse to
;
a crooked piece of wood ; threads formed

into a knot. Kang kwa|j||| jfcg
a particular kind of pointed

arrow.

u

PID. To repair; to mend.

HEANG.

A species of fine silk ; continuous like cotton.

KEEN. Important; firmly binding.

TSEUE. From silk, a knife, and a knot. The

concatenation broken j cut asunder ; cutoff; terminated; put

an end to; completely exterminated. The highest degree;

to overpass ; to pass over difficulties ; to cross a river. TsenS

lun
*J2 Toff to be cut off from any class,- i. e. to surpass be-

yond comparison. Tseue
jjfjlj

denotes death in this sentence,

Woo tseuS ching -ff yff> itfp five diseased affections which

occasion death.

CHUY. To hang pendant down.

K'HWANG.

A cocoon of silk. Fine as silk, or down.

MING.

From silk and name orfamed. Fine silk.

v

HWUH. To wind round with silk.

TSZE. A certain kind of cloth folded up .;

having paid the duty, aud laid up for sale.

Tb/lli. Silk arranged and put in-order.

URH. The appearance of the reins of a horse

or carriage, or that which the hand grasps in mounting.

HWAN. Slow; leisurely.

K.AJNG. To draw the string of an instrument

or of a bow; at last; finally. .
An ancient form of

(V0[ Hlog.
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T'HAOU. From lilk and a tiring, abbrc-

viatcil. Silk threads hanging down ai an ornament; a fringe.

Sze taou M
j|t

silk fringe. Ta taou
"

to twiil

threc-fold threads.

HWANG.

Silk winding round and extending farther and farther.

ME.

Reiterated, or placed over and over each other.

. .

KEE. The end of a thread of hemp. Cleans

pure; rightly adjusted ; to measure; to restrict; to reduce to

rule or to order, applied to the waters of the deluge.

K'HOO. Clothing for the limbs ; breeches.

An ancient form of
jj^

Taou.

KEAOU. From a silk siring and to writhe or

twist. To wrap round and twist ; to strangle. Read Heaou,

A yellowish colour j a string or sash with which clothes are

fastened.

TSEUEN.

Fine cloth made of the J^
K8 plant.

U

NE IH. A sort of ash for the waist.

An erroneous form of Keih.

K A K . The end of an arrow which it appJitd in

the ttring. The inside ring of a cap.

LO.

Thread* of hemp or lilk. The blood CM| , kind of art

HEUEN. A kind of ornamental bind.oj,

wrapper or tub. Ornamented i elegant appearance.

Beet.

A form of YTh.

PANG. Plain lilk without any itrnki. Flo*

silk ; continuous The marking line of a carpenter. Hrd

Ping, Hard twitted silk ; to itretch a string. Simcuifc

Peen.

Same as M Seen, Cotton thread.

\
r PE, or Pei, and Fuh. Pvt in front of

f
a carriage where the servants lit crouching.

^^^- U

a'"

KEIH. To give; to supply sufficiently , to

provide ; to supply. To give an opportunity to an aclifr

agent to operate; hence to receive i to be the recipient of.

Read Kef, Supplied with a ready elocution f too ready to

talk ; loquacious.

ME. Neat and miuutc embroidery.
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T'HUNG. Name of a cloth. The appear-

ance of rushing straight forward as in bunting. Also slow

and straight forward motion.

JUNG. Fine cloth; woollen cloth. Euro-

pean woollens are commonly tailed f& pSj| P/j
To-lo-ne.

Ta-ne 4f B)jJ
ctnraon woollens. Seaou ne yU pjj/^

Worleys,

or broad clolh. Seaou Jung /J\ ftfo
flannel ;

Ta Jung^
fifa

or Ta ne^ Dj
broad cloth. Superfine, *JZ

Yih

haou. Supers.IH^ Urh haou ; Worsters,^ ^| San haou.

Seaou Jung/)* |j|
or Seaou ne

/] jj|j?
Worleys.

Same as pz Chth,

TH'EAOU. The number of threads which

.

pass obliquely, or according to one, those that pass lengthwise.

The appearance of long pieces of silk. Read Taou, Varie-

gated silk.

YIN. Yin yun &$j iS} warm genial air; see- '-Ull

pj^
Yin. Yin-yun is also applied to hemp; according to some

to the male plant, and according to others to the female plant.

Yin yun che she how
$|j |!^^^ fjj

the season ofanimal

heat, or when the sexes are compelled to copulate.

LUY. To increase by accumulating or heap-

ing one upon another. An ancient form ofM Lur
**\\

P'HAE.

Silk in the flos state
; hemp or flax undressed.

SEE. Same at
|S ge'g. Also Firm, strong.

Cord wound up in a certain way.

The coarser part of the silk obtained

from the cocoon, it is unfit for being formed into threads. To

compound, or make up various ingredients; to reiterate; ver-

bose ; any thing pendant. Read Choo, To season soup. Read

Na, Silk in confusion. Read Neu and Joo, A surname.

KAE. To bind about ; to hang or to supeud from.

T'HEE. pieces of coarse white cloth worn

round the head and round the waist, as mourning.

TO.

The pendant ornaments in front of an ancient crown.

T'HUNG. From tiUc and to fill. The

gin; the beginning; the end of a clue; that which leads as

matter of course to the whole ; the whole
; general ; entire.

A surname.

SZE.

That which is vomited forth by the silk-worm ; raw silk.

Minute; small ; fine as silk.

KEANGr- A deep red; crimson. The name

of a place; the name of a river.
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Same as $& To.

Same as & Tsowr.

SE. Same as $$ Se.

TSZE. To lacker a vessel

MOW. To disagree ; discordance,

.

An erroneous form of |ffi Meen.

I

An erroneous form of $3 Tsow,

Same as ff Ke.

TSEANG. High.

t*f Same as $*p Keang.
MJ

. To wind silk

KOW. To spread out ; to extend.

SEVEN STROKES

KEEN. The clothing of the ulk-worm. The

(mil of silk an left by the lilk-worro ; the ikin of (be foot rum

plrd mid blistered. Keen-keen, A low voice Same ai JOB Keen

HEU. The name of an ancient cap.

KE. A certain cord attach rd to a balance. A

surname. Shfih kc
4)Ji

*2 a needle ; a large needle

A form of $ TsSng.

KEUEN. A fine ipcciei of ii!k, uicd for coTef -

lets and couch coven , a kind of act for catching bird*.

H tlbj. A fine lort of hemp or flax, after it

is prepared, or cloth made therefrom; the name of place.

A surname.

v

WAN. Mourning garment!. Read Meeo. A

sort of coarse hempen cap worn in mourning. Read Mwu
To connect; connected.

CHIN.

The string or cord fastened to the note of a cow to lead it br.

LEU.

To io the part* of a garment together ,
to team.

PART I. TOL III.
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CMING. To form by weaving.

PING.

Bad silk broken and incapable of being wocn.

K'HEW. Hurried; pressed ; urgent ; precipitate.

YIH. Stinking raiment.

KEE. To mend and seam.

SOO. A sort of cloth, silk coarsely spun.

Same as M Poo.

Same as $g Chth

PANG. To tie j to bind with cords and flog.

ffi
o Vulgar form of Jj Tung.

fjyU

SEAOU.

Raw ailk. Plain while silk j a particular sort of silk.

A form of $? Shoo.

HWAN.

A vane to shew how the wind blows. To wrap ronnd.

TSIN.

Red silk threads with which the scales of armour are connected,

KANG.

The rope of a well ; a rope for drawing water with.

SLW. To bind or tie the two fore feet.

TE.

A thick specie* of silk j formerly used in giving presents.

Same as
|J

Pe, also To unite or join together.

T'HOW. A section of cotton.

HEE, Or Hea. Kind of tassels or other or-

naments that hung from the cap, in ancient times.

*rV7*
- An erroneous form of $ Hung.

Jr/^*

. V

PEE. A silken cord; a flat tape.

Same as the vulgar character ?J Tsung. Also

, and:
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A coarse kind of hempen cfoth , He

and Keih iC5 are two sorts, a finer and a coarser of the

same kind of cloth, worn by certain ancient queens.

$
d&

g)

Hope with which a coffin is carried. A large cord.

T'HING. Sert of tasseli which hung down

behind and before in ancient Chinese state caps or crowns,

they had gems attached to them.

SUY. The traces of a carriage ; a certain sash

I>
P

inside a carriage for a person to hold by and steady himself.

Steady; quiet; tranquil; to tranquillize by stopping or driv-

ing back, applied to an army.

Same a $ Ting.

TUY. Silk woven.

v

i SHA. Small; thin sort of silk; guaze.

. Taweave> SameasKw$n.

KING

The threads of a web; the warp. To pass; to cross; the

person through whose hands an affair' passes; applied in medical

books to the veins and the blood. Classical or religious

books. King wci S?
jjifr warp and woof, to unite them, to

weave king, lines or paths north and south ( ri, lines east and

west, or the line* of lon-itude and latitude. From warp aqd

warf tillc is made, hence King denotes what i Excellent , jui-

tice and diligence ; rules ; laws ( to manage, or superintend.
A

woman's monthly period. Woo king 31 |ji
the fire elaitie'-

Che king Alt 55 to bead the neck like a fowl and stop the
AP^ iii-1*

breath so as to cause suffocation. King &'.' ii a Particle dcno-
a

'!>
*

ting what is passed, and in this sense precedes the Verb, as E

king tso leaou ^ $ ^ ~f il ' al'cady done. Kins; pbh

traou, yew h8 ebc fe .he^^ p fo fa J|=. g|
irregularities in the menses arise from coition not taking place

in the natural season. Foo jin king pe Jrjjj J{ $ i^f)
a ilop

"

page of the menses. Ta king yew che choo fy JJL^ fy ^J

J^ the place by which he passed. King hing urh keaou b&

yu8 ki s lae *he kc*oub5

sexual intercourse during the menses will occasion disease.

^~
FOO. A coarse net.

HOO.

The string or cord by which a seal is attached to the girdle.

CHE. An ancient form of^ Chlh.

CHWANG. To stuff with cotton.

FAN, OF Pwan. Certain ornaraeoh of

horse's mane. Read Po, A surname.

YO. Plain white silk.
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LE. Streaks or veins on any thing.

IliilV Oroamcnls of a crown which hang pen-

danl before and behind. A cover at the top of a crown. Read

Seen, A thread.

KEUNG . A name of cloth .

HWAN. Slow, leisurely.

Same as jj^ Sha, Gauze.

FAN. Silk in confusion and disorder.

LEW. A flowing waving banner

Same as |j| Fung.

YU. Silk.

SEUEN Same as $$| Seuen.

KEU. To bind
; to tie together

KEU Sameas^Keu.

Same as the preceding character.

Same as $fa Che, Paper.

Same as ^ Shaoa.

EIGHT STROKES.
/

rpcf TTV/^OUi>U. A word uied in weaving; IransverM

threads
;
to collect all together.

CHUEN. Same as tM Chueo. Read guv
'r*f * '

An open woven sort of cloth.

CH'HIN. To top. Good. Read Sin, Tb

appearance of garments and feathers hanging pendant dowa.

TO. A particular sort of silk.

I
KEU. Sameasj^JKeu

r

LE. Vegetable dye for silk

\t

LUH. A green colour. Lfih fan i*^ green

vitriol. Liih tsung hwa |^ ^ "tt Amaryllis Sarnieniis ,

otherwise called Kin chin tsae 4^ ^r ^S "d f& JR JaL

E-nantsaou. Kwanluh'e' S& Saxon green. Hth 18h ]

bottle green.
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FOO. To dress injured cotton.

URH. To wind round ; beautiful silk.

N EEN . The track rope o f a boat, or the rope

with which it is fastened to the shore, and which is usually

made of reeds.

LEANG. The silk ornaments ofa cap.

CH'HOW. From silk and going round. To

wind as on a clue or ball of silk; to wrap round as a bundle

of stick*, to bind; to fasten round. Thickj close together.

To sluke the head.

W O, or Ho. Tine silk.

L'HUNG. A sort of silk.

TSE E. Following in close succession.

KEUEN. To bind to as with silk or cord.

Keen keuen ^^ jjjjj sincerely and indissolubly connected ;

bound to in attachment or regard. KwSn keuen IS
bound up; tied round. Keuen ling 1

^j
certain military

skin garments.

An ancient form of $ Shaou.

I. TOL. III.

It
A hindrance or impediment, such as it occasioned by net.

-An ancient form of $& Chili.

K'HE. Same as the
following.

K'HE.

Ornamented with a variety of coloun ; certain caps or

garments ornamented j strings to bind the hoei ; rtrict ; the

utmost degree of. A surname.

TSANG. From title thread and to content

The sound of a stringed instrument j the sound of a string

which is drawn tight and twitched.

CHIN. Cloth and silk in broad webi. lot

stale uf confusion or disorder. Same as Chun.

Same as Ke.

T'HiiEN. A sort of cotton mattress.

WAN. A net witn its proper cords t the in.

eniiil ring of a cap; garments of a certain colour.

TSEEN. A red coloured silk, named from

the r Tse'en plant, with which it is d/ed. A word used in

reference to the making of cord in tome parts of China.
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An erroneous character for $ Kin, and Kin.

A certain form of weaving ; and a particular colour.

SEEN.

Tint with which a garment may be seamed
; fine silk.

SHOW. A piece of silk to which official

seals are suspended; they were formerly twelve tenths of a

cubit long, in allusion to the twelve months of the year f and

thrte cubits broad, in allusion to the three powers Heaven,

earth, and man, A kind of fastening of a curtain.

The appearance of long delay. Also read Yin.

*q KIN. Same as # Kin.

Read Keen, A name of cloth and silk.

\

Si. From tilk and wingi. To be connected

or pertain to
;

is
; is belonging to ; to tie ; to connect all

around ; a kind of net ; that to which a boat is fastened. To

consider ; a particle like
'[l^

Wei, and
|j]j|

Wei, which two, with

this, are in ancient books used for each other. The name of

place. Wei he Jin sin gj ||^^ bind together peo-

pie's hearts.

An ornamented banner or ensign carried

ns a sign of authority , a covering for a lance or other weapon.
Read King, The side ; under the arm .

Same as the preceding character.

PING. To unite silk or cotton threads; to

form a kind of cloth; to unite or join many together. Aline

for marking with; or to twitch the line, which in the Chinese

manner, is inked. To extend the string, as of a bow. Same

YO. To wrap or bind about,

To twist a cord or rope ; a string or cord.

LAE. Strong hair; bristly hair. To bristle up

WAN.

Bad. To join or seam; to connect, or join together.

KAJNG. The large cord or rope of a net ;

hence that which regulates or controuls ; that which draws

all together. A prince, a father, and a husband are called

^
ml San kang, the three Kang.

WANG. A net made of strings or cords for

catching either animals or fish. Teen wang ^F the net of

heaven, the government of Providence. Fa wane ^i ]

f*"^ I

the net of the law, the execution of the laws of the country.

TS'HAE. From silk and variegated. An

semblage of every colour; coloured silk.

as-
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u

PANG. To bind; to tie ; to fasten garments

about a child ; certain bandage for children to fasten them to

the back of the nurse. Same as 6M PSng.

/ ^ X
CHUY m

To connect ; connected together ; a kind of band of fencers,

employed for amusement in ancient Chinese courts. To stop,

or cause to desist.

\

KO. To wrap round and bind.

V

ToUY. An assemblage of various colours.

United. A rustling sound, like silks rubbing against each other.

To arrange silk in order'to manufac-

ture it. To compare and distinguish the different sorts and

class them ; to classify ;
to adjust; to wind silk. Name of a

plant; and of a place. A surname. King lun -fe-' *tm t(>

sort silk ; King denotes Separating the ends of the threads ;

Ltm, joining the several sorts; just thoughts; to put in order.

Sze lun ^ fffiff silk adjusted or sorted ; the first represents

the royal ideas in the mind ; seconi', the expression of them.

Lun jin &firf -g- imperial gazettes are so called.

A bamboo rope j
a rope to drag a boat with.

LK\Y, A certain quantity of silk threads. Ten

threads make a
%jm Lun, ten lun make a

5j[*f
Lew.

K'HE. Variegated;stripedwitbdifferent
colours.

K CH'HEN, or Chan, and Thru,

The seam of a garment ,
a rent warn ; a warn oprnrd ; to

open a icara.

YEN. To unfold the silk from the roroni!.

PE, Of PeTh. To ornameul, with a lort of fic-

ing, the upper border of a garment.

f

Slow, leisurely. Ch5 yS ffi 4fy
weak, delicate.

LING. A finer sort of silk, much used for ei-

tern.il long garments and ornamental purposes. Tsing ling w

^g an irregular uneven surface.

MEEN. A preparation of fine silk, having the

appearance of cotton ; flos silk; uninterrupted continuation

of; connected; to continue to posterity ; remote ; enduring ,

thick ; close ; weak. A surname.

TS'HE. The streaks or veins on silk.

TS'HEE. To connect or ew garments to-

Selhcr Le'en tsc ^ fcj
to connect together. Tse le

|

irregular; put in some disorder.

THAN, Ch'hen, and Ch'han;

The appearance of white fresh garments. A mixture of

green and yellow colour. A hempen cord.
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TSUNG- Trapping! or ornaments of car-

riages aud horses. Embroidery.

>tE)
HWAN, or Kwan

A kind of riband or silken cord ; to bind with.

TSOW. Any thing dipped in a red dye thrice,

and afterwards in a black dye once ; the colour arising from

this process.

SE1H

Fine cloth; to make linen cloth. Same as^ Selh.

TSZE. From tilk and black. Silk of a dark

colour. Tszee $!n /fe black clothes.

1

I1ING, Straight; directed to ; bent or crooked.

r

LEANGL
" T

A certain string, or fastening for a shoe

B^
^^ KIN. To bind fast round with a string or cord ;

coni|ircsiedj pressing; urgent, strict, close constructed.

FE. Silk of a reddish colour.

JUY . The ornamental fringe of a Chinese cap.

Sometimes made of silk, sometimes of the hair of a cow's tail

dyed red.

u

KEUE, and Kwiih. Certain garments of

the northern barbarians. One says, To knot or connact by

knotting.

MIN. Same as Min.

YIH, and Hwfh. A seam ; to seam

Same as |& Tsee,

Same as $$) Wang.

An ancient form of Chih

Same as f Chen.

f&'/J HWUH. In a small quantity.
djvv*

CHIN. Hemp or flax. A sort of sash.

CH.'HOW. No ultimate or extreme point,

('mm ancient times to the present.

SHE A kind of silk.

Same as jf Soo.



YUEN. A cord for leading a cow.

A mixture of green and yellow colours. A icrl of tilk.

Same as ^g Ke.

Same as $| See".

T'HEE.

A name of cloth produced in a nation of I'M west.

HOO. A silken cord.

JUY. Same as ^ Juy.

NINE STROKES.

SEU. The end of a thread, by pulling which a

ball, or cocoon of silk is unfolded. The commencement ;
the

beginning of; that which is necessary to evolve the whole and

to preserve order; the course of events ; that which ii left by

aacestors to their posterity ; to search or examine into.

PEL Various coloured silk .

120th Radical IX M.-fl,

'jyx
T'HA, or T'h5. A sort of silk.

TAUT I. VOL. III.

SEANG. Alight yellow coloured silk, the

colour of the young mulberry leaf. Peaou eang 4*1
jtjfl

or reversed Seang peaou, Gay coloured silks.

JOW, or New. Variegated silk

KEEN.

Cords with which a basket is bound , to bind with cords u
coffins were in ancient times, when not nailed , to close as

a letter.

\J

K1H. To seam, or to weave.

E.
Precipitate {Unfinished. Spoiled silk. Read

Y8, To spoil through preccpitancy -,
a petty idea.

SEEN. Thread of any kind; silk or cotton

thread ; to lead or draw, used metaphorically for a spy.

SEU.

A certain kind of silk. By Xang-he. read Sew and Sung.

I

*

JUEN. Clothes rumpled. To weave.

MEEN. A preparation of fine silk, having

the appearance of cotton 5 flos silk ; uninterrupted continua-

tion of j connected ; to continue to posterity ; remote; endur-

ing; thick; close, weak. A surname. Chow meen
jjj^

closely bound.
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TS'H E1H. To follow up in close succession ;

to come often ; to pursue closely, in order to seize or ap-

prehend.

HEA, OF Twan. The inside lining of a shoe.

Read Twan, commonly used to denote Silk, Kang-he says

erroneously 10.

MOW. A particular sort of silk.

If Same as fj^ Suy.

CH'HUNG. To add to; to increase; lo

accumulate; to heap on each other ; reduplicate. Thick;

subttaiiti.il. Read Chung, A sort of silk.

1 -B. An indissoluble knot; closely shut.

MIN. A certain line for taking fish ; a line or

cord. A string of Chinese coin. The name of a city. As a

local word, it denotes to give one's garments to another

person.

MAOU.

The silken appendages of a streamer or other flag.

From 7& and opi. A border or el-

of silk stitched on to the margin of the collar of a gar-

meat, or to the sleeyef, as an ornament; to accord with

something previously existing; to continue in succession ; to

be influenced by something previously existing ; to connect an

cause and effect; a cause. To climb.

i

SEUN. The seam down the back of a Chinese

garment; to seam or sew ; to bind round.

u

FUH. A wide piece of cloth or silk.

SEE.

A long rope or cord; that with which any thing is bound.

An ancient form of
$Jj* Choo.

PAOU, A child's swaddling clothes; . cover

for a child ; that in which Chinese women carry children on

their backs.

SZE.

A particular kind of cloth worn in mourning.

TSEW. The rein by which horsei or other

draught animals are guided.

I*/C
^ame as tne preceding.

PEEN . To arrange together; to put in a cer-

tain order, said of books, of names ; of the materials of which

books are composed i to connect things together with cords ;

to twist j to plait. A certain head dresi or turban. Keen pei>
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I to ariange materials and compose a book. Ta ne'en- T 'Wt"J

^T /if)
to plait> as the hair< p*en infih e l

j&ii 7k yji 'i$[

timbers fastened together to cross a river. A raft.

NIN. To weave; to put in order.

T'H ING, and Ying. Slow ; leisurely.

Same as 1^ Ting.

JWAN. Slow; leisurely; gliding with luxu-

rious ease; prosperous circumstances ; careless; remiss; dila-

tory ; delay. To delay ; to put offtill another time.

u

RANG. A large rope. Urgent.

TSUNG. Silk of a bluish green colour. A

IDI IIWUY.

Appearance of the collar or telv.ige of a garment

WEI.

A sort of .ilk. A flat tape; theend ofa ball of thread

light guaze lilk of a dark green colour.

It K'HEAE. Coarse silL

SING. A sort of hempen cloth.

MEEN. Fine silk. Remote; distant ; absent;

to think about over and over ; backwards and forwards* Me'en

seang
jwjjj ^13

or Sze meen
ffl^ |j|j

to ponder; to think upon

what isubsent.

K 'HEEN . To creep in
j
to contract.

CH'HOW. Jo cover or obstruct the sight

of. The end of a ball of thread.

U

CH'HA. To insert silk ; to seam } to sew.

FOW. Keuen fow
|j |B

a specie* ofiilk.

CH'HE.

Knotted. Fast bound or connected together. Strong.

/

W hil . The insubordinate or cron threads of tUk .

The woof or transverse threads in a web ; lines which run east

and west, and which measure the latitude. To weave ; to fasten

or bind. The five planets are called Wei, the twenty-eight

constellations are called $3 King.

KOW. Thesilktajselatthehandleofaiword.

Name of a place. A surname.

MEAOU. Fine flowing, applied to style.

KEE. A aort of sash or band.
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T'HOW. A sort of cloth. Read Seu, Varie-

gaUd. A man's name. Read Yu, Rent silk. Read Yaou,

A fort of silk.

FUNG, Pung, or Pang.

Shoes of different kinds, leather shoes worn by children.

Same as the preceding.

LEEN.

To boil as is done with silk or things that are dyed. To

select; to choose; to experiment , to learn by experience.

A surname. Keen le'en
|j|j |j|>

to essay or try by experiment.

NO. A name of cloth.

CHA. Cotton clotted together.

TSUNG. from lilk and gathered together.

A fish net ; eight threads of silk.

PEEN. Twisted hemp; to seam

WEI. Ornaments of variegated silk.

HWAN. To bind; a Urge bundle, a sheaf.

Read Kwln, A collection of all kinds of feathers.

tn
$TS?

K'HO. Fine silk; silk dressed.

YIN. A shaken agitated appearance.

TE.

A reddish yellowish appearance ; a carnation colour.

KWA, Ko, and Wo. In Manuscript Die-

tionaries, read Wo. Silk of a green and purple colour : a tash

of that colour; silk not wound.

CH'HE. Fine; subtile; delicate
; elegant > soft ;

effeminate. To mend or repair garments ;
torn garments.

\j

WAN, or Yun. From silk and warm. The

genial influences of nature, which operate in the produc-

tion of material existences; a confused state, like rare!

led silk ; hemp ; tattered. Tsze win Q ^^ to hang one's

self, occurs thus written. Yin win zffl ^P the subtile ee~
tf*f3 n[m D

nial influences of nature.

TSUH. Rumpled marks.

A vulgar form of^ Tsew.

Same as

Same as 3* Yaou
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KE. Silk knotted.

TSEEN. Woven once.

Same as^ Fuh.

CH'HING. A red flesh colour.

WAN. A rope to track a boat.

GOW. A corner,

PE. Continuous.

Ul) VV . A bandage formerly worn round the

arm on the death of a parent.

#a]| SEAOU. Raw silk.

W>J
Ul

SO. To bundle up well.

^to'

CHEN". To wind about or wrap round.

K'HEU . Plain ; without any ornament.

FART I. TOL. III. H

T'HANG. To bundle up well.

Same as $4 Seaou.

SHE. Same as H She.

I. Same as $J Tae

^

W

Same as $p

Same as |^ Tselh.

Same as Jj* He.

Same as^ Peth.

KING- The strings of a cap.

YE. Continuity; regular succession

^^
$TEN STROKES.

** SOO. Same as ^ Soo.
-

YING. To wind round; to wind or roll p
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FE. An utensil like a bamboo, box or chest.

A name of a certain sort of silk.

LO. Coarse silk.

LO. To wind silk.

LE.

To connect by strings, of cords. Bad cearte silk.

1 3J.JN, A carnation coloured silk
, to attach to

one, or wrap round, at a sash ; the name of an office. Also

read Tse'en.

iii. Toitrangle ; to suspend with a. cord- or string.

TSEYV. Same as- & Tsew,

C ri H U Y . A cord or rope ; to let down, as

over a city wall by a cord or rope.

NEiH. A sort of sash to bind with.

T'HANG. A large cord or rope.

PEI, Pei, or Kwei. A sort of silk

PANG.

To ornament the border! of shoes; the coarae part of (ilk.

KWUH.

To knot ; to prevent being unloosed. A sort of silk

PWAN. A small bag. Pwan chth

or Pwan nang^ ^ a little bag satchel.

CHOW, or Tsow. chow sha

species of crape, a well.known Chinese manufacture. Keen U*w

Z*5 |js rumpled ; contracted ; drawn in.

. Straight; direct.

LE1H. Variegated ; yellow silk.

KLEN. A kind of silk which is variegated and/A

exceedingly close, so as to keep out rain.

SZE. The appearance of silk in confusion or

disorder. Read S5, in a similar sense. Read So, A fresh,

clean appearance.

TSEUEN. From tilk and origin, A red aa4

yellow colour produced by the first dip in a dye ; a red olor.
.. *

PE. Fine cloth
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TS'HIN. Same as ^ Tsin.

PAN. Same as *& Fan.

SHWANG. The cocoon.

WAN. From tilk and. warm. The genial

influences of nature which operate in the production of mate-

rial existence* , a confused state, like ravelled si!k
, hemp ;

tattered.

An erroneous character, commonly explained in

Ihe sense of
||j ChTh, To weave.

V

HE A, To bind round, or tie up a
thing.

SAE . Garments torn or rent.

TS'HUY:

Mourning garments ; the part wora before the breist.

Used for ^? S3, an erroneous character.

SAOU. Same as M Saou.

Kt/. Something that ties or binds together

as a cord
;
coarse bad silk.

HWANG.

^ SUY. Silk for the woof

LEW. A particular sort of silk.

IIIH. Raw silk.

JUNG. Ornament* of silk u fringes, ao4 to

on ; ornaments of soft hair a thread
; a not.

$$ HWAN. To knot.

$Ali>

T'HAOU. Same as
fl| Taou.

A man's name. To contain ; a scabbard for a sword.

i ^
FO. To bind

f to tie fast ; to roll up ; roll , a

certain part below a carriage, which serves to ronnrtt and

fasten the several part* together, or to fasten the baggtge to

the vehicle.

T'HAN. A deep green colour.

YUN. A string or cord that connects or k ciW
together. Cord of a cage or basket.

SO. To shut or close.
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CHIN.

Silk prepared, but not woven. Close; thick. Black.

CH'HE. To seam or stitch with a needle.

KAOU. Plain white coloured silk.

PO, and Puh.

A sort of large collar, formerly worn on Chinese garments.

Adorned, ornamented with various colon.

HWO, or Huh.

Fine silk threads -,
fine light gauze. Also a species of crape.

TSAE. Affairs; concerns.

o

TA.

A snare made of cords ; used also to catch me.

o

T'HANG. A cord or string; to fasten; to

bind. King tSng fa? Kfc certain wrappers rolled round the

legs ; worn by persons who have to travel far.

HEUEN, and Heen.

To bind to and suspend ; a district under one magistrate.

The principal town of the district, and the officer who presides

over it, are all called Been. A surname.

^^ Same as

I

KEIH. Same as fft Kelh.

Same as $1)
Heuen.

HE. A sash, or banti.

SOO. Fresh silk.

TS1N. An impetuous torrent of water.

X An ancient form of | Sze.

<

An ancient form of ^ He.

Same as |m Tsze.

ornamental fringe.

)I?>
KEUEN. Binding and tying.

1
A vulgar form of jp Kang.

A vulgar form of j|n Keaou.
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An erroneous form of 3g Mow.

Supposed to be the same as $$j Taou.

Supposed to be an erroneous form of^j S5. Read

KeTh, To bind to a belief by evidence.

Same as PeTh.

An ancient form ofM Saou.

ELEVEN STROKES.

~S TS'HAE. Fresh new garments

To stop ; the seam of a cap. Read

Peg, To wrap something round an official seal.

JNG. To seam; to sew
, to unite as by a

seam ; a seam
j an opening or aperture like a slit seam. A

fissurej a cleft.

TS'HEE, and Tseth.

New splendid garments. Same as fe Tse?.
9rC

K1JN. Close fine woven texture.

I
I'iRT I. VOL. III.

TSUH.

Contracted ; crept in. The marks of rumpled tilk.

Same as the preceding.

LK. From clothfi and fa irparatr , thai

keeps them from separating ;
a string or sash. AD ornamented

sash worn by women.

kit * "

SUH, or Shflh.
-j

From tilk and la gather together. To confuse . in a sUtr of

disorder ; to contract in dimensions ; to creep in
; to pucker up.

To bind with a string or cord. A surname.

YlliJN. Long ; protracted ( to draw or lead.

LEO,

To low together the parts of garments , to seam.

SE. A sort of cap formed of silk. The appear-

ance of a mulitude, or many things. Same as |H Sr.

From tUk and to accord iri/A. To

allow to run into disorder ; to connive at. Remiss, disorderly.

Although ; though it be {allowing it; lengthwise ; to thoot

forth an arrow. Ho tsung Jung e tse Wang-she wei chang

?P tf& ^" 'iP" ^f -f- EV ffil W '"'D8' T connived at

his wife Wang-she becoming a prostitute.

Same as *$ Ke.
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IP I

LUY.

A black cord ; to bind or fasten wilh a cord, as a criminal.

T*^* v

\L? M Kill A word that occurs in the Budh books.

CHU EN. A white fresh colour

M

ME1H. The ropes or cords of a net.

KEEN.

Firmly bound ; close; strictly compressed.

K'HEEN.

To pull silk or thread asunder and unravel it.

TEAOU.

A thing hung upside down ; now written f Taou.

MAN, or Mwan. PUin, unembroidered silk,

applied to long tracts of land which hate not undergone much

cultivation.

INAE. Coarse silk appearing in confusion.

LOW, or Leu. Silk thread ; thread.

SHWANG, The fastenings inside shoes.

CHIH. To connect, as by sewing or tying

together; to tie or fasten to, as a horse or cow.

A vulgar form of fl Tstf.

SE AOU. TO tie or fasten a boat to the hore.

MOO.

Bad coarse silk. Read MS, The appearance of being spread out.

Silk of a blue and white colour; an azure colour.

LEEN. Connected fast together. Leen low

i a something to defend against the cold.

it
ME, or Mei. A halter for a cow ; to con-

nect or fasten to ; something by which to lead or drag.

I/

K'HWAN. To bind together; to tic up.

Read Mei, The same ai the preceding.

TSUNG. From tilk or ktnd, and hutUleJto-

gelher. All united together; bound together as a sheaf. All;

the whole number; general. The hair formed into a tuft; a

sheaf of grain ; a bundle of cloth. Yih tsung ^ the

whole number. Pflh shing tsung ping che jin ^fc fl$ M)
I 'V* Q*vVl*'

Jr.^ < iucompeteat to the duties of a general officer.
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LUH. Pure; unmixed.

SEUEN. To faitcn a sow to a long rope.

TSEIH. To twist hemp into thread*, work

which is always performed in China by women. Work per-

formed; business; affair; meritorious deeds.

SUY. A fine sort of cloth.

SAN, and Seen. Fringes or other silken

ornaments at the top of a streamer, or flag. Read Tan, Silk.

SUY.

To place silk threads on a spinning wheel.

FAN. Multifarious; multitudinous , numerous

affairs that press and worry and weary a person. Girth for a

horse. Fan hwa ^}g Jp multitudinous gaities ; chow ; dress ;

festivities; pomp.

An erroneous form of the preceding;.

LEUH. r r p* > * rop*>

in used in ships and in mines j to let down into a pit, or the

shaft of a nsine; or into a grave. A pulley.

PANG. To bind or tie together.

K. \ kind ul raw mb(t

dcred or variegated with purple and black. I -d a* n I p*u.

nic Particle. Tone of : he name of child's garment.

SAOU. From /* and !. To unfold Ibc

raw silk from the state in which it is left by the (ilk, worm

Variegated,

MEW, and Lew. CIOM minute

course. Read Mflh, A certain name of bad import, applied to

a person after his death ; a modern surname. Read Lraoo. To

wrap or windabout.

YAOU.

To follow ; to accord wilh , to lake from amongst. Luiu

riant herbage. To serve. A surname. Read Yew, To tak

out of; referring to divination. In ancient books used for

Yew UJ From, through, or by.

KEANG. A cloth with strinp at its

with which Chinese females fasten their infants on tbeir I

I lit Li N. A cord or string fur fastening gar-

meats. Same as ym Peen.

TOW. A sort of purse made of besop.

TEE. To knot or bind.

PE. To unit* or join together as by sramiag.
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A form of ^ Chung, found on clone tablets.

HWAN. To sew ; to seam.

Same a Leaou.

GOW.

The sense is lost. Some say it is the same as
VJjjp

Gow.

Same as
|ij

Chin.

TSO. The appearance of silk

Same as ^ Tsung.

Same as %jn Tsze.

KUNG.

Name of a district in Keang-se prorince.

Same as E& Mei.

III

TWELVE STROKES.

JEN.

Silk. A red colour; red as fire. Also read Juen.

SELJ. To bind or tie before the two feet.

K HEU.

A name of variegated silk. The border of a ihoe.

A cord or string; a string by which

something is suspended. A name of embroidered silk.

I

HWUY. and Suy.

A sort of tine open cool cloth ; a cloth worn as mourning.

PUH. A napkin or handkerchief. A sort of petti-

coat cut so as to be wide at the bottom and straight at the waist.

TSEE.

To join or unite. A name of certain foreign commodities.

The waistband of trowsers ; trow-

sers which reach down to the heels. Read Ke8, A kind of

: straw sandals.

POO.

The residue of a cocoon, or silk taken from it ; silk.

\j

MIH. A cord or string.

SIN, or Tsin.

Continuous; coming in regular succession.
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A generic terra for lilk when it it

manufactured. The name of a nation, and of a district A

luroame.

I

I

I

Same as Cha.

il

TSO. To knot; the residue of a seam.

CHE, and Chlh. Dyed silk of which scholar's

garments arc made ; the coloured silk of which banners or

streamers are made. To weave ;
a general term for weav-

ing silk or cloth of any kind. CMh yu^^ the remnant

of a piece of silk.

fZl^ SHEN. From good and tilk. To mend ;
to

P
repair; to put in order; to provide; to adjust; to state on

paper ; to write out. Occurs denoting Magisterial anger.

An erroneous form of sH Yin.

TSEAOU. Fresh hemp which has not been

steeped in water. Hemp which has been spoiled by excessive

rains.

m s

HI LIN

SAN. A sort of umbrella.

To preserve in a conlinuoui state. To dress silk.

CH'HL'. Torn or tattered garment*.

An erroneous form of ff Chung

YUH, andKefih A well rope.

FAN. To extend ; lo widen ; lo spread out

into difTerent languages ; to translate.

PEE. To twiit cord ; a iaih to which .sword

TART I. VOL. III.

is suspended. To turn a horse round to the right. Read Pe,

Bui cotton.

HWANG. Cord or string.

LEAOU. To wrap round; to bind aboot; to

wind round; to manage; the name of a sacrifice; a roan

name. Yth leaou fi ife 51 a lock or tuft of hir.

tFlT CH'HO. Slowly ; leisurely

&l TSUN. Certain clothing to cover the ke*s !V
to put in order; to adjust.

KEEN. The colours of embroidered silk. Ta

keen kin f ? name of certain embroidered silk ii Ike
r 'IV'* *"l

lime of the Tang dynasty.
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T'HEEN. Variegated streaked silk.

To wind round as silk or thread ; to

go round ; to surround. A surname. Jaou e shih Ian S

!/, /^J InMJ
surrounded by slone balusters. Jaou san tsi |S

- ?n went round thrice, or made three circuits.

CH'HEN.

A kind of sash worn with its. ends banging down.

J-
EIE SANG

a light yellow colour.Seang sang

Ornaments as tassels, fringes, &c., hang-

ing pendant from a girdle, or the end of a sash

SfciW . TO variegate with different colours , to

embroider,- to erebel ish.

HWU Y . Certain red- fringe or ends of thread

in weaving various coloured silk; to embroider ; to decorate;

to paint ; to put a variety of colours on paper or on cloth.

PANG, or Pang. To knot or bind.

SUH. Rumplrd ; the mirki of being rumuled.

SUH A sash or girdle.

/ / I ' ' v

Zv3s> HWA. Wei hwi t | or Hwi hwu, iS
Jl>Hb 'rT 'P13

-^

Wr to oppose^ opposed to; perverse; disobedient; tbe notse

of cracking or breaking.

><&*
SO. A large rope.

Contracted ; creeping or drawing io.

T'HANG. To close or shut.

LUY. Same as || Luy

SEU. Same as jf Seu.

Same as the preceding,

Same as ^ TWan.

HE. To laugh; delight.

Same as ^ Heen

SEUN. To sew ; to seam.

Same as | Saou
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Same as $?I Seu.

M1H. Silk

Same as W. ChS.

I
SHING, anrtChing. A cord

, a string;

a rope ; a line stretched j to make a straight mark 4 to cause

to conform to the straight line, in a moral sense ; to warn ; to

restrain; to restrict; continued as by a line, not disconnected.

Occurs denoting To praise or commend.

SUY. Coarse cloth used in mourning.

*

iWUY. To draw or sketch a picture-, to

paint pictures. To embroider with various colour* ; to adorn

ar variegate with colours.

HE, and Ke. To connect or be connected ;

following in succession; connected ; related to. Read Ke, To

tie ; to bind ; to fasten or fix to as by tying ; attached to men-

tally. Teen ming che tseuS we tseu, ching he yu Pe-kan che

sha we shl yay ^ fr^ ijg^ ||5 J TJjt Jjk J^ "f*

s $ TK? 30a -rff heaven's decree (in * Chow's favor)
>C ^A. 'l^ ^Vv *' L *r J

being terminated or not, depended on his killing or not killing

Fe-kan.

KEEN. The clothing of the silkworm. The

bill of *ilk as left by the silk-worm ; the skin of the foot rim-

pled and blistered. Repeated Keen-keen, A low voice.

LA. Variegated silk.

u

SHI. To fold over. To seam together.

Same as jjfX Choo, To stuff with cotton.

CH'HOW.

The words pronounced at the lime of divination.

YAOU. Same as fjf Yaom

LE. A sash, for the waist

NEE.

To sew ; to mend clothes. To bind with a string.

KEANG Prom tt limit and silk, or

A birdie; the silk cord or leather strap with which a horse it

restrained or bridled. Ma-keang Ij^ |||
a horse'i bridle.

An ancient form of Hwan.

TAN. Slow ; leisurely.

/*
%tfQ TSUNG. 9Hk of a miiture of rti and

2Jv\i^
white. Some say, An ttare and while colour.
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P.
TSAOU. A tilk of a reddish colour.

_ KliN. SiMt in threads. An azure colour.

'FTF

&S.XO H VV AN, Or Heuen. Cord or line ; to make

Jjyft
cord, is expressed by^ ^ Ts5 hwan.

;
Silken cord ,

a varie-

gated silken ornament for the tops of streamers. The rainbow.

i
KEAE.

Old garments; garments put off to be washed.

-. KELJH. Plain white silk.

CHO. Raw silk. A string attached to an ar-

row to draw it back again. Read Keaou, To wind round.

YUN, or Wan. To dye.

CHO. Tied or attached to; hankering after.

Read Keaou, To writhe about; a wrapper for the legs; to

deliver up ; to give to a superior. Read Hih, The tape which

strengthens the hem of a garment.

PEIH. A sort of net.

EEN, and Seen. Cord or .tring. A

string. A string attached to a beater or mallet.

P'H El H . A silken sash., or band.

CHtilN. A single garment; cool garment*.

Used also for Chen Zm t wrap or twine round.

^%T CH'HEN. Xooje or lax on one side.

LO. Streams or veini of a sort of silk.

SHUH. A sash or girdle.

a*

'KAN. Avaricious; parsimonious. Read Been,

T^IV
or K'he'en, To adhere firmly to one's opinion i obstinate.

The mouth shut.

'WS1

Same as the preceding.

Yl-H. An ornamental border on the lowor part

of shoes; an ornament around the foot of a vise.

NUNG.

Fun nung not good. Many ; plenty.

S1H. Colour.

TE. To wrap round.
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SUY. A string attached to a girdle.

\f

YIH. Prom silk and to draw out. To unfold

or draw out silk; to arrange; to put in order; to state or

explain; to lay before; to proceed indue order. The name

of a hill, of a tortoise, and of a sacrifice; name of a city.

To do to the utmost degree ; to end ; to fill ; great.

^^^ LING- Flos silk.

Vulgar form of Mwan,

A silken ornament or tassel attached

to a banner ; a kind of silken cover ; what is ornamental.

Original form of jig Shen.

HWUY.

A sort of silken tape. Same as
j|fc

Tswai.

FSEEN. Aort of cover for a bone's back.

Same as $f| Keang-.

\

LAE. Rarelled silk.

erroneous form of
jj$* Shvrang;:

Neither sound nor seme of this character it known.

to be the same as iffi Sac.

PART I. TOL. III.

TSEE. To join the ends of threads.

Same as ^p Yih.

FOURTEEN STROKES.

PEEN. To plait; to twist; to twine; to

plicate. F5 peen ^||| the hair of the head plaited at a.

~^^
I *&t

tail, in the Chinese manner. Ta peen ff |CT to plait toe tuir.

TSEU. A sort of cloth.

^3* Same as j^ Peaou.

TSWAN. To accumulate.

WOO.

The residue of a cocoon of silk, which is unfit for use.

fe

B
SEU. Fine close silk; silk of various colour'.

rw

One says, A close fine net. A roan's name. Therdgeta
piece of silk, from its being the usage in former times, (or

two parties to tear a piece of silk through the middle, and

each retain one half, that by their subsequent joining proof

might be afforded.
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KE.

A line of succession j coming one after another in course ;

niccenivcly t that which contains or prescrvei uiucceiiion of;

. .illuming the inmcpunuiti ss ancctori.

I SHE, and Sze. Same as JH She.

1 JdliN. Numerous; crowded; in confusion;

mixed; blended, applied to variegated ornaments.

To sew the parti of gannenU together ; to seira.

MUNG.

Silk appearing all ravelled and in cuufuiioi.

fyi^
m*

T'HAOU.

A colour between azure and yellow ; greei.

L'tt WEI. The remnant of a w*b.

KE. Same as g| Ke.

Same as the preceding.

K'HEEN. Keen keuen
jK

not separated

A form of i Saou.

in aS'cction ; iiueparablr attached ; iudisiolubly bound to each

other.

A vulgar form of$ Chow

LAN. A certain garment.

PUH.

A handkerchief. Also the same as ^

HEUN.

VV*
To dye ; a light red ; a dye produced by three dips.

\

TSWAN. From to calculate and silk thread*.

A sort of scarlet silk; to collect together ; to arrange and put i

order ; to abstract and form a compendium ot'i to continue and

hand down to posterity.

CHE. To seam ;
to sew.

CHE. A sort of silk cloth.

>-*-
.*3V MEIH. Cloie. An erroneous character.

E. A sash or band.

Same as p Tse.
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This character occiirs in reference to dyinp, but it

is not understood.

An ancient form of 1*. E.

A vulgar form of |f| Ko.

"

FUNG. To tie ; to bind round.

i

Same as f$t Tsung.

YO, and Sho.

Coloured silk thread. Read LeTh, To dress silk thread.

LA

The appearance of silk in disorder and confusion.

^. TSO, and Tsae. A thin sort of silk.

V

MIH. A string or cord of two-folds, or ac-

cording to others, A three-fold cord ; to bind with a cord.

LUY. The joining of silk threads, a slight

disease; perrerse , requiring trouble to manage.

. . /

HEE. To knot ;
to tie or bind with a string or cord

*
An erroneous form */r Hwan.

Vulgar form of
jjj| Tswan.

LEUE. Rope used in a boat or ship.

LEUE.

A sort of plain lilk ; i cord or rope. Alio read LeBb.

K'HWANG. Raw lilk; lilk in a confused

itate, not yet formed into tbreadi.

2v/l3^ YEW. The hair of the bead which is included

between the two ends of the pin which braidi it up.

PO.

The collar of a garment embroidered. To exhibit.

SUY. An ancient kind of fine cloth.

From tllk, and to tell. To connect together ; to follow in

succession; continuous; succewively, coming one after an-

other ; to co-jtinue the Virtue* of a predecessor.
A surname.

*
MEE. A fine manufacture.

FOO. Same as
j^fj"

Foo.
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I jL \ . To connect or bind together ; to conca-

1011:111-; to string together; toinvoUej to implicate. A sur-

name.

Vulgar form of Seen.

Ajg
Z^/T't C-'H'HEN. To wind round and cling to; to

4>S=*
bind to; to lie

, to wrap with silk. A surname.

La

"^ Same as
j|sj

Keen,

Same as S Choo.

I

LUY

Wooden figures played with like punch and toby.

WEI. Silk cloth.

SIXTEEN STROKES.

u

LEIH. To divide off by a rope.

LAIN . Rope, such as is used la boats or ships.

A cord
; a rope ; a cable.

l^A-Z? I
Y liiJN , Uuconnecled; some say, Connected.

rPj

* \JJ-Im

i

i

\

LOO. A hemp of which cloth is made.

SAN. An umbrella.

CH'HUNG. HeaTy; added to, double.

I IN. To beat clothes when washing the

Vulgar form of
jf||

Chen.

SEUEN. Same as p| Seuen..

S

KEUN. To tie up or bind.

The tongue sticking up, anil shame felt

Jr. MSI heing unable to speak..

Z%>

^g^ TSEAOU. Raw hemp; a sort of clolK.

4|Sl%t

3U
An ancient form of If. E.

LA. La ta ffl|E ragged bad garment*.

An erroneous form of
j|jjj Pang.
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K iL. A cloth made in the west from wool or hair.

YING. From $ilk and a child. The strings

that come under the chin and tie on a cap ;
ornamental string*

that hang about the neck, or fall down upon the breast String!)

tassels ; saihes. The ornamental plaits of a petticoat, Heang

7'"g

. Silk thread.

TAOU. A large standard or colour.

TSEEN. Same as g Tseert.

TSAE, or San. The colour of * certain

bird's head ; reddish ; biackish. Shallow; nearly reaching to -

t

near the present time ; but just now ; just ; then j
it will then.

SEANG. To itretch out the arm ;
to lead.

A sash or girdle. A band for a horte. Read Sang, Light yel-

low. Read Jaug, Silk rarelled.

SEEN, and Tsfe'en. Fine silk ;
delicate ;

small. Silk, the croi threads of which are black, and those

lengthwise white; certain ornaments for clothes. Near ; par-

simonious j to prick with a small point. Pfih fei seen haou

leih jfl ^ |&k^ ~fj
without using the least effort.

An erroneous form of MeS

SEEN. Thread.

FART I. TOL lit.

SHVVANG. The sense is not known. fton

j;ij, A robust strong appearance.

KEUEN.

A napkin or cloth cap ;
a child's cap. Kmr of a cloth.

TSUY, or Tsze, and Chuy

Rope in the middle of a net; a cord ; a sash. Read I

A string broken in the midst.

. V

NE E. To connect the ends of two silk thread*

u u

ZJi TSUH. To creep in, or contract.

LO.

Uneven; unequal. Silk, some of which falli dow.

TSUNG. To join threads and weave.

HEUN. Same as {H Heun.

TSWAN. From i//tand la atvtncej*r*t r*.

To continue the same in succession.

Same as jjS She. See below.
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H 1H . The inside of the collar of * garment

LO

The string on which the cash coin are strung.

SE. A kind of guaze bandage worn round the

head in former times; to connect or bind certain ornaments

for carriages; the appearance of man; in a group. Read Le,

A kind of cord. Read Sae, applied to certain streamers. Read

So, A handsome looking kind of cord. Read She, A long

appearance.

TAOU, A certain standard or banner used in

the army, also carried before funerals. Ke taou TO fl? the

standards of the army, the Tartar generals sacrifice to them.

Tsaou taou S.
|||

a military banner.

SHE. Coarse silk thread. A coarse silk cloth.

An ancient form of |$j Yuh.

MO. The appearance of walking.

LO. Unequal ; not fine.

Same as
ftfc Hwan.

SAE. A sort of silk.

/

JjAJN. Rope, such as is used in boats or ships.

A cord ; a rope , a cable.

ii

CHUH . A sort of sash or band .

ZtMgpl
Same as p Yen.

LUY. Black cord; the ropes of a cet.

NANG. Loose ; not tight ; lax
; wide.

TEE. The number of bundles of silk.

oft LWAN.

Unbroken ; the connection continued.

An ancient form ofm Yuh
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CXXI ST RADICAL.

FOW. A vessel made of earthen ware,- for-

nierly used to discriminate the notes of music
; and also to

contain liquids, either wine or water, &c. A jar; a basin.

A vulgar form of p!j Fow.

HEANG, and Kang.

An earthen ware vessel. Same as
Jjj Keang..

Same as the following.

YU. A vessel to draw water.

HEA. A vessel with an aperture.

KE. To blow fire.

FOW.

Fully done bj the application of fire ; boiled.

Same as Pei, A cup.

' H1NG. A certain vertel resembling a bell,

having a long neck. A feisel for wioe or spirituous liquor.

YAOU, Or Yew. Earthen ware vewek a

pitcher. In compounds-Kerns to denote To mote ; toagiutr.

u

'Hci v E/. A vessel chipped or broken ; tome-

what broken off. A deficiency ; a want"; a vacancy, applied to

government offices. Read Keuen, Strings ofa cap. Cb8h

sometimes meant, died ; as Hwan ping cbfih

died from grief.

FOW.

A kind ofearthen ware utensil, used to beat on whcB *ingi

KWEI. Name of a particular utrnsil.

TEEN. Defect; a want.

Same as p Ling.

T'HA.

Eirthen ware flat at bottom j
i sort of jar or vasei
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CHOO. A veiiel fur containing rice.

KUNG. A jar.

Same as the preceding.

Original form of

"7i>
l^y* Same as

ffi Ping.

*

CHAE. Defect; want.

TSUY. An earthen jar

An erroneoui character. Same as te Viie".

KliiAOLI. An instrument of music made of

earthen ware. Read Ke5, The name of an utensil. Read

Ki-ih, A wind instrument.

K Hfcj. Formed from the mouths of several

s, and a dog guarding them. A vessel of crockery ware,

or any other material ; any instrument, or any utensil , a thing

formed bv moulding or cutting. Talent ; ability. A surname.

Original form of fef Hing

KEAE. A vessel of a good quality.

. Fine and strong ware; porcelain.

['HAE. The name of an utensil.

PING.

A pitcher or other utensil for drawing water.

HhiAiNCi. An earthen ware vessel to contain

mall coin, which are thrown in but cannot be taken out

unless by breaking the vessel, used by children and in retail

shops ; the men of which throw intlieir perquisites till the lime

cf dividing them.

FOO. "Bricks or tiles unburnt.

HANG. A vessel resembling a bell, but havin*

a long neck. Used to contain liquor.

PEI. An earthen-ware pot.

^^_^ \J

m> Y1H. An earthen ware vessel.

Same as TT Tana:.-*TJ O

CHOW. A vessel finished.
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PING. A vessel to draw water in.

Same as ^ Chuy.

TSEEN.

A wine cup, or other vessel for containing wine.

FOW. A small earthen ware vessel.

KANG.

A jar ; a vessel with a narrow mouth and wide belly.

Same as f Chuy.

TE. A small jar or vase.

CHUNG.

A certain measure for rice, containing four jl- Tow.

TEN STROKES.

CHUY. A small mouthed jar or vase.

t*gf YJNG.

A long necked vessel for containing charcoal easily ignited.

I. VOL. III. jf

K'HONV. Kiirtlien ware, before it be burul.

n k

K'HING. An empty vetiel i exhausted ; to

--
exhaust entirely. Shin joo hcucn king yfc ^p IgJ ^
the house ag a vessel hung upside down. Pfib ning king tbQh

^\ U^^^^JC cannot narrate the whole. Tin king ke to

yew |gv^ j^l plr /^J
to gire (or take) all that ii pouetied,

to empty completely.

SUY. The name of an utensil.

'

tilt/ A. Cracked, as an earthen vessel , tplil; rent;

a crack ;
a crevice; an aperture ;

a cleft. Kow yew hea kcTh

tseTh shing keen chth keung^J^^|(^|f]^R}]^
^ifan opening occur, immediately avail yourself of it, and

push the investigation straight forward*, said of sitting in

judgement on an accused person, whose countenance is to

be watched, and whose words mint be scrutinized.

-iL Same as the preceding.

CHOO. A vessel to contain rice.

SHEN.

The rim of an earthen ware vessel. Also read Ch'heo.

An ancient form of !ff Chuy.
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TSUN.

An c.irthon-ware vessel to contain liquor or wine.

K'HE- A vessel entirely emptied.

An erroneous form ot \ i \ iih.

Jp T'HAN A wine jar.

LOO. A vessel to contawi wine.

Same as
ftg| Tsun, see below.

UNG, and Yung. A large earlhen-ware jar.

a*.
,n

ancient form of Yuh..

HIN. A cracked or rent vesseh

HEEN, and Han.

Eirthen-ware ;
a water jar. A large mouth jar to hold ice.

/

YING. An earthen vessel or pitcher wilh a

narrow mouth, and swelling out in the middle-.

u

YA. A vessel chipped or broken.

lUi A vessel to contain wine, with clouds

and thunder depicted on it, to denote the ilimulating eftVcts of

wine
;
a vess -1 to wash ot bathe in.

nr . A,n earthen-ware vessel wilh liaodles

like ears, as the Chinese call them.

TS'HUN, or Sun. An earthen ware vessel.

Same as
yjjp Ling.

KWAN. A kind of jar ;. a vessel for drawing

water. A vessel for containing water, wine, or oil. Used

also for a tea cannister or tea catty; it is applicable to a great

variety of mugs, jars, and so on, whether made of earthen ware

metal, or glass.

UNG.

A pitcher to draw water with. Also read Yung,

o

YA, Chipped or broken vessel.

HI

An ancient form of 3j Luy.
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CXXIIND RADICAL

WANG, Erora tost or entangled in something

that surrounds. A net, IHerally or figuratively. Confounded.

Stopped j impeded; hence a negative) not. Deceived and

entangled, hence To impose upon; to charge falsely. Lo wang

8? Rxl a net ; that which catches animator criminals. Wang
iM*^ \ t

keTh
|#<j

j$ no limits unbounded;

T'HING, A small net.

An ancient form of PU Sze.

An ancient form

Same as the preceding.

TUB. A fishing net.

WANG. From lost or entangle* something

that turraundi. A net, literally or figuratively, for fish or qua-

druped*. Confoundedi Stopped ; impeded, hence a negative ;

not. Deceived and entangled, hence To impose upon, to

charge falsely. Same as R3;Wang. See above.char

Original form of the precedhng.-

Original form of the following.

.HAN. Unfrcquenti rar. A certam fl^j i a

net to take birdi, a net for rabbits. The name of a ptoce. A

surname.

^-*^
TE1H. A>net with ropef j to bind j to dra

An ancient form of^ Wang.

Same as ^ Han, see above.

An ancient form of jl Keuu.

Same as 3H Mow,
;

FOW. A net for catching rabbits or hare.

Che tow -?
2j*

the name of a hill. Used also as tb* nam.

of a kiud of galley attached to an ancient palaco.
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PE. An utensil for taking ilirimps of prawni.

Y \. A rabbit net.

HOO. A rabbit net.

KWANG.

A net full. Read Hung, The rope of a net

YTTJ>T^ TSJN. A net.

*"^ MOW. To spread a net.

MOW. A net.

K'HEU. A net.

LEW. A sort of basket net-

TE. A net; a rabbit net

ROW. A bamboo utensil for
fishing.

LING. A small net.

KOO. A net for fish.

NEEiY. A net for taking fish.

FOW, and Paou.

A sort of coveringfoT a tarriage. Also read Too.

CHOO. A small net for catching fish.

1 1 TSEAY. A net wUli nhich ralibits are taken,

Same as the preceding.

MUNG.

A sort of net that coverj the headi of deer. Also read Maou.

KOO.

A net; a net to catch fish wilhj to catch in a net ; applied

also to the taking ofbeasts; and loan involvement by violating

the laws.

"P

MIN.

To fish with a rod ; connected nets. A net for deer.

An ancient form of ?r Koo.

HEUEN. The same as 1 Keuen.
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KANG. Name of a star.

the L'nwi-M.i.jor, much used by the Budhitti in writing charms.

Same as Lew.

HOO. A net.

SIX STROKES.

GO, and K'ho. A net.

ME.

To walk or go round. A net ; deep ; hood-winked.

KWANG. A net full.

An erroneous form of JTR Koo.

KWA. Ch8h kwa
jijf|^ to rush against an

impediment; to fall into a net.

Same as /!? Go.

MEI.

A net to catch pheasants. Read Mow, in the sense of Move.

FART I. TOL. III. O

Same as Me.

II EU. An erroneous form of - Heu

LEU. A net.

MUNG. A net that covers over.

FOW, and Pei. Same as ^ Fow.

TE. A net to take rabbits.

KEUEN. To hang up ; to bind to.

LANG. Mang lang 3g |f wide, extensile,

us a great common, or wilderness,

FOO. A net for catching birds.

H to" LEW.

A snare for catching birdf and quadruped?.

SIN, Or SSn. Fire-wood gathered in heap*

ID the water, to facilitate the catching of fish on their swiming in

amongst the timber, which U afterwards surrounded bj a net
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HWUY. A surname.

Same as /& Koo.

KOO. An utensil for taking fish.

50

YEN. A kind of net for taking fish or birds,

which is cast over them ; to take with a net. Name of a moun-

tain stream.

CHAOLT, and Teaou. A kind of fishing

basket. To cover over; to shade. A shade; a shade to keep

the wind from a candle.

Same as the preceding.

TEAOU, and Chaou.

A thing thrown over birds which preyents their flying away.

SEEN. A fish net.

1 SUY. prom i net an(j to be tt,rong
.

bamboo net to calch fish ; to become entangled in the net of

the law. A violation of the laws of a country, of the precepts

of morality, of the rules of decorum, or the commands of hea-

ven, or of the Deity. The effects of crimej punishment. As

a verb, To criminate. Tung tsuy e fi fl| -W-. =n

the crime the same; the punishment different. Me'e Isuy seaou

keen
ftfc ^ ^ ^f|r

obliterate sins and melt away crimes
;

this mny be done by, ^ 11 || ^ jg ^ daily

rcc itins once the (moral essny called) Kan-ying-pe'en

A sort of net garment worn by men. Also read Fiih.

HWA1 VV A. An impediment, as a stone in the wav.

Head Kwae, A square on a chess board.

u

CHUE. A kind of trap for taking birds.

^|l> YIH. A net to take fish with.

To establish; to appoint; to place; to

purchase. Che pei show fang^ M? M?
fjl

to purchace a

slave girl and take her to one's room.

T'HA. A net ; to cover over.

An ancient form of 3 Ke.

KE. A stuff manufactured from hair.

-
.

V. %

Same as % Tow.

>T-i
pl^f A vulgar form of H, Mang.
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GAN. To cover over ; a
covering.

Same as & Lo.

SO. A sort of net for catchine; rabbits.

A pedy crime j the punishment of a small offence; a slight

Hugging ; a fine. To fine ; to forfeit.

A net; an utensil that catches fish by

approaching from each side.

TSUNG. A sort of net.

ancient of
(#) Wang.

sHOO. A public court) to be attached to ; to

be placed in. Shoo SL before an officer's title, expresses that

he is not permanently appointed to the situation, but is

merely acting in it for the time being.

Same as 1| Seuen.

- or Sae - Fow

wooden screen, placed by the Chinese in a door way ; a certain

curved and connecting part of the walls of different chambers.

MOW. A net.

E. Clothing; a garment.

LING. A sort of state cap, or crown.

E - An erroneous form She.

:

TEN STROKES.

YU. A neti

KEEN. A net.

MA.

Torail at j to abuse by opprobrious language ; to scold.

An erroneous form of
-j|? Ma.

LEW.

A kind of basket in which fish are taken.

PAE,Pe,andPa. rnmMtnduttMff

To be able to deliver from a false accusation or a petty dull;
to desist ; to put a stop to 8 to say nothing more about , a fre-

quent tone at the close of entenccj meaning little or i
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KE. Fine hair.

RANG. A net.

KE. Fine hair.

An erroneous form of . Fow.

An ancient form of \j[ Che.

Same as J|. Tseay.

TSAOU. A net to catch fish with-

Same as M Sin.

Mt LE

To be mournful ; sorry; to occur , to meet with.

Same as 1| Lew-

CHAOU- A certain species of net;a small one;

an utensil for catching fish.

A net for catching birds
;
a small net.

1=1

A net for catching fish.

El H. A net for catching rabbits and birds ,-

a net affixed to a long handle.

An ancient form of flf Che.

CHOW. A short faced appearance.

Same as H Keuen.

An ancient form of |#| Wang.

TSEAOU. A sort of net.

LEAOU. A fish net.

WOO. A net for catching pheasants.

KE. A fishnet; a sort of hair cloth.

Vulgar form of the preceding.

CH'HUNG.

A certain kind of act for catching birds.
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SEUEN. A kind of net.

TSANG. A net to catch fishes with.

LOO. An utensil for catching fish.

An ancient form of ilr Che.

KE. A fish net.

\r

LU H. .^n utensil for catching fish.

PE1H, and Pe. A net for catching bitds.

MIN. A close net.

LUY. A ppUicular form of net, called a net

with a hundred bags. The appearance of a net.

TE. The cords or ropes of a net.

An ancient form of |y Keen.

An ancient form of M Che.

FART I. VOIl, III.

^C| K.h>UEN. A net to iprrad over and calch aui-

inals; to catch in a net ; to hind round and strangle.

9i

TSE. To separate Ihe drtgi of wine by fqueei.

or
wringing with the hand .

TAN. A fish net.

w

MEIH. A covering laid over Tood; if

in;; for a woman's head. A smoky appearance.

CHAOU. A small net.

Original form of M Chaou.

Same as (U Ne'en.

PE, or Pel. A certain wild animal liter.

boar, and possessing great strength ; sometimes having yellow

and white streaks. A man's name.

WOO, Netting hung up at a window.

KE. A sort of halter for a horse's head.

KEUEN. A net.
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LO. A species of silk ; to arrange in order ;
a

net for taking birds with. Name of a state, and of a river.

A surname.

LUY. A net with a hundred bags.

Same as 11 Keuen.

T'HUH. A fish net.

KWAN. A net.

Same as Seuen.

LEIH.

A smoky appearance ; a napkin cover for foofl.

K.L. An inn for the reception of travellew.

Same as ^ Lung.

LE. A white sort of cap j a cover for the head.

KEUEN. A net.

StiU, or SOO. To pass liquor through aiort

of basket, to separate it from the grain.

Same as S Nan.

KE. A bridle or halter for ahorse; to restrain;

to restrict -,
to hold in ; to economize ; the hair of the head

rolled into a bnnch on the top of the head; a single tuft.

P'HEIH, OP P'hth. A net.

vt LWAN. A net for catching hogs.

An ancient form of jlgg Peen.

Original form of M Ke,

**!

1
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XXIII RD RADICAL.

YANG. Sheep or goat. This word is not of

such extensive meaning as Pecora in the Linnean system j nor

is it so limited as Ovis, for it includes the Copra and the Ante-

lope, The name of a bird
;
and of an office. Yang tsze e sing,

urh woo lew nan^ 3f- J| fljj fffi gjf ffj| sheep are

delivered of their young easily, and without any detention or

difficulty. Yang keS le
E]
& If the beautiful sheep'sT ' J " x, . i.

horn; Echites Caudala. Yang ching 3i
jjfa

an ancient

name of Canton city. Yang keo shan
^jfe

ft Jt a bill in

i Shan-se. Yang dh 3& j^ a sheep cot.

Original form of Yang.

ME. The cry of a sheep.

KEANG. Western shepherds ; barbarous shep-

herd tribes on the N. W. of China. In local use as an auxiliary

particle. Contrariwise) gay and elegant 5 strong and violent.

Same as the preceding.

PUN. A white sheep.

An abbreviated form of Ta.

Same as the preceding and following.

T'HA. A small sheep ; a lamb.

MEI. Prom large and ilteep. Sweet ; good?

excellent, in its kind. Elegant; beautiful; to be fond of plea-

sure; to delight in.

YANG. Beautiful and good.

YEW. To lead in the right way ; lo eondud

in the path of celestial principles. A surname.

Same a M4 which does not appear in Kang-hc.

Same as ^ To.

Same as 3^A Yang. Also Yang hwang

tribe of mountaineers.

WAN. Name of a \vild sheep,
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SEU. Same as Seii.

A sheep ; seems affirmed both of the male and female.

PA. Meat of any kind dried.

Same as $ Tsang,

jTI
I HO.

An ewe sheep ; to push violently. A man's name.

TSEANG. A sheep sick to death.

KAOU,

The young of a sheep; a lamb. Sheep's skin.

VJt* Same as the preceding.

A

YANG. From perpetual and the sound Yang.

Water or a river extending far.

Same as $fj PS

KOO. in ancient times the male sheep T

called Kooj now the female. The female of black sheep.

YW Same as the preceding character.

Same as 3ft Te.

Vulgar form of Keang. The same as 3? Yew.

TSANG. A male sheep.

An ancient form of ^ Yang.

Original form of
jjjfc Sew.

WA. A particular kind of sheep.

T'HO.

An animal like a sheep ; with four ears, and nine tails.

Same as the preceding.

PANG.

A spotted sheep. To drive sheep. Also read Ping.

LING. A large animal resembling a sheep,

and having small horns ; said to hang by its horns on trees at

night. A species of
antelope, or perhaps the Corvi capraj the

horn is used in medicine.
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TUH, Or TS. A particular kind of ihcep.

TSZE. Name of a particular kind of ihrep.

Same as =K| Kee.

, or He. Name of a place.

CH'HOO. A lamb.

KO<X Sheep of a black and white wool j in dif-

ferent periods applied t the ram, and to the ewe sheep with

horns ; a black ewe sheep.

" A male sheep ; a ram ; a he-goat; a buck.

Te-tuh ^ jip|
to push with the horns ; to gore.

StiVv. Form sheep. To offer or present to ;

savory food.; food for the mouth . The mouth causes Shame ;

hence To be ashamed; to feel ashamed; a consciousness of

having behaved ill or done wrong.

FUN. A black male sheep.

E. Name of a sheep.

Same as H Koo.

PART I. T01. Illi

Same as jfp Tsang.

JOW. A small rabbit

SIX STROKES.

if> C1IAOU. A sheep under a jear old. Oner

says A foreign sheep a hundred cattle* weight.

E- A ram for breeding ; riding the ewe. Boi-

terous j violent In the well some female sheep are called I.

TSEANG. Many ;
a flock.

t**
* ^_TT

|

KWEI.

The irregular appearance of sheep's horn*

TSZE. An ewe.

YIN. A black sheep,

T'HUNG. A sheep without horni..

WAN. A certain sort of wild sheep,

Same as n& Yang.
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Same as ff- Tseang.

KEE. A ram.

Same as H Te.

Same as f
Now.

E. Name of a place.

JUNG. The wool of sheep,

K'HEUN . A flock of sheep ; a herd ;
a great

Same as $f 'Tsang.

many; a concourse of persons; comrades; companions; fel-

low officers; friends. To accord, agree, or sort with. Applied

to the name of a hill. Kenn shoo me puh yue
1

Ian j a|
8 fji? no books that he had not read.

Vulgar form of the preceding.

K'HEEN.

A variety of the sheep. Also read K'hing.

HWAN. A goat with small horns. A certain

vicious animal resembling the sheep. A wild sheep.

TSUY. A sheep diseased.
fr

SEEN. Covetuous desire ) to desire ardently.

ess; overplus, to prahe. A surname. Read Yea, The

path to a grave.

E. Compounded of my and theep. Good ;

right; proper, suitable; righteous; righteousness,
in acting

to" cause every circumstance to attain its proper place,

opposed to
%\]

Le, Gain, or the love of gam : and to
fj| Tsing,

what is done from kind feeling merely. E, denote* what is

good and excellent of its kind, and is worthy of honor. Also,

"that which is done from an upright, liberal, and disinterested

principle i and often refers to acts which proceed from bene-

volent and charitable feelings. A surname. Heaou e been

4. ^fe jl
a district in Shan-se province. Foo jin che le

che wei ie ; puh che e che wei le yay ^^ p ^|J 'jfo

$ll ~/f\ %1 iH? "^ $1 /5ll uL now> people know that

pecuniary gain is gain; but do not know that righteousness is

0-ain . E yew we peS^ 7^*^ JJ|J
the sense is a little

different.

CHUEN. A sheep with a long tail.

SEU. A sheep whose skin answers for drums j

and which grows more tense the more it is beaten. Read Yu,

A wild sheep.

Same as fjf Heae.

Same as ^ Chaou.
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"WAN. An animal
resembling

Same as ^ Heae.

**j^
Same as

*jfct
which does not occur in Kang-he.

.ft
s-^." An ancient form of Shen.

KEAE, and E. A particular kind of sheep.

K'HEANG.

A skeleton of a sheep ; the ribs of a sheep.

Disease; a sheep sick, RedChu, A

sheep leaping and causing its death.

WEL

The appearance ofjumping, a distemper amongst sheep.

CHAN, OF Seen, From sheep and speart or

railing. A sheep cot ; a sheep fold ;
used also for a stable.

Y 1H. To make garments of sheep skin.

TSANG.

Name of a species ofantelope. A lamb.

123rd Radical. IX. Yang^
TUNG, and Chin. K e of an

resembling the sheep with one horn and eje.

YEW. Frora

ancient form of^ Yew. Prettjr words ; to seduce.

CH'HE. To drag by a cord.

KEJH. Name of a sheep.

E. A flock ofsheep male and female running it

each other. A black sheep. Black

^
.'HEEN. A large sheep said to be six cubits

long. Name of an animal like a sheep with a horse's tail.

JOW. Soft leather.

WEI.

Wei wei *E! Ez sheep running at each other. A ram.

, KEEN. Name of a sheep.

SHUN. Who?

\\ OO. A lamb bora in the sixth moon
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YU. A ram. A black ram. Beautiful. A

mountain spirit, to which candles are lit.

KANG.

Soup; broth made from meat, vegetable* and seasonimg.

KEE. A strong violent ram; to castrate.

The name of a place. Chay-ke? J^fj |g
a foteign word,

meaning a person skilled in planning battles.

MANG. A word found in tlw Budh book.

Same as

o

i U- A violent unruly sheep, Foo to

JitiA. The copulation ofsherp; to ride a yew.

an animal like a sheep, said to have nine tails, four ears, and

its eyes on its back.

Same as ft Chen.

FOW. To milk a goat.

WAN, and Yuen. A large sort of sheep

like mules, and that go in flocks; utensils are made of their

horns,

-,

^F| KWUH. A name of sheep.

Name of a drum. The pronunciation is not knvwn.

TSIN. A name of sheep.

-At :>
A surname, ffe-hwang^^ or Ffih-he

name ' 'he founder of the Chinese monarchy. He ho

a certain office.

Wei tsze

TSZE.

is ii
a d'8teraper prevailing amongst sheep.

LOW. Low
pj|

or Too low 4*. |l| an animal

in Central Asia, like a sheep and having four horns so poiutcd

as- to occasion death to those who are gored, it eats men.

HWAN.

An animal like a sheep, and without a mouth.

An erroneous form of $ Keen

^~* Same a

Same as ^ Kow.
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TWELVE STROKES.

FAN. A sheep with a yellow Uelly.

KEUE. A sheep.

A
SK.I

SEUEN. A lamb. Beautiful.

SHEN. Rank smell of sheep or goats.

T'HUNG. A sheep without horns.

YEW. The name of a riven

LEIH.

Koo leih 3y |St
a mountain sheep or goat.

An erroneous form of E.

FUJN. Fun ff or Fun yaug s 3L a certain

rauiistrosity of the sheep species.

HWAN.

A large mountain sheep with a small horn.

Same as the following,

PART I. TOL. III.

123rd Radical. XIII Van- ^1

TSIN.

Salted mutton. Some say, An animal resembling a ihetf .

c
Same as ^ Jow.

Orig inal form of ^ Ei

'

u

T'HUH. A sheep of six cubits..

HWAN.

A certain sheep-like animal, said to hare no mouth.

SHEN. Smell of sheep ,- raok , frouzj ; |,.,J

the fat of sheep. The smell of all animals that feed on ert
* Mt5t

or herbs. Chow shen .P. Ig rank
j frouzy, felid.

HO. A small sheep.

LEEN.

Name of a sheep ;
a sheep whose horn has Ihree turns.

LUY, Lean ; thin j meagre ; emaciated. Laou

luv -4 Hm old and emaciated.
/T_i /Jvw

KANG. Soup ; broth made from meat,

t,ib!i;>-, and seasoning. King she jjw ^ a soup spoou.
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Same as >fi? Heae.

Original form of -^ Tsze.

ife- JOW. A particular sort of sheep.

YU. A sheep.

Same as Ht Ying.

MAE. The appearance of dirtj ilsia.

YANG. A .man's name.

gjg- TS'HEEN. Sheep in > cot or fold. The

upper part of the character denotes a house or |he4. To lead

,or go before, as sheep follow the leader.

Same as |H Kern.

^J*M^

5jl^ HVVAE. The appearance of dirty ski.

KE1H. A mountain iheep or goat.

Same as the preceding.

L
SVfc Same M I I^n g-
PPP

Same as H Shen.

erroneous form of the preceding.

Same as i$& Ling, A specie* of Antelope.
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CXXIV TH RADICAL

' Birds wilh long Ull> '' lhe W1DS' of a bird '

feathers ; one of the DOte in music ; a sort of sceptre anciently

held in the hand by posture-makers. Name of a hill ; of a star ;

of an office. A surname.

Same as 9f Yu.

^jyHT An ancient form of f| Yth.

An ancient form of ff; Woo.

SEAOU. Wings or feathers.

CHE . The appearance of a swallow flying.

GAN. The appearance of flying.

HUNG, Or Kung. To reach to, or arrive at.

Same as the preceding,

|-i E. A certain master of archery.

A sort of posture making with feathers in the haul.

Same as 33 Hang.

Same as :
,
Yth.

NAN. The wings weak.

HANG. To fly downwards.

YEN. The appearance of flying.

s"lH. The appearance of flying.

m V

T'HA. From tringvaDd to cover

A numerous or a daring aighl i to tj in company with raaoT ;

to &y high.
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^ ------

CH'HUNG. To fly straight up.

PA. The appearance of flying.

>v
^J|i UNG. From general and feathen. The fea-

*^f^1
thers or down on the neck of a bird

-,
the appearance of flying.

An old man whose neck is clothed with his waving beard. A

title of honor and respect, addressed to old people. A surname.

Appearance of (tying hither and thither;

a slow leisurely appearance; a man's name. Same as the

following.

'23|

the appearance of flying.

FUN- Fua fun or Fan fun

liWAJMCx. A sort of posture making, or mi-

nuet dancing performed to music with a bunch of long feathers

in the hand.

m
HWO. Same as p Hang.

I

CHE. Full flight. A strong full wing.

CHE.

Wings ; the wings of a bird. Also read Ke, and She.

Same as the following.

SHE, or Che. Only. Pfib cbe y j$
not

ouly. Commonly used for the wings of a bird. The fios

of a Gsh.

HEUE. A small bird flying.

HANG, or Hung.

To fly. Insects flying and buzzing about.

Same as $$ Heue*.

Same as fjfl Jen.

Same as ^ Tsuy.

FUH. An ornamented rod with feathers or

tassels at its end, held in the hand by a kind of fencers at feasts

and solemnities.

HEA. The short feathers on the quill.

HEUE, The appearance of flying,

E. E e flying;
to fly.

\

P'HUN. Fying upwards ; running.
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YIH.

From to erect and wing. To flap; to assist. Yth yih

respectful.

LA:, or L5.

YIH. Clear ; bright ; to-morrow. Used also

for wings. YTh j ih^ | j
to-morrow.

HOO. A man's name.

PAOIL

The feathers of an arrow; variegated feathers.

JEN. Weak or downy feathers. The fine

downy under feathers of a bird's wing.

PE. The appearance of spreading the wing.

Read Po, The appearance of flying.

LING. Wings or feathers ; the feathers of an

arrow ; a peacock's feather, granted to be worn as a mark of

distinction, given by the emperor, it hangs pendant from the

cap over the shoulders.

HEAOU. The appearance of feathers; ugly

feathers ; the feathers of a bird's tail.

SIX STROKI >

CH'HIH. The appearance of flying.

'P

KEU. Curved or curling fcalheri ; thefqMftBT-

LEAOU, Lew, or Lull. To fly high.

PART I. VOL. III.

of an arrow. A horse with the hinder legs while.

>i>in OB
vl j|^ Same as FQ Che.W*

r*
Same as M PS.

SEIH.

From wings and white. The reiterated motion ofa bird's

wings in rapid flight) to repeat the same act; to accustom .-

to be accustomed to; to practice. Custom ; habit. A surname.

Same as ^ Full.

Original form of $j] Jen.

Same as f$j Paou.

LEAOU. The appearance of
f\) ing.

K
L

Same as fjft P8.

Same as Keu.
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Same as Tsuy.

CH'HOO. The appearance of flying.

HAE. The appearance of flying.

gl
Same as ffi Hung-

CHOW. Weak feathers; precipitate

HEUE. The appearance of flying away.

E. Flying ; sailing along in the air.

..

HEE. HeS hang
* 3 flying up and down.

P'HO. Flying awaj ; the appearance of flying.

Same as the preceding.

TSEANG. To fly back again ; to look or

turn back ; to throw the arms backwards and forwards like

the wings of a bird.

T Original form of ?f E.

HtlH. To raise or take up; to gather and

unite together; to collect ; to join; to lead; to harmonize.

Used to express To burn
-,

to move or excite; abounding.

vtyt^ Same as the preceding.

K'HO. The appearance of
flying.

TS'HE. The appearance of
flying.

Same as f$ Taou.

Same as $ E.

To fly. The pronunciation is not known.

Same as Hee.

An ancient form of Fei.

An ancient form of C Yew

C*l An ancient form of Yew

TUN. The appearance of flying fat.
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m An ancient form of f& Lull.

An ancient form of J$ MS.

HUNG.

The noise of feathers or wings in motion

K'HAOU. To fly.

TSUH. The appearance of
flying. The ap-

pearance of feathers in regular order.

PAOU. To
fly.

S1N - Feathers in great plenty.

delicate hair '

/A-
\\jXJjT

SEAOU. Rapid flight j fleet motion. Seaou-

eaou
|pj j^ the sound of the wings of a bird; the feathers

or tail ofa bird rubbed off*.

Same as the preceding.

Same as the two preceding.

Same '

NA. The appearance of flying.

Same as $ Henen.

TSZE. The appearance of flying.

S1H. To fly rapidly; high spirited. Read Si,

Certain feather ornament of a coffin. To caute; to fend.

HAN. The appearance of small birds flying.

YEN. The sense is lost.

P'HO. To
fly.

HUNG. Flying.

CH'HAOU. Feathers in abundance.

LUH.

The appearance of flying OTer water; to fly high.

M

THA. The appearance of flying-.
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1

KEANG. The appearance of a bird walking.

CHA. The appearance of flying'.

T'HEIH. A pheasant with a long tail; the

feathers are used as personal ornaments; to screen. The name

of an ancient state. A surname. Name of a district.

An erroneous form of ffl Heuen.

Same as JJ| Tsing.

TSUH. The appearance of flying fast.

I

TS'HUY. \arne of a bird with green feathers,

which are much used as ornaments; the male is Called
|j|j

Fei.

A surname. Fei tsuy tt ?33 a bird whose feathers are much

admired, so called from the sound of its wings.

FE, or Fei. A small bird with reddish fea.

thers; the male is of a reddish colour, the female is green, and

called 1| Tiny.

CHAN.

The attack of a bird of prey. Rapid flight.

u

HWO, or Hwfll. The appearance of flying.

T'HAOU.

The feathers for ornament at the lop of a utandurd.

u

H >V I H , Or HeUC. The noise made by wingt.

i

YEN. To gather up the wings.

SA,, Or Sha. A kind of pall or mantle of state

thrown over a coffin; in ancient times made of feathers, not

commonly used by poor Chinese. A fan ; a kind of banner.

CHAE To fly fast.

Same as ^ Che.

\

Same as f$[ H \vuy.

. Jr_^^^

rSl T>HO - The appearance of flying"
\

Flj ing ; the appearance of
fljing.

CHOO. To % up; or fly off; to flyaway.

SELJEN. The appearance of flying.

HWAN. An appearance of flying
1

.
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HOW. The roots of feathers ; the appearance

of feathers beginning to grow; the feathers of an arrow.

1*%

<j

/I KIH. Wings ; feathers.

>J

v,

TSEEN. From la proceed forth and feather.

Even ; regular. Scissars which clip things even and regular ;

to shear or clip ; to slaughter and kill.

HEUEN. To fly ; to fly backwards and forwards.

CH'HUNG. Wings.

P PE1H. To fly.

^TJ Same as |f Hung.

HUNG. The noise made by wings.

CHE.

The strong wings of a bird; vehement; violent.

PEEN. To fly swiftly; to move about; ap-

pearance of crowds and bustle, as at a palace, or a road filled

with troops and banners.

The appearance of many flying together,

PABT I. VOL. Ill, T

TSUNG.

Many flying Ingrtlicr; fljing up and down.

Same as '&! Taou.

WAN. To play; to make fun.

o

CH'HA. The appearance of flying.

-f-
f

KWEI. To fly i to fly fat ; the noise made by

1~^
wings; a pheasant with beautiful variegated feathers.

.

Same as $j How.

Same as the preceding.

Same as %A Choo.

Same as fljl Teen

il Same as ? She.

Same as

Same as

Tsung.

Kwci.
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I

Same as $ Cha.

Same as ||$ Heuen.

u

CH'HIH The appearance of flying,

TOO.

The small fine feathers which are undermost.

Same as M Ta.

An ancient form ofW Tseen.

HIH. The root or slnn of a feather ;
a quill.

Read Lett), A certain earthen ware vessel.

^ HUH, and HS. The wings or feathers of

a bird appearing
white and glossy; white and shio ing surface

of the water. Read Haou, White plain fi albert.

NEIH, Or Nth. The name of an insect.

HAN.

Wings of a bird ; a bird mentioned in ancient history hat-

ing carnation coloured feathers. Ornaments by the side of a

coffin , to fly high. White ; a white horse ;
a trunk of a tree ;

pillar
or support for a wall. A pencil to write with, in allusion

to which the National Institute is called Han-lin.yuen

the forest of pencil*.

HUNG. Hung hung JH i||
the souod of

flying ; a flock of birds fluttering or moving their wings.

Same as M PS.

T'HA. Ta.ta $ flying,

i.

Same as M Foo.

YEW.

Yew yew '$k Q%i the appearance of bird* flying.
ylr* yvA

FOO. The appearance of flying.

TSEjOrCha, Swallows fljing irregularly.

TA. The appearance of flying.

V

TA. The wings of a bird.

Same as 1$ Keaou.

2i LEW. A small flight.

HUNG. Same as JJ Hung
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Same as $j| Hwuy.

HAN. The appearance of flying.

PEAOU, and P'heaou. To fly high.

E. A kind of umbrella, parasol or fan, formerly

made of the pheasant's tail. The Chinese Hill make one of

peacock's feathers as an ornament, which resembles the ancient

one. To cover or hide; to screen or shelter what is iccret.

Trees dying of themselves ; the name of a bird.

LEEN.

The appearance of (flying together, or towards eacb other.

A form of $L La".

R

T'HAOU. Same as 1 1
Taou.

1
A-^-,

Same as How.

S E. A bird with double wings.

TWELVE STROKES.

LIN. To fly.

TSANG. To raise; to
fly.

TUNG. The appearance of flying.

HWUY. Theendrof fealherf, the tips ofwinjs.

P'HO. The appearance of flying.

Same as M Hlh.

K'HEAOU. Long feathers of a tail
-,
nnmerom ;

to elevate ; to raise ; to excite ; highly derated ;
dan jeroui ;

distant ; suspended; a certain flag or banner.

GAOU, or Yaou. To fly or roam about;

to spread the wings and fly ; to toar ; to move about in wil-

ing easy manner.

SUH.

Still suh i the sound of a bird's wing. To flr.

'HEAOU.

To fly floating as on one side. To fly high.

FAN. To fly ; to fly backwards. Peen fan

to fly sailing about. Fan bwa yang mei

a species of buboe.
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P'llEE. The appearance of flying.

YU1I. The appearance of flying.

YIH. From feathers and separated apart.

Wings, literally or figuratively ; the wings of a bird, or the

wings ofan array. Bright ; shining ; manifesting respect ; bold;

daring , enjoying leisure; elegant ; affluent
-,
cordial ;

to assist.

A surname. Name of a country, and of a star.

Same as frW Reaou.

Same as \ \ Keaou.

Same as Iffl Yuh.

I) Same as M Tseen.

Same as f| Yih.

BEEN. The appearance of flying.

* A sma11 or shoi;t

Same as fl Taou.

HEEN.

The appearance of flying. Also read Ch'hen.

HWUY, and K'hwae. The oumi of

flying; the noise made by wings or feathers ; numerous; many.

v

! HO. ps
p|j|j ^fl

the appearance of flying.

PIN. Flying.

HAOU. A kind of flag made of feathers;

used in ancient times and carried by bands of dancers. To

cover over. Head Tfih, A long streamer; a sort of banner,

used at funerals to make a signal to, or to lead the way before

the hearse. A great standard used in the army to head the men,

sometimes made of feathers and of hair, and sometimes of

black silk. Same as la Fdh.

I A U . Light reflected to a distance ; splendour.

A vulgar form of |fj Gaou.

An ancient form 'of )f| Shih.

HWUY.

! The wings ofa bird flying with velocity. The roots of feathers.

LA. LitS just rising to
fly.
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H1H, or Hwih, Flying with great speed.

AOU, Wide; broad.

Same as jj| La.

Same as $$ Li,,.

Same as $$t Taou.

An erroneous form of
! f E

CXXV TH RADICAL

LA U

A person aged 70 ; old ; aged ; venerable ; a term of honor

and respect Laou, at the end of phrases, is a kind of vulgar

complimentary term, which some deem an insuJt. A surname.

Laou ke -4 =feff an old intimate, used in a bad sense for
/I* /**

whoremongers. Laou kang cha chfih yew ^ fe& ]8Z ft*

itjj
to express oil from old husks, applied to extortions from

he poor. Laou tae-tae ^ ^ ^ the mother of an official

person; Kwan tae-tae
*g Tf" -^ denotes his wife. Laou

leen win no 3fc &KJ3
IS ife an old experienced midwife. Laou

1 /T-1 fl^ I'U 3C
keu

^j
ffi a whore; a prostitute. Laou boo le

a wild plant, Sonchus Floridanus.

K'HAOU.

Aged; a deceased father, in which connexion it denotes

Finished; terminated. To interrogate; to question; to exa-

mine ; to strike. Choo kaou ^^ the Imperial commis-

sioners (commonly two) who preside at national examinations.

Shih lew jih kaou Shun-tTh
-J- ^ /f ||^ on the

16th the literary studants belonging to Shun-tih district will be

examined.

FART i. VOL. in. v

A vulgar form of % Kaou.

Same as the following.

oHLHJ. An old man walking, ai well ai others

and keeping up with them.

MAOU.
Thirty years of age otheri *ay it

denotes also Seventy and eighty. Old ; aged.

The Chinese define this word as a Disjunctive Particle,

and as a Demonstrative Pronoun. Thit, for which the charac-

ter JW Chay is now, though erroneously, always employed.

In the first sense it is often used when defining, and it placed

after the characters to be defined, and the difinition giveo;

Teen-chay, le yay^ ^ J? $t heaven, that it prin-

ciple of order.
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K'HE. From old and to speak. The age of

sixty, when it become* the duty not to act one's self, but to

direct others. Aged; old; to direct; to adjust. The name

of an office. The name of a slate. Read Che, To relish ; to

feel desire. Kin, che i&^ gentry and old people.

A form of lit Maou.

Same as ifa Shoo.

T'HAOU. Aged seventy years.

TEEN. The face ofan old man spotted.

KOW . Scurff on the face of an old person .

KOW. Same as the preceding.

HWAN. An old man.

T'H Lh,'. From old and very. A person eighty

years of age, whose face assumes a rusty iron-like colour
-,
soraa

say the age of seyeuty is expressed by Te'5.

Same as the preceding.

Same as Choo.

Same as ^' Ke.

An ancient form of j| Sho\v.

same as the preceding.

Same as Maou.

Same as the preceding.
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|f|j

CXXVI TH RADICAL.

URH. The soft hair on the side of the check ;

the whisker; a connective particle, and; as. Sometimes dis-

junctive, but; and contrariwise. Sometimes affirms; an eu-

phonic particle at the beginning of a sentence. Used for thou

or you.

ifn

Same as Nae.

WAN. A pill
made quite round.

KEO. Name of a city.

SHWA, Or Sha. To play; to trifle; to

amuse. Tse'en shwa ^^ expert; clever. Wan shwa
j-j

T3|
or He shwa ^ ^ or Shwa he

*J )|
to play ; to

trifle; to pass the time idly or viciously.

URH.

A woman's name; a pleasing flattering manner.

NAE. A certain light punishment, which may

it
be borne; to deem light and bear with j to endure. Patient

endurance ; to bear ; to forbear.

NAE. The beard on the cheek, Ihe whUkr.

An animal with much hair ; shaggy. l'cd for the preceding.

JUEN. From a Aa/rand large. From bepin-

ningssmallasahair, gradually enlarging, an with some i

TWAN, and Chuen. Intended to re--- *

present plants springing forth with the rooti below the ground.

and the blades or shoots above the earth. The origin of any

thing ;
the point from which it springs into existence.

Chuen, A hollow vessel.

URH, SWan, or Wan. A pill
or cake

perfectly made; or skilled in making pills or round cakes.

An erroneous form of Juen. Read Nwaii,

Contracted, drawn in.

URH Perfectly boiled.

URH. A. tile.

NUH. A sorrowful appearance. Mela;
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.^_> A vular form of -& Sen. Some fay this charac-

mj
ter means To connect together as by ttnng* or cords.

Same as H Full.

Same as
jjj

Nae.

An erroneous form of H Chuen,

iW

I

An erroneous form of the following.

CHUEN. A small cup.

An ancient form of ii Foo.

0t

ffi

Same as
sjm Twan. A mixture of blacka ndy ellow.

A man's name.

CXXVII TH RADICAL.

LUi. A crooked wood which turns the clod

in the manner of a plough. Luy sze
4fr ^B an instrument

of husbandry for turning up the ground.

LEUE.

To ascertain the quantity of rice or wheat.

T'HING.

A certain piece of wood belonging to a plough.

LUY. Name of a place.

TSZE. TO pluck out weeds ; to weed.

Same as ^p SZC. An instrument of husban-

dry for levelling the ground previously to throwing in the

seed ; a kind of harrow.

LKE1II.
A piece of wood to level acorn measure.

V

KANG. Promising 3t which represents the

x
manner in which fields were laid out in ancient times. To

plough ; to cultivate the ground ; to employ diligent effort in

any pursuit. A man's name. Name of a bird. Lcih kang

~TJ
Kr to use diligent effort in cultivating the field.

CHAOU. An instrument of husbandry, to

plough and replough the ground.
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HAOU. A certain kind of grain , to le.s

to take from , to spoil, to injure; to render void
, vicious - bad

urname. Read Maou, Multitudinous, confused , obscure.

JN. From an instrument of husbandry and

to move round. To weed out nuisances from a field , to weed,
to remove what does harm.

y \\ PA - A sort of plough.

An in8trament of husbandry for
turning up the gronnd.

CG> PE - To plough ; a small eminence

r HIT1

T weed> Read E> A Partofa

^5 >
rr TTI
>& An instrument of husbandry for

levelfing
^ w

the ground, previously to throwing in the seed , akind ofharrow.

..

TS'H EU. The earth raised by the plough.

/JJJ KEA, or Leen-kea

P ^^
KEU. An instrument of

husbandry.

PART J. VOL. in. x

SIX STROKES.

KWEF.

An instrument ofhu.bandry chiefly in the north , toploogh

&* KO> To
Plufff> the ground.

TSEUEN. To
plough.

b

KIH. To cultivate the ground.

TS00. Frora m plougk and to gniti Thc
' s *

duties or uze, collected in ancient time,. To cultivate in con-
cert with each other. To assist , to help.^

KEUH. TO prepare the ground for wheat .

SHAOU. To sow.

Same as |P Sze.

Same as ^ Yun.

P'HAE. To sow.

' To
plough.

&
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JEN.

A part of a plough ; to cultivate the ground.

PANG. A sort of$ Sze, or plough.

TSAN'G.

A piece of wood at the upper part of a plough.

Y1H. To cultivate the ground.

LUN.

To bind a sheaf together. To cultivate the land.

j and Can. To sow seed.

KWAN. To sow.

TSZE.

To plough; land that has been cultivated one year.

WEI. An instrument of husbandry.

LUN, Yun, and Kwan. A sheaf of com.

The land belonging to the sovereign,t
which i.i cultivated by the people. To borrow the help of.

Same as $ Tseth.

J-^jfT
NEiH, or Nih. An instrument for pound-

ing grain ; to husk. The appearance of grass growing.

NINE STROKES.

CH'HWANG.

To sow; to put into the midst of.

F/e
SHE. The poison of a sting.

YIN"G. An exuberance of grass.

SING. Wheat.

M T

*

'HUH. To plough.

GOW. To plough in pairs; two men working

together ; two men joined on any occasion. A pair ; to pair ;

to put two together. To occur
-,
to meet. To pervade all

nature. The name of a place; a man's name ; a surname.

1 Llll. Paddee; to dress grain and pulse.

JUNG. Grass in abundance.

>^lt K'HE. To sow wheat, or wheat sown.

m
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FOO. An instrument of husbandry.

Same as H Tseth.

Same as Ho.

na,

NOW. An instrument of husbandry for hoeing

or dressing afield; to hoe; to weed; to dress a field. Also

read Juh and Nfih.

KEANG. To plough; to cultivate the soil.

Original form of |H Yun.

" erroneous form

^ li5> LE. To sow.

T'HE.

To sow without ploughing. To sow. Also read Teih.

HAN.

To plough in winter, to plough coarse bad land.

CHA.

An instrument of husbandry. Read Tsih, To sow.

li>l-Jl>

MW A]\. A Ocld lying in an uucultirated itite.

Also To sow ; entirely sown.

LOW, A plough ; an uteniil for towing the iced.

TSANG. To sow without ploughing.

TWELVE STROKES.

CHWANG.

Seed entering into the ground; to plant

KE. To plough, or otherwise cultivate the ground.

Y1H. To cultivate the ground.

LAOU.

An instrument for rubbing or rolling the ground.

TSO.

Name of a place ; a surname. Name of a king of Cocbinchioa.

T'HE. To sow without ploughing.

CHA.

Ni'me of a certaiu tax. A vulgar form of
fj

ff Che.
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LE. To sow.

PAE. To sow.

SHIH, and Yih.

The appearance of cultivating the ground.

KWAE. An instrument for ploughing.

HWO. To cut down the corn.

Same as $1 Peaou.

PE. A sort of fc Sze instrument.

YL W. A sort of harrow for passing over the

ground after the seed is thrown in.

An ancient form of |j| Low.

CH'HIH. To cultivate the ground.

^ vS2 KEU - A sort of harrow.

>Vfc
M0 - To cultivate the ground.

CXXVIII RADICAL

". Intended to represent the ear. The ear

of any animal ; any thing that resembles an ear ; a handle ; an

euphonic and emphatic particle. A surname. Name of a cup ;

of a man; of a place -,
of a hill; of a plant ; of a quadruped,

and of an insect. Urh lung _H. deafness.

YIH. The general appearance of fish and of

birds. The noise of many.

PI I YIH. The ears hanging down. Chg-urh ^
JI the name of a state.

SHA. A surname.

SEU.

To wait. Used for ^5 Seu,m Sea, and Sec

An erroneous form of JH Kwei

IT TING.

Ting ning
Jj"T" jp|?

the matter from the ear.
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YAY. An appellation of a father; an interroga-

tive particle. M8 yay m BlJ
a certain kind of two-edged

sword i
to turn sides.

YAY-sooJ|K
& occurs in Kang-he's

Dictionary for the name JESUS, it is added, that he is denomi-

nated the Saviour of the west.

Jjfc

H
^7^

trA.
KI^j^* K

tl * I-

YAOU. A noise in the ears.

RUNG. The ear hearing demons or ghosts.

w

TA. Large ears.

NAE. Bad eyes; the eyes skkly.

u

YUE. Long pendant ears.

Original form of ^ Sung.

. . w

SEE, and She. TO employ i. lo cause to go,

u

RANG. Name of a divinity.

nllNl. Name of a place. Sound or noise.

CHE. Vulgar form of
Jift Che. A feeling of

shame; to put to shame. Che yen che
HjjJ

"="

to mention it.

FART I. TOL. III. V

YUN. A noise in the cars.

f

T'HAN- From ear and tr^aft. Dull of hear-

ing. The name of an aneient stale. Tan anciently denoted,

Teacher or master.

FOO. To expect; to hope.

T'HEEN. Same as Jjl Teen.

I*.

lib
TAN. large cars hanging clown. Addicted to

pleasure; excessive indulgence; to look like a tiger about to

spring on its prey. Properly written
JjJ^

Tan. Tan tan HT

JJT
a formidable fierce look. Tan urh

JJj
Bl ears- that hang.

down to the shoulders.

HUNG,

Deaf; a noise in the car; a great noise.

KANG. targe pendant cars, which are Coni-

dcrcd as indicative of noble birth and fortune.

TSE. Quick of hearing.

An aneient form of R 1 \Vai>.
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FIVE STROKES

Same as Ift Tan.

A vulgar form of
Ijft

Tan.

- CHIN. To tell or state to ; to hear.

Same as the preceding.

UAL* PE, or Pei. A feeling of ahame.

CHE, and Tan.

To run an arrow through the ear; a military punishment.

CH1NG. Ching ching Jft HJE to walk or go

TEEN". A small ear-drop.

YEW. Retired; solitary; silent.

Destitute of knowledge ; ignorant; foolish,

LEAOU, A sound in the ear; a particle ex-

pressing Carelessly ; anyhow; a desire or w'nh. To depend

135

upon. Name of a place; a surname. The came of a wood.

Woo Icaou woo lae JHE
|Jjfl ^&ff

i& DO support aor depen-

dance.

SE. Same as if Se.

NE.

To announce to the gods bj sacrifice, wishing the godi'to hear

LING.

To hear with the ear j to listen toj to yield obedience t.

An ancient form of
JJ|J Maou.

MOW. To exchange.

HUNG. A noise in the ear.

rHLAOU. Theeardiiewedjanoieintkeea

NUH.

To feel ashamed. Read Ne, or Urb, Harmony ; agreement.

Having heard nothing ; listless; regardless ; fooli-b,

. * w

TEJl. Tranquil ; at repose or rest. To disre-

gard ; to take no notice of mockery. The ears hanging down.

Read ChTb, The ears sticking up.
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of a river. A suroame. Shiog htDn .ze Ig |J||
j ,o.r

KW U. A clamorous noise of Toice, s a discordant
majesty', instruction,. Yang ke .bio; he.rn e

'oo1' UP *Dj *"*> for YOUr majesty's initructiooi.

sound ; boisterous noise ; clamorous ; detracting to the ear.

Kwo kw
Jjjlj

ff ignorant appearance. Also read K8.

An ancient form of^ Shing.

An ancient form of |g Ting.

CHOO- To play antics ;
a source or spring ;

sound , noise ; to call to.

Same as $|p
Leaou.

WOO. To hear; to listen.

,
HAOU, The ear

;
to hear with the ear.

CHE. To hear.

HUNG. A noise in the ears.

SHING.

From mouth, ear, and skilful. To comprehend as soon as

heard ; intuitive perception of all truth ; one who knows the

nature of things instantly from the hearing of the ear, and

who can explain every principle. Possessing universal know-

ledge; wise; sage j perfection in virtue and knowledge. Some-

time* teems to denote Sacred ; holy. Name of a wood, and

LE. Name of a place.

Same as
J[fc Hung.

LEE. The ears hanging down.

Same as ~ij. Heang.

P'HING.

To ask; to enquire of; to invite; hence the character is

formed with ear, by the side. Ancient embassadors jjoing on

embassies of peace was expressed by Ping; and Princes goin^

personally to the Emperor wa expressed by
j|fl

Chaou. En.

quiries respecting great affairs j a request to marry ( to espouse;

to betroth; the presents given, as fixing the subsequent mar-

riage ;
to request, in a respectful manner. Hea ping ~|^ ]&

to send marriage presents. How ping Jjp JpS
a large marriage

portion. Kwo ping le
j|j^^ jjt^

to send the marriage gift

or espousals. Ching ping |jj[ fHS to call forth from private

life eminent and good men to fill offices in the state.

An ancient form of fail Wan.

Same as J$ TsUng.

Original form of 1$ Leaou.
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SHIN. A precipitate hasty appearance.

Original form of Jfjh
Kvvo.

Same as iL Ye, or Che,

Same as J% Peaou.

CHE. To hear; to perceive the meaning of.

TSING. Quick of hearing.

YEN. The ear.

WANG. The ear diseased.

Ib.EjU. From It lake and many. To assemble

together; to collect or bring to one place; to dwell; a city

or place of residence; many persons gathered together. Tseu

show seun wan
Jt

"M"
ji|j

R3 tete-a-tete.

PE. The ear turned aside.

K'HE.

To apply the car to one side; to apply the ear to listen.

TE. A diseased secretion from the ear.

From ear and pendant. Large hanging

ears; perspicacity, which large hanging ears indicate.

CHOW. The ear; intelligent.

LUH. The name ofan insect.

To cut off the ears of prisoners taken

in battle, who refuse to submit ; they are put to death, and

their ears preserved as a proof of victory. Read Hwfih, de-

notes The face.

An erroneous form of fA Teen.

An ancient form of Isl Wan.

HWA. The name of a place.

^ From door and ear. To hear; to per-

ceive wilh the ear ; sometimes refers to smell. To cause to

hear? to state to; the place to which the voke reaches. The

name of ah animal. A surname. Yu wSn yu te; te sin che

f E$^ Sr ifriH ;
Hhen u wa& told to the

the emperor believed it.

KEEN. The ear-
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A vulgar form of $ Se.

P'HING. The ear closed.

Same as U? Tseu.

Same as I]U Tsung.

SEAY. To hear.

NE. To hear what one dares not speaV.

TSEW- A noise in the ear*.

Same as the preceding.

SING. Quick in hearing.

TING '

A vicious watery secretion from the ear.

WAE. Deaf.

KEU,

Alarmed ; to prick up the ears ai if listening to something.

PART I. VOL. III. X

\
TUY. Silly; foolish

YEN- The eari playing, or playing with the can

TSUNG. From ear and an ptn aperture or

quick. Quickness of hearing; ready and diilincl mental per-

ception.

KWEJ . The can not bearing each other; ex-

treme deafnesi. A secret breath or whisper.

From to fierce and the ear. Unable

to sustain the noise or force of what strikes on the ear.

LEE. The ears hanging down.

i>OW. Quickness of hearing j inteUigeace.

Same as Tsze.

r-S*

An ancient form of ^j Win.

n :

ME. A perspiring face.

TEN STROKES.

HUHj0rH\vfih. The ear listening.
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YING. Sound or noise.

TSAE. Deaf in a degree, or at they say,

half deaf; to hear and oot perceive; to perceive and not un-

derstand.

Same as W Sow.

MEEN. Confused ; perturbed; applied to the

mind, or to the eye; bewildered. Read Ming, To shut the

eyes. Ming.imih Jjg pj
to shut the eyes, as in death.

*

UNG. Uag ung
jj|j H||

a sound, in the ears.

LEEN. The ears hanging down.

TA. The appearance of large pendant ears.

TEEN. Sound filling; the ear.

fc.

f>
Same as jj| Teen.

NUH. To feel aghamed,

LLLN. Connected with, as an ear to the

head; joined with; associated together ; to connect; to join ;

to unite ; to arrange in a concatinated form. Tuy le'en

:i pair of labels of various lengths, whether made of wood ur pa-

per, hung upas ornaments against the walls of Chinese houses,

on the pillars of temples, and 10 on. Leen hang pa die
Jjftjj

fT ?G TdF
to com') ine > as tradesmen Ao sometimes.

Same as H& Me.

KWEI. Ashamed; abaslied.

1 b HUJNvi. From ear and an open aperture

or quick. Quickness of hearing ; ready and distinct mental per-

ception. Urh tsung, sin ling ~S> B^ ^ ^g an ear quick,

and a mind intelligent. Tsung hwuy^ ^ clear perception,

acute discernment.

GAE, or Yae.. Not to h,ear.

CHIH.

Appearance of the can sticking up; to prick the ear*.

CHTH.

Dull of hearing, in amoral sense; obtuse ; dull ofcomprehension.

KO. Large ears,

GAOU.

Not to hear, not to listen to, nor regard a noWe or sound ofmany.

u

LUH. The ears buzzing.
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J|.

as* TS'HE. Quick in -hearing.

CHAOU, A noiie or confined din in the cars.

ME.m
Certain ornamental parti of a horse's harneiir

TSAOLJ. A noise in the ears.

LEAOU. The ears buzzing.

SliliNljr. Sound
j any sound or noise. Voice; to

utter the voice ; to speak; to declare; to slate in writing; the

notes in music ; the tones or accents, in Chinese language. To-

promulge; to praise. A surname. H5 shing tse'S tsze &
rag

"&) 3^ 'uniting sounds by cuttings, or pieces of words,' is an

expression applied to the.syllabl'iC spelling of the Tartar language.

She new shing jvg -lp j||J
the noise made in : driving cattle.

Kan kih chay yew shing, woo tan che ming yay $jtf [fife 4J-
"| U *&^ g-*

7^" ^ |jBL^ 21 ^1 TMi ^n ftJA, a dry cough, is the

name for a cough in which there is sound without phlegm.

Shing ming ping chang^^g ^P "ft*
bulaD ordinary re~

putation.

SUNG. From a buzzing sound in the ear, such

as is felt by deaf persons. To- excite by continual talking to ;

i*

to stir up persons by advice, often used in a bad sense. To

elevate ; high ambitious notions.

\m CHE. The ear.

P'HEAOU.

To perceive at toon as one hear* , to liitrn-

u

TEIH. MTh lelh
$| Ijjjj

the eyei deiiring to

sleep. Ting ]|j&
To hear, must not be confounded with thu.

1

WAE, or.Hwuy. Deaf; born -deal'

Same as Iff Tseaou.

TAN.

A troublesome loquacity annoying the ear.

CHEN. The orifice of the ear.

'

NEE). To place the ear to another perton'<t

mouth in order to listen, which raakei an union of three can.

To whisper. T6 lake. Read ShS, in the same senic. Read

CM, To cut uraall , to mince; to unite together. Read ShS

and Y, A waving appearance, ai of treei.

HUH, or Hwuh.

7m
Sound in the ear ; dirt or filth. Name of a place*

Lung.

CHIH.. To record imtll affair* ; to controul;

to direct ; to manage ;
continued direction or controul of ,
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tributary offerings ; undivided attention; direction to. Chih

chlh
jjofc

Rr& much, many. A surname. Pe woo pQli chth

che choo
J?jL jfly ^ I$j ^ ^ mean, filthy, unofficer like

conduct. She chih
"{H; Jjjj|

hereditary office ; of these there are

many in the army, in Hoo-kwaqg there are one hundred and

seventy.

.. u

P'HEE. To hear for a time, or suddenly.

An ancient form of Ij Kw8.

TA. A word used in reference to the ear.

JUNG- Ornaments made of hair.

LEUEN . To bind or connect.

P'HEAOU. To hear or listen.

NEANG. A noise in the ear.

TANG. The ears hanging down.

PJ* TSEAOU. A noise in the ear.

TAN. Pendant ears. Applied as a proper name

to a people, who are said to occupy certain southern regions.

*S-^ TSE1H. Same as % Tseih

Original form of %f Gaou.

Tm̂ NING.

The car dirty or foul ; the ear annoyed by clamour and noise.

TS'HEE. Quick of hearing.

An ancient form of fflj KwS.

Tf>m
Same as JH Wae^or Hwuy.

NE. The appearance of poiatiog at a thing.

Read TseTh, A character used as a charm 'to expel evil spi-

rits ; derived from a legend which says, that when man dies

he becomes a ttl Kwei, and when a Kwei dies he becomes a

ZK TseTh, of which other
jal 'Kwei, or demons are afraid.

CH'BIH, and ShTh.

The appearance of the ears shaking, said of rows and horses.

u

KO. Large ears.

LEIH.

The ear listening and endeavouring to judge.

LUNG. Deaf; unable to hear distinctly. Teen

lungle ya ?T ^ j^l P^
heaven is deaf, and the earth dumb.

Tsung lung -a*
flJBniime of an animal. Che lung |fc ^P

silly and deaf.
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'JJL

THING

Still . quiet; to listen; to hear ; to discriminate sound) ; to

wait or tarry ; to accord with , to comply ; to obey ; to hear

aid determine causes as a criminal judge, they anciently divid-

ed the mode ofjudging into fire parts.

Same as 3p I-"Un, see above,

o

VVA, and Wac. EilrenxdeafncM; neither

hearing nor knowing any thing.

CXXIX TH RADICAL

YUH, or Heuh.

An utensil for writing with ; a style ; a pencil or pen, called

by various names in the different nation of ancient China. To

narrate. Forthwith ; than
; accordingly ; but ; from ; or other

particles which the scope may require on beginning a sentence.

Occurs denoting To skip or hop over; levity of deportment.

JN t< Ci. Something pertaining to a bamboo.

Same as W] E.

TSEEN.

Will, or determination. To cease to advance.

TSIN. To ornament with a pencil.

CH'HAOU.

To originate; to scheme or plan; to open. A surname.

PART i. VOL. in. 2 A

/

SZE. To inter a coffin.

HWA. To draw and paint.

A form of W Chow.

E. To be versed or practised in , to attend to or-

ders with assiduity in the service of. Weak and delicate ai

plants that shoot up after being cut down. The name of a

stream.

v

S UH. From moving on the surface of an abvu.

Dread; fear; awe; respect; stillness ; reverence; to recede

or draw back
-, religious awe; to receive a guest courteously.

With speed ; urgent. Occurs in several proper names.

SZE. Used as a kind of capital letter for the

number four. Great; large; the utmost degree; excess; er-

ror
j profligate; dissolute; to arrange; to lay out and expose
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dead bodies; a ihop or market A certain ucrifice. Name

of an office. A surname.

An ancient form of JU SQh.

fc

To strike ; to commence ; to begin. To correct, or rec-

tify. Intelligent; perspicacious ; to devise ; to project. Long,

or of long continuance. The name of a hill. A district in

the province of Canton.

Same as the preceding.

Original form of ^ Shoo.

| An ancient form of fK' Suh.
%hf /""

Same as Sfr Ch5,

A surname, the pronunciation not known.

An ancient form of M Sze.

CXXX TH RADICAL.

a

JUH, Or JOW. Flesh. Used in the Scripture

sense a* Jow yen pJ flj^Jtesft
eye*, dull sighted, blind used

in the language of abuse ; the eye of a common mortal, not

the clear sightedness of superior beings. The flesh of animals ;

soft; fat. Forms part of several proper names. Jow keu
jfa

J3, a name of the membrum virile. Jow che
fjjj A%|

cartila-

ginous fins offish, like wings.

A form of the preceding, in compounded characters.

YIH.

The breast bone ; the breast ; the lungs full ofair or breath.

LIH. The ribs ; otherwise called $1 /& LTh
/v* I*

ktih, and
f,W

the muscles

Pae kflh. Read Kin, The sinewy part of

M,

PEIH. To blow into flesh.

KE. An animal or human body includrng flesh

and bones. Ke foo

of the skin. Ke pa

the body ; the external appearance

the male organ ofgeneration.

CH'HIH, Fat and smooth, or sleek appearance.
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JUt
K'HEW. The gravy of meat.

HElH. To move the eye; a certain loraething

brandished by the cook at public sacrifices.

>1

v \

K'HANG. The fleib between the bones.

Original form of pf" King.

Same as tt Heaou.

;
I

\
Same as ft Ting.

YUEN.

A small insect Empty ; vacant; to move.

THREE STROKES,
i

11 An ancient form of^ Kang.

E YIH. The breast bone.

TEId. The flesh on the lower part ofthe

abdomen. Read PS, Fat hogs. Read Peih, Th cracking of

the joints of the toes or fingers.

HWAN. To cauie a sore by scratching.

JW.
HAN.

Tu make tore by scratching. Milk, or the breast.

HWANG. A certain part of the thorax. Kaoa

hwang >8b "B are two vital parti near each other in the humn

frame. A person is said to be lick to the Katu-Huianf, denot-

ing that be it dangerously ill.

TOO, and Cha.

Koo too IM
Jj
p the appearance of a large belly.

E. To tear open ; to rip up and tear out the bowel*.14

M JIN. Firm muscular fleih; itrong- tendons.

SEAOU, and Tseaou. From tmtU and

feth. Flesh and bonei j i. e. constitutional likenew; lib

between a parent and a child ; they say that the blood of a

father and his child, if- let fall into the sime cup will unite

as one, but not so of other persons, and to this ordeal of legi-

timacy they sometimes have recourse. Small} dissipated;

dispersed. A man's name.

WA. To cut off the feet.

JOO. Spoiled fish
; fish not fresh-.

It CHOW. The fore-arm. Thejoint at the dbow ;

a cubit and five tenths are-called Chow. The muscles of tht
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legs and amis of animals. To seize a person by ths arm ia

i-nlrr to detain him. The name of a bok.

HEUN. Mutton broth.

YUEN. From moulh aaijleth. A small in-

sect ; empty or vacant ; to stir up ; to excite ; to toss about.

TOO.

The belly ; the stomach, the seat of the lentient principle.

RANG, Or Keang. Large swelling of the

fJJL*

abdomen. The large inte.'tine ; the rectum; the auus. Kang

mun, fun kow
JJl P^ |H! P the opening of the colon and

the exterior opening of the anus.

YUNG. Name of a sacrifice. A surname.

Head Ch'hin, The appearance of a boat or ship progressing.

JJf
KAN.

The liver of an animal body, which the Chinese cafl the

wood viscera. The name of a foreign country.

HEEN. The tripe of a cow.

CHA. Dried flesh.

k YUH. From a child in the womb and flesh,

To bear ; to nourish ; to cause to increase ; to grow ; to train

up virtuously; to educate well. Name of a place. TszeySk
mun

jjjjqj |i?
=1

eisay on procreating children.

HEU. The name of -a village.

KEUE. An orifice.

CHAY. Slices of flesh roasted

PEEN. Half of an animal body.

KOO. The commencement of the lower extre.

roities; the thighs; a particular part of a carriage. A branch

of a stream ; a fold of a cord. A division or share of ; strong ;

firm. Name of an ancient country. Leang koo keen yue kwa

fe between the two thighs, the bones are

W

called kwa.

JR.
CHE. The upper and lower extremities of the

body are called the four By Che. Che te keuen tae
- I tf^ l*/-^. r*-" i **

^ci^
the limbs and body, supine and languid. Sze che ping ling

the limbs as cold as ice. Sze che k win keae

languor spread over all the limbs.

KWAN. The region of the stomach. Read

Yuen, A name for the human genitals.

JR
Jfc

HO. Fat.

FOO, Same as /j| Foo
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HAN. The tongue. A con's belly ; the dried

flesh of a fat cow. Read K'hin, To gather.

1C FE, OF Fei. Abundance of flesh on an ani-

mal's body ; fleshy. Fat; unctuous; fat animals fit for sacri-

fice ; rich good land; abundant; affluent. Name of a district;

name of a standard or colour. Name of a country, of a bird,

of a serpent, and of a river. A surname. To fatten; to run

together and form one source.

r UN. The appearance of a large head ; a nu-

merous appearance. Also read Fwan, To distribute to.-

PWAN. Flesh.JR

Jit
JIN. Gravy from flesh.

Same as HTC Te.

PEL

The first month of a woman's pregnancy ; the embryo.

KEEN. The shoulder, which the character is

intended to represent , to bear on one's shoulder ; to sustain ;

to be competent to ; fiwn. An animal three-year old. Name
of a bird ; a man's name.

PEI, Slices of flesh.

PART J. TOL. III.

CHOW. The joint of the elbow. Tbanote

bleeding , to injure or destroy. Head New, To eat fleth.

P'HANG. fromjleih and exuberant, Fi

pang fat, Urge, fleshy. Pangchanf arwel-

led, protuberant abdomen. An ugly appearance. Pat, Urge.

J0I
YIN. The flesh on the back. Read Cb'hio,

The swelled scar occasioned by the blow of a cudgel.

FANG.

Fat, applied to animals; unctuous matter.

CHUN, and Tsuy. Earnest ; honest ; tin-

cere appearance. Flesh dried in a particular way. The bones

of the face. Read Shun, Complete. Head T'hun, A sort

of cake. Read C hue, The bones of the face.

YEW. To swell ; excess ; to reiterate.

NUH, or Na. shah nah th.

new moon appearing in the east; extremely rapid motion. Win

nfth
IS Bft

fat' WSn nfih l5e BS | ^ th kidney', ofthe

Hae kow . sea dog.

HANG. The throat. Read Kang, The

of a star, and of a district.

An ancient form of W Seu.m
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n
UP

HEUNG. The breast.

Same as t Too.

CH'HE. pe che fi& Rff the entrails of a bird.

K'HANG. The fleshy substance between

bores' the flesh attached to bones. To assent ; to be willing.

Same as the preceding.

JEN. From dog and flesh, Dog's flesh.

V

KWANG, or Kung. The upper port

YUH. From a child in the wtmb and fleih. T

bear j
to nourish ; to cause to increase ; to grow ; to train np

virtuously; to educate well. Name of a place. Fow y*h

to over-spread and nourish .w
T'HAN.

The gravy of flesh. A short ugly appearance ; a tiger staring.

HEAOU. To taste provisions of any kind, ex-

cept rice; provisions taken to the field, or on a rambling ex-

cursion.

Iff
KIN. Respect ; reverence. Read K'he, Used

in reference to sacrifices, and denoting a vessel to contain

hearts and tongues.

of Ihe arm ; metaphorically a support to a sovereign, The mi-

nisters of state. Name of a kingdom; a man's name.
| lia)) or .important. A certain sacrifice.

pjL| . The guts or tripe of a cow ; thick, substan-

K.WEI. A sudden pain in the loiat.

P'HEJH.

A fat belly ; applied also to the female genitals.

u

WAN. The sides of the mouth. The-samea*

Win. Read Mae, Dull eyes looking to a distance; a long

time.

m T'HAN. The skin and flesh injured.

HEUH. The flesh of cows.

H LIU. Sound spreading, at by the gale How-

ing through trees, and shaking their very roots, and the bells

of the palace. A man's name. Read Pei, Name of a city,

Same -as the preceding.

TSWAN, Fat, or lard,
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w
-J>

FEI. The lungs, called the metal viscera. To Same 3S jf| Keen.

, I/l"^l
scrape or cut off the excrescenses of a tree.

MAOU. The region near the kiddeyg; the

^
seat of pain in the loins and connected by sympathy or other-

wise with the genitals.

TSUY.

9

To bow in an awkward manner; to be disconcerted.

Same as $ Ylh.

TOO. The great intestine ; the colon.

FIVE STROKES.

SHIN, or G'h'hing. To stretch out the body.

r

Read E, The flesh on each side of the back-bone.

WLI. The stomach of an animal body; the

Pi Pi

w ^
part which surrounds and receives the food. Name of a con-

stellation. Wei hea kow
||

~~K J the lower orifice of the

stomach .

after.

m.

CH'HOW. Descendants; posterity? long;

w
after. A surname; the name of a kingdom.

T'HEE. A dislocated bone; a swelling) the

swelling of the abdomen in pregnancy.

I). The belly ; the abdomen.

CHING. To boil fish and roast flesh.

T'HAN. A fat appearance ; the mouth f*t

r v

and glossy. Commonly, but improperly used for Oft Tan.

*l.
PEE. Fat flesh

; fat; large appearance,

it

I iLllI. A large appearance. Read F8b, Dry.

PO. The short hair that grows on the limbs and

different parts of the body; white flesh.

u

PEIH. Applied to the male genitals.H If*

U

P'HQ. The sides; the ribs; the shoulder.

K'HEU. Dried flanks of bacon ; curred slice

of meat dried. Forms a variety of proper names.

^ An ancient form of ^ Ting.

T'HEEN. Fat; rich soup.
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PEL The back of an animal body; the back

part The opposite of face, front, and surface; to turn the

black upon ;
to carry

on the back ; to be opposed to ; to oppose.

The vapours or halo seen by the side of the sun ; it it applied

to longevity. A man's name. Pel yung ^ |f carbuncle,

or anthrax. Pei te =S
]&\

behind backs, underhand, in a

clandentioe manner.

K'HEIH.

w
A kind of soup or brotb, mixed with meat.

\

TSZE. Broken meat; what is left after

eating; dried meat with bones in it.

pfTj^ Same as the preceding.

IV KOO, and Kwa. Koo tun
[|J]J[ )]j|f

large

bellied. Read Hoo, Too hoo a large appearance.

T'HAE. From fesh and raised. A female

three months advanced in pregnancy ; any period of preg-

nancy ; the womb. To run from and rebel against. Tae hing

B^j
ffx the figure of the embryo in the womb. Show ying

&" ^ti or Show tae ^ ^ to conceive, or become preg-

nant. Urh tae, san tae, sze tae, woo tae, luh tae
~*

r J]p?

Rp l/Lj J|q T7- J]f? y\ Jjn
*wo

>
three ) four, five, and

six children at a birth; Yew she urh e
fjj|

M?
jjjj ^ up

to this, but not beyond. Ying tae ^ J]
the embryo.

Keaou kow tae ying che so, yuS tsze kung ^ jjjj|
HA 7l.

~%_ f'JT "^ "g,*
where conception takes place at the

time of coition is called Tsze-kung, fallopian tube } Chuh tae
/ HA
TT Jin

8Prout> * hooti- f bamboo.

KELIE. A surname.

^ry* TAB. The body shaking and trembling.

rJT|C SHE. Flesh growing.

K'HUH. from flesh and protuberant. The

parts near the anu. Bead Chi, or Chwa, Pain in the knees

JJR
CHE. The four extremities ofan animal body -,

the anus and legs. A branch.

SAN. The fat or lard of sheep.

An aggregation of matter on a wound ; a scab.

ME. Fat; solid fat.

PING. Fat or lard.

TSZE. The broken bones of birds and beasts ;

putrid meat; hateful; apart of the viscera. A designation

of water animals. Read TseTh, Diseased ; emaciated.

lit
FOO. The viscera ofa human body. To fwdl.

\
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P'HWANG, Or Pan. From half and fleih.

The half of a victim s a slice of. Urge; fleshy; enjoying

ease. Some ay, Lean. Sin kwaog le pwang

an enlarged mind and body enjoying eac.

PE. Flesh.

CHIN. A disease or ulcerated state of the lips ;

n breaking out of the lips ; pustules ;
small pox.

Ll^rZ Same as the preceding.

HEEN.

iiw
The guts or tripe of a cow. The name of a place.

TSOO. To offer flesh in sacrifice; to pay a

recompence to. To reward; blessings; rank. The name of a

place ; of a pavilion, and of a nation.

Jtt

t
p.--

CHOO. An erect appearance of the person.

WAN. The wrist ; to take hold of.

TS'HEU, Tsefh, and Tsoo. insects that

are generated amongst putrid flesh. Worms; virmin.

CHE. Thick ikin; indurated skin. A cocoon.

The stomach or crop of a bird
,
the stomach of a cow. A

general term for the viscera.

F1RT I. VOL. III. 2 c

ILL From <,c.'.id formed into roiiKi'.lariuk-

stance. A woman is a ,tate of ooe nr;)n th-, pregnancy , .n em-

bryo; an unformed man, applied also To clouds and vipoun.

Pel lac
JJJ jjj3

an. embryo of one month.

KEA. The fore part of the breast; the chL

Some say, The space between the shoulders.

SZ.E. From fleth and to rule. The nwemblapr

in the head, the brain and calvaria.

SANG. Stinking dog's fat ; frotriy rank smell.

Jft
Rend TYhing and Sing, Name of a bird.

P'HAOU. From fteth and to urroiA* That

which surrounds an infant in the womb it called Paou, aod

Paou e. To swell ; a bladder. Chuy yi paou p^(*
ffl&

to Wow a dnck's bladder full of air. Tung paou che

heung te
jpj J]j ^ ^^ brothers by the same fcther;

brothers in the strict sense of the word ; the Chinese ue the

word brother in a very extensive sense. Paou heung
Jj|iJ ^

an elder brother by the same father. Paou he leen urb tse

liS H*- jS ^2, fl^
the cord c nneclc(1 with the infant>i *tel -

MOW. The thumb.

HOO. The flesh hanging down below the chin.

An interrogative particle ; name of a lance or javelin ; remote ;

distant ; a certain rouge or pigment cake. Name of a river,

name of a plant, of a district, of a book, and of a country.

A surname. Aged. Hoo tung TjH FM]
in some maps of Pe-
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king, is used for a narrow street or lane. Huo ma

a name uf the Setainuo Indicum.

Jfe
K'HELT. The side ; the flank. To remove or

open out the side, as of a box or chest. The right flank or

wing of an army. A man's name.

m Same as K'ho.

KOO.

Fcorched by the sun. Same as
JJ^J

Koo.

VfL
KAOU

Kaou.The lower end of the back bone. Same as

/

CHE, and E.

To rip open and tear out the bowels.

YIN, or Ying. )&

From flesh back to lack, and reiterated. A continued

succession of children and grand-children ;
a continued line

of inheritance or posterity ;
a consecutive line of heirs.

Practice; accustomed. A surname.

Same as ml Tan.

SEU. The fleshy part of a crab, cut or torn

to pieces. All together ; mutually ; to wait Name of an

office ; of a tree ;
and of a kind of butterfly. Name of a

place. A man's name. A surname. An euphonic particle.

Seu )lb wei chaou ya; she sze mm wei yu jow /p?
/

JJT

.
t Po'ice nmnen

are talons and terth, and they view the people an fish and

flt-nh, (character given by the emperor Taou-kwang, 1822.)

GAN. Can keanglifr JJC unwilling to submit

to any one; perverse; froward; insubordinate. PS gan

fe Htfj. the navel.

SAN. The flesh on each side of the breast.

Hltf PWAN. Flesh. Also the same as Hg PeTb.

/4PL

^Sgi KEA. Open; wide apart.

Ll^l^ MAE. The slanting flesh or muscles ofthe back.

HJ* TSZE. Certain part of the bowels

SIX STROKES.

PING.

A swelled appearance of the abdomen; large bellied.

T'HEEN". Fat. Read Kwa, Solid fat; lard.

YEN. To swallow down; the throat. Yen how

fl@ Pfe the thr at ; any important place. Yen che Hffl B
/^r* \/\ m a _

"*r^ *"
or Yen che

i^S Hg a vermillion cosmetic ; rouge, used by

the Chinese ladies chiefly for the lips.



PANG. Swelled out; large.

NA.

Much flesh ;
fat

; plump ; handsome. Chay na B& F1& coarse.

KWANG. Wide space inside the beH; ,

empty like the trunk of a skeleton.

K'HOO, Or KOO. The legs or thighs; the

space between the thighs. A fat appearance. Koo hea<
_. *

between the legs. Also read Kwa.

E. The flesh on the back bone.

AI{ f*

KWANG.
w T \

Pang kwang jj^ Jjj
the urinary vessels ; the bladder.

PJ
T 'HUNG. The

large inline, ihere...,..]
""

a straight appearance. Figure; shape.

H I ^"k- The stomach of a bird) the riicera

generally. Fat. Read Chlh, The name of a place.

Fj
\/ HEAOU. Sound, voice.

Thebonesofthelef.

KAE. The great toe of the foot; the hair on

the top of the toe. To prepare, or be prepared for* the side

of the face where the whisker grows. An agreement or ap-

pointment to do something in an army.

The parts of the side below the arm-pit.

Read KTh, The bone behind the neck of a quadruped.

|j|
E. Swelling on the thigh of a hog.

Same as
jSj> Shin.

*~*

1=1

HEUNG. The breast or thorax of an animil

body ; figuratively used for the mind or sentient
principle.

Same as the
preceding.

HWUY, and Tuy.

The appearance of being largely swelled out.

URH.
Excessively boiled; boiled to

f^. **

'^^
HEIH. The ribs; the stiff parts of the

which support the shoulders.

GO, or O. Putrid stinking flesh.

SEE.

Solid fat. Some say, Fat inside a part puffed up.

MOW. The back of an animal.
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H A NG. ftomjtfth and la gt. The legs -,
the

bones of the Icps. The genital organ of a bull ; the belly.

YA. 01- Wa.

Ill*
The arms aad legs crooked by disease.

o

HAN. The hinder part of the foot ; the heel.

PEEN. Hard tbkk indurated skin ;asn the

hinds and feet of labouring people.

i

MANG,
^

To be able; ability; power; talent; skilled in work ; com-

petent for one's duties. Name of an animal resembling a deer.

Tsae nSng ~^ j& talent and capacity. NSng jin 6 h

an able person.
'

'
'

YU. Fat below the abdomen.

TSZE,

A certain preparation of flesh cut to pieces and minced.

KWEI. Large bellied ; an orifice.

SH1NG, or Ching, silly ; foolish ; swol-

len ; to rise up. A vessel stuffed full of the flesh of a victim.

m YEW.

The name of a district. Also To contract diiease.

CHING. Beiled fuHy or maturely. Chiag tan

a well boiled leg of pork.

\
T'HEAOU, andCh'haou.

Name of a sacrifice. Read Yaou, Good; pleased.

CHE. Horned cattle; fat animals, whether

quadrupeds or birds. Animals destitute of horns are denomi-

nated
igi*

Kaou. Congealed fatty substance or lard is called

Che ; unctuous or oily matter is called Kaou. A greasy pig-

meirt or cosmetic, is called Che. Figuratively used for honors

and emoluments. To grease. Name of a bird, of a plant,

and of a medicine. A surname. Kuh die *a* Hg the mar-
14 Mf*

row of bones.

5
TSUY.

Easily broken; fragile ; lightly; levity; desire.

A vulgar form of the preceding.

MEI.

The flesh of the back. The flesh on each side of the back bone.

Same as the following.

HELE. The sides of an animal body; the ribs ;

the parts below the arms. The front, middle, and hinder parts

of a victim. To receive or gather together; to reprimand.

Plh he? 3tfj
ijjj'

to intimidate by strength and force. Fiih

tsze Mo-yay yew heg tan sang
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3J fc Budh was boru from the right side of Moyy hi*

mother.

A vulgar form of the following.

u

MIH. From flesh and blood, and a stream

dispersed in all directions. A vein of an animal body, or a

streak in stone or wood. The pulse ;
the blood flowing ; the

current of blood. One vein of thought, or a complete idea

from beginning to end; one line of succession. Chin mih
Jjg

or Kan mih ^ Biff to feel the pulse.

JUN. Name of an insect; name of a place.

TSEIH. Thcbackboue; the spine ; the back i

the roof of a house. The ridge of a mountain ; the back of

any thing. Occurs denoting A principle of rule; arranged.

A dead bone. The name of a bird.

NE. Strong tendons ; great muscular force.

SHE. To cut flesh.

v

WA. Fat appearance.

HEW. The space between the Lack and the

belly ; the belly drawn in instead of being protuberant.

GAE. Tat.m

HEE. Large bellied.

Same as Ire Koo.

TSEU. Insects.

PART I. TOL. III.

^| Sume as
Jpfl Tsze, Flesh minced.

SEVEN STROKES.

WAN. PlaoU newly gcown; freh. Read

,

Wan, Fat and glossy ; a beautiful colour.

SEUEN.

Short and small, dwarfish. Also read Tswan.

PO. The navel.

WAN, and Min. From Jksh and Iheinfe

of the mouth. To join; to unite several things together; ap-

pearance of being completely blended ; the water and land

appearing as one. Win h5
Ijjfl ^joined ; properly assorted.

KVVAN. A certain part of the slomacb.

Head Hwan, The marrow of bones.

HEE. Below the armpits.
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K'HEW. lean; meagre. Read Hew, The

space between the back and belly.

KEO. From fleih and to throw aside. The foot,

because it is thrown aside or hangs back when one sits. (Kang-

he.) The foot of a mountain. Haou te keS

a good foot; well established, physically. Tit keS win

i to tread with the foot safely. Woo show lung ke5 Jt =?

to manoeuvre the hand and play with the foot, to

make use of a number of tricks. KeS chang JJHj dp?
the sole

of the foot. KeB pei ffi] ^jf
the top of the foot. KeS too

the leg's belly, the calf of the leg.

HING. The bones of the leg below the knee,

applied also to the legs of birds. Hing-hing H straiht

forward; unbending.

JOW. A placid face.

CHE. The flesh moving or creeping.

HANG.

Ping hang fat j swelled out ; large bellied.

1 5>'HO. Minced meat ; minute ; small bits.

CHE. Black spots.

LEU. The back bone.

HIH. Flesh.

u

LEU E. The flesh on the ribs. The fat of the

intestines. Read Leuen, or Lwan, Flesh sliced or minced.

Read Paou, The recepticle of water or liquids in the abdomen.

*o '

,/jL JIN, and Jun. Name of a place.

3VLJ

u

KEUH. An animal body; fat.

SHING, or Ching. Fat ; fleshy.

CH'HEN.

Raw minced meat mixed with liquid or gravy.

V

T'HING. Stretched straight out.

T'HEE.

A dislocated bone ; swelled. A distorted nose.

CHE.

The skin or scum on fatty substance. Fat; lard.

SHAOU.

Any thing very pointed. The appearance of being dim sighted.

MANG, and Mung.

Abundant and large; plenty of flesh; swelled ;
a large body.
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NAN. A fat appearance.

PE. A part of the stomach.

MEI. The flesh upon the back ; the ribs or sides

of the back. [
Defined also Above the heart, and below the

mouth.

SHUN. The lips ,
the margin of the mouth.

SHIN. The flesh of a victim used in sacrifice ;

raw flesh. Name of a place. Woo shin
3$fc jp

a man's name.

KEEN, and Kee. Under the arms i the

lower part of the trunk on the sides below the abdomen. The

sides of the face.

-

TIH. A distorted face.

HAN.

Name of a medicine to heal arrow wounds.

TSUY. The genitals of an infant. Read

Seuen, Drawn in ; contracted j diminished.

H1N. Internal heat affecting the skin; proud

flesh growing up; to swell out. Too bin
|J/fj

Iffi the en-

trails of cows and horses ; the bladder of domestic animals,

TSUH.

Fire applied to tendons. Read Tielh, Lean ( meagre.

S1.N. The assemblage of marrow in the brain.

Fl>
rl *JL HAN. The chio i dried fat beef. Th endi of

a long narrow purse carried round the waist.

T\Tfff SEW. Dry. Dried or lackered flesh meat.

To dress or regulate; accustomed to. Long i along time. To

sweep away ; prepared. Name of a plant, of a fish, and of a

man. A surname. Read T'heaou, Name of a district.

CHA.

The appearance of drawing in the tongue; to mutter.

YE. Salted meat ; salted fish,

.

T'HQ. From fietk and lolayatide. The flesb

falling from the bones; any thing spoiled and falling to piece*;

to separate from. To put off, as clothes; to leave the womb, to

be born ; to escape from; to avoid ; (o abridge ; an expression

of uncertainty. The name of a plant; of a hill ; of a bird.

Occurs read Yu, To be pleased. Tsae too 15 taou gf^
to ma'ce one'ses ape from the police on the road from

to another. Tsze mih shooche pfih 15
|[{^

1 write it with this ink, and the letters will not fad*.

Yin IS [^ B^ a prolapsus of the vagina.
I ^\ I"*/**

:R
P'HAOU. The urinary bladder.



;j..
,,u MIL i:;,: tll K*

<~ l 'ING. Lean meat

T 'HLT

Y. Wei tuy RE fl
disease in the hec Is.

J IH\ its*

Tuy tuy If
|j'/

a fat appearance. Read N'uy, Spo iled fish.

An ancient form of ftfi Jen.

Same as Chili.

I FOO. Meat dried and preserved ; the flesh of

ay animal, dser, sheep, and soon. Formerly used at great

entertainments, now used as ordinary food. Sew foo

meat cut into slices and dried.

-,_ T'HOW. The neck ; the fore part of the neck;

the name of a bird ; flesh meat.

KANG. A bone sticking in the throat.

H
NEE. To swell up or grow large.

An ancient form of fc Jen.

KWO, or Kwih. The foot crooked.

'YUEN, or Yen. A short appearance. ;

KWAN. Fat.

WAN.

The space between the wrisl and the palm of the hand.

1

fl

EIGHT STROKES.

|l| HAN. The parts below the mouth; the chin.

Some say, The tongue.

v

K'HUH. The upper pnrl of the thigh ( the

backside. A dislocated bone.

CHANG. A swelling of the abdomen, from an

I

accumulation of water, or other causes.

1 oAN . The refuse of food eaten by birds or

quadrupeds Read Chan, A large bellied appearance.

u

TSEUE, and Tsuy. Delicate and easilyW
broken. Read Suy, A smooth glossy face, the brain.

I
TSEE.

The two sides of the breast in front of the shoulder.

/

POW, and Mow. Pork minced and mixed

with liquid. Clothing for the breach. A surname.

Same as 111 Tee.
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LEANG. Lackered flesh ; savoury.

P'HANG. The belly swelled and filled.

SHWUY. The lower extremity of the spine;

the posteriors or fundament. The name of a place.

PE. A part of the stomach; the internal tunic

of the stomach; that which, as the Chinese conceive by its

action, causes digestion. To stop. The name of a city. Urh

tsae win yS, pe IseTh mo e Hi
||| ^^ J]^ Pf] Jy^&

when the ear hears music, the stomach grinds. Pe see
JJijj

smj"

a degree of dysentery in which the patient is unconcious of

the stools passing from him.

Vulgar form of the preceding.

Same asp Peaou. The name ofa place.

KE.

The calf of the leg. Fat bowels. The name of a country.

LUN. Skin.

SHIN. Sickness ; disease.

KIN. Pustules on the lips.

FART I, VOL. III. 2 E

m PEEN". Peen, or I'tcn-le Hllli,

skin; hard, tiff skin, as that ao the hands and feet of plough,

men. A loose skin, as if not adhering to the muscular part.

Ping show che tsuh
JJJf ^- JJg j^ the tkia of ihe hands and

fuel indurated, as by severe labour.

KWO. A red swelling. Read Hwa, Vamc of

a medicinal plant. Read Luy, The skin rising.

' KE. A victim fur sacrifice divided into four

quarters. One says, A sort of soup.

KWEI. Contraction cf the muscles or tendons .

Head Keuen, The sides of the mouth. The appearance of m

crooked body.

CHE. Fish brine; the brine from salted tsh,

pickled or preserved fish roes.

CHUY. The thick pendent flesh of a cicatrix.

The fundament; the backside -,
the posteriors. The name of a

district.

PANG. Swelling of the abdomen.

CHO.

The fundament. Fat. Read Ffib, The orifice below the (ail.

LUH. Fat; solid fat or lard.
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T'HAN.

Flesh; flesh meat. To dink to each other ; to eat together.

CHING.

Maturely dressed ; done, said of provisions.

LE. Lame in the feet.

KWAN. The stomach.

Original form of Iff Ke.

TSANG. The tendon of the heel.

T'HEEN. Many; much; abundant; plentiful ;

large; good. To forget; a long time. Puh teen

deficie it ; wanting.

An ancient form of the preceding.

NUY.

A feeble weak appearance. Same as f Nn y.

PAN. A spungy swelling.

m KWAN. The fat about the intestines; hard

fat in the arm pits and bend of the knees. Concretions, like

lumps in the abdomen.

. . /

Htit,JN. To eat flesh without being satiated ;

still to swallow down
j
to gormandize. Read Han, Thorough'

ly boiled or matured.

HE.

The fundament; the posteriors; to pant or mean.

TS'HO, and Tsze. A large belly.

KEAE. A local word for milk.

a
Dried flcsn; along time; an extreme

The lips.
Read Min, and Win, Closely joined without any mark

it
'

9
degree ; speedy; to lay hold of, or place in a coarse manner.

The name of an office.

u

YIH. Under the arm; the armpit. Yih hea

jjw ~J\
or Chow yih H-JT Bw under the armpit ; the side ;

near to one.

JIN. A good flavor or taste ; excellent.

TSING. The best of lean meat- |
Maturely done; fully dressed, applied to the victims offeretl

in sacrifice.
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GHiH.

A lump of dried flesh; lard; clotted, fat entrails.

CAN, Yen, or Ye.

Flesh or fish preserved by salt and brine.

fc
HIN. A feeling of cold in a sore.

nan

SHIN. The viscera which secrete the urine ;

W
the kidneys. To lead; to induce; Shin nang pei show pa

tsew shang ^ ^ |^^ Jfi^ (^ lhe te*licles were

wounded by being grasped and twisted with the hand. Wae

shin chung ta
^|- || |]f ^ swelling of the testicles. Shin

the scrotum. Shm chay shwfiy tsang yay

It -tfl
the kidueys are the reservoirs of water.

CHUE, or Seue. The marrow in a bone,

or to take the marrow out of a bone. Read Chuy, To

pour out a libration at a sacrifice.

vy> A. form of R& Seih..

Corrupted; rotten; broken to pieces

as a rotten thing. The punishment of the palace, or depri-

ving of the genitals. Read Poo, The name of an insect.

Foo hing
ffijj 5pl

the punishment of castration. Hwa foo

sing sin
-fl^ 1^ /J ^t transforming corruption to produce

new existences, denotes- an inventive imagination.

TSZE. A fat appearance; the brain.

M* FOO. The viieern, heart, lun{^, lifer, jail,

14
and stomach. Tsang foo

)]*[ Jllff
'he vicera, the bowett.

KEU. A term used in the north for RMMC fct,

or the fat of fowls $ dried fowls. Remaining long, durable.

FEI. The calf of the legs ( to wound the

v

leg iis a puaishment. DUease
-, changes ; alteration. To iliun (

to avoid. Fei chang. Bjfe RSj the calf of the leg.

K'HEUNG. Empty within; empty asablaci-

derj puffed up; swelled with wind or air only. Vain, empty,

ostentatious. Tunes for songs are vulgarly called Keang.

Sounding like an empty vessel ; the ribs of a sheep. A skeleton.

/

WAN. From flesh and to lurm The wrirt , the

turning part of the fore-arm and hand. To turn ; to twist ; to

oppress.

as JJH Ke, To kneel long.

pl?5
YA. Fat; greasy.

HWAN. A sort of cake, an o-ral figure. Read

Kan, A general name for insects.

TUNG. Minced meat kept over night

4 TS AN ( Refuse of food left by birds or beastf.
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An ancient form of^E 3m.

JH9

Same as ^ Heaou.

TSUNG. Sickness ; disease.

KEU. The female genitals,

bHJIN. Name of an animal resembling a cow.

NINE STROKES.

Y1NG, or Shing. Fat; greasy.

WEI. Skin.

The thin skin oT the throat. Some lay, The bcllv.

YO, or Uh.

From a house and fle$h. Thick with fat.'

Mfcil. A woman's incipient conception ; prejj-

nancy. Mei mei
JJft jjj

fat; beautiful.

JUEN. A disease of the feet. Read Vaou, A

r *- -^

joint of the arm. Read E, Broken bones and meat preserv-

ed in brine. Read Wan, Weak, soft, flexible.

Jft

I

HWAN. Fat- fleshy.

TUN, Or Chuen. To make the heel scrape

the ground in walking; to mark or engrave characters-

Read Tub, Fat.

It TSEU. Previsions.

T'HING. Dried meat.

ffS CH *H Ffesh growing.

/J^

CHEN.

A certain shell fish, described as a raonstrocily .

TE. Hard fat, or lard.

GOW. The shoulder bone.

LO. The lines on the hands or fingers.

I
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TSOVV. The skin and the scarf-skin, The

line) on the surface of the skin.

TE. Large bellied.

CHUN. Fat> fleshy; unctuous*

LO. The name of an animal.

TSEW. Between the thighs and legs.

GAN. To boil; to boil fish or flesh.

SING. Raw meat, or meat' not sufficiently

boiled ; the fat of an animal body: Stinking ; filthy.

Same as }jf|
Gan.m

CHE. From meat and a leaf. To cut into

leaves. To cut into small slices, or bits ) to mince meat ;

minced meat whether beef, mutton, or fish.

NAOU. The marrow of the head; the brain;

glossy and soft, as if rubbed with marrow. Naou Me Big

the bag that contains the brains j the head. Chang naou

Bjlj
Chinese camphor. Choo naou J jjSi

'
master and brain,

'

the principal word, idea, or person in a section or paragraph.

PART I. VOL, 111. J F'

SHOO, or Choo< st>oobu

about an inch and a half in extent on the back, oppoiite to the

navel, referred to by thote who practice cauterizing.

KWEI. Ugly; disagreeable.

SHUN.

The calf of the leg. Th name of a cavity in the body,

PEENv

The skin appearing loosely attached to the flesh.

CHA. To prepare in a certain wiy by boiling.m
CHA.

Not close. Some say, To adhere ; the parts adbeiire.

JOW. A mild pleasing countenance; placid.

PIN. The flesh of the tendons. Read Pecn,

The pulse feeling like the twisting ofa cord.

a

T'HO. The flesh of victims.

Same as the following.
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NAN.

Boiled flesh , flesh soup. Dried meat. Also read Than.

YUN. A thin skin, scarf-skin. Read Win,

or Vuu, Fat; greasy.

KEAE, and K'heae. Lean ; meagre.

CHUNG. To swell; to grow tumid; a swel-

ling ,- a being inflated ; used physicaffy and morally. Koo jin

jin chung yrrt /{ [^ H^ swelling of the pudendum rauliebris.

Chung urh puh hwuy j}^ j^jj ^ W" to swell and nofbreak
i

an ulcer that does not come to a head.

1 A. form of
| Wei, The stomach.

JOW. Good flesh meat; fat; excellent; abun-

i

dant. A mild pleasing countenance.

The teeth broken ; the gums.

Jl

I SE1H. Unctuous; fat; lard 5 harmonious.

Vulgar form of
fp[ Sac.

TUN, and Tuh. From /* an d fWW<t

'<(! with fat. Fat, applied to hogs. Todraj one's heel on

tV- , round in walking. A man's name.

YEN, The throat ; the eck.

YAOL. The loins; tlie waist; applied figura-

tively, to certa'm appearances of landscapes. Yaou scih tunjj

j pain of the loins and knees. Yaou pei tung jffi

TJJ
fAin in the loins and back. Yaou tung HJ :jr|j

pai

in the I, .ins.

Same as the preceding.

Same as US Tub,

K'HEEN. The origin or head of the

the ends of the tendons. The cracking of the tendons

1*1 U- \ \" TTl I-~- WiiK A fat appearance; easy and

ib LEUH, or Luy. A sacrifice ofbloody flesh.

Some suy, The intestines. Read SQy, To superintend a gene-

ral sacrifice.

HE. Same as Pf He, A loud laugh.

V

KEO. FromJ?shand t throw aside . The foot;

the leg. The foot of a mountain. Same as
jj^l

Ke5.

CHOO.

Used for ;& Choo, A pig i and for Too t the abdomen,
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YU. Vromjleshnadaliaiket. Big-bellied ; toft j

flibbj ; the lower part of the belly. Any thing fat and rich ;

the entrails of pigs and dogs.

KEO. KeS kc a loud laugh.

fl

JR

K1H. The partition between the heart and lungi.

KEA. A disease of the abdomen or bowels,

which emaciates the person.

TVVAN.

A certain preparation of meat ; dried flesh.

\\ AN. The sides of the mouth. A contrac-

tion or gathering together of the muscles.

HrCft

Swelled with thought which cannot obtain a vent.

CH'HANG. The parts which the Chinese

sny, give expansion to the subtle fluids of the stomach; the

ii.testincs; the bowels; the seat of the affections; the name

of a plant ; and joined with other characters, forms several

proper names. Ta chang che hea tseS ^^^ ~|^^
the inferior end of the colon, called also RJJ HJ^ Kwang chang.

Chang peih Vfi~j
? voiding blood at the anus. Chang

che hea lieu? Bs JfS T> mT, sores in the rectum oozing out

bloods ; the piles.

I'D II. That which tmroundi and embrace*

much that is important ; thick, luhstantial ; rich. The bell ?
,

the abdomen; thr howrls, the icat of the mind. The earth.

Used by allusion for what if valuable to one. Name of a cer-

tain garment. A surname ; a man's name. Row ffih che uh.

mei kea lift keen p flf[ $J jlj jffi I'll & lhe '""

of the month and the belly, should be on every occasion limit-

ed and parsimoniously supplied. Seaou ffih A~\ jK>
the re-

gion of the mons vcncris.

T'HEE. A dislocated joint; a swelling.

TSUNG. Disease; sickness.

TSEVV. Bent; crooked.

F

H1H. To look or gaze.

E. Puffed up, or swelled.

YIN. Disease in the heart.

7N HAN.

&
That by which a certain sort of bag is grjp' d.

Same as jj$j Naou.
i

m PING. The appearance oflhe bell; >wcHcJ
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TSEIH. Unctuuui, smooth and glossy.

An ancient form of ft Jen.

TEN STROKES.

%

T'HUY. From fleth and t> retire. The back

part of the hip. Ta tuy -4^
Jffi

the thigh. Seaou tuy

f\\ ^ the leg. Tuy fung
Jjj[| jfe

or Leang tuy h5 fung

PS j|^ 'p |^|
the perinceum, or perhaps the raphe. Kefih

tuy ^ Bfi the thighs bent up.

PANG The groin. Pang kwan shan ke

5IH,
a kind f rupture r hernia, consisting in an

inflation of the groin and parts adjacent. Pang kwang j|v

the region of the groin.

..

K'H EEN. The flank or hollow part near the

bind quarter of an animal. Read Been, The meat in a little

pudding.

CH'HIN. To rise; to raise up. The flesh

swelling up; a windy swelling: swelling of the limbs.

Hi
\

so.

Hum; the skim on fat; small shells ; minute; petty.

TUY, and Hwuy. Swelling up very large.

JO.

The delicate ikin, or lamina below the external skin.

LEU. The back bone.

flV/J

flflft
wo

' or Y5> Fat and feeble; sick -

I

SOW. Meagre ; lean
; impaired.

HEANG.

A fat appearance. Read Kow, The feet crooked.

T'HANG. Unctuous
; fat.

HANG, or Hwang.

Tang hwang ^ B& the moon obscure.

Same as Jft Tse.

13* SEE.

rl
Solid fat, or lard. Fat in the breast, or a part puffed up.

f

TSOW. Dried flesh. Head Tsoo, A supply

of provisions. Read Tseu, Good-looking; rumpled or

wrinkled.

TSEANG. The skin wounded.
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in

soo.

Fat; the part of the throat which receives food.

u

Sliilrl. Protuberant flesh arising from disease.

CH'HUY.

A. swelling of the feet or inferior parts of the body.

v

SUN. A sort of soup made of flesh and blood.

Cfl'HAE.

Dried flesh. Read Tso, Noise made by the bowels,

HE. A disease consisting of hard lumps.

u

KIH. The breast ; the chest; a stoppage in the

chest or passage to the stomach ;
the frame on which a bell is

hung. PiSh 15 kih 3
3JL jjis

not go down the oesophagus ;

food disagreeing with the stomach and rising again.

YIH.

Fat ; fat on the back of the neck. A hog lying in a trough.

FIII HAN. The parts of the face below the mouth.

r ~J l^^J
r v ^p

$ .

A stinking appearance. Fat^ greasy.

K*HO. Appearing to wish, to sUep ; sleepy.

2 G

n-p
lt> - The appearance of sweaty face.

HAOU. Fragrant efflufia. Used to denote

Conferring rewards on the army.

T'HUN. The parts at the lower extremity of

the back bone; the posteriors.

I

I

Same as nlij Uiiff..

E2
t u

d HWAN.

Vrumjlesh and hoggiih. A fat appearance.

u

P'HQ. The noise of striking, or of stones dah-

ing against each other ; to strip slaughtered bodies and mangle

the corpse. Applied to the ribs and the (boulders; dried meat ,

a large slice.

SAOU. Rank stinking lard or fat.

TSZE. To eat. An ascient form of fo Sin.

BT&
**T* CH'HIH; Dried flesh; crookedj kent down.

J^*

Et
H|T|

rt
U

Same as Le\r.

KUNG. The punishment of emasculation.
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Flesh oup, hating no vegetable*. Alio read Hub.

An ancient form of $1 Yin.

KUH, and T'huh. Tbe top of the foot.

^
Read Hah, The hinder foot of a tictitn. Read Ke5, Skin

armour.

LEAOU. The fat in the intestine* of animals.

as 'pj

SAE. Tokake and tremble.

TSE1H. Lean ; emaciated ; dead bone4.

fl
KAE

/4-**.
Ft ; the foetus of domestic animals. Read Kae, Fieh soup.

PE. The guU or .tripe of a cow. Thick; sub-

stantial, or important. A certain sacrifice.

Same as j^ Keen.

HEAE. Flesh; meat prepared in a certain

way ; all food that is thoroughly dressed. The skin.

I

WA

The flesh at the lower part of the belly of an ass.

KAOU. Fat; lard; greasy; glossy; rich

food i
sweet or genial. Can kaou

]g,^ rich favors conferred-

Kaou ho PQh tsuh
f' >/C^ ' fat a d f' re n0t >Uf"

ficient,' denotes inadequate income for lights,
and similar

expence* in a public college. Kaou ho
7jJ J^

allowance,

made to students by government.

To receive aura from the moon whilst hatchinj

eggs. The pronunciation
of this character is not known.

LEU The back bone ;
the back.

Same as flf She.

LEIH. The name of a hill.

\

TUY. Trom flesh and < devil. The appearance

I

of an eironeous swelling.

Cl

[

CH'HE. Coagulated matter from the eye.

GOYV. Old fat or lard; to soaV skin in lard.

YIN. The flesh on the back.
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ft
A vulgar form of J^ Chang.

LUH. The belly rumbling.

TSUNG. Fat. A disease of fatness.

TSAOU, Fragile ; weak ; Ihe belly rumbling.

CHE, and Te. Same as (jf Te.

A swelling of the abdomen.

|pV| KWO. The bend of the leg below the knceiW
the ham; the hinder part of the articulation of the thigh

with the knee.

CH'HAN, or Ts'han. A rising of the skin.

Pe chnn [J? Hjf= a blister. An instrument for levelling wood;
IS** l*r--

a plane. To level ; to plane.

T'HEEN, or T'hun. Pork.

ZEi CHA. A pimple on the nose.

ISL

PANG, or Chung. Swelled > enlarged.

SEUEN.

Short. Peen seuen a small appearance.

j? LUY. Luy chu, j$ fl|g
. ugly ei.ernal

/4rj>
figure) Ihe ikio riing op; dry flesh.

. To introduce and prcieat to j id of

food giten to, or laid before luperiori.

CHWAE, or Chuy.

An ugly figure is xpresscd by
fjjpv J}|)i

Luy chwae, or Choy.

"ffi
j- P'HEAOU. The parts of a cow situated

between the farther end of the ribs and the posterior jointi.

A fat horse i which has the skin ind flesh full at the lean-

est part.

151

I

KEANG. Strength of sinew.

CHUNG, and Yung.

Sune as
flj&

Yung. Equal ; even ; straight forward.

TS1H. Dried fish roes.

FOO. The skin of an animal, the flesh of

pigs; mince meat. Beautiful. To separate from, as by

skinning. Large; great. The hand placed slanting; to receire.

The name of a place. A roan's name. Pe foo

the skiu.

T'HANG.

From fleih and a hall. A fat fleshy appearance.
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Same as ^f- Tseih.

H
jil CHA, and Chth. TO p jck the flesh from

amongst the bones; a fat appearance.

"I J3J CH'HE. Meat mince and half dressed.

Jl
MO. fha thin delicate skin beneath the external

skin of animals; the thin peel, on the internal surface of

reeds, or within the outer bark. To touch delicately ; to

soothe. Read Moo, To kneel long on making obeisance to

a person. MS she che keen HS jjjB / IJ look upon an
WTV /I'/L A.M s\

affair with a partition between ; i. e. not look upon it as one's

own concern.

J)
J|i HEAOU. Swelled and ready to break.

MO- A sort of dysentery.

From parm'sh and JfA, or

and knot. The knee, or the knees. A weapon of the spear

kind, or a shield to fend off a spear.

CHUiiiJN. To cut or raince meat; to cut

flesh into small pieces ; to cut flesh
>
a piece of flesh or meat.

A man's name. Fae chuen
jj^j: Jj|j[

the intestines. Read

Shun, The bones of the thighs of a beast. An utensil used

by Potters.

YU. A horse with both ejcs whitt.

LEUH. The flesh of sacri6ces. Leuh leaou

! (ffi the fat of the intestines of the victim* prepared in a

certain way, and burnt to fill the temple with iU fumes.

IVEiAUU. Ail adhesive substance made of skins ,

horns and various other materials ; glue. To cause to adhere

firmly ; to glue; pcrtinancious, bigoted adherence to
, conspired

together; perverse. Name of an, ancient school; of a river;

and of a place. A surname. Deceitful.

JING, and T'hang. Beautiful eye*

Doubled; to increase; things mutually assisting each other.

To stare; to gaze.

TSUH. Unctuous and glossy.

LEU, Cr Loo. Name of a certain sacrifice

at a given time, in some parts of the country regarded as a.

great holiday.

KWEL
FQ
The loins becoming suddenly painful'. Also read Kae.

Same as the preceding.

Same as ^P Shin.

FAN, Or Pe'en. Excessive; dissipated ; lewd.
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I

I

CH1H. The flesh

Same as
Jjj|j|

Sew, To dress and present victuals.

Same as $| Tun, To run away.

MO. The thin peUicle thai COYCM flesh.

E. Pork flesh.

TWELVE STROKES.

LEEN. Weak ; destitute of strength.

T'HUNG. A fat appearance. Read Cbwang,

The lower extremity of the back bone.

-3J|JV TSE. The navel.

Jnl
*i

^ PANG.
targe swelled belly. Ping hjng

large swelled
belly, like a hog.

||\
NE.

Fat; glossy; smooth; oily matter; congealed.

KE. The flesh on the sides of the face; the jaws.

2 xTART I. TOL. Ill,

t HA, and Pa. Yacha

Head Chae, Marrow of bones.

LEAOU, and Laou. The fat

of cows. The name of an ancient principality. To burn or

roast.

>, Or 1 s'heuC. Delicate and eiMly

torn or broken ; soft and delicate, applied to food.

H CI KWEI. A fat appearance. Rcmd T'buj, A

n^\
large appearance at the lower part.

SIN, or Tsin. A surname.

KWANG. A fa appearance ; large bellied.

Head Hwang, Sick from an ulceration of the posteriors.

f|j-J: HEAOU. Pork soup; fragrant.

AlTO

Boiled meat minced and inixrd up wilb

blood, after which it is rebelled. Sometimes rice is blended

with it. Also read Chan, Chuen, or Seueo.

TSAN, or Tsin.

To boil j a disease of the lips ; filthy ; dirt ..

TSANG. Fat; unctuous.
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fl

m

HEU E. The appearance of a lore or ulcer.

E. Lean; meagre.

- T'HANG. Satiated with food ;
full.

TAN. Large bellied.

Same as Naou.

JA /-^QK An ancient form of yp Che

BrSi
/lifn

ik

URH. To boil thoroughly.

HWA, or Hwth.

Within the bending of the knee
;
the ham.

FAN. Meat dresieJ in a particular waj. Ruast-

8Bl
ed victims for sacrifice.

^2 GO. The gums of the teeth.

SOW. Dried fish. Read Seaou, Soup.

*- PEAOU. Swelled ; swelled and burst or broken.

fl

CHA.

The mark of a wound. An ill-closed cicatrix .

CH1H.

A lump of dried fleh. One lays, Spoiled meat; itinking.

T'HAN.

Savoury food ; excellent; a fat appearance.

*"*-'* A large piece of dried flesh.

1 SEAOU. Three parts of a human body

l>m
cording to Chinese physiology A want of fulne,s of flesh.

H^
v

ljl&
SHEN. Frora fleih and good T1)e flejh of

victims; good food duly prepared. Name of an office.

Pjcqrr
SAN. Unctuous; fatty matter; lard.

p3LWf KEUE. The buttocks; fundament; rump
///V

acc

HOO, Or Woo. Flesh without bones dried

in the sun, and used in sacrifice. Large slices of meat. A rule;

a law. Read Foo, Fat and beautiful. Read Mei, The flesh of

the higher part of the back.

Same as M Keue.
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LEIH. Lethte solid fat.

fl^fl ""

lYZ^ HEE. He? j*
Jjt fpj

lhin skin, or pellicle.

f*?S\
Read He, A particular state of the pulse.

'

I Same as Bft Che.

TSE. The navel.

PAOU. The body swelling.

Same as ^f- Tseih, The back.

T'HO.

Chun 18
jjiji jjsl

no limit nor rule ; irregular.

j\
HEANG. A kind of beef soup.

\

o LJ Y . The marrow in bones. An orifice.

LQ,

Al^ljlrib

"fct
1 FUN. Hot sliced or minced meat

;
coarse slicesH

of raw meat. Read Fe, A great quantity of dregs or gravy.

An ancient form of^ Jing, Pregnant.

CflWA. The thigh.

YING. The brrait
; near or related to, to

~w
sustain ; to receive ; a girt ofa hone , to bind or fatten.

J/l 1-^7
1 'HAN. To expose a part of the arm or brra*.

A man's name. Also read Sbcn.

U

YD II. The crop, craw, or stomach of a bird.

Th El IT. Fat or unctuous matter issuing forth.

Tan Hn" or Koo tan '- the gall, sup-

posed the seat of courage, hence Courage; the horse they saj

has no gall, hence so easily affrighted. The name of an insect,

:u d of a plant. A surname. To rub the down off peachei.

He? tanW
fijll

the courage of a great man. Kan tan
JJl'- |j^

the liver and gall. Ta tan ^ Hfe great courage ; bravery.

Tan ta sin seaou ^^ -^ jjjj yU be bold, and be careful.

Choo kcun tan lo

failed.

L Up Jg the whole ami)
'

courage

i, or So.

Kelh s$
Jlft ^| different sorts of flesh raized.

A vulgar form of
j$j| SeTh.

rTANG . The pendant part of the ear ; the k elt

(or lower hollow part) of the ear.

KVVAE. To cut or mince. The name of a state.

Very small minced meat or fish; it is a modern usage to cut up
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;ilive fish or pig's head, and cat them without dressing; *upps-

i d to be very strengthening, called Yu-sSng "pEJI /y living

iMi; eaten chiefly in winter.

NLJNG. Ulcerous matter, pu. Nung paou

n i ._
pustule filled with matter. Nung hen? Bp. J]J

, rr,, .

purulent matter. Nung we t5
Jjj= ~^K^

Vt: not suppurating.

Nurgchung
jjj

[ Bm' a purulent sore, an ulcer.

T'HUN.

The bottom ; buttocks; rump or fundament. A man's name.

LEEN. The sides of the leg.

Jjlfjj
(he inner side of the leg. Wae leen

of the leg.

the outer side

B
TUNG. Fat; unctuous.

NO. Smashed bones made into a dish for eating.

Read Nay, or Yay, Any thing making a disagreeable sound

in th ears.

PE. The arm from the elbow to the wrist.

From the shoulder to the elbow is called
Jj|jj

Naou. The

shoulder and leg of a victim. Tsoo yih pe che leTh wj
f& ~~f ~f] to assist with the strength of an arm.

Jit

B

KEO. The upper lip; minced meat.

CH'HUH.

The fat of the chest of an animal bod}.

PEI H. The navel ; the viicera. Read P'htth,

Disease consisting of hard lutnpv The small string by which

peas hang in the shell.

YUNG. To swell; the flesh rising up.

YIH. The flesh of Ihe breast; full; swelled out.

B&*1Alk>
The breath prevented from issuing forth j puffed up ; rain con-

ceit. Read E, To mix properly ; a certain drink.

TSLEN, or Tsuy. A ,orl of ,oup or graTJ .

Meih k H |g a Jort oflacker. A for.

of
ijt|

La. A kind of cloth. K8 tan
IR| Hfl fat .

FfOrt YEN, or Can, and Leen. The cheek;

the space between the eye and the jaw; the face; used me-

taphorically for reputation. Read Tseen, A kind of meat

soup. Leen shang shin siti kingpeen; pfih sze wang than;
i^
f, countenance chang-

ed unlike what was usual. Leen swan sin giog

MJ) a sour face and a hard heart.

va
SAOU. The fat of dogs and swine; lard; any

kind of raw meat. Saou kan sing yu yuh hang che shang >'ih

3P- T
^fe

-1/yang-raei che seen chaou yay

-t ^ Hi ffiZ -fc $b i^ ulcers called Sans-ka

out on the penis, and also are prognostics of Buboes.

CHING. To boil fish in vinegar
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UH. The thin skin formed on fat.
,
A fat

unctuous appearance.

K'HEUH. The buttock*, rump or fundament.

u
1 TO. Observing no limit; overstepping all barriers.

T'HUN. The rump or buttocks.

FOURTEEN STROKES.

TSE. The umbilical cord; the navet. Twan

tse
!|f ))/f

to cut 'he narel string at the time of parturition.

y

PO. The flesh of the shoulders; dried flesh.

YAOU.

Lean ; meagre. Read Shaou, Any thing very pointed.

NING. Dirt ia the ear.

A vulgar form of
jjj|[

La.

TS'HUY. The flesh above the tail of a bird.

Fat ;
fat and solid. The bonet of the rump or buttocks.

rART I. TOL. III. 8 I

Jj

YAE, and Yu. Fat ; unctii(.u<

CH'HOW. A pain in (he lower part of the ab-

domen ; Ihp back part of the thigh,

V3^*
H4 PIN.

>\yi
The bone that covers the knee , the knee-pan, or patelU.

fl

HEUN.
\i**\
A sort of soap of mutton or other meat. A good imell.

HWAN. Fat; unctuous.

m HAN

The meat or flesh inside pastry. Alto read Heeo.

T^| T'UUY. A luxuriant flourishing appearance.

NE.

Fat on the surface or upper part. Also read Yin*.

tMUNG.
A large appearance; great :

illume! ml. Read Mang, Fleshy.

P'HE. Fat and masculine; lusty. Read E-

swelling on one side of the neck.

KEIH. Dry; dried flesh moat.
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JOO, Naou, Urh, and Wan. The bones

of UK? front of a tortoise; the bones of the arms. Hot and

broken as over-boiled meat. Some say, A part of a dress.

YING. A swelling of the neck.

YO, OF Go". Good flesh. A man's name.

PING. A swelled full appearance.

YING. Fat.

HWANG Swelled and diseased.

PO.

The flesh swelling up; the skin broken and rising up.

u

HANG. Flesh fully dressed by fire. A sort

ofsoup or gravy. Read King, Savoury soup, or to season soup.

q^jM^f An ancient form of ^ Tuh.

YANG.

Yang >ang
Jv |

an effort or inclination to vomit.

HEEN. Fat; unctuous, the flesh creeping,

or a sudden convulsion of the muscles.

PEAOU. A fat appearance ; Tery fat.

Swelling up; swelling and pain.

LUY. A swelled appearance.
ft

I

im
To die and decay in the womb.

**m K'HE. The flesh on each side of the cheek.

KWANG. A swelled appearance.

I

K'HWAN. The body; thehuttocks ; therms

the lower extremity of the spine ; between the thighs.

CHIH.

A medicine to cure arrow wounds, or cuU.

PO.

Confused and mixed; the flesh of a sacrifice.

Same as N& Tselh,

A2?

'g*
1 The sound not known. A sort of soup.

TSUN,

Minced boiled meat; a sort of iculcb-collop.
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LA. Some time after the winter solstice, when

sacrifices are offered. To bind. Name of a sword; name of

I) irharous state. Otherwise read Lei.

SIXTEEN STROKES.

YEN. The throat. Yen che || Jjj|
a pow-

der used as a rouge, said to be taken from missels.

Ordure; excreraentitious matter.

TSUY. A sort of flesh soup.

Same as pj Soo.

\j

MANG. Sunk in dulnesi and stupidity.

YEN. To steep and heat fleth in soup.

WEI. Fat; muscular pain.

SLAOU. Flesh soup; minced meat with li-

quids and flour. Read Sow, A dried fishes tail.

I/ST Same as
8jS Suy, Marrow. Read Jjy, An orifice.

LUNG. A fat appearance.

HUH, Or Ho. A kind of soup nuuie fr

drill, without any vegetable lubitancc. To obscure or gloom,

ai by steam or vapour.

LEU, OF LOO. The A\a t theffoot of the

abdomen. Arranged in order ; to tranimit from higher to a

lower authority; to report. Name of an office.

LO. Naked; unclothed and the figure appear.

ing ; fruit without a shell . Name ofan animal with short hair.

JANG. A local word, denoting Fat, plump.

LAN- Matured, or meat fully dressed.

I

ft

fl

TSEEN, Or Chan. Leen-chan

a particular kind of soup made of pig's guts, pepper, mustard

and vinegar.

a

i

P'HO. Flesh sliced or minced.

Same as ^| Kang.

NO. The name of an aniuial, the flesh of whicb

taken into the stomach pull a stop to the growth of sweliiig

on the neck.

TS'HEAOU. The ribs.

f-AU.
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I

YING.

The throat ; the oesophagus ;
what in important to existence.

An ancient form of ^ Ying.

JUY, and Tsuy.

Wounded and cut open ; rent or cut asunder. A sort of soup.

JE, and Che.

Flesh cut into small pieces; minced meat.

KEU.

Little flesh ; lean
; sparing ; emaciated j diminished.

K'HEUEN. Name of an animal, said to be

like a horse with one horn. Read Kwan,,Uglj ; deformed.

TSANG.

Fr. m flesh and to store up. The viscera of an animal body.

Original form of jj| Feaou.

LWAN.

Flesh cut into pieces ; minced. Also read Leuen.

MO.

Mo hew \m Mt a disease that consists ofa'pur-in*
- f O O'

Same as j^ Luy.

LO, or Leay.

The flesh at the lower part of the abdomen.

NE. Dried marrrow mixed with soup; smashrd

bones made like scotch-collop.

Same as ffil PS.

Same as m Ne.

1

Swelling on the bellies of asses and horses.

SOO. A sort of sweet wine.

K'HEU. Same as Bf Yo.

Same as 02 Tovr.

HWA. The bowels and stomach of

YO. Little flesh ; lean.*

an ass.
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CXXXI" RADICAL

CHIN.

Any man who serves another ; to be subject to j one who

has to stoop and bend, which is represented by the character,

now used only for state servants. A servant in a family of

distinction
;
a servant of the crown; a statesman. Chin suy

kea foo y8h ; show ke ting ko, fei kan tsze

M*X** # tfik
majestj's) servants be subjected to the operation oftheaxe or

the hatchet, or suffer death in a boiling caldron, we shall not

decline it. Said by two persons who addressed a spirited re-

monstrance to the reigning Emperor Taou-kwang.

M? , andGae. The chin.

ff HEE1V. From Aanrfand a statesman. The

ancient form of
<j^

Been, A highly virtuousand worthy person.

From the miniiter of a prince making

bis bow. To desist from labour; to cease; to rest; to lie

down; to sleep. Change or alteration, such as takes place

in slerp ; the place in which one sleeps. Ts'ih shin urh go

W'J ^f |tn |K
to "e on 'ne *'*'Cl YanS g ifP pj/V

' '' e

on the back.

Name of a hill divinity; The pronunciation of

2 K

the character is not known.

W*T I. VOL. III.

An ancient form of J Wang

CHIN. Clear; bright.

broad cflin

KVVANG. Twoitatesmen with their bicki

turned to each other. Perverse j rebellious. Read Keung, A

iiiiin'* name.

TSANG.

virtuous; faithful; generous. A surname.

LIN.

To superintend ; to look upon from a higher place. To

descend to; to come to the point of action ; to commence

doing any thing; the time of meeting with any person or

circumstance. Large; great. Name of one of the Kwa

diagrams ; name of a carriage; of a territory; of a gate, and

of.i mountain. A general weeping. Lin sze wei kelh
ftj^

^U l^C I2i
afra'd when about to die. Keen lin yuen j|

PH
j*y

title of a deputy governor of a province. Lin chin

seen tuy chan |[|]l -fa ^B- Sfifr when iibout to enter into
I |5J^ J\t *i T/l

action, he who first rum back must be behead.
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KVVANG- To run under the influence of

nUrtn . to run backwards and forwards.

An ancient form of Puh,

A form of j|j Tsang.

A farm of &S Lin.

HWAN. A strong ring.

An ancient form of Lin.

XXXII ND RADICAL

TSZE. From a time, or place, or rank. To

use; to employ. The ancient form of nose. Self ; preceding

any Verb, shows that the agent was himself, herself, or itself.

Tsze pe'en j~j ^j5 to do what is convenient to one's self with-

out due respect to others. Tsze e shin sze \\ z|i jS S|7

hanged himself and died. Tsze pfih ning e
pj ~^ nJ

P
unable to stop one's self, or to desist. Tsze jen tung E

Sjl very pure brown oxide of iron.

An ancient form of the preceding.

An ancient form of the two preceding.

II KEAOU. To value one's self ; to pay atten-

tlu
tion or regard to one's self, and to one's conduct.

"^l Original form of "f| Show.

An ancient form of jf* Hwuy.

WAN. A surname.

KING. Same as ^ King.

A character found on an ancient stone tablet, bul

neither the sound nor the sense M known.

CHOO. An octangular cudgel.

. . o

NEE, OF Ye. A mark to shoot at; a rule ;

a lay ; the person who in criminal cases decides aocording to
r

f
1^1

_(..| 'tf
law i

the judge. Ne8 sze
Jp. "pij

o r N eg tae ^-g UK-

e, or fiet-tae, criminl judge of aProvioce.
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An original form of%
t Hwang.

CH'HOW. Smell or flavor generally i scent;

offensi ve smell ; disagreeable odours; fume or effluvia. Stink;

to smell i that which is morally offensive. Chow wei nan kin

Jl: fill |p 3& stinking filth which it is impossible lo ap.

pruach.

An erroneous form of I i Ke.

An ancient form of Jj! Hwang.

SIX STROKES.

An ancient form of W Ke.

Z. A vulgar form of ?j$ Kaon.

A vulgar form of
Jpj^

Chow.

An ancient form of |ft Hwang.

YUE

Putrid ; the organization destroyed. Broken.

YUNG.

'lo use or employ ;
the nose smelling the flavor of food.

MKEN". Unable t<.

Same as %fa Ne'e", or YS.

PO.

A disrased air ; the atmosphere around a lick person.

ig wfib t diwjuicted ; agitated.

ra

Same as the preceding.

9.IW. Frouzy offensive smell from the armpiti.

YE, or Keaou. Strinking.

ii. A good appearance. Name of a fi>l).

PO. Offensive stinking vapour.

HO.
Disagreeable smell from a dog; snoring

R>;id ilcae, Stinking. Read V, Smell from any thing spoiled

or putrid

NAE, and Chae. Stinking.

*O. Vjpour occasioned hy sickness ordiirtsc.
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PE.

A young whelp ; a first child ; the eldcit offspring.

HEAE.

Heae nae SSS$ an offensive smell i stinking.

CXXXIII RD RADICAL,

or the tendency to a certain end. PBh che lelh /
not exert one's self to the utmost. Wei Teen Chuo che leaou

rning ^ ^ j ^ *T
-pr^

was a martyr for the Lord of

Heaven (Roman Catholic expression). Lib ling hew che

compel 'hem to retire from office.

CHE.

A bird flying down to the earth, where it arrives at the ter-

mination of its flight. To go or come to
-, arrival at the given

or extreme point i to arrive at a certain place, or point of time ;

till) the extreme limit; the highest degree ; great; good; to

communicate infonnation to s the extreme of the sun's course

north and south; the solstices. As to; respecting. Chechin

che peen che ft J5 || jg^ g. fc most true and

most convenient method.

An ancient form of the preceding.

Same as the
preceding.

Same as the preceding.

To come again ; the same act or
11

* "
. To go to, or come to

; to visit ; to take

occurrence over igain. Read Tsun, Name of a person men-

pleasure in ; to repair to with alacrity ; to carry to the utmost
|

tioned in ancient history,

degree; to push enquiries for the perfecting of knowledge. To

Urmiiiate or resign an office. To expose or venture one's life

in a cause. To rule or regulate ; the end to be aimed at and

Same as JjL Che.

CHiH.

Fond of contradicting people, and opposing,

u

K IH. Same as $f Kth, To go to.

An ancient form of M tth.

T'HEU, and Te. A man', years at the

the manner of pursuing it. Minute ; subtile. To lead to j greatest amount ; old. Name of a kingdom. Same as

to tind to ; that, noting the caue w! ich leai
1

* to a certain end ; Te. Used for || Te'S.
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J1H, and Che.

To arrive at. Kead^Tsin, To advance or go forward*,

T'HAE. The same as H Tae.

To be accustomed to; to advance.

T'HAE An elevated terrace open on all

sides; a stage ;
a gallery; in ancient time* railed at city

gates; a title of official rank; sometimes applied to persons

of mean condition. Occurs read Hoo.

YAE. A cottage; a small house.

Coarse mourning garments.

An ancient form of IS tih.

TAKT I. TOL III. 2 I,

TSIN, or Tseen. To extend totheutmoil

limit; to reach to the highest degree ( collected together.

YU. The teeth not meeting each other; ii-

torted teeth. Tieu ju 0. jj& every perion acting in contra-

diction to another.

CH'HE. Angry and perveoo; a bad ditpoiitivo.

CHE. Angry and perverse.

CHE.

Same as
jjij!

Che, A carriage or cart heavy in Croat.

CH1H. To shut, or close up.

CHE. To bore the soles of shoes.
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XXXIV TH RADICAL.

KHEW.
\!Sr

A mortar for pounding rice; originally a hole dug in the

earth, afterwards made of stone and of wood. The name of a

star ;
of a place, of a river, of a hill, and of a bird. A sur-

name

[
KEUH. To join the hands with the fingers

inserted into each other. An ancient form of 4fel Kefih.

fit
An ancient form ofM Che.

HEEN. Represent* a man standing on the

top of a mortar; a small pit ;a pit such as is dug to take or

ensnare tigers by. To fall into a pit; to cause to fall. Also read

Kan.

KWEI. A sort of basket which the character

is intended to resemble. Read Yu, A moment of time. A

surname. Name of an ancient stute.

CHA. To pound with a pestle in a mortar ;
to

stick into ; to beat down as when raising a mud wad.

An erroneous form of- Peen.

"

YAOU, or Yew. From /lnger> or K clav.

and a mortar. To remove aliquicl from one vessel to another,

as by a spoon ; to lave out.

Same as the preceding.><

l**!!^! FA. To pound rice for the purpose of huskine.

'!?_ An original form of |J? Peen, To turn upside down.

An erroneous form of fix He'en.

\ / YU, and Kea. 'Frora a manor and hut

rr
hande. To raise up with both hand-,.

Hyf Same as Yaou.

An ancient form of
lpft

Yu.

Same as ftti Fa.
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Same as the preceding.

MO. To pound rice to pieces.

CH'HUNG. To beat a with a pestle; to

pound. Name of an office ; an instrument of music ; name of

a district, of a hill, and of a bird.

Same as t

'

Peen.

Same as Keen.

Same as M Shoo-

SIX STROKES.

Thought to be *n erroneous form of
^g|

Clie.

P'HO- To pound in a mortar.

SEIH.

Shoes with wooden soles ; clogs worn ia ancient times, the

emperor wore red. Shoes with wooden soles. A large appear-

ance. The name of a plant.

An ancient form of^ Wei -

K'HEEN. A small lump, or clod.

K' 1 1EW . The brothers of a mother ; tb bro

thers of a wife ; the father of a husband. A surname.

Original form of ^ Chung.

Same as ^ Yaou.

Original form of || Kcw.

YU. From one tfoonful poured into m-mtric-

on a Hand. To put many together ; a clan or lort ; a banditti ,

to add or give to; good j to comply or promiie ; to eroplt ;

to uej together with; with; by; to; and. To reckon; to

wait for. Name of a place, of a person, and of a hill

CHUY.

To beat with a pestle ; to pound in a mortar.

An aiTcient form of 31 Yaotl -

KING.

To arise ; to get up; to be in a flourishing slate ;
to be ii

high spirit! ; to take delight in ; to esteem ; to be in (real de-

mand as an article of commerce ; to move, or put ia motion.

Name of a district ;
of a palace. A surname. To introduce

by an allusion io poetry. Read Bin, To coTer weapons:
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THANG.

To pound in a mortar ; to pound rice.

TS'HOW. To half pound rice.

y
KEUH. The binding of the upper part ofaboot.

Same as t$| Chuy.

Same as ^a Ch5.

Same as It Seen.

TEN STROKES.

TSO. To pound } to beat; to grind wheat.

A vulgar form of fj| Tse.

Same as fiS P8.

- Thc name of a river -

CH.A. A sort ofwinnowing machine.

KEU.

To raise up before; to lift with the hands; to raise the hands

in a respectful manner, to move. To raise; to elevate; to

introduce to notice; to recommend to. To raise up in con-

versation, or speak first of a subject. To praise; to raise by

praises in the estimation of mankind ; to promote in the go-

vernment. All; every one collectively; the whole number.

To rise ; to walk ; to be raised in one's estimation ; to venerate

as the Gods. To kill the victims for sacrifice. Used to denote

confiscating smuggled goods. A bird flying away rising from

the ground. Three taels weight. The name of a wood, of a

place, of a hill, and of an animal.

An ancient form of if Yin.

An erroneous form of $| Kung.

CHING. To pound.

1 S'HUY. To pound in a slight degree.

K'HEW.

Olil, the opposite of new, applied to time, to persons, to

places, and things ; along time; formerly. The name of a bird.

A surname. Used to denote a coffin with a corpse in it. Jing

kew Wt 4fa the same as before ; the same at of old
, still the

same. Kew e &
~/fc old clothes. Kewjlh 4& F f or

Kew she ! 4 former times.

An ancient form of J| Nung.
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Same as the preceding character.

An ancient form of |f Sang.

KUNG. That which affords the means of e-

parating one thing from another as by partitions. An

utensil for pounding, as in a mortar. A surname.

H.IJN. An interstice or opening ; an occasion or

opportunity. To move ; to excite. Same as^ Hin.n .

YUH. Crooked and short appearance.

T'HAOU. An ancient utensil.

YU.

An instrument of husbandry, connected with sowing.

An ancient form of
f=$| Jang.

TAOU. To pound; to beat.

Same as ^4 ChS.

An ancient form of m Yu

An ancient form of Jjfc Jang

Same as Us Taou.

Same as iff Sow.

KEUEN. To measure.

Same as $jj Taou.

Same as fPJ Kung.

An ancient form of ? Tsecn.

An ancient form of Chin, Dust

FART I. 101, III. 2 M
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CXXXV TH RADICAL.

f
.

SHE. The tongue. Used for the hook of a

clap ; the tongue of a bell. Occurs denoting words. A surname;

the name of a state, of a plant, and of a bird. ChS kow

Jjg P ChS tsuy }jf pjg
ChS she ^^ all denote put-

ting in one's word when other people are speaking.

SHAY.

To stop; to rest ; a lodging in a market place. A cottage;

used for the pronoun I, when speaking of one's own junior

r, htions. A constellation of stars; a daj's inarch of thirty or

thirty-five le. To cease or stop; to fall; to part with or let

go ; to remit. Name of an office.

Hn<n7 as

Ttr\

. A cow's tongue diseased.

A vulgar form of ^ Sze.

K'HE. Walking till one pants and hreathes.

SHUN.

To suck ai an infant ;
to suck a wound ;

to lick.

ffc
HWA. The utmost; entirely.

T'HAN. The tongue lolling out.

An erroneous form of the preceding,

A vulgar form of fl| Chen.

Same as 3$ Tan.

SHOO. To open out; to spread open ; to ex-

nd; to exhilarate; leisure; ease; order; comfort. Name

of a state, and of a tripod. A surname.

An abbreviated form of
j^fj,

Ke.

T'HEEN.

Tci-u tan bad i"" rr rt enunciation.

TSZE. A rulgar form of S| Tsze.
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SZE, or She.

To take a thing up with the tongue ; to lick.

u

1 'HA. To slobber and gormandize in eating.

HWA. Finely woven silk.

T'HEEN. To lick with the tongue.

T'HAN". The light, or flame of fire; the

appearance of lolling out the tongue.

A sma11

2i

Same as
j5J|

Sze.

u

1 A. The noise of slobbering and eating vora-

ciously. Read Tee, To take a lick or sraake.

A vulgar form of ffl Ta.

I KWA. The appearance of lolling out the tongue.

A vulgar form of fjj Kwan

Same as SI Ta.

T'HAN.

A bad incorrect pronunciation. Alto read Te'eo.

Same as -f Hwa. An ancient form of

An ancient form of Ij Hwa.

r* Same as J^ Tan.

HWA. The appearance of a short toijue.

Same as S Tan.

Tan Ian Jjl ^| an incorrect bad pronuuciation .
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CXXXVI TH RADICAL.

CH'HUEN. To turn the back to when

sleeping; opposed to ; to oppose; to contradict. Erroneous.

Read Chun, Mixed
-,
confused.

'Stf Name of a plant, and of a red flower,

otherwise called
^j* !JE

Shun hwa. Sage j benevolent ; body.

An ancient king or Chinese chief, who lived B. C. 2100,

also called
Cjjt Yu-she, and Is' ra! Yu-shun.

KEA. A stone cup.

HEA. Name of a star.

VVUO. A court amusement, consisting of a

kind of posture making or minuet dancing, accompanied by

music; various ornamented rods or sceptres, are carried in the

hand ; in the army it becomes a kind of fencing. To play slight

of hand tricks. The upper part of a metal vessel. The name

of an office, and of place. A surname.

KEA. A stone cup.

Original form of ^ Shun.

t Same as 111 Hwang. ^
HWANG.

The centre part of a flower; flourishing. SameaiSjJ Hwang.

A seal form of the preceding-.

TSUN. Leather breeches for hunting in.T=T&
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CXXXVII TH RADICAL.

A boat or other vessel; to put into and carry ; to transport

to another place. The name of a place, and of an office. A
surname. Chow pung Jfl-

j4^
the arched mat covering of a

boat.

ft. Yl H. A boat or ship sailing.

1 AOU . From boat and knife or sword. A

small boat in shape resembling a sword. Three hundred
i

I lo are called Taoti.

An ancient form of fjJJ
Fuh.

WU H . x boat or ship agitated -,
never at rest.

LEAOU. A small boat ; a long small boat.

CH'HA.

A small short boat. The name of a fish. Same as JJHE Cha.

WUH. A boat in constant motion.

FART I. TOt. III. It !*

T| ft HEANG. The appearance of a boat or ship.

Fung heang
jjjl | name ofa particular kind of boat.

CH'HlN. A boat sailing ;
boats sailing ia

regular succession after each other.

It T'HA.

Name of a boat ; to rush against a boat.

f*>4r Y1H, or Wiih. A boat sailing.

TA. A boat sailing.

t

7lf|^ An original form of ^ Fuh.

P'HA. A floating bridge.

CH'HAOU.

A boat restless or agitated on the surface of the water.

An ancient form of $31 Pan.
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fcr

m
Hi

Same as $J Ke.

J1H. An ornament of a "boat.

T'HAE. A boat sailing.

An erroneous form of the preceding.

K'HIN.

The name of a boat on the western side of China.

V

GO.

The appearance of a boat j
a boat in motion.

FAN. A boat.

PAN. A boat.

Same as Jlty Kow.

CH'HUEN.

Same a*
fflvf Chuen, A boat or ship.

HANG.

A boat or ship; asquarebout; to navigate in a boator ship.

FANG.

One accustomed to the water, a waterman* the roaster of a

buat. To lay boats along side each other.

KO. The name of a vessel.

PAN.

From boat and something with which to turn it round ; to

move j te remove j to separate ;
to divide and distribute ; to re-

vert to. Manner; class j way, or fashion. A man's name.

Name of an animal, and of a place. Name of a river. Ued

for several other characters.

Same as
j Te, A boat.

Name of a large sort of boat made in the time of

>

the Sung dynasty. The pronunciation of the character U lost.

.^^ LING. A small boat con-verted into a house

or dwelling place ;
a boat with windows.

KOW. Name of a particular
kind of boat.

CH'HUH. The stern part of a boat, where

the rudder is grasped or fastened.

CHIH, or Tsth.

Tiih ming ftfe
jjjj|

a certain class of small boat.
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IM-I* FOO. A small boat ; a boat short and deep.

FUH. A large boat or ship.

1 Ci. From a boat and to ruih against. Tc

T'HO. Same as the Mowing.

taDS
JU fllJ particular oort of war boat.

4H-

TO. The helm or rodder of a boat. Woo to

: without a rudder. To kung
jjljj "f^

the helmsman,

the steersman, the person who navigates.

P1H. A large vessel which navigates the seas.

of a garment 4 a boat or small platter into which a tea cup u tet.

Yny hing chucn fe boating at night. Chuen cbaou

If

E pih 3^ j|g
a foreign ship. PTh tsaou chuen

4jjq JJJ

a Chinese junk.

HEEN. The bow or side of a boat.

KO. A boat ; a large boat or other vessel.

TEAOU. A particular sort of boat.

Ktft*
YUNG A boat sailing -

4|PV|
CH'HUEN. A boat, ship, or other vessel for

navigating either the sea or a river. A surname. The collar

}in
j|)^
% ^||

a charge at the port of Canton, called HIT

Measurement.

Name of a sort of boat. Pronunciation not known.

KEA. A boat ready prepared.

Same as m Maou.

HEA, and KeS. A particular sort of boat.

Same as )$&! Yuen.

HWA. A boat progressing.

K'HUNG, or Hung. A small boat.

Same as
jjj)| Kung.

Same as Tsin.

lit
FAN. The side of a boat.

u

GO.

The appearance of a boat agitated or in motion.
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I A IN Or A certain utensil used in a boat.

WOO. Name of a boat.

PANG. A particular description of a boat.

T'HUNG. Name of a boat.

HANG.

A particular kind of boat, called a square boat.

T'HAOU.

A large sort of boat or other vessel. Also read Yaou.

Same as ffifc Chin.

FOW. A boat ;
a small boat.

An ancient form of Tsaou.

FUNG. A particular kind of boat.

LE. Name of a boat.

T'HE. A boat or other vessel.

SHAOU. The tailor the stern of a boat;

particular description of boat ; a fast sailing boat, with armed

men in it. Swift ; fleet ; rapid.

as Kin.

YU.

Name of a boat. A man's name.

LjAJXLi. A large ship that goes to sea.

T'HING. A long small boat; a boat generally.

|7|i POO. A short deep boat, or other tesseL

HANG. A salt boat.

* An ancient form of

Same as M\ Plh.

WAN. A boat.

CH'HAOU. To propel a boat
i
anoar ; to roir.

Same as flft Neih.
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-/}}-

MANG. TiS ming Jj]^ j||
a small light boat,

called so in allusion to a locust.

-PAE.

The wood or scull that if worked a stern of a boat.

LUN. Name of a boat.

UtP
'

K'HE. Ke )e |ft fM a certain kind of boat.
1Jj^ 'v ' J

f7^

itt An erroneous form of
)i]p

Muh.

NEEN.

A kind of an oakum put into the seams of a boat.

. . o

SEE. A boat sailing fast.

TEAOU, and Taou. A small boat.

*fcjg.TSE'EN.
A boat.

An ancient form of ^ Chin.

An ancient form of ^ Tsin.

u

FUH. A boat or other vessel.

TART I. TOt. lit. 2

jfil
WE!

A transport boat ; a boat for carrying graio.

YU.m
Name of a boat ; a hollow tree turned into a boat.

SING. Name of a boat.

^t% ^t^k

IjfS
HWANG. A certain kind of boat or rend.

Fiih suh a large boat or other rewrf.

HAN. Name of a boat.

KE. A boat.

SAOU. A general term for boats.

CHOW

From boat and head. The head of a boat j the prow.

TO, or Tuh. A boat for fishing.

TSUNG. A boat stationary ; to reach or ar-

rive at a place or time. An ancient form of Kit Kae. Read

K'ho, A boat agrouad on the sands.
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m
FUNG. The sail of a boat or other vessel.

YEW. A boat progressing.

HEE. He? hwang |gM a large boat or ship.

PEEN. A certain sort of boat.

MUH. Name of a boat.

TEE. A small boat, hired by poor people.

An ancient form of 5Sl Tsin.

YLH. A boat progressing.

An ancient form, of ra Tsin.

Same as |^ Ying.

KEA. A prepared boat.

Same as
JJjf

-
, perhaps ^ Tang-.

TEN STROKES.

^2 GAE,, or Yae. The name of a boat.

KEEN. Name of a boat.

PANG. Two boats laid by the side of ech

other Pan"- iin fav 7V a boatman accustomed to the watrr.
O > 111 ft f %

tllii. That which is employed to steady a boat.

I

%

Same as OT Kow.

JO. Name of a particular kind of boat.

TSOW, OrCllONV. A ship that goes to se.

Same as W Taou.

Same as
jpfc Rung, A small deep boat.

Oriinal form of ^ Chaou

CH'HA.

A certain description of boat, or sraall renel.
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JjJ-

YIH.. The head of a boat. The name of a

bird, in imitation of which some rich men make their barges.

T'HA. Certain large boats.

SAOU.

A generic term for a boat- or ship. Also read Sow.

KUNG. Name of a boat.

SUH. A boat of a certain kind.

POO. A small boat ; a long thin boat

Same as J$ft Ke.

LUH. A boat.

W

SEIH. A sort of covering for a boat

GAOU.

A certain plank or spar at the head of a boat

TSEANG. A sort of oar.

tsaoii chuen

go to sea.

TSAOU. A small boat; a Chine* junk

name of those Canton junkiwlmli

LOW.

A sort of lofty boat with a great man; docks.

Vulgar form of $| Tsaou.

An ancient form of jit Tsin

TSE.

A boat in perilous circumstances. Also read

TAB. A long thin boat.

SEW. To propel a boat.

FOO. A certain deKription of boat. A boat

or other vessel which carries much.

v

PO. A large ship for going to sea.

WEI. A transport boat.

Same as Mj Suh.
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XIII. 137th Radical.

TUN. A large boat or ship.

LEAOU. A small but long boat.

FAN. The ornaments of a boat.

YANG. A large boat that navigates the Yang-

tsze-keang river. A plank placed from the shore to a boat,

rtt-l^~ HUNG. A raft.

K'HEUE.

A post on the shore to fasten a boat to.

V

TA. A large boat.

TSUN . A hole iu the bottom of a boat

CH'HE. A boat sailing.

fa
ship of war of a certain description.

T'HUNG. A short kind of boatj a vessel or

7G
JAOU. A sort of oar.

*fe X t

T'HANG. To bind or fasten as with rattan.

TS'HAN.

A large par placed in a certain way iu war boati.

T HANG. A boat.

TSEANG. A mast.

LING.

A boat or other vessel ; a. boat with windows.

PUNG. A mat covering for a boat.

TS'HAN. Name of a boat.

HEE A Iarge boat%

LOO. The scull of a boat.

E. To lay a boat against a bank.

T'HA. A war boat of a particular descripti

TSEE. An oar of a boat.

Original form of $| Cba.
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FUN. A nail for fastening a boat to.

FOURTEEN STROKES.

""
HAN, Or Keen. A ship of war, built up

n*
to as to defend those within against arrows and stones.

WOO. A long boat.

WO. or Go. A boat.

MUNG. Mung lung (^ jjljl
a long narrow

species of war junk used on the Po-yang lake, at a famous

battle A. D. 1420; in which six hundred thousand men were

engaged on one side.

ffiWJi
TSE. That on which the scull of a boat rests.

r\

TSE. A boat.

LE. A large boat.

M1H. A fishing boat.

Same as it Loo.

FART 1. VOL. III. 2

A vulgar form of $1 Cha.

LOO. A particular description of boat. Th

end of a boat. Some MJ The head, otheri the item.

LUNG. A maH boat with a cover.

LEIH. A boat.

SEIH. A covering for a boat.

Same as J$| Tang.

TSAN.

A large boat or other vessel for the purpose! of navigation.

LUNG. A boat covered in and having windowi.

SHWANG. Name of a boat.

Same as Cha.

LE.

Name of a large sort of vessel on the Tang-tsze-kein;.

LING. A boat fitted up n a dwelling.
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CXXXVIH tH RADICAL,

\f

KAN. From eye and to compare. To look

w

adversely, or perversely ; to limit Read HSn, To lead or

drag; to pull; to thrust

ft.
LEANG. Good, morally and naturally,

well as in the works of art j
a good or considerable portion of

time f for on in the night ; a teim of regard used by husbands

and wives to each other ;
to be able to do. Name of a hill, and

of a plant ; forms several other proper names. Leang ma keen

peen ying urh hinggH ,!,W$ jffi ft "^ *""*

when he sees the shadow of a whip goes on . Tsze koo Leang

shen pei jin ke; tsze pei sSng hwan hae
|=| "jg"^ pH$

A \W^ ^^ HI, -i*
from of old il has been the case

that the good have- been insulted; and the merciful been involv-

ed in trouble.

An erroneous form of tj% Mang.

u

KYVAN. Toreplough, or cultivate a second time.

KEEN. Land difficult to cultivate; whatever

is difficult and distressing; dangerous. Keen yu ting twan

finding difficulty in deciding; said of magis-

trates who want decision.

Same as the preceding.

CXXXIX TH RADICAL.

SIH, and Shih. The first idea of this cha-

racter is the exhibition of the feelings in a person's change of

colour in the countenance. Colour; quality; description or

kindof persons or things. Lust; sexual pleasure; appearance;

manner. Cbing sib
jfc
& a grave countenance. Sih tseih

tuy
-

iin (he colour will immediately disappear. Show

kesth ; fei ke chay, hew yin

keep to your own females; if nor your own, do not debauch

them. Hea jin e slh, koo puh nSng yang yay "j\ J{ j^g
+ft-

~Jf" f|^ jrtj 4J1 to succumb to people by the colour (of

the face) and be unable to look up. Sih-low chay ; fan sth lew

nung lew tsing yay ^^^^ ^ Jjjg |j| Jfe^ fa
M-low denotes a running of matter and of semen occasioned by

irregular venery.
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HE. A yellow jaundice.

w * YANG. The appearance of vapour in motion.

\f

PO, Ptth, or Full. Displeasure and anger

discovered in the countenance^ looking angrily.

u
P'HO. A colour not deep.

MO-

A libt colour . The same sense as the preceding.

Vulgar form of^ P5.

Same as'^fe Heih.

PHING. An azure whitish colour.

m

WA. The colour faded.

YlNG. A deep colour and ugly appearaoce.

MING. TocloKtheyei. Ming-t.iog

a mixture of btac and black colours.

Same as $; He.

P'HANG. Colourless.

ft

W

feffl MANG. Colourless.

SANG.

The spirits indisposed ; an ugly appearance.

t Vulgar form of IS Yen.

jtt

HEUN, Any thing coloured by furne;-r mokr.

MUNG. Ugly ; disagreeable.

MANG.

Ming ming ^5 ^ the spirits confused ; the appearance bad.

Beautiful; gay.
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CXL TH RADICAL.
L-JV

.

TSAOU. A generic term for all grasses un-

der shrubs and small plants. Read Ch'he, Grass beginning to

KWAE.

The appearance of a sheep's horn opening.

JL/-*-* YAY. An auxiliary character closing & period._i -|

VA

a fr8* 1 edible plaat>LIH.

Name of a medicine, and of a wood. Used for
Tjj

Lih

T'HING. Name of a plant.

T'HEAOU.

Flower of reeds that grow by the river side.

K'HEW. A remote wilderness j the straw or

grass on which a beast lies. Read Keaou, The mame of a

medicinal plant.

K
A cerlain plant potiess'iDg caustic qualities ;

a penou fifty

years of age, so named from the hair turning gray. Wfih

wei gae choo se seaou tselh ko kew yay fa |S ^ ^ feffl

/J> P[l Pf^ "t|i
8ay not that the Moxa (or Mugwort

ignited) is a small matter, and hastily go to cauterize with it ;

be cautious in using it.

KEW. The name of a medicine.

{-
~t JING. New plants growing up before the

old roots of preceding plants are -decayed.

K'HEAE. Perverse ; disobedient.

Same as
"

Kew,

TEAOU,

The flowers of certain reeds, of the reeds brooms ate made.

jL Same as ^f Jin

VT Same as Jf Kew.

HiHz An ancient form of ifc Yew.

TT
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r
7

Same as Ji, Sze.

KEAE. The name of a plant.

Same as ^ Keae.

| SEAOU. Name of a plant.

TSAE- Name of a plant ; to screen or conceal

PUNG, and Fung. Plants in plenty ; luxu-

riant. The appearance of a small animal ; long tailed. Name

of a plant.

HWAN. Hwan Ian Ti
fjij

name of a plant

mentioned in the She-king. A fragrant plant.

YlH. A tree that resembles in its leaf the peach.

SIN. A certain medicinal plant.

tree, but has a white flower.

i
CHAE.X

The name of a plant. The budding of herbs ; a bud.

MEEN. Two things set or staked against

each other, as in gaming.

fART I. VOL, III.

An erroneous form of- 1

- Me,

KAN. Kwae kan
ij|

?. the name of a plant;

One ays, Pearl barley.

.TS'HEEN. Luxuriant; appearance of

beautiful stone. The name of a place. A surname.

YU.

An edible plant with a large leaf and a solid root.

_rf^-i Same as the preceding.

V
-% I** WUH. Name of a plant.

*VA~
T|^

CHIH. Name of a medicinal plant

/tl CHO.

Ch5 y5 xtt ^^ a medicine, well known in Chi'

K'HEIH. A fragrant plant.

The name of a winter plant ,
n plant noxious to man.

K'HOW. Plants, grasses or shrubs.
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$ K'HUNG. A fragant plant, a medicinal plant.

T'HOO. Name of a grass or reed which grows

by the river sides in Canton, and of which the people make

main

HOW. A certain rush which growl in water.

K'HE. Nameofa while specie* of grain. Name

of a wood and of a vegetable.

JHt
MANG.

sharp beard or point of grain ; any sharp point. Mang chitng

-j ||la
term answering to June 7th. Read Hwang, Waste;

barren j dull; obscure. Ta hwang -^^ the year under cer-

tain circumstances.

Original form of the preceding.

TSZE. 'The mother hemp plant ,' also the

name of a grass or shrub. To weed.

HWUV. A general term for plants, herbs, and

trees. Hwa hwuy yft $L flowers or plant*.

Same as f$ Wang.

Same as ^ Keth,

Same as ^ Suy.

Also A medicinal plant which removes concretions.

Same as ^p Keae.

V

CHE. To regulate, or put to rights.

FOUR STROKES.

E

"> SHAOU. Name of a herb or shrub.

PE. Shrubs ; to shelter, or cover.

ii:
jHH^ FOO. Foo yung 3^ $P the hibiscus mutabilt*.

7\^

TUN. The appearance of plants beginning to

spring forth; an edible plant. Read Shun or Chun, A foolish

ignorant appearance.

-*:_
JUY,, or Wei. A splendid appearance of

the flowers of shrubs and tree*. A common term for the

flowers of shrubs and trees beginning to grow, or to bud.

A shoot.

WOO. The name of a herb or shrub.

Same as m Yevr.
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Cllli. The budding forth of plants; nameofa

particular plant, said to be incorruptible, and is used as an

emblem of happiness. It has nine stems, is of a gold colour,

and admits a lustre at nights. Others say there are six varieties

of colour. Che ma or yew ma - Sesamun

Orientate.

'HIEH.

Name ofa fagrant herb or ihrub. Also read Heih.

. To cut herbs or grais ; large sickle or

scythe with which grass is cut down. Occur* denoting the blos-

soms of plant*.

WAN- Name of a herb or shrub.

HWAN. Name of a herb or shrub.

NEW. From plant and cow. Name of a

shrub that grows to the heighth of two or three cubits, with

leaves resembling a spoon growing in opposite pairs. The stem

has joints which resemble a cow's knee above, which the fruit

forms.

J ITNI . The name of a herb or shrub.

CHAO U. Name ofan edible herbaceous plant.

Same as %JF Heaou.

KbiCiN. Name of a plant known by tanou*

names, as cock's head, goose's head, and crow's bead.

HP CHIN. Same as
gfc Chin.

Read Yin, Hot. Read Tan or Chin, Name ofa ru.h-l.kr

plant, called
p -Q. Che-moo, employed in medicine.

^
FOW. FOW e ^ a plant called by

w
various names, used in cases of suppression of urine, and

in difficult labours. The name of a hill.

CHUNG. Name of a plant.

K'HE VV. Name of a herb or undenbrub.

KO. The name of a plant.

K'HOW.

A hollow in the centre of fruit A species of W Tsung.

KEAE. Keae tsae
3fc 3| the mustard plant.

^^ ...
.^.^

Tsaou keae
IpL ^ grass; straw. Seen keae | XK

minute; small ; something that is trifling. Keae tize
/fa.

-f-

mustard seed.

Same as
- Hoo.

S*^^ CHUNG. Name of an herb or ihrab. Read

Sung, Name of an herbaceous edible plant.
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CHOO, or Seu. A certain plant.

Klilli. Name of a plant, otherwise called

crow's head. Che keih
&jf ~j[

a plant, the skin of which

is capable of being made into piper.

P'HUH.

The appearance of herbs and shrubs growing. A slight stroke.

TAN. Name of a herb or shrub.

FUJNCr. luxuriant vegetations abundance

of herbs or shrubs. Read Hei, The name of a plant.

t#Tg YIN. Herbs or shrubs.

\

K. r. 1I\. A certain plant. Name of a place

i
Read Yin, A vegetable plant. Hwang kin ^ /. name of

a medicinal plant, much used in febrile complaints.

V K'HE. Name of a medicinal plant.

HOO. Name of a plant.

Name of a plant, from which fisher-

7C
men extract a poison, which poisons the fish on its being

thrown into the water.

r UN . A bud first opening ; to open as a bud ;

to dcvelope. Harmonious, agreeing. Numerous.

\̂tt M E EN. Name of a herb or shrub.

44-
|-1-*

P* Pa tseaou jW ^ the Musa Coccinea.

A man's name. Used also for inflorescence of plants.

JUV. Plants growing, as on rocks ;
short and

small, are expressed by Juy-juy. A shore or bank ; name of

an ancient state. Certain threads or fastenings on the binder

part of a shield; soft; flexible. A surname.

SIN. Name of an herb or shrub.

KE.

Name ofa river ; a water lily with three or four diverging leaves.

1WA. The change produced on a plant in

spring ; the inflorescence of a plant. This sharacler was not in-

troduced till the fifth or sixth century ; before that Hwa^
was used. A flower. Used figuratively for pleasure; and

commonly in a vicious sense ; indistinct vision. Name of a

place ; a surname. Hwa peih ke 7j
flSJ^ embossed long-ells.

Hwa hwa kung tsze Xw /& / - a gay dissipated young

man. Hwa tse'en ke^^ =^ title of a small Chinese novel ;

otherwise called Te pi tsae tsze | J\^ ^- the eighth

work of genius. In verse.

A vulgar form of
/j

Hwa.
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))ll|l

r AJNCi. Fragrant plants; forms the names of

several individual plants. Fragrant ; odoriferous ; agreeable ;

pleasing; excellent; virtuous. A surname. Name of a place.

r

WUH, and Hwull. A melon-like fruit, which

grows under ground; fine and close; abstruse i hidden.

KEUE.

Bright; shining; showy ; fresh as flowers after rain.

KOW. Name of an herbaceous edible plant .

CHE.

A certain fragant medicinal plant. The name of a place.

YUN. From planti and curling. Plants budding

~- w
forth ; fragrant herbs, said to expel insects from books ; applied

to various plants.

<&*
jpm

m K'HIN. Name of a water plant, used as a vege-

/I
table, much esteemed. Name of a river.

TSEU, Tsoo, or Tsow.

Grass. Kan tse u^^ dry grass; hay. The character

is intended to represent
a bundle of grass.

Name ofa herb

or shrub. Pem tseu ^^ an application
of the Budh

priests. Tseu ne |S
fij?

a name of the magpie.

MAOU. Herbage over spreading any thing;

food; a kind of soup made of vegetable* and meat.

PART I. VOL. III. * B

G AOU, Of YaoU. Name of an herbaceous

plant. Koo-gaou J-4 a medicinal plant of a bitter Uste,

used in Keang-nan for removing flatulency.

GANG.

A sort of reed found on the margin of poolf.

YA, From plant and lotlh. To bud forth,

to begin; a bad ; a germ s a sprout.

A coverlet; to ovcrshaddow, by luxuriant foliage.

JlNCi. Grass or under shrubs not cutdowa.

I

Same as 15 Jen.

HANG.

Name of a small plant; reeds growing thick.

HOO. Name of a small plant.

PO. A small appearance.

Jill. Name of a small plant.

T'HEEN. Name of a small plant.
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An ancient form of jit Ke

Same as
jUjl Wang.

JLJL Same as
/y Tsung.

The sound of this character is not known, nor is its

meaning given.

Same as ^ Tsuy.

Same as 3 which character does not occur.

WANG. Name of a small plant.

Same as S Hoo.

Same as Kew.

YEW. Name of a small plant.

MWAN.

To be set against, or equivalent to each other.

An ancient form of "fit Yew.

I'-1 - From a do,? amongst grass. An ancient

lorni of )fj K, Doubt; suspicion.

FIVE STROKES.

TE.

A surname. The name of a plant.

Same as Is Tsze.

YUEN, OF Yiih. Grass; pasture j luxuriast
yftPQ

herbage or foliage; delicate; soft; flexible plants.
Mfih ma

juen b K^ pasture for horses.

P'HAN.

Plants floating in water; the appearance which they exhibit

JEN. Luxuriant growth of plants ;
abundant

herbage. Jin jen % M turning backwards and forwards.

The name of a fungus plant, and of a place .

T'HAE. Tae luy ^ #1 the clas? of moses

o
and lichens in Chinese botany.

T'HEAOU. Name of a certain water plant,

used as a black dye for hair. The name of a rirer.
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T'HEIH, and Ch'hiih.

Name of a small plant, otherwise called The sheep's foot .

MEAOU. fromfieMatiA plant. Groin grow-

ing iii afield; the first budding forth of any plant ; excellent

grain; the summer's hunt ; numerous descendants or progeny.

An ancient and still independant tribe of mountaineers on the

south-west corner of Kwei-chow province. Name ofa territory,

and of a hill. A surname.

Vpl K'HEUNG. A species of hemp.

LE1H. A kind of basket for confining or carry-

ing pigs in. The name of a plant.

YUNG. Name of a small plant.

HO. Smalt plants; used figuratively to denote

<*
what is of small importance; petty details; troublesome; cir-

cumstantial, vexatiously minute. To reprehend; to trouble

or vex ; severe anger. A surname. Ho neS pT FJa vexatious

and tyrannical government,

K'HEU.

Name of a plant; an utensil made of grass or rushes.

PAOU. To cover and plant. A kind of grass

that grows on high and dry ground, and of which mats are made ;

to fold up in mats; that in which meat is folded up ; free grow-

ing luxuriant herbage. Also Read Fow, The husks of grain.

il

MUH. MUh ii.li

|J 'JH
a cirUin kind of

grass used to feed cowl and horses.

PEL "Wild leeks or onions.

KOW. A bamboo curved in a certain way with

nhich fish are taken. Name of a place.

-4L
MIN. The skin of bamboo. The appearance

of a multitude; many. Name of aplant.

E. Fow e ~^ ttt the name of a plant, (MS

Dictionary, Plantago). E eS JM
the fruit of the water-lily.

Erne T^ pearl barley.

Original form of the preceding,

K'HEU.

A torch; the name of a vegetable plant ; hemp seed.

PE, or Pci.

Luxuriant abundance of the flowen of trees and shrubv

K'HOO. Name ofa plant. Bitter
, unpleasant,

painstaking; that which is troublesome; urgent; carr

pressing ; distressing. To deem bitter ; to dislike. A surname.

Chung tang koo chae
~j? !fg ^g- j be subject to hard ser-

vice in the army (as a punishment). Koo sTh 3j ^ or T.v

ffi vulgar names of the Koo plant.
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To pluck plants or herbs. Particle If, at. In ancient

books used for You and /. Read Jay, Dried plants or herbs.

Name of a place.

The name of a plant; a species of

hemp ; the root of this plant is mixed up with wheaten flour

and formed into cakes.

J|
! NE. A plant resembling 'Ginseng. Ne ne

luxuriant ; flourishing.

PIH. A surname. Same as Pa.

*> '? PING. Bright, shining, splendid.

SHEN, Or Chen. Thatch covering of a

house. A sort of mourning garment. A surname. Le'en chen

mi-
jlj

a free hand-writing. Read T'heen, Name of medici-

nal plants.

1
TSEW. A certain felicitous plant.

YAOU. The appearance of long grass or shrubs.

S^EN> Name of a small plant.

HUNG. A small sort of hemp.

PLfN. Pun
tsun^St^ luxuriant growth of

grass or under shrubs.

From ftowerf in the >riiWs( of. Flowers

without fruit) leave*; foliage; flourishing, luxuriant; the

high road of justice and truth ; great talent and virtue, excel-

lent. Hills appearing piled on each other. An instrument of

music; name of a country. A surname.

CHA. The name of a plant. Read TsS, The

name of a place, and of a hill.

-*1
SHUH. A certain plant.

1 Ut\(j. Winter grass, herbs, or plants.

TO.

A plant resembling the mushroom. Abo read Than.

1 SEU . The female hemp plant ; the vegeUWe

substance, sometimes used to fill up the soles of Chinese shoo.

A suit of mat. Name of a wood, and of a place. A surname.

Re.id Cha, Plants that float on water. Read Pa, To attack

and fight.

HEUNG. The name of a small plant.

NEE.

A wearied exhausted appearance; to forget.

CTr
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Same as the preceding character.

THEE. Name of a plant.

NA. Name of a small plant.

SZE, and She. An herbaceous edible plant.

KAN. Kan tsaou TJF }1 the liquorice plant,

it it known by various other names, and
differently written,

much used in medicine. There are said to be seventy-two

preparations.

PAOU.

Appearance ofa large quantity. A vulgar form of '%>. Paou.
PTv

HOO. Name of a plant.

MEL Name of a plant

\

PING. The thin moss-like substance which

grows on the surface of stagnant water. Name of a place.

Name ofa place. Same
as^&j? Juy.

.KOO. Name of an aquatic plant.

FART I. VOL. III. 2 S

I'OO. A certain extraordinary plant of 4

colour, round leaf and a hairy down, like ear rings,

growi on the cast of the Yang-tizc-keang ; captule of a

plant. A surname.

Fragrance ; odour. The name of certain plaoli .

HO.

Name ofa plant; the crooked handle of a harrow or a plough

Same as ftl We.

u

". A path rendered
impaisibleby egela-

lion. An ornament for a woman's headdress ; a door io the

hinder part of a carriage. Used for
||j FBh, Something with

which to drag a hearse. Head PS, Effluvia. Read PeTh, A

man's name.

"A. The appearance ofplanli at first budding

forth To bud or issue forth. Read Chfih, The name ofa

plant Head ChuS, Gradually increasing in size and strength,

as plants and animals.

MOW. From flourithing and plant. Planti

and trees growing freely. Luxuriant; flourishing ; affluent,

strong; in high health. Elegant) strenuous effort. Five per-

sons are called Mow. Name ofa territory. A surname. Also

i c.,d Moo and MS.

Same as J% Keuen
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KEA. Name of a plant ; oame of an ancient

state; name of a place. A surname. Ke

lilac or peach blossom colour.

dark

FAN. Grass or herbage which is every where

spread ; a species of wasp. Name of a place ; name of a kind

ofelevated terrace. A surname. Name of a certain door.

Occurs also denoting to fend off. Fan she w^ ^F an histo-

rian of the 6th century, a native of fe IS Shun-yang.

MAOU. Reeds or rushes that grow high out

of the ground. Name of a nation, of a pavilion, of agate,

and of a hill. A surname.

MAOU

A certain water plant ; herbs or plants growing luxuriantly.

PO, and FOh, The root* ofgratiet; stub-

ble ; a thatched cottage ; a name of different plant*.

TSZE. The name of a plant.

An ancient form of Tsze.

Same as $5? Kwae.

1pf*

MO. NS-le-hwa a well known

flower in China, Jasminum graudi&orum. In the north of

China where the short tones are lengthened and softened, it is

pronounced Moo-le-hwa.

PEEN. Name of a small plant.

Same as fiji Te.

Same as Che. Name of a place.

as snow or ice in aSZE. To melt or waste

thaw; what is distressing to man.

NEEN. Name of a small plant.

An ancient form of Keen.

Same as Ping,

T'HAE.

The appearance of grasses or under shrub?.

Same as j$ Tsze.

KE1H. Hurried; precipitate.

Same as 3 Kwae.

An ancient form of Tsang-.
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Same as |$L She.

HOO. Name of a small plant.

An ancient form MS.

SHA. Name of a small plant.

This character, the sound of which ii not known,

seems to denote An acorn.

PAOU. A medicinal plant

SIX STROKES:

KIH, and KS. The wild
|j?

T<un? plant.

MING . The buds of the tea plant ; tea plucked

in the evening. Tea. Nameof a flower, and of a hill. Used

to denote Generous wme.

l_jti. Name of a kind of ruth fit for making

brooms of; a fragrant plant ; a plant that grows on a stone ;

name of a palace, of an ancient state. A surname. Le che Sj

~y?
or Le che^ Ijt

a fruit well known in China; the term

is applied to the tree also, the Dimocarpus Litchi. Le, poo

3K the name of a place.

KUNG. Name of a plant.

JUNG. A certain plant.

close; thick; abundant. A luroame.

YIN\ Name of a small plant.

KAN. Name of a poisonous plant.

TSEEN. Name of a plant otherwise called

earth'i lilotd, used to dye silk*. Tseen tsaou ^g Ip
a praal

uied to Aye bairs red for the ornament of summer capi(

said to be the Rubia Cordafolia.

CH'HE.

A plant that serrei to mead things as a twine or Ihreau.

LOO. Name of small plant.

^t-fi*-Pronunciation and sense-of tb'it chancier are both

lost, occurs in an ancient poem.

K'HVVANG.

Name of a small plant. To follow.

\

CHE. Che Ian fiR fjtl a certani oJuriferui

plant. The name of a place.
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CHIN. Name of a small plant.

TSUH.

Trees and under shrubs growing thick and luxuriantly.

iJf

Same as ?* Ching, Pure ; unmixed.

An ancient form of
"jfi Juy, or Yny.

Read Yfih, A plant with thorns. Read Peih, Name ofa

mnall plant.

C1IA. The name ofa medicinal plant.

Same asX|| Uaou. Head Hew, Same as Kjc Hew,

To shade. Name of a bill.

Same as 2- Tsze.

KHE.

To steep a silk cocoon in water in order to draw off the silk.

YU. Name of a small plant.

CHOW. The name of a plant.

YANG. Name of a medicine.

Lr.lv Name ofa plant employed in conjunction

with some other, to expel noxious influences. Also forms part

of the name of a plant used in dying.

TO. The top of a tree hanging pendant down.

WOO. Name of a small plant.

TO. The name of a small plant.

KWEI. Name pf a plant with a conical

seed vessel. Perhaps the Tagara Indica.

,

a

TSIH. A thorn; a spike ; to prick with a thorn.

YEW. Name ofa small plant.

Same as 1 Chung-, Plants
fading-.

TSZE. To cover a house with thatch
j grist

growing out of a wall; thorns; to collect ; to accumulate. The

name of a hilt. A surname.

KOW. The name of a medicine.

KWANG.

Herbaceous plants or ihrubs ; afresh shining sppearanctf
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SEEN. Name of a plant.

MANG. Mang or Mang raapg

the confounding and dazzling immensity of the lurface of the

ocean. Vaslness; vagueness ; incertitude. The name of a

district.

Same as
<jfe

Mow3 Barley. Gramina.

SZE, She, and TsZC. Appearance of

grasses or shrubs. Name of a place. A surname. Read Cha,

To hew wood.

HAOU. The name of a plant.

f\ KEAOU. C-rast or hay. Name of a plant used^
as a vegetable. Read Keaou, The root of a plant. Keaon sun

5jj:
2&- a yegetable sprout. Keadu tang sze ^J ^S ^ a

village district near Whampoa, where the European ships moor.

TSEAOU. Name of a plant which hat some

relation to pepper. Read Naou, The appearance oftaH grasses

or shrub?.

FUH. Foh ling T a wedtrinal plant,

which fable says, i converted into amber. The China-root.

KWO. A gourd or melon, otherwise called

fll ^1 Kwa low. The name of a small plant.
A^% ^*^"

MRT J. TOI., lit.

YU. choo yu^^ asort of pepper growing

in cluslen, which is stuck into the head to keep off offeBsire

vapours. Name of a place.

A n ancient form of^ Teen.

CHOO. Cboo yn 5fc |fi name ofa medicinal

plant df an acrid taste, a fort of pepper growing in a cluster.

TSZE.

A great abundance of herbage and wood ; a sort of mat.

Used for This, here, now.

KEANG. Keang le
]$| fragrant herb,.

HWUY.

Name of fragrant plants; a medicinal herb.

YIN. A mat used in carriages ; a sort of mit-

~~ w
tres ; a tiger's skin. Name of a medicinal plant.

*+
CH'HA. The tea plant.

Shan cha ^ jfc

a wild plant, \hc leaf of which resembles lea. Cha ling$ g?

the nan* of a place. Cha tsing^W oV.re brown, orbron

AT ffi

ia^ generally speaking, tea is a commodity which, in all

seisons of the year should not be drank in large quantiti", be-

cause it causes weakness and eoldnwi in the inferior extreroJ-
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tic-i, but after a full meal one or two cups may be taken, as

it |Tmotes digestion. It should be particularly avoided when

d tS. Plant, with a profusion of

leaves. Read Pei, Denotes certain regulation* concerning

colours and standard).

CH'HOW. Name of a plant.

J U ]N G. Plants shooting up or growing thick ;

and in a confused state; the name of a wood. Mung jung

^ jjj:
or Mang jung j&^if. thick; confused enunciation;

indistinct speech. Lfih jung Jjfa ^T name of a medicine.

Woo jung ^E^ the name ofa place. lung jung ||^
collected or crowded together. T5 jung |i| JJT low, base,

degenerated.

^fn
HEUE. Name of a plant.

fc
HVVUY. The name of a plant.

JLO. Name of a plant ; plantsjwhose roots run

amongst each other, and become mutually entangled. To

eat; to eat or drink voraciously; great eater; to covet; to

act irregularly; soft; flexible; to measure or conjecture.

Forms a part of several proper names.

CH'HUNG. A certain plant.

Z\ T'HUISG. Name of a plant.

I'l.uits entwiucd and growing together. Also rc*l Keao.

Grasses and shrubs growing all together; jungle.

CH'HUNG.

A luxuriousness of herbage, plants growing thick and rank.

KEEN. A medicinal plant.

CHUH.

Name of a small medicinal plant, which kills worms.

SEUN,

The name of a plant, and of a state. A surname.

V-r|
HWAN. Name of a plant, the seeds of which

are reduced to powder, and used as a seasoning.

jdT LUY.

To plough or cultivate jungle. Fruit hanging pendent down.

K'HEW.

Name of a plant which is called by several other names.

FOO. Flowery, splendid, glorious. A man's

name; name of an ancient song. Read Heu, Name of a seed.
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TSEUEN.

Name of a plant and of a fragrant herb.

KAE. The roots of plants,

PEAOU. Same as j?t[ PJaou, and ? Feaou.

Kejd I'no, Shrubs and trees fading and falling.

u

TA. A small sort of grain.
To sustain. Keu

ti
*|f

; a medicinal fruit. Li ta fa^ steady, attentive

and safe, or the praise of being o. Cha ti
ftfc Radish

made of various sorts of flesh meat. Used for H5.

*
m

An ancient form of a- J uy.

An ancient form of 2 Kin.

certain wood or thorny bush ;

f v ^F

formerly used to inflict punishments, hence the character

contains the word to punish. Otherwise called Mow king

{h atjl and Tsoo king 2ffi
^]j

from growing plentifully at

Tsoo. Name of a district, and of a hill.

tiki-* K'HL. A medicinal plant of an acrid taste,

used for wounds oased by metals.

u

HANG. A certain water plant with a white

stem and reddish leaf j
it varies its growth according to the

depth f the water, the root ii sometimes iteeped in wine.

CH'HUEN. Tbe old leave, oft...

K'HEUH.

Sniiill circlet for the- silk-worm to weave the cocooo

1 *V'"Ul (irainina, hrrbacrom plant* and

). The running hand form of the Chinese character i to

iiink.- a running haud draft, or a copy. Careless, heedless in

a coarse manner ; laborious. To cnt plants. A surname.

Tsiou hwang iS ^ canary yellow colour.

URU. The appearance of a multitude of plant*

or jungle. The name of a small plant, and of a pavilion.

Jti_
GAN. An herbaceous plant, or shrub.

K'HEAOU, and Show. The nwneof.

small plant with many flowers, and the leaves of which all

stick upwards.

CH'HE. Name of a plant that bears yellow-

isli seeds, in a dark coloured pulp, used in medicine. Name

of a tree. Also applied to a plant, having a long slender

sweetish root, said to be demulcent.

JIN.

A l..rge kind of pulse; ofl ; flexible. Name of a pUcr.

T'HE. The appearance of frames and other

^lants TTst budding forth. Bead E, To cut down plants.
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From piant t and preiervfi. Grass

ur pasture j the same thing brought forward again ; to con-

tinue still as before; to collect together ;
to introduce to, or

to recommend.

HWANG. Planii covering the ground ai

a wilderuess; wild; barren; waste; empty; troid ; to render

null. Grain and fruits unripe ;
a dearth or famine. To cover

over; to obscure. Name of a place; the year. A surname.

Sze hwang OQ tSt four deserts, supposed to be at the

outskirts of the world, when China was thought to be its

centre. Hwang yin ylh shin & &i
Jj| Jgj daily preceding

to greater degree of profligacy and debauchery. Hwang

jin jlh shin ^ y^ ^ -^ went to still greater excesses

of extravagant lewdness.

MEE. To squint with the eyes.

YAY. A sort of hemp.

Same as TS.

WANG. Tlienameofasmallplant.

An ancient form of =|f She.

An ancient form of Sfe Kwae.

Same as ^ Ping.

K'HEAOU.

The appearance of plant< entwined.

Same Mang.

An ancient form of jMC M5.

Same as ^ Le.

Original form of j}x Tsow, or Tse\r

TSEIH. TNameofaplant.

CHJE. A small ^ Ping plant

Same as
jj|i Lew.

KIN. Bone.

Same as
Tjfi Tsow.

Same as ^ Hwang.

Same as
j
Keuen.
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Same as I'l Kwae.

PEI, and LaoU. The leaf in which 'the

Chinese roll the areca nut, when they chew it.

KUNG. Probably the name of a plant.

I [nil An ancient form of /ft Tsze.

k

HE. Name of a small plant.^^

vVJ_
POO. Great; name of a divinity.

U

CH1H, OrShiih. Name of a medicinal plant.

Same as jig Keuh.

An ancient form offflj King.

SEVEN STROKES.

T'HOO. Name of a fragrant plant.

WE, or Wei.

Name of a plant; plants hanging pendent down.

PART i. TOL. in. a v

01^

P^

V

WAN. Name of a plant.

PEI. Name of a medicine.

u

CHUH. Name of an herbaceous edible plant.

W. A generic name for pulse, peas, beans,

and o on. tow kdw jj? ^ nutmeg. Tow kow ht
g

;i ^ ma. the external membrane of the nutmeg.

^SS YEN. Name of a plant

IP*

E. A certain plant.

Foo ho
;J

r whilst the
FOO.

jet supported, before the fall oftheleaf.

FOW. A surname.

JIN. Name of a plant.

u

YIH.
Ripe. A plant hurt and spoiled.

.

YIN. Name of an herbaceoai edible plant

KE. An equatic plant.
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Afa YIN, and E.

Plants in grsal plenty ; jungle. Name of a pavilion.

M

CHE- To break offer cut down plants; to cut

grass.
Mats made of sedge, reeds, or rushes.

HO. Ho 7j5T or Ho-hwS
jjg? |j| the Nymphos*

Lotus, or Egyptian water-lily, it is called by various other

names. Ho is a generic term applied also to other plants ; the

name of a place ; to bear or sustain a burden, physically or

morally -,
the noise of anger. Ho haou tiling chuy tsze Xpf -j?

%&. thank heaven's condescending mercy.
JLLlt

PUH, or PS. Pfih Ue ;1 name of a

plant, compared to the beard of lobsters \ the outside of bulbous

roots of which is black, the inner and edible part white. The

Scirpus Tuberosus.

SZE. The flowers of reeds.

-*> /

POO. Jungle,

^fc '

/CTl YUN. A plant, the roots of which are edible.

">r
Tli.- .silky

substance in the seed vessel of the water lily.

3r^* u

J\k\? 1 ' H E 1 H . A certain plant -,
the name of a place.

4/^

KEUEN.

K'HE. Name of a plant.

TOO. A certain bitter herb, called by several

^ v ^

other names ; bitter. A surname. Shin too yuh luy jtjJH ^~

Wjg BUB lw " brothers who in high antiquity possessed the power

of controlling devils ; they are now esteemed gods who protect

the gates of houses.

SU V . Name of a fragrant plant A plant ut

which it is remarked that geese will not eat, and which

is beneficial in head aches.

SUY.

A Bower regular and perfect. Same as the preceding.

certain plant, or plants generally.

An ancient form of J=| Nung-.

WOO. Name of a plant.

A trcvli bright looking plant, us.d in the ritei of sacrifice.

ÂJA

u

KUH. Thebjrk of a tree. The name of a placr.

of a plant. Plants thick and close together.

PEE. Same as Sjl Pee, two copies of u

<r w

agreement, one of which it taken by each party.
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KEU. Name of a plant.

HE. Name of a plant.

PUN.

A limit or boundary formed by grass or shrubs.

>-

TUN", and Chun. A basket to contain rice.

Same as t Shuh.

KEIH. Swift; speedy.

KANG. The stalk or stem of plants,

To descend to ; a seal^or place ofexereis-

ing rule or controul. Le jin ^?j
& to go to the seat of

one's government. Read Loth, The sound of the trees of a

forest when agitated by the wind.

FOO, and Po6. The name of a place and

< ,f a plant; otherwise called the Sword plant. An omen of

felicity.

CIIOO, or Tsoo. Name of a plant.

K^ LEW. Same as ^fl Maou, and Lew.

"r

SEU. Name of a plant.

Original form of
jj[|

Maou.

HE1H. Plants abounding. Used for
jjijj

Anger. Read Kin, Fear.

\S

MO. Name of a plant.vx
WEI^andYKh.

A certain plant found in the north of China.

YAY, and Seay. Name of a plant. and of

an herbaceous edible plant.

fl LE. Name of a planl, and of a flower. A lur-

<: MS-le-hwa the name of a well known

flnwvr, J.isminum Grandiflorura.

CHWANG. Plants budding forth
; plants

rank and luxuriantly. Grave
; sedate; stern i

srrrrr .

li id; flrm ; highly adorned. A high road. Farm hons" .

"fa gate or door. A surname; a certain pearl shell.

I SllilH. To eat vegetables or bertx. \\.nA

Name of a place, and of a bill.

CH'HING. A plant useful to Uing.in womn.
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T'HO. Name of aplani.

K'HEVV.

A plant, the seeds of which grow in a bunch.

O\J. Name ofa plant, ofa wood, and ofa pavi-

lion. Read Sha, Name of an insect. Read Suv, To rub with

the hand.

TS1N. To cover over.

Nameofa plant which 'dyes ablue colour.

\j

HANG. The stem of plants; the stem of herbi-

ceous plants is called 'ffi Hang ; of bamboo
ngj

Ko ;
of

trees Ife" Mei. The handle or stem of a sword or spear ; the
Ixv

name of a medicine, and of a hill. HSng chfih pih wfih

a white substance like

Same as the preceding.

WOO. A plant resembling mugwort.

CH'HIN.

A nudicinal plant used in agues : a sudoriftc.

CHE. Name of a plant.

FUNG. The buds of a plant beginning to grow. Plaut >
s"'d to be a remedy for a suppression of urine.

joo nung

pus issuing from the urethra. HSng keu jfC J^ or Yin

liaiig ting [^ "& ij >n erection of the penis, the last

expression <eems to denote a sort of priapism. HSng tow

3^ SM "le S'ans Penis . Hing chung tung y Fp ^S

pain in the urethra. HSng hea
f|J ~j^

below the penis.

Yin hing keen gang t^ JKT ^ ^S a sort of priapism.

CH'HAY. Chay tsfen ||^ a certain

KEU.

Naire ofa plant,of an ancient state, and ofa city. A surname.

MET. A certain herb which grows in damp

plans; a kind of moss; a fertile field.

MANG. Name ofa medicinal plant.

CHE. Name ef a medicinal plant

HAN.

Name of an herbaceous plant with a slender stem.

SIN. A long appearance; the name ofa place.

A surname. Se sin
jj>|{|

^95 a medicinal plant used as a sudo-

rific. Sin sin 52J 3jg numerous
; many.
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I

KEUN, or KwSn. Name of a plant.

TSO. Name of a plant.

YJi<J\. The name of a plant; creeping plants.

Man yen ra Jt long; protracted, spreading far and wide,

like creepers.

T>HING - The stem of a plant.

T'HEAOU. An instrument of husbandry.

T'HSO. To cut grass for cattle.

^^^ HWAW. A certain grass or rush fit for mak-

TS'HO. The noit of w.ilking amongtlijra

.,_

Same as ^ Keu.

Same as 1 Chtih.

WANG. A plant, the tkin or bark of which

is capable of making ropei and sandali. Read Woo, A water

insect with a sting. Some say The dragon-Ay.

Same as iffo Shuh, or
jtyft

Shuh.

To stop or fill up. Read Yew, An equatic plant.

W*k NEW.

ing mats. A surname. Read Kwan, in the same sense, and

alto denoting a place. Tung hwan Ip .*=t the district on the '

eastern side of Canton river, below the Bocca Tigris.

A sort of pea or other pulse. Also read Ch'how

SHAOU.

An opening bud ; a bud seeming desirous to open and blossom.

Y EJW . From plants and ornament. Useless

flowers in a corn field ; weeds ; tares ; vicious speech. Name

of a place. Head Sew, A bitter plant.

2
/J\ KCE. The fruit of a certain plant. Name of

a coin, and of a bill . A surname.

FART I. VOL, III. 3 X

Ugly-looking plants. The roots of plants.

'

KEEN. Keen Uae
r

a certain vegetable

with a reddish stalk. Read Han or Hwan, A laughing ap-

pearance; a wild sheep or goat with a small horn.

tLANG.
Gramina, or shrub*. Read Lktg,

LanK tang ^ t*x name of a plant.

A certain plant; the young slcrcn of

which are edible, the Icaics are fragrant when decocted.
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FOO. A certain reed with awhile and very

thin internal peel. A kind of hemp. Read Fow, The name

of a plant. To fade and die as a plant; to die of hunger.

MO. The sun obscured by an intervening

fort/it ; a cessation of; a negative} not
,
do not. It generally

denotes the highest degree of the adjective which follow.", when

that adjective has a noun following. MS chow yu tsze ~S*. fKg

-J- ^ nothing more disgraceful than this!

Jfl CHE. A small leaf.

Original form of H Tsung.

YO, O, or dh.

Name of a plant, or of luxuriant plants.

FOO. Flowers abounding.

SHAOU. Name of a plant.

A form of llJL Tsaoa.

WAN.
#

Plants or tree* newly grown, fre*h as in spring.

P.
. u

1.5 11.L. Tt> bind with rushes or grasses.

YANG

A species of juncus. Some say, Calamus Aromaticus,

SHUN. Name of a plant.

TE.

Name of a plant ; the appearance of plants newly grown.

NAN. Name of a plant.

SUNG. Name of a plant.

Same as |g Ne'e.

Same as w Row.

Same as #Je Wan.

Same as ^f Yay.

Original form of 3f K.6, or Ka

Same as Ping.
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Same as |g, PC, Graminaorjshruba.

Same as | Hwan.

Same as ^ Tseaou.

PE. Prepared ; provided with ; ready.

HEU. The flower* of grasses or shrubs,

A vulgar form of g^ Wan.

Vulgar form ofjK which duet not occur.

Same as Jft Ye".

_Tf LV KLW. Supposed to be the name of it plint.

~\f-+

Same as fflfl Kwae.

Same as j^ Ke.

as Chuen.

TSEU. Name of a plant.

TSEANG. To move or agitate.

Same as W Heuen.

Same as ^ Meaou

Same as ^K Suy.

A^ HEA.OU. Name of an esculent plant.

GHE. Same as ^ Tseu.

. A surname.

An erroneous form of QS Che.

MAOU. Edible herbaceous plants.

CHE. To supply what is deficient.

PANG. To send forth water,,

Neither the WDM nor the sound i? known.

Supposed to be an erroneous (vim of L Fun.
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Same as the preceding character.

An ancient form of
"ffi E.

\Lj\is

EIGHT STROKES.

MANG.

A dog fond of hunting rabbits amongst the grass; thick

brush-wood; jungle ; Confused; indistinctj disorderly. The

name of a plant which poisons or stupifies fish. The name of a

country. Taou mang j| ||;
wild plants; rustic; countri-

fied.

*-

Vulgar form of the preceding.

\

IfeZL. 'The needles of plants,' spikes or thorns.

YUEN.

Name of a plant; grass; pasture. Same as *K Yuen-

4

TSING. The flower of scallions. The nama

of a place. Forms part of the name of several plants.

TSEW '

A plant that grows in marshes, the seed of which is edible.

TUNG. Tung fung ^ g. the narae ofa
Xj^ /^Wi

plant, found in Canton province.

V-

TfcliH. and Heaou. The fruit of the lotui.

IN IV A plant, the root of which is exposed.

K'HEU. A man's name.

KEEN.. Kvvan, and Keuen.

or reeds fit for making mat* and thatch. A surname. Name

of a place.

PIH.

Name of a plant which has leave* of a silken appearance.

#L
T'HUN. A medkinal plant.

FOO. A surname.

TSOW, or Che. Grass or herbage^ grass or

herbs growing. Hemp prepared by steeping. A good arrow

or dart. Excess; overplus. Read Chow, A bird's nest. Read

Choo, To take wood and cover over a coffin, after which rauJ

was applied as a plaster.

Name of a plant, called verbally The royal gourd or melon

!fc
)~^ SHE, or Che. Grasses or shrubs.

>P*
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HEU. Name of a plant.

LA.

Name of a plant ; also the noise of a sudden shock or riwh.

SHANG. Name of a plant.

LUH. A plant of which cloth is made ; applied

also to the young shoots of hamboo, and to a certain pulse.

we|| known ,,)
an t ; the nameKEUH.

of a river. Kin tse'en keuh g^ gjfe -Sjl the gold coin keuh,

mini- of a plant. Kefih hw'a 321 xl Canton dialect Kok fa,

The Refill flower, a species of Chrysanthimum lodicum. Keah

hwa tsew SS >y 'j@
a species of wine.

/

WE. Name of a medicinal plant.

HAN. A certain medicinal plant.

K'HEUN. A plant well tasted, but which

often |'oisons people. The mushroom ;
the name of a hill.

NEE. Name of a herb and of a tree.

Name of a tree
;
the bark of which is fit for making cords.

FART I. TOL. III. 8 Y

140th Radical. VIII. TMOU

Sam* as Me.

KWAN7
. A fragrant plant.

Same as
nfj|] Kwae.

HO. certain plant ;
name of a manb

KEIH. Respectful; reverential.

o

CHO, or PC. A ca* id which bamboo reedj

are stuck
-, woody luxuriant herbage.

Same as IS Tsung.

Uncultivated laod overgrown with weedi

ind underwood. To commence the cultivation of such land

by felling the wood and eradicating the weeds. To clear or

level a road, hence it is said the character conveys the idea of

destroying. To cut open ; to reud. Name of > stream ; the

name of a place.

-VI
KAOU. Rotted straw; stubble.

KO, Of Kwo. From tree and a retembUnce

of/Vn at the top. The fruits of trees. Really; truly; iolidly.

To surpass ; to exceed; to overcome ; used to eipreu Naked ;
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bare. Occurs read Lo. Correctly written J& Ko. PTh-ko

every kind of fruit. Ching ko J J& the truth and

reality of the Budha religion. Yin ko
JJjJ J^L

a favorite ex-

pression of the Budhitts denoting A connexion with the

diTinity.

Same as fg Meth.

BR FL/'H, OrPlh. too.ffih jla {!(} name ofa
IBa. /IK

plant or root used in catching fish. A covering for a sword.

"'JC
\r-v SIN. Corn destroyed by insects.

CHA. An edible herbaceous plant.

Name of a wood
; and also of a fragrant plant

CH'HANG. A water plant; a kind of Kdge.

CHOW.

Chow choo j& 35 a medicinal plant, uted in fluxes.

KAOU. Name of a plant whose fruit resembles

a melon, and is useful in fever and ague. Read Kew, Name

of a plant.

SUNG. From pine and plant. A vegetable

which flouriihei all the year round.

|T KWAE. Name of a plant. Read R.'hwo,

A mixed distorted appearance.

CHUY. Name of a tree or thorny bosh.

CHAN. The name of a plant.

I felli U . Name ofa plant, resembling the leek.

Tseu kae jflj
3JS.

name of an edible plant.

FOW.

Fow yfih j=p[ li? name of a fragrant plant.

A vulgar form of & Mun. Name ofa medicine.

TSAE. From planti. and variegated. Edible

herbaceous plants ; vegetables used for food generally.

An erroneous form of
jjpj Shan.

U

PA. PS k5 -K5
a certain felicitous plant.

Pa ke J|i 1 ? the name of a plant.

A vulsar form of

T'HOO.

Too sze e> the name of a medicinal plant.
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<*

LE, The name of a place.

PO. Po tsae 5?? 3fc the name of a vegetable-

Po lo 35?
|||

or Meth po lo

anil the jack fruit.

the pine apple,

PB. Name of a plant.

IJNLf. The name ofa plant; the name of a man.

*S^ HAN. A bud not yet opened.

*nf

tf- .

Hl^tA The noise made by grasses or shrubs.

PAOU.

To cover over, as a bird hatching its eggs.

K'HIN, Or K'hee. Tnc name of a planl.

KEUEN. Name of a plant.

TO. A surname.

u

KUH, or Keuh. Name of a plant.

^

SEIH. Name of a plant.fr

- An edible herbaceous plant.

TE.

Name of a plant that much resembles Ginseng.

CHE. Name of a plant.

TSEE. An edible aquatic plant. Read Si,

Certain feather ornaments of a coffin.

PEI, and Plh. Grass j herbage ; a kind of

moat; th'itch for a cottage. Read Fow, The name of a fra-

grant plant. Read Poo, in Poo-si ^ &J
deified men and

women , the gods and demigods of the Budh sect.

T'HANG.

Name ofa certain plant, medicinal and poisonous.

KIN.

Tenacious, adhesive earth ; loam
; yellow cUv ; mud. To

daub or smear. The name of a plant. Time. The name of

a nation.

TSEAOU. Gramina and shrubs. Read

Chaou, A plant, the seeds of which are used in medicine.

CHE. Che t**aog | jf|i
name of a pbnt.

The minute plant* which grow on the surface of stagnant water,

and form a garment to cover it.
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m Yl'll. Grass or shrub plant.

KEEN. The name of a plant.

o

v*l Y1H. Thick growing plants; jungle.\
M

KANG. Name of a plant.

HVVA. T
Flowers; elegant; variegated; adorned with virtue; elegance,-

splendour. White hair coloured, or varnished over. Name
of a place, and of a hill. A surname. A certain star. A

designation of China, and of its language. Formerly read

Ho. Hwa chow |p jHJ
a district in Sheu-se province.

* LJ- Name of a plant that resembles the leek.

MANG, and Man ff .

JOEL
S

Name of a plant otherwise called the wolf's tail.

KOO. Name of a plant; name of a place.

KEU. Name of a plant.

iO. A word that occurs in the Budh looks

K'HUNG. A hollow empty plant.

KOO.
k

Plant? abounding; jungle. Name of a place.

The trapa bicornis, commonly called

Ling kcd. The name of a lake.

1* t.. The name of a vegetable which grows in

marshy place*. Spare diet, as in lasting. Straw sandals.

LE- 'Name df a plant that dyes a sort of yellow.

[. A plant.

)O An ancient form ofM LungptL

K'HIN. Naie of a plant.

GAIN. Name of t plant, the old stems of which

are fit for thatching cottages. G;m lo
;p|;

3S name of a ('mil.

U,

i. TSANG.

Tsang n'mg ^ ^ plants growing in confusion.

CHO\Y,

of a plant, of which there arc five colours or species.

Same as J2) Mang.
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T'HAN.

^i>

Young sprouts of certain rushes that grow in marshy placet.

i: .

T'HEEN. The name of an edible herbaceous

-f"
plant. The appearance of tall shrubs and trees

flourishing.

I TAOU. Shrubs and trees thrown down. The

of a plant. Read ChS, The appearance of large shrubs.

Same as She.

WAN.

WANG.

A plant, the seeds of which arc a substitute for rice.

KANG. Name ofaplant Wltlia white flower,

the fruit of which is edible, and prevents silly simplicity.

JNG. Repeated Pung pung, Free and

luxuriant growth of plants. Copious; Substantial.

Same as
>fjf Chow.

\* Spoi'ed ; putrid, stinking vegetation.

w inWpl TSEU. Name of a plant; plants which gro

marshes. Name of a place.

KEEN. Name of a plant.

LIN. The name of a plant. Fiih lin

the name of a country which conquered seventy-two nations,

mentioned in the history of the Tang dynasty.

Same as $fc Ma.

SHUH. A generic term for all kinds of pulse.

HOO. A species of pulse.

T\RT 1. VOL. III. 2Z

name

Ground every where covered with vegetation.

Same as
j^| Hwang. One ay*, Pnripe ffruit.

K'HE. The stem of peas or other pulse. Ke

TV
tsaou j, a certain plant.

\l* SEEN. Name of a sort of grain.

59Same as ^ Ho.

CHUN.

The name of a plant. An ancient form of^^ Chun.

u

Mull. Grass for fattening cows and horses.
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ISLJY. The name of a plant. To collect or

assemble together. A rustling tound like that of bushes rub-

biog against each other.

T'HAOU. Poo taou

'

-

the grape ;
the

name of a palace. Taou-tang /f5 HS the Tine. Poo taou

tsew 5M S v wine made from the grape.

PE. Name of a medicinal plant; to screen or

shade from. Read Pelh, A sort of leaf-formed garment to keep

out the rain.

CH'HANG.

The name of a plant or tree. A surname.

HWAN. A goat with a small horn.

SE. The name of a plant.

T'HA.

Name of an aquatic plant with a large leaf.

Same as ff Ho.

IhL. Exuberance of herbage or foliage; ap-

pearance of the clouds raoTing.

A species of hemp, To shun
; to atoid.

MANG, Or Ming. Plants budding forth;

to germinate ; to bud. Ming chaou gfi ^ incipient action

or motion, the first symptoms of. Ming net
JJH

IF to send

forth shoots as from an old stock. Ming ne'en ma ^* the

first risings of thought.

PE. Pe ma a certain plant with a leaf

resembling hemp, from the seed an oil is expressed which is.

used in making the red pigment, and employed by the Chinese

to make an impression with a seal.

LAE. A wild plant, the leaf of which is edible.

The name of a country, and of a hill. A surname.

*tt
3ELP1NG. Ping |j

or Fow ping 3&2E the thin

rr
moss like substance which grows on the surface of stagnant

water; name of a place. Ping shib. SaS W name of a fruit
i I J^L

that grows on the water, recognized on a certain occasion by

Confucius.

CHE.

CheSfior Che moo ion
-{fl-

a certain medicinal plant.

KOO. A plant.

T'HAN , Han tn -j a name of the Hi-

biscus Mutabilis. A flowery appearance.

V\ til. From plants and hanging down. Plants

sick and drooping; diseaied ; contracted. A medicinal plant

The name of a place.
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SHA. A certain felicitous plant.

FOQ. A certain medicinal plant.

CHUY. Exuberance of plants-; the name of

plant. Also read Hwan, The name of a bird.

Original form of jjf She.

Same as ^ Pang.

Same as $t New.

YUEN.
Ci

Name of a plant. Read Keuen, Slender.

LEANG. The name ofa plant. Read-Mien,

Iven, lerel, right; having a tendency to brighten. Read

Mwan, Appearing without any aperture.

ftrE* E. Name of a plant,

, Same as ^ Yun.

Same as Me2.

Same as ^ Heth.

1
1 LEE. Same as

jftf
Lei?.

MAE. Name of a plant, the fruit of whick

reiemblei the mulberry. Read Mci, Same at ^> Mr>.

MANG.

Grain spoiled by excessive rain; filthy.

Same as $ Kew.

An ancient form of /^ Jo.

Same as the preceding.

KOW. Plants.

Same as J& M5.

Original form of H Sha.

An ancient form of ]H Tung.

Same as ^ Teaou.

HW-UH, or Heuh. io hute ;
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HWLH. Same as fc Hwiih.

Same as WR Me.

KEIH. In haste; precipitate; hurried.

LA,

Defined under W Chi, A Jnake amongst the grass.

A vulgar form of ^ Tow.

Same as Tsih.

.^p^
d*

Same as Ifp Tsang.

J2QOL

KEW. Name of a medicin

CHAN, or Tsan. Thename ofa plant.

A vulgar form of if Tse.

Same as

NUNG. To cultivate ther ground.

CH'HE. Name of a plant.

KEW. Planti growing entwined together.

.

Same as |f Kew.

An ancient form of Tsze

-

An ancient form of ^ Mo.

SHA. Plants.

Same as Jo.

***>
. Flowers in luxuriant plenty

Same as M Teen.

An ancient form of Lun.

-4 1**

JV^
Same as ^ Tsow, or Chow.

An ancient form of 4~

Same as H Sang.
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To laugh. The pronunciation is not known.

An ancient form of^ Tsang.

NINE STROKES.

5Ei VV . Name of a strong scented plant, of a

wood and of a place near or in Corea.

K. HO . Name of a plant. A sort of rattan.

HAOLJ. To manure the land with the decayed

leaves of tress and shrubs. Read Maou, A sort of covering

made with plants.

MOW. Small shrubs growing thick together.

Same as Tub.

HEANG. A sort of soup.

WAN.

An insect i a name of bees, which are exceedingly numerous,

and are fertile in plains. Ten thousand ; an indefinitely large

number i a superlative particle. Name of a district. Wan

woo yth shTh
|||jft ^ not one failure in ten thousand.

Wan kill ?& @ the Emperor who was on the throne of

140th Ka.liral. IX. Is.,,,,,
j|n|l

China when the Europe mi first came thither by tea. _Wxah
ko wan* leaou j|^ pj

*
"j*

must not forget pi JIT

account.

'

YU.

Certain plants; the name of a tree. A surname.

YU

Foo yu tt^ appearance of flowers ; flowery.

^

FOW, or Foo. Appears to be a wrl of

gourd. Name of a hill, and of a harem or palace.

LEEN.

Name of a plant. Tseen li-en
^jfe |ju

abundance of foliage

+&-
*^5* HEUEN. The name of a plant, which wbea

m^9̂
eaten is slid to ensure the birth of a ion.

Same as the preceding.

NAN.

The appearance of long slender plants. Name of a plant.

YIN. A fragrant plant.

Same as

WO. Name of a plant.

FART I. VOL. III. 3 *
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TS1H. TYvh tszc
j||j ^p pame of a, medici-

nal plant. A man's name.

CH'HUN.

Name of a plant ; to push forth as plants ; raised ; blended.

Same as Seay.

f\ I 15EAOU . The appearance of shrubs_and trees
l

^cf\ I

flourishing luxuriantly. Some say An open naked appearance,

like the bare stems of trees after the flowers and leases have

fallen.

PUEN. Name of a plant.

YU. choo yu J^ B^ a medicioal plant applied

to poisons. Name of a territory.

YU. Name of a plant.

PEEN. Pijen ctmh the name of a

plant which spreads over the surface of the ground with a

small leaf resembling the bamboo. Ptien seen
flj J||.

the mo-

tion of shrubs and trees.

MAOU, and Muh. Plants.

GAN. Wild herbs or plants.

GO. The central parts of a. blossom. Hwa gS

a flower ; the central and protuberant part of the

blossom.

L(_). leaves of plants falling about on the edge

of a wood ; to scatter about singly, as if let fall by accident.

To fell; to let fall,, or to put down; to fall; to fall together
'

and form a Tillage; the place to which one falls, or to which

one iilcd by circumstances to live ; to be settled and arranged,

applied to sacrificing ; name of a star, and of a hill; applied

also to the year. LS kea shan^ yjjjjl jlj
an island to the

eastward of Chusan.

YUEN. The crest of a bird.

YING. Name of a flower.

TEEN. A certain medicinal plant.

^/^/_^ KWA. A plant called the ' Deer's tongue,'

1 V^
from the figure of the leaves.

u

K.WA. A certain felicitous plant.

PE. Name of a plant.

KEANG. Wild herbs or shrubs

Same as ft Wei.
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SHE. Ordure ; manure.

KWAE. Name of a plant.

WAN. A man's name.

CH'HIH. Name of a plant.

TSO, TseTh, and Tstlu

Name of a plant, and of an herbaceous edible plant.

TSOO. A certain aquatic edible plant.

HOO.

An appearance ofexuberance of plants. Also read Koo.

i

Same as m Tsoo.
fl]hl

CHA.

Name cf a plant. Read Tso, Anherbaceous edible plant.

Same as j| Tsoo.

PAOU. Tram plants and tt protect. Thick

luxuriant growing plant*. Name of a certain vegetable. New

frouts from an old stock of the mulberry tree, growing thick

and spreading at a cover or thade i to cover ; to ihade in in

easy tranquil itate. Ued for a cloth in which Ctiinwc chil-

ilrun arc carried on tho nursc'i back i to itorc or lay. up, ap-

plied to a variegated flag or banner.

NAE.

Name of a plant. Road N8, An herbaccoui edible
i

CHAE. Name of a plant.

JOVV.

Fragant loft vcgetablet. Name of a particular vegetable.

MOW. An herbaceous edible plant.

SE. Vulgar form of^ Se.

YE:

A leaf of a tree or any plant; a leaf of a book
-,
thin aj a Icat,

a thin plate, as of iron ( to collect together , posterity, continu-

ing through many ages,

GAN. A thatched or straw cottae.

Same as M Tsin.

^t
"

Vulgar form of ^ Foo.

T'HOQ. Fragant plants.
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derstooil.

A character i'uund on sloiie inscriptions, but Dot un-

KEU. Name of a plant.

KEEN. Name of a plant, and of a hill.

FU H. A certain regctable of bad quality,

H1NG- Same as 5& Hing, or Heung.

y

LEUH. A scandent plant, with thorny prickles.

T5EEN.

Same as 3=fe Tsing, An exuberant appearance of plants.

M

FUN, Fun yun 3* Jef copious; abundant;

fragrant. Read Pun, The name of a plant.

FUNG.

The name of a vegetable. The root of a certain plant.

HUNG. A certain water plant.

SING. A name of a plant.

HO\N . Name of a water plant.

YEN. Scandent or creeping plants.

HOW. Name of a plant.

JUY.

The appearance of plants growing, or beginning to grow.

' and K>lman - Name of a Plant -

CHA.

Plants which float on the surface of the water.

W_
T'HUH. Name of a plant.

C'HOO. To manifest to the world ; to make

or be conspicuous; to publish books as an author, to sup-

ply; to fix; to settle. Read Cho, The place; to cause to

take effect; to order; to command; to strike at; a command

or order. Following Verbs, shews their action, or their taking

effect. Yew she Tun?-lin ming choo ; urh ke chay yih to

*-* JK# *' afB61# from thii cir-

cuinstance Tung-lin's name became famous (A. D. 1600), and

those that hated him were numerous.

CHE. Grass or shrubs growing large.

Original form of |g Tsze.

SEANG. Name of a medicinal plant.
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SHE. Name of a plant.

JUEN.

The fungus that grows out of rotlen trees.

SHIN. The fruit of the mulberry.

PL
KWEI. A fragrant plant.

PP
FOO. Foo yu S a flowery appearance.

Same as | M!n.

u

KO. Creeping plants; a certain -edible plant;

a plant of which cloth is made for summer dresses.

K'HEA. A plant.

7-K
C/|. K'HING. Name ofa wild plant that resembles

*//
the onion, and which is fit for a dye.

ME. Name of a

PAE. Name of a plant:

LA. Plants or shrubs. Same as S Lae.

i-lRT I. VOL. III. 3 B

CHANG. Name of a plant, the branches

and leaves of which grow in regular pain.

HWANG. The beautiful appearance ol

flowers in plenty, or in a single bunch. Name of an edible

plant, that grows by the side of water and resembles garlic.

Same as Shcn.

KEANG* An herbaceous edible plant.

POO. used for Poo-taou the grape.

PO. To remove weeds.

Same as Ht Kae.

^

TUNG. To lead onward to a correct state;

-^^ ^^^B

to correct; to rule with authority ; to strike with both hands -

firm; recondite; certain roots 4 name of a pavilion, and of a

lake. A surname.

TSA, or Cha.

Niinie of an herbaceous edible plant, and of a ibrub.

CHOW. To bind round, or bundle up.

WEI. Name of a plant.
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A plant of which brooms may be

made. Also a name of the plantago plant ; the seeds of which

ns a diuretic.

From plant and a leather strap. AWEI.

certain reed which is flexible and serves to bind up things ;

the jounger plants are called |1F Kea.

V

PO.

The stamens and pointals of a flower ; fragrant odour,

WEI. Name of a plant.

" A . The flower of a plant ; the inflorescence ;

applied also to flowery elegant composition.

KhiAE. To cut plants. Name of a wood. Tae

keae ^fr $Rl st 'ff prickly thorns.

HOO.

a calabash.A gourd or melon. Hoo loo

SEUN. A man's name.

Same as ffiL Peaou.

MEAOU

D licate fine plants ; a small delicate stem of a plant.

TSAE. To plant. Name of a plant.

/

TSANG. From death between the turf and

the clod. To inter ; to bury; to put under ground.

K-LA. A certain plant. Also A reed before

it lias blossomed, which forms a musical pipe, or a reed which

is sounded by blowing into it. Karoo of a river. Read Hea,

A certain plant.

kfr

T'HWAN. Name of a wood.

Name of a plant, that looks like Angelica.

Read Tsih, To bind or wrap round.

YEW. Name of a plant.

^ *J * A species of ginger. Read So, Name o!

a district. Read Tseueiv, Large; great.

TS'HUNG. A certain vegetable; a green
\

colour. Name of a hill ;
subtile fluids having a free communi-

cation ; applied also to a certain carriage.

Vr"y TSEULN. Yang tseuen^p js name of a

plant resembling the Keuh hwa 3n /i/ and of a purple colour.

Luxuriant; the name of a particular plant, and of grain.
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An erroneous form of
j$| Mang.

Name of a plant, and of a hill. A surname.

The herb malvaor mallows, citecm-

ed the best of all vegetables ; also the uarae of several varie-

ties of the Hibiscus. Name of a place; a surname. Used also

frr 1?? Kwei. Kwei hwa gg^ the Helianthus, or Sun-flower,

called also f!B FI f Chaou jih kwci.

TING. A plant, that in the seed and leaf re-

sembles the mustard plant. Also a certain poisonous plant.

HEUN, Or Hwatl. strong odorous ve-

getables, as leeks and onions, which are rejected by the Bud-

ha priests. Strong meat; flesh meat of any kind, and fish,

all of which are refused by the Chinese when fasting. Pfih

chili heun
]

"

ed plants.

no' eat ai"ma' food nor strong savour-

YEW. Name of a plant.

Excessive timidity; fear in company ; bash-

_

fulness, which prevents proper behaviour.

brlJl. Name of a plant, also a sort of pulse.

TSEIH.

To put in order ; to repair ;
to cover ; to pile up.

LAN. The appearance of plaoti agitated b\

wind Name of a plant. To water ptanti.

TSUNG. Small; tret-, which hive small

branches. The name ofa plant and of a dje.

YAOL . Grass t herbage -,
luxuriant vcgetalion.

-^^~ ^

A plant used in dying. Extensive aims ( enlarged views.

Same as ^ Sun.

4fc
~jr** SAN. Strong, stout or fat paddce.
>T/v

u
HO. Plants.

LOU. Name of a plant; small of iti kind.

. Spoiled ; destroyed.

MEL Plants.

CHlH. Name of a plant.

YUN. Abundant ; plants close and thick ; stuff-

ed together ; warm i fragrant odour. Same as |g Yun.

of a medicinal plant.
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KEU.

Ao utensil for holding rice, made of the willow.

* Original form of JpL Tsaou.

1
1 Same as $j) King.

Same as HI Tsin.

Same as H Kea.

\

CHO. Name of a plant.

Same as j) Mang.

YEW. Same as ff Shun,

Same as -)Q Tsew.

Same as

Same as ff Hang.

i
PO. The roots of shrubs and trees.

JfVo

CHE. Name of a plant.

Same as ^ Je, or Jeue.

K'HEUEN. Weak.

JO - The bark of the mulberry-

TSOW. A bird's nest.

TE. The stem of a plant; that by which fruit

hangs; figuratively that which has no- root, unfounded. Read

Tae, The roots of plants.

CHE. A name of the Tsung^, plant.

ff
KEEN. An herbaceous edible plant.

Same as ^ Mee.

KWAE, The name ofa plant.

A form of K Chuen.

SO. Name of a plant.
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MUH. Same as MQlu

Same as jg Se.

Same as 'fj Kow.

Vulgar form of
|j| Yung,

Same as 7ft J5, The name of a plant.

HOO. The appearance of a multitude of planti.

YANG. A surname.

Same as ^ Mung.

TSEUN. Leather breeches.

ifcA SHAY. Name of a plant.

**L
HOW. Name of a plant.

PANG. A marking line.

FART I. TOL. III. 3c

Same as ^ Ylh,

1 AN. The appearance of mean bate proceedi

KEEN. Perverse.

Same as Heang,

ng!.

Same as p Tsang.

v

MEE. Dimness of sight.

T'HO. Leaves
falling.

o

HEIH, A man's name.

Same as
'jfc

Wei.

An ancient form of $| Keae.

Same as Le.

TEAOU.

Stoppage j impediment to the motion of a fluid.
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Same as M Seen.

An erroneous form of
"Jljf Ttwng, A scaliioc

^ *^%
%> fW To sow. The sound is not known.

An ancient form of ^ Teen.

A form of il Me.

TEN STROKES.

K'HUNG. A fragrant plant.

MANG. A plant; grass.

HAOU. An instrument for weeding.

SOW. From demon and herb. A plant called

the earth's blood, taken as a medicine to increase the quantity

of blood ;
also used as a red dye. A hunt in spring season.

To hide or screen.

Tp KE. Name of a plant.

SZE. Name of a plant.1

YliN. Green plans ; an herbaceous edibla plant.

SO. So po $j*. lg?
exuberant growth of plant*

and trees. Reversed Po so, The roots of plants.

HWAN.

From plant and dung. Name of a plant ; a kind of mushroom.

SHUN. An aquatic plant.

SHE. To replant ; to erect, as a standard. She

lo Isze
Jji S| -jp

name of a plant. She teen fti ^Q to re-

plant a field, as is done with rice.

- RWAN. Name of a plant.

Vulgar form o

*2\l Same as Wei.

dTi
^p^"* SHA. Name of a medicinal plant.

CHIN. Name of a plant.

T'HEIH.

Plants completely dried and scorched.
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I
LANG.

Name of a poisonous drug. Name of a place.

<-H
LANG. Name of an aqueduct.

JOO, or Na. An edible plant with bristly

seeds that stick to people's clothes.

MUNG. The name of a plant, of a vegetable,

and of a medicine. Large; dullj obscure; dulness ofprecep-

tion ; rash i to behave to rashly or rudely ; in
affected

humility,

used to denote Receiving any thing, implying at the same time

something degrading to one's self, as rash, blind, and so on, but

meant as an expression of gratitude. A term by which the

mean and petty are designated, as a stupid school-boy. Name

of a hill, of a river, and of a gate. Mungkoowan ^^ -jtj'^
the Mung-koo written language. Hoo seang mung pe ffi.

jjfl Jl? j|E
to screen each other, by concealing the truth,

or telling lies.

Same as J&J Han.

WE. Name of a plant.

LEIH.

Wild leeks. Read He! h, The name of a wild plant.

TSEW.

The p irt of grain from which liquor is obtained.

TSIH. To feed a ho.

-4pjfr-
KEUE. Name of a plant.

'v

SO. Name of a plant.

YUEN. The stem of a plmnt after the leave*

have fullen. The appearance of shrubs and trees. The name

of a plant.

Same as {5 Le.

KEU. Name of a plant.

TSOO. Name of a plant.

JUY. Keangjuy ||p
2 a species of ginger.

JUY. A species of ginger.

Same as ?ffi See.

SEIH. AH herbaceous edible plant.

HEA. Name of a plant.

**
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tit SWAN. AUium o garlic. Tsung swan

I
- * A^ ~TyT

onions. Swan Iwan
=f^ UM or Swan tow 55 OH the head or

bulb of garlic.

PANG. Name of a medicinal plant, the seeds

of which are nsed in venereal complaints.

CH'HO.

A certain plant, known by more names than one.

SEU. Name of a plant.

HWO.

The name of a plant ; to measure. Alto read YS.

K'HEE. Name of a plant.

YEW. Name of a plant.

3-^k game as =S[ Chun.

Name of a shrub which dyes a red colour , an inauspicious plant.

LEW.

A fragrant plant. Lew te JW1 Eg name of a medicine.

Same as & Tsze.

.> SEE. Name of a plant.

Same as TsiiK

KOW, An accumulation of plants,

TEEN. A man's name. The same of a plant.

RANG. Stem of a certain plant.

TS'HEEN. The name of a wood. Clear ^

bright ; illustrious, applied to persons ; excellent, applied

to grain. Used also fur a herb which dyes a purple and

yellow colour.

TSZE. A vegetable for soup.

Kame of a vegetable for the table.

Same as 35 Keuh.

LE1H. Name of a plant.

TSO

Name of a plant ;
a sort of mat used in sacrifice*.
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TSO. The seeds of a certain edible plant.

YU EN. Name of a medicinal plant,

w

P'HO. A certain fragrant herb, which is burnt

in order to emit its odour.

Same as $| Tan.ML
|l

Vulgar form of ty Tsow.

An ancient form of 1| Ta.

YUH. A species of leek.

PWAN". Name of a plant.

Same as ]$ Tseen.

KEUN. Name of a plant.

HWANG. Name of a plant.

Name of a plant, said in the tld books,

to be produced in Canton.

FART I. VOL, III. 3D

IH K'HWAE. Kwac I) or K w.n k.ae

a certain grass or ruihei fit for making cordi of. The name

of a place. A lurnamc.

TSEl H. The name of a plant.

YAOU. Name of a plant.

|l
FOO. Name of a plant.

m
POO. Play, diversion flexible like a reed.

POO.

A species of rush or juncous which growi in water/and of

which mats are made. Name of a district. A surname. Poo

kung jing
^j|| /^Jv ^ LeontodoH Taraxacum, or common

Dandelion. (Mr. L.)

LL. A name of puke, which is edible. A

vulgar form of JKE Le.

NA.

A fragrant plant. Nl tize 5 ?- a tort of wild areca nut

j3i% o"
rM ^O. A medicinal plant.

773

HE.

A plant; a plant of wh'ch tandali may be made.
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FUN. Jungle; heat, from the close ac-

cumulation of many thmg ; rich in literature.

Same as If 1 un.

CHING.

A kind of torch , the stalk of hemp of which a torch may

be made; to ascend at vapour. A warm, or hot vapour.

CH1NG. Herbaceous edible plants.

WOO. Aquatic plant.

KEEN. Name of a plant.

TSE1H.

.

TseTh le jfe gj. the name of a medicinal plant.

*L
JO.

Name of a plant, by some used as an edible vegetable.

An ancient form of W Fun.

Name of a plant. The appearance of plant* close together.

Same as Pe.

TS HANG.

The colour of plants; green, applied to heaven
; azure;

:iliiiiulunt ; plcoliful; old, applied to persons or things; a cold

appearance. A surname. Tsang ying ^ JflR
sPccies of Musca,

""* i.

or common house fly. Tsang-he'K fun, tsae Sin-le-heen ^^

ft J^ ^Ef)tM f ^the in^ntor of letters) Tsang-heg's

grave is in Sin-le-hb'en district, in the province of Ho-nan.

Tsang shuh
^JJ T|

a root which is burnt as incense to keep

off infection.

IS Jlilii. An aquatic plant, resembling the onion.

GAN.

Name of an herbaceous plant produced in southern regions.

A

K'HE,and.Hwuy.

An aquatic edible pfent. Read Yae, Dried table vegetables.

ME. Name of a plant.

NAE. Name of a plant.

Same as %fi New.

HAOU. The name of an edible plant of which

there are several species. An annual plant, or those that be-

come perfect in one year. A tall plant. To waste away. A

surname.

SUN. A certain fragrant plant. .
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J UNG, and Jucn. The appearance of plants

in confusion. The plants that grow on the surface of water.

Same as
]{

Tsze.

THAN.

species of scallion. Read Nan, Name of a plant.

IbiiM. Exuberant herbage or foliage; free

growing plants; a great accumulation of; many collected toge-

ther ; reiterated in the same sense. Name of a river.

MING. a fortunate plant,

a leaf grows every day from the first to the fifteenth of the

moon : and from the sixteenth to the end of the moon, one falls

every day.

SOW, and Show.

Sow keu R* seeds of a sort of pepper growing in a bunch.

CH'HUH. To Collect; to accumulate; to

hoard; to keep with care. To nourish or take care of; to

feed ; to bring up ; to breed.

PING. A floating aquatic plant.

YUNG. Fooyung^^a plant of whrch

there are several species, said to change the colour of its flowers

thrice in one day ; the Hibiscus Mutabilis.

LL \V. Name of an edible herbaceous plant.

u

SL 1U . The name of a plan*. Large j wide, tp-

plied to garments. Used to denote Mali.

^Cri* KU H . Name of a plant, taid to have BO itedf .

and to cause people to be childless.

LANG.

Grain that does not come to perfection.

SHEN. Name of a plant.

UNG. Name of a plant that dye jeilow.

Read Wang, To revive again.

KUNG.
JPl

Shrubs and trees growing luxuriantly and close together.

KAE.
rm .2.

A certain shrub or reed used as a covering, or thatch

fora hut; to cover; to screen a covering fora carriage;

to overtop. Used also for covering or screening, in a moral

sense. Used as a particle, answering nearly to For, when

introducing a new clause in proof of the preceding. Also

read US, Why not. A surname.

TSO, Cha, and Tsuy.

Disconcerted in making a bow; awkward.
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LEI II, Shrubs and trees growing open and

wide. A vulgar character for garlic.

T'HANG. Name of a plant.

SHE]. Name of a plant in divination,; sixty

four She of different lengths are used.

TEAOU. The seeds of a plant.

Ar ,

LO. Fruits which grow ou the ground, and

which have no kernels, in contradistinction from Kwo

fruits which grow on trees and have kernels.

K'HEIH. A sort of melon.

J UH. Shoots from apparently dead' stocks ;

a rush of which mats are made, straw on which horses lie.

Thick. Name of a country ; a surname.

SO. From a. plant, and a tlender garment. A

garment composed of leaves to defend persons against the

rain ; to cover over and screen from. Read Suy, The appear-
-4.I-?

ance of pendant flowers. Also written 3& So.

KEEN. Name of a plant.

PEL A flower budding.

HVVA. An appearance of error and mixture.

Read K'hwae, Distorted. Read Kwa, Same as fltt Kwa.
|/**

~*r >

TOY. Plants.

RUNG. Name of a plant.

m T HA

Name of a plant of which cloth may be made.

Same as p Ho.

Same as ^ Hung,

Same as
jpjj

Keu.

YAOU.

The appearance of plants. Same as ; ChZ.
i/m

SHOO. Plants.

Same as j|| Luy.

Same as Keiih.

An ancient form of Is Keuen,
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HANG. A wild medicinal plant.

KWEI. Name of a plant.

FUN. Name of a plant.

Original form of Mo,

ELEVEN STROKES.

llliAOU. A certain bamboo utensil, used in

husbandry ;
a kind of basket. Grain budding up.

, and Teaou.

Same as the preceding. Read Sew, To speak.

_
JMAOU . Name of a plant. Abundant ; plenteous-

A certain poisonous plant. Name ofa place.

T'HUNG. Tung tsaou
jj|[

Ja! a medicinal

plant. The bark of this tree, of a velvet appearance, is usually

cut into pieces about three inches square, and is in England

called Rice-paper.

u

SUH. A medicinal plant.

PART I. VOL. in. 3 E

TS'HOW.

The rood of plantt mixed ; the appearance of planti.

CH'HUH. Weeds; useless herb*, onbrubi.

PUNG. A plant that grows amongtt licrap.

said to be edible; confused* in diwrder ; growing freely i

luxuriant; the name of a lar, and of a district. A surname.

Same as Can.

LEEN.

Leen hwa
jjitf

7 or Lcen gow ho
jjjff

il ~Ef the water

lily. Ho, is the northern term. Leen tsze
|j|[ ^f- or

Leen me *g pfc
the seeds of the Nymphcea Nelumbo ;

the joints or bulbs of the root are called
|jS ftrj

Gow tse.

Same as S Ke.

TSUNG. Name ofa plaal, and oFa medicine.

j and She. Name ofa plant. Fivefold.

T'HAN. Name of certain plants.

Same as ^ Ping.

Also, the name of a spirit that presides over raid.

\
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SHIN. A sort of mat; also used for Deep.

To ornament paper with colours.

K'HEW. A certain plant. Also read Heu,

To nourish. Read Gow, Same as ilf, Gow.

SEAY, and TOO. An ear, M of grain i

certain annual plants. Read Yay, To accumulate.

Original form of Jg Kin, The name of a plant.

Same as Keen.

*** A certain water plant. Shun tsae

1v
a certain edible water herb. Read Twan, Free grow-

ing plants.

TSF"E A sort of door screen made of plants.
'^P-

V>AE* \y FI
"|32 Herbaceous edible plant. A sort of

allium. Shrubs or trees
sprouting out, or

sending forth

shoots.

4j T'HUY. Name of a plant.

TSAOU. Plants.

Same as ^jt Yu. Also the name of a place.

Same as j Tow.

^ HOW, or Kow. T.owhow ^ nutmeg.

mace - Kow J in Tti f a cer"Tow how hwa

tain medicine.

To plant trees. Used for f||b E.

o

TSEIH. The appearance of a great many of

v
plants. Buds. Read Ne?, Plants not growing. Read Keah,

A species of Chrysanthimura Indicum.

2*$ LEAOU. from a plant, and <0/,y high. Name

ôf an acrid herb, which seems to fly up into the air. Name

of a state, of a river, and of a pavilion. A surname.

PEIH.

Name of a certain medicinal plant ; a wicker gate.

j
Ijv5kl

k()Q. A plant of which sandals are made.

u

o U H. Mflh suh Tsf v or Muh sfih nPU' ^&

name of a wild root on which cows and horses can feed.

POW, or P'how.

I|*
A screen to keep off a glare of light A small mat.
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I* IP*
PEL Name of a plant.

K'HE. Name of a plant.

CHANG, Name of a certain plant.

LO. A basket for carrying earth in.

Zzl+ HEU. A medicinal plant.

PT
K'HEANG. Name of a plant.

rr CH'HUH, Or Shfih. Name of a plant.

WAN. A surname.

Same as
ifff Yen, A beautiful woman.

*?4?D JTl

KING, Name of a plant.

POO. Nameofafish. The breast of a pheasant.

An herbaceous edible plant. Name of a lake.

Same as the preceding character.

KWO. A sort of ulcer on the brc

KEA, or Ka. Name of a plant.

Klli. The appearance of jungle. To arrive if,

or cniiic to a point. Name of a place.

\

PEAOU. Yellow Bowers. Luxuriant her-

^w

bage. To fall as a flower ; an ear of grain.

SEEN.

The appearance of shrubs and tree; waving-.

u

KWAN. To hoe, or put up the "round or

mould around the roots of plants.

HAN.

An herbaceous edible plant of an acrid taste.

Same as the preceding.

T'HEIH. Same as
jf

TeTh, A dry wpour.

Read Tscaou, Shuh, and Tub, An acid barren hill.

HWAN. Same as g Hwan.
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fi Tf
T Ho The namc ofa Plant -

-

SUH. A generic term for vegetables. A ur-

name. SHh sail
TRJ

flj the whistling ofthe wind passing with

rapidity.

v

LUH. A name of certain plants. Used for

c>are: a coarse garment.

\}~
Same as She.

SUY.

The flowers of shrubs and trees hanging pendent down.

SHE, andSa.

A fragrant plant. Repeated Sh shS
jjjfc^ fragrant.

SHANG. Name ofa certain plant.

m Forms part of the name of a plant.X

Same as
|f; Teth.

MEE.

Twigs for making baskets of, to split up reejs and twig!

for the purpose of making baskets or mats.

Same as the preceding character.

HEUN, or Hw&n. Same as^ Hwan.

WAN, and Mwan. Plants whichcreep and

spread widely, applied also to other things which extend and

become intricate. A surname. Long; extensive; a certain

herbaceous plant.

"AcL An edible root; a species'of turnip. Tan

P' h If 'Si name of a flower. Same as i?6 Plh.

Grain luxuriant ; growing plenteously.

SHWANG. Name ofa plant.

T'HEIH. Name of a plant.

TE. The twig or stem by which fruit hangs.

m
_-,

A ftU. Name of a plant that may be used

/JSL
sandals. Read Tsoo, A plant dead.

TEAQU. Name of a plant.

"lf?qP TSEANG. Name of a plant.

/IT*
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An ancient form ofm Tub.

CHAY. The "sugar cane.

Swne as
E||

Sin. Alio branches pointing upwards.

Rend San, The appearance of hanging pendent. Reedi be-

ginning to grow.

Same as ^ Neth.

TSE1H. Plants.

Same as Si Tsoo.

r\ TEAOU. The name of a plant.*

SHUN.

Name of a plant, otherwise called ' Cow's lip.'

SEUEN. Name of a plant.

K EA. The name of a plant.

YEW. Name of a plant.

KING. A name of a plant.

.

ETTWEI. ThcDameofaplint, luxuriant Mitrt

"|V"
Thick ; dark j clote and gloomy. Sbagfy fur. Read VOb, The

name of a district.

SEIH. An aquatic plant.

Same as 3 Tan.

5|* HUH. Name of a medicinal plant.^ l

CHAE. Name of a plant.

CHAOU.

the name of a plant.

GAOU. A certain plant called by several other

names. Gaou ch8
Jfy jfl,

the noise or voices of a multitude

Gaou ya ^5? ^f* not lisleninB * mut"3 ' disregard or inat-

tention ; difficult to understand, like a person who has lost hi

teelh. Gaou sow an old toothless person.

FART i. VOL. in. 3 F

ME. An herbaceous edible plant.

LOW. A kind of bamboo basket, for carrtic

or keeping any thing in.

Same as H Tsz.
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TSUH. Cells made for the silkworm to weave

it's cocoon in. A neU. To collect together. ReadTsow, A

word used in reference of sounds.

CHUNG.

Chung kwei & ?. name of a certain plant. A surname.

Same as j$l| Seth,

TS'HAE. Plants or herbs; the border of

plants j the name of a hill, and of a nation. A surname.

Tsae yung fsH la a mathematician during the Han dynasty.

PO. Po po |5p
S luxuriant growth of shrubs

and trees. Also a medicinal plant.

TSEANG.

Name of a plant, ofa hill, and of a river. A surname.

LEUH. To begin. Plants budding.

An ancient form of Meth.

MEIH.

The part of the water-lily which is amongst the mud.

TEAOU, and Neaou.

Plant* which grow from or rest upon another, as parisites.

A small cottage or lodge by the side of an

elevated gallery. The rooms or apartments of a place con-

nected together. Also Read Che.

Same as ^jp Tsang.

An ancient form of ^ Tsung.

Same as ifl Ke.

MEIH. Name of a plant.

SUY. The name of a plant.

= LOW. A medicinal plant.

KEUN. Certain plants.

YIN. A sort of melon.

P-E. A plant of which mats may be made.

A vulgar form of jj| Tuy.

YU. A local word for a certain plant.
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YEN. A thing that is not fresh; itiuking vegetable.

SHAOU. The small root* of the watw lily.

A tall tree without branches.

SOO. A generic term for all edible herb
; a

grain. Keu soo^^ a species of mushroom. 800 shlh

fffii f^ coarse food, such as is eaten by the poor.

lySt^ YIN. From plants and obtcure. Umbrageous';

shady ; to over shadow ; to protect the sun shinning on a sbady

place ; a shade under which the weary may rest.

KWEI. A sort of black cloth cap.

TSANG. The name of a plant.

Same as %jj
P5.

An ancient form of ^ Kin.

Same as the preceding.

An ancient form of 3fl Peih.

PEL Plants.

TSEEN, or Chan.

To cut away weed* or plants that run into confusion.

CHIN. Name of a medicine.

Same as 1 KwSn.

An ancient form of 3& Chun.

Same as f? Woo.

CHIN. Name of an aquatic plant.

Same as & Sin.

X

TSAN. A sort of flute.

FOO. A plant.

Same as Gow

Same as j Juh.

Same as %: Tee*.
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K'HEU. A plant used as manure.

CHA. An insect found on or produced amongst

plants. The noise of a snake progressing amongst grass.

SZE. A sort of melon.

SHOO. Name of a plant.

Same as Kew.

HOO. Name of a plant.

An ancient form of Ip Hwa.

TSUY.

Name of a vegetable production of the fungus kind.

TWELVE STROKES.

KAOU.

A certain plant of which a cloth is made.

**

flft
r hi. Low brush wood which covers the Surface

of the ground. To shade as by the foliage of a tree; to conceal;

to shelter; to screen j to oppose; to cut off. Small; minute.

The name of a place. Read Pefh, To strike ; to brush; to it-

parate. Foo jin che le chu'h peth pe meen iw K "? w

|ij * j
tlie P olite and decorous usage of women ii

when they go out, to veil their face."

T
T'HUH , Same as Chdh, A bamboo.

Same as jfa Sun.

E. Name of a medicinal plant.

POO.

Flowers and leaves widely-spread, or scattered abroad.

Dried grass or hay. A surname.

~*" NING. Name of s plant which poisons fish.

n

SZE.

An aquatic plant, the flowers of which arc edible.

WEI.

Plants; the name of a place. Yu wei ^f-
TJ&

name of a song.

Same as 5 Kwan.

K'HOO. Name of a certain plant.
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KKlll. Name of a scandcnl plant with pricklei.

T'HAN. Name of a plant.

SAOU. Name of a plant.

SOW. Name of a plant.

FOO. Name of a plant.

u

YIH. The appearance ol plants growing thick

and close together. The name of a plant.

bHllNG. A name of the Sesamum Indicum.

TSEEN. Same as if Tseen.

FAN. Luxuriant vegetation; exuberance; a.

bundance 5 plenty. The name of a plant ; the name of a bird.

^^ ^Mfe

f|"L. POW. Certain plants.

ATP

An ancient form of Keaou.

TANG.

Kin tang ^gS or Koo ting

rial i, TOL, in.

certain plantt.

I*

^*^^V^

>554 TSAN. Name of a plant.

Alj
GJy^JEN. Wild pease or other pul
*v>r*

The appearance of planti growing in confixioo.

r

TSUY, and Tslh.

A plant. Read Chuy, Plant! growing forth.

MOW. Poisonous plants.

Same as f| Keen.

SFI MANG. Same as $j Mang.

CHAOU. Asurname.

An ancient form of j^l Kwei.

KEUH. A plant.

HEAOU.

A certain plant, the juice of which quenches thint

Same as |1 Gow.
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SHOO. Name of a plant.

TE. Plants. Read Tac, To weed.

Hj An erroneous form of M Chin.

CH'HEN. An imperial order,

Same as Mang

TEEN. A plant resembling mustard.

TSIN. A fungus that grows on trees ; a sort

i

of mushroom. The name of a river.

LE. The name of a small state.

Same as IS Chow.

CHUEN. A dog walking amongst the grass.

LAOU. Wild pulse. To weed.

K'HIN, and King. The name of a plant.

Same as jp Nang, or King.

Name of an herbaceous edible plant

HOO. Name of a plant.

TSEAOU. A general term for the banana or

plantain species. A mere straw j fuel.

ll/A.

'V^ JUY. Thepistilsor pointals of a flower ; Hie

general appearance of the central part of an inflorescence. Read

So or Tsuy, A suspicious mind, implied by the character

being composed of three hearts. The name of a sacrifice. Hwa

J"J ^5^ the central partof a flower.

A vulgar form of the preceding.

j U Y . Name of a plant resembling iimgwort

CHANG. The name of a pla

Name of a medicinal plant. A flowery appearance

KEE. Name of a plant.

PEAOU. Name of plant ; a fragrant plant.
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.
KEAOU. Name f a medicinal plant. Read

V*)
K'lieauii, K'heaou mill

flour like nhcaten flour.

a kind of grain, ground to

HEANG. Name of a plant.1
ir' S^

JOW. Name of a plant.

CHOO. Name of a medicinal plant.

TOO. Name of a plant.

|)>&^
bU Y . A sort of mushroom like fungus.

Same as ^ Hwa.

HAN. Name of a plant.

KKEN. Name of a water plant, -well known

in China. Read Heen, also as the name of a plant. A surname.

MAE.

Name of a plant used for food, and in medicine.

WEI, Suy, and Tsuy, The blossom of

a certain plant. The flowers of shrubs and trees beginning

to open.

V*

KEA. Name of a plant.

=E YUN.
&*
An herbaceous cdiWe plant; a fragrant plant

SEANG. The name of a p

Waste, uncultivated. Name of in herbaceous plant.

YEW. Plants by the side of water. Stiokiog

plants; the smell of old rotten wood. Name of a place.

K'HEU. A species of the water-lily.

1

KEIH. Name of a medicine.

LOO. Name of a plant ; a name of liquorice.

JAOU Stubble, or rushes used for fuel.

Jaou hwa
|| ^g the name of a medicine. Read Neaou,

Name of a vegetable.

HWUY.

A certain fragrant plant, which grows in damp marshy places.

Same as
f| Lang.
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Same as I f Choo.

TUN.

Name of a plant. The appearance of luxuriant plants.

Same as ^J Go.

KE. Name of a plant.

TE. Name of a certain inauspicious plant.

u-

S1H. STh sih ^ 55^
the noise made by mo-

ving amongst grass. Read Tselh, A fragrant plant.

CHEN.

A mat ofstraw to sleep on when mourning for parent.

FEI. Sorry ; grieved ; mournful.

TSEUE, and Chuy. A bundle of reeds or

rushes placed upright, and used to sprinkle wine on the ground

at the time of sacrifice. Small ; little. Used for the following.

TSUY . A small appearance. The name of a

place. Used for the preceding.

A form of ^ Yu.

Same as Kg. Fei. Coarse mats made of bamboo

reeds ; a deformity of the body, being unable to stand erect,

as from bunch back or high breast.

Same as $| Tee.
k

** JOO.

To paste, or stick together. Name of a plant.

GAE. To cover; clear ; pure ; small ; delicate.

T'HAOU.

Name of a plant . Same as 3* Teaou.
rift

TSZE. An aquatic edible plant.

K. ntii. A fragrant plant; also an aquatic plant.

YUEN. Name of a plant.

FUN. Exuberance of fruit; plants or trees

having an abundance of fruit; fruit or seed; fragrant plants

mixed and blended.

K'H WEI. An utensil made ofstraw or rushes.

Name uf a vegetable, and of a bill. A surname. Used t*

denote A clod of earth.
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An ancient form of jj? E.

TSEIH. Grass or herbage.

SHUN . From flowers that blossom in the morn-

ing and fade at night. This character denotes a very short

transitory period ; the twinkling of an eye.

Same as jjfc.
Tsow.

KE, and Juy. Small plants.

SIN. Name of a plant ; plants in great plenty.

JUY- The appearance of the flowers of trees

and shrubs hanging pendent ; the ornamental fringe of a cap or

bonnet. Soft; flexible; delicate; to continue or connect to-

gether. Forms part of the name ofo medicine. A certain

banner.

YA: Grain scarcely coming to perfection.

W (J(J.
Overgrown with weeds or wood ;

umbrageous ; dirty ; filthy. Narae ofa territory, and ofa lake.

LIN.

Name of a plant that resembles the bamboo, but solid.

PART I, VOL. 111. 3 H

SEU. Name of a plant.

FUH. Name of a plant.

LEAOU. Name of a plant.

KEUE. Name of a certain vegetable

T'HANG.
(

target wide ; ex tensive; agitated; driven hither and thither,

as plants by the wind
,- unsettled ; spoiled ; rained ; the name

of a place, and of a river. Dissolute; dissipated ; incoherent.

An erroneous form of | Keung.

SAN. Name of a plant.

Same as pi Yin.

ToUN\ A jungle of shrubs and grass. T

collect together in great quantities

TUNG.

A plant of which cords may be made, and also iaidal<.

feZE. A medicinal plant la Keang-naa, a*

aquatic plant that grows according to the drplhef the water

I
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/f* K'HWAN. A certain aquatic plant.

Free and luxuriant growth ; abundant vegetation.

SEAOU, A certain bitter herb. The-caraeof

a state, and ofa barrier. A surname.

SEIH.

A name'of the plantago plant, used in medicine.

FEI. Plants, grarmna,&c. A local word for

seeing each other sudJenly.

*3
>rfr juEN. Name of a plant.

-*!r

Same as |* Chth.

Same as BE Te,

Same as ^ Tan.

Same as 5g Sun.

Same as ^. Chuy.

TSEEN. The appearance of plants.

SA. The nowe made by moving amongst plants.

Same as ^ Ke.

An ancient form of ^, Hwuy.

o

PO. A bamboo screen ; thin.

Original form of %& PTh.

LUNG. A man's name.

An ancient form of $ Chwan^

An ancient form ofW Kin.

An ancient form of js Foo.

An ancient form of la Kin.

THIRTEEN STROKES.

Same as li Sa.

MOW. Grass or shrubs.
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K'HEU. Name of an edible herbaceous plant

LING. Plants fading and
falling.

YU. Name of a plant.

HE A. The leaves of a flower; the leaves of the

water-lily. The blossom at the top of a reed.

P1H. A post to support a waU ; a brick pillar

in the midst of a long wall.

YUNG. Name of a plant.

. Herbs; plants. The stems of grain.

qttr
^g/r^-

*ff*fi
TSE1H. Name of an herbaceous plant which

grows in boggy places. The name of a hill.

HUNG. Plants with long stamens t shrubs

and trees budding. Name of an herbaceous edible plant, that

exists in defiance of the snow.

The appearance of freedom and ease.

SAOU.
i^3

The name of a plant. A vulgar form of jjK Saou.
r-A*

CHING.

A medicinal plant -,
a name of the Sesamum Indicura.

-

NUNG. Name of a certain flower.

T'HOW.

A round straw mat to sit on. The name of a plant.

An ancient form of B Suy.\nif J

A bud opening; beginning to flow;

appearance of a pendant flower. Han luy
/Wy^' ' anatomy

a phimosis; the incmbruin virile of the Chinese generally

exhibits the appearance of a paraphimosis.

HVVUY. Name of a plant.

Same as |g Ke'e.

Same as ^* Heuen.

l

\\ AN. From plants and team **ter. A

certain edible vegetable; an accumulation of; accustomed to.

YUH. The name of a plant.
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TSEUEN.

Name of an herbaceous edible plant.

TANG. Name of a plant.

HEIH. The seeds of the water-lily.

CHANG. Name of en edible herbaceous plant

YANG. Name of a plant.

HAOU. Name of a plant.

HO. Same as H H5.

V

T'HEE.

Name of a plant Also the same as |& Se'S.

Same as the preceding.

KEltf. The name of a plant.

PO. Trees of a forest standing singly, not blend-

ed with Hie underwood. Thin ; slight ; poor -,
bad j light; few^

single ; dislike; inattention to; poor treatment ;a screen or cur-

tain. Name of river, of a pavilion. To extend to , to carve

tbio. Near ; stingy j to browbeat and extort from ; light and

trifling; contemptuous. Te pS, min pin jH

the land sterile, and the people poor, said ofiS
fl*j Leang-

chow in Shan-se province. keen p5 e foo keuen scu chc

moniously saving to supply the exigencies of the army. P5

8he ?&M to w
slightingly.

CH'HIH. A certain plant.

remove grass or
HAOU. TO eradicate; to

plants from the surface of a field.

Same as the preceding.

GAL Exuberant vegetation} umbrageous;

shady ; to cover; to screen.

r*fe
XfiL/ TAN. Name of a plant. Creeping plants

spreading over all the ground.

-*?
PIN. Name of a plant ; a sort of rattan.

Same as *fc Tee

WL. Same as 1 Me.

'ViSfr WE, or Wei. From herb and 4eKc*te.

'wL
Vegetables for the table; name of a flower. Plh wei ^ jjj^

name of a medicine.
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WEI. A certain edible vegetable. Wei wei

the appearance of clouds rising.

\\ til. Grain in that itatc in which it tins been

spoiled by excessive rains. Bad; filthy. Same

. A certain plant growing in plains. The

name of a place. A surname.

YU. A fence of bamboo ;
a partition made by

bamboos entwined in a fish pond.

T'HANG. Name of a plant.

An ancient form of ^ Ke.

TSZE.

A grent accumulation of herbs ; weeds. The name of s place

HEANG. Steam arising from heated grain.

Smell or fragrance. Name of a place. Used to denoted Sound.

A form of fi Chow.

TUN. The name of a plant.

GAOU. The root ofa scandent plant.

FART I. VOL. III. 3 I

L WAIN. Name of tort of Micilom plant.

Head l.wan, I.wan ture uft -+ tin" rooU of imall garlic.

Same ai 4w Me?, Small, fine. A mau't came

E. in the heart or middle of. E roe 3 $!

pearl-barley. E tsrc
i|

the name of a plant. Also read YTfc.

KING. A species of rattan.

LANG. Narae of herbaceous edible plant.

KEANG.
Ginger. Tang keang

preserved ginger. Kcang, or Sing keang jr ^j ginger.

TSAN. A plant of whkh mati may be made.

Jin tin TV } f a medicinal plant, com-

munly called Ginseng ; it is called by several other names-

Used in the sense of
^3-

shen. A mat for lying on the ground

whilst mourning for a parent.

..

MEEN. The appearance of plants.

TEEN. Name of a plant.
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S1H.

w
Name of a plant, and of a river. A surname.

LLJliN. A name of a certain plant. One

old dictionary applies the word to Ginger.

;'HO.

Plants ; wide ; large ; conveys the idea of hunger or dearth.

Same as 81 Che.

Same as Yuen.

T'HA. The name of a plant.

"'HE. To eradicate or burn grass and wild

herbs. Read Se, To shave the head of a child. Read Che,

The name of a plant.

T'HANG.

A plant otherwise called Horse't tail. Also read Chang.

.. u

SEE.

Nan,e of a plant, and ofa state. A surname of
notoriety.

\f

YE, or Nee". The

of a tree which ha* been cut down
remaining in the ground,

and sprouting out again. Used in a moral sense for the conse-

quences of crimes committed at some former period.

HO. Name of a plant.

" A species of wild hemp. Read P8, To

split or rend. Read Pe, A certain fruit.

TAN. Name of a wood and of a flower.

KEEN. Diseased melons.

SUN.

Name of a plant which has a small edible leaf of a sour taste.

Same as ^ Yew.

LEENT. Name of a plant j a sort of leek .

FUN. The name of a plant.

Vulgar form of j Tan.

Jgl
HWA. Name of an ancient

king.

KOW. Name of a plant.

\

ING.
Ting tang

of which sandals may be made.

V
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Same as & Ftih

LUH. Certain plants-

KEAE. Name of a medicinal plant.

KOO. Name of a plant.

HEAE. A certain vegetable of the leek

species, and which prevents sleep. A kind of mat.

SHUH. Name of a plant.

TSEEN.

\j
*'

The grass which animals eat , pasture ; to drive into a good

pasture. To introduce ; to recommend ; to sacrifice without

victims. Food lain out before being eaten.

FOO. Foo tsze
jj jft the name ofa plant

E. The name of a plant.

K'HAOU. Dried fish.

HUJNG. Many; numerous; rapid; fleet

Hung expresses the demise of a prince or king.

fe'A. A luroarae. Poo li ^E SS the god* aid

goddcues of the heathen, in which connexion it u defined To

assist or help, and to Ke every thing.

SIN. Fuel ( brambles or large wood for the fire ,

fire wood ; to collect fire wood on hills, or in forest*,

HWUY. Name of a plant.

CHUN".

A bundle of straw ; to bind together the stems of grasses.

TSIH. Name of a plant.

K'HEUNG.

The appearance of grass whirling round, as by ao eddy wind.

K'HIN. Name of a plant.

SZE. Name of a plant.

KEUN.

A small fungus or mushroom-like plant. Also read Kwin.

CHE. Name of a plant.

SEUEN, or Sun. Name of a plant.
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FUH.

A queen's carriage ornamented with feather*.

Same as ^ Nee.

Same as #| How.

Same as f|[ Tan.

Same as jipi Lo.

Same as fj[ Wan.

Same as J| Pe'en.

Same as ^ Gaou.

Same as ^ Maou.

Same as ^ Te.

2P^* Same as
jj|j Kwan.

TSIN.

m.

Trees growing close together in a clump or forest.
-

fli

Same as |j5 Kea.

ffifrv

Supposed to be the same as H Man.

Same as ff Sevr.

Same as ^ Keaou.

JOW. Name of a plant.

v

FUH. Name of a plant

Same as the

TAN. A sort of chest or box.

KEW.

Plants growing and twisting round each other.

HAN. No definition given.

PUH. Name of a medicine.

A word that occurs on ancient stone mouumeaU,

difTercutly written. Thought the same as 5& Go.
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A word that occurs in an ancient book, but which it

not understood.

An ancient form of
life Tsang.

FOURTEEN STROKES.

SHOO. A root like the potatoe. Shoo yu

^|| j%7
or Shoo yu JS1 ^S an esculent root, ffo-lah shoo

pj jljlj 3|f
or Shoo tsae -t

ij.
the European potatoe.

HtiUJN. Fragrant exhalations from plants;

fragrant plants. In ancient times used to expel demoniacal

influences. To burn or cauterize.

T'HUY.

The appearance of shrubs and trees flourishing luxuriantly.

Same as |j| Pin. Name of a plant.

*~&Z WEI. Th,, name of a plant. A surname.

NANG. Plants growing in confusion.

MAE. To fill up a grave after the coffin has

been let down into it. Read Hwae, Name of a plant. Same

as J|J Mae.

PART i. TOI. HI. 3 K

CHOW. Name of a plant.

v

KUH. Name of a medicinal plant.

If

TSA. A name of a plant.

Original form of ^ Pang.

\

r?J^ JOO. A fungus that grows out of old rottea

\m
trees, otherwise called The trees ears.

PEAOU.

A moss-like plant, which grows and floats on the water.

T'HAE.

Name of a plant. Yun tan y >S an edible TejeUble.

KAN. The stem of grain.

Same as ifc Luh.

KEA. The name of a plant.

LIN. Certain tall plants.

Original form of Tsaou.
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TSE.

A certain sweet vegetable or herbaceous plant.

TSAOU, or ChOQ. To take ; toeize.

CHIN. A certain medicinal herb.

KE. The name of a plant.

CHIN. Name of a plant variously denominat-

ed ; one name is the Pig's head.

LEE.

The appearance of shrubs and trees thiuly scattered.

u

CH'HA. Name of a plant which poisons fish.

Original form of Pan.

URH. Luxuriant growth of flowers.

/IT. tj & Luxuriance of growth, applied to grain ; also

y^
reiterated E e, with a tone of admiration.

Original form of
jj& Ying, or Yung. Also the

name of a medicinal plant.

7.

X LNOr. The appearance of grass or grain wa-

ving round as when blown by an eddy-wind. A medicinal plant.

KAOU . Rotten wood ; straw or thatch of which

the poor make huts. The tables on which the orders of go-

vernment are written. Kaou pun jf|B pq
a medicinal plant,

which judging from the root, appears a variety of Apium

Graviolens. Its sensible qualities resemble celery or parsley.

KEEN. The name of a plant.

A vulgar form of
Jf| Tsung. Also young plants.

MWAN. A name of a plant.

TSEEN. The appearance of wheat in blossom.

Same as ?%* Leaou.

HEAOU. The appearance of plants. Pad-

dee injured by too much fatness. Read Haou, The appearance

of being scorched. Read H8, Wood dried.

TWAN. The name of a plant.

YU. A fragrant plant. Elegant j excellent, ap-

plied to wine. Read Yu, Luxuriant herbage.
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SWAN. The name of a plant.

K'HE. A certain edible plant.

J*J.*1 FA. The name of a plant.

V*'"

KEEN. Keen fa the name of a plant.

YAOU. A name of a plant.

KWEI. The name, of a plant.

KIN. A certain plant.

Same as |& Sun.

Same as st Kow.

T'H A. La ta JJt^ a sort of turnip.

Original form of 3^ Yaou.

TSEAY. A sort of mal used in sacrifice. A

certain water plant. To assist; to help; to lean on for help ;

that on which one relies for help. A man of liberal learning

and elegant manners
, able to bear much wine. To nuke a

pretext of. A surname. Also read Tselh, Confused ; a cord ,

to tread. A surname.

Me
i*

TSTNG. A plant called Angel's grass.

CH'HOO.

Name of an herbaceous plant; scallioM.

FUH. The name of a plant.

PEEN.

Name of a sort of pulse or leguminous plant.

YUEN. Name of a plant. Yuen wei

the Yuen's tail, denotes the root of the plant.

T'HEAOU.

Name of a plant Read Ch8, A certain medicinal pUot.

PE. The name of a plant.

LING. The name of a plant.

SHAOU. The appearance of tall plants.

PING. Plants flourishing in abundance.
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ntj

CH'HANG.

Plant! or herbage expanding, luxuriant.

T'HANG. A certain poisonous drug.

SZE, or She. A name of a village.

Vulgar form of g Y5.

Same as 5jg Meth.

LAN. A plant which dies blue ;
a blue colour.

Name of a bird, of a place, and of a bill. A sirname. Hung

Ian fcH ^ a kind of purple colour. Urh Ian ^ Jg

navy blue, or magazine blue colour. Lan leen
j| ^Sg lilac,

or peach blossom colour.

Same as W Tseun.

LOO. A name of a medicine.

Same as %& Kee.

TSANG. .From a tervant covered with herbs

and defended on one side by boards, and on the other by a

ipear. To hide; to secret; to conceal. To store up; to lay

by j
a . receptacle; the viscera of animal bodies; the kidneys

and seminal vessels, in which sense it is used for j^ Tsang.

To cherish; to cultivate inteHettually. Ta tsang "/v^
Thibet. WQh tsiuig heen sin fa xti ]l& ,f\ do not harbour/ tK&t irr* *-* _

a mischievous heart. Wuh keen tsae urh tseth yj Wj ~n~

~ffi] jjfe
do not be envious of talents when you see them.

Wuh ke chow pfih shih^ fi ^|tt ^F IP d "ot rememb*r

resentment and retain an unforgiving disposition. Wdh tan

kwei kwan fa] ||^ PM ^ don't talk about young ladies.

TS1N. A plant used in dying a yellow colour;

the residue of . Used to express Constant -progress in fidelity

and attachment to a prince.

Same as IB Lo.

P'HO, and Puh. To fall down.

3^/V TSA, or-Cha. To weed, or remove grass.

K'HEUNG. A fragrant plant.

MUNG.

A plant of which brooms may be made. To water plants.

K'HEIH. A name of a plant.

. . u

1 SEE. Name ofa plant; to set or put in order.

Same as the preceding.
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MEAOU. Small; to esteem small ami petty ;

contemptuous ; to view with disrespect and contempt. Mauu

fi 5i ii- to view tire law* with contempt.
tA^ l'"^

An ancient form of^ Tsang.

Same as j| Tsin.

Original form of^ Kefli

,| .

hame as ifiV Pe.

Same as if Kvvei.

Same as Tseaou.

~~ii~~
-v ^JMM
-TP& Ll)H. A name of fungus plants,

Same as ^ Maou.

XJEIU Same as 51 Tseu.

Same as To.

KEA. A name of a plant.

FIFTEEN STROKES.

TE. A nanir of a plant.

Same as ^ Lang.

GOW. The root of the water lily. Name of

a place. Gow tsi*
|^ |fp joints of the water-lily rootv

("." ze
|pj -^ the fibrous thread-like rooti of the water-lily.

PART I. VOL. III. Sb

CHAN. A damp appearance.

i
Same as

^-^P SHWUY. A rush or mat utensil.

BEEN.

A certain herbaceous plant i the stalk of a plant.

CHE. Name of a plant.

YLVV. The name ofan herbaceoui edible plait.

LOO. Name of a plant-

MANG, To arise from sudden sleep.
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'AC-

The name of an herbaceous plant, or edible Tegetabk.

. . u

LEE. Plants moved or agitated.

SZE. Plants.

Same as | Laoti.

A vulgar form of ^ Tang.

SU II. A sort of reed called the male reed.

LEU. A certain plant, used a* a red dje$

otherwise called Te heuS
|jft

ffrl earth's blood. To form;

to model.

^. SEIH. Name of a cooling opening medicine.

PAN. The name of a plant.

FOO.R
A general term for flowers j a flowery appearance.

LEU.

A thatched cottage ( alto the name f a plait.

E. Name of a plant.

SHIN. The name of a plant.

TE. The name of a plant.

Same as W Te

SUH.

Name of several medicinal plants; shoes used in wet weather.

FEI. A mat to sit or sleep on.

SEAY. A medicinal plant.

YU E. The name of a plant which grows by the

side of the water, with a leaf resembling the bamboo.

i-'ili. A certain plant, a stem or branch ; form*

part of the name of a stone.

TSAN.

Name of a wood. Read Tseeo, Plants embracing each other.

FOO. Name of a plant, the stem or blades of

which are fitted to make brooms, also called duck's tongue.
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Same as f& Sze.

E. To take and plant with the hand
; to arrange

and plant treos; to cultivate the arts of life; the business or

occupation of life ; the more polite arts; viz. the rules of deco-

rum, music, archery, the art of driving a carriage, writing, and

arithmetic.

1 tii, TO dress or clean Chinese dates or plum*

bv plucking off the stem by which it hangs.

Same as $jfc Sin.

Same as Puhi

S&i LA- I-a *a E|| not to hit the mark; to

appear ill. Mud or mortar not well worked*

LUY.

A certain creeping plant and its leaf. The name of a hill/

HEAOU. The name of a plant.

Same as 3fc TeKhu

CHA.

la a confused disorderly manner. Alw read Chwa.

'SoT CHE. Name of a plant.

PE, or Pci. Plant*.

V

T'HANG . Name of a plant, and of a diitrict.

VU. From plant and to tarmonizt. Medicinal

phut*, medicine; to heal ; an ingredient; applied to various

compositions made up ai medicines are. Y6 kenh & EJ
a temporary dispensary to relieve the poor during the preva-

lence of any distemper. Yang yS sie 4(0 IjjS
drank

poisen (or swallowed it down with the head raised upwards)

and died. PCh king hea key8^ ^ ~K
$$) ^| do not

lightly administer violent medicines.

MO. A name of a plant.

HWAN. Defined by the following character.

PEAOU. Name ofa plant of which mats aoJ

sandals are made. Applied also to several other plants.

\

SOW. From plantt and a number. A thicket

or wood in which is a numerous collection of animals fit for

food; and where are lakes for fisb. Crammed into.

&

FAN. A fence or boundary , a frontier ; to

fend off. A iroall carriage made of Tarnished cnati.
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I1E1H. Name of a plant.

CHAY. The sugar cane.

HAN. Moss that grows on stones. Read

Yin. The appearance of water agitated.

T'HUY. Name of a plant.

TAN. Name of a plant.

K'HEUNG. Name of a fragrant plant.

Original form of
j^f See.

-ame as Tseaou.

WEI. A name of a plant.

of a plant. The noise of a multitude.

u

HO. An aquatic plant.

Same as y[ Tseu.

PPf? cSame as M Ke.

Same as ffl Te.

Same as Hwuy.

Same as Jra Chili.

Original form of j& Kan, The stem of a plant.

NANG.

Name of a plant of which cords may be made.

rv$^
li^^L game as 1% Suy-|^

Same as W Chuh.

Same as fjf Tseen.

Same as j^ Ne.

Same as p|f Ching-.

Same as the preceding.
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An ancient form of ^ Jo".

YE, or Nee-.

Shoots from the itump of an old tree . A lurnatne.

FAN. A pattern, or form giveiv.

MANG. Tiles on the top of tites.

IVKff

AS*
MIN. Name of a plant.

Same as ^ Mung.

TSUNG. Same as f| TsaoU.

A man's name. The pronunciation is not known.

SIXTEEN STROKES.

SUY. Name of a plant.

Same as |j| Ling.

HEAOU . Rooti of planti ; shoots of bamboo.

I

Read Keaou, The rooli of the Water-lily.

FART I. VOL, III. 3 M

LEIH. Name of a plant.

IT

YING.

The flower of the Chryiantbemum ipeeie*.

LOW. A certain sort of melon.

T'HUH. Name of a medicine. Read Shok.

Name <uf an ediMe herbaceous plant.

i/

T'HANG. A generic term for all creeping

plants. The name of a diitrict.

CHOO. Another name for the mgar cane.

CHOO. Name ofa plant -, planti in coi

Same as ^ Meaou.

CHEN. The name of a plant.

:

of a lant,TSEEN. The name of a plant,

HAN. A flower opening.

Same as a Tan -
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S4 GA"

*3tf -UT
iHa 31 an abundance t

**** *^TF

, Flooriihing luxuriant foliage. Qle gae

an abundance of virtuous eminent persons. A surname.

LIN. A plant adapted to make mats of. A

surname ; applied to the stones on the top of a city wall

SAN. The appearance of tall paddee.

TSAOU' The name Of a water plant. Used

to denote Elegant composition, and also Joy, from some
birds delighting in the Tsaoii plant.

Original form of |f Heuen.

The bark or leaves of plants, generally

faded and fallen to the ground. Withered and rotten ; the

name of a particular plant

LAOU. A sort of dried prune.

|E|
TSIN. The name of a wood.

^
LAE. Name of a plant. Shady.

l

'

;

HP* HO.

A certain leguminous, vegetable; pulse; a fragrant ^lant.

V

CfllH, Or TsWl.
Anameofplantago.

WOO. To ris in opposition to.

&yCg JUY. The efflorescence ofa plant.

Same as the preceding.

KWEI.

An erroneous form of $j$ Kwei.

KEEN". Name of a plant, the root of which

is employed to cure a sore throat.

KEANG. Ginger.SŜ31
Same as ^ Sin.

SEEN, and Tseen. Herbaceous edibie

plants. Name of a noxious scandent plant, that causes sores

difficult to heal, when it touches the arms or legs.

TSEAOU. The name of a plant.

PO. The name of a plant.

Same as H Heae.
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K'HE. A medicinal plant employed for the cure

of ulcers ;
a bridle or bit ; name of a place. A surname.

HANG.

Name of a fragrant plant. Wet hang j& %K a certain plant.

The appearance of shrubs and trees flourishing in plenty.

Original form of Shun.

LOO. Reed* that grow from twelve to twenty

feet high on the banks of the Yaog-Uze-keang. Used for fuel,

and for repairing the baoki of the Yellow River. The name

of a city, of a river, and of a pats or barrier.

SEUN, or Sun. The name of a plant.

SOO. A certain medicinal plant; cheerful;

joyous; happy ; to desist, to take ; to resuscitate, to agitate.

Name of a pavilion and of a state. A surname.

A vulgar form of H Kaou.

TUY. A name of a plant.

K'HEUH.

A flower of an azire and yellow colour.'

Same as ^ Peaou.

LEAOU. shrubi and trees thin ef
foliage.

MANG. Strenuous effort.

v

WAN. From flllntt and gem
.

al injtlieit(er

luxuriant ; a great quantity of plants collected together. An
accumulation of angry indignant feelings in the breast;

repressed indignation.

"IN, A plant that grows on the surface of

the water, four leaves that unite and form an appearance like

the character
|JJ

Te
-

en . Pin fung
employed in sacrifice.

SZE. Name of a plant; plants accumulat-

ed together, or growing in jungle.

Same as jjj Tseen.

YU. A superstructure raised in the midst of a

pond, and rising up like a house into which birds enter and

are caught The name of a place.

V

TSO. A medicinal plant.

An ancient form ofM She.
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HUH. An aquatic edible plant.

An ancient form of ||L Maou.

Same as |p Kin.

Same as if Sin.

Same as |H N&ng.
i

Same as fq Seth.

FAN. The name of a plant.

Same as iE Tsen.

MANG.

The name of a plant of which broomi may be made.

KELJ. Name of a plant. Some say the tree-

U8, called The tree'i ear*.

. .

MEE. An eje without the pupil or ball.

T'HQW. Name of a plant.

YEN.

An herbaceous edible plant. Also read Tic-en.

Original form of JJ Kwei.

. No definition givn.

Same as it Heun.

MANG. To cover orer a house with tilf.

&KEEN. Not defined.

*\

KUH. Name of a medicinal plant.

SHOO. An erroneoui form of <|s
Sho

An ancient form of pi Tsang.

NOW. Phmts.

fel=* An ancient form of Sp Ke

Same as $1 Man.
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I

TE A surname,

SAOU. Sort of small plant that coven gram,

or that on which it grows like a mossy garment.

^|Sl> Thought to be an erroneous form of
jaj/

Chen.

H KEUNO.

A sort of upper gown to cover embroidered clothes beneath.

lttl Neither the sound nor the sense of this character

JmCL
is certainly known.

SEVENTEEN STROKES.

1NEE.

The sprouts which grow up from the stumps of trees which

have been cut down. A surname.

P1H. A certain kind of yellow wood, resembles

pc>incgranatet and has a yellow bitter bark ; used in making

uii>r-, to denote which this character is sometimes employed.

JANG. Name of a plant.

SEEN. Tae seen or Wa seen

m
moss that grows on old damp walls.

PART I. VOL. III. 3 M

TSAN. Name of a sort of reed.

E. Name of a plant. E hwny |j
# luiuriant.

ME. Name of a plant.

YUH- Flowers opening ; flourishing ( luiuriant.

. Name of a plant.

Same as ^ Keuh

K'HEEN. Plants.

Vulgar form of the following.

LLEN. Name of a plant of the creeper kind .

LOO. Name of a plant.

*| KEUH.

Pure light shining , the appearance of autumnal flower*.

>

3. CHO.

SS chS
3|j H|| a certain plant with five leaves.
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TSEANG. Name of a flower.

YING. Name of a scandent plant.

YIN. Name of an herbaceous edible plant.

KEEN. Name of a plant.

LUNG. Name of a plant ; a red flower.

Mung lung ^ jig
'hrubs 01 trees forming a covert, or shade.

Name of a place.

SEEN. Name ofa plant ; wild leeks.

Same as Iffi Koo.

TSOO.

Fish brine ; or fish mashed with some liquor.

T'HUNG.

Good. Read T'how, The blades of paddee growing up.

WEI.

Flowers nourishing beautifully. An ancient form of "/& Hwa

HAN.

Fib ban tsaou

m

Dame of a plant.

w

YO. A small grain or seeds, called Bird wheai.

KEE, or Hee. Name of a plant.

SUY. A plant.

^,
Same as jtS Ts5,

F*| LING. Very bitter ; perhaps a proper name

of a plant; now applied to liquorice. To fall, a* a leaf.

K'HEU. A sort of wheat; the nameofa place,

and of a pavilion. A surname. Nameofa particular plant.

Having figure or shape.

KUW . The nameofa plant; a tall sort of plaut,

YAOU.

Plants flourishing in plenty. Also read Yew.

An erroneous form of jl Keung.

CHOW. A certain plant.

KE. Name of a plant.
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ME, or Mei.

Plants that grow and float according to the course ofthe water.

FAN. A certain plant which in spring- is

fragrant and edible, and which in autumn is pickled or pre-

served in a certain way.

LAN.

A sort of gourd or melon. Some say Clear water.

K'HWEI.

Name of a certain- large old plant or fruit. A man's name.

LAN.

Lan hwa
j

fr the name of a fragrant plant well known

in China, species of the Epidendrum ; the general name for the

class Gynandria. The name of a tree, of a cloth, and of a man.

Applied also to thte pulse. Chang shoo Ian 7jh Mj"
&M

Crinnm Asiaticum. San y<5 Ian ~^ ^^ REJ
and Woo yTh Ian

3 ^^ the AS'a'a Odorata. Choo Ian gfe ||f
and Ke

chaou Ian i]=.7lv 1*1 the Chloranthus Inconspicuus.

KE. Name of a plant.

Yin. The roots of the water-lily sticking up (

n
Same as Yu.

Same as M Tsaou.

sglir

Same as j|
Tsaou.

K'HEU. The name of a plant.

Original form of H Kwan.

Same as $ Tsin.

Same as f
E.

Same meaning as /g| Kwan.

Same as
Jjj^

Me;

f3
. f-*

3zjj? KOW. The name of a plant.

Same as ^ Tang.

E. Plants growing luxuriantly.

u

JEUE. A name of a plant.

t.t-

An ancient form of Hi TseTh.

'*

I Same as ra Laou.
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A character tranimittrd from an ancient Emperor,

supposed to be the same as Isp Hwa.

m
Same as H Lin.

Name of a plant, but the proBunciation is not known.

An ancient form of Slf Kvvei.

EIGHTEEN STROKES.

K'HEAOU. Leen keaou 5& ^ or Han leen

tsze
~r"

in Tallies.

name of a plant found in great abundance

HEA. The stem of the hemp iilani. Read

7MP
Keae, The stern of paddee with the skin peeled off.

Same as |fi Yaou.

LUY. The name of a plant and of a territory.

Same as ^ Luy.

TSUNG.

Plants growing in clumps or in jungle.

TS A. A screen for a door.

*/

FUH. Name of a plant of which artificial flowers

are made, otherwise called 5H JSL Tung tsaou.

SHWANG. Name of a plant.

HWA. A yellow flower ; the leaves of flowers.

Read Hwuy, Fruits, or the seeds of fruits.

KWEI. Name of a plant.

KEU. Name of a plant.

TUNG. Tungtungfllf ^g the sound of a drum.

. SameasffChoo, and $*Seu.

EJU^f FUNG. The first parts that grow of a certain

plant. Read Sung, Same as t/\ Sung.

CHIH. The name of a plant.

j Same as the preceding.

5t
>ay WEI. Plnt that grow again after being pulled

?/b
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Original form of |j| Peaou.

Same as sp. Tseu.

Same as E.

Same as Bff Wei.

LE. The name of a plant.

51 KEUH.

Name of a plant, with a small leaf and a red flowet.

Same as '^ Juy.

5*te
J&Q Same as || Tso.

4tt^

Same as gl Gih.

Same as ^ Tseen.

HEE, or Ch'ha.

A flower opening suddenly, or in a protuberant manner.

Same as
|jjj

Tseaou.

An erroneous form of $f Tsin.

SHAOU. from grtsi and three fern riling.

j^.
Same as IS Shaou, To burn.

Name of a sort of pricking pear. The pronun-

ciation is not known.

TSAN, Or Chan . To dip any thing in water.

-i t~ f j^
Tsan peTh Byte ^ to dip the point of a pencil in water.

LE. Plants growing upon the ground.

HWAE. Name of a plant.

LWAN. Same as II Lwan.

Same as 11 Gih.

MUN. Kame of a certain plant; a species of

grain. Read Wei, The name of a plant.

A kind of tare that grows amongst grain,

not entirely useless, but injurious to the better grain, for which

cause it is removed.

f

KE. Name of a plant.

PAST J. TOL. III. 3 O
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JEN. Plants.

ME. Name of a plant.

LUY.

Name of a tree. Some say it denotes a species of rattan.

*-tJl "

"SffU SH1H. Name of a plant.

TEEN. A bulbous root.

2j|~ i YY Ati. A plant that grow* in marshy placci

CHUH.

Name cf a plant. A certain poisonous or stnpifying plant.

V

LEIH. An aquatic plant.

O. From silk and plaits . The small creeping

twig, which entwine old trees are called || Lo, and -4h^
Xeu lo. Those that wind ahout smaller plants are called lS M
Too-sze, Rabbit (breads. Forra also part of the name of a hill.

Te lo prih
jjjjj ^ ^j ground turnip, a sphoeranthus j

it

ii
,'\i\\\\

d to ulcers.

TANG.

The appearance of
ri.ing uddenly> teon after going to ileep.

TSE. To season, or blend species.

Vulgar form of *g Ne'2, Certain orainoui. mofl-

strusi(i<-s amongst the insect tribe.

TSAN. Name of a plant Read Ts5, Shrub*

or trees growing in clumps or jungle.

Same as Pe.

KO. Name of an aquatic p]*nt.

TSAN.

An herbaceous edible plant that grows in shady places.

Original form of j| Keang-.

Same as m Tsaou.

YAOU, or Gaou. Name of a plant.

IV H YY til. Name of an herbaceous plant.

Same as ^ Hwa.

KEEN. Name of a plant.
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Same as the^ preceding character.

Same a* M Teaou.

Same as %$ Keung,

An ancient form of

YING, A keuh M flower.

An erroneous, form of H Cha,

An ancient torm of ^ Jang.

TWENTY STROKES.

LOO. Flowers in profusion.. Name of a flower.

Same as II Gin.

TANG. The name of a plant.

p? NOW. Name of a plant.

TSEEN-. A. certain plant.

Name of a certain plaut, used in sacrifices.

a
|il:nil.

WO, Or H<5. Name of an htrbaccom p*at.

Auancient frraofp& Yin. Read Ycu, Name of

Same as ^ Teaou:

Same as if Tsin.

^WL Original form of ff Tsaou.

Same as fj? Tseu,

A- flower opening suddenly or protuberant!?*

Same as Tse.

Same as^g Hea.

ft WEI

The flowers of shrubs and trees oo first opening.
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A man's name. The pronunciation if not known.

LU Y. To grow and spread as a creeper ; a kind

of basket for containing earlh.

LE. A certain red plant.

KEUEN.

A sort of reed that grows by the side of rivers.

HEAOU. A fragrant plant.

GIH. A certain small plant of various colours.

Same as B| Le.

HOO. Name of a plant.

TSE. Name of an herbaceous plant.

II
HAN. Name of a plant.

Same as ^ Yew.

Same as Le,

NANG.

The general appearance of shriibj or other phots.

Same as ft Jen,

Same as ^ Jang.

I ofHAE. The brin of flesh.

Same as Bp Tsoo.

An erroneous form ofw Mun,

YIH. Same as f|; Yih.

LWAN. Name of a plant.

aK Same as the preceding.

YO.

The appearance of wind blowing on water.

CHUEN. The stem of wheat.

gkfti

Same as |-| E.
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FUNG. Name of a bamboo.

i a
Same as It Pise.

o LING. Name of a plant.

MWAN. Name of a plant,

JANG. A name of a plant,

KA&.

Name of a plant. Read Kung, A species of barley.

Original form of 1| H5

An ancient form of $j? Kwan.

MUN. Name of a plant said to abound on bill*.

FART I. VOL. III.

YUH. Fragrant plants.

PEE.

Name of a plant which it edible whilst young.

TSOO. Straw sandals.

NANG. Plants growing luxuriantly.

YEW. A name of a plant.

Same as H Han.

2SI Same as !$ Hae.

1 YEW. A garden.

SUN. A fragrant plant.
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CXLI ST RADICAL.

Tjp HOO. The streaks on the tiger's skin.

HOO.

From the itrcaki of a tiger's skin, and
f|^ Jin, a man. A

tiger ; the appearance of a rampant tiger pouncing on his prey.

A surname; name of a district, and of a bill. A chamber pot,

from such vessels being made to resemble a tiger, in the time

of the Han dj nasty. La*u boo -4> HQ a tiger. Hoo tize

IP' ^2. a close stool.

Same as jfi NeS.

H E U. The roar or cry of a tiger.

NEO, or Y5.

From tiger and A botir't head inverted Unfeeling ; harsh ;

fierce
;
cruel ; inflicting calamities , tyrannizing over ; catuni-

ties sent from heaven.

Same as the preceding.

|*^~ MEIH. A sorrowful appearance.A

SZE. A
tiger with horns. Name of a territory.

Shang sze h
Ij^

name of a pavilion. Hea sze p |

name of a sort of terrace. Sze ke
Jjj j^ name ofa harem or

palace. Read Te, Name of a district. Read Che, Irregular.

E, or Gae. The appearance of a tiger.

HEAOU . The romr of a tiger. A joun; lio.

K'HEEN.

The majestic firm step of a tiger. Firm ;
determined ;

sincere , respectful ; veneration for heaven ;
a correct pious

devout feeling ; benevolent. A surname. Name of a dUtrirt.

A weapon for hewing timber. To take by violence ;
to kill.

Same as NeS.

t'J
The appearance of a tiger. Noise; sound.

YJH, orNeTh.

HEA. A tiger.

E. The breathing of a tiger.
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LOO. AD utcosil to contain rice ; a jar or

T.IMI. The streaki on a tiger.

,

BEA. A tiger practlsiDgm.ikinga.leap or seizure.

it

YiH. The- appearance of a tiger

CtVHOOi

To stop; to rest; to dwelt i to reside ; to distinguish ; to

discriminate; to manage; to arrange ; to do what is necessary

in any case. A district; a surname. Read Choo, A' place ( a

particular portion of space; a dwelling place. A circum-

stance
j
a point of conduct or character, A niaii'-name.

HOO. To call out; a lone of lamentation ; an

aspiration or sigh. Name of a river; a man's nrae. Read

Hea, The roaring of a tiger.

Sam* as j^ Hew.

ftt TSO. Same as ^ Tso.

V

FUH. The appearance of a tiger.

^SL Original form of Jjz New.

^^ Same as Jg Ne*, Cruel, From tiger'i elawi

turned against a man.

Original form of jp Hoo

Same as nf Loo.

Same as Yih.

Same a*
Jjj| Haou. A man's name.

SIX STROKES.

rrEU. Unsubstantial; empty ; void ; Tail j a

vacancy or abstraction of mind, in which sense it is much

employed by the Budhists. An empty void, or expanse, as

of the firmament. Name of a start one of sevea day> or tkr

week of the Cbinese Almanack, A surname. Read Ken, A
certain number of cities. Name of a place and of a rirer.

V

LOO. To take alive, to take captive, to tike

as prisoners in war. Name of a territory.

JTFc YIN. The voice of a tiger.

A white tiger.

An ancient form of ife Y8, or

A n ancient form of Hoe:
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HE. An ancient earthen vessel.

N A. The appearance of a tiger walking.

LING.

'/U
An animal resembling a tiger but smaller.

K'HAN. A sort of white tiger. Read Han,

A tiger angry j the roar of a tiger.

KOO. Breathing,

TSO.

Tiger-like, inflexible and crafty. Read Tseo, A living tiger.

** YU

From a tiger and certain genii. A white tiger with black

fur. To consider ; to weigh ; anxious thought ; impediment ;

detriment to. To be at rest; prepared for. Name of an

office, of a territory, and of an ancient state. A surname.

CHUNG.

The streaks or spots of a tiger, red and black.

MEIH. A white tiger.

HEA.

The appearance of practising, or ef being accustomed.

HAOU.

The roar of a tiger; to call out aloud ; the noise of weeping

and crying j the term by which one calls a thing. A name ; a

designation ;
a mark or name; to direct. The crow of a cock.

Hartnony-,'concord. The pronunciation not known.

HOO. The appearance of not seeing-.

fjjp
KEAOU. The voice of a tiger.

An ancient form of Hoo.

An abbreviated form of itS Pe'en.

K'HEU. A certaia divine beast in hearea.Jlllf

The cross beam on which a bell is suspended.

LOO. A certain earthen-ware utensil*

MEIH. A white tiger.

An ancient form of ffi! Keu,
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Same as j|j Hoo.

TSOO. Large ; great ; to go.

Same as E Loo.

The marks of a tiger's foot made in the act of seizing on its

prey. Name of an ancient state. A surname.

PAOU.

To encroach upon by violence. Cruel
; fierce.

An abbreviated form of ff| Shuh.

Same as jj$ Paou.

~tt GAN. A strong male
tiger.

Same as Paou.

YUE, A tiger sleeping.

S/| ,

Same as gJL Kae.

i. VOL. in.

TEN STROKES.

IfUn YEN, and Heuen. A tiger angry.

T HO. A name for a
tiger.

KE.

A brute animal in a
stiffening rnotionles rage.

SHUH. A tiger entering a forest.

KEANG. A sort of
tiger.

CHOW. Appearance of a tiger playing.

CHAX

A species of cat. A tiger having cart id hair.

r

GAOU. Disquieted; agitated.

KOO.

An acquiescence in what is wrong from pity or contempt.

Same as M Too.

TSOO. To go to, or go away.
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CFTHOO. A place.

PAN. The streak on a tiger's skin.

K'HAN. A species of white tiger.

CH'HE. To go forth to be employed.

Same as 111 Chan.

;=E*?L CAN. The most powerful male tiger.

K'HWEI. A failure of the breathj failure;

deficiency; defect; diminution. The exertioi or fatigue

which causes weakness or defect; the gradual lessening of the

moon; to injure; in the language of courtesy, to put to some

trouble ; to obtain some good owing to the efforts of others ;

owing to some circumstances. To be injured or lose in trade,

is exp ssedby wT Ki; Ketb-kwei.

PhiEN. The streaks on a tiger . A roan'*, name.

TE. To sleep.

HUNG. The brightness of flame.

WOO. A local phrase for a tiger.

A. vulgar form of ^ Mee.

JJ=.
HAOU. A soldier's helment.

TSO. The appearance of a tiger.

Same a* Ra Keu. Read Ytb, A man's name.

Same as M Kwei.

TSOO. Same as 4g^ Two, Coarse; open ;
lo to jo.

TSEIH.
V, /tl

The appearance of a tiger alarmed. Read KeTb, Fear;

alarm. A sort of fly that attacks the common house fly, and

is called Tiger fly.

Same as H Ling.

KEEN. The voice of a tiger.

An ancient form of
[jfa Tseih, or Tsth.

Chung.

Same as {S Pe'en.
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The noise of two tigers contesting ; the breath going forth.

\f

SIH. The appearance of a tiger affrighted.

Rc;ul He?, The. voice of a tiger.

Same as fat Pa.

Same as IP, Too.

KIH. The voice of a tiger.

V

REIH. Fear; apprehension.

Same as$ Klh, The voice of a tiger.

KIH.

The Toice of a tiger ; a tiger enraged seizing upon a tbiap.

Same as
j

Too.

KIH. The voice of a
tiger.

LEU. Flesh minced small.

GHOO. An utensil or other vessel.

SHUH, and YQh. A black
tiger.

T'HANG, and T'hung. A bhuk tig r.

CXLII ND RADICAL.

HWUY. Commonly read Chung. A general'

terra for insects, worms, reptiles, including Testtidines ; lizard

kind ; serpents and frog kind. There is not in European

phrase any word that corresponds to the Chinese Chung,

from which circumstance, the word insect in the following

definitions, must not be understood strictly in many cases;

for with the exception of birds, quadrupeds, and fish that

swim, almost every living creature is called Chmg.

Same as St Kew

ft*
YE. The noise of insects.

TEAOU.

A sort of dragon that delights in lofty dangerous pta<r.
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KE. Melh ke 5^? Afl name of aa insect.

K'HEW, and Keaou.

An animal of the lizard or dragon ipeciet with a horn.

TSANG.

A word applied to several insects with but little precision.

bin. From quick and two imecle. The fast

running insects; lice, those that breed on the human body,

or dogs, and on cattle.

NEIH.

A disease arising from worms. Name of an insect.

Same as {^ Hwuy, or Chung.

Same as J Tsaou.

Ul KEUH.

WT*

An animal of the mus species. Also read TeTh.

w

CH1H. A certain insect.

Vulgar form of $fc Shay.

HEU. Name of an insect.

HAN. -Insect* corroding or working the wy

into thing*. Ilcad Kan, Certain insects in well*.

CHE. Name of an insect. To treat lightly

and contemptuously. An erroneous form of
t|J

Che.

Name of an insect that injures grain.

T'HIH. A certain insect.

CHOW . A marine animal, said to resemble a man.

CHEN. An insect or worm trailing along.

HUNG.

Any coloured halo or vapour displayed by the light of the

sun ; the rainbow. Name of a sword, and of a plant.

Same as the preceding.

Same as the two preceding
1

.

HWU I . A certain long make or serpent j a

grunting noise like swine striving against each other in eating.

A surname.

WUH. A sort of lizard.
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MANG.

A very small flying insect that bites human being!.

Vulgar form of
djjji

Mang, Birds with one wing

and one eje, that
fly in pairs.

An erroneous form of fcf Yuen.

Same as Hjf Yu.IflTy

Same as ^ Yuen.

Same as
tj* Hwuy, A general epithet for the in-

sect and scaly tribe.

FOUR STROKES.

Certain insects which group together

and discover superior instinct.

GIH.

A large insect, in some respects resembling a sillc worm.

P'HA. Shells which are esteemed valuable.

From intect and delittte. The delicate insect, a mosquito.

PART I. TOI,. III. 3 R

Same as (he preceding character.

*

. Name of an insect.

A vulgar form df ^f Keen.

An abbreviated form of it$j Jug.

PANG, or Pung. A fish which diides id

half, and which contains brine. An oyster from which pearls

arc procured. Yu jin tlh pang joo le
ifft

A 4Q
ijrfe J/rj

^;|J
the fisherman is gainer by obtaining the oyster; this adage

is employed to denot that the retainers about public courts

are great gainers by bitter litigation*.

Hf\Y .

*" Narae of an insect and of a plant.

YIH. Name ofan insect thai stings.

YUE. A certain crab-like shell fish.

Of pi

^Wl^

ttJ3

Same ak the preceding.

An erroneous form of Lelh.

KEUN. Name of an insect.
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I'HE. The name of an insect. Repeated Ke-ke,

Insects walking; the progressive motion of any animal.

\>

HANG. The name of an insect,

KEUN.

The appearance of an insect rushing into the fire.

A vulgar form of
]j|pj Wang.

An insect progressing by stretching itself.

T'HUNG.

A worm or insect progressing by stretching itself.

HE. The name of an insect.

81 YIN. Kevr in a worm.

K'HE. Name of an insect.

tec
YUEN.

Name of an insect that makes a noise with its mouth.

HEEN. Name of an insect, vulgarly but

improperly used for the silk.worm.

Same as the preceding character.

YUN. Name of an insect.

MEEN. Same as inS Meen, A certain insect

KEUE.

A certain insect. A species of dragon. Also read Yue.

YEW. From insert and mtntlrous. Long

worms found in the human intestines. Che jew ~, 3 r an

ancient title of princes and governors. Yew chung

is Jin f8h chung chang hwuy JaJ A BS 41 ^
a long worm in the human abdomen. It is said to be from

five or six inches to a cubit long.

. E wei
Ijflt Wf a female rat. Used alto as part

ofthe name of another animal.

K'HIN. The claws of a crab. Read Kin. In-

sects following in succession.

TSEIH". A certain insect.

C'H'HUNG. Insects in the midst ofa thing;

insects eating or devouring a thing.

HEA.

Name of an insect ; to grind, or a stone to grind or ryb.
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*r K'HE. A little black insect found amougst

rice. Ke foo
jJ>J?

4 a sort of grass-hopper. Also read Hwuy

and Kin.

I~"T*~ bc<. A hairy poisonous insect. A man's oamo.

HWUY. Hwuy tuy
JjBj |^ a certain disease

^v-
of a horse which incapacitates it to ascend; the same eipres-

sion is otln:rwise written.

v

MUff. Name of an insect.

tfrj* WANG. Name of an insect.

JKJU
u

NUH. Name of an insect

PEAOU. The silk-worm wheu first produced.

PUN. A man's name.

FUN. A field rat transformed from tb bird

Xh '$* PTh-hott. A man* name* The name of a place.

HANG.

An insect of the silk-worm species. Also read Rang.

FOO. A certain insect.

RUNG. Woo kung ijji jjl^
a poisonous insect,

s

centipede, prepared by the Chiaese for medical purposes.

Name of a plant.

the

Same a the following.

5? v

x^MU TSAOU. A sort of insect produced on dry

jj^L
soils, and which bite. men. Used for^.

TMOU, The morning.

JEN. Name of a large snake, said to be edible.

uFJrw POW. A- sort of mall crab, with ten feet.

'. H5 keae &fc kh an insect with a
i> -"jt

frog-like head, scales and a long tail, used in medicine.

FOft Foo shen
jMj ^j8

a certain water in-

sect,.otherwise called ^n ^ Tsing foo, this term is also

npplied to the Chinese copper coin, by Europeans called

Cash. Diillurs are in some places called 7v R% Hwa-foo.

An ancient form

CHE. A worm; an insect. Uglj ; crawling;

destitute of knowledge ; ignorant. To treat at if ignoraut -,

to impose on. The gait or motion of an animal.

FOO. Name of an, insect.
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TOW. The name of an insect or reptile.

Ko low [M' a tadpole.

MEEN. A sort of cricket.

CUE. An insect.

TSEE. Name of an insert.

HEUEN. A small insect; empty.

Same as ^ T*an, A silk-worm.

Vulgar form of $$. Shwang.

PEAOU. The meaning is not known.

T'HAE. Name of an insect

FIVE STROKES.

NE.

Name of a very small hairy worm with many feet.
r

1 I Hi A local word for the sting of a Stfake.

Jj>M"! K'HcAV. Kew yin^ fcj
the tommon Worm ?'

(^UiM
the progressive motion of a worm.

An abbreviated form of
jj$>

Yuen.

YEW. Name-of a yellow insect resembling a

scorpion. Read Chtih, in the sense of J^ Cliiih.

u

T SI H. Natne of an insect which appears in the

seventh moon. Read Cha, The name -of a fish.

CHOQ. Name of an insect.

J-ft
flr^l^ PING. Name of an insect, in ancient time*

some way employed io ornament swords.

CHE. Nemo 'of aTcrtaifi insect, or shell 'fish.

YEW- Yew mew ^ ^ Ihe appearan'ce of

a dragon in motion. Small bees.

HO, and K'ho. Certain insects.

HAN. Nante of a certain insect.

FOO.

A kind of snake that 1 as scales on the belly or lower part of it.
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T'l 1AE. Certain black pearly sheik

K'HEU. Name of an insect.

LEIff, and Gh'hTh. Namc of

MOW.

Certain insects which are destructive to grain.

,
JEN. A certain large serpent said to be edible.

A name of certain barbarians in the south.

I*C^
!" CHA. Name of an insect.
^

J5|
A certain kind of. dog in the north,

said to devour men. Read Keu, Certain insects.

Same as "m Tsze.

JUNO, A small insect walking.

PIH.

A shell fish resembling a^crab, but having four feet

CHUE.

&

PO, or Pe. Certain insects,

l

PE. A certain insect.

HEUE. Name of an insect.

NO. The sting of a wasp ; to sting.

\r

YUH; Namc of an insect.

iot

An insect found iu woodi Also read Kcuc.

J?ART I. VOL. III. 3 5

FAN, Name of an insect.

YUE. A- sort of crab;

HEEN, and Heuen, MB been

a name of the centipede. Tsze hcuen &f V& name of an

insect:

Jtt
CHOO. Ah insect that destroys wood,

TEAOU. Name of an insect.

K'HEU. Name of an insect.

POO. A-small shell fish,
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&L KEUNG.
SB*

N.m:e of an insect, and of an animal in the west.

XV hiA. An insect that grows amongst rice.

"

CHA. A small striped insect.

f
\f

53HIH. Name of an insect, some say a sort of
fly.

cvcv a d a cow with its nose. The name of a place. A sur-

name. Read E, Wei e 3S ftfr tortuous, to wriggle wilb
^Q "t"1

self ali-faction. Tsaou le shay jl^L l| l}$J
a snake in the

gra , a concealed malevolent person.

An insect with a hard shell wiogcase.

WAN. An insect.

PING.

j^
B insects that destroy clothes and books.

PEIH, and Pe. Certain insects.

KOO. Certain insects.

J EN. Name of an insect, described as .a hairy

worm like insect on the pomegranate tree.

^HA I . A suake or serpent ; they divide them

into four classes; viz. such as are natural to water, to herbs,

to wood, and to earth. They say, A serpent hears with id

A vulgar form of the preceding.

NOO. Name of an insect

TSEU.
i

Worms ; vermin amongst putrid Qeh. Also read Ttoo.

MOW. Name of a fish.

.

ifc T'HEEN.

A name of the lizard that frequents the walls of homes.

. . V

TEE. Name of an insect.

LING.

Name of an insect. Tsing ling $& $fo a species of locust

(1 S-JwvA certain insect. The pronunciation is not know,,

3fe^
V

, Same as ^S Leth.

An insect resembling a cricket. - Read

Clue, The name of an insect.
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Same as ^ Che.

Same as jf^ Pang.

*
Same as Sg Koo.

Same as MeTh,

Same as
j}$)

Gth.

Same as ^ Choo.

Same as ${ Pang.

SHOO. A certain insect.

rf,

T'HAN. An appellation, in ancient times of

certain barbarous tribes; now commonly used to denote An

e--"* of any bird. The name of a place.

SIX STROKES.

KEUH. A sort of worm.

MOW. An insect said to resemble a crab.

Kill. Name of an insect.

TSZE. A hairv insect.

KAE. Name of an insect.

K"% ij
Ml Same as EfJ Hwuy.j

H >\ U Y. A long worm in 'the bowels. M*,

a certain worm or insect ou the ground.

w

LEUH. The name of an insect.

KEUEN. A sort of spider.

MANG. Certain insects.

FOW. Insect of the locust kind

HEANG. Same as g Heang.

YANG. Name of an insect.

\\ A.
Frogs; an excessive croaking and noise.

asoffrogs. Wakow^p the external orifice of Ihc urethra.
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Original form of ]$ Wa.

T'SHZE. An insect resembling a spider.

Same as ffl Teaou.

..

LEE. Certain insects.

CHULI. The spider, otherwise called

Che choo, which expression comes from
fl gjt Che choo,

To know how to destroy, alluding to the skill of the spider in

forming its web. Che choo chwang ^1 tyfo jjjr spider web

ulcer, a superficial diseased affection of the skin ; a species

of rinsr-worm.

E. A bat.

P'HAE. A small flying insect.

Same as Yen.

HEEN, and Yin. Name of an insect.

K'HWO. Name of an insect.

K>VAJNOr. A hrgesort of himp or prawn.

KEAOU. A kind of crocodile found in the

Yang-tsze-keang, said to weigh two thousand catties j to have

four feet, and to rscmble a snake.

SUNG. Name of an insect-

SHIH. Name of an insect.

NE. A bait for fishing with.

LE. A sort of shell fish.

KOO, Name of an insect.

\

YtH.

The appearance of an insect walking. A sort of wasp or bee.

CHE. Name of an insect.

T'HUNG- A sort of insect.

A vulgar form of ^f Ping.

K'HEIH. Name of an insect.

SEDN. Name of an insect.

$
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i.-* HOW A sort of large ant.

'M
o

KEA, or K8. A frog. This character enters

into the composition of the names of various animals.

v

GO, and P'ho. A water animal about ten

<*

cubits long, which is said to devour men

CH'HA. The blubber fish-

SHE. A sort of cricket.

HO. A sting.

HING. \-amc Of a certain marine animal.

E, andTe. Name ofa bird; a sort of wild fowl.

JOO. Name of an insect.

ANG. Seems to be a fabulous monster,

said to resemble a child three years old. Its colour red and

black s red eyes, long ears, See.

K. WAIN . A general term for insects, and other

living creatures, comprehended under the Chinese word
i

Chung.

f. VOL, in. 3 T

YAOU. The name of an insect.

MIH. Insects.

YU. A sort of spider.

IvHEUNG. Name of an ioiect and of an

animal in the west. Keung Ueung jj

'

^j?
mournful ; sorrow-

ful.

^It
\ff Same as the preceding.

An erroneous form of lg Cha.

E. Certain insects.

L'HEE.

An insect resembling the cricket, bill smaller.

I

KWEI.

A sort of crab with sis feet. A species of monkey.

A vulgar form of^ Yih.

The silk worm asleep, one of its torpid states.
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SEUh). A water insect.

RUNG. Certain inseets.

CHE. A species of leech.

A shining insect, or sort of fire-fly,

supposed to be produced from putrid vegetables.

Same as
tyfe Ko.

.

JEN. The noise made by certain insects.

*

-

Same as ^ Fung.

Same as ^ LS.

Same as
]jlj| Hwuy.

HO. A poisonous sting.

YIN. Name of an insect.

An abbreviated form of |$ Man.

Same as 3g Kung-

^YUNG, Ins<?cU with ihell win^ eases.

Same as "if? E.

Certain insects. The pronunciation i* not known.

A tort of dragon that delights in wind and ram.

The pronunciation not known.

SEVEN STROKES.
,.

HING Name of an insect.

^C- LEUE. Certain insects.

H >V U I . To burrow iuto the grouud ; to di

up t!>e c r'h. A cert.iin insect with a needle like proboscis.

CHE- Insects \vithoutfeet; worms.

K'HEW.

Worms or insects with many fct. A sore r nicer.
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SHAOU, or Seaou.

A large species of spider. Name of a fish. A surname.

UiAt
p

Vrt:*

KE, Same as ^ Ke.

SHA.
.

Name of aa insect Read So, Name of a disease.

woo.

A sort of mouse or rat. Also a kind of scorpion.

YUNG.

The silk worm in its second, stage o existence;

;.

;

KEE.

&k i% a small butterfly, or moth.

SHWUY.

Certain insects. Also read Shw5, YuS, Tlty, and Te.

CH'HAY. A certain insect.

Name of an insect. A certain poisonous drug.

A vulgar form of JJ Pei.

HAIM. Name of a certain poisonous insect.

ee the following character.

GO.
Go^orTango the silk worm,

the in-ect which feeds on the mulberry , also an initct, wbick

more than others, flies to a candle. Read E, An ant.

YANG.

A certain small insect. Read Mr, An insect amountB

w

SHUH. Name of an iosecl rcsembliog the silk

worm, said to produce a kindofwai. Name ofananiroal.

of a pL.ce, and of an utensil used in sacri6ce. The name cl

a pi ice in Sze-chuen province.

SEUEN. A sort of shell fish.

Same as g Fung. Read Pung, A certain insect.

SHIN.

A certain sea spectre i the frog. Name of a district.

^T
CHIN. To move ; to excite, or agitate. Read

Shin, same as the preceding.

FOO. A kind of small crab.

HE EN.

N .me of a small shell fisb. Name of a lakr .
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Same as ! Too.

T'HEAOU.

A certain animal that lives in the water.

t CHE. The sting of an insect; to sting.

Same as
j|jjj

Seug. Read Te, Same as $$ Te.

LE. Name of an insect.

WOO. Woo kung fe ^ a species of centi-

ped, the Scolopendra Morsitans.

YIH.

The appearance of an insect walking. Also read Ne!h.

SEIH. Certain insects.

KANG. Name of an insect.

Jfr T'HUNG. Certain red insects.

FOW. PC fow^ (jj^
a large species of ant,

of flying i differently described, and called by different

tames,

l|^ Same as the preceding, applied aho toorpimeat."I

K'HAOU. Name of an insect.

LE. A sea oyster.

t.

L(ANG froms part of the name of an insect

called
|jj| |J!| Tang lang; denotes also Ineffectual effort, by .

allusion to the struggles of the insect mentioned.

PE. A sort of mussel.

CHOO.

Choa or Chen choo a species of frog.

HUNG. Insects with shell wing-cases.

K'HWAN. The name of an insect.

LEW. A certain insect. Lew tub

puison of serpents left upon plants. Read Yew, in the sense

ofm Yew.

JE. The appearance of an insect walking

YUEN, and Heuen. A certain insect.

Alone ; lo work or stir Up. A man's name. A surname.
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YEW. An insect produced on the surface of.

water, in figure resembling a silk worm, and which dies ID

the eveniusr.

CHE. An ant.

KEE. Name of an insect

TAN.

Certain foreigners in the south, as described in ancient times.

YEN, and Ting. The name of certain insects.

T'HEEN, and Ting. Ts ing t,ng

a flying insect which is remarkable for appearing to sip the

water and dart off again; myriads of these are supposed to

constitute the rainbow, some are red, others green. The

dragon fly.

TE. A sort of cricket.

Original form of
Jijf, Tsung.

Same as $$ Keo.

T'HUNG.

Certain insect;, or the sound of an insect.

FART I. VOL. III. 3 U

Same as ijj Kow.

Same as- f^j ?jil>.

Same as ^ Tec".

Same as the preceding.

Same as 1JS Mow.

TEEN. Lo teen
lj||l jjjgjj

lackered and

ware inlaid 'with coloured shells.

Same as fj| Le.

NA. The appearance of intecti in rn. ,

>r Same as !J Le.

EIGHT STROKES.

CHE. Che choo &Pt a spider.

.

TSA. The appearance of a great manj
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* GO. Name of an insect-

Name of an insect.

r UH. A stinking disigreeable insect, t'estruc-

tive of grain and of clothes and furniture, produced by the

effi'.j M.I of southern regions. The name of an animal. Occurs

iin;; To fly.

SHOW. Name of an insect.X
K'HUNG.

The skin of acricke', probably the empty c.u toff skin.

PANG- The name of an insect.

^
ML1H. Honey, applied figuratively to what is

'

anil flattering. Fung meth SB S? bee's honey. Moth

f
'

; "- *S J^ honey bi-e. Apis Mellifka. Meih to ?Sn,<: $i*

FOW, or Foo. A sort of bat.

A cricket which has not cast it's skin.

>
.,
K'HL. Ke ^ or Pang ke shell fish,

ome'vhat like a era!).

Same as the preceding character.

KLu. A reptile said to resemble a silk worm

in form , to be two or three cubits long ; to ha\e feet on each

side and to be edible.

LUH A species of crab.

K'HEUN. A sort of pearly shell.

To bind close; to restrict. The

name of the sacrifice offered in the close of the year, because

then nature binds up every thing.

SEAY. Same as tyi Sou.

MANG. TsR mang W= A5r a species of locust

applied also to a particular kind of light boat.

UJftlJ ^ame as jg Seay.Wp
IV*.
TQ3B K'HEANG. Rcang lang

K/u
tound in excreraentitious matter.

YEW. A sort of spider.

SZE, A certain insect.
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SEIH. The name of an insects a species oflizard.

LE. Name of a worm or insect.

CH'HING. A sort of fro.

LjUJM. The appearance of certain insects walk-

ing. Also a large species of frog. Bead Lt, The same as the

following.

LE. A sort of snake or serpent.

Yf|
K'HE. Name ofan insect. A small sortof <pider.

KlJft

* SEE. A kind of butter-fly.
.

HOO. Name of an insect.

i
LUH. Name of an animal tint inhabits trees,

from which it darts down and bites people.

T'HEAOU

Name of an insect ; a sort of cricket.

T HAOL1

. A sort (it locust said to have no

wings. Name of a dog that devours human beings.

ilfc
KWAN. A general term for insects.

*A> fT'HEEN. Insects.

T'HA. Name of a certain insect.

CHAN. A certain insect variously denominat-

ed ; one of its names is ^ jjf|
Ma chan; vulgar r.Smew

Machdli
H^ jjffc

the horse insect peculiar to stables

u

TS'HEIH. Name of an insect

tffo
HAN. A small kind of pearl oyster.

HAN.

A hairy insect that causes an ulcer by contact.

KLUH. An insect found amuo

1H. A creature said to inhabit the sea shore,

and when seeing the shadow of a man falling on the water, lo

spurt sand against him, which occasions bis death ; otherwise

called A short fox, and an archer. It is used metaphorically-

for those who injure others in an underhand minncr ; it i

spoken of as a kind of devil. The name of a hill.

Same as the preceding.
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FUNG,

A sort of mussel or pearl ojslcr. A beautiful pearl

FOO. Name of an insect.

. Fow chung IgLftr a certain insect.

FEI. A certain stinking disagreeable insect.

A kind of snake or serpent.

PE. A name of an insect.

CHE. Name of an insect.

Vulgar form of $|j Yew.

WEI.

A name of certain insects of the worm species.

TUN. Unsteady ; unsettled ; alarmed.

SEAY.

Preserved crabs ; crabs preserved with brine.

CH'HANG.

A certain insect. Same as
JW? Chang.

o

YIH. Name of an insect.

KWAN. Name of an insect that is rained

down, or that appears after much rain,

o

K'HEUH. A species of frog or toad.

TSOW. Name of an insect.

A vulgar form of I& Mang.
I

SO. Name of an insect.

FE, or Fuh.

Fe wei
^3S>l a serPeQt or snake, called divine.

YUEN.

An artful insect. A deep and extensive appearance.

m PINCr. The sound of the wings of an insect;

an insect with shell wing-cases.

The crawling manner of a Hono.K.

KEEN.

Keen Isan
fjj

- an insect apparently of the silk worm spec'es.
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J LI I . A- loral word for mosquito ; a poisonous

snake or serpent. Win jny t)T^ a certain white bird.

E, and Ntie. Name of certain insects, .aid to

I o produced from fog or vapour. The male is called E, the

female IJUI Hung; they are of various colours, red, green,

blue, and soon; hence Hung e
IJ1J1 [tP

denote the r.tinbw.

Kce-e ^ IK? to screen or stroke the head, as animals do

with their piws.

TSING. Forms part of the names ofacvcral

*s

insects Tsing ting
jjjjfe jjjjjjf

and Tsing ling feu
'jjjft

name of a

flying insect with four wing*, said to be the dragon fly, which

sips the water and darts off again.

MIN. From rain and intect. A swarm of insect*:

WEI, and Hwuy.

An animal resembling a monkey. Read Luy, A wine cup-

jl>
ING. The appearance of ascending by flight.'

LEA'NG. A kind of fairy or sprite ;
other-

W an apparition that resemble* awise called Wang leang

child three years old.

KG, Of Kwo. Kwo lo 6jB ^E name of an*

insect, said to resemble a bee in appearance.

A,
9 CH'HANG. A certain small shellfish; a cockle

PART I. V<>L III. S I

WAN, and.Y.uen. From < or

and lo turn round. Tbc wriggling motion of a make , the gait

of a tiger. A worm.

THAN

The appearance f an animal lolling out U< tongue.

TUNG. Tae tun" ^fefj the rainbow.

-GO, or Woo. A certain insect.

PAN. Name of an insect.

Same as Te. Read Chile", A species of glider.

Same as IJKfl Wang, A spider's web.
-HI j

FOW. Same as 4 Fow.

TSEANG. SameasTsr.

T'HUNG. A red colour ; a certain r.d in", r

nJ|TT
\ KE. A sort of scorpion.

Same s 44 Tow.
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Same as
ffijrt

Peaou.

Same as jl^ Sih.

SUY. Name of an insect.

URH. A small insect.

Same as ^ Han.

ll
|l

SEIH. A certain insect

Same as ^ Mang.

HOO. Resembles a large serpent.

Same as ff Seih.

An abbreviated form of f| Tsan

KUNG. Same as H Rung.

LEO.

The proper form of what is otherwise written diE? Le5.

A form of fcL, Hung.

Same as 3 ', Tsan.

Same as $& E.

NINE STROKES.

3- K'HO. Ko tow .
the tadpole. Chea

choo j y& thc frog. The tadpole is also called

Hw5-tUDg and J\t 4A\ Hp- ShwBj seen tsze, in Canton called

Luy Rung yu ^^ //^ ^ the thunder fish .

CH'HUEN. Insects; reptiles. Some iy.

those which have no feet; appearance of insects moTing.

m_g MOW. A certain insect.^
I*.

Same as lp Seiih.

TSE1H.

Tscih tsoo fflyn niH a name oFtlie scolopendra rnorsitans.
^* ^*^

T'HING. Ting ting
j|

a thc drason fl y

YAOU. Name of a poisonous make.
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HEE, or H5.

An insect whose sting is said to be very poisonous.

MEI, and Mae. Tuy mci
jj| jj|

a specie*

of tortoise ; the tortoiie shell of commerce.

SEU. Certain insects.

MEEN.

Name of an insect; a large sort of cricket.

V
KEO. Name of an insect variously designated.

YU. Applied to akind of snail ; and to a spider.

KEAE, and Heae. A sort of worm that ap-

pears when it rains ; it i< about the size of a Chinese pencil

and three inches long.

SING. Insects

YEM. Name of certain insects and reptiles;

a reptile of the lizard species.

HWANG. The locust; also called^ lM;

Hwang chung, Ep. ifiHg
^an hwang, and

142nd Radical. IX. Hwuy

To jnjure
.

,o eorrode .

,odiraioj,h .

to encroach gradually ; | eclipie ; an eclip* of the IUD or

moon.

SING.
Sing ting ljj|^ name of the drtS on.fly.

HEUEN. Name of an insect.

Same as f| Ho. A sort of wasp

PEEN. A sort of bat.

YEW.

Yew kew ^j ^lj-
the appearance of a dragon.

Hwang tsO| H*^ 4it)>
rivvAiig LIIUII^T '_

|^r Chung. Vulgarly called Po chung $ ^ the win-

nowing machine.

JOVV . Tht name of an animal. Read Naoii.

A voracious animal. Forms part of the name of an ancient slate.

FAN. A wasp or bee.

WEI

A certain insect ; probably a sort of cockroach.

Same as
SJPJ Hwuy.

FOO, Or Fow. N'ameofapoisonoosioiect.
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I U hii\l . A locust before it arrives at a perfect

t itc mid without wing*. Head Hwan, A small insert in wells.

LE. Pin;; le "ati tlie cl.ssical name of the

town r Rj Gan-king-foo, on tlie north-west margin of

the Po-y.uig lake.

$
*

Same as.
|jjj! Yung.

YEN. Name of an insect;

K'HWEI. Name of an insect.

Same as jl; Te.

ME, or Mei. A shrimp like animal that

makes its abode in the shell of a tortoise, edible, and jqid to

improve the colour.

shi)

B flying rat ; probably the flying squirrel. Fflb shay IjJjg

a certain poisonous snake.

*f J'.UEN. To move, to flutter, as insects. Ju*i

m SOW. Name of an insect.

Same as 4j& Go.

WEI.

Insects. Name of a hill. A name of the porcupine.

SHE. A certain inseet.

shay ite Wb a snake, said to be ofa reddish colour, found
-M^c **'

on trees.

.

HEE. Hih hce
J|S ^ name of a state.

YEW. Nameof an insect ; otherwise read Lew.

Certain insects generated in wood.

Also a sort of small crab found by the water side. Read Yew,

in sense of the preceding,-

MOV> . An insect that devours grain ; a reptile

that devours the roots of plants; grows numerous when cor-

rupt magistrates prevail. Maou, tsih ^C J^ an insect which

destroys the root of grain is called MaoUj one that destroys

the grain in called Tslh.

Same as the preceding

TSEL1

. Name of a small insect.

t\hi\. The caucer species; lobsters; shrimps;

the name of an insect ; and of a certain kind of wheeled carriage.

Hea c the island of Yesso.
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Same as Tsfh.

Same as $8 Seth.

PING. An aquatic insect.

I IJNl*. An inject of the wasp or bee kind.

SIH. From quick and two iniects. The fast

running insects; lice, those that breed on the human body, or

i dogs, and cattle. Teaou slh
jfjljc jSy

a flea; a lop.

YEN. A certain insect.

CH'HUNG.

The silk worm which is brought forth late in the year.

T'HANG. Certain insects.

CHOO.

Name of an insect or fish, which is variously described.

TSUNG.

An animal said to belong to the frog kind.

TE.

A sort of cricket, applied also to a medicinal plant and a bird.

1MRT I. VOL. III. 3 Y

& JH. A name applied to several iniecti and

reptiles, to a locust which has DO itingij and to a very poi.

sonons serpent.

Ate
Same as |& Chae.

v^ Same as
jj Tsze.

i\2

PL*

WEI. A certain aquatic animal.

T-HJ/:EN. A sorter worm.

HAN. Name of an aquatic animal.

YUEN. A sort of ape or monkey.

K'HVVEI. Name of an insect or reptile.

An erroneous form of^ Keuen.

MANG. A certain insect that bites human

beings. Certain inserts that seem produced from thelearei

of trees. Fci m$n?^^ the name ofan arrow. The name

of a bird, and of a hill.

KEE. An insect of the locust kind.
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4!

LA. The name of an insect.

YU. Name of an insect.

T'HUH. A sort of spider.

WEI. Name of an insect.

GO. Name of an insect.

TSEUEN. A sort of pearly shell,

KING. A kind of frog.

FUNG.

An insect's nest, or hole into whieh it creeps.

TS'HUNG. A name of the dragon fly.

HOO. Hoo tee
J a butterfly ; for this

there are other characters used.

TSEW. A kind of spider.

LUNG. Name of an insect.

An erroneous form of Clith.

T'HEE. Hoo teg &fl
jjj$i

a butterfly. KeS

tee
ijw jjffi

butterflies and other fljing insects.

LE1H. Name of a certain insect.

PEEN. A small shell fish.

HU VV . A certain insect of the lizard or dragon

species. how

of houses.

i the lizard which appears on the walls

Vulgar form of 5$i Yu.

LEEN. Name of a serpent.

YUN. The appearance of a dragon i and the

appearance of walking. Read Gaou, Name of a reptile, said

to eat meu's brains under ground.

HOO. An insect of the wasp or bee kiud.

LEUH. The name of an insect.

Same as^ H5. Read Ch5, The poison of insects.
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KWA.

Kwa new
jJ'fA '['

a slung or snail without the shell.

Same as fg
1

Chung
1

.

MEEN. Same as ffl Meen.

A form of $ Hans;.

Same as W Pe'en.

^ ik
II Same as yfy Lee.

Same as $H E.

TSEW. Same as f Tsesv.

Same as
|B| Teen, or Ting.

SE1H. A certain insect.

Same as sft Keae.

Same as $S Yuen.

Same as ft Hca

TSUY. Name of an insect.

KEU. A good appearing-

MOW.

Name of an insect. A kind of butterfly.

TEN STROKES.

Same as 4^ Lang.

PANG.

A side going fish ; a crab ; also called fc MSI Pa

SZE, OF She. A shell fish. Lo she

a cockle i a spiral shell fish like a screw ; a screw.

KUNG.

A lizard that frequents the walls of houses.

T'HIH

An insect that eats the leaves of plants and blades of corn.

Same as 3$ Tsze, and 5 SeTh.
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A form of the preceding
1

character.

J UJN(j. The appearance of insects walking.

HE, and K'he. Certain insects-

YUEN.

3 uue as
jj

Yuen. Name of a certain reptile or insert.

UIMlj. Name of an insect, a sort of wasp. An

tlut inhabits the skin of cows and horses.

SUN. Name of an insect.

KE. A. sort of
fire-fly.J*

*

SHEN.

An insect that habitually shakes its wings.

K'HUNG. A certain insect.

SUH. A certain insect.

Same as $jr Sow.

CHE. The name of an insect.

LEEN.

A certain edible sea animal, said to rwemble the frog.

PAN. A certain poisonous insect used in medi-

cine. Head Pwan, Slinking insect*.

JUNG. Steam or vapour rising up ; blending

and mixing in an undistinguishable mass ; knowledge betornc

a p^irl of one's own mind. Long; clears bright. Name of a

district. A surname.

?ame as the preceding.

TSIH. Name of an insect.

KO. Name of an insect.

WOO, Name of an .insect.

HEW, Of Kew. Kew hew 34
l|>ff

a dragon

stretching forth its neck and progressing ; a kind of low leap ,

a rearing up.

K'HEE, or Chth.

Aa insect resembling a locust, but smaller.

a small dimiuutivc sort of crab.So kee



Same as m Han.

Same as ffijv Che.

HAN.

A certain rtn.ill insect with a black body and red he id.

Vulgar form of ^ Ynn '

TIH. Insects that devour paddee.

YAY. Name of an insect.

PO. The eggs or larva oflocusU; a cr.ib.

TSAOU. Same as & Tsaou.

SUII. Name of an insect-

KEUE. Name of an insect

CHEN. Insects.

TSIN. Name of an insect or reptile.

PART I. VOI. III. 3 Z

142nd Radical. X. Hwuv

PA. Name of an in-

y. TSUH. Insects crowded together.

SO. Name of an insert.

E.

Name of an insect. Read Sze, A lizard or a mail.

SEIH. Name of an insect.

A small insect that bites cows, railed a Cow Inuie.

HWI. A sort of shell fish

KE. Name of an insect,

T'HANG. Chow tang

insect, said to be of the grvllus species.

uamf of an

^"
Same as

$j% E, An ant.

An ancient form of ^ Too.

KE. Same as &| Kc.
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N AE. A certain small insect, a tort of Mania.

CH'HOO. Name of an insect.

* KEAOU. Insects.

'|*"^ m HO. TO roll the eyes and loll out the tongue.

J^Tpj
Read He!, Name of an insect.

J- TSUY. Insects.

*> HUH. Name of an insect.

HWUY.

The silk worm in its second stage, called also
mtjS Yung.

KO. Name of an insect.

LEW. Name of an insect.

Vulgar form of Us Maou.

>M&

MA. An insect that is a blood surker \ a leech.

IS Vulgar form of 3t Tsan.

MING.

A certain small insect which destroys the heart of grain.

E. E neu &S -/ a small black insect c.lled

Suicidal woman, from its apparent contempt of life.

WAN. A mosquito.

YUNG. A shining insect, said to be bred

amongst rotten herbs, known by a great Tariely of names.

TANG.

A snake. Read Tib, A certain insect which derours grain.

Same as TJR Vaou, Resembles a mussel or ojster.4
rSS. TSIN. Same as ^| Tsin.

Original form of yfc LeS

Same as m Tseth.

Same as W, Tsze.

fjHii
An ancient form of 4ft Che.

*!
HEE. Name of an insect.
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Same as the preceding character.

CHE. Name of species of locust .

YU. A certain corn measure.

SH1H, A sting.

TOW. Name of an insect ;
a tadpole.

LE. To cut open.

Same as Meen,

m MANG. One of the largest lerpents with a

flat head, called The make king.

HAN. A sort of grub found on melons.

TSEW. A kind of spider.

GAE. A species of crab.

Same as

\L

WAN. A mosquito.

Same as , ! Tsan.

Same as $11 Tseu.

H Same as {ffi Yuen.

Same as 5^E Ping.

Same as / Kung.

LEW. Insects.

An ancient form of 4ft t'he
^*

Same as E.

ELEVEN STROKES.

SHANG. An insect which if not now know*.

GAE.

Name of an insect that feedi on the Ifare? of plaali.

I
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*

ru

CH1H. Name of an insect.

HEU. A small species of silk

PE11I. Xame of an insect.

Same as tf- Choo

. Name of an insect.

ame as ^ E.

SEUEN. A kind of snail.

NEIH. Same as g KeTli.

Name of an insect, and of a place.

CllUH, or Cho.

Ma ch<5
bj g^ a certain horst insect

Same as ^ Shang, or Janj.

Same as ^ Suit.

Same as
jij Shih.

A vulgar character. Xo sound nor meaniag -iv f ,,

V U. The appearance of locusts flying.

Same as i Tseu.

Same as [ Tsaou.

HE. Same as Ij He.

SHIH.

A sling, that with which an insect communicate' poiion.

ISAOU. An insect peculiar to ordure and filth.

CHE. Same as tig Che.

TE. From a zone and insects. The name of

certain insects, of which it is imagined the rainbow i; com-

posed, hence used for the rainbow.

GAOU. The two large claws of a era!). Hea-

jew urh gaou pi tsuh @ /ff ^|jf /\
two lurge chws and eight feet.

have-
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IAH. Xanic of an insect; a sort ofcrickcC

HAN. Insects found' about melons.

YUNG. A certain poisonous animal, the

description of which seems rather fabulous.

Same as the following.

WEI. A flying ant.

CHIH. Name of an insect somewhat like a

spider, and which shuts itself up in a hole.

T'HANG. Tang lang $$.
asort of locust

Name of a river ; name of~a district.

CHING, Chin IS r Chia tan
|

u|>l>carance of insects crawling ; unsettled appearance.

the

\? FEAOU.

I'vaou scacrti J WH Nidus of the Mantis Oratoria.

K'HEU. Name of a certain animal.

TSUH. A sort ofprawn or shrimp.

rRT I. VOL. 111. 4 A

FK. A sort of mussel.

. The belly of the locust

TSAN. A certain insect.

LO. A shell fish of the spiral screw-form kini1 ,

usuall) called the green and pearly snail. The name of m 6sh.

a sea shell. Lo-szo

Same as 4}p Che.

TS'HUNG- A small wasp or bee.

LO \\ . Name of an insect, and of a larger ani-

mal. Name of an orchard or garden.

KIN. A sort of worm.

Same as- Fung.

CHUNG. A species of locust, also called

r Tsaou chung, Ihe names by which the locust it kruwn

art MTV numerous. Chung szc^ JLJJ
the Mantis Precalorius.

Foo huo<r ^^ && a species of locust, carried about the per-

son, th y are supposed to operate as a philter , thus it is direct-
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^ \$\ <Tg? Ml at noon (in the 5th day of the 5th moon, let

them be taken and carried by husband and wife about their

persons, they will cause them to love each other fondly.

CHAIN (j. Chans le TOR feS name of an insect.
^V/V 'Ttt

.-wise called
tjljjj j^ Yew-yen, it is represented with long

anii numerous feel.

"rffctt
K'rlAJXG. Range Affi to the name of an in-

sect, known by the name of Tsing ling All IJH?
the dragon fly.

V

LEO. Same as Afe" Leo.

SUY.

Name of a sort of lizard. Same as Sft Suv

CHUNG. A sort of fly.

YU. An insect that corrodes wood

TSEIH. A sort of frog-.

ME1H. Name of an insect.

CHE. A sort of ant.

A small species of insect, which is born

i i the morning and dies at night.

YIN. Name of an insect.

TSEANG. Name of an insect.

SUH. Seih suh a cricket.

*t TSIH. A small pearly shell.

An ancient form of &JC Wan.

KtiAvjU , An animal found in the water resem-

bling a snake, and having four feet capable of injuring men ;

a species of Laccrta Crocodiles?

WAN. A certain insect.

A place of retirement and silence ; to

retire to silence. Chih ^> or ChTh hwuy ^& At insects

which retire into holes and become torpid i one of the Chinese

vernal terms takes its name from their coming forth again

SU1I. Name of an insect.

MA. Hea ma I a frog
1

.

Same as the preceding
1

.
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CHAY.

A certain insect. One says, A ipecies of locust.

Same as the preceding.

Same as Ma ^ a
frog.

KWO. An aquatic insect.

LEW.

The appearance of a dragon. Also read Kew.

YAY. Insects.

Appearance of insects ;
a sort of fire fly.

>JSE1H. SethsQh^^a cricket. Tasethsflh

lto fight crickets, or grasshoppers, a kind of gam-

bling to which the Chinese are addicted, the gamesters fight

them for cakes, but in their slang, each cake is understood to

mean a certain sum of money.

a T'HWAN. Name of a fish.

Appearance of an insect half curled up.

SEUEN. Same as H Seuen.

MOW. Same at |^ Mow. Read Mung, used

in reference to the tortoise in divination.

An ancient form of fS Mou

WOO. Name of an insect.

Same as ^ Chay.

TSUNG.

Aquatic animals that sting. Read Tsze, Hairy insect!.

Same as KB Fuh.

*

Same as ? Huh.

Same as ifcf Tow.

TSUH. Insects collected in great numbers

.MOW. A certain insect.

TWELVE STROKES.

LHUING. From tweet and multitude. Locusts.
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*

MANG- The roval serpent; the largest of the

M-rpent tribe. Name of an insect which devours leaves.

SEANG, and Heang. The insect that

eats the leaves of the mulberry and forms a cocoon,

u

MIH. A certain insect.

YU E. An animal resembling a crab, but smaller.

TSUY. A species of tortoise.

SZE. A certain insect.

TSEW. A sort of spider.

T'HIH.

Insects that eat leaves and the blades of grass.

Ufp|l>
CnlH. The name of an insect. A broad crab-

shell with a great deal of yellow about it.

V

1 ANu. Small crabs found on the shore.

PANG. The same as the preceding. Pang ke

keiih PK? dra" ~/5\ answers well to Loureira's description ofMS 4*r* ^1'J

Aster Indicus j according to Mr. Kerr, Aster Chinefisis.

KEAOU.

Insects. The appearance of a dragon. A man's name.

KELT. Certain insects,

CHUNG. A species of locust.

LE. Certain insects.

PEE. Name of an insect
;
an ant.

FEI. Name of an insect.

LEAOU. Certain insects; name of a place.

FAN. A female rat; a certain insect at the bot-

tom of earthen vessels. To send to. A certain tree. To

twine round as the dragon dots.

3. An erroneous form of |& Foo, Locusts.

K. VV til. An animal said to resemble a serpent,

,>und in places where the water is dried up.

He a or He tsze name of an

insect ; the country people deem the Ile-tsze as ominous of

blessings ; and when they catch it let it go again.
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KE. KeiiorKe.thtf f| a kind of louse ,

lice. Che ke $ ^ a leech.

CHUEN.

The writhing appearance of a dragon. Name of a serpent.

KING Insects.

TSIN.

A name of an insect or reptile ; a species of frog.

HWANG.

A certain insect with scales. Ma hwang E JJS|
a leech

FE.

A kind of oyster. Read Fe, A kind of blubber fisV

LAOU. A certain kind of shell fish.

KEUE. Name of a quadruped. Read Kwei,

An animal of the mas species.

|&J KEUE. Insects in a well.

KWEI. Name of insects.

t/

Y1H. Insects.

FART 1. TOI.. III. 4t

KWAN

Name of an insect , a sort of shell-fish.

HWA. A large serpent.

i&> TSUY

HW UY Hwu> koo flS i* an insect whic*

does not live the year round, those born in spring die in sum-

mer ; those brought forth in summer, die in autumn. Name

of some verses written by Confucius.

u

CHUH. A certain insect; a local word fort

spider. A vulgar form ofJM Chfih.

YUH The name of an insect.

T'HUN. Certain insects.

YIN. An insect which destroys clothes and

books, called the VVhite fish. The appearance of motion, or

of agitation.

CHEN, Or Shen. An insect of the cricket

kind, it appears in the fifth moon. The gryllus. Po'.loa. A

certain kind of carriage. A man's name.

SHOO. A sort of bat.
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PUNG.

The appearance of insects flying in confusion.

T'HAE. Name of an insect.

VVOQ. An insect with a shell wing case.

TSZE. Name of an insect.

PUH.

Small insects. Read P'hS, A kind of serpent.

LIN. A sort of fire-fly.

TSEAOU.

'/Ill
The larva? of the Mantis Precatonus.

SHEN. Name of a certain animal.

KING. A sort of cricket.

[- -i -FAOU. A short worm in the abdomen. Jaou

hwny $t tBj a short and a long spiral worm found in the

Mtis

abdomen.

TANG. Same as j|f Tang, To move.

*

TSUH. A certain insect.

HAN. A kind of worm.

SEAOU. Name of an insect.

MOW. A kind of spider.

CHUNG. Animals, either inhabiting earth i

water, which have feet i quadrupeds and bipeds; insects, those

without feet are called% Che. A surname. Chung poo jj&

^B the class Chung includes Insects, reptiles, &c.

SIN. An animal resembling a crab.

PE. Name of an insect.

CHUEN. A net for rabbits

T'HANG. A serpent said to resemble a dra-

gon, to fly, and to cause rain; called also Divine serpent.

LUNG. Name of an insect.

TOO. Insects in wood
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PA. Name of an insect.

Same as si! E.

Same as $H Jaou.

CHOO. Name of a hill.

TANG. Same as jjg T5ng.

HEE. Name of an insect.

CHE. Name of an insect.

Same as W Kee.

SEUEN.

The appearance of injects walking or flying.

Same as $& Fan.

ft

SAOU. Dry ground.

CHUNG. A multitude of locusts.

Same as 1

"

Che.

E&

Uljjr*
Same a ^ Jung. Alio the Mme

J9^
Jura.

The name of a country.

Tsan.

Same as til Tin.

Same as eaou.

A form of & Kwei.

An animal Hid to referable a jellow dog.

pronunciation not known.

THIRTEEN STROKES.

TANG. Name of an insect.
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CH'HING.

A species of oyster of an oval figure. Also read Shing.

Same as IS Le.

KEANG. The silk-worm appearing dead.

HEAE. A crab.

GO. Same as

SHEN. A worm; an insect of the cricket kind.

Read Tan, An earth bee or wasp. Read To, A marine animal.

E. Tneantj the white or black ant, for which

the Chinese have a great variety of names. E
lg||

' used by

the people in petitions for the pronoun I. Name of a hill.

A vulgar form of ijf|
La.

KING. A sort of frog.

TA. The name of an insect.

HEANG

Name of an insect of the silk worm species.

* CHEN.
Species of toad, parts of which

eaten medicinally by the Chinese, and also applied to ulcers;

it is variously denominated.

û̂
KE. The name of an insect.

*

Same as ^ Shin.

w

Y1H. A small wasp or bee.

TSZE, and Tseih. The name of an insect.

SHE. Name of an insect; a species of loc-ust

Same as
tfjjjj

Ye.

LO. A shell fish of the spiral screw-form kind,

usually called the green and pearly snail. The name of a fish

See above under ifeS Lo.

*

i

Same as ^ Shoo.

An ancient form of ft Fung.

S1H. A certain insect,
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K'HIN. Name of an insect.

YING, A disagreeable big bellied insect, which

oils things and makes black white, and white black , hence

used to denote Specious intriguing flatterers, who change the

real state of things and introduce confusion. Name of an ani-

m;il which destroys these insects or vermin. A man's name.

Same as -JB Kew.

An erroneous form of M Tselh.

|VjIIftMai KWO, and Ko. Certain insects.

CH'flAE.

A species of scorpion in whose tail is a
sting. A sting

situated in the tail, at the sling of a bee, of a wasp, and so on.

A nuu's name. A thorn.

Original form of
jj||

Le.

u

I SlH- AD iniect that detours the paddcc.

YUNG. An insect. Some say silk- worm.

/

HEUEN. A (mall iusect found in wells, known

furious names i appearance of aa insect walking.

CART i. TVL. in. 4 e

Same as 35 Tsze.

LEEN. Name of an insert.

SIH. Insects.

u

CH'HUH. Name uf an insect about the sue

of one's finger, and reiembling a silk worm. A roan's o*roe.

CHIH. A certain aquatic insect.

YEN. The figure of an insect.
m
*

Original form of f|s Kwo.

. . o

HEE. An insect with a sting.

FOW. A sort of locust.

f

MAOU. A certain insect.

YEN. Name of an insect.

LUY. The name of an insect.
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CHEN. Insects.

Original form of Si Wei.

CHUNG.

A sort of locust. Some say an ancient form of
&j$5> Chung.

A vulgar form of ^ Ning.

Same as v$| Hea.

Same as H Sih

Same as W Ne*.

Same as m HS.

Same as ? Gaou.

Same as Chth.

Same as W Meih

CM'HAE.

Poisonous insect', or those which sting

Same as 5^ Mang.

T'HANG. A certain insect.

MKEN. A certain insect.

HEAE. Name of a shell fish, which walks side-

ways. Heae, or Pang hcae

it side-ward motion.

the crab, so called from

FOURTEEN STROKES.

TSE. A certain insect.

Original form of the preceding.

HEUN, Insects produced by warmth or hea^:.

WEI. Name of an insect.

Same as 4 Fei.

9
CHEN. An appellation of the hoirse lizard.

\ ING. A name of the house lizard,
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i

Same as gf Hing, or Ying.

Same as JjH Heen,

PIN. Name of a pearl.

TM1NG. A sort of frog.

A vulgar form of $Jq Keen.

PEAOU.

Used for the Nidus of the Mantis Prectorius.

MUNG.

A small flying insect. A summer's insect.

'J3? TSUNG. Name of an insect

POVV, or Foo. Locusts.

t|**35* HAOU. The rough coarse oyster ; a cluster of

oysters is called IPs? Ill Haun-shan, the spat of the oyster

the Chinese compare to a stone. Name of a place.

JOO. Slight tremulous motion ;
the metioa of

insects , the name of an ancient state.

Tin- appearance of insects walking
LEE

Same as JR Che. A man's name.

HWO, Or O.
Chlbhwo^jJ|. worn,

also a worm peculiar to the mulberry tree. Read Y, To ap-

pear to advance and stop, as a worm docs when progressing.

A vulgar form of fi$ Tse'e
1

.

Original form of A$ Yin.

CHO.

A certain animal of the monkey species ; a kind of small frog.

KE. Name of an insect.

TSING. The same as $ Tsing

TUNG. An insert. Some say A tadpole.

FEI. Name of a quadruped

E. Name of an animal.

Same as jut Fan.
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I'\\ AN. A certain bard scalj auiroal ; ome

lay A small water tortoise.

Same as \ ; He?

Same as J^ Hwang
1

Same as 3 [ Too.

PEEN. A sort of pearl.

Same as (H Ko

Same as ISChun.

TSEE. A sort of crab.

HO. The poison or sting of an insect.

Same as jS Yen.

YANG. Name of an insect.

Same as i Chih.

TSEEN. Name of an insect.

MEE. A small insect; a sort of lop or fly.

FAN.

Ke fan
^fl JgE a certain insect which comes forth at night.

j=& r5& TING. The second sleep of the silk-worm.

Same as Chae.

Name of an insect.

LUY. Name of a bird.

TSEE.

An animal proper to the sea, and which resembles a crab.

Same as

CHIil. The name of an insect.

WAN. Mosquitos.

SEAV. Name of an insect.
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*i
JA . The wax formed by bcci

; tee* wax ; waxed '

a r, AMI from a certain tree.

LEU. Name of an insect.

rA2>

u

ju^ M1H, Certain insect*.

CHOO. Name of a poisonous insect.

Same as
jjjjt

Mow.

MEIH. Melb mS lg V$ exertion; effort

Name of an insect, insects eating into

wood. Also read Lo, and occurs denoting A shell fun. Name

of a hill ; a man's name.

CH'HUN. To more; a kind of internal crawk

ing motion like that of insects. Simple; foolish; doltish.

Chun tsze
^g|--f- sillj ,- stupid ; foolish. Che chun

JWJJ ||f

expresses the same.

LAE. A poisonous insect.

A vulgar form of Eg Hwuy, or Wei.

MAOU. Name of an insect.

L.E. A ipecies of ojrter, called aUo fk\- ^

TART I. TOL. III. 4

Mow Ic. Shlh le Tj BJffi the name of a fi>h.
I -TTl

JUEN.

A stir of insccU cither by crawling or
flight.

Y1H. Name of an insect.

HEA. Name of a certain, insect.

Same as ^ HeS.

Same as $& Hee.

SOW. A word which occurs in the Budfc boott.

Same as Sil Pe.

JUEN. The motion of inse<

Same as f Keuen.

SIXTEEN STROKES.

NEE.

Certain raonitro*itie awongsl birds bast, atd iiiccli.

I

UJ
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41

ii

LKIH. VVild silk worm*.

^ YUEN, Late silk worms.

NEIH, or Nth. Name of an insect.

LOO. Certain insects.

. Insects that eat the Wares of grain.

Same as 4$* He.

HIN, and Heen. A sort of worm.

CHEN. Insects.

SE AiOU. Seaou seaou $tj frfi the name ofau

iiinc I called a small j>ider,
with long legs.

WEI, A kind of serpent.

YC. A sort K)f wasp.

:Z9? CHOO.

Keu choo 4S iSfe name of a certain insect.

LUNG.

A lar^e species of ant. A certain quadruped ,
the name

of a divinity. A sort of insect that resembles the leaf of n

tree, and whose cry ii Lung.

PANG. A surname.

An insect that breeds in wood, and that corrodes Woks

TSEEN. A sort of cricket.

'HA. A certain insect; some say, A scorpion.

HEUEN. Name of an insert.

Same as yfc Wan, A mosquito.

Original form of ^ Mow

it. N'umeofau insect that eats the blades of gr<s>

PIN. Name of an insect.

CHIN. Insects walking.
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TOO. Insects that corrode things.

TSEW. Same a. 1 T.ew, A kiad of ,pMer

LE. A sort of oyster.

E. Ants

Same as fife Pe.

TSEEN. Same as ^ Tseen.

Original form of } Chae.

Same as $j Ming.

SEW. The name of a divinity.

Same as ft Tsan.

CH'HAE. A poisonous insect.

Same as m Hea

LE. To cut.

1 JlAlMCr AD animal called a diviue terpeLt

SEEN.

Appears to be a tort of ibell-fitb. Alto read Tie'ea.

FUNG. A bee or waip. Alio read Puog

Fun;; cliae^ ^ the ilingofa bee or waip. Hwaog fung

''A ^ * wa*P' *' e '[ '1 ^un ^ ;S a honey b.

V lli. A certain imall waiitcd waip or bee.

PING. A sort of mussel.

TSAN. A species of crab.

Y1NG. A sort of cricket.

A sort of iniect that feeds on the mulberry

A sort of shell Gh ; used alto fur an aat.

l'\

V __
~

TO^Ht^ JANG. An insert resembling a locut, bul

smaller, and which preys on the mulberry.

SEEN. A serpent.
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NEUf. A small insect.

KOO. Worms in the abdomen ; a vessel iajured

hj iusecU, a poisonous preparation; ghosts or manes of the

dead ; the name of an animal. Suspicious ; to deceive and

impose upon. Name of one of the Kwa. Read E, Flattering.

Sing k.,o
changer || Jj||

aswelling of the abdomen.

WEI. Ants with wings.

KE. Name of an insect; an earth \tee.

SEE. A kind of butterfly.

YO. An insect that emits light ; a sort of fire-fly.

1-iLU. Name of an insect, that if born in the

morning and die at night.

K.EUEN. Name of an insect, said to be pro-

duced from corrupted vegetables. Clean ; pure ; bright. To

illustrate; lo put aside. To remit ; haste; speed. Read Kwei,

Applied to a particular kind of paper.

YINTG. Worms in the abdomen.

Same as Keu.

Same as W Nee

Original form of ^ Tsaou.

MOW.

Same as "%: Mow. Read Mung, An unfavorable prog-

nostic, derived from divination on the tortoise slielh

FEI.

An animal like a cow, with a white head and a serpent's tail

TSZE. A kind of tortoise.

TSEEN. Insects.

Same as if Hee.

YING. A kind of tortoise.

MANG. Insect*.

EIGHTEEN STROKES.

HVVUY. A large kind of tortoise, which

said to make a noise with the itomnch. The- name of a con-

stellation.
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YUKN. Late silk-worms.

T'HO. A sort of fabulous animal resembling

a man's face, with sheep's horn, and a tiger's claws.

TSAN. Tsan ff or Tsan chung f! Jjj,
the

tafr

Km

bombax or silk worm ; there are several varieties. A man's

name. The name of a place.

KING. Insects.

KEU. Name of an insect.

K'HEUEN. Name of an insect that delights

to eat the leaves of melons; it has a shell wing-case, some a

large sting. Read Hwan, A sort of scaly Mams.

WEI. Late silk-worms.

TOO. Insects that corrode wood.

SHWANG. Name of an insect.

An ancient form of
gsjj Chung.

P'HE IH . A sort of insect ; a kind of grasshopper.

TiRT I. TOL. III. 4 s

YIH. A small sort of vespa.

Same as \ \ Tsan.

Same as go Tseen, The manner in which iosecU

corrode a thing.

MO. Name of an insect.

MIH. A small sort of mosquito.

Same as H To.

CH'HAE. A fish that uiet iff tail like a

1 OANG. Rocks appearing loftj and daogero at.

A character which occurs in the Budb book*,

and denotes Broken, or the organization destroyed.

TlUun*
A kind

horns ; name of an insect.

i iaid lo be '

' and Le - A sort of lizard.

Same as Fo\v.
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HIO A. and Ho. Certain insects.

TSJEEN. Insects corroding a thing.

An erroneous form of M Lo.

MAN. The southern barbarians; a tribe that

chatters like some birds. The name of a bird. A surname.

Commonly used for a rude and barbarous people, or those that

the Chinese esteem so. Unreasonable. In ancient times, when

the Chinese supposed that their territory was in the middle of

the world, they divided the surrounding foreigners thus :

"j[^

the nine JSare on lhe east> the

eight Te'th are in the north, the seven Jung' are on the west,

the eight Man are in the south, and next beyond these, fin the

four point) of the compass) are four deserts.

NAN. Name of an insect.

MEIH. A bee.

Same as la Chae, A sliu*. Al> read T'hl.

E. An ant.

CHUN. Insects in motion.

HWANG, Name of an insect.

CH'HUN,

The appearance of agitation and constant motina.

S HWANG. Name of an insect.

TWENTY STROKES.

A vulgar form of Jjf Tsan.

A vulgar form of fi| Tse'e.

FEI. Name of an insect.

KEO, Or Keu. The arae at the precedinj ,

and applied also to certain reptiles.

u

(_/rl U ti. Name of an insect a kind f spider.

Same as EC Wan.

*
Same as ^ Chung-

TSEE. A species of cricket.
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LE. A kind of oyster.

Fi MEIH. A bee, or honey.

v

T'HA. Name of an insect.

CHLJH.

A kind of lop or flea; a local word for a spider.

YUNG.

Name of an insect. Some say A silk-worm

Original form of jjE Pe.

Original form of || Chen,

Same as 4| Tsze.

YIN. An insect that corrodes' books.

Same as ||j Too.

Same as
jfg^ Tang.

A form of jjll Keang.

Same as
l|g Jang.

C/ll A. An inieclthat makes a web like aspidrr

Same as ^ Yung.

WAN.

Name of an iniect ; an infect curtiog iltelf up.

LIN.

A very small kind of mosquito. Also read Mil.

Same as 4jk Pe.

Same as Man.

Original form of ^ Jang.

Sut LWAN. Name of an insect.

HEEN. A small shell fish.

Original form of ^ Fow.

Saint ai f Che. Otherwise written Eg Che.
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4i&p&pEp&p
LING. A sort of fire-fly.

Same as {P Tseaou.

A form of |f Chen, or Shen.

HWAL. A word, the scnic of which is not known.

A kind of dragon. The found is not known.

Original form of i|j Tsaou.

CXLIII RD RADICAL.

HEUE. The blood of victims offered in sa-

crifice, hence from Ming JfJ^ a vessel ; the hissing sound

ofHeue*, is probably an imitation of the sound of the blood

issuing from the slaughtered victim. The / Peib, is to re-

present the blood running into the vessel. Blood. Keih lime

^i JDL lo weeP blood, the most poignant distress. HeuS iinb

kwan tung JJ^ JJ^< f jj|j
denotes in composition the same

vein of thought running through several paragraphs. Yew f hay.

me niu shin sze; seu jin heue
eszeche^q" jjg| 3j^ -jj- j[j[h

PI jIIA -tffl- Jl Ji %. they had a terap'e to a s ddess

called Chay.me, to whom it was necessary to sacrifice with hu-

man blood ; said of an ancient tribe in the neighbourhood of

Kan.sfih province. Tsze heug wei sin
J&jj jfjj, ^ jp by an

incision to spill their blood they pledge their faith, said of the

former inhabitants of Kwei-chow province. Neu tsze heuf

e san shih jih yih hea jay
-fa- ^- fa j^|^ -|- g

~p 'm, *ne blood of the female descends once in thirty days.

Shin che ke heuiS, yunseuen urh woo keen
J| ~/f 5^ jJl^

the aura and blood in the human body
3 |

revolves (or circulates) without ceasing) Ke yew fung yaj,

heu yew shwu, yay the

aura of the bod; resembles the wind in nature; and the blood,

the water. Heue" ya sib
jffj^ ^ salmon colour.

TING. To settle the breath.

Same as the preceding.

Same as tfffi Nuh.

SEUH.

An erroneous form of ^gD Sefih

HWANG. Blood.

KING. A distinct fixed view
;
or settled

-,
fixed.
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PEL

Coagulated blood. Read Pow, An abortion ; a thing un-

formed. Read Fow, Name of a plant.

NUH.

To wound with sharp weapons. To bleed at the nose.

HEUE. Rent; broken.

Vulgar form of fit Nfih.

HWANG. The blood rushing to the heart,

^1*, es"
"-"

' Same as ]5. Hwang.
Jffitt.

MIH. The pulse.

HIN. With the blood of victims to smear the

vnsel> used in sacrifice. To put a cloth cover on ipears,

lances, and others weapons. Same as @ Bin.

SIX STROKES.

Same as *| Chung, or *S Chung A large con-

course of; a multitude
;
a great number. Many. The name of

a itar, of a district, and of a plant' A surname.

PART I. TOL. III. 4 r

MEIH. The pulse.

NL. From Nood and ear. Name of a bloody

lacrifice. Whenever a victim it to be slain, the hair ii firU

removed from the can, to 'ultimate a desire that the godi many

listen. To procure blood from the note of a victim to iirr

the vessels used in sacrifice.

K1H.

The face smeared with blood. Same as f& Kia.

Same as fH Too.

MWAN. To smear with blood.

TSUY. The genitals of an infant.

Same as %* Tan

NEIH. Sorrowful

Original form of ^ Ming.

An erroneous form of Mtl>.

T'HAN. Same a* g T.n.
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lit

K\VO. The blood of a dog.

K'HAN. Coagulated sheep's blood.

GOW. To vomit.

MING.

An uatli ratified by the shedding of blood.

iJKi Same as $fc Kan.

Same as the preceding.

[\'ti.\ H. To vomit; to Tomit forth the breath*

the noise of smacking the lip*.

TS IN. To moisten with the breath.

An ancient form of $? MeTh.

Tsin.

Original form of jhjj Keen.

. Name of an aquatic plant

19

KI'J. To smear with blood, as on si

Sliopmcn on commencing busineis smear their sign board with

the blood of a victim for success. To cut asunder.

N U H. Smeared ; soiled ; dirty.

Same as 11 Poo.

Same as IP Tsin.

stagnated.

HOO. Smeared or soiled with bUod.

TWELVE STROKES

TSEU. Soup made from meat.

HWUY. A bloody face.

Jin-
To draw towards one and strike. Tostrike add draw blood

K Jj. To cut asunder ;
to kill sacrifices

,
to smear

a sacrifice with blood.
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Same as 68 Kan.

Same as

NUNG. A bloody swelling.

YE. Blood.

Same as to NOh.

TT
Same as i& Tseu.

MEfc]. Smeared or soiled with blood.

A vulgar form of the two following

Same as the following.

HEIH, and Hwth

A wound causing pain ; a wounded heart.

Same as $ Kan.

Same as the preceding.

CXLIV RADICAL.

HANG.

In Kang-hc rend HSng. Commonly pronounced Hing, To

walk; logo; to slate to in words. A paths a road. Read

Hang, Arranged in order; a class or series ; a house of business

for commercial purposes. Arranged in order, as soldiers in Ihe

ranks ;
a company of twenty-five, or of a hundred men. A

class, or company j
one sort of persons; a series or order. A

- mercantile house; a factory. Also read Hing, To act; to tlo,

to perform. The actions; the conduct. In an official sense

To send to
;
to transfer a legal case to some inferior magistrate.

To walk ; lo go. A path; a road. Hing chen te T-
jpjj fy

to walk the field of battle; is the same as Seun she
3^{ |J3

to reconnoitre. Sew hing che sze seen tang ping tscui! yin jflh

f^f^ifti-Jr- ttttlt he who would

adorn his moral conduct must first expel entirely the influence

of lust. Fflh Icth kcih sew hing
fjjjj |g? j^J^ fa Budh,

through successive Kulpas cultivated virtue, and
j[ ^- &|

F)\ J& ^ I>"-** ching taou, attained perfection as a Poo-

si divinity; after which he Hcang shin yu Mo-yay R&
jtillt

I k ,. ,

/^ |Jp I||)
descended as a god by meansjof his mother Maia ;

on theSlhd.iy ofthc fourth moon in the 24 years of El {0 T
King Cluwu of the Chow dynasty. Hing fang sze /f-T" J*~ ~^.

to do the business of the room; i. e. to have sexual intercourse

with. Hing le to perform obeisance on any religion
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act of worship, or ceremony. Hing ma /ff |*i
a cheval de

frise. Hing chuen keTh jTh ft $$ j|f
a lucky day for

wiling a boat. Hing che pBh twan fa \\" ^ $}cj
incorrcc',

immoral conduct.

An ancient form of ffifc KweK

WYf A form of Taou.

If

Same as the preceding.

Prom water and to go. Water oierOow-

ing ; to inundate ; a wide spreading lake ; to spread out;

elegant ; to ramble, to spread to an excessive degree, prolix

repetition, applied to sentiment and to itjle. The name of a

A surname.

K H Al\ . Joy and rejoicing; feasting and merry.

flf
making at the reception of a guest ; enjoying ease and compo-

sure ; fixed, settled, sincere, speech.

AW An erroneous form of the preceding.

>ffljT
KWEI - Towards.

HANG. Name of. a hill

HANG

Hang hang^1 a vulgar epithet of a band of musicians.

X1TT YUEN. Same as the preceding.

y^TfT KING. The appearance of walking ,

Same as ft Wang. To go.

YU. To stand by and wait on,

LING. A road, path, or way.

HEEN. Puffing ; bragging ; boaitiag i
o

to sale ; pedantic , recommending one's self. Tize beeo,

va vaunting one's self.

AJb-m S1IUH. From among-*/ grain where the path

is not easily discerned. To walk ;
a path or roadj a foot path ;

a

road in the midst of a city. The way of doing a thing. An art

or artifice , a trick j a plan ; a device ; a scheme t a precept or

rule ; the means of effecting some end ; sometimes in a good

sense, but often referring to demoniacal arts ; witchcraft, Ac.

An occupation ; art or trade pursued for a livelihood.

Same as J Ching.

AJane . atlrec ,.

K'HKO. Wearied; fatigued.
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HANG.

A path or road through a hamlet or village , a lane.

A street which affords a passage in

~
>l

every direction; a path; any street; a place where people

crowd together as in a market. Applied to the places where

the pulse is felt. Name of a pavilion, of a
territory, of a

valley, and of a state.

A vulgar form of f|j Heen.

To walk under covert, or incognito. Small
; minute.

- ai"e as Keen.

An erroneous form of^ Ching.

YUNG. From to walk and a path through. A lane.

I A. In ancient times an officer's tent
;

in the

army distinguished by a flag which was called Ya, hence in

later times applied to any civil or military court. The name

of a place ; a surname. A distant or remote appearance.

An ancient form of |fj Suh.

Same as |f)] K5.

TART I. VOL. III. 4 G

TII hank things about to icll. Also read Hcuru.

TSEEN. To tread upon.

HOG.

lino-lung the streets of Peking are called by this nine.

"EI. Togo forward and oppoied la. To ac-

company and offer resistance to any attack. To escort ; tu

protect ; to hang pendant down, in allusion to the liaei outiide

a camp i an unwalled town; a military station. A surname;
the name of a country, and uf a river.

Same as $}j Taou.

HIM.

To walk in secret. Read Been, The appearance of openin*.

APf
I

C'H'H UNG. To eicite; to more; sudden

motion ; abrupt ,
a path or thoroughfare ; a kind of war chariot

Same as $5 Keen.

Same as ff Yu.

HWUY. Excellent; good.
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TEN STROKES.

WEI. To go forward and opposed to. To ac-

company and offer resistance to any attack. To escort; to

protect ; to hang pendant down, in allusion to the lines out-

side. a camp; an unwalled town ; a military station. A sur-

name; the name of a country; the name of a river. Pang

yew seang wei
jjB

-k? 4O
j|r

friends defend each other.

She wei
/f^p |^j

or Yu tseen she wei
^||j "^j* ji fe the

Imperial body guard.

An ancient form of j|| Taou.

True ; correct ; unmixed.

YU.

To stop ;
to hinder. Read Soo, To be clean or pure .

IUNG.

Tii< t with which light and heavy are adjusted) or by which

things are weighed or measured. A balance ; certain rails

about a gallery ;
the space between the eyebrow and eye,

which expands when smiling or laughing. The centre part of

the Tow measure. Transverse ;
a kind of frame to prevent

horned animals goring ; an ornament for the heads of cattle,

used as victims. Ten catties. The controuler of mountain

forests; string to fasten on a cap. A surname.

To lead; to direct in some path.

An erroneous form of ffj Taou.

Original form of ||j Chung.

xyny~
'J J5|T

Same as
|cj Hang.

Same as HI Taou.

Original form of

Same as |tf Hang.

Wei.

>f2tT
K'HEU - Same as the following.

Iv HtiU. A street, lane or road, which is a

general thoroughfare, and which has diverging roads in all

directions. Name ofa district. A surname. Ta keu shan

~TC $Pf 111 an island to the oothvrard of Choo-san./^ IRI r^
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CXLV TH RADICAL.

Garments for the upper part of the body. Clothes , a

cover, cloak, or case of almost any kind ; a shell or skin

of fruit. E kwan kin show
~jl\t ^vf

/

<$^ jsjf
a clothed and

capped beast, referring to a literary man who lived in incest

with Ms grandfather's concubine. E woo tae win ~A -ffl-

don't clothe too warmly.

LEAOU.

Small breeches
;
short garments for the limbs.

ii

1 UH. A sort of official slaves formerly dis-

tinguished by coloured garments. Name of a star. To come

to an end ; to die. Hurried ; precipitate.

An ancient form of
-fjq

E.

Same as the preceding.

Same as fp Pwan.

KliiANCf. Tape, sash, orribbandfor fastening

clothes. A string or tape for connecting garment*.

Same as FJJ Kin.

KAN. To rub and open out one's garment*.

A certain garment worn of women.

Y U , A sort of bag or cloth for bundling up clothes.

KUNG. Garmenti that clothe the trunk.

PL.AOU. The outer garments; the highest

point of. Exterior; external; to manifest externally ; any

thing setup as a guide; statement offered to a superior; a

manifest. It is applied to relations by the mother's side, as

they do not partake of the same surname, but constitute one

Tang *jg
or house. Name of a place. A surname. She

shin peaou fj4
IS

^fe
a watch. Peaou yTh she kung sic

che tsing ^ fl^
it

JJJ. ^ j.^
to manifest for once

a feeling of having things in common with a friend.

TSAE, or ChaC. Tsae heae

ments which bind about or cover the knees.
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J-jl -

JK~\ tO. To spread out one's garments ; garments

between the outside and inmost garments.

E. A kind of selvage on the neck, or any other

uurt of a garment ;
a sleeve or cuff.

YIH. Clothes
;
black garments.

1 CH(J. A single garment; cool clothes; short

^W

garments which leave the legs at liberty.

"*
SAN, or Shan.

A short garment; a tingle garment; a general term for

clothes or garments.

r'HAN. A band to fasten garments about one.

T'HE. A divinity. To pull together with the

hand the folding part of a garment when it is torn .

FOUR STROKES.

- 1-*

An ancient form of j*| Peaou.

t OO. The front part of a garment, th;it which

hangs down before and covers the inferior garments. Breeches

which are put on over drawers.

TOW. The cuff of a garment.

KWAN, and Keuen.

From public and garment. Imperial raiment ;
court dresses.

u

r'HO- The sleeve or cuff of a garment. Read

Fuh, The garments of foreigners.

TEAOU. The clothes to bind a corpse inside

a coffin ; the garments or shrowd of a dead man. Certain

garments of barbarous foreigners.

FUN.

Large garments; long robes; the appearance of fine long robes.

Same as the preceding.

From weak and clothe*. Wearin

away like a garment; to fade; to decline; to become weak ;

to lessen; to diminish; to fall off; to exterminate. Read

t'luiy, Mourning garments; the name of a city. Shwac jo

-J3r
C?S feeble. Jin fze shih e shang, tseih tun keS ke lelh

shwae tuy A ^ f#U |[J -II f1 ^7^ !

man at and above the age of forty suddenly feels his strength

fail. Neen lelh shwae mae ^ ~J]^ jS strength enfeebled

through age Shwae yung^ J||
a person whose strengtU

and capacity have failed, and who is unfit for office. Shwa laou

failed and old.

An erroneous form of ^ Pa.
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KEIH. The binder part of a garment, long

garments ; the border of a garment that folds over ( that which

iiirnmmls the neck.

NA. A robe of the Budh priest). NJ e

certain garments of the Budh priests. Pe ni

on the priest'* robe.

to put
1

It

CHUNG. A sort of small breeches.

PEAOU. Same as $| Peaou.

TAN. A hem or border.

HOO. Short garments.

Xc pi J * H . Garment* daily wora ; garment worn

by a woman next her person.

, OF Pel. The sleeve or cuff of a irurmo*Ij*

Tt,
CHOO. Same as j Choo.

CH'HUNG. Trowsers or breeches.

CHUNG. Applied to punishments, denotes

Justice and equity, neither too severe nyr tou lijjht ;
wli il

J-ARI I. Yl'L. III. 4

if right and juil. The garment! ithintide ; the garmeoti

otdinarily worn about oue'i pertan ; internal moral goodortt;

sincerity of heart ( moral rectitude; sincerity. Internally j

to perceive thoroughly.; to wind about the heart. The heart ;

the mind.

rtFillet or selvage that binds any pa

' F

of a garment, as about the neck or the knee. Urge long.

garments that hang dwn over the knees, as a petticoat.

^_ .k.

K'HE. Ke che :& * or Kea >h* ]

a coarse kind of hair cloth garment worn by Chinese nun

of the Budh sect.

SEA I . A garment that wraps round \ a kind

of apron. Distorted j irregular ( lewd
j vicious. Used in Ike.

sense of9R Seay, and
jjrr Seay .

J EN, Neen, Or Chen. A selvage or border

of a garment ; an upper garment worn by brides. A garment

that covers the knees. In all its senses it has a reference lo

certain parts of dress.

-t
/fCXf CHE. Certain garments peculiar to the nun*

of the Budh sect, aod'enjoined by the rules of their order.

5t>"|*
JIN. The front part of a garment han-iog

down before. The part of a garment which folds over and

buttons or fastens with loops -at the side. A mat to sleep

on. Certain fastening of a coffin.

J

\~"f-T
' * '"S C8Tef'e'i * covering ;

a cover-

ing or sbrowd for a corpse.
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KIN. A small sash or girdle; to string; to

fasten to clothes; the part of a garment which surrounds the

ncrk. To knot ; to bind ; to fasten about.

IKEUN. Military garments. Pure, unmixed.

A vulgar form of ftj Kow.

From a robe. Long garments or

robes. Name of a district. A surname. Yuen-leaou-fan JA

T* M^ or Leaou-fan-yuen-she "7 Wj TtJT
FF" a writer of

the Ming dynasty who held an office at court; he was a native

of Ch-keang.

NEW. Soft raiment.

ME, or Mei, and Keue". The sleeve or

cuff; an embroidered sleeve ; to take hold of and open ; to open

and spread out. The name of a state. Read Jeue
1

, A covering

for the hair Fun me tfl* )fe to separate from a friend.

CH'HAE.

Thorns or prickles , fish bones , petty annoyances-

Same as 5H Peaou.

lliAUU. The garments or ihroud employed

in coffins to wrap the d aj in.

KE A sleeve or cuff.

Same as *h Teaou.

SEAY. Same as %, Seay.

LEI 1 1 To wrap up precipitately.

P'HAN. Same as H Pwan.

Same as Kin.

HEUNG. Long garments.

Same as tgf E.

A form of ^Peaou, Found on stones

FIVE STROKES.

KEA. Certain priests garments.

NA, Mean looking garments,
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m%>
|^

T'HO. The tail of a [Chinese garment that

hangs down behind. Beautiful. To to

appearance, said probably of garments.

long and eaiy

CHOO. Vile or mean garments.

LING.

Lower garments; the garments of a bride.

T'HAE.

A bag or sash ; a purse ; a cover for books.

PAOU, To wrap up ; to make a bundle. The

same as
J{3

Paou. The folding part in front of a garment.

Court robes.

PAOU. From to cover and garment. A long

garment reaching down to the feet and covering the inferior

parts of dress. The front par' of dress.

YA.OU. A kind of stocking.

CHING. A little child's garments,

LA an

tattered raimsnt; mean clothe*.

or reversed, LI si, Bad

PEIH. To pierce.

TSO

A sort of bng or cloth to wrap up clothes. Single garments.

JPl* ' S^ti. Garments rumpled, or not hanging^^
straight down. Double irrort jackets. The folding r- r r

a garment which laps over another.

TSZE. The seam of a garment.

SHAOU. The upper part of breeche*. The

front part of a garment that lapi over the other.

FBI.

A certain part of dress which covers the knee.

T'HAN. To bare the left arm and side,

done in divinntion ; the right side is bared when punishment

is inflicted ; to expose a part of the naked body. Read Chen,

The place where garment! open or fold over. Tan mea

to make bare, or to disclose.

TSEU. Name of a district.

SHUH.

A covering or sheath for a sword. Read Chfih, Coarse.

HO. Same as Ho, A sleeve, or the fore

part of it. Read R'bwa, A sort of shirt or garment neit (he

skin Read K'ho, Double garments.
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GO, or O.

The appearance of garments or clothing. A weak appearance.

IS

SHUH, Or Hetie. A garment with a hole

opened; a part opened for coolness; long garment*; demon's

garments.

KEA.

A short garment; a garment to absorb the perspiration.

3LW. From garment and apanage. The part

ofa garment at which the hands go out and in. The sleeve of

a garment ; the cuff. Sew show kan
'ijlj

3L
i|j

an ulcer

behind theglans penis, and under the prepuce. Sew chung

chflh yih peen shoo
ffl PJ3 jfj j

out of his sleeve.

took a book

A black garment ; single raiment, such

as is worn in warm weather ; garments with flowers worked on

them.

E. The middle part of a garment where it joins

before; the bottom selvage of a garment. The Jeeveorcuff

of a garment.

P HA. A cloth to wrap round and adorn the

forehead ; a kind of turban s a kerchief; a cloth worn to cover

the breast and belly of children. Show pa ^p- ifj
a hand-

kerchief. Tow pa g in a turban.

Same as the preceding.

Certain garments worn by barbarians. A

covering for the knee. Read FBh, Children's garments.

Read Fei, A sort of apron or covering for the knees.

TE. Certain short garments.

MO. A sort of sash or band to bind the clothes

about the loins. Read Wa, Stockings.

PO. The appearance of clothes.

FOO. Full dress ; gay, rich dress.

Same as *& Kuan.

Ife
C'HIH. tbe sheath of a sword, a mould or

pattern. Used for Ifit Chih.

L/Hlri. A cover or case for books, to pierce

as with a needle; a satchel made with a needle, used bj women.

A period of ten years. A surname.

J EN, Neen, or Chen. \ selvage or border

of a garment worn by brides. A garment that covers the

knees, lu all its senses it has a reference to certain parts

of iire*s.

HEU. A large sort of breeches.
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ffl
JUNG.

Long garments ; certain garments called devil's garments.

f

V AIM. plaiu garments without any colour ; hot

with garments ; abundance of clothing.

I

NK. Mourning dress for the head. Ene/ft?

a good well-looking dress.

E. A long robe or garment ; a long flowing appear-

ance of the dress ; a sleeve. A long coverlid, or counterpane.

MOW\ The parts of a garment above the sash

*& Kwang,or girdle. Long garments. Kwang mow Eg

denotes east and west; Mow, north and south.

^
w

T'HO. The part where garments open ; a large

opening at the sleeve or collar ; opened wide , extensive.

u

W A. A sort of bandage for the breech, worn by

poor people. Used in the sense of
ifij

KeiSh.

KOW . A sort of covering for the thighs with-

I*

out any breech. A kind of mourning garment. Read Ken,

The name of a hill.

m H tJN . The appearance of garments wav-

ing or shaking. Read Teen and Tee
1

, An upper garment or

fold which covers the joining of the inferior one.

FART I. VOL, III. 4 1

HEEN.

Good garment! , elegant clothing. Alio read Heuen.

K'HEU. The sleeve of a garment ; in orna-

mented slcerc or cuff; appearance of raiting the slcete ;
the

mouth of a ileeve.

TSZE.

Seems to refer to silk, but the sense if not clear.

PE, OF Pei. The covering spread over a per-

son when sleeping. To cover over ; to extend to; to add to j

to be added to ; the sign of the Passive in Verbs ; to cover with

or to put on clothes; to prepare or provide; the space en-

closed by joining the ends of one's fingers and thumb. A

surname. Wei he pe sbang 15 shwdy shin szc
2JJ Tff

positively or assuredly, was wounded, fell

over board and was drowned.

LEIH. To bind or wrap up.

10 ame as Yin.

Same as ^ Chlh.

PAOU. Long breeches, or pantaloons.

Same as Chlh.
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Same as ]=f Yiih

Same as x$\ Ko\r.

Same as *ffl Sew.

Same as 3? Kin.

Same as ^[ Go.

KEEN. Old clothes.

SIX STROKES

JH. A wrapper for making a bundle of

clothes, or any thing else, is called /pi ^(fr Paou fuh.

1 o'HEIH. Garments that cover the knees.

K h.. The name of a place. Read Ch'he, and

No, Long handsome garments ; robes.

'-Hill. Same as the preceding. Also garments

spread or stretched out. Read Ke, To jien out garments

Read To, Soft garment!

K'HOO. Clothing for the legi and thighs;

trowsers ; pantaloons. They are called by various names in

differci t parts of tlie empire. Taou koo /re MS breeches or

paiitaloons that come over all.

JIN.

1 he part of a garment that laps or folds oer another.

KEANG. Name of a plant.

K K, A . A garment that is double or has a lining.

E. The seam of a garment. One says, A selvage

or part of the <lrcis which girds or binds about

KEAOU.

Keaou leaou *3 xHf small drawer* or trowsers.

CIIOO. Garment that fits the body.

[ SUN. From clothes and to preserve A baud

or sash to fasten clothes with.

MiH.

The belly or abdomen- Certain mourning jarmeitls.

. . \'

KKE. To pull up the clotbe< .- to hold i.p the

lower garment', vs if carrying loiurtkiog in an apron.

Iff
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Long garments.

SI11H. To bind or wrap up.

U KH . Garments rumpled, not plain acd smooth.

The seam of a garment puckered.

y

LO.

A little child's clothes. Read K5, A sleeve; a seam.

JOO.

Bad, tattered garments ; rags used to stop the seams of boats.

Certain garments ; a sort of waistcoat, or

an old saying. Listen to the master's decision. Tue kcea

to diminikh the number or quantity of. T-e cl.<

to annul or do away with an office.

YIN. Certain garment*/ tl.oie near cue's per-

ton. Several folds of garments.

cover for the back and breast without arms.

CHOO. Red garments.

I
K WEI, Or Kwa. Longgannents ; a kind of

gown or external female garment that reaches to the feet.

The sleeve or cuff of a garment.

TO. Sleeve or cuff of a garment.

TSAE. from garments and tt wound or cut.

To cut out clothes i to tear or rend ; to cut off; to diminish the

umber or quantity; to plant in one's mind; to conjecture.

Tszc ko taon, ting choo tsae g

The ends or top of a collar. Read Heuen, Good garment*

Remnants of silk left after cutting out

clothes. To tear silk or cloth. To tear or split open ; to rivi-,

to rend ; to split. A man's name. Peth tc?
Jj J toro ;

rent. Me'iS It? \rf 2P\ harsh, destructive government.

LUNG. A sort of short breeches that cover

only the upper part of the thigh, worn only by labouring peo-

ple. A sort of petticoat. Read Tung, A garment with short

sleeves.

CIl'HUNG. Short garments.

Original form of t Lew.

LEIH. Same as Jj| Leth.

KEEN. Certain ancient garments.

JIN. Same as : Jin.
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!'E Torn; rent; broken-

HU'AE. To put into the sleeTCj to conceal.

KEEN Ancient garments.

LEIH. To bind or wrap round.

CHEN. A sort of iotennoliale piece of doth,

pat between the otai4eml mer Uiiwg of a ginoent.

Same as flB Joo.

YUEN.

The part of a garment that Up* OTCT ; a ileeTe or cuff.

KEUEN. Not having or being.

JL'NG. Garments, clothes.

Same as S Kwan

SEVEN STROKES.
> .

^U SHOO. Tattered garments; rags.

NEAO U. To Wio4 rooBd

nee ted with to a great distance, or depth ; profound * remote,

oft, delicate.

8eam of a

m

KEA. Same sa
Jfe

Kei. Read Kei. The part

of a garment that hpj OTCT, to wrap up and conceal.

. A sort of pin-a-fore, or bib.

\j

K'HWAN. To effect ; to bind or tie about.

in under and an upper garment, a suit.

CH'HING. naked ;diob-

ed in a rude barbarous manner. A girdle worn round the

waist ; to wear at the girdle.

HE. A band, ortaih. Something to bind with.

LE. Inside of a garment.

A common form of the preceding.

KEUEN. Garments too light.
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GO.

Full and elegant dress ;
abundance of clothes and finery.

SHIN. The front lap of a Chinese garment.

POW. To collect together; many; nnmeroul;

alio to reduce or take from.

^^^^m

LANG. Mean bad clothing.

KIH, and Keae. \ iort of petticoat, worn

in ancient time* both by men and women. Alto certain gar-

ments of the Budhiiti.

FEI. The ileeye, or cuff of a garment.

E. The lower border of a garment i a border ,

an extreme point or limit. Descendant* ; posterity.

' SHAOU. A slanting piece sowed on to the

lower corner of a Chinese garment.

XS
YU.

From garmenti and a valley. Plenty ; affluent ; generous ;

indulgent; liberal. Yu lingiS IJS the mountain where the

late emperor Kea-king is buried.

WAN. Garments; clothing.

CHIN.

Black coloured garments. Same as^ Cbin.

K.'HE. To connect by a string or band, a

The front and back lap* of a woman'* garment.

TS'HEUN.

A pirticular part of trowsers or pantaloons , short breeebei.

K'HE>\ . Skin garments. Forms a part of

several prcper names. A surname. King kew
ffifj?^ light

skin garments Hoc kcw JjR 3E fox skin garments. Pe kew
JW* ^^

iff f a mm'i name. Too kew -63 ^K the name of a place,
is*- <s\*- _.,_ * -"I*

Sh:iou We kew y^ ^^ to continue the profession of one'i

father.

K'lIEL'N. A petticoat worn by female*, an-

ciently worn by men also. The lower part of drest ; the margin
1

or border of the tortoise shell, or the scale* of a Manis.

TSC. To cut off; to cat asunder garments.

Y IH .
A perfume bag fastened to the clothes ;

to wrap or bind about , a bag to contain books.

TEEN, and Tsee. The collar of a garment

PART 1. TOL. III. 4 K
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PUNG. Same as Pong.

POO. To repair ; lo meud ; lo supply what is

wanting; to make up a deficiency ; to benefit; to assist. Name

of a city. A surname. In numbers,. Pan denotes one thousand

millions. Poo is used medically for Increasing, strengthening

or stimulating. Poo tsing heue Am fen [HI to strengthen the

terninal liquor and the blood. Poo tsing suy
/||jj )JH| 9^ to

strengthen the semen and marrow.

CHWANG. To bind or tie round-; to bind

up ; to dress. To put into any containing vessel, at i box or a

iliip ; to present to.

Same as the preceding.

^ and Jen-. A sort of war mattress

lor a carriage. A napkin. A sort of covering for the neck of

ffi
oHWU Y. To confer garment); to clothe a

corpse ; to mourn fora person at a distance when first hearing

of bis death. To sacrifice.

SHA.

Kea sh 3E W a kin(j of cloak, worn bj the priests, of Budh.

Same as ^ Keun.

Same as Y.

Original form of ^ Kevr.O fr^

Same as ChX.

TSO. Short garments.

UNG. Clothes; thegarmenlsofforeign mtti

K1H. The part of agarment which coTerstbefroui.

To ornament garmenti. The sound of thi* charac-

ter is not known.

EIGHT STROKES.

FOW. To collect together.

KIN. Same as # Kin.

CH'HEN. The border of the sheU of a tor-

toise; a sort of screen or curtain of a lady's carriage. A sort

of cloak wcrn over all. Read Tan, Hair garments.

PE. To be benefited ;
to giTeto; to Mi.tl , to

supply what is deficient ;
to enabte to do ;

to gire perniissioa

to do. SmalL Tbenameof a city. A surname.
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KE. To open out clothe*.

KWAN. Same as

Small breeches; coverings (or the knee*.

THAOU.

The sleeve of a garment ; the cuff'. Used for fifcj Taou.
irtl

LUH.

Luh sSh %& fe|
Hie rustling sound of garments.

Y U b-JNl . The part of the sleeve of a garment,

or of the breast where it curves.

LING. The band thatgoes under a horse's blty.

HAJN A kind of a napkin or clolh that

round the ear. Han to i3 i
sleeve.

Same as M Che.

A certain seam of a garment.

yyu

%L
j* /*"*, C/H'HAJNG . GarmenU4oosely thrown ab 'utooe.

T^

Cil'rlOVV. From farmrn/i and to go rtunt.

A single covering for a bed ; a toTcrlid. -Bed curlaiat. A

single garment. Read Taou, The sleeves of garments; gar-

ments to absorb the perspiration.

TO. To mend the torn parti of a garment.

Same as % Teg.

PEAOU. Peaou J or Hoo pca

a lady's handkerchief. A kind of kerchief worn round the oeck

by women, particularly Tartar women. Usd fo pasting paper

pictures on silk or thicker sheets of paper, and filling them

to a roller.

PEE. A sleeve or cuff. Mean bad clothes.

Y1H. The bottom part of a garment that bangs

down in front ; or the seam that runs up the middle. A sleete.

LEANG. A sort of waistcoat.

SHANG, OF Chang. Clothes; garment*.

To screen or fend off, the garment* for the lower part of tb

body \ a petticoat , otherwise called -*P' Keuen.

KEA. A certain cap worn in- ancient times.
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TSUY.

Single garments, those that are merely supplementary.

u

1SL1H. The hem of the part of a garment

that laps over at the breast. Read Tsee, To seam a garment.

Read S$, Mean bad clothes.

LE. Le sze %&L i&fi bad, ragged garments.

PEL The appearance of long garments or robes.

The name of a district.

Same as the preceding.

FEI. Appearance of long garments ; garments

or robes trailing at length.

. . u

TS'HEE. The folding part of a garment

which laps over at the breast.

YUEN, and Keuen. A sort of wrapper

to contain clothes. Read Kwiu, Certain imperial robes and

crowns.

TS'HEEN.

Puckered rumpled clothes. Also Beautiful garments.

K'HUNG. The sleeve of a garment.

PANG. A hurried precipitate appearance.

CH 'HAN >
or Ch>hcn, and T'heen.

The seam of a garment opened or slit; a slit or orifice.

LO. Naked; unclothed. Name of a river, and

of a house for the reception of strangers. E lo /jC^ to

clothe the naked. Lo chung iffi
jjSi

the naked insects the

human species.

\

KO. To bundle up; to bandage; to wrap round ;

to wr;ip up; a bundle; the fruit of plant*. A room or recess.

Yt/JN. The selvage at the neck or border of a

garment. Read Yen, Large wide garments. Read 05, A kind

of bag, to carry water for a horse.

1 U H . The scam up the back of a garment.

Clothes that are open at, or do not cover the sides. Read

Suh, The rustling noise of garments.

YUH. A cover for the top of a carriage.

TEAOU. Short garments.

YUEN.

Stockings; the cuff of a garment turned up.

SHOW. Clothes, or garments.
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SLiIrl. A single garment with sliort sleeves

that leave part of the arm exposed ; to open a garment and

ex pose the breast, as the Chinese do in bravado ; to put off the

clothes and expose the naked person, the arms or breast.

IJ CHE. TO cut out clothes for garment!. To

make; to form ; to fashion ; to regulate; to decide; to com-

pound, as medicines. A pattern for clothes.

K EU . The hinder part ofa garment that tiangs

down behind. A long garment ; a covering. Proud; haughty

E, or Ne. Certain ornaments of dress.

K'HE.andE. chene clothes well

adjusted ; well dressed; the good appearance of dress.

KWAN.

Breeches; the seat of trowsers or breeches.

K'HE. To connect bj a band ; to bind ; a napkin.

K'HEUH. Short garments.

ATJ
Same as |p Chuy.

Same as ^ Pang.

PART I. Till.. III. 4 L

Original form of Faou.

Original form of

CHE.

To cut out clothes
; to make or do

-, to correct , to cut ulf.

TSAN. Children's clothes.

CH'HUNG. Small breeches

Same as $ Keang.

CHIH. A bag

TSZE. Mourning garments.

TSAE.

Clothes. Suspected to be an erroneous form of 4S Tie

WEI. Dirty clothes.

la
Same as ^ Pang.

An ancient form of ^ Kwan.
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Same as t Se.

ffi

From garment and a/A. To coyer orer; a sort of

surtout. The pronunciation is not known.

A sleeve. The pronunciation is lost.

NINE STROKES

T'HO. Garments without sleeves.

TSZE. The sleeve of a garment.

Same as Te.

'-'HA. A kind of double collar worn by the

Chinese A slight appearance ofbeing hound or fastened round.

GO, or O.

A curtain thai goes completely round.

fi- otlt<. The appearance of beautiful clothes;

well dressed ; clothes properly adjusted.

y&eh CH'HUNG. Double suit of clothes j thick ;

substantial . To- work, or embroider.

>^-
/4% 9 FUH. Garments that arc double. Double,

ILE. A certain part of dross, short garments.

PEEN. Small; straight; cramped, narrow,

ilied to garments and to the mind; also to territory. Pe'eo

low 2K
[IlW cramped and mean.

YAOU, Clothes that biud the trunk of the-

body tightly, and hang wide and loose below.

YIN. Same as ^ Via.

T'HE. To mend.

K'HEEN. Same as |f Keen.

. . u

T'HEE. Single garments,

TUH, and Taou, The seams of a garment.

E. The lower hem, or border of a garment.

tr

RW AN. Drawers or breeches; any garment

breeches ; also the namefor the breech. Kwifl tang

of a plant.
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IE MAOU.

A child's cap, or clothing for Ihe head.

TWAN, and To. A straight regular

piece of a garment. Read Tun, Long garments.

u

1 UH. A kind of breeches without a scat

SEW. The steerc of a gnrment. Read Yew,

Certain ornaments of clothes. An appearance of plenty of

grain ; to advance to the headmost place.

^jf5* YJSW\ Rest; repose; a state of enjoyment;

affluence; abundance; plentiful; elegantly adorned; beauti-

fully clothed. Read Sew, denoting The sleeve of a garment.

KEIH.

The neck or collar of a garment. Same as
3njj

KeTh.

^T Original form of
~jj^

Sew.

WEI. Dirty clothes.

HO. Hempen coarse stockings. A kind of

hair cloth ; coarse cloth ;
a poor person. A surname.

KIN. Same as Kin.

YUEN. A lort of lath or girdle lo whir.

ornamental stones were in aocirnt times attached. fi.imienU ;

clothes.

PAOU. Vuk^rformofTfcpaou.

* PAOU. From clothei and tofrolrcl. Ktanr
%

paou |^|
cloth in which to wrap up children , a cloth

with which, in China, they are fastened to the norse'i back.

row.

One suit, or set of. Bythfoo;fc is a suit of clothes.

PUNG,

Hempen shoes ; children's leather shoe*.

* Certain ornamental garments ; queeu's

garments adorned with feathers. Beautiful; handsome.

T'HWAN. Queeu's raiment; black

TSUNG. Single garments,

A sort of upper coat or jacket that opens in front.

HOO.

The part of a garment which comes below the arm.
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I
YEN. A kind of child'* bib. A hidden coyer.

JUEN. To join the hem of a garment; ti.

to rumple ; to braid. Read Nwan, Short drawers or other gar-

menti.

i

CHOO, A kind of bag or other utensil for

putting clothes in ; a pall will) which to cover a coffin
,
to cut

out, or make clothes.

TSUNG. Single garments.

Same as Keac.

HOW. How yu^ a small garment.

queen's robe cm-HWUY, and Wei. A

broidered with feathers and worn at the time of offering sacri-

fice. Certain coverings for the knees. Beautiful ; elegant. A
man's name.

SEUN. Clothing ; garments.

. Same as
jjsjlj

Pei.

SHAN. A flag or banner waving.

CHE. To seam or mend garments.

Original form of $& Kea.

m -^^~^
S1NG L'Sht shininS on garments. 3 Same a* $ Kow.

Same as ||| Nang.

CHE. Clothes opened.

as if E.

KQW, Garments worn in t-he-tioie

Same as % K6".

Same as ^fi Hoo.

An ancient form of Kcun

TEN STROKES.

TSOW. Rumpled clothes.
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HK. A gash or girdle. Read Hea*, A sleeve.

Upper garments worn by women. Also read Wan.

. clothes.

UNG. Certain parts of dross.

CHE. Clothes.

PO. Garments with short ileeres
; tingle gar-

ments; to bind. To be sparing; thin.

KOW .
Single garments ; narrow sleeves ; light

sleeves or cuffs, intended for convenience in uting the hands ;

the rumples or plaits of a garment.

KIH.

Inside of a skin cover. Ooe says, Thin. To beat or pound.

u

SO. The rustling sound of garments.

SEAY. A local word for garments.

WEI. The folding part of a garment.

PART I. VOL, III. 4 M

KO.

A sort of gown, or long garment worn by women.

o

1 A. A small coverlid ; garments in a bad sut^.

HWAL. From a demon under I he cloth',

The sleeve; to hide in the sleeve: to conceal undi r one's

clothes; to store up and hide
;
to put into the breast . To put

under the clothes.

YUNG. The front and back of a garment.

TS'HUY. Mourning garments.

LE"IH.

To wrap or bundle up in a hurry, or tight.

u

MEIH. A covering for a carriage.

Same as l| Yuen.

It
SHAE, and Se. To cut and team garmeoti

diagonally; torn or slit garment*; a small part left not icwrd

together at the bottom of a garment

TSZE. Garments torn /or rent.

SHOW. The part of a garment that laptovr.
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' ' '
1 A mat ; a mattress ; a couch. Read

Niih, Garments fur a little child.

mNAE.
Stupid; foolishly obstinate or singular.

BJU
LA^ KEUNG. A. single external garment; a

garment without any beneath.

yg-j*' SO, and TsO. The appearance of long gar-

nieiits. Read Cha, The upper garment! put aside, and dis-

covering the under parts of the dress.

^%

fl
Same as flB Han.

PAN. The outside of garments.

i LP

OlE> TUN. From clothing and to retire. To put

$v\
.*****
off one's clothes ; to uodresi. Flowers fading and falling to

the ground.

CHE. To put off one', clothes ;
the fringe of a

garment ( to put off the garments, peculiar to a magistrate

SANG. Bad mean clothes.

NEAOU, and JaOU. To bindahors with

>ilk. Yaou neaou SjE l||
the name of an excellent hrse.

Ni-aou te M jraj silver cast into a certain form.

KO. Upper or outside clothes.

CH'HUH, and HeOh. A kind of bag for

keeping clothes in; to put up, or place clothes in safely.

JUNG. Thick garment*.

YUNtr. Garments called Demon's garments

Garments with a hole cut in them. A sort of petticoat.

YUNG. Same as p Yung.

TSEAY, and Tseth. Children's clothes,

K'HEEN. Trowsers, garment* which reach

to the feet like petticoat* ; to lift up garments that hng down

when stepping through water.

"m"
jgpS HWAE. To conceal under the arm or clothes s

to fold up; to revert to. A bag.

t>
J UNG. Leather breeches worn when huutia?

KAOU. The meaning is lost.

LEU. A surname.
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HP3AE. The sleeve of a garment.

A character found on ancieat mtrriptioni , bat

vliith is not understood.

A fort of mourning garments.

. Prom clothe* and to teparatt. That which

keeps them from separating ; a string or sash ;
an ornamented

sash worn by women.

fl
T'HEE. PlaiU or folds of garments, or those

that hare lining. Also read Selb, and Shlh, and applied to a

tort of riding pantaloons.

GOVV. A kind of bib to receive or wipe away

the spittle or slaver of children.

SE. Garments made of feathers or of hair,

SUNG, and Tsung. single garments.

yPWrfr

. A sort of petticoat.

MWAN. The clothes of a certain people.

E. Same as ?j| E. Also a man's name.

LOW, or Leu. Parts of a g.rnient which

fold over; old tattered garments of the four.

PANG. Children's clothes.

E. Double short garments. A sleeve

I'HEE. Double garments. Nameof a dintnrt

. .

SEE. Rags; ihe residue of tattered garment*

defiled ; impure ; to defile ;
to treat with contempt and unbe-

coming familiarity ; garments next the person ; ordinary gr-

racnUi the garments about the breech.

SEEN. The appearance of clolbei moving

WEI.

I he part of a garment that folds over at the brwt

Same as $ Te.

PP PEAOU. The cuff of a sleeve.

SUH. Short garments.

KO.

The part of a garment which covers before and behind
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TSAOU. A sort of petticoat ;
tlothis unwash-

w ^

ed. Read Tseaou, Clothes thrown open. One says Clothes

proper); adjusted. Children's clothes.

TSE1H. Platted; rumpled in plaits.

KEANG. A cloth with bands at the corner),

in which mothers carry children on their backs .

TSUNG. Same as $J Tsung.

TEAOU. Short garments.

!-< E IS S5
*pf the second or upper garments

of a child ; a child's loose dress.

SAN, and San. Certain pendant ornaments

consisting of feathers, ornaments attached to flags and banners.

TSOO, and Ts'huh.

Fresh ; new and good-looking. Good new clothes.

u

CHIH. The sleeve of the under garment.

PAOU. To proclaim the excellence, beauty,

or merits of; to praise; to commend virtuous and proper

conduct. Large garments. Used in several proper Dames.

A surname. Read Pow, To collect together.

SUH. The rustling noise of garments.

If CHE. Clothes.

CHWANG. Short mean-looking garments.

To disrobe one's self and plough

the field ;
to put off or put away, to ascend , lo pass otrr.

To assist ; to effect
-,
to accomplish ; merit obtained in the

army; to praise the meritorious. Name of a territory, of a

district, and of a place. The fore hore uf a carriage.

MUNG. Clothes that cover before and behind.

Same as 3f| Paou.

An ancient form of Peaou.

T'HE. TO take hold of with the hand ; te mend.

Same as |f| Shuh.

Same as f|[ Tsuy.

Same as Si Keaou.
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FUNG.

A certain mountain divinity. To team clothes.

Same as ^ Paou.

FUH.

#*
Coarse silken garments, or garments stuffed with floss silk.

"^i

1*

*

TSUY.

A seam or hem run round the border of a garment.

T'HO. A garment without sleeves.

Same as ft Kwan.

The sound of this character is not known Used

in reference to clothes.

TWELVE STROKES.

PUH. A large cloth to bundle up clothes.

HO. The sleeve of a garment.

KEEN.

A sort of petticoat;
a Chinese petticoat platted.

PHUT I. TOL. III. *

CHUEN. The coUir of a garment; that pan

which lurroundi the neck , a kind of srlvnge stitched on to

the border of a garment. Head Keuen, Double lilk.

KEUE. The sleeve of a garment

JOO. Same as $2j Joo.

TANG. A sash or band made of hair.

TA. A sort of woollen garment.

TSUY. The hem of a garment tht goes

round the border. The neck or collar of a garment.

m T'HE.

The bag in which children are carried on their mother's backs.

KEIH.

The border or hem of a garment. Also read NeTh

FEI. Clothes, or garments.

TSEAOU. To wipe ; to rub.

^ CHE. To make a pocket in a garment.
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SHIH. To put into.

WEI. Double garments.

TAN. Single garments.

T'HUY. A cover for a coffin.

* AJN . Fan yuea %ff XyR a certain part of dress ;* rw K<

a napkin rolled round the head. Read Po, Long sleeves.

TANG. Ornamented.

u

"(J. Certain garments for keeping oil the rain ;

coarse raiment. Certain garments of foreigners.

KEUE.

To pull up one's clothes when fording a brook. Short garments.

CHUNG.

1

Chung jung|]||g: long single garments.

SEANG.

To ornament or adorn; to decorate garuieuts.

T'HO. A garment without sleeves.

LEIH.

To wrap up tight, or in a hurried manner.

Xsk "^'HWEI. A kind of button or string to fasten

clothes on with; embroidered ; variegated.

^j-^-
SIN, and T'han. Garments large and loose.

T'HE. A child's garments.

TSING, or Tsang. Garments next tl.e

skin to absorb the perspiration. Read TuSng, Double garments.

CHEN. Queen's raiment.

V

HANG, or Hung. A small covering.

PEE, and P'hee. Clothes, garments, to

brush or dust, as with a wide slee?e, or the tail of a long robe.

Original form of |p Tan.

JAOU.

Clothing for a sword ,
a scabbard or covering for a sword.
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WEI. To wrap up, or bind about.

Same as the preceding.

K'HEU.

That which connects or binds together ; to bind.

SA. Sa la% t vile bad raiment.

TUN. A bag for contain ig clothes.

PAOLJ. The part of a garment that hang*

down before ; the same as certain modern court dresses.

CHOO. To store up clothes.

T'HEE. Double garments.

Same as | Kwei.

A liv/. Breeches or other parts of raiment

liable to be soiled by perspiration and dirt.

KWAE, or Hwae. That which binds gar-

menls, as a sash ; or that which is bound by the sash or by

strings ; strings that fasten garments about the neck.

. Same asH Keen.

Small breeches. The pronunciation not koowo.

GAOU.

A certain part of a dresi; a short garment.

KELT. Clothes; garment-

HIH. That with inside a selvage which gi

strength and stiffness to it, the siring which draws close the

neck or other part of the garment, bv the Chinese called the

bone of the selvage.

TSAOU. Clothes ; garments.

TUH. The seam up the back of a garment.

SUY. From ff
nrmm< and tofollow or It tend

Garments presented to the friends of a deceased person, intend-

ed to clothe the corpse ; in modern usage, money it

instead of garments.

" LarSe ; good.

NUNG.

Thickl) clad ; having oo * great many clothe*.
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Same as Teg.

KG Coarse garments.

HsT CH'HEN. A kind of curtain or cloth whivti

surroundi or covers a wheel carriage. Garments which hung

down before and cover the knees ; also the corresponding part

'.( the garment which hangs down behind. The appearance of

being adjusted and put in order.

Same as the preceding.

. ,_ LING. Same as ^g Ling.

A vulgar form of ^ Kvvei.

v/

pi? I rin - To fold or plait garments. P<-ih t<eih

to fold or plicate.

YUNG. A kind of stocking

^21 KIN
l r The part of a garment that laps
V

front, to keep off the wind and rain.

over m

LO.

To expose the naked body The same as ig i, .

HL lAIN(j. From garment! and proper or dteent

Garments for the breech ; the part where the lower extremitiet

divide. Kae tang ^g i^ or Leang tang iffi ie certain gar-

ments for the breast and for the back.

oHUH. A long garment ; a garment worn by

prostitutes. Head Tow, A short garment ; otherwise read Cb5,

in the same sense. Read Tfih, To put into or lay up in.

A form of ^ Mow.

HAN. A single light plain unadorned g;ir-

mem* a particular robe of a queen. To open or lay partially

aside. The covering of a corpse, to prevent its speedy pll
-

trefaction; a shroud.

Certain leather breechej for hunting in.

Same as
jj|jj

Pcaou, Certain imperial garment..

U

HO. Same as

Same as Jjj* Paou.

Same as
fj$ Keang,

An erroneous form of if Shoo
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SA Sa la Hl^i mean, bad raiment.

Same as ^ Jang.

FOURTEEN STROKES

o

N A. The clothing of slaves.

' TS ZE. To sew garments i to team i the trans-

verse seam at the bottom of a garment.

YIN. To wrap or bind up

YU.

The appearance of garments spread and raised up.

CiiU. Garments reaching to the ground.

j^" MUNG. Clothes or garments.

HUH. The rustling tosjnd made by garments.

MUNG. Clothing about the breech.

PE. A sort of breeches without aoy scat.

rA>1 I. UL. 111.

%*~* LAIN. A single coverlet. Clothes without any

collar or proper hem ; bad clothes. Lan leu ^& ift Uttered

bad raiment ; mean clothing. Sin Ian %& i& the name of a

place.

*MM

HEUEN- A light red dry, produced by thr-

dips. Used for
jjj?}

Heuen.

Same as m Tsze.

KEAE. Upper garments.

Same as $1 PQh.

JOU. Short garments, warm and lurroundioj

the loins. Drawers or breeches.

Wfe
An erroneous form of W Che.

I
LEE. Clothes attached or sticking to rath other.

TWAN. Same as ffi Twan.

TUH. Garment reaching to the ground.

CHE. Same as S Che
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"4-K

YIN. Garments sticking to each other. !

Same as j^ Jung.

TSUH. Good clothes.

An ancient form of |f| Seang.

TSEANG.

The sash or band of a little child's clothes.

KO. To wrap or bundle up.

HEUNG. Strong; violent.

Same as |jf Chen.

\f

SHUH. Same as |g Shuh. Also long gar-

mcnts. Read Ton, A case for a bow; a scabbard.

An ancient form of ^ Peaou.

u

W A. Clothing for the feel and legs stocking*

P'HAN. Same as $f Pan.

w

***GOW.

A bib or tippet for children to wipe away the slaver.

'

Small clothes,
'

which means gar-

^ -

ments worn next the skin, or perhaps undress.

u

oJUH. Garments to keep off the rain.AC

\J&~W

PE, or Pei.

* ^ ^^
Garments that envelope the limbs like a petticoat.

UEbi. The lap or tail of a long garment ; to

r ^
carry things in it ; to tuck it up to the sash or girdle.

W

LA. Ragged mean garments.

SHOO. Short garments; mean clothing.

u

PO.

'

A sort of collar anciently worn by princes. To exhibit outside.

Same as ^ Seen, or Tse'en.

LUY. Ornaments of a sword.

PAOU.

^v^
The part of a garment which hangs down before. The bosom.
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CHO. Same as ^ ChS.

I SUII. Good garments j fresh and new.

Same as j| Peaou.

Same as Shlh.

I

SIXTEEN STROKES.

TUB. Same as fl| Ttth.

/

TS'HIN. From garmentt and near to. Tbe

garments which are immediately below the outer one, and

above those next the person. To give to
; to confer upon by

way of largess ; to grant assistance to.

S HWAE. A vulgar form of

!
I

WEI. Clothes or garments.

\

LAE.

Torn, tattered raiment. Same as DH Lae.

LUNG. The two thighs of breeches.

SHIH.

Double garments , garment thrown over the inferior ;ar-

menti, but disclosing them in part, to continur in surre**ion.

To receive ; to succeed to ; hereditary. To enter another

country by force, or for purpose* of lubmusion; to invade

slightly ; confuted ; confusion. A (urnarne.

y

TUH V The rustling noise of garments.

SUH.

The rustling noire of garment* , the appearance of new clotbt*.

10* A seal form of Seang.

A certain small garment. A wh or

band. The appearance of garment* made of hair or featheri;

Read Tsan, The waving of banner*.

HWUY. Apiece of cloth, a napkin ; tone-

times for rolling round the head,

YING. A sort of variegated petticoat.

LAN.

The upper and inferior garments connected together.

JANG. A word uied in reference to oriamtBt-

ing certain ancient garment*.
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K'HEEN. A local word for breeches.

LUNG. Breeches, or Ihe two thighs ofbreeches.

u

CHE. To fold or double up garments i
to plait

or fold
; to plicate. Plaited, puckered, rumpled. A plant.

Same as #1 Peaou.

L'HWAN. The sleeve of a garment.

TSUH. Good; clear and bright.

TAB

Nae tae s ignorant of affair* i unikilful.

KEEN. A kind of petticoat

irjj

/&IiL Same as ^ P5

i
SZE.

G.irmenU made ofbair or feather*. AUo read Sc

TSAN. A good appearance of clothe?.

P'flAiV. The band* of a garment, 'ort i>f sah.

KEEN.

A long garment made of silk, fluffed with sitk.

Same as 43 Le.

LO.

The upper garment worn by women, or a superior garment

A&[H^ E. The ileeve of a garment; the ancient wide

sleeve of the Chinese.

Same as

CHUNG. Same as jtt Lung

Same as m Keen.

KEEN. Breeches-

Original form of fff Tsaou.

Long garmenli, garment* connected

at the waist or loins ;
to connect the upper aod inferior KN

mt-iits. According 10 ome, Short garments.

T'HEE. The same as f Te,
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]ffj

Same as Slian, or San.

NANG. Wide and loose.

LING. Clothes shining.

KEEN. The clothing of a silk-worm.

An ancient form of fj See*.

U H . Garment* stuffed with 601 nlk or Cutlo*.

A form of M Set

CXLVI T " RADICAL,

YA, and Hea. From a vacaiH tpacc and

the tun over shadowing it above and below. To cover over;

or rather overshadow.

The west ; the region appropriated to ire-

w
tal. A surname. The name of a place. Se king J75 >j

7 the

region in Ho-nan province, including *. fift La yang and the

neighbourhood. Se jin
jJEj ^ Europeans. Se fa ffB

"V^

European method. Chnng-too che fi, fei sejin ning kcih chay

Ihods (in Astronomy) are what Europeans are unable to come

up to, or equal. Keen tung chung se che heS 31? IB l-tj
L/Lj

^X ^* understood both Chinese and European learning, said

in reference to astronomy of one
jjj ^.0

B3
Wang-st-Ih-chen.

Se gan foo l/U
^tji

BT- a district in Shense province. Se

icang !.e btf JiH ^P name of a favorite novel, is also put

l. TOI. in. * '

\

into a dramatic form. Se teen Uoo tie
jj

the fathers of BudhUm in the wcrt ; to the west Itiey oppose-

Tong too ^ _"K for eastern regions, or China. The name

of the first father is written *& St P^ Po-lo-muo, Brabluii ?

MING. The same as.

KOO. Obstructed; covered and shaded.

SEEN, Or Tse'en. To ascend or riw high.

Y-AOU- To restrict; to seek to attain. To

want; to require; that which is required; requisite ; impor-

tant; an abstract of the most important j toasiernblc; to n
mine; tu try. A surname. Name of a river.

JU
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Same as f? Heucn.

O. To cover over.

HEUEN. A man's name.

Same as W Tan,

CHIN. No meaning given.

SEEN. To mount high.

FUNG. To return; to cause to go in a dif-

ferent direction from what is wished, applied to horses that

are difficult to manage. To reject or cast off.

HWUY. A surname. Coarse
; vulgar.

T'HAN.

Large j vast ; extending every where. Read Yen, Sharp ; keen.

EIGHT STROKES.

PIB

Ugly ; deformed ;
a rustic, used in opprobrious language.

Same as 38} Pa.

A vulgar form of^ Pa.

Same as |j| Kang.

Original form of Sp Tan.

WEI. A travelling or moveable furnance.

Same as j& Pa.

Same as 3* Shing.

FUH, and Fow. Backwards and forwards;

hither and thither. To subvert; to overthrow; to ruin ; to

defeat an army. To examine or investigate and judge. Read

Foo or Fow, Soldiers in ambush ; an ambuscade. To reply to.

To cover as a canopy.

Vulgar form of J|) Pa.

To investigate; to examine; to put

aside all coverings or glosses and ascertain the fact ; to verify

by the eye or the touch j to pare, cut, or carve deeply . The

name ofa spring of water ; used also for A kernel.
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KUH. To moan; to lament.

Same as fit Ke.

Original form of the preceding.

The same as the two preceding.

CXLVII RADICAL.

KEEN.

From eye and man. To see ; to notice ; to observe. Seeing)

observing; finding; finding that. To be impressed by; to be

affected by ; to be the recipient of, in which sense it makes the

1
aive of verbs. Head Heen, To disclose ; to expose ;

to mani-

fest i the present time. Pe keen^ Jj^
to see the Emperor.

Yin keen
fj

I S to introduce to an Imperial audience. Hwuy

keen^ ||^
to assemble or meet with. Seang keen j^ jj^

to see each other. Keen tseS tsze choo j^ 'JjK -^ jjj

see

the explanation under the word Tsei. Keen yew poo, lew hwa

see êw radica'' SIX strokes. Keen Uae

^ $$\
the present kulpa, called been.

Sew seang keen
j|g AQ @ ashamed to be seen. Keen urh

yue che saw and liked her -

heen keih

WAN. A surname.

Same as 5^ Urh.

MUNG, and Mih, To advance abruptly ;

or to come abruptly before. Read Maou, To rush against.

An erroneous form of Pe'en.

YEN. Name of a certain great market place.

Same as it She.

An ancient form of ^= Tth.

*T A form Of % Gae

K'HIH. To see.

KWE1. From a great man vieteing things.

- ^ >

To view by fixed rules. The instrument by which a circle u

made. Compasses ; a rule ; a custom ; an usage ; a fee. To

rule ; to regulate , to govern a dial ;
to calculate ; to plan ;

to scheme; to draw a line. Name of an office, nd of a fiih.
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anc 'ent of ^ Ke5.

Tin- appearance of looking. A man's Dime

MAOU.

To select; to choose; to look askance .

JL IVl tilli. From e/au'j and <o set, trying to

and from not and to fee. To search for that which is not seen ;

to seek; to search ; to enquire after. Meth yp shih
l^jf |jt

'fr to go about from house to house, seeking something to eat

and drink.

Vulgar form of the preceding.

TSZE. TO look at by stealths to look fur-

lively. Tsze shih to come uninvited to a

ffl,
URH. The appearance of the lips when closed.

A little child vomiting up iti milk.

Y1H, or Gih. To iook or obierTe . to see

a strait or
difficulty; to advert to with facility ; easily alarmed.

YEN.

Yen kow name of a large market place.

An erroneous form of $?, Leen.

Same as ?. Maoo.

HEEN. A large board, or plank.

MO. To seek for.

. . l/

MEE. Obscured or screened from thr sijht ,

i

to seek for. Bead P'helh, A transitory view of. ,To cut.

SHE. To entice; to seduce.

SHAOU.

To see ; to call to come. To see at a distance.

Same as ^ Chin.

Y1H, or Gifh.

Easily alarmed. The appearance of looking.

ME. A sick man looking.

SHi. From to manifetl and to see. To look

to view; to examine; to take knowledge of ; to receive, or

take; to cause to be seen and understood ; to teach ; to behave
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to. Name of a hill, and of a riter. A man's namr. A iar-

:ime Ting he |f? SB a fixed itoadj look.

ME, or Meen. Same as B$ Me-.

TEE. To see; to look.

SHE. To wait upon as a servant.

Vulgar form of ^ She.

Same as g9 Tseu.

tl SZE. From to controu! and to look. To spy;

4/Q
to peep; to look and watch 4 used chiefly ui the nurtht-rn p irl

of China.

CHEN, To py ;
to Peep i to lake a-side ly

at. Read Tan, To raise the head.

PEIH. To look ; to ga/e.

CHIN. To look at
;

to view.

WE. To see.

Same as the following.

TART I. TOL III. 4 4

CHIN.

To put out the head and peep claodettinelr.

ME1H

To look aiquiiit. Head Mlh, To look, at each otWr.

Same as the preceding.

KOO. A surname.

TSEiH

Abashed ; ashamed ; afraid o look a peuon in the bcr

T'HEAOU.

A iort of triennial iiU amongst the priuces of Chm, in

ancient times.

CHIH. To -d Teib, To ite.

HWANG T6 look; to see.

An ancient form of ^ Kefi.

Same as ^ Hwan.

A roaa'i name. The pronunciation Dot knows
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LEEN. To examine and look at carefully

Same as jfi, Urh.

YAOU. To look at. Read Chaou, The ap-

pearance of looking every where ; an universal look.

KAOU. Appearing to look for a long time.

CHiH. To see ; the name of a place

CHE.

To examine with the eye -,
to look at in order to judge.

YAOU.

The appearance of looking deeply into.

YEW. A profound look.

An erroneous form of ? I Tow.

H GAE. To laugh and look.

A great look, or stare. A man'* name.

FOW. To look
; to view ; to see

\'1\ I
CH'HIN. To put outthe head furtively nnd look.

VA

HLIH. A man, who by fasting and olemn

r''t< s serves or worsMps spirits, and who can see spiritual eiis-

, a migirian ; a conjuror j
a i.irceror ; a wizard. A sec r.

KEEN. A man's name.

LUH. To laugh and look; a general look.

SHEN.

To see temporarily ;
lo put forth the head.

TUNG. The appearance of looking

TTw ;
an

WEI.

A good look, or fond of looking. Anger ; a man's oame

Read Wo, The appearance of looking.

LAE.

To look
;
an inward look ; to look inside of.

HEIH.

An al iriueJ, frightened appearance. Also read Sih
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THEEN.

The face coloured from an impression of nhatnr.

SU Y. Broken to piece*, smashed to bit.

Same as |& TseTh.

P
A multitude gaziog or looking.

A form of )B| Meih

Same as 11 Lo.

YU.

From to look at and to aiient. To desire ; to olHam.

A vulgar form of H' Lan.

YUN, and Hwan. TO look at
; to

SEUEN. To see.

TSEW. To look sorrowful.

PEEK. To look aslant.

view.

ft

I ING. The appearance of looking ; to i

GO. To look a long time at

Same as
;J Chwang.

KWCI. A lascivious look.

O. To look j to fee. A luroame ; nm of a

small ancient state. Same as Bff Too.

\ \

SING, or Sang.

To expose the feet. To look with an examining ee.

Bft1 I^ C^ I T t^T^T

P t| aiUl!iPI, The appearance of looking or gixiog.
Cyu

An erroneous form of |)[ TsSng.

TE, Manifest; apparent; to look.

HWAN, or Hcuen.

An intense look; a great stare. Also read Kwan.

n IN . From ftanli graving together, and

to tee, or to tee those under the same roof. Affection for ;

liking or attachment
; near to. Near to ooc't person, what
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belong* to one ;
one's owni one's self. A surname Nearly

related; kindred; those within the Cliinose d"jreei of consan-

guinity. Tsin leaou ko tsuy ^ "J* fj|j P|| gave a kiss.

TAN To look inwards.

['HE. To look ; to gaze.

K'HE.

To see ; to spy a person ; to be apprehensive.

Original form of
jj?c Chin.

Same as gl Te.

SHWANG. To believe ;
to trust.

KE. To look ;
to see.

TEN STROKP^S

PANG . The appearance oflooking at a thing

KEUEN To look to at a distance.

Same as SR Yaou.

YUN. A great many people gazing or look-

ing. A surname* Also the name of an ancient state.

TOW. The eyes dirty ; blear-eyed

^EI
vj tl K E. To look for good t to hope for ; to Corel ;

&/L
to desire; fortunate; lucky. Ke yu ^B jjjj|]

tu hope ; toeipect;

to wish; to obtain; to covet, to desire inordinately ;
u-d

in a bad sense.

MING. To see in a
slight degree ; to ee

distinctly; to spy about in an obscure place; to look care-

fully where things are difficult to be seen. Read Mlh, A

small appearance ; an indistinct sight of. A clump of butltes

or trees.

YEW. To look down to a deep place

YING. To see clearly. A Tulgar character.

KOW. To occur to one's sight j to meet and

see; to hnppen ; to effect or complete. Also read How. Han

kow *p mfl rarely seen i seldmn occurs.
**^

K'HE. To look at
;
to see.

Same as P Teen, To see
,
or OB Teen, To h

ashamed in the face
i
to be abashed.
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E. The appearance of looking
1

.

To peep ; to spy , to look
, to

gaze. Tseu peen^ ^ to spy about the borderi.

t fj LOW. Same at
jj^

Low. To look carefully ;

cyu
to stare without intermission

TSAN, or Chan. A lofty dangerous ap-

pearance i a forward presumptuous appearance. Some say

To shun or avoid.

PEAOU, Or P'heaOH. The eye search-

ing or examining into. To examine clearly, or distinct!* .

TSE1H.

To observe or look at in a general vay.

CHWANG. To see indistinctly.

>. I 1N . To tee i to ice or be introduced to a

uperior ; to look towards the north, the residence of the Em-

peror; princes of small slate* Tisiting the Emperor.

Same as P^ Yue, To look at intently.

An original form of Chwang.

LIN. To be near; to look at.

Red (o ., ,1

TANG, and Tsang.

To look for a long time ; to look or gate trraighl forward.

KEEN.

To eej to look , krol.iog mixed ; blended. A man's name.

initi MAE. A small or
slight look.

CHWANG. Tosee indistinctly. To tarr t

Li\J. Fond of looking ; curved ; in mrceiiire

order. Read Lwan, The appearance of looking.

KAOU. Tosee. A man's name

Same as & Pelh.

PAKT 1. TO*. 111. 4

SHIN. To look deeply into ; to look down.

Same as ^| Fan.

Same as the following character.
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/T WE.
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To peep ; to spy , to look furtively. Also read Me.

KEO. From i ee and compare. To awaken

naturally or morally ; to be roused ; to attend to j to excite

notice; to make clearly manifest; to declare to ; free; bold;

straight forward declaration. To notice, or advert to suddenly,

as a person awaking out ofsleep ; to perceive something not

known before ; to sec or understand clearly. Sometimes answers

to the word Feel. Name of a star. A surname. Yuen ke5 che

S'"S
[glj T // Vf. an intelligent unembodied, or invisible

nature. Chung sing kc8 woo S? / J5 |-E.
all mankind

awakened to spiritual perception. (Phrase of the Budh ect.)

Same as jj$ We.

^tl Same as W Tseu.

TSEW. To look; to gaze.

A vulgar form of !$, Lo.

PIN, To see for a short time.

LAN

From to tee, expressed by two different characters. To

look at; to observe ;
to inspect. Name of a districts a surname.

Tae-ping-ju-lan ^ 2Ii^ Rjf
, 9 the title of a kind of Ency-

clopedia, in 100 volumes; the subjects are arranged in classes

like several other books of Collectanea in China. Eigktj
dollars is sometimes asked for it.

FAN. To see momentarily, or for a short timt.

LE. To look hastily.

SHIN To see; to examine with the eye.

T'HEIH

To look ; to see; to gaze at i to have an audience of.

KEEN. A perverse look.

Y A(jU . To see erroneously ; false perccptioa ,

Read Y8, To see uncertainly ; indistinct vision.

Original form of ^ Pan.

KWEI

he eje directed intensely to one point) a lascivious look..The eje

WEI, or Hwuy. To look at

KWAN.

To look ; to observe; to travel, or to ramble, and observe.,

to cause to be observed ; to manifest. That which U observed ,
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the external appearance. Many. The temples of the Taou Sect

re called Kwan. A palace ; aa elevated gallery; a man's name;

name of a district. Tsoo ching yew ko kwan urh

pT '${] 1jjf
the beginning of hi rule may be (or will bear)

looking at. Kwan he
'|jj Jjj

to look at plays or other sport*.

Seen kwan so e shlh che che yuen ; jen how che so c tscu che

W ]K ;, ^ |j|tf
first observe the originating causes by.

which (the territory) was lost, and then you may know the

means by which it may be recovered.

Original form of !, Peaou.

II The appearance of a searching look , to

examine with the eye ; observe

KEO. To gaze; to look.

LING. A certain mountain spirit with hu-

man face, and the body of a beast.

Same as ft Sing, Natural disposition

CXLVIII TH RADICAL.

KEO. A horn , to push with the horn , a corner .

one fourth of a thing ; a quarter; a certain play or game; ap-

plied to a division of an army; to a tuft of hair on a child's

head ; to a tone in music. Name of a star ; a certain measure;

name of a bird, of a plant, of a fruit, of a fish, of a place, and

of a city. A surname. Luh ke cha j^ ^j ^ a cheval

de frise. Ke5 leth king tsow ^| J] ^^ to compare

strength in walking or running; to walk or run against each

other. Rung wan )
ill kc5 ^^ *t JH an official docu-

ment from court is commonly thus named.

?ame as Kew.

frr Vulgar form of ^j Hang

K'HEW. The appearance of horns

TO. The appearance of short horns

KIN.

Same as Kin, A tendon. Used for Kio, A catlj.

CH'HA.

A kind of clasp to fasten a girdle round a person.

v

KEO. To raise or lift up, as a heaTy'meUl

tripod by grasping,
with outstretched arini and feet.
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SIN.

A kind or pin to braid up the hair. Alto read Km.

An erroneous form of p& Uh.

v-

-*!*

1 HUU. Large, great, open, wide,

An ancient form of
|SS Chfih, To rush against.

KEUE. To look to or regard with dissutisfac-

tion and resentful feelings. Used also to express Pulling or

twitching a string.

Same as ffi Che.

TSO. The appearance ofa long- horn.

KEANG, and Chung.

To rise the horn, or the bora stickiag out.

GO. A horn.

KE. A horn.

Same as $| Fei.

m. Same as 3m Ke5,

I ACS. A hornt to try or make an experiment.

An erroneous form of Ijo Kwei.

\ CHAOU, or Tsaou. A horn spoon.

P'HA.

A broad -cow's horn ; H cow's horns spread out.

A word which occurs in one of the ancient philo-

sophers, the meaning of which is not understood.

An ancient form offpi Che.

it
K'HEEN. The beak of a bird.

K'HEU. The hinder claw of a fowl's fool;

all weapons which pierce backwards are denoted by Keu. The

name of an animal whose horn resemble the claw of a fowl't

foot.

A vulgar form of jiJ Te.

A vulgar form of
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TSEW. A horn.

KOO . A wine cup used at village feattt ; square,

having corners ; a rule or law. The front ofa furnace ;
a title

of office. The handle of a sword. A man's name. Used in

several proper names.

T'HO. A cow without horns.

A vulgar form of M Koo,

Same as Km Fei.

KWAN

Name of the father of
j|| Yu, at Ihe time of the Deluge.

9N.I'HAN. A sort of small cup to contain wine.

, Or I 0. To put a bow in proper order
,

to rub a bow
, the corners of a house.

SZE. Name of an utensil ;
a horn.

TsU Y. To bristle up the comb on the top of

the head, as the owl is said to do when incensed. Name of a

tor.

r*T I. TOL. III. 4s

TR A certain drinking vessel.

A vulgar form of the preceding.

u

KUH. KBb tab

many j a numerous appearance.

HWAN. A horn

an appearance of

\

IVVYA. A female sheep's horns beginning to

r ~w

grow ; a horny appearance. Name of an arrow. A surname

Read Heae, A sheep with one horn , a monster sheep .

>

of a cap.

V/

TSANG. A long cow's horn standing up

erect. The appearance of long horns.

KEUEN A crooketl horn.

Kill. A word used fora bony horn, a den t

i ; a stag's horn with branches. Name of a wood or trre,

and of a book.

HEUEN. A horn spoon

V

KEAE. From knife, cow, and *om, cutlmf

to pieces a cow'i horn. To cut up , to lay all the parts by
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. joints or parts of a thing , to extricate 8 to open ;

lo unloose; to pot off; to liberate; to explain ;
to define; to

.llustrate; to be permeable; to cease or desist. A trace; a

fooutep; to convey officially to a place, M a criminal. Used

in a variety of proper names, and employed for several of il

own compounds. Keae e pe fa yang kwang wei noo
fft 7^

& ^ # t 3ii Jot put off his clothes '
disneTeUed bil

hair, affected madness and became a slave ;
said of ^ ^- Ke-

Uze, an ancient statesman. Keae ranng ffi $jj.
to interpret a

dream. Rule* for the interpretation
ofdreams are given in

SEEN. A horn.

CHE. One horn sticking upright.

RWEl

Horns that are irregular ; sheep s horns.one long and onehort.

V

KWANG, or Kung. A wine cup made

from a rhinoceros' horn. A crooked appearance ; curling up.

Large; great

SHAOU.

The appearance of a cow's horns spreading ost

HWAN. Cow's horns.

K'HEW.

The appearance of crooked bores, and of a stong bow

TSO. The meaning is lost.

SING

Said of a bow which bends easily. A man's name

HUH. To work in ivory or horn.

E. The horn of a quadruped.

SUH. Koh sub g fii appearing afraid

PA The appearance ofa Crooked hom. death, originally
affirmed of oxen.

HUNG. A while fish with a red tail

Same as fiS Che.

HE. Good horns

CHAE. Same as fej& Che. The name of t

quadruped ; irregular distorted horns.

An erroneous form of $$ Tsew.

Same as 32 Che.
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g| Original form of
jljt Heuen.

E.

Crooked, dirtorted horni. The name of a di.trict

PE.

Name of a cow with traimerie deflected horni.

TSAN.

Same ai
J|f

Tan, A cup for wine, probably a horn cup.

LUN. To strike a baH for sport.

A vulgar form of Se

TAB.

Same a, the
preceding A man', name. Ud for ^f Tie, Bid

Same as ffi Keu.

HUH A cow's horn.

K'HK* A cow with one horn elected, and tbr

other deprewed. To obtain f tingle.

of

*l CHOW. The horns of a dragon.

w

KEUE. To gore with a horn

jW TAN. The meaning is lost.

TgP
_jr TSO. Horni when they first begin to grow.

u

NEO. To grasp with the hand.

. The heart or centre of a horn.

by an instrument in the eait.

il^ ^ "

fcP
HWAN " The appearance of a round horn,

the horn of a-quadruped , a horn complete.

A
vulgar form of fl| Hwuy.

Same as ^ Che.

ub'nce found inioae Wn,

T'HE.

To rush againil; a ort of irory comb for the hir.

u
CH'HTTl ^- A horn; aiort of cbup for IIMI

girdle ; or a pin to braid the hair.
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Same as $ Cha.

To push or gore with a bora.

An ancient form of iffi E.

The appearance of a great many

horns, as amongst a herd of horned cattle. The strong appear-

ance of a bora.

CHA Cha na^M the name of a quadru.

ped. The appearance of a horn wide at the root ; horns thai

spread out widely at the top ; long horns

K.W A. Kwa cha TOI
J88

the appearance of

cow'* horns widely spread out at top.

KEITH. A crooked horn

HWO.

A bone like the binder claw of a fowl. Also read O.

CT|
' n *J - A cow without horn?. Reid-K'ho, AD

animtl of the bos species.

TSEW.
string b, .hich

drawa black, when ihootiog at fowls.

an arrow was

Same as
f$fj

Fei.

\

WEI. A horn bent or curved in the middle.

u

PE1H. A certain horn blown by the Tartars

in order to frighten horses.

iC|
"TCT TE. The silkworm ; a horn crooked or distort-

/c
ed. The name of a state or country .

TWAN. KeO twan^j fflfa

Ihe name of

an animal which resembles a boar, and which has a horn

above the nose, which horn was formerly employed in making

bows.

JO. A bow weak on one side.

TSIW.

The appearance of a great many horns in regular order

Same as Hwo.

SUNGf. Horn variously convenient and well

adapted to the making of bows; a bow in good state.

Irri

tit
CH '" A horn with the point downwards,

A distorted, twisted horn. A man's name.
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ffi
Vulgar form of

fjft Kew.

PANG. A horn cup for wine.

HUH, Hwiih, and H8. A certain cup,

other vessel of the kind j a certain utensil uied in archery for

containing arrows, a kind of quiver. A measure like {&}

Hah, which contains ten ^- Tow. Thin , poor ; exhausted

in a high decree. The top of the foot, the foot or hoof of an

animal. Read Ke5, A vessel for containing fa or lard. A

bludgeon > to rush agaiust; impetuoui effort.

HE. A good horn.

SEE. To dress skins.

CH'HE.

To pierce or bore through the hole of a shoe.

?ame as JH Hwuy.

NA. The name of a river.

SHANG. A general term for wine cups, a

full cup; to cause people to-drink wine. The name ofa deep

river. Lan shang j|j j8|
beginning to issue forth; the com-

mencement of a stream when the quantity of water appears

nut more than would fill a cup.

?iET I. VOL. III. 4 T

Same as ^ Kwfi.

LEW. A horn distorted. Kew lew

the appearance of horns.

HUH.

A word that occunia the Budh books, no definition is given.

A vulgar form of $ Sing.

TE. To rush against with the horn t to gore.

A word which occurs, but neither the sound out

the sense is known.

L/HA. A large horn, wide spreading horns ;

to neize an animal, as by the horns.

Original form of $t Kw&ng, or Kung.

11 KU ti[\. A horn bending down and turning up

FEI, and Fa. An utensil for winding or K A

theriiig up the string attached to arrows, used in shooting bird*

If

KEUE. To raise op, or assault with the born
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CHE. A kind of village horn cup Tor drinking
I

wine out of. A cup used when drinking a* a forfeit

YO. An utensil for winding silk on.

K EAOU. A crooked distorted horn, A long

horn ; the appearance of a high horn ; horny. Ke5 keaou

f& i&fan ornaraenlal part of a scabbard.

Originally written fj?|
Keu&

An ancient form of ^ Sh5.

HEO. To work horn. A. man's name.

KVVAN. The appearance of a horn.

CH'HUH.

To push as itli the horn of an animal; to. gore, to op.

pose; to strike or hit against; to offend i to excite. A roan's

name.

Same as rat Tseth.

HE1H.

A staff with a born like gibbous head:

Same as PfH Hwuy.

> E e SP j|f the sharp and prominently

shooting up of the horns of animals; sharp pointed horni.

I^JT
KEEN. A horn.

^^^

A word that occurs in an ancient book, but neither

the sound nor sense are knowo,

liA KWAN. Same as SjV Kw5n. Seems to
lyV flA

denote, Unintelligible, or ignorant of.

KWANG. To pierce with a horn.

PEAOU. A horse's bit The name of a born.

A horn; the name of! a district Read

Leili, The point of a horn.

Z
K.EUE. A ring with a tongue by which to

fasten it; or the belt to which it in attached.

An original form of Pelh.

Same as ^ Hwuy.
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CHAN . A horny appearance like having horn*.

Name of a bird>

HWUY, Kwei, and He. A large species

of tortoise. Name of a constellation. A man's name.

HEUEN.

To ware a horn ; to raise cup with both handi

TSZE. A large species of tortoise.

LE. A horn
; to separate, or divide.

CXLIX TH RADICAL.

From Shg^ the tongue, and Urh _^ the ancient form

of Shang \" above; implying that tcvrd* proceed from the

tongue. To speak; to direct; direct address ; to speak of

difficulties, and to converse, is expressed by |Ji Yu, (this

idea is not strictly adhered to.) A word or sentence; wordt;

discourse; to speak; to express; to ask; to deliberate. A

designation or title. Name of a inusic.il reed, of a territory, of

hill, and of a man, Kung tseue
1

yen loo*$j *S "==" X afraid

of cutting off the path of speaking; i. e. an emperor's being

unwilling to punish by death n statesman who has remon-

strated in strong or harsh terras; lest by puniahing him, others

should be afraid to speak out. Meaou pdh ko yen ijnf ^\
pT g inexpressibly excellent.

IS K'HEEN. Keen yen
"="

"g the appearancen
of the lips moving rapidly.

^ YEN. See the preceding.

An ancient form of |P| Tsze

^^*1^ T'HING. From wordt and te nail. To cri-

ticise; criticism. To examine; to compare; to collate; to

delitiente ; to adjust; to settle; to perform the duty of an

editor ; to linger and delay.

ST^IJING, and Jin.

Thick, substantial ; to approach ; doable. A raau's name.

HEUEN. Voice; sound.

Id
1^ FOO. To announce the death of any person to

rt I

acquaintances or friends. To repair or go to with haste.

I*
a/u

Same as the following character.
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K'HEW, and K'haou

Raillery ( to vex, or excite by raillery. AUo read Naou.

KEAOU . To call out aloud ; to roar out , to

It

' '

^ Tl SIN. From quick and words. To interrogate

an iuferior; judicial examination. To accuse; to rail at; to

spenk sharply to ; to direct ; to move or agitate.

oil upon, or csJI to ; to talk iocohereotly j the row or cry of

an animal

^ \P An abbreviated form of
=)|>

Pe ; and
|{

Go

r
sT| HUNG. A loud voice ; a great noise. The

ound of bells and drums. A man's name. A surname.

~T KE.

From words and ten. A complete number; the whole as-

sembled, and deliberation or calculation made of the merits or

demerits of the assembled officers. To reckon ; to calculate ; to

plan; to devise ; name of an office, of adivinity, andofadis-

i, ict PBh ko shing ke^ qj" ffi =ft
innumerable.

syCl TEAOU.
*J
To seize or grasp hold of. A man's name. A surname .

^ /[ \ An ancient form of a Sin. A man's name.

tt^ HUNG. To confuse j to mix ; to quarrel i

to litigate; to ruin. A man's name.

' \F CH'HA. Diverse or strange speech. To re-

prebend. To take hold ofa person's errors ; to be suspicious

K'HOW . From words and moulh. To ad

dress; to solicit, to importune a woman. A man's name.

THREE STROKES.

FAN.

Much talk; hating a great deal of loquacity.

,

P/ti

Si A form of SJ Tan.

1i\l 1 HAOU. From words and a meature or rule.

To direct; to investigate; to scrutinize; to excite or stir up ,

to bring upon one's self; to rail; to eject; to mix; to put

away ; to kill. The name of an office.

^~i^ Original form of prf Heu.

,,
-^

"^"_"la KEE. To charge with a crime face to face

2fW RWA

From great sod vordi. To boast i to brag. A nu't name.

to question and find people's secret or clandestine preceding! .

to interrogate with authority ; to bring to light illicit pro

cedings i to seize bold or. people's defects or faults.
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False ; hypocritical boaiting; to1>rng ,

lo talk big. Read Hoo, Big, large, great, applied to the mind,

body, or to thing, Heu heu ,
denotej , h(l

SW E Ee
l tne appearance of self posses,m ;

self sufficiency; an ignorant .elf
sufficiency , an

unwillingness
to what i. good. Read She, Loquacity , the name of an animal.
Read To, To insult, and bravado; to brag , to boast.

TLE.*fc*>

w
ing or

laughing. The noise of laughing

To emit the breath with force, as in sigh-

"TZTTi
31 ]Pf

"'^"' To stumble and stammer in speech; diffi-

culty of utterance ; what is difficult to be expressed. Speaking
little on purpose, and from a proper caution.

Originally meant
To discriminate ; to recognize.

Jj Vulgar form of
jj||j Shan.

HEUN.

Words flowing in a regular constant course, as a stream of

water; words obeying a certain rule; to state ancient prin-

ciples and the reasons of things ; to instruct
;
to teach ; to per-

suade; to exhort; that which is taught; instruction ; doctrine >

to explain ; to define a word. Some say ^jr Keaon, is to teach

men, Heun
J=)||

to teach women. To obey or accord with.

Name of an office, of a quadruped, and of a district. A sur-

name. Keaou heun
%jr =j|l

to teach ; to instruct. Heun

^?^*
An ancient form of

f)|| Heuen

FART 1. VOL. III. 4 u

^S^ ^imeai B^ Yin. Name of a bill, and of a man

5lb SHAN
i
* i

'I'o sl.mdiT ,
to speak evil of, to vilify ; to backbite

It
V

KE1H To come to the close ; to >o,,

ist; to finish. Finished ; closed; wound up ; terminated . end

ed j finishing or closing an account
; clearing it off.

2** T'Hfl
|-

I *-' From tcordf and an ear of corn tupporl

edby the root. To charge with ; to commit to the carr <(;

to engage or commission a person to do
;
to lay or lean upon ;

to trust to
i to make a pretext of. Name of in office. Occnn

denoting To boait.

-
|

KE. From telf, or one individual and lo mention,

one is easily remembered. To remember; to recollect; to

know ; to record. The name of an office. Ke Uing ~^P 4jjj

to remember clearly; a distinct recollection. She kr rf tPm PU
historical records.

OJf;/ An ancient form of jM Sin

H/U

~+l HO To refuse to listen, or to answer.

FOUR STROKES.

H* CHE
P>

Celerity; chearfulnew ; not knowing. A man'* mm-



~
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Yen. IV. H9lh Kadical.

^ Al HOO, To remember i to recollect; to debate;

to wrangle. Hoo tseaou ^ jflfi
to speak angrily.

^M"* Same as the preceding.

tfc
CiU. To change language or speech from its pro.

per use, from truth to falsehood. False; untrue; erroneous ;

to promulge what is false; lo rouse; to excite; to move.

N.nnc of a brute animal. Name of a serpent. A certain kind

of wild-fire. A surname.

Same as
Jjfi Jing. A man's name.

vlrn WA ' Anoer
'

railing; abuse.

~ PUNT. Fun yun . uncertain speech*

vaue talk; a man's name. Read Pun, An ignorant person.

f'f-r YA
'SI *TT * " To meet or receive a visitor; to deem

strang -j to express surprise.

T'HOVV. To entice; to seduce.

particle used in the beginning of

sentences. A man's name.

SHh T'HEEN, To rail at; to abuse.

19 ~

&

>

JI /^ YAOU. Calamity t demoniacal craftj wilt

sir.tagem and artifice. A man's name.

/

V' E. Sincere; faithful

Sl)NG
. OrTsung, From word, and public.

Pulilic litigations about property ; utrife ; contention ; wrang-

lin^j the m>iy disputations of a great many people. Read

Yuiiji, in a similar sense.

ft)
Same as $| Chin. A man's name.

To say what is good. A man's name

M^fli
YIN. To sigh or breathe out. A man's name

tfc

*r

P'HE. A certain utensil.

YIN, or Hin. Pleased; chearfulj joyful j laugh-

ing with joy ; cordial respect. Occurs in various proper names.

Read He, Nature agitated to effervescence, from a sensation of

\r

rt7\ KEUE. Parting words } words pronounced at

taking I ave ; a farewell. The word* of a dying person ; what

i* said or given at death to be remembered by the servivon

is railed ^ =fe
Lew-ken ?. A rule or precept pertaining to

some nrt ( the * >crets of any craft ; the principles of the pulse ;

the precepts or say ings of Budha. Also Read Heu? and Kei
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^\* Same as SK Hcaou.

^J|/\l NUH. To stammer ; slow of speech. Kow niih

P-jl] to stammer ; to speak with an iinpediwent) to ipeak
Pr J

cautiously.

Ik
it

Same as \ \
Yaou.

SHIN

True; truth ; credible; to credit , to believe. A man's name.

i ~' A word that occurs in a piece of poetry, but neither

*=
the sound nor sense is known.

f? YfcjVv From wordt and egcenive. Fault:

B'L
crime ; error ; wickedness. A man's name.

tit CHE.

To accuse ; to accuse face to face ; to impeach a superior-

^Ill-f An ancient form of ait She.

Mf
**-,* YAOU. A tune not set to any regular words ;

to sing extemporaneous irregular songs.

%-_ P- f

^f% FANG. To enquire ; to enquire extensively
t^m m m

of others ; to deliberate; to consult ; to ask advice of j to ex-

lend or reach to ; tu see. The oamc of an office. A surname.

^i/V| HEUNG. From wtriU and cruel Wrangling .

pu-
delialc , itrifei a multitude of words.

'

YANG - To 8t P ; to desist

NUH. To feel ashamed.

) or

HAOU.

A word of truth to; a message that may be bettered.

^ p
^jj
J fame as ^$ Kwang.

To impose upon; to insult by deceit , mad.

YIN. Incessant sobbing or weeping.

Same as Sin. A man's name.

-- J/ CHAOU. To make a disturbance i s> tamalt

Light s volatile; slender waisted j artful. A man's name

Vulgar form of pf Yen, and Keen.m
~lb SHWA,

To give a violent and forced construction to.



'
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and a n-eapon. The things ^jIJL -J KN, and Nan.

many words; loquacity. Name of a district

5?l A form of ^ Hung.

r'-T* SI1K. From

PJt
with which to impel people, and put them into their place. Jen jen g

I ii place ;
to arrange ; to establish ; to institute ; to suppose.

L;ii'-r. A surname. A band of soldiers, or cantonment.

^|\7 FAN. To return to a reasonable mode of speak-

ing, from a kind of compulsion arising from circumstances.

To make a clamorous noise. Also read Pwan. Pwati yen

;^jj
~.&: to brag ; to praise one's self.

\H\ \*l?

,.>
^ir CHUN. Chun =j or Chun chun

j
! ap

pparancc of speaking in a confused manner; to say to repeat-

cillv. Read Tun, Loquacity.

To listen or attend to and accede ; to ac-

cord ; to grant. To allow; to permit; to accede ; to promise;

to give ; to give excess ; more than ; much , many. To enter or

advance; to arise or flourish ; to make an appointment. Name

of a city. A surname. Read Hoc, The noise made by persons

Idling tree. Heu lung kung joo koo
J$f jffi ^j{ 4m Ik

promised to introduce tribute as formerly. Shaou hen <^T
sic.

a small quantity.

~1 Original form of Ifc Keih.

=fc YUN.

Fun yun HM ='Jj desultory uncertain conversation.

lli\. From words and a cow. Angry words.

J UNG. The commencement of a speech or

stanch, firm tone and principle expressed.

^ f Ktu Nt Language intended to impose upon.

I

Jj^ All ancient form of Ke.

A form f amf Shlh, found on stone inscriplion*

A man's name.

JIN. To think
; to -consider.

Celerity ; cliearfulness. A man'* name.

Same as j|$

WAN. A man's name.

j,^~ Same as ^ Heun.

The appearance of distorted language.

^^V The sound and sense are the same as DU He.

It

S
-*"|^wu
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KEE.

Tall; stout
; martial. An erroneous form of 13. Ke'8.

FIVE STROKES

From wordt and to reprehend. Tb in-

form of; to accuse, or to slate in one' defence, after being ac-

cused j to detract from; detraction; calumny.

- CH'HE. To know
clandeftinely ; to examine

or enquire into furtively. A man's name.

To tell -what he ought to do. to repre-

hend; to blame ; to speak sharply to
; to speak loudly and in

anger ; to rail at or traduce; to interrogate abruptly Name
of an office, of a wood, and of a state.

VI*
"^UEN. To sooth; to console; to comply

with. Some say, To feel resentment against.

J-innSWl HEA.

Loquacity; having much to lay , the noise of talking.

^^m CHOW.

to respond to ; to bless. A man's name.

SHIN. An extended clear declaration of

subject ; to spread out or lay before.

i. TO*, in. 4 x

HO. Even
i tranquil; peaceful. A roan's name.

,

j-j'TlV
SEUH, or Shflh. Toentice; hHesda.trar .

to seduce by specious pretezti. A roan's name.

f^r% VUtiN. A laughing appearance. Ooe tajri,

Good speaking. A roan's name.

^A.
**x^ CHIN. To look at; to examine; to try the

late of; to tcrify j to feel the pulse, to interpret a dream.

vulgar form of the preceding.

C^-f* CHOO. To define; to explain; to illustrate tb

P-1^
import or sense of j to record ; to preserve a written ccol

of. Explanation ; definition
; commentary.

'

CH1NG. To remonstrate with , to bejr wit-
*4"*nIf*
ftJJ*

ness to; to prove; to verify; to substantiate by evidence.

^JB" HOO. To call out ; to call to ; to call to

*T
Read lluuu, To deceive or insult.

HOW, Keu, and Row. Toraiil or

at ; to insult; to put to shame ; to try to clear om'i self fron

some dii^raceful imputation.

A haity inconsiderate enunciation cf

one'* thoughts; to speak againt ; to slander, to hate : to
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to dislike , animosity , licentious , profligate. To think ; con-

ider ; to restrict, disease. What ? whj ? The name of a place.

A surname.

Slr Same as the preceding.

-^J~ CHEN, Chan, and T'heen. TO chatter

PV*
aod talk much , specious, clever, seductive language. To play

or joke with, as with children. The appearance of disagree-

ing with. A man's name.

KOO. From ancient aod wordt. Words which

Pu
explain the progress and reasoning of things.

jyH%
" HUU. TO state to in extensio ;

to remon-

itrate with. A man's name.

-^* J rAN. A precipitate hurried enunciation.

=irr FOO.

Speech which ii well founded. A roan's name.

KEUEN.

From tcords and dark. To entice
;

to seduce.

~U- TEE
W>

From worst and to loie. To forget ; to mistake ; to err.

From wordt and arrow. Words pro-

ceeding straight to the point, the will
; resolution.

LING. To tell , to trade. A roan's nroe.

^|Q YAE. Uneven; irregular.

M* TE. From words and to attack. To vilify ,
to

attack a person's reputation; to slander; to accuse falsely.

Read Telh, Crafty ; artful. Chow te
||| |@5

shameful slan-

ders Te hwuy |gj^ or Te pang ^ =< to slander . to

vilifj ; detraction. Te wei seay shw5 |g^ J^ |j
vil,ficd

as superstitious talk.

it?R* MEEN. From H-ordi and the rommon pttple.

Seductive language. Words fitted to impose on the simple.

\ I \ I

~JULL YANG, and Ying.

Early knowledge; wisdom, to ask; to tell. Sound or noise.

Incessant, interminable laughing. A man's

name. Read Che, To persuade , to induce.

"STiTiP Original form of g)f Soo.

LEt. From net and wordi. To implicate or

i=r
blame others; to speak against. To rail and scold.

P'HWAN. Artful, crafty speech.

To plot or contrive. A man's nae.
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NA, and Neaotl. Chay na 1$ |L inex-

plicable jargon; the nonsensical jargon of a drunkard.

HEAOU.

An empty pompous appearance. The same as pS Heaou.

rXvJ /

CHUVY. To curse i to imprecate; to nil.

T*/U
Used by the sect Ffih for Prayers, spells, and other religious

papers, in the sense of True sayingi. To recite those prayers

or spells.

^ TJ KAN. From uiordi and ttwel. To stop the

mouth ; to check confused talking ; the sense is not very clear.

E. Much talk ; many words. She-king uses

E. Read She, in the same sense.

-* Same as Ning.

KE A. Wtrdt added to a person's real charac-

ter; a false accusation; to debate or discuss for and against.

^*^*
1 An ancient form of pt Mow.

I AQU. Language that is contrary, or opposing

-?Hj JEN.

Much left UDuid t
a subject not exhausted.

LX K'HEU. An interrogative pirfirle rn*rlly

implying the opposite of what it affirmed. The tame at

Ke, How? denoting a suspicion or different opinion.

S/F CHA.

Erroneous; false ; deceitful ; fraudulent. Sudden ; uDxpe<tcd.

# f

Keen cha she shang; Jin e sang wang.

Villainy and deceit were esteemed ;

Benevolence and justice perished.

****
^/ T'HO, and E. To deceive ; to insult ; lying

Pdi
boasts Read Tan, Dissolute; profligate; extravagant Rd
E, Filled with self gratulation.

tfc
T'HO, and E. lh appear-

ance of self possession ; self sufficiency ; an ignorant self suf-

ficiency ; an unwillingness to what is good. Read She, Lo-

quacity ; the name of an animal. Read To, To insult, and

bravade; to brag; to boast. Read Shay, Shallow idea or

thought. Same as the preceding.

S^!J E. To communicate or band down, as to posterity;

PP
to connect, or continue in succession. That which is lett behind

one at death, as a testament or will ;
in this seme, Syn. with

j|**

E. To laugh at ;
to ridicule ; to expose one's self to be laughed

at. ReadTae, Remiss; negligent or wearied appearance ; to

insult ; to treat fraudulently, or with disrespect.

From wordt and nitride. Precipitate and bad language.
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^^f^ K'ntiU. Sound, noise ; noise made in sleep.

CHAOO.

To declare ; announce, or proclaim to ; a royal or Imperial

declaration, or proclamation. To teach ; to instruct ; to pro-

mulge to the whole empire. Name of a certain office in the

Han-lin college. Name of a certain barbarian king.

r Hi?!
Same as s$l She, Much talk, loquacity.

Paou Uaou ifl =3|
confined talk ; clamour; noise.

ffi
FEI

Precipitate hurried enunciation; much talk ; loquacious.

j** A vulgar form of Peen

HEUE. Anger ; angry speech ; abuse.

P/U

jrJ^ PING. To discuss and settle the order of;

to deliberate ; to arrange ; to fix; to criticise. The name of

an office, and of a city. A surname. Ping pelh, e tsae tsze

shoo niflh che
g?i

J&
17J ~/C Hp ife EJ ~^_ having fi-

nislied the critical notes, I denominate it a work of genius.

**t\9 Artful debate and litigation; animating

others by specious declamation , insidious accusation. Pe

Uze
njj

rM the 1 lojuage of debate, or insidious diipuUiiuu.

To call upon, or to a person; speech which is unintelligible.

"

Ipl HEUNG. To go all around'talking and aet-

ing as* spy, Cleer ; intelligent; spying about.

~vl [ K'HEUH. Keg keiih
| ={}}

indistinct stam-

mering; broken utterance; garments rumpled or rolled up.

Bent; broken. To stoop; to crouch; to conceal; to speak

ambiguously or obscurely. To cause to cease entirely ; It-

terminate. A surname.

<" fJ rA. Ting pi |jet |* [ke name of an ancieril

queen or royal concubine.

^L k"^fc

ST H TA. Tow ta B&3 |g disquieted ; reitit

fl TSOO, and TsOO. To announce to the gods,

and supplicate from them the infliction of calamities ; impre-

cations; bad language to the gods ; curses.

^^ T'HAOU.

incoherent tautology ; idle prattle.
Taou taou

jj

Si CHOO.

That which is known ; knowledge ; wisdom. A itiau' name.

CL Same as pp E.

PH
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To express the inward thoughts; to

speak ; speech ; a term, phrase, or expression ; written phra-

seology ; style. To request ; to announce to ; to accuse.

Tsze suyjuen urh e shin Ise'S =j

U9th Radical. V[. Yen
'

^ \ i

X

although the language he mild, the meaning is very decisive
~

Tsze pfih li e
ppj /f-^ f& sa

>

the language not conveying all

the meaning. Row tsze p f^ mouth language; oral ( verbal

SIX STMOKES.

YUNG. Ffnmu

(I*

T()|>

Tsze choo, urh e yTh choo chay fP^J i-*~iiij <ii yr M--W
a stop in the language, and a stop also in the idea, is denoted

by O at the side of the character; Tsze choo urh e we choo

jj5j \f. IJIJ ^jfji yfe
/

rfc the language -stopping, but the idea

not stopping (or not closed), is denoted by between the

characters.

/Vy* Same as the preceding,
s

J S-

^^5** PEEN. From ar//; and icorrfit. An original

*=
form of Pe'en i|4

to dispute or debate.

J.JIL

J5fm T'HO. A vulgar form of f& To.

NA.

Sze na $& 1^ langu ge which is inexplicable

~J\]\ Same as ^ Mcih

<V"

3Hi __
~^^ An erroneous form of

"
Peen. A man's fiamte.

To continue to act as before; to do over again.

TART I. VOL. III. 4 T

voice emitted for a long time, as in singing. Toiing; torr,

in a mondtonou* tone. The song of a bird.

fty\
HEU - W " that e.lend with wing,, h.gl,

Hying boasting talk; alo virtuous language that i, widely dif-

fused. Wide spreading; reaching to the end. of the earth.
clear

understanding and intrepid mind; to speak with clearnr,,
and boldness. A man's name.

To e qi i to
investigate; to a,k

about. To communicate information to ; to contrive , to

scheme.

i

g Cl E'' To go or rcpair to in Peftoa - The name of

an insect. The name of a wood.

_X*1L
Wp HWANG. Speech uttered in a dream ; un-

li^W I

real; unsubstantial; lying; to tell lies. Shwd hwang |

pj^
to tell a lie; to say what is not true.

^^^^ H.O. From tfiirdi and to unite. Harmony ofPP
sentiment, as expressed in words ; agreement in speech.

jT^l
bHE. To use ; to employ ; to compare ; to try ;

to essay) to endeavour; to experiment; to try or examine

the literati at fixed periods, and in different places. Sh* clie

yew heaou
|^^ ^j ^jlj try it and it wiR be efficacious
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NA . Yin na H& i3K to take hold of ; to seize.
PTl p|l'J

rt Iff A vulgar form of
j

. A man's name. Sameas|&E.

To elicit or cause to appear, by reproof

or interrogation, people's vices.

IVili. To interrogate ; to reprave. A man's nameM

tft
JIN. To believe or trust in words, or to be

trustworthy. To consider; a noise in the throat. A man's

name. Read Nin, Much talk.

From words and irregular or de-

fravcd. Incoherent mad talk.

r?tt* SHE. To forget. An ancient form of ij5 Keen.

-*&
JT tlT tl TUY. To reprimand and scold.

^T^ CH'HA, or Ts'ha. Minute and careful

investigation, the idea is generally the same as Chi. A

person's name.

A 'ocal word denoting to call to

a person, Read Keaou, To brag ; to boast.

Verse ; poetry ; an ode ; composition

which may be sung or chauntcd. To take in the arms as is

done with an infant.

m HAN, andK'han.

To wrangle j to speak with difficulty ; wrangling speech.

^/Idt TO.

Language which contains reciprocal bragging w boasting.

-zl LUY.

An engraved inscription. An eulogj on the deceased.

u

TO. To cause to fall in ruins ; to destroy.

CH'HA. From to dwell or coniiil in, and

q. d. consisting only in words, mere talk. To talk wildly and

extravagantly ; to boast and talk ostentatiously. Strange ; ex-

travagant.

Hwa wa =^ =jp| lazy, idl. Also read Wae.

/

^i^ HOW, and K6w. To rail at; to abuse with

m*
anger, and insult; specious sycophantic speech ; a defect of

right principles. A surname.

J-lT3 WEI. Toreprrmand; to blame; to deceive;

to impose upon ; to intuit. Strange ; odd
-,
to oppose right
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principles i to vilify. Perverse ; wicked. Name of a star, of

a city, and of a man. A surname.

TSEUEN. From tteriJt and perfect. Se-

lect savings; speech duly prepared ; explanatory allusions and

comparisons ) to put in order; to tranquillize by speech ; to

complete.

HEUH, and Ch'huh. yah- heah
p
.

the appearance of smelling what is fragrant. A man's name.

"" Cl HWUY. From wordi and telf. One's own

speech heard above every other persons. To stop or desist

from trading.

fpffi LEO.

Aspirations of praise or commendation. A man's name.

-f 1
~~jy\ \ LE. To commend or praise.

^3" K'HEE. To interrogate; to question with

authority, as a magistrate; to investigate strictly, for the pur-

pose of correcting and punishing ; to reprehend ;
to chastise ,

to prohibit.

H\VA. From words and tangue. Speech; dis-

PP
course; conversation ; to talk ; to tell; able to speak weU in an

assembly. To clamour ;
to put to shame ; to direct.

^"* TSE1H. A place where no human vuice is;

stillness. Same as^ Teb.

^V/C| Vulgar form of Chin.

p*-| Same as Pj Lang.p*-|

To 8t P lhe
; to give up

trade. Sometimes had recourse to by the Chinese people to

bring tbe government to terms. One says, To determine on

repentance.

jfo KAE. Some bond, agreement, or appointment

in an army. To connect together; all connected ; prepared,

or arranged for ; to contain in. A roan's name. Whatever

is right or proper to be, or to be done. Ought ; should. To

belong to as a duty or right. The person, place, or thing-,

referred to; the side; the above-mentioned, or referred to.

S^UTSEANG, and Seang. Toe,aminand

judge clearly ; to ascertain the precise import ; to state clearly

the facts, circumstances, or reasonings ; to explain as a teacher ;

or to give information to superiors as an officer of tbe govern-

ment. Tseang yen tsze choo

explained under the character Yen.

see it clearly

HWUY> r Wei -

To call upon a person ; the noise of calling to .

d'nn^ SIN. From wordt and if fo tefgrr. To en-

quire; to ask ; many together.

g^*' An ancient form of
fjj

Yen.
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^1 ~ JAY. A tone of response, signifying that one

hears and understands. As, or thus.

Thought to be an erroneous charac-

ter j the sense does not appear.

From wordi and thorn. Sharp

reproofs; keen satires; pointed ridicule.

-Mtl
-IWM CHOW

To answer or respond by words. To revile ;
to curse.

'|Q|
T'HLJNG. From teordt and together. All

PI >J

together; incoherent clamour. Twing tung g@ '|ra preci-

pitate ; hasty.

Tranquil ; still. The lame as

^Wr CH'HOW. Much talk ; loquacity.

S"7K* Same as =* Me.

From a word and teller. To dis-

criminate by proper names .

M KEW. To ruin; to slander.

CHEN.

Many words; verbose; at, such a time; to examine into

and give directions and orders about; name of an officer who

presides at divinations. The name of a hill. A surname.

Read Tan, The feet.

^V5 MING. From warn? and to tpeak. To name,

or give an appellation to everything. To discuss the Mine*

of things, or distinguish things by appropriate names.

'^*jC^*
(jlH. :Every one having a separate -story.;

debate; controversy; strong language; a bold lone.

% *

-ftF KWE

To jest; to play and trifle with ; to seduce.

KEEN.

Angry debate; Hrife; quarrelling. Also readTheen.

Violent strife and debate; noise

and clamour : to threaten and intimidate

^ it
Same as the preceding

1

.

^^j
^^^ KVVA, To deceive ; to fail in; to disappoint.

^^s^*^%

Read Hwa, An impediment; a hindrance.

TTJ^
"7f\~i From u-ordi and etr. To entire^

seduce. A man's uuuie. Read Cb'hc, Ashamed.

tc'

I
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An 'erroneous form of 3r SlmS.

To speak ; to assist with words. A man's name.

^2llV T'HEAOU. To call or whiper to ; to in-

Qy l^k

veigle; to seduce; to wheedle; to allure; to decoy ;
libidi-

nous enticement ; seduction.
,

-^>5JL. CH'HE. Separated ; diffuse ; spread -out.

L U Y. A kind of eulogy on deceased persons ,

to eulogize. Luj win =* "XT a writing containing an eu-

logy ; such papers are presented to friends and relations ; they

are written on silk, and are considered a present, which the

other party returns with correspondent presents.

"^Tf^ CHOO. To make inquisition for ; to punish :

to wound ; to destroy ; 'to put to death ; to kill ; to involve

the residue of men in crime, as the root being taken out of

the ground causes the decay of the branches and leave* : to

eradicate; to exterminate. Shang ming choo chej' ^
^4 ~jf the emperor ordered him to be put to death. Fan

tteu ke wei te tsee, tsungsing juh kwei ti chay, pee choo

_

"" ^^ marry wh res f r wives or concu-

bines ; or who allow priests to enter the female apartments,

must be put to death, never pardoned .- recommended tu <\ie

emperor who reigned A. I). 1460.

=-X An ancient form of ffj Kaou.

149th Radical. VI. Yen^
^j. K ' HWA . From Hg and mordi . To talk

to boast; to talk and brag much. Large, applied to cloth

and garments. Tsze jin haou kwa^ J^ ^[jf
& this man

i fond of boasting. Kwa jaou y wae |& %$ ^ M* t<

boast outside of one's influence with men in power, l rourt.

or in the public offices, for the purpose of getting bribed to

exert that influence in tome particular direction. Kwa mn

che tsze gfe 3E ^^ ^3 an expression boasting of excellence,

also praising the excellence of others ; -as Ling foo Of ^
your father ; your virtuous father.

^| K HWANG Toipeak falsely; to lie; to

deceive; to cheat Kwang pe'en M GM to defradd by ly-

ing speeches.

An ancient form offjJl'Sin.

Same as
|)1| Shan, and

$flfl Shan.

Original form of ^

WANG . Prom wort* and a nrt. To 4tceir

and impose upon by false speeches.

YA. Ch ya Up |B perrerse lanfuafe.

An arrcient form f fp Kaou.

KE. To icheme; to plan

i. TL. in. 4 z
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^ CHAOU. To play with or befool a person.

~ 4 C Same as ^3c Woo. A man's name.

JT-AV An ancient form of ^ Sung.

SEVEN STROKES.

,w\ A vuISar form of f$ Han.

To prate; to talk pedantically of antiquity. A man'* name.

u

oUH Close; urgent. A man's name.

\

LANlJ. Perspicuous oral language. Read

Lang, Idle talk ; ridicule ; vague talk.

UMKE. Sincere;; tincerity ; to slate or announce to
;

to warn ; to admonish. A man'* name. Also read Kaou.

Che | or Ke che=* to remember;

To recite in a staging tone. It is much the pr.iclice of

Chinese literati, to hum over their composition* ; at the public

examinations it is found necessary to prohibit this when all

are assembled. A man's name.

--
S^Lt KWANG. A wild levity of speech, incohe-

to GK upon the memory ; historical annals.

^y/ JIN. To know sufficiently so as to be able to

discriminate ; to recognise ; to know one person or thing from

another ; to acknowledge that one knows or is concerned with.

To be pleased or joyfu'j enigmatical,

rent talk ;
to seduce by imposing on with lying speeche*.

~Ct TOW.
w

pl
~~ HAN - To talk much ; great talk.

SHEN

Seductire language ;
to eutice with specious word*.

Tow now =g =H an inability to speak ; bad utterance.

~r* T'HOO. Taou tooj interminable talk.

An expression of detestation. To sigh;

to laugh madly ; violently.

mMj_l* SHE. From wort/* and to break. By word* to

^
decide a crime; that is to decide whether it exists or not ; to

bind ; to bind down to ; to bind to the truth
, to bind solemnly.

To receive the command, or be commanded or appointed by

the Sovereign. A man's name. To swear; to utter an oath.
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or imprecation i to TOW. Oaths are accompanied by various

significant forms, as breaking a porcelain cup ; blowing out

a light, and shedding blood ; the cutting off the head of a cock

it deemed most solemn, and which none like to witness,

deeming it infelicitous. The government in China require*

no oiths. She sze show :

death.

swear to maintain it till

T'HTNG. Deceitful, fraudulent language ;

to impose upon with false speeches.

\

3t4tl* T'HAN. From protracted and talk . To talk

at random ; to give scope to a fabulous incoherent, incredible

mode of speaking ; fabulous nonsense; to deceive by lies and

nonsense; great; wide; extensive; to bring forth and rear

children ; the birth day of great personages, and of the

gods.

P'HO, and Pei. To cause confusion by art-

ful and seditious speech; to delude; to mislead by fair speeches

and induce a state ofanarchy. Rebellion ; disorder.

\m Vj

^S| KEW. From wordt and to entreal. To

cause to desist; to interdict ; to assist. Thesame as^ Kew.

CHEN,

To commend as excellent and expedient. A man's name.

J.1^ HE. To wait for i to slate thr truth or fact,

3
and wait unchanging for the other parly to adopt the rouri*

it pleases.

^k P'HE. Erroneou*. and fallacious ,- rautakea.

Ptitl. A bond or agreement cut in two, that

each party may take a half. Discriminating language. A.

S^V T'HUH. Te tab H;
I* crafty; artful;

mutual deceit. Voolish unfounded stories.

Xr
~r\i Original form of fS Hwa.

man's name.

m From words and elegant. To speak

to in a pleasing strain ; to advise ; to put forward . to teach ;

to lead. To mislead i to seduce; to tempt; to induce, some-

times in a good sense. Yew che e le RJ& "/^ VI
^)J

to seduce or entice to one's purpose by largcsscv

VV> K'HING. Mailer of fact; true sayings. King

hasting, urging, pressing forward, crowding.

CHA. To utter what is shameful.

E. From wonband notable. What is proper

and right to be done; what is reasonable.

To assail wilh words; to attack by speech; private whispers.

- SHWA. or Sha.

Pompous talkj false; irregular. A mao's name.
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I An ancient form of fj| Tseaou

p

^>3 Same as
j F'ung.

LA
^T^1 Same as t$| Gan.

PP

;*_f* YU, and Yu. From TOV and u>orrfs. To

PP
peak of difficulties ; to state or tell to; to converse with;

to discuss
]
to teach. 'Words; speech; discourse ; phrases ;

riprcssioiis ; language. Warne of an ancient state, and ofa

certain territory. Tuy e ta yu ^ J{ M |S replied by

advertingto something else. Teen yu ^? ~=3i heaven's words,

the talk of the emperor of China is so denominated by his

sycophants. Seami yu fi\ j=

low toned conversation. Kow

pfih ning yu p fe speechless.

I HWU\ . To peak a long time; tedious

discourse. A man's name.

IT An ancient form of Kcaou

^V|\l CHING. Without guile; without admixture

of one mind ; sincere ; true; honest'; sincerity; truth Ching

hwang ching kung|)^ '}|l ||^^ really apprehensrve, really

afraid, said by Kung-leang / on his undertaking to

~~/G? Same as ^ Keaou.

,

'

K.h,Ati. Commands ; precepts; orders ; injunc-

tions. To command ; to tell or direct authoratively, or with.

the mention of some penalty. Name of a sword.

^ Baa

^,V*a ING To speak ; speech. A man's nmrae.

Read Chow, Chow tan
j|J|

f undecided, prevariting

speech.

Tso. From words and to sit. Te et

people down by talking; to agitate by specious language; to

get the better of by adulation.

^AIA WOO. To affirm that to be which hai no exis-

; superstitious ; visionary ; false; deceitful. To dec'rve ;

to charge falsely ; to accuse the innocent.

t^-* Same as ^ Tseay.

H TS'HUH. Precipitate; hasty

P/C

i*X*+ WC. Fallacious ; deceitful ; false , erro neous.

causing hindrance ; to fail ; to seduce ; to deceive. Kernjio

write the history of the Tan? dynasty, a hundred and fifty leans che woo 5J A ~j/
=M the false pretexts of

after the close -of it. men.

5 CU HEEN.

in u'low tone or nhiiper. A mati't name.

HO.

Ho IK
=fe[ "jSj

the nise or itrooJ of a multitude.
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~3f HE1H, and He. HeheB&gfc Ihe sound

of conversation; the noise of speaking in anger. Appearing

to speak with difficulty. The breath emitted in speaking

Read Hin, Loud speech.

KAUU. To commmand ; to give direction!)

to inferiors j to proclaim by writings to subjects; to enjoin on

inferiors ; an Imperial declaration, different dynasties have

employed different words to express thii.

^ HEE.

Secret strife; at strife with one's elf ; repentance.

"^Efcl SUNG, or Tsung. To recite; a kind of

recitative ; chanting or singing, to accompany music. Used

also to express discussing; disputing; reviling and calum-

niating. The name of an office. The name of a bird.

I P'HOO. Large; great ; to talk big ;
to deli-

berate ; to reprove ; to assist.

JD. HWUY.

To speak to constantly ; to reiterate as chasing away what

is obscure. To instruct; to teach; to admonish ; instruction ;

to induce ; to afford an inducement to.

== num.

Violent language; the language of strife. A man's name.

^ /\. An ancient form of ^ Sung.

J-4RT I. VOL. III. 5 A

S2 SH WO, Shw, or Shtf. From orrf.. d

iii exchange. To lay ; to speak; to convene; to narrate ; to

explain, to teach; word). Speech; discourse, explanation,

illustration ; statement. Read Shwar, To talk to and per-

suade. A surname.

If->,
Or Ho. An answer in oppoiition to; to

oppose in reply, or to refuse a reply.

J-;
* A form of Sp Shea, or as Shen. A roan' namf.

in* A f rm of 1? Woo.

-THr CHE. Not knowing ; ignorant of.

igl_r An ancient form of^ Ling. Used also for
=Jl Woo.

rr-J^ Same as j|f Wang.

^Mr CHA.

Cha ya
jjjp^ pervertc incoherent language.

To examine or interrogate a criminal.

^h| 1WA. Stupid; obstinate.
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EIGHT STROKES.

fin? From tDor* and hateful. Slanderous

vilifying speech. Read Y!h, or Gib, To laugh. Read Kea,

Kca woo gSl =5 bad enunciation.*" h^f

"^? K'HUNG.

To talk much ; to interrogate ; to question.

5* CHANG. Wild; irregular. Cbow chang

fff pK irregular, precipitate manner, as if crazed, Chang tun

a careless, loose, hasty manner.

^
IvTTfc Same as fji She.

PJ2L

J2- CHAtSTG. To sing. A man's name.

^**%^H SHWUY. Who .' Vfhose ? vrhat ? A surname.

PF
Shwfiy ho |^ jpf

who ? what ? ShwHy Jin ^tt
A what

person ? Shwdy jin paou lib chang woo sze g^ /V 'PS

^^ ^, i|f
vfho can be secured that no calarpity will

ever hefal him.

3CT SUY. To slander ; to revile.

From

Craft; deceit ; fraud. Kefih kwei
,

degree of deceit and craftinesi.

. and 10 fr^d rfoien.

an extraordinary

\'

TSEE. Loquacious, talkative.

ZI>4^ An erroneous form of ^ Meth.

To essay ; to make a trial, placed in

order ; deliberation j plan ; to examine according to the plan

or rule. A duty or task imposed at school. A tax or duty

levied on any commodity; the name of a district.

is undecisive and indeterminate.

fcflEl 1 AOU . To say over and over again ; to prate

and talk indistinctly as a child. One says, To imprecate. A
man's name.

Jlr|^ TSUNG.
Delight j one ays. To scheme.

~jK HEAOU. Rude speech ; disrespectful language.

Retiring speech, or what is said behind back*,

_;'f7|
|L| ^-^^- T deceive as impostors do.

BEEN. Precipitate, hasty speech.

sX^W Same as the following-.
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HING. Speech; abrupt address; an angry

tone of speech ;.
to speak with vehemence. Also read H&ng,

^/ip. SUY. To rail at; to abuse; to vilify; to

interrogate ; to reprimand ;
to impeach ; to accuse. Read

Tsfih, To rail at and abuse a person.

n r

FE1. To speak against ; tabackbite ; to slander.

^A|T* CH'HE. Ignorant and unable to answer;

to impose upon by affirming that exists which really does

not. Mistaken; deceived.

3>0>k^ K'HEW. Toruin: to slander. A man's name.

T'HA.

Talkative; loquacious, irregular, incoherent talk.

a
What is fit, suitable, or proper for man; virtue; goodness;

order ; right. Persons who form friendships. An aquaintance.

chen na*
'Sr

H/u
elation; a kind of stammering; bad utterance

incerrect bad Pronun
'

J-vTI
^Irtl T'HEAOU. To mix; to blend ; to adjust

in proper proportions. To take care of and regulate; to

nurse. A tune for a song, or for reciting sacred books.

Teaou king.chung tsze wan p| $ |ft "f"^, pills for

regulating the catamenin, and for bevelling children.

k' nn |Jpj frS
lo rcSu 'alc the menses by mcdu nn- Ti-aim [><

~\l\
|;(|j

lo remove an officer of government from one lilualion

to supply another. Teaou king jjRj
fc5 i., rcvul.itr liy

medicine the menstrual discharge.

KBIT.

Language or speech governed by tome rule. A nun's name.

Cordial and respectful. To debate with

good temper; a correct upright manner. A surname.

= irf HVVAN.

Speech that is obscure unintelligible jargon.

\

Slanderous ; fond of detraction.

r%-Cp Same as the preceding.

An ancient form of ^ Keen.

CHUE.

Incessant talking; interminable verbiage.

T'HE.

To talk without being fatigued, unwearied talking.

^; FK*. Same as |p Tuy.

Same as I* Tee.
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4*~m CHEN To flatter i to address praise, worship,4*~m

or sacrifice to thoe lo whom it is not due; uuan spirited

adulation ; to gratify the eye and ear.

SjCjE C'H'HIN. Good speech. A man's name.

fc^
3* MEEN. To deceive, to impose upon; artful

and specious. A man's name.

CHE.

Perverted speech, or indistinct bad utterance.

CHUN, and Chun. To state to very fully

= 3* TSZE.

:md impressively ; to inculcate. To instruct with unwearied

assiduity; indefatigable in teaching.

K'HE. To dread; to be afraid of; to nhun.

The will or resolution ; to scheme.

Sfl*> Same as M Te.

^j K'HE.

Vs\
To deceive ; to insult j to plot. A man's name.

YEN. To give to ; to take, a local word ii

this sense. To tattle, to slander or backbite.

GAOU. The cry of a crow.

What one says being received by the hearer.

HH CHO. A man's name.

KO.

Ks San sH^ laughing words; speech that causes laughter

Original form of f^; Yaou.

Zfi& T'HAN. From warmth and wordt. Conversing

E7V
on a subject one feels with warmth ; free conversation ,

chit

chat. To converse familiarly ;
familiar conversation ; to dis-

pute ; the name of a district Show tan ^. |j
the name

of an ancient royal plaything.

S-p SIH. Much talk; loquacious.

**
3||- CHUY. To cause an affair to bend down on,

and implicate another person; to connect or involve affair* .

to search into other people's secrets. A surname.

vehement.T'HUN. Tun

-^* TS'HING. From pure and words. To re-

quest ; to ask with courtesy ; to beg; to pray ; to mi

announce to ; to confess or make acknowledgement. Tsmg

seen =H ^lll
to request, or invoke demoni or superhuman

genii to appear.
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\VEI. From tcorrfs and <o tend awny . To im-

plicate others; to involve; reiterated tautology in the way

of apology, and in blaming superiors or others.

TJ-AI*!
ivtiUrl, To examine and interrogate a criminal.

\t

LUH. To ridicule; to satirize.

"STJf ,
An ancient form of f$ Shih.

An erroneous form of ^r He.

Much talk. To be distinguished from ||i Keen.
K^^

" '

*^^J 1 SAJNICj. From iforrf* and <<? contend. To
rfT1

endeavour to stop a person from doing wrong ; to remonstrate

with ; to dissuade from doing.

^"T-r* TSJH., or Chill. Aloud voice; a great

noise. Read TsS, A response or answer given. Read Tso, To

aaswer. Read Cha, To seduce by words or fair speeches.

Read Tseay, The voice of any animal ;
a sighing, or aspiration.

l/l An ancient form of =^ Sin. A man's name.

P|

Same as ^ Foo

FART I. VOL. III.

K lii. To jest anil ridicule each other ; wild ,
\rri-

gular speech. A man's name.

^Hr TSEU, From icordt and lo lake. To take

advice; to consult with; to communicate information to.

and take advice on the affairs of government. Name of* star

"j^-
1* A form of $r Keen.

ZT^jJ^
CHO To attack with words ; to slate or |r!(

to. To reprehend ; to blame ; to rail at ; to slander ; to vilify

bri.hj\ , Language that is unreal <
I or insincere

sincere r< speech; to beliere ,

to confide in ; to trust ; to suppose that a thing has taken

place; to know clearly and certainly ; to aid; to help; to awi.t
f

to take the oversight of. The name of a barbarous district.

A surname

TSEEN.

Good words ; to flatter ; artful designing speech ; to ridicule.

A place without the humao voictj

silent; solitary. A nian'i name. Read Chfih, Deceitful;

fraudulent.

HAOU.

A clamorous noise; mad irregular word;. A man's nmr
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LUN, and Lun. To discourse about; to

discuss; to reason; to consult j to place ideas in proper order

and express them. Name of an office; a surname. Le lun

^jS? or reversed Lun le, To reason or argue. Chuy lun
Piffl

f to infer. Wang chin mew lun ; peen Iwan kevi chang

% JB|
$* SL Hi$ "''^ statemen '* an<i err '

neous reasonings, to change and disorder old regulations.

^n?fc* SHOW. To deliver to orally ; to tell verbally.

SHIN. From thought and words. Thought;

to consider; to express one's thoughts in the way of advice

or reproof. To recede to deep places.

^j^ CHA. A surname, or man's name.

Same as jM E.

^r An ancient form of isf Ke

PEAOU.

To commend ; to praise. A man's name.

^CT Or'Sinal form of pj Pang.

^& Original form of f^ Luy.

."JyAll
WAN. To soothe; to console

j to comply with.

rj-^y
TUNG. To covet; to desire uYiduly.

rq2 WOO. TO deceive; to impose upon ; to in-

crease or add to
; to disbelieve, or incredible.

r
F^^ YEN. To speak of ghosts or demons.

CrJSL WANG. To reprehend ;
to chastise.

^t\j HWAE. Deceived ;
mistaken.

- 2 HEUEN. A loud voice, or noise.

man's name. Further than this neither sound

nor sense is known.

NINE STROKES.

JNAOU. TO speak contumeliously to each

other. To vex or provoke by words.

JT Hrf YU, and Yu. From wordt and mtmenttry.

Speech that pleases but for awhile. To flatter , to adulate;

flattery ; adulation.
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Same as W Le.

^ Vp T'HHlk. To excite mutiny or rebellion in an

army. To spy ; a spy in an enemy's camp. Poo tee" Hflfe "-W
_. ^, P|3 fW

a genealogy. Teg teg p| |^ loquacious; talkative. Some

say, Tranquil. Read See, Language or discoursethat proceeds

in a regular coherent manner.

To speak with
difficulty ; to sputter,-

to slammer. A man's name.

ry/^p
To deceve, or impose upon.

HO\V. Speaking; appearing in conversation.

**"
^ZrfL Same as the preceding.

SEU. To know ; possessing natural talents and

acquired knowledge; an appellative of those possessing wis-

dom. Fallacious; deceitful.

PEEN.

A specious, artful eloquence; plausible imposing speech.

*^P5r A vulgar form of f|[ Tsung.
tMtVf^

Same as If Cha.

SHE. From worth and right. Right words
,

reasonable ; correcl ; lo judge. Read Te, in Ihe same sense.

JJpj
HECJEN. Fallacious ; false

; irregular; cla-

morous; noisy ; the clamour and disturbance made bj a great

many persons talking at the same lime. The name of a plant.

YIN. Stupid; doltish.

SHE.

An epitaph ; an eulogy ; honorary titles conferred by Ihe

Sovereign after a person's death. Fung ^ expresses those

conferred during life.

jpJtfJ
i\AN. From a multitude and talk ; or the

talk of an army. Jesting and buffoonery ; low mirth
; obscene

jokes; loud scurility, or merriment.

Same as jfe To.

~9Si SEAOU, Sew and S6w.

I^X^^.
From speech and to scaur. Small ; minute ; to seduce

to lead ; secret detraction ; to rail at behind backs.

^rf".. HWA.

Precipitatej hasty speech ; quick. Some say, Lazy.

STS* - GS gs
=

plain> (lraight forward ,

guage j the language of a sincere honest man.
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TSEEN. Spread out; extended wide. Read

w
Heuen, To reprehend, or to chastise mutually.

j" rffr CH1JNG. To offend reciprocally by words.

To be careful in what one says. A man's name.

r

TE.

From words and a ruler. To examine into; to judge.

Same as pjf Soo.

PEEN. A word that occurs in the Budh

books. The sense is not known.

HEAE. To pair with; to plough together;

to accord ; to harmonize ; general or mutual consent ; harmony ;

peace. To agree about a price. Name of an ancient book;

name of a bird.

FUH.

Word or speech fully prepared ; explained fully .

An abbreviated form of ~3E pOo. A man's name.

A man's name. Used also for
p)/ Keae, A precept.

PING. To assist with words.

~j*
PT

T'HING. Teaou ting =H = to arrange

to adjust; to bring to a proper state; to settle comfortably

any affair.

To discriminate by speech ; to point out the right and the

wrong, particularly to superiors, as a minister to his Prince,

and to induce to alter what is wrong; to remonstrate; to

endeavour by reproof and argument to arouse from error.

The n;une of an officer, whose duty is to remonstrate. Name

of a bird, and of a fruit. A surname. Choo kwo puh keen,

fei chung yay ; wei sze puh yen fei yung yay rJ j&
T

$t ft&&& ft^W^H $L to refrain from

remonstrating against a sovereign's faults is not faithful , and

not to speak though fear of death, is cowardly.

Laou la i the sound ofconversation

San, ' ^s

YU. From w^rds and to aisenl. Words which

demand assent; orders; official notifications of the will of

government; to proclaim to ; to interrogate. Name of an of-

fice, and of a district. A surname. An order from a superior,

whether from the Emperor to his ministers or governors of

provinces ; from these inferior officers, or from the father of a

family, or the master of a house to those below him.

To plan ;
to scheme to ask questions.

.

fcTfc Sarae as sw Yew, To seduce ; also A man's name.
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."^r^Z. OHUEN. To number ; number ; complaisance;

PIW
mutual yielding to. A man's name.

W-Sli. From toori/f and thought. To think and to

speak ; to speak straight forwardly. The appearance of being

afraid. A man's name. Read Sae, Words or speech. Read

Shae, To err in speech ; to say something improper.

'*'? *^f HWUY. To slander; to vilify. Aman'sname.

O HWUY.

To shun ; to dread ; to avoid ; to stand in awe of ; to pay

respect to ; that name which a person employs when worship-

ping the gods ; the name ofa deceased person these are deem-

ed sacred and are not mentioned on common occasions ; this

usage began with the Chow dynasty .

Cha.

-

C^Vc-f YIN. Respectful; grave; serious. A man's name.

W*i* GAN. Fully acquainted with ; skilled or versed

PR
in ; to have been long accustomed to ; have an extensive know-

ledge of. To remember ; to recite ; to sing out in a loud voice.

The name of an office. Read Tow, To relate fully or entirely.

Can seth kan yu che jin ^g^ H TO
~7_ J\^

a person

well acquainted with geomancy.

Same as gfc Ch'he. Read Ch'he, To speak slowly.

6 cPART I. VOL, III.

HAN. Union; harmony; concord; sincere;

promoting union; cordiality; to cauic to smile, to eicilr.

Name of a musical initrumcnt.

NAN. Nan nan

speech, babbling loquacity. Chun nan
:Jj

conversation.

muttering indistinct

the sound of

SHIN. True; sincere; truth; sincerity. A

man's name ; name of a state or nation.

rEinH FUNG. To recite; to rehearse in a musical

tone. Recitative ; to teach by verse ; to draw comparisons and

satirize; poignant allusions; satire. To spread and affect, ai

the wind ; to proclaim.

Pe'en.

w

Not one only j several; many. All ; every. A particle
de-

noting, In ; at; from; respecting. Sometimes denotes Doubt

The name of an office, and of a divinity. A name of plants,

and trees, and insects, and hills, and swamps. A surname.

K'HEA.

Kea kow =|#
5& artful insidious speech.

,

YEN. A proverbial or common saying;

abrupt unpolished speech. Read Oan, To blunder, or saf

something improper.
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Same as jj Yuen.

YANG. From words and <o spread. To

spread the fame of; to praise, to extol; attentive : respectful.

t*_ GAN. Thoroughly aquainted with; to recite

in a musical tone. A man's name.

Z>3L HWANG, Hung-, and Hwang. The

sound of conversation ;
a loud sound or noise ;

clamorous

obstreperous noise.

HrliUtiJN. To endeavour lo impose upon by

deceitful hollow stratagems, as in war. To deceive to act

irregularly. The name of a plant.

bHE, Verbose; loquacious. A man's name.

To gloss over or adorn ; to change ; respectful. A man's name.

A tone of ascent, approbation, or promising. To answer.

./0
/f> A vulgar form of =1 KSn.

PlrV

_
J'_pl TL btjlH. Cordial agreement ; discussion A

man's name. Read Seu. To scheme or plan.

ChS tse ^j ^& reiterated words, like
ri~ PF1

the dull tautology of a pestle ; muttering ; murmurin};.

S fcl 1MOVV, and M6w. To deliberate To plan ,

R^v
to devise ; to consider probable evils and provide against

them. To scheme, to contrive; to plot; to consult with;

to lay plots for the acquisition of. Name of a vegetable,

of an instrument of music, and of an office. A surname.

Seaou ta che sze, peih yu Che mow che
/]> "^ ^ jfe t3j

> -? "tl1 -~^f

-S ~iK rijft- / ' n l"*^'1 small and great affairs (the emperor
*^V 3^i f^^\ r^^

fe
^j~ TTh-tsung) made a point of conferring with (the

statesman) Che. Tsin jin mow teen nan pae fj A =S
*>y the utraost deSree of human stratagem, it

is impossible to defeat heaven.

words and what f To slate to ; to

declare; to petition; to request; to visit a superior; lobe

admitted to an audience. The name of an office, of a star,

and of a hill. A surname.

^TCC" Same as M Tseu. A man's name.

WEI.

From words and stomach, or to enclose. To say ; to say to;

to speak of; to tell
-,

to call or denominate ; diligent; to send;

to trust.

CH'HE.

Words; discourse; to laugh at; to ridicule-.

Jp
~Q_ Vulgar form of $ Chun.
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An ancient form of mi Keen.

Original form of pji Seuen.

^2E An ancient form of tM Chow.

^2^Tr"B ^-t t

Sf Same as pi Seun. A man's name.
r-%_2

Same as
f'fc

To.

*i*' FANG. To enquire; to ask ; to interrogate.

,TA^ Same as IP. Ke, Also a man's name.

PIP

^ >yV CHAOU. Toplay with wordij voicr or tound ,

lightness nnd celerity ; levity ; unall talk.

~F TSEAY. Same as 2| T.eay. R.md Chae,

PxS
Strange, extraordinary language. To mis, fail, or lose.

^T hk-^l SHEN. From U'orrfs nncl fan To s dcu-- and

>>X NOO. Vicious abusive language.

impose upon people by lair speeches ; to mitigate people to

do what one wishes.

^ll GAN. The appearance of a hill rising promi-

ncnt ; the appearance of a high hill. A man's name. A

surname.

STr Same as fpj Ho.

~/p^ TSE. Many ; numerous.

P

TEN STROKES.

T'HANG. To remove a writing to another

surface. To copy papers ; to transcribe.

-:j GAE. Observant; respectful. A man's name.

{^ A vulgar form of
jiffi

Woo.

Same as K Soo, To tell or state to. A man's n;itne.

SHING. Words rapidly enunciated.

HEA. Much talk ; loquacity. Some say,

Pjm
Tranquil. A man's name.

KEEN. To stammer or speak with
difficulty.

Difficult to express; correct straight forward peoh. A

surname.
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PO. To cry aloud when exerting one's self;

a strong emission of the voice.

JT ft> KWEI. From words and the devil. To feel

aashamed. To chastise ; to deceive. Read Hwuy, To ridicule.

rr^jf A vulgar form of DJJ Hwang.

S2| > HEIH, Or Hth. Swift; rapid: sudden.

vf-Sjj"
Same as Ko.

^*1S Same as m Ta. A man's name.

,- I ING. A small sound ; the appearance of

going backwards and forwards. A man's name. Occurs in

the sense of anger. According to some, read Hung, A rattling

thundering noise.

ME.

An enigma ; a riddle
; to puzzle. A rather modern word.

^ Fry nAUU . To persuade or entice to wh \t is

P>_^^^.
good. Same as

jg Saou. Read Sow, Angry words.

TSEIH.

Bitter; distressing; noxious or poisonous Hasty language.

-X*

attentive. Te fang ning meih

in a tranquil quiet state.

MEIH. Still; tranquil speech ; heedful ; careful ,

the district

^^O CHE. Anger; angry vociferation.

Shame; disgrace; having no sense of hame.

The anger of a mean man; to abuse; to put to shame and

disgrace. A man's name. Read Hea, Angry speech.

~*Sf* TSANG. To speak lightly.

~"-j|
. The breath emitted in spealving

CS^^ CHING. Ching ||?
or Ching yiug^

HJlM
words boiled and served up again ; i. e. tedious tautology .

Used both for laughing or smiling,

and for being in a passion. Angry ; the words uttered in anger.

o

HEO. To play or jest with ; to trifle with and

seduce; to laugh at and ridicule. Name ofa stage for the post.

^fli Same as li Keen. A man's name.

the sense of pffi Te and =* Te. Read]jlTE In

W/JL
Se, To remcuslrate; to reprehend; to blame.
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^IPEr An erroneous form of the preceding.

^n^M T'HA. Loquacious ; much talk.

TOW. Tow unable to speak.

'SyTJ" SUH- To rite up with emgcrneis ; to draw

together, as one's garment*.

PANG. To slander; to ilify ; to injure a

person's reputation. Fei pang
jffi ffl

or Hwuj pang ^ p//

to tilify ; to (lander; to injure a person', reputation.

MA.

Loquacity , to chatter and talk with the wine ia one't hand.

CHE.

Language seriotu and impreisire. A man's name.

* |S| An ancient form of M, Seth.

K'HEEN. Respectful t yielding, not full of

'-lf; giving way and joining with others. A humble dispo-

sition; humble; humility. One of the
-Jrl,

Kwa. A surname.

Read Keen, Quiet, tranquil appearance. Read Keen, To give

cause of jealousy and ill-will. Keen tsze g gfij
a humble

eipression. Kea shay tung e ; sliay tsTh kea keen urh SE?
-g'

JpiJ s5|
&*

||lj jjjj] j3|P
]T kea and shay (a house) denote

the same, but shay is the more humble term.

F4RT t. TOI.. III. S

YANG. Sound
;

noise

Y1H. From teordi and It add to The ap-

pearance, and the noise of laughing.

>

KEANG. Speech blended like the team of

a haute. Cordial intercourse. To speak ; to talk ; to discourse
,

discourse; to investigate ; to explain ; explanation; to prac-

tise; to plan; to devise; the name of an office. Name of a

hill Read Kow, To accord or consort with. Pfih haou keang

x|> }("p |j^
better not speak about it. Keang hwa

i|| |g
to talk.

JJ/*r
* UH.I\. From wordi and a ipring. A rcgu

lar constant flow of language ; pleasing harmony. A man'f

name.

To decline; to put away, or withdraw

from. To thank; to express grateful feelingi; to cunfr

crimes or errori.

HO, or Heaou,
^ a
PPQ

Stern severe cruel appearance , harsh, stern, loud voirc.

Some sound or noise. One says, Joy and rejoicing; dis-

tressingly hot.

SOO. To be acquainted with, or have know-

ledge of a subject. A man's name.

The noise of hooting or scolding at.
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^ tr*i TT'HAOU. From trorrf* and laving or plashing

Dubious , doubtful ;
uncertain.

To sing songs or ballads. To ilaoder by idle itories.

YAOU.

To follow and accord with ; to attend upon.

2X LEW. Same as $8 Lew.

"SICCJ KAE. Language which produces no effect

J*nv
either party. A man's name.

Original form of $L Kwang.

^ KE. Words; speech.

v

* O. Language confused and i

5rff* Original form of Sft Se.

Original form of jiff Keang.jj c_

~^<S+ Same as jjlf Yu. A man's name.

* |a K'HEEN. A sraaH breathing or aspiration.

V
HEA. Mad wild incoherent speech

Original form of pj(B
Lun.

ELEVEN STROKES.

An original form of^^ Tseay, To sigh out regret;.
|i -^-ZK^ YU. Irregular, incoherent talk. A man's name,

a mournful sigh.

^ J^l Same as
ffjj

Seun. Read Sun, To scheme; to plot.

P-?

- ifif PEAOU.

Same as *

/I I I Original form of fg Se.

Speech that has somewhat to stop it ; to talk tightly.

Same as Ire Hea.

^JXj TSUNG. TsungtUDgUfa baity, precipiUte.
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^

-"

. The noise ofcoughing. A man's name.

: *? LE. Le e
|j|[ |j

much Ulk ; loquacity ; lan-

guage intended to deceive ; jesting, and endeavouring to pro-

duce laughter.

Uncertain, undecided speech. A man's name.

^Vr Same as m Pe.

TUY. To repimand ; to reprove, To fall, to beat.

^7 TSEE.

Correct speech ; talking in a low voice. A man's name.

Same as |$ Luy.

S Hr Same as IS Che.

W

Extraordinary speech; language that disagrees with itself.

SHANG. To deliberate ; to plan.

Same as the following.

^^~- ^^y^

^JH. MOO. Plaoi fully matured and etl led , well

organised plans Mow moo ==H. |S to devitc and oltU-what
Wrf* P/^

is to bo done.

CH'HIH, or Ts'htli. From Utfri

foundation. To blame ; to reprehend -,
lo chastise, to puoiih

officers of the government by sending thvin to the fronlirr

to serve. Fault ; error j crime.

5 K'HING.

Forced language; violent speech ; to elicit or force out.

Same as
jjjj, King. A man's name.

-Ihff TE. and Tae.

To examine into what if right; to judge, to scrutinize.

MEW.

Mistake; erroneous; fallacious; irregular speech. Aiurname.

~?fe WEI, Juy, Tsuy, and Tsow.

To approach to i to reprove; to chastise.

' Angry ; clamorous and censorious. To

cry out aloud. A man's name.

CHA, and Tseay.

To rail at
j to abuse. Read Tsoo, To curte.
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m Same as s3$ Tscen.

^"ST" YANG. A change in the voice.

CHE. To speak fait; a hasty indistinct enun-

ciation. KcidMo, A superior addressing an inferior,

KE.

Speech that is incoherent and d ifordered. A man'* name.

Speech that violent!) forces things lo its own purpose.

LOW. Low how I I fin fierce anger; rage.

Leeo low A attentie careful

speech ; a child's prattle. Read Loo, III used.

~\j. Same as fg He.

(j(JW. To recite or sing yenes ; to sing

Mngs. Used also to denote To nourish.

Reciprocal anger , to be angry

LEEN. Leen low fSSl f]| to take hold of,

to seize. Leen leen
pjj| =j|l language confuted and disord red

A man's name.

KWAN.

Language not perspicuous ; unintelligible speech.

-
,^ ISl
KWAN. To play with a person. The ap

pearance of ridrculing in the ordinary course of conrersalion.

Same as 1* Ke. Also, A man's name

Indistinct erroneous pronunciation,If
precipitate, hurried enunciation. Read Chi, or Ch'he.

; Che clie 3jw yja hurried indistinct pronunciation, such a* u

! induced by fear. To speak in a low voice.

,

^ffl CHAOU, Chaou, or Tseaou.

SAf*TS

with each other. A man's name. Head Ts'han, To spy and

watch others. Read Chin, To ridicule a person by dark am-

bi^uuui expressions

for others; or to assume the words of others; to echo inercli

nhat others say without any will of one's own.

^fg CHIH.

Chi chili
^?J ^g incoherent unreasonable language.

>T%. Same as m Che.

Read Chih, and defined under =iH Chaoo

M/ WANG. Mutual reprehension."
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CHAY. Many words ; much talk. Read Ch8,

To reprimand ; to abuse ; to iniuk.

J^V<r~>' GAOU. A worthless person who it a disgrace

to his ancestors, one who will not listen to advice and talks

Ik
the noise of incessant weep-irregularly. Gaou gaou

ing ; an angry clamorous noise. A large appearance ; the ex-

treme degree.

IJ/C Same as the preceding.

An ancient form of Sjfe Sub. A roan
1

* name.

SW TSAOU.

Paou tsaoufg BbJ a confused noise ; clamour.

"
Vft KIN. Seriousness , respect ; veneration ; awe,

solemnity ; serious care and attention ; to keep a strict guard

against. Kin ke =^ sP to remember with veneration and
p3B PU

regard. Kin scuta ^3| ^E to select carefully ; to compare

together with care and make a selection.

"Hafc PEIH

Respectful, the close of a speech. A man's name.

i^TtX^ Same as
|lfe E, or Che. Name of the door of

an ice bouse. Name of a district. A man's name.

CAN. Can

FART I. VOL, III.

undecided language.

E*nr CHE, and Tee, To catch at people's wordi

Read ChTh, Chih ch?
fi

name.

HOO.

loquacious talkative. A man'

cry out aloud , to call. A surname

To speak to in an angry insulting manner.

. To answer ; to respond ( a tone of assent hkr

She, signifying that one bears and promises to attend to

the affair.

TJ^ K'HEANG. A firm unbending tone, or speech

Same as |p Can, and |& Gan, Also A man's name.
rf* i /r

^IP MAN. To insult) disrespectful. I'sed for

Man. Used also as a Particle. Kc man fi
=i|J

to treat

insultingly -,
to attempt to deceive ; to deceive superiors, evea

Heaven.

-t

n- Same as t Keen.

Same as f| Man.

Original form of
jjj|

HeJS.

-V^in
^FlCt Original form of t$ Han
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o

LE. To rail at ; to scold.

i^rf*

Original form of fff- Poo.

-

^Jj^jl Original form of pf Ping.

Same as Pgl Tseay.

3ffiTSEE. Much talk; loquacious.

Neither the sound nor meaning of this character

i< known. A man's name.

^JuW Original form of
|jj|

Peen

TWELVE STROKES

- Hpl CHAOU. To jeer to ridicule ; to laugh at.

TOT i|\7A
^TjfrE*

M W A. An excessive degree of talk; clumoroix

noise, such as is made by a drunken party, which stunt thr

T'RAN.

uncertain; undecided speech.Tan hin

HAN, and Hea. To prate ; to boast ; to Iry

to seduce, or bring over to one's purpose Keaou ban

anger.

TSEVV. To flatter.

e ,

Same as
fjfa Luy.

^ \CO HiiliN. Unfounded, fabulous, lying, irregu-

lar speech. A man's name.

,Si HAOU. Theroar of a tiger, or of awil<H">;tr .

p=r
the cry of a fox, of a rhinoceros, and soon. The voici

human being shouting or calling.

:i_jw

^'vZfc HO. Responsive language ;
the words of an an'-

swer. A man's name.

"F^fl HEU. Empty, extravagant, incoherent talk.

. To add to. A man's name.

To talk a great deal. Sib 15
fj

incessant, interminable talking. A difficulty in sp

Same as the
precediti'.y.VvV

i VV U Y . To stop in (he middle ; to

in order. To turn ; to translate
; to call or to collect together;

to advert, or cause to advert; to deceive or ridicule.
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"~ y~f HE. Pain ; the cry of pain and of fear ; of grief,

iind of indignation. Read E, The murmur of resentment.

Original form of ^ Stay.

CH A. To talk big. To be ashamed of poverty,

and toendeavour to conceal it by a wordy ostentatious display.

^rzk" Same as the preceding.

!?Zfc. LEU EN.

To put to rights; to regulate; to connect; to continue

without interruption ; to bind or fasten to
;

the name cit a

district.

CHEN. Acceptable words; speech which

produces the desired effect on the hearer.

^H/T T'HUY.

*|>v
A feeling of resentment ; hatred t. A man's name.

~V CH ING. To wilncM ; to verify by .

to confront ; to substantiate. Ching die chin ihing ^ -.7}

name of an ejtcemed medical work, in 44 volm

^^V-" . E lae
=J

to bring thing* to

to judge ) to decide rightly.

Fallacious speech; artful ; rrnfly

transforming demoniacal language. Read Kwei,

language. Read Wa, Clamour. Che Uzc che go (ft

crrolleou9

^3: NAOU.

PTC
Noisy clamorous contentions j debate; wrangling.

Same as ill Lan.

LEAOU.

Leaou leth W" all arlful specious words ;
iusidious laoguage.

.
^var HEIH. To speak precipitate!)

I ING. From la respond to am! vordt

answer verbally ; to enquire of.

Original form of
^j^ Po.

SL. A mournful commiserating miml

*

or agitate ;
to sigh. Virtuous ; to confide. A tone *\

out after distinct articulation is past

False; intriguing ; crafty ; to impose upon by deep ar

4-

Laou la

. Voice; sound; much sound /

clamour.
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To speak against; to slander ,
to ridicule;

satirize ,
to reprehend. Name of an office, the duty of

which is to examine and report

FA. To utter words; to speak.

KEAOU.

A specious loquacity f to instigate to -crime,

PO

To spread reports ; to promalge. A man's name.

^OP CAN

Playful language; concord; harmony. A man's name.

^Z^f\ liWU I . To examine j
to investigate. In-

geuious; clever; skiful ; full of schemes; knowing; success-

ful
, prosperous.

X'flj CHIH
l-
To reprehend or punish, as by a fine. Also read Tih

1 HO. Clever ; ingenious; to retire and peak.

.or to talk behind back 9. A man's name.

/

SUY . Reciprocal slander ; to vilify mutually.

VJL TSEUEN, Or Seuen. From t>or<& and

things lelected, and -placed on a stand. To apply the mind to

instructions , to discriminate; to narrate in suitable language

the virtues of ancestors. To compose ; to make ; to write

books ; to form history. Also read Chueu.

Leth.

-rJlE. WOO, and G5. To slander or vilify ; to

P4\*>
make ashamed , to be indignant against.

^ An ancient form of s Moo. Also a man's name.

Read Woo, Persuasive language.

TSIN. f'torn -words and impious. Slanderoirs

speech ; to revile ; to vilify. To discredit. HS tsin ^ ^
slanders which arise from within. Tsin hwuy E J^ to injure

bye slanders.

CHA. Desultory incoherent discourse.

SHIH.

To know ; to recognise. Read Che, To remember^ to

record ; any inscription or -letters engraven on any utensil.

Moo loo =af
jjiS

incoherent uncertain speech.

Vulgar form of IH Now.
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J.^ ,

'

fct. TSEAOl To turn with words. To repre-

hend , to blame; to censure) to speak against with heat and

asperity ; to ridicule; to satirize. Name of a hill, of a river,

of a nation, and of a district. A surname.

5gi THAN

From words and extending widely. Large ; to talk big

to manifest or declare ; to discuss. Easy and conniving at ; to

deceive. The name of a state. A surname.

3t~ Same as ^ Tseay.

:r5 Same as ^ Man.
\ _>

Original form of ^ Che.

Same as SP Ke.

Jj KOO- Perverse; criminal; disobedient.

CHWANG. The os coxendicis.

THIRTEEN STROKES.

^ T_!" POO. A list of; a genealogical table; a biogra-

phy. To insert in a genealogy, or write a biography -,
a list

PART I. VOL. 111. 5 F

of the village population. A certificate, to pertain i.. t,

arrange ; to spread out an affair in order.

SUING

To laud, to praise , to commend A man's nm>

dAOU. Secret conversation. Speech or <oo-

vcrsation ; to announce or tell to. A man's namr .

w- HEUEN.

Perspicacity ; intelligence , wisdom ; much talk.

u

SHE. LungsbM|^a slip of the toogue f

to say something wrong or offensive.

To accord with in words. To say what others do.

/

SiW^ SAOCJ. Noise i clamour; disturbance; voci-

15qC
feration. The sound of drums.

-v MAE.

From words and Jen t/iotuand. Boasting, extravagant rant.

-
|2f T'HAN.

-

--'-> NOW.

To be negligent; inattentive; rude or uncivil to.

much talk. A

man's name. Read Nang, Angry speech ; indistinct unintelli-

gible language.
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-XXCHWANG. Plain; sincere.

t^t*" Same as ^ Tang. Also a man's name.

P

Sound ; noise, the voices of many persons. A man's name.

^"*^L SU Y. To accuse, to interrogate ; to reprehend'

to blame ; to rail at. A man's name.

rW T'HAN

Same as IS Tan. Read Tseang, The sense i* lost.

SEEN, and Ts'heen. TO ask< to inter-

r:>gate. To flatter some, and to accuse others falsely.

o

KEIH. To interrogate; to accuse; 'to try to

find out. False ; crafty.

\

To warn; to command or order with

the mention of *ome penalty ; to rouse ; to excite attention ;

to discompose. Name of a *ong, and of a district Keih

koo king chung |jj|t J& 4|| ^ to beat a drum to arouse the

attention of the multitude.

^fe_^ KEAOU. To try out, being distressed or in

pain ; a loud cry. The sound of suffering or pain; to accuse.

Leen jen j =ft language which is

RMn nr*

incorrect or irregular. Read Chen, in the sense of | Chen.

TSA. Tsa tsa JH jH sound ; noinoise.

C*i| KWAN.
P*t

' To rub a person ;

'
to play with ; to sport and jest with

0<
G AE. Luxuriant vegetation ; thick and shady ,

umbrageous ; abundant ; luxuriant, in a good sense. Fine

person and demeanour. Plenty of learned and able men to

serve the king. A surname.

TSEEN.

To talk to a troublesome extent, till one weary one's self.

r15F YA, or Ga.

&
to talk and laugh

|-**
iii. An exclamation expressive of disquietude

and of indignation, of .ingcr and of pain A mere tone of

re po'idinj Name of a bird.

ZZK+-* CHEN. Verbose; a multitude of words , Ic

Disease; sickness of heart. A man's name.

Same as |& Hwa.

Same as =? Hwuy, aad S5 Hwuy, To slandr

or vilify.
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jjs> P'HE. To make a comparison and declare ;
to

compare one thing to another, or to suppose a case for the

purpose of illustration; to make, or to be clearly or null

understood. Pe fangj^f! ~jfc or Pe joo B <hn or Pe yu

i3 PI*
a c" nlParison a metaphor ; to make a sopposithc

comparison.

^
A form of

=3j Hwa. Also a man's name. Read

PQ
Hwae, The mind's becoming awakened to a proper cnc (if.

Haughty ; proud manner. Read Hea<-, The sound of anger.

^STurV* From word and to look narrowly. To

translate, to transfer form one language to another ; a trans-

lator or interpreter. This word was introduced during official

intercourse with the Tartars. Yili e MS Jg to translate the

meaning. Yih yin =j|f| ^ to translate the sound.

Z KWA.

To deceive or mislead each other; to impose upon.

=^L KEEN.

A man's name. To stammer ; difficulty of utterance

HlliAN Or. Sound; to respond ; language

elegant, or vicious; of short duration.

tefI HO. Han ho =jtt |S|
an angry appearance.

in-

^^

- 3tC ^ *Pea '4 on what is proper to be done , to

consult; to deliberate; to plan; to select. Rules OT laws.

Name of an office. E c kin '

according

to the result of your deliberations, let it be done. Respect

this i' a form of answer often used by the emperor in reply tu

hi* roinislers. E
lingcbangching^j fe 3jr ^ to drh-

berate on and determine certain regulations.

V

SHEN.

Felicitous ; great ; good. A raan'l name. A furtn of^ Sheo

Bin fsin 3S& gil angry words. Tan hie

uncertain ; undecided speech.

>f M Keuh.

^j^^ Original form of HI Yih

form of Wei -

Same as M Haou.

Same as ^ King.

^ OriSinal form ot
' ^ Mew~

POURTEfeN STROKES.

*y*. TSEK. Smalltalk, conversation malowtoD<
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NOW.

Tow now |g |9=
unable to speak intelligibly.

l
* 7iO> GAJN. Deficient in cleverness or quickness of

intellect. Language intended to ridicule and make a game of.

TAN . To carry on the shoulder or on the back.

Vgp K'HEEN. To speak to angrily t to reprehend ;

to blame ; to find fault with ; to rail at , to scold.

CH'HUY. To be indignant against; tohate.

T'HA. To speak with baste, or precipitation.

Slh ta f$|
~& many voices. Read Cblh, Sih chlh

interminable talk.

Original form of Ifi Chaou.

r/ 2. HOO.

To watch for the welfare of ; to assist ; to guard ; to pre-

serve safe and entire. Name of an office, of a musical instru-

ment, and of a place.

:*;^p WANG. To give in charge to and make

H'"
responsible for. To impose upon.

SS& Vulsar form of is Yaou -

^3? CH'HOW.

'Pf
Hurried) bustling; irregular crazed mode of proceeding.

MEEN

Intelligent; clever and crafty. A man's name.

T'HA.

A perpetual succession of talk ; irregular wild conversation.

?2f* A vulgar form of ff| Tsan.

^r *

HAOU.

To call out aloud ; to call upon ,
to call to.

^ ffEl NANG, OF Ning. Ying ning
tji >

a small sound ;
a low voice. Wheedling , flattering speech.

Same as ^ Chin. A man s name.

ion

^_ -rr
T Kfti JUY, and Yuy. The language of indignat

or resentment. Yenjuy ij&jjlg
a female officer of government.

MUNG. Obscure language. A man' name.

Same as a I Che.

LEE. Much talk.
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G AK, Or Yae. Doubtful words; to ipcak

doubtingly ,
hesitation , deliberation , to speak untruly or

doubtfully. Used for B
;H5|

to deem t to decide. A serious

respectful carriage. To wait reverently for a decision of

doubts by divination.

YING

Sound; the voice of any animal. A man's name.

TSEW, OF TSOW. A great many voices

together; clamour and ubuse. An ugly appearance.

An ancient form of & Keen. A man's name.

PUH.

To screen over with words,- to make excuses for.

YU. From aordi and to givt. To give the

meed of praise which is due; to extol; to speak highly of,

affirmed of that which is super-excellent. The name ofa star.

T'HAE. To examine ; to interrogate.

- > A word found in certain ancient poely ; but neither

the sound nor the sense are known.

S? T'HYVAN. Teentwan to deceive

with words. The name of a place.

yT Same as jf| Qae.

n lf\
as | Kwa.

knife or sharp weapon.

-5e

P.

I. vot- in 4 c

.*j>^ITf** YING. Probably means Shining splendid styl*.

T'HANG. Many words.

KIH. The appearance of much talk.

Original form of fit E.

FIFTEEN STROKES.

?j I feELN. From iptech and clipped or ikcru.

Possessing little ability ; a shallow capacity. A man's name.

Lt.U. Deceitful fraudulent. A man's name.

To propagate, or spread abroad what is said.

To speak in order to have one's will written dow.
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LEI]. Lee lee fl f much talk.

CHE. Slow leisure mode of speaking.

Vulgar form of f|$ Tsin

T'HUH.

To investigate and discriminate. A man's name.

^JrJr L'HIH. The language of a rustic; plain speech.

From Korrfs and flowing harmoniously.

To read attentively ; to study ; to recite j to understand what

one reads. Read Tow, A point inserted between the member

of a sentence. Name of a piece of music, of a song, and of

an office. A surname.

TiCB Same as M Mae.

Same as
jji| Tang.

S>B Same as l Tsth.

. Much talk; loquacity.

LO. Lo hwang jj$ pj mad talk.

PAOU.

Paou tsaou ^* =jfi
violent vicious anger.

r

HEUEN. Floating reports; to have some-

thing which is solicited or aimed at. A great deal of talk.

A vulgar form of fff Tsan.

YOh chuh i|h |f|j
the appearance of smelling what is fragrant.

r&r I*?!

^?|tt Same as M Cho.

To pray to the gods; to state one's

merits, or accumulate good deeds with t!ie hope of obtaining

happiness from the gods.

Original form of ifp Tseay.

HR Original form of |E Kin.

YIH, or Gth. A sound or voice.

ancient form of sf. Shun

r- Same as - Kwa.
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"gf

Original form of Jff Ying.

CH'HcjJN. Flattering, specious adulation.

Respectful. Read Shen, Speaking during sleep.

LEI H. Leaou leih |& IIS artful, crafty speech.

Been pS tii ffi perverse and unnilys woffish.

SJ^IL' 1 WEI. To communicate bad words, or vicious

language ; anger and clamour.

P'HEEN- A changeof circumstances, whe-

ther great or small ; an alteration-, a turn of affairs; an

insurrection, or a revolution in the state ; a change from

existence to non-existence. Peen te ^ |jf[
an altered form,

as of a letter or character.

HEAE.

To exhort; to warn; to enjoin precepts or injunctions.

PIN. To pair or be fellow to; much talk.

YEN. To converse together. A man's name,

^ I GO. A man's name. The same as i Gs.

PHIH

CUE. The hurried, iaarliculale enunciation

of fear, as if out of brcith. Fear; apprehension; dread.

Incessant talking. A man's name.

CH'HOW. Opposed lo; to reply to h ,

i* said, railing for railing; a pair; equals; rivals j class; tpecien

to pledge again when drinking ; to afford proof by a correspon-

dence of parts; to collate. Dislike ; enmity -,
hatred i an

enemy ; to bear an enmity to ; to revenge. A surname.

Weil, The language of a dream. Unintclli^i

ble jargon ; deceitful ; to deceive.

*~5ri An original form of=S Shun. A man'* nam*

HAN. To love.

gg** Same as fH Chow.

TS'HIN

An answer to a person , the language of response.

-& SHEN, Correct; right."

**>j=^- Original form of |^ Hwuy.

Same as Peen.
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SEVENTEEN STROKES.

YAOU. To cause mistake ; to deceive. The

appearance of being mistaken.

HfiP CHAN, OF Tsan. To be fond of talk ing of

people's vices; to calumniate; flattery to the persons address-

ed, and insidious calumnies against the absent ; sly reflections,

intended to injure other people. The name of a tripod ; the

name of place. Woo chung ptth sin tsan yen e hae chuag

P* fP* ^i* IP pj6 PI XA p? <E PC
believe slanders, to induce me to injure the faithful and good-

An erroneous form of jJR Ta.

gjP* Y1NG. Anger.

\ JANG. -Iffi

P^C *SS.

Reciprocal reprehension; altercation; wrangling; noise of

people's voices. A yielding complaisant, polite, humble ad-

dress, preferring others before one's self ; to yield; to give

place to. The name of a wood, and of a place.

Same as
fjj|

Mae.

YIN.

Ambiguous language; the idea but half expressed.

LAN. Idle talk; slander; false accusations.

^3$T. ^ame as MS Keen, Also a man's name.

TSJN, Or Tsan. A species of divination

prognostic; the fulfilment of prognostics. To repent.

Original form of ftl Hwa.

= fe Same as g Tuy.

HWA, and Hwih. A firm strong manner

of speaking; reciprocal baste and anger; speaking with vehe-

mence aud haste. HwJ hwJ pHH! t<>boat. Read Hwuy,
To praise one's self.

T'HA.

k5 aa @ muco ulk ' to f" r
fi
el what '* Iaid -

l_
<

-i|j
-^> r e * A ^'"^ of exclamation when about

?^^*l

to speak, expressive of indifference or contempt. Also of

grief or sorrow.

.

irff CHEL Loquacity ; talkativeness.

IWAJN. Clangour; clamour/ vociferation;

noise ; to rouse; to stimulate; joyful tidings; the voice ofjoy.

The name of an animal, of a hill, and of a country. A

surname. Read Heuen, To alarm by clamorous noise. To

call tc.
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a

8
1 HU I . Clamour; vociferation and

Original form of
pj| Paou.

noise.

NINETEEN STROKES.

3gg" TSO. To rail at and abuse.

From to advance a person by worth

and pear/s. To praise; to commend; to record the praises of;

to assist; to open and expand.

4-
_,

lj - Words uttered in sleep ; words spoken,

to speak in a retired place. A man's name.

tH*} Same as |jj! Mae.

Same as Le.

\J&} 1 AJNG. From words and proper. Rijht words;

excellent speech; to persuade to virtue and reprehend vice.

PART I. YOL, III. 5 H

sick and in one'i deep.

A iuai lick and talking to himself.

4

NEEN. To deliberate respecting what it to

be dune in a doubtful case.

> Il,orHwo

Wild, extravagant talk. A roan's name.

^3;. An ancient form of f^ Shen.

Same as
jjjp Luy. Also a man's name.

Jr-i- An ancient form of ^ King.

SIZ^S T'HUH. Jn union ef wfrd$ expressing Keen

resent tneot; general hatred and dissatisfaction of the people,

these feelings expressed in words; acrimonious murmurs; viru-

lent slander.

__

^K Original form of |^ Jang.

A form of 3? Clic.
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CL TH RADICAL.

From water issuing through a mouth or passage. Water of

a ipring issuing forth and flowing in a channel ; the water run-

ning between two hills, or the course or bed of a stream. A

valley ; an empty space ; to nourish ; the east wind ; (he wind

that makes the grain grow ; a spout made with bamboo , a

cavern in the earth ; a part of the human foot. Name of a

place, of a district, and of a hill. A surname. Kuh taou

^ ill or Fun niun k&h taou che tseenW f n JS* ;f ~jf" * **A -* \ I J H rr~Tl AM*

B|j
the perinaeum ; some write Kuh taou fg^ Vg" for the

anus. Shan kuh che chung |Jj
/A*

J
it* amongst the

valleys of the mountains. Mei kfih tot /&, the place where

the sun sets. Kflh shwuy^ -fit
streams amongst bills, and

the dry beds of a stream.

nLO. A laughing appearance. Furrows

above the mouth. This character is erroneously placed under

this radical.

K'HEW.

Man kew ; the name of a pavilion.

TSIN. The name of a valley.

TS 'HEEN. A path amongst mountains.

/JT KEANG.

A large valley; name of a certain valley. Alto, read Hung.

HWAN.

Man hwan 5 $ the name of a pavilion.

TSE'ElSr. The name of a hill.

/

M

HANCl. A sound or echo in a valley. An

empty valley. The name of a valley.

The same as the preceding. A loud noie.

Same as $& Han.

HEA.

Han hea
,|Jg^ a wide vacant appearance in a valley.

'
FUN. Fun kBh^^ the name of a valley

/UfK' . One foot; lame.
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An ancient form of Yuen.

FIVE STROKES.

HAN,

Han hea
ffl ^ the figure of hills and valleys.

ft E. The same as
(lift Sew.

C* SUN.^
A deep uninterrupted water course. Also read Sin.

HO. Two hills joined.

HUNG. The name of a large valley. Name

of a pavilion, and of a temple. Name of a certain mountain.

He hung -%R $ft a man's name.

HOW. Name of a valley.

Original form of ^ Ke5.

Original form of K3.

LAOU. Haou laou the appearance

of a deep valley. The appearance of an empty valley. The

name of a valley.

HAN.

The appearance of an empty valley; a large opening, deep.

KEUH. The name of a valley.

CHAN. The name of a certain valley.

CHOW. The name of a valley.

TSE. A man's name.

KEEN. The appearance of an enraged tiger.

HUNG. The appearance of an empty valley ;

deep recesses amongst hills ; a deep ravine ; long and large.

BA-
YING. The name of a valley.

Same as How.

Same as the preceding.

K'HE. Water issuing from bills and running

in a valley; a valley which has a stream of water running

through it The name of a bow, of an animal, and of a

place ;
also aypVied to the name of an insect. A surname.
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HE. Rebellious and perverse.

HO, Hwo, Or Hwfih. A valley, a wide

open space; enlarged; liberal. To open; to expand, in a

liberal or generous manner. Tseuen hing hwS meeu
-^p ^rf

Kranl a Rn* ra l aDd entire pardon.

Original form of the preceding.

LhiAULl. A deep valley; an empty solitary

place; profound; deep; vacant

An orifice; an aperture ;
a ground

or occasion of resentment.

t*l

!x MWAN.

Mwan kcw the name of a pavilion.

TWELVE STROKES.

HEA. To laugh.

HAOU.

Haou laou M?^ the appearance of a deep valley.

i

LAOU. The appearance of an empty valley.

HAN

The appearance of a deep valley. To open; the name of

a valley, and of a mountain stream.

Same as ifa! Keen.

LE1H. Name of a valley.

Vulgar form of <g| Mwan.

HEA. Noise made in laughing.

SUN, or Sin. A deep valley.

An ancient form of
||f| Tuh.

. . u

LEE. The name of a valley.

LUNG.

A large long valley, deep recesses amongst hills. A rock T

whirl of water.

HAN.

Lofty and dangerous appearance. Also read Been.

LING . A cave in the precipitous side of a hill.
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CLI ST RADICAL.

T'HOW. M.
Name of an ancient Tessel to contain food, and used in Ihe

rites of sacrifice; a certain measure. Grain; leguminous

plants, beans, or peas. Name of an office, of a place, and of

a district. A surname.

KEANG. A particular kind of pulse.

CHOO.

The appearance of an instrument arranged in an erect position.

How? implying the opposite. Read Kae,

The song of triumph after rictory.

iOW. A certain Tewel used in sacrificing.

,TSEU. Valiant; brave; active.

belli/. A sort of pulpy substance made ofpulse.

Tsaou she^ g name ofa plant resembling leeki. She chung

fl~|f]jn|
a certain water insect.

PART I. TOL. III. 5 I

FIVE STROKES.

TOW.

A small (lit; a small aperture. Same as
gj Tow

WAN.

A substance expressed from pulse; toy. Also read Yuh.

An erroneous form of ff Kin.

^^^^***^

~^J I* i SAE. A white substance made from pulse.

HEANG. A certain leguminous plant.

KEUEN. Yellow beans.

TANG.

From to itep out or stride, and an uttniil which is stepped

on ; intended to represent stepping up into a carriage. To

asceud ; to go up higher ! to aarance; to place on paper ; to
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rrcnrd : to comtnenre doing; lo effect ; tep, or thst on which

the fool H placed in order lo ascend higher. Tai> tang .?

tue reiterated noie of breathing. The name of a star and

nf a di.trirl. Ting tan peth kew ^ ^J jjfj> '4^
name of a

work on the military art, preceded by astronomy and geography.

Contained in 40 keuen 7^ or sections, published under the

reign ofWan-leTh, of the Ming dynasty.

LE. The vessel Tow JQ_ filled. A vessel used

in certain rites. The original form of|g Le

Wild or uncultivated pulse. Prepared ranhed pulse.

TS'HUH. Small pulse.

Same as flft Pe.

An ancient form of ^ff Pnn;.

K'HE. The stems uf pulse

K'HAN. Pulse lowins with a good Uite.

PE. A particular sort of legume.

From a royal domettic, a hand, and *n

urn. To stand erect ) to raise on end ; to place upright , to

establish; morally upright j chaste ; an inferior office; an atten-

dant in the palace ; an inferior mean person. A surname.

K^tV, YUH. Leguminous plants.

CHING. || s^** KIN. A gourd formed into two w.oe

To extend, or spread out as a curtain Alio read ChJng.
|[

'^ '" marriage ceremonies.

WEI, Of Met. The branche* of a pea plant.

Original form of^ Tang.

Same as g She.

MUH. The item of a pea plant. d 1'hiih

and Kuh, A certain legume.

rtJt""^ *

WAN. Same as Wan.

TSIH. To grind or bruise pulse.

r^ci* Same as the preceding.

YU. Pulse which change their colour
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YIN. Wild

151st Radical. XII Tow

TWAN. A yellow colour

FUNG.
TEN STROKES

\

HAN. Peas or beans half raw ; peas in caket.

LEW. Name of a certain sort of pulse.

Large; great j numerous. Abundant, affluent; rich in the

possession of properly, or of talents and virtue, nubrranl

vegetation ;
a flourishing stale ; a plenteous.) ear. T>

of a place, of a river, and of a district. A man'* name. A

surname.

LAOU. Wild growing legume.

iMVl

Same as vffi Chili.

SHOW. Virtue; power.

m Original form of

^^
Same asS PeTb, Alo tke name of 2 cetm

TUNG. Tung tung
|jjl |jji

the sound of| a dru

PE - Name of a certain

m.

7~^ TANG. To stretch ut in length ;
to extend.

DBL

A form of M Shoo.

LOW. name of

/

YU. Name of a measure for grain.

LAOU. A species of wild legume.

TEEN. Teen teent|| the sound of a drum

LEEN.

To beat a drum ; the first beat of a drum.

Original form of ^ Keuen.

An ancient form of Ting.
!?<^
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HAOU. A certain sort of helmet.

CH 1 H. The order f official rank, or of no.

bilitv. An ancient form of^ Chib.

KWO.

Kw8 lelh fJH of* the sound of a drum.

LEE. The sound of a drum.

CHE. Legume or pulse.

FIFTEEN STROKES.

'HE. The pleature of hating finished some

work, or terminated some affair.

. . V

LEE. The sound of a drum.

SHWANG. A certain sort of pulse.

LEI 11. The sound of a drum.

-

T5'/iV The name of something edible ;
but the pronuncia-

lion is not known.

S-^^" YEN. Good; handsome; large; tall; plump.

beautiful ; variegated ; luxurious ; dissipated. Name of a

song, and of a district.

HEUN. The sound of a drum.

rrZT Same as Ha Yen.

T'HANG. AdranUgeous ; beneficial j'small

stream* mutually blending and encreasing-.
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CLIP RADICAL.

SHE, or Che.

Intended to represent the bristles and tail of awine. A

pig. The name of a state, of a star, and of a medicine. A

many headed monster. She
^5^

and She 3j? are now occasion-

ally confounded with each other in compound characters.

Cfl'HUH. A pig with it's feet tied.

A form of C She.

or swine.^IC
I ING. The appearance of pigs

~FAJC
A^- The appearance of pigs running about.

iWUY. A swine working up the ground

with it's nose. To strike or attack reciprocally. Heuen hwuy

Pjf Wi noise and clainour i a wrangling noise ; any rumbling

noise. Hwuy kwei
JJJj <j^

name of an ancient king.

A pig walking,

ft W U Y. A
pig; a pig burrowing into theground.

Same as 3? She.

FOUR STROKES.

\j

HWUH. A species of
pig.

Same as $p Tun.

Same as ^ Hwuh.

HUNG. A boar.

t". A boar. An angry boar bristling up it hair*;

hence employed to denote Firmness and unbending strength of

mind; valiant j puissant; brave. One says, To destroy plant*

as pigs do. Cruel, unfeeling)

TART I. VOL. III. 5 K

J^YEVV.
A '*

s* Same as Chuh.
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T'HUN. A little pig. A fat hog, -which u

indispensable when sacrificing at the temples. The name of

a place, of a river, of a person, and of a fish. Occurs for JHJ

Tun, and Hi Tun.

Y1H. A local word for a pig.

MO. A name for a pig.

Same as Glh.

Vulgar form of fff Keen.

PA.

A sow; a tow two year'* old; some -say,
A large sow.

A particular kind of dried meat.

CHO The name of a star called the Dragon's tail.

Oil Hi. A pig ; a porcupine. A hog iu motion ;

a pig walking; certain symbols employed in divination.

SHE. A pig.

Original form of ^ Hwuj.

FIVE STROKES.

HOW. The grunting of a pig.

GIH. A large strong pig.

PA To 8trike any lhine W'tl> * beater

A vulgar form of the preceding.

Kf TSOO. A species of pig.

MOO. Name of a pig ; a sow.

GAEt. Gae kea |w a pig ; a boar.

NUH. A name for a pig.

An erroneous form of
:jfc

She.

LING. Choo ling 3X Jst name of a medicine.

TUH, and Chb. The fundament; the anas

the orifice below the tail of a brute animal. Fat.
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SEANG.

An elephant. An image or species. The visible forms

or representations of the infinite changes, transmutations,

or combinations, which take place in nature. A rule, or law;

a kind of panlomine exhibition ; a kind of official interpre-

ter. Name of a district. A surname. Teen seang

a sign from hemn.

>C* A vulgar form of the preceding.

An ancient form of/Q Sze.

GAE. An old pig; a boar.

SEEN. The pig species.

HWAN. To feed swine; to offer a foaitto.

Name of an office. Hwan yang^ ^ to nourish ; to feed ;

to bring up.

41 T'HUNG. A wild hog ; the name of an ani-

^1
mal said to resemble a hog, and to have pearls about it.

Same as

Same as ^ Sze.

HAN. A pig.

SZE. A gelded pig.

KEEN. A three year old pig.

KAN, and Kwan. A pig biting the ground.

a pig gnawing any thing. The teeth entering deeply into aoy

thing. Used for IB Kin.

SHAN. A name of a pig.

Same as fx Sze.

Alarmed ; frightened ; haste. The sense is rather uncertain

KEU. From a tiger laying his paws on t uiii

boar. Fighting and grasping ; impetuous fleetnesi ; name of

a certain wolf-like animal as to size, in other respects resem-

bling a monkey, and which springs forward with rapidity.

A~form of E E. Some say it is a focal word for a pig.

HWUY.

To strike or attack each other. The same ai BK HWH*.

YUH. A name for a pig.
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$

SEVEN STROKES,

FOO- The snoring or grunting of a pig.

An erroneous form of $jp Tsung.

o

TEIH. The name o a star.

E. An enraged hog with its bristles standing

up. One says, A certain caustic plant broken down,

HEAOU.

A pig running j the squeaking of a pig in a fright.

hfflffS'ame as | Tsoo.

CHE.

A hog five cubits high. Read T5, A hilh

TOW. Name of a star in the Dragon's tail.

Same as m, Tun.

A large hog ; a local word for a pig. The

1

noise of a pig walking.
Name of a medicine. Fung he:

name of a divine animal, and of a star. Chin he |ll# atfK a

man's name.

Same as Wi Yih.

PIN. Two pigs; a crowd of swine in confusion.

HAOU. Boar's bristles as large as pencils.; a

species of wild boar with white bristles like skewers. A designa-

tion of superiority applied to the Emperor's horses, cows, and

sheep. Eminent talents and virtue; great superiority to other

men. A strong violent leader; a martial chief. The name o'

a fish, of a sword, and ofa district. A surname.

ii
!

Original form of $1 Hwan.

Original form of fft Kan.

MAE, Maehwae stu P'd and vicious.

SA. The name of an animal.

Same as Wf- Keen.

Same as
f
Tsoo.

Same as f| Sa.

LUN. Name of a quadruped.
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A hog burrowing up the ground. Also read Keu.

Same as
fjf) Suy.

Same as f| KSn.

CHO.

An Imperial car; a star in the tail of the Dragon.

TSUNG. A boar; a young pig.

KEANG.

The flesh of a pig made op 10 a> to be empty iaaide.

KEUE. A pig.

Original form of % Ling.

MO. A name of a pig.

Y U . From to give or grant, and an elephant.

An elephant; a tranquil, chearful, easy, secure state; all ar-

ranged and prepared for whatever may occur ; previously

arranged. Prepared for ; provided against ; to deliberate

about. Name of a district. A surname. Yn5 yu W* -fife.
I/Li J^

pleased, delighted. Yew yu jj|a ^ a monkey and an

elephant two mistrustful animals; irresolute ; undecided.

PART i. VOL. in. 6 j.

Yu-chow -^ j.|ij

an ancient name of the western part of

Ho-nan province) from which circumstance that province

is now sometimes called Yu. The name was intended to de-

note the luxurious character of the inhabitants.

ft
KEEN. To bite or gnaw.

PEEN. A pig.

TsOW. A warm pig, or to warm ft pig.

KEUN. A small wild hog.

T'HWAN. A fat pig ; a wild hog.

Same as fff Suy. Also read To.

L/HOO. A pig; a swine. Stagnant water,

the place where water stagnates. The name of an office,

of a plant, of a hill, of a district, and of a medicine.

I U Name of an animal said to hare a voice

like a child, and that when it appears, the world is overflown

with great waters.

KEA. A boar in the dialect of Corea.

Same as M. Tun.
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Same as the preceding character.

TSUNG.

A boar. Some say a pig six month's old.

*

CHO. To walk or go.

TEN STROKES.

HE. The snoring of a hog.

HE.

The appearance of a three month old pig's belly

HWUH, Huh, Or He6. The young of an

animal said to be of the tiger species. The grunt or cry of

>P'g-

-+
HWAE. Stupid and vicious.

MING. A small pig.

o

WAN. A name of a short headed kind of pig.

\WAN. A pig at liberty ; a lort of pig said

to be an hermorphrodite. Name of a district.

. A name of a pig.

"IN. Name of an ancient state, near the region

of Sze-chucn; the region of Ihe ancient dynasty H Chow. A

surname.

An ancient form of
Jj|[ Fung.

w

MEIH, A white pit; with a black head.

MWAN. A sort of hog.

A character found on ancient stonei, but oeitker

the sense nor sound is known.

TE1H. A pig's foot.

TSUNG.

A six month's old pig ; according to some, a rear old pig.

1 LOO. A sow.

KAV AE. A dog; a dog that hunts well.

An erroneous form of fjf Yung.
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Same as $jl Keen.

TWELVE STROKES.

YUY, or Wei.

A gelded pig , a young pig . Read To, A particular kind of
pig.

CHUNG. A kind of mole.

Name of a quadruped resembling a hog.

C UJ\ . A boar deprived of his teeth
; a gelded

boar. Strong; violent.

MIN. A name of a
pig.

WEI. A name of a
pig.

TSANG.

Boards on which pigs sleep ; a pig ly.

HE.

152nd Radical. XVI. She

8U.Y. A female n\s.

The snoring of a pig. A man's name. Also read Hwuy.

or Hwuh. The gruat of a pig.

Same as If Peih.

SA. A female swine.

MUNG. Name of an animal
resemblitg a

pig, but whose eyes are said to be in it's earn.

A female swine ; a iroall hoj.

Same as the
preceding.

Same as ^ Pin.

PO. A small pig.

A vulgar form of ^ Wri.

LEE. The bristles of a boar's neck.

An ancient form of ig Gih.

Same as | Wei.
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Original form of fg Loo.

HE. A species of swine.

Same as p| Yuy, or Wei.

HWAN". A wild hog ; one ujs a male wolf.

CHE. A species of swine.

An ancient form of ,'ff T*een.

"Ill IH. A certain noxious infelicitous anitta!.

WEI. A species of swine.

CLIII RD RADICAL,

V/HL. Crawling reptiles, insects destitute of

feet; opening or expanding ;
a wriggling motion like a worm.

Name of a particular kind of dog, from Lettou-tttng.

CHIH. Chih mth |p IE name of an animal

said to be produced from a male ass and a cow.

^1 PAOU. An animal resembling a tiger, but

having round spots 6n its skin; a leopard. A surname.

CHAL. A ravenous beast of prej ; a wolf

GAN, Kan, and Han. A species of win

dog or fox, according to others it's form is like a fox, it's

colour black, and in length it is seven or eight cubits ; on it'i

forehead is a horn, and it can destroy tigers and leopards.

Applied figuratively for a country prison.

CHAOU. Chaou laou fV ff a reptile.

YUNG. An animal like a swine.

f k Name of an animal resembling an hog.

KTJII. Name of a quadruped.
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tI7C WAN.

Name of an animal said to resemble a fox.

PA. A quadruped of an ugly figure.

NUH

A fox-like animal, that hunts the mouse special-.

HEW. An abbreviation offttHew,

HEEN.

A large swine. One says, A swine two year's old.

Same as fi? .

FIVE STROKES.

SHE. An animal resembling a fox.

PEL A certain fox-like animal.

The name of a certain quadruped.

KOW. A tiger's
-

whelp.

MET I. VOL. III. > K

TSO. A brute animal.

CHAN. A
reptile.

FEI. A reptile.

K'HEW. The name of an animal.

YANG. A species of fox.

Same as ^ Hoo.

Same as
$fo;; Sin.

An animal like a leopard with horns.

NUII.

An animal said to be destitute uf the fore fret.

fife

I EJ VV. An animal said to be of the mus species,

some say a sort of monkey.

Same as Jfff Mlh.

K'HEU, Fierce; vehement.
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Same as Itt FOh.

TEAOU. An animal, said by the Chinese to

be of the mui species, the ikin of which it used to ornament

caps. A surname.

Same as fjt Hew.

SHAN. Vicious and fierce.

16

ff

HO\V. The whelp ofan animal resembling a tiger,

Same as ST Keen.

PEAOU. AH animal resembling a sheep,

IOI
which delights in much sleep.

SZE. An animal with long shaggf h;iir.

. A certain animal like a dog, hating a red-

dish snout and white head.

II ti \V . A certain animal, laid to deroiir tigcr.i

-

HO. An animal said to resemble a fox. NaiTir

f an insect. Same ai fe M ih .

HWAN. A certain animal.

<fe/h -
FUH. A species of fox.

Ik-
Animali wilhout feet; reptiles. An erroneous cha-

racter. The pronunciation not known.

SIN. The name of a quadruped

u

KAN,OrKwan. Tognaw;tobitejtolc..<eii.

HO. A fox-like animal with a iharp head anrf

pointed nose. A certain intect. Read Mlh, A certain in-

sect. Read M8, Tranquil still.

Mill.

A certain tribe in the north. Quid ;
t; tiled, filed. Nu

of an animal.

SUB. An animal that resembles a d.

T'HUNG. The name of an animal

An erroneous form of H5.
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SEVEN STROKES.

MAOU. The general colour or figure; the

mirj the manner; the tisage ; the countenance. A urname.

Read MS, To draw a likeness. Yung maou <;^ the

external figure; the aspect. Meen raaou
rg]

6 the cofln-

tenance. Le maou | |j(jf
polite carriage ; polite. Seang

maou ffl
^JJJ

likeness in general. Shang suy maou tsung ;

ri. po pdh j8 $|feffilfrj|;f;$; Ihe em.

peror although he seemed to accord with his countenance, was

a little displeased in his heart.

Same as || Tow.

!-<
j|! or Hoole M' 8 the for,

they call it, a wild cat, of which there are various speti"

Hoo le pe f l 'kin '

HAN. Name of a dog. A certain fierce animal.

Same as ftZ Heae.

Same as H Che

SWAN. Swan a name fora lion

TUH. The name of a quadruped

b CjAOU .

Sprites or fairies of the mountains.

WOO. The name of a quadruped.

HWAE, orHvVUy. The namrofa quadruped.

PE, or Pei.

Name of a certain animal. A white for.

An ancient form of
sjjjj

Maou

SZE. A species of fox.

TSUY. Name of an animal.

\t

SA, OT ShX. Th* name of a quadruped

E, Or Urh. According to sorrr, 1

deer, others ay, An animal resembling a lion.

CUAOU. A certain animal

WEI. The name of a quadruped

LAE. A species of TPT
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A fabulous animal with a human face and the body

of a bird. The pronunciation of the character is not known.

Name of a ravenous beast. Some say, A monkey-like

animal of which species there are no males, but that they

force cohabitation with human beings.

if
6nT E. A violent fierce dog.

PE. Pe che $$t ~&i gradually becoming level.

PEL

Same as the preceding. Also the name of an animal.

An erroneous form of $| She.

NAOU. A female fox.

HEAE. The name of a quadruped.

JAOU, An animal of the monkey, species.

YA, E, and Ye.

YJ yu If? ^M an an ' lna ' w '"> djws like a tiger, whrch

runs fast and devours men.

YU.

Name of a certain animal. See the preceding

A species of wild boar, according to

some a monkey like animal.

a*
T'HWAN. A wild hog

T'HWAN. Same as the preceding.

WEI. Bristles ; a certain animal

YEW.

A certain animal. Read Tsew, N'aane of a dog of a good kind.

MEAOU, or Maou. A cat.

ME1. Name of an animal.

YUEN. A species of monkey.

CH tJ NCz- Aiiiin.il breasts which gives milk.

Same as 18 Choa.
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TEN STROKES.

PO.

Au animal said to resemble a man, and having wingi.

SOW.
> \

Keu ion
jgjl

y! the name of an animal.

YUEN. Name of a certain animal

i ** Name of a certain ferocious animal found

in Leaou-tung, laid to resemble the tiger ; name of a flag.

Pe hew chin tuy ^ ffi ^| j the Pe-Hev keeps down

noxious influences is a sentence written as a charm on the

corners of Chinese houses.

Kuh ui the name of a certain animal.

HE. A pig. The name of a marsh.

SHAOU. The name of an animal.

Same as 111 Yuen.

CHAOU

A name of the foreigners on the south west.

I. TOl. III. 5 K

u

TIH, or Gill. Ao animal of thr.

NAOU. The female of a ipceiet ,<

Fierce, violent, like a beait of ftrj.

CHE. A ravenous beast.

PUNG. A quadruped or brute animal.

WAN

An animal said to resemble a fox. Also read Mwan.

CHAN. Species of monkey.

K'HEU. A species of pig.

MIH. An animal said to resemble a wild

to have the trunk of an elephant, the eje of a rhmoc

the tail of a cow, and the foot of a tiger.

YUNG. A ravenous beast.

CHOO, or Choo. choohoo

mal about the size of a dog, said to be likt a fox.
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timers.

men, whom it i< fabled, can transform themselves into

MWAN. A species of wolf.

1?H>V AjNCi. Name of a certain animal.

HEU, A divinity of the easten ocean.

WOO. A quadruped or brute beast.

TWELVE STROKES.

' Keu sow
!||i

fga ravenous beast;

forms part of the name of some other animals.

LAOU, and Chaou.

Certain foreigners on the southwest. Also read Leaou.

FUH. A quadruped or brute beast.

CHUNG.

A certain animal like a leopard, but hating a horn.

T'HAN.

Name- of a certain animal. Also read T'he'en.

:l|^ HAOU. The cry of a brute animal.

FUN. A dog that guards a gate.

Name of a sleepy animal, said to resemble a fox.

Same as ff| Ko.

An erroneous form of fjlj Che.

WEI. A barbarous foreigner

YUNur. An animal resembling a monkej.

HO. Name of an animal.

NAOU. The female of an animal like a foi

KWAE. A brute beast.

MWAN. Name of an animal.

Same as g Ho.
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Same as ^ Pung.

\i

T'HA. The sea oltcr, otherwiie called bj

the Chinese
fit jMj]

Shwfiy-kow.

HVVALN. A wild animal, sometime* spoken

of at like a swine, and at other times, said to resemble a dog.

LEUI. The name of an animal.

WO, and KeS. A large made animal of the

monkey ipecict, has a remarkably quick eyr, and

strength enough to seize on man.

j6O YEN. The name of a quadruped.

CLIV RADICAL.

PEI.

The tortoise shell, or pearl-oyster hell, which were used

as a circulating medium in the exchange of commodities till

about 8 C. SOO, when the
Jjjl

Tseen, or copper coin were

introduced. Pei is now used for any thing valuable and pre-

rious; certain ornaments of military armour. Name ofasilk,

of a musical instrument, and of a district. A surname.

Paou pei
-p^ ^ any thing valuable ; much esteemed ; pre-

cious. Foo sin tslh
j=| fa ftjj

faithless thief, an expression

used liy lovers.

P'HO.

Abounding in wealth; affluent. Also read P'huh.

YUEN. A vulgar form of fj Yuen. Used

as a numeral particle in reckoning the number of articles of

commerce.

CHING. A kind of pearl shell. To enquire

by divination. Name of one of the Kwa. Chaste i correct

in morals; pure; uncomipted ; not depraved; firmly tena-

cious of correct principles and conduct.

FOO, or Foo, and F6\v. From

and a pearl; one who has something to depend on. To bear

on the back ; to turn the back on ; ungrateful. To fail ; to

be defeated i to be sorry , to be ashamed.

PEI. Name of a river divinity.

An original form of fe Ho.

The sound of shells rubbing against each otbrr.
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Same as $| Tlh.

TSAE. From pearl thelli and material! of

other sorts. Whatever men value ; whatever they can convert

to any use. Wealth ; riches ; valuables ; property ; silk , cloth ;

grain ; goods j bribes. Choo-tsze e tsae yew ne wfih ; kin

tsth woo jin
rf^ ^- J| fift ^ f)C 4^ ? Pl'J 1^

y^ Choo-foo-tsze considered wealth a dirty greasy thing,

which defiles those men who go near it ; TJ Tjja^ ~^
-J^ Hi& ll" "%? and therefore high and noble spirited

men
F-J f^-^

where ashamed to name it. Che kea cbay pfiji
tsae shen

tseih tsae; nrh tsae shen pei yuen ke, tun how, yen ming >yp

S
HJ9

the good management of a family does not

consist in skill to accumulate wealth ; but in skill to nourish

the original constitution, an honest faithful spirit, and a

strict severe intelligence.
Tsae to tslh hwS shang

J|J-^ g|j

|" he who has plenty of money gains over bis superiors.

KUNG. To offer up to ; tribute ; the tributary

offerings sent from distant provinces or kingdoms of the same

empire. Le wfih expresses presents sent from equal

and in'ependant states. Kung further denotes Devoted of-

ferings of personal services ; hence implies merit, and is thus

applied
to officers. A surname.

T'HIH. To solicit something of a person.

E, and She. To add to in orderly succession :

to protract in successive order; to add to or benefit.

JIN. A prison, or other place of confinement.

SHEN. A surname of northern foreigners.

FOUR STROKES

HANG. A large pearl oyster.

Same as Jj$ Shay.

WAN. Good.

\^t MIN. Fundamental or original; fundamental.

PIN. From wealtk and a thare. One who has

a small portion of wealth j possessing BO property. Poor.

Pin foo yew teen ^ 'jj? \t\ ^? poverty or riches are from
^* *^

heaven. Pin ping keaou kung

disease both attacked him.

poverty and

^ >,<x* 1

Things which are changed or exchanged ; articles of com-

merce j goods of any kind ; to deal in goods ; to sell ; to bribe.

Kwae hing ho tsze fe
/jy ^ Hp-

a person of strange wild

conduct, said by way of abuse.

FAN. To turn the penny ; to buy cheap and

sell dear ; to traffic
; to buy and sell ; to deal in. Fan mae ji

kow Q0 w /V I] to buy and sell human beings j to make/A J"^ / ^ I
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a tradf of buying children or grown people, is prohibited by

law, the object* of this illicit traffic arc generally devoted to

vicious uses. To purchase boys or girls for domestic u<c is

allowed. New fan it
pjj

to deal in cattle. Fan mac tsze

neu HK>
lf^

H- -/ to sell boys and girls, a trade at Peking.

T'HAN. To desire inordinately; to covet;

to encroach on the property or province of another person.

Covetous; avaricious. Anxious to succeed, or to make pro-

yfiL

gress on a journey; avidity. Tan tsew haou sih y^
& addicted to wine and sensuality. Tan kuh che le

~jf cb avaricious and cruel officers of courts.

KWAN.

From a representation of a siring passing through, and

money. Pei @ anciently denoted a kind of money, which

having a hole through it could be strung together; hence To

string or connect. To connect, as beads strung together; to

pass through the middle ; to implicate or involve. The name

of a state. A surname. Tse1h kwan
|=|

if" an account of

one's self, required at public examinations, stating the place of

one's birth, age, aud figure.

CHE.

A wofd found in ancient books, the sense of which is lost.

T S 1H . From a thorn and a pearl. To repre-

JPl
hend; to reprove; to reprimand; to chastise; to be wrong;

fault. To ask ; to enquire ; require of ; to rail at ; to bear or

sustain a charge or office ; to have charge ofand be responsible

for. 'Otherwise read Chac. Shinjin tsth ke choo to ; tsThjin

choo shaou Ig y\ TJ _, ^ ?fa JJ ^ ^ f\? the

sages reproved themselves in many things ; reproved other men

in few things.

PART i. vot. in. $ o

Same as ff Mow.

Same as |{| Tsae.

Same as I \ Peen.

Same as ijfc Tan.

Same as ^ She.

\

MUN. Wealth encreasing

FIVE STROKES.

H<Vj
IN; Rich . to enrich ; to supply the wanR

of; to give to. A largess or bounty conferred on the distressed

people of any district.

Same as the preceding,

CHOO.

To accumulate ; to store; an accumulation ; a hoard.

bHE. TO give credit in mercantile transactions;

to shew lenity to offender!.
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SO, or Soo.

To enquire of the gods as to success in any undertaking.

PE. To confer upon; to benefit. E pe Rjfi |

in a regular series or order.

Igj
TSZE.

Wealth ; property ;
a fine; to redeem by. money.

-Hi*^\ URH. Two; both.

KWEI.

An extraordinary commodity; valuable ; dear; honorable.

Lofty; noble; high in price. To desire; desirable. A sur-

name. Name of a district. Kwei is applied by way of

compliment to whatever belongs to another person. Kwei

tsae kelh che
-jj^ 3^ j=j ffi the valuable or important

thing is to cure it speedily.

,
PEEN. Wealth encreasing.

/

"AIM. Fond of begging thing* of other people.

.. \

To dispraise j to censure ; to injure;

to depress ; to detract, applied either to just or to unjust cen-

sure ; to merited blame or detraction.

MAE. TO buy; to purchase. Tso seaou

lo carry n

JPl
mae mae

shwBy ^^ a certain ceremony of procuring water and

sprinkling a corpse. Mae ch8h
j|f Pj|i

to bribe a person to

obey one's dictates. Mae choo kelh jih j|?
&i O

a lucky day for buying a pig. Mae leaou shin urh ko neu hae

tsze, keaou yen neu he Jj ~if -4- ^"t fljjj -jr
Tk ^- %jf

)] ~K ml bouSnt twelve girls and taught them to perform

female plays. Actresses were prohibited under the reign of

Keen-lung.

f

1'HAE. To confer upon ; to give to ; to lend

with an intention of being returned to the original owner ;,

to lend on interest. Read Tib, To lend to a person.

TSO. Wealth; property.

SING, Or Sang. Wealthy ; opulent ; rich.

CHOO. A wealthy person; an opulent man.

HWANG.

To confer ; to bestow upon ; to
gi,v.e to.

KOW.

To give an allowance to; to rule or direct.

JIT SHE. To represent to.

FEI. To make property issue forth like a

spring. To spread or scatter wealth ; liberal , extensive use of.

Expense ; expenditure ; use of property, mind, or strength -,
to

do kindness to. Waste of, to hurt; to injure. A surname.
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Pfih fei tseen kung tlh jf\ jj |
raerits

.

do not cost money, means noexpensive moral virtues.

YANG. To have no fixed limit.

T'HEE.

To give something as a pledge; to attach to ; to paste against.

A
a
A
a E. To present to; to leave, or be left to, as pro-

perty at the death of a parent; to induce or bring upon one's

self. To cause.

A certain pearl; kind of shell fish.

MOW. To barter commodities for each other ;

to deal , to trade ; to carry on commerce ; to buy or sell.

Same as the preceding.

Same as |^ Koo.

HEEN, orHeuen. Offering to sale; tosell.

PE.

Glossed over, adorned; ornamented, applied to herbage.

Ke id Pun or Fun, Ardent ; impetuous ; filled with anger

and rage; bubbling up, as a spring of water. Overthrown ;

defeated. Read LBh, The name of a place. Read Fei, A

surname. Read FBh, Strenuous impetuous effort.

As
fc HO. To congratulate ; to felicitate ; to ezpreii

satisfaction on another person's happiness, by words or by

presents ; congratulations on the new and full moon , new

yenr and other holiday times. To sustain or bear a burden ;

to carry on a horse, mule, camel, or cart.

Same as E.

SHEN. A surname.

Same as Bar Foo.

Same as Koo,

SIX STROKES.

LOO. To give property to ; to bribe.

i{& to bribe
;

toof a vessel used in temples. Uwuy loo

give money to for improper purposes.

PIN. Same as B|l
Pin. Read Heung and

Keung, Goods; men-hand ise.

Same as
j|j~

Tsae.

HWANG- To confer upon, or give to
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KWEI.

Sme as | Kwei. Read Wa, Wealth; property.

JIN.

To pay for the loan ofany thing ; to rent a house.

HWL/I. From having and pearls. Wealth;

riches ; opulence. A general term for wealth. Cloth and silk,

the ancient constituents of wealth in China. To give wealth

to others; to bind them to a certain line of conduct. To

bribe ; a bribe. Gow pe jin ming, hwuy ho neih paou

ixi^Al'P'SJi^fPlltlPl
10 arranSe b ? a bribe - on*1

suppress information to government; a case of murder oc-

casioned by blows. Hwuy ho |m 3jp
to bribe persons to ac-

commodate a case which ought to be prosecuted at law.

K.AL. Unusual; strange ; old; extraordinary.

PEEN, and Ping. Advantageous; beneficial.

A commodity ; goods; things of value;

24**
things neccessary for one' use. To take. Tsze kih suy tseen

J^ ffl- F '/X
ta'ent* although shallow ; i. e. although of

inferior talents.

CHE, To hoard wealth.

TS1H.

To ruin or spoil. The same as $ Tstb.

m LIN. To be greedy of food.

GAE. To accumulate property.

HEE. Wealth; property.

KOO.

To sell or buy; a stationary dealer; a resident merchant

Read Kea, The price or value of a thing.

SEUH. The bestowment of charity.

An ancient form of jlTsih.

bin. To fob; plunder; to maltreat. To

murder ; to injure ; injurious. A robber; a bandit. An insect

that devours grain.

E.

Some say, to give; to confer ; others say, the meaning is lost.

CHIN. Jo confer; to bestow; plain; real.

To accumulate; to hoard up.

An ancient form of Jj& Hwane:
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KEAOU.

From wealth and to deliver t. Really ; to realize.

An ancient form offf Pin.

Same as m Ho.

KAL . Refers to the secret mysteries of natu re.

HEAOU. Troublesome; fatiguing.

Same as | Mow

SEVEN STROKES.

Same as }} Hwuy.

TSAN, To destroy through rapacity.

SEUN. Advantageous; beneficial.

Same as H Tse.

KAE, and Heae. Convey. the idea of deep

and firm. A strong valuable pearl or shell.

YING.

Certain ornaments for the neck; a sort of neck-lace.

u

CHA. Goods; merchandise.

An erroneous form of B& So.

I ll^ CHIN. Rich ; to bestow in charity ; to relieve

>y*v
the needy ; to give to.

SHAY. To sell goods without receiving their

value at the time ; to give credit. Slow; remiss; distant.

POO. Reciprocal giving of property.

PIN.

One who is paid respect and attention to; a guest ; a visitor ,

to receive a visitor; to submit, or be subjected to the

influence of right principles or civilization. Name of a

western country, and of an office. A surname. Juy pin

& a term in the fifth moon.

K'HEVV. To seek to attain by the influence

LIN. Avaricious ; covetous ; difficult. of mooeJ to 'olicil b? bribe >
to Pervcrl lhe law for lhe Slke

of money.

PABT i. ro-L, in.
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A vulgar form of Pin.

An ancient form of the preceding.

YUN.

A great number of things j many thing* in a tale of confusion.

Same as Jffll Che.

Same as W Tsih.

SHOO. Wealth encreasing.

Same as W Pin.

EIGHT STROKES.

CHOW . To bestow charity, to relieve the

wants of, in a charitable benevolent manner.

LEANG. Certain duties paid to government.

TSAN. To commend ; to praise.

Same as the following.

LAE.

To bestow on an inferior j to confer upon; to give to.

SHANG. A travelling merchant.

TSZE.

To confer upon ; to bestow, as a superior does on an in-

ferior, always used by the Emperor for giving any thing.

Tsze sing le
B|J wg -^^

conferred the surname Le; said of

the founder of the Tang dynasty, who gave his own surname

to one of his successful generals. This conduct is censured iu

history.

^

CH'HIN.

To give presents to a person about to commence a journey.

Crlk*- To give property as apledge or security.

KE. A sort of pearl shell.

To give from a superior to an in-

feriorj to confer ; to bestow j to grant as a largest or reward ,

to encourage by rewards ; to reward. Said also of heaven or

providence. To praise ; to commend; to take pleasure iu.

A sufiian.e.

Same as |f Mow.

|K UN. A pearl or other valuable shell.
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WAN. Wan hwan fl*

Bjfi
the appearance of

possessing small properly ; a small degree of wealth.

T'HEEN. Rich.

PEL A modern character, used to denote Mak-

ing up a deficiency or loss; to restore. Pel ko pfth she
R|f

fill 'f* 3^ to nmke an ap losy-

RANG.

Again ; encore ; to respond to , to continue in succession.

Same as U Kvvan.

to sell ; to store up.KEU. Keu Ic'eo

1IKEN.

Virtuous ; moral ; worthy; a term of respect applied both to

wen and woman, to wives and to uublemen, in direct address

To give on credit; not to deliver to.

Same as ft Yuh.

I

j; MAE. To sell ; to part with for money. Mae

ken @ if to sell off. Mae kwao^ 'g
m

to sell offices in

one's body, or person from domestic slavery, by repaying

tlie money originally given to one' parents or owner.

Of little values mean; low; cheap ,

to esteem mean. Used for what pertains to one's self, the

affected language of courtesy. Tlh shoo pun e Iscen che

t Ife 4& yi 0)| "jf purposely wrote the word Pun,

'scampered off,' to degrade him. E wan shing urh shoo pun

ko kwei che shin e \/\ ffi ^E ffrj ^i ?lS pi V*B / -If
9_S* l"^l ^1^ lll IT ft J I/" ^^* '^

^J having ten thousand war chariots, and have it written that

he scampered off, it exceedingly shameful. Pin tseen

} poor and mean.

SUY. Goods ; merchandise.

TS1NG.

To give or confer ; or foroc say, to receive what is conferred.

FOO. TO exact ; to receive ; to measure ; to

disturb or excite ; the exactions of the government are what

disturbs or excites the people; a bearer of tribute. To give

and to receive, as Heaven confers a certain nature, instinct,

capacity or disposition on creatures, and creatures receive

these from Heaven. To diffuse ; to spread out
j
a diffuse loose

poem.

T'HAN.

To serTe up food. Otherwise reud Yen, Certain cakes.

I^
TSUNG. Certain tribute of cloth, 4c., paid

by the southern barbarians.



Same as the preceding character.

u

H. The body or substantial part, or the

jubilance or matter of; to substantiate as by witnesses
;
to con-

front, to examine; to settle or fix. To realize; plain unadorn-

ed; true; sincere; a mark at which to shoot; a kind of

agreement for wholesale merchandize. The ground or nature

of regular correct procedure; the part which the hand grasps

in a bow. A surname. Read CM, Something left for

security as a pledge ; to pledge ; to pawn ; to give a person

as a hostage.

HEAE. A man's name.

Same as
gj> MeTk.

PEI.

To levy theland-ta, or other parts of the

Same as B Poo.

Same as the
preceding-.

An ancient form of
ffl| Tseen,

NINE STROKES.

Same as g Che.

HWAN. posse,ied of a ,n,all
property.

I SO, Same as

TOO.

To play at chante games, to gamble; to play , to r k.

The same as the
preceding.

CHA. Name of a gaming utensil

"SIN. To make a present; to oflcr present*

to a person commencing a journey. By presents to intimate

one's feelings or intention,

Original form of ^ Kwei

HOW.

I

A certain pearl shell found in the southern seas.

FAN. The same as M Fan.

Same as Bgl Min, Goods; merchandise.

YEN.

Things leaning against each other. Also read Yei.
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I

I

CHUN. Rich; wealthy ; affluent.

YUN. Yun chunP H rich.

Same as m Tsth,

PAOU. Tc have or possess.

TSAE. Merchandise; wealth.

/

LAE.

To lean or depend upon ; that which affords support; to be

beneficial to one's own family ; iu a bad sense, To assume

what is not true ; to act upon what is not the fact. A desig-

nation of persons, implying something bad.

JUEN.

Possessing a small properly. Also read Nwan.

CH'HING- Unable to sell; unsaleable

Ctrl! E. To bestow in charity ; valuable shell*.

Same as

T'HING. Name of an insect.

FAR! I. VOL. lit.

FUNG. To offer presents lo families in which

some member has recently died.

PEAOU

To confer silk as a reward on the army.

A form of W Mow.

TEN STROKES.

TS'HANG. To accumulate wealth.

L\I An ancient form of
'

F Chuen.

1 Ski. To present to, lo offer, to dispatch <>r

send to a superior, to the Emperor, or to a friend. By way

of courtesy, written on the outside of letters.

PE. Pressed with difficulties and urged onto

vicious or illegal deeds.

HEA. A prisoner forcing his way out.

Y1NG.

To increase or add to more and more ; to present ;
to aa'nt.

To accompany and assist. Ceremony used to denote an ottr-

plus; in this sense also read Sbing.
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GAE, OT Yae. To send things t a person.

CHAN.

To impede ; to cause to delay ; to binder. To sell not

at the real price ; to impede another person's affair* by under-

celling him ; to gain profit by trading.

FOO.

To help; to assist; to assist with money at a funeral.

E. To leare to ; to bestow upon. Still more.

YUH. To sell.

I
KOW.

To seek to attain for moucj ,
to buy. Name of a plant.

/

SA E. To make a return, or grateful recompense;

to aim at excelling ; to strive to surpass i to contend for the

victory, in play. Sac Ian sin ^ P^^ dark carnation

colour, inclined to crimson. Sae hwa hung sTh
>|

o rich carnation colour.

1 bin. Deep, obscure and difficult to be per-

ceived, referring to those subjects which the minds of Sages

penetrate.

FUN. Large headed.

SO. A bone.

HEE. Wealth; property

CHING. To sell.

Original form of Jj Mae,

Same as Jm Tse.

Same as jff Tsze.

Same as ^ Lae.

Same as Yiih

LEAOU. Money ; coin ; wealth

Same as Shang.

WEI,andYih. To add to. or benefit.

PIN. To
fly.
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An ancient form of HI Pae.

TSIN. To game.

Same as ftf Heen, or Heuen.

LEW. To be covetous of gain.

Same as

Same as

Tsang.

So.

WAN, or Hwan. To gain or acqoire

^"111^
wealth ; to make money by trade or otherwiie. In Canton

read Chan.

ft Vulgar form of Iff Tsih.

A present, or offering made at the firit

visit to a superior, or a person from whom one has to request

something. The presents mentioned are valuable stones, or

pieces of silk, these are called great presents ; rare birds are

called smaller presents ; women give fruit. Che ^t a con-

fidential adviser of the emperor TTh-tsung %& fe from which

he was called
j^J ^J Nuy-seang, inside minister.

E. To take or seize.

CHUY. To give something ai a pledge. To

connect together ; something appended which \i useleti at e-
ternal swellings ; fixed ; doing what is improper ; useless re

petition; tautology: verbosity ; to one question giving two

answers.

MEIH. The appearance of water flowing.

KEAE. Nearly ; merely ; but just so

An ancient form of Iff Mae

Same as Kwei.

TWELVE STROKES

PEAOU.

Certain valuable shelled animals that live on land.

An erroneous form of the preceding.

To present to ; to accompany and auiil.

KEUH. Valuable shells.

KWET. Wealth; property; to game.
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i UN. AD elegant good-looking appearance.

TOO . To conquer, or gain a game at any play.

JUEN. Possessed of a small property.

PE. Silk ; property ; wealth.

u r

TSANG. To present to; to give or bestow

upon ; to lend assistance. Uied to express the Emperor's con-

ferring titles and houori.

HAN. A bribe. Hwuyhan some con-

sideration given to induce a departure from rectitude.

SJBC
y^> T'HAN. To pay before hand for things bought.T 1

A*,

WEI. Same as |ft Wei.

Same as 8f Tsae.

Money and goods equivalent to each

other; to pledge or give an equivalent.

x

T. bAN. To see ; to go forward with a present

to spirits, to assist in discovering or perfecting ; to be evi-

dence to , to respond to the Sovereign. A surname. Used for

To praise ; to laud ; to commend. Tsan ching^ Jjjjj
to wit-

ness the doings of, or to assist in effecting. Tsan mei ^ff ^fe
or Ching tsan BS <g? to praise ; to commend

;
to laud, for

this sense Kang-he sanctions
|||

Tsan. Tsan tioo ^
to aid ; to assist.

An ancient form of ^ Chuy.

YUH. An original form of Jf YQh.

The appearance of uot seeing.

Same as HoT which it thought to be an erroneous

in the hand. To enter j to atsiit ia bringing to light, referring

Same as jut Kow.

An ancient form of jj" Kwei.

J-. SHEN. Plentiful; having sufficient for; to

give to ; to bestow upon the poor.

CHAN. To buy dear. To mistake ; thing*

in the market missing their real value. Read Leen, To tell.

WAN.

Goodi or merchandise in great abundince.
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I
SEUE. Name of a platit.

LEEN. To fix the price before coming to

market ; a kind of forestalling. Also read Peen.

Y1NG. Having an overplus of gains ; making

a boisterous noise like keen clamorous traders . Rich ; power-

ful ;
to overcome j to conquer in war or in play.

SUY. To present money to a family 'in which

one of its members has died.

LOO. Same as ifr Loo.

TSIN. Presents of ceremoriy given to a person

about to undertake a journey.

, LAN. To be covetous of wealth.

SSI

KEU.

To place money ai a pledge or earnest.

MEEN.

Things which are reciprocally beneficial.

I ftANG . To receive bribes ; the booty obiain-

ed by thieves or robbers, and secreted by them ; unjust

stolen goodt.

FART I. VOL. III.

KAN. Name of a district

An ancient form of If Hiien.

PE, or Pei. pe foo m ft thc appearanrefv\ J^\

of using great effort
j robust strength; angry ; indignant.

SEUN. Advantageous ; beneficial to.

CHEN. To plan; by force or fraud to obtain

people's property j to rob upon the high way.

Jl
KWAN. Round,

FIFTEEN STROKES.

TUH.

The destruction of the egg or embryo in animals.

m SHUH. To ransom ;
to redeem what has been

mortgaged ; to redeem from punishment by paying a ransom

or fine ; to atone for crimes by meritorious deeds. A surname

Show shfih jU B||
to receive a ransom ; to accept of a fine,

instead of corporeal punishment.

YEN.

A false commodity ; an article which is not genuine.
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LE. Goods; merchandise.

CHE. To pledge, or place io equivalent.

E, Or Wei. To present things to persons.

HEEN, Or Hetien. To separate; to di sidle.

Name of an animal resembling a dog possessing great strength

and fierceness, bred in ^ yjjL^ Ta tsin kw5, which the

Jesuit Missionaries considered to be India.

t

TS'HIN. Money given after certain super-

stitious rites to the demons, cash and rice are thrown about.

LUNG.

The appearance of a dragon. Also read Poo.

Same as H Paou.

TUN.

To send something else of an extraordinary kind

I
Same as $ Che.

RUNG, and Kan,

The name of a river in Keang-se. Used for "B" Kung.

Read Hung and Chang, Simple; foolish. Read Heang. To

bestow ; to confer .

JING, and Pe. Not knowing; ignorant of.

An original form of ^ ShiUi.

CLV TH RADICAL.

>fcCH'HIH

Naked. Carnation or flesh colour; of a reddish colour ;

vermillion. Name of a river. A surname. ChTh tae^
a red discharge from the female vagina. ChTh pih le

Tjfe

a red and white discharge by stool. Chth seaou tow

"* a species of Dalichos. Chth te chih sbio

the naked body. Chth te been le ^ )fo

a thousand miles of parched, barren, unoccupied land.

dt-rIK 1 CHING. A carnation colour,

Same as the preceding'.
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HUNG. The skin swoln up and red.

CHE. Cosmetics for the face.

^JkV*
t

>

HeTh heih
ffljfr ilpt

tne sound of giggling and laughing.

SHAY. To remit punishment ; to forgive; to

pardon; to let go; to set at liberty. A surname. Ta shay

JU it a general pardon granted by the Emperor.

FIVE STROKES.

T'HUNG. A carnation colour.

NAN. To redden in the face-, to bluih ; to

feel ashamed; bashful.

Same as the preceding,

TUNG. Carnation colour.

^f^ The same as ^ Nan.

T'HUNG, and Hung.

i

A carnation colour. Read Yung, The name of an insect.

I

A red or crimson colour. Red and

barren hind
; red and angry appearance.

iiK HAN. Carnation or red colour.

)\ P

ts CH'HING. A carnation colour. Such ai

sometimes appears in fishes tails.

WEI. A carnation colour. A man's name.

HI II.

A red hot fire ; a red appearance ; anger, hot as fire , bright,

luminous as a red hot fire, orasthesun; toicorch; to burn .

A surname. Read Hea, To scorch ; to threaten. Read Shi h,

Swift; fleet.

NINE STROKES.

i)|v-|.5
*EN. Rouge or other cosmetics for ihe face,

/I-*"*
used by Chinese women.

Htilrt> A reddish colour like some bird's head*.

CH'HING. A carnation colour
; twice dyed ,

a change of colour ; extreme toil and labour, which idea, thn

say, arises from a fish's tail becoming reddish by toil, and (he

human hair white.

\

CHAY. Red earth ; carnation colour.
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HE A. A carnation colour; clouds crimsoned

h the rising sun; a red appearance in the east

T'HANG.

A carnation colour ; the colour of the human face.

fft
HUH. The colour of the rising sun.

HWAN. A carnation colour. Read Kan,

A deep red or crimson colour.

HUH.orKeuh.

A red colour increased by reiterated acts.

Til

9
HEIH. A reddish appearance,

HJJ Same as $ Joo.

An ancient form of ^ Che.

A fiery appearance ; the colour falling or fading,

HEIH. A carnation colour.

CLVI TH RADICAL.

TSOW.

Tobendlhefoot or leg and set itdown. To walk; togo; to run.

A form of 7J| Tsow.

Same as ^ Kew,

LEIH.

Xelh chth the appearance of walking.

KE W. Appearing to possess telents and strength (

martial ; to stretch the neck and raise the head.

4^1
"*jfc||

An erroneous form of the preceding-.

/

FOO. To go to; repair speedily to ; generally

used by inferiors when expressing their going to superiors;

a technical word at the close of official papers sent to superiors,

the document is said to Foo, or hasten to the person to whom
it is sent.
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CHE. To walk ; to go.

SHUH. A man's name.

KEUH. The appearance of walking.

KEEN, and Keue. A horse raising its tail

and going onward. The gait ofa hone. Read Kan, To run

after in order to bring back .

TS'HAE, and Chae.

To resolve or to determine after being in doubt.

K'HEIH.

To walk or progress ttraight forwards.

\

K'HE. To arise; to raise i to commence > to

begin ; the orign ; the commencement. A surname.

Same as Too.

To urge or impel onwards. Properly Written f&i Tsi

KING.

The appearance of walking alone. Also read G.iou.

SHAN. To leap and skip about.

FART I. TOL. lit. 5 9

POUR STROKES.

51 KEUNG. To walk or go alone.

YUH, To walk or go.

A form of ife Heih. To walk straight forward!.

K'HIN.

To hang down the head and walk rapidly

A form of |j
Seen.

T'HAN.

Tan chaou ifefc SsL ad an""g ano receding.

A vulgar form of jgi Tsze

CH'HIH.

To pasi orers to overleap ;
to progress.

TO po^
The appearance of walking or progressing. Same as

10
TSA. The appearance of running Gf tiJ

the appearance of running fast.
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T'HOW.

To throw one's self down
-,

to progrcu fait ; to run.

TSUNG. Walking fast.

K'HEW. The feet not stretched out.

KHE.

The appearance of walking, a monkey climbing up a tree.

TSEU. Same as 3ft Tseu.

KEUE. Haste; swiftness; a horse

fast. To place the foot upon .

running

WOU. Certain posture making or dancing

practiced by the eastern foreigner!.

K HUN. To walk or progress with difficulty.

To walk as if lame. To be careful.

CHE. Same as jj| Che, Slow.

Same as M Te.

CHE. To overleap, or surpass.

SE. To remove to some other place.

FIVE STROKES.

TSZE. Hasty; precipitate.

CHUH. The appearance of walking; walking forth.

SO, and SOO. The appearance of walking.

To approach from behind ; to walk hastily up to; to take

possession of or embrace an opportunity.

Same as the preceding
1

.

T'HEE. To walk with large strides.

YUH. Lame in the feet.

FUH, and Fe.

The appearance of walking. To jump, to leap. To run.

PHIH.

To urge ; to preis on
,
to impel ; to over pass.
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YUNG. Rapid walking.

REU. The appearance of walking.

PO, or Pa. The appearance of walking.

KEEN. To walk ; to go.

CH1H. To walk or go.

THAN. To walk; to go.

TS'HEU.

Tsze tseu M jp. impediments to walking or progressing.

CHAOU. To step lightlj; to tripj to step

over j to leap over ; to precede ; to surpass ; to excel) to raise

to a higher slate of Intellectual or spiritual excellence ;
to

raise from purgatory to the region of the blessed. A surname.

Yung she pub lib chaou sing ^ ^ ^\ ^ j|g^
throughout eternal ages never be raised from tall to live in

the world.

TSZE. A shallow ford.

TE.

The appearance of quick motion
; walking fast or running.

Supposed to be an erroneous form of the preceding.

P'HWAN. The appearance of walking

SEW.

The appearance of walking fast or running.

(>

T. SO. The appearance of walking fatt.

CH'HE- To pass over ; to surj

CHEN. To stand up > to stand erect ;
to stand

steady a long time ;
a stage of a journey.

CHAY, Tseay, and Chlh. TO stand

firmly on the feet ;
to resist. Anger; to pull or drag.

Vulgar form of the preceding.

K'HEU. To walk and look round watchfully.

Read Foo, To fend or put in motion ; to direct ; lo regulate ;

to strengthen.

KEUH. To walk or progress i

K'HEW. To walk in a lame manner.
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KEUE.

^^^~
To pass over; to overstep ; to exceed ; more ; to scatter , to

bf va^ue , to lose or be lost. Name of a cloth ; a hole in the

lower part of an instrument. An ancient name of the modern

Fah-keen province. Yu2 te
jbjj J4J1 anciently included the

modern \ing-po. Yu tsoo che been -J^ ^Q_ ~/^ *jjj

disliking to pass over to another's dish : not liking to meddle

with another's affairs. Yu<5 Uoo tae paou j|{ <5]J <fF" fjoj

to pass over to another man's dish and cook it for him. Yu?
'

to break out of prison.

An ancient form of the preceding.

Same as AX Tseu.

H1H. HlhsS '

to fall to the ground ,

SIX STROKES.

YEW. To walk fast or run.

'HE1H. Keih kee to walk in a

hasty angry manner. To go straight forwards. The appear-

ance of leaping.

HOW. To walk in a lame manner.

HE. The appearance of walking last.

HEEN. The appearance of walking fast.

to fall prostrate. Some say, To run in a mad-like manner.

V4_
PING. To walk fast.

*t One step, or a step with one foot, which

_ 1

they call Pwan poo ft ^Jj-
half a pace.

CHbi. To walk or pass over the ground with a

swift pace. Che cbaou jsfa jo} a long time

CHOO. A man's name.

o

KWA. The appearance of walking fast. Read

HwS, The same as iojg Yu.

To walk or go with haste and precipitation.

TSE1H.

To walk side wayj; to walk slowly as if apprehensive.

CHOW. Embarrassed, making no progress.

u

HE1H, Or Heue. TO progress; to flr; a

! multitude of birds all
flying together.

HEUH. To go or walk fast.
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TSZE. Tze
''CU-fe^M

to walk with dif-

ficulty ; to make little or no progress.

.. V

K'HEE. The appearance of leaping.

The appearance of walking fast; lame.

MIH. To pass over; the appearance of walk-

ing fast. Read Plh, The appearance of wind striking on water.

T'HEAOU.

The appearance of a bird walking; hopping; leaping

Same as jjJ Keung.

Same as SH Kwei.

The appearance of walking or going.

TO. Sitting in an unsettled manner.

LEE.

Lee tseu
|gj jjifL

the feet not making progrejs.

PART I. VOL. III. 5 T

HWUY. To go fast.

SEVEN STROKES.

Vulgar form of T& Keue.

KAN.

To pursue after ; to endeavour to overtake; to run after.

SO- Walking; going; proceeding with

YUN, OF Nun. The appearance ofgoing hastily.

HUH. To walk ; to go fast.

TSUH.

Lfih tsBh j^ jg|
a crouching small appearance; a

tep. To urge; to impel; to connect. T8h chTh]

name of an insect.

T'HOW. To leap; to pass over.

K'HEVV.

Opposed to, or remotely separated from.

To fall prostrate to the ground.
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HAE

The luind still lingering as if attached to, when about to go.

Read Kwei, Distorted feet.

TSEUN, or Seun.

To walk with a small step. Read Tsow, To advance ; to

20 forwards with haste.

T'HOO.

To crawl on the ground on one's hands and feet.

FOW, or Foo.

Appearance of walking or running.- a quick hurried motion.

LANG.

Lang tang
jlgL igj

to saunter about any where.

u

^A- To walk or progress with a quick motion.

The appearance of walking quickly.

CHO, or Chue. To go with rapidity.

HUH.

To be overturned, or to fall to the ground.

SHE. To pass over; to surpass.

HEIH To walk or go fast.

POO.

Too poo^^ to fall to the ground ; to creep, or to crawl

YUNG. To leap up ; to *kip.

\

CHAOU. To repair hastily to; to repair to

and announce to a superior, as a small state to a greater one ;

to return a thing borrowed. Acute; of long duration. Small

or few. A surname ; the name of a country.

KWANG. To walk abroad.

SUH. Lflh sBh $fe M the sound of walkmj

A form of $|Tsuh, Haste ; hnpetuous.

NEE. To walk ; to go.

The same as lJR Tseu.

An erroneous form of *& Tseu

HOW. The appearance of bustling and walk-

ing without making much progress.
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EIGHT STROKES.

KIN.

To hang down the head and walk fast.

o

K'HEUH, and Kew. To empty or im-

porerish ; to carry to the utmost degree. Some define it

Respectful.

PIH. To fall prostrate.

KEEN.

To walk with baste ;
to hang down the head and walk hastily.

GO, or Ya.

The appearance of walking with haste and precipitation.

HEEN. To go quickly ; to progress with haste.

V V,

KWAN. Going with haste.

The appearance of walking or going.

Read Tseih, To tread upon.

CHO.

Struck with alarm; walking or going to a great distance ;

remote
; distant; high. Read Chaou, To orer-step, to over-past.

CHAOU.

Chaou ching i^j 4jj|
the appearance of skipping 01

/k
:

|R)
TSANG > or Chang.

*""^-
The appearance of going, and of leaping or skipping.

KUE.

To leap j to jump; a small leap. Also read Chu?.

HEIH, To walk furtirery, like a thief.

K'HIN.

The appearance of walking ; walking slowly.

\

I SU I . To raoTe j to agitate; the zppearaare

of moving along. The name of a place.

TUNG. To run on hastily and madly.

\f

LANG. To pass over ; to surpass.

T'tiEIfl.

Meih lelh to run or go hastily and madly.

Same as tim Suh.

LAN. The appearance of walking
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FUH. To walk or go.

K'HEUH. To walk or go.

Same as ft* Ke.

CH'HUH.

chfih
^y| j|5c

a little child hobbling and walking.

Same as
j||f Keuen.

Same as $ Lae.

J

UH. A crouching small appearance.

TSEU, and Tseu. From to run and to

lake. To catch speedily a perception of what is agreeable to

others and to observe itj celerity; agrceableness. Jin

sing tsae she, yew shin mo tseu urh A
Aj: ^fc

tt
T^T

H JS Jfjl
what Pleasure ha* man in being born into

this world ?

Same as Tseu g Speed ; haste.

TANG.

Lang tang *{| iEg to saunter about at leisure.

Same as ^ Tseu.

Same as ]j Keue.

Same as )|g Mih.

PE. Walking with a small step.

HEAOU. The appearance of walking fast.

NINE STROKES.

HWANG. The appearance of walking fast.

CHUN. To walk ; to go swiftly.

KEE. To wa|k or go rapid |y in anger

CH'HUNG. tung ehung^^ wa | kiag

or acting in a distorted, deflected manner.

CH'HE.

To surpass in an especial degree, to pass or leap OTer.

WUH. The appearance of walking rapidlj.
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The appearance of advancing.

Keflh sfih SJH^ the body crooked ;
SUH.

crouching and distorted. Read Sow, Chow sow fpA y%
not advancing, not making progress. Some say, The appearance

of walking fast.

YUNG. Walking or progressing.

TS'HEU, and Yung.

The appearance of walking. Some say, Walking io vain.

T'HANG.

Advancing; progressing; walking fast.

SHOO. A horse leaping forwards; to past over.

A vulgar form of ^ Tsze.

TE.

Certain dances or posture.making, performed by foreigners.

u

CHA. Hasty steps; to walk with speed.

PING. To walk fast.

CHAOU. To pierce or stick into.

fRT I. VOL. 1. 5 v

Poo fCh
j|jj[ j

a child creeping on ill hands on the f
r

u

CH1H. One step, to tep out with one T

Same as
|fj[

Tswan.

r Uhl. The appearance of walking fa<t

HOW. To walk with difficulty at if lame.

YEN. Smoke ascending.

S1H. To lie prostrate.

CH'HE, and Te.

Che chfih 4| ^ light and thia ; levity of conduct.

HAE. To walk fast.

WOO. To walk lightly.

HWA. To walk or go swiftly

TEEN, and T'heen.

To walk ; to go i a ilow goiog mule.
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YAOU. Yaou to walk ; to go.

Same as m. Stth.

K'HEEN.

The appearance of walking fast. Also read He'en.

K'HEEN.

To walk with difficult; as when lame.

TSEIH. To walk precipitately.

TS'HEU. To walk ; to go; to run with haste

towards ; to walk with long strides and speed to get to one's

place, a part of Chinese etiquette in the presence of superior*.

The name of a tree. Tseu le, kwei tsae, tse'en kc, kaou foo ;

hea pin, he wei shang koo ^ j|;|J jl|- fjff ^^ ,BJ g
~K 3j=t

- $t fl W run a^er Sa*n > esteem wealth, de-

spise high moral feeling, exalt the rich, debase the poor, and

delight in being traders. The character given of the people in

the western part of Ho nan province.

K'HEIH. The appearance of walking.

TSZE. To walk sharply.

HEUNG. To walk, or go. Mung heur

'ie HS lo wa"' a> '^ slc^ or wearied ; the appearance of being

fatigued with w.ilking.

iTft KEUN. To walk or progress.

Same as fi: Tsin.

HAE. To detain ;to leave with reluctante.

ELEVEN STROKES.

The appearance of walking sharply.

To pass out forwards and by one side.

TS'HUY. To urge or press upon.

^ /

A- K'HIN. To walk or go.

CH'HAOU.

To rise up; to strive to be first in walking

CHANG. To walk ; to go.

! PEAOU. To -o lightly

TS'HAN. The appearance of walking fast.

to pursue ; the appearance of a great many person*.
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PO.

Considered the amc aj
i|g Scuen, Head Twan, in the

sense of ga Churn.

MUN, Mwan, and Man. TO walk slowly.

LUH- The appearance of walking sharply.

CI11H. The appearance of walking fast.

TS'HUH. A straight forward appearance.

Haste ; hurry ; precipitancy. Read

ChS and Chih, Artful ; crafty; walking with haste.

ME IH . MeTh tang j^^ the appearance of

walking in a wild mad manner.

TSEANG. The appearance of running fast.

/

TSAN, and Tseen.

To progress s to advance ; temporary; to jump suddenly up.

PE I H. To stop walking. Name of a sacrifice

that has a reference to the domestic furnace.

CH'HUEN. A dog running amongst grass.

LEUEN. To walk or go.

GO. To loiter and not go quickly

CH1H.

The sound of walking. Some say, The appearance of walk-

ing ; and others say, of not walking.

SUH. To walk or go quickly.

KEUE. To jump up; to leap; to skip

SEUEN.

Beginning to go ; or, designing to let off.

u

LEIH. The appearance of walking quickly.

KE, and He. To walk
; to go.

To walk or go in a mad like manner.

HWANG. The appearance of eri-rting effort

or great strength. Hwang hwang j|g gg| a martial appear-

ance; the appearance of extending and putting in a proper

place Read Kwang, The appearance of walking.

LEAOU. The appearance of a loig foot.
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THAN.

Tan tao *|fc *B to run after; to pursue.

K'HEAOU. TO walk nimbly j to trip lightly ;

to climb trees with celerity ; strong. Head Ch'haou, The

appearance of walking lightly .

Same as tfm Shan, or San.

T'HUNG- To walk quickjy.

TS'HEO.

Keaou tsc5
|g the appearance of walking.

K'HEAOU. To trip lightly ; to raise the feet

high ; to rise or to ascend high.

YAOU.

To run about like wild animals; to run madly about,

o

TSA. To run precipitately,

\/

CHIH. The appearance of walking fast.

THIRTEEN STROKES.

\S| CHEN. To approach to ; to more j
to transfer.

To walk with difficulty; to approach leisurely.

1 HWAN, or Heuen.

To j;o with haste , hurry or precipitation.

CHIH. To walk quickly.

'HIM. To hang down the head, and proceed

with haste and precipitation.

CHUH.

The appearance of walking ; a child's mode of walking.

K'HEU.

To offend or rush against > a sraalJ leap ; a small pace.

KEAOU. To walk according to the palh;

to accord with circumstances.

I*

S CHEN. Chen chen *&
jf ftfl: walking with

haste. To advance with a hurried step.

V

P'HEIH. The appearance of walking fast.

Same as flai Tsze.

Same as pi Tsa.

HAN. The appearauce of walking quickly.
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TSAOU.

Quick ; precipitate. Read Saou, An arrow pawing by the side.

A form of Tsze.

TSE. Walking quickly.

YU. Walking tranquilly.

KW U.

PUN.

appearance of a long foot.

m
By some thought the same ai 315 Pun ; and by others the

M m^.
*

I

same as -jpT Tsow.

SEUEN. The appearance of walking.

YO. To hop like a bird ; to skip and leap, as an

expression of joy; to advance with celerity ; to frisk about

as fish do.

\

CHEN. To remove.

PEEN.

Walking fast; to walk and stop suddenly.

*
Vulgar form of i{f Tsan.

riET I. VOL. III.

KEIH.

Walking fast ; to go forward and past out obliquely.

LEIH, and Y8.

To move; to agitate.

KEUH. To .walk or go.

YEN. To walk fast.

TUH. The appearance of walking.

SIXTEEN STROKES.

HEEN, and Yuen. Walking; going.

LEIH.

The appearance of walking hastily j walking furlirely.

TSEUEN. ^
To walk fast j large; great. Also read Seuen.

w

YO.

The appearance of Walking ; Walking swiftly; runniog

LING.

The appearance of a dog running after ometb?Dg.

,
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KEE. Walking; going.

K'HEUEN.

Walking with the back bent, or stooping forwards.

V

YIH. Walking with the armi and handj swag-

gering to look like wingi.

K'HEU. Walking and looking. Large strides.

I SAN . TO advance ; to ttep forward ; to walk

aparl, or in a scattered dispersed manner ; to urge; to pes upon.

6

KEO. Large strides ; great steps.

The appearance of advancing.

CLVII TH RADICAL.

TSUH.

The leg i the foot. Successive accumulation. Enough ; suf-

ficient ; full i complete; to make up a deficiency j to complete ;

the name of a plant. A surname. Tsfih che iP SFI the

toe. T8h ke a foostool.

An ancient form of J Ching.

Same as Kew.

CH'HANG, Ch'hing, or Ts'hang.

The appearance of walking slowly. Ling ising

the appearance of walking; some say A long small foot Read

Ting, Walking alone.

An erroneous form of^ Keu.

KEW. The appearance of an ugly manner of

walking. Kew kew
j^| JlJ-

or reversed Kew kcw

a hurried distorted manner of walking.

FOO. To pass to with celerity -,
the appearance

of passing over to a place quickly : in the presence of supe-

riors the Chinese think it becoming to pass with a quick li'de

step to one's place.

V

"\J. To strike ; the noise of striking with the

foot. Read Paon, To leap or skip. Rad T5, The feet

placed evcu or level. Read Ch5, A footstep.
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Same as SF) Yue.we
%PT "

KAN, and Han. The bones of the legs.

The thighs. Read Hcu, To sit cross-legged.

Same as $ Keu.

Same as ft Ke.

R
n
a

CH'HA. A diverging roadj to tread.

SEIH. To sit on the knees.

PUNG.

To step over ; to travel by land or amongst thick vegetation.

Same as Kit Chih.

8*

POUR STROKES.

rOO. Lame in the feet. Foofcojen

^N to make obeisance to a husband by looking down to the

feet.

KEUE.

The appearance of a horse walking. Haste; speed; velocity.

r?
To stand erect. One sajs, To accumu

late many things together.

J*

CH'HIN. Same as S| Chin

Same as B| Chin.

HOO.

To kneel with both knees on the ground.

NUH. To walk; to go.

RANG

To stretch out the feet or legs ; to strike. Also read Hang.

TSEE. To fall down.

An ancient form of^ Ke.

YEN. Same a ffff Yen. The feet hurt or

wounded by long walking ; the feet blistered ; the skio raised

'

upon the feet Read Ten, A quadruped standing on its hinder

'

feet, as a dog or other four footed animal about to climb

tree. Feet adapted for climbing a flat broad foot.

Sf
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GO.

lame quite altered from a natural state.

PANG. A crooked legged horse.

Sift
PA, and Fe. Tlie appearance of going ra-

pidly ; running in a hurried precipitate manner.

NUH.

A wound of the foot. Read Nl, The appearance of walking.

HEUNG, JJ

The sound of the foot. Same as Keung.

The toes of the feet , the foot of a wall ; a foundation.

SO, and Ts'ha.

Something dragged forwards by the foot.

\

1 U IM. To receive money in the full amount.

T'HOW. To string a bow.

IPA

JJ^Pl
Pakea the appearance of walking;

unwilling to advance; crouching or
sitting on the

lcj;s. Pa

ke SG^ a sbort mao - The character is vulgarly nsed for a

child creeping on the ground.

SHING- To ascend.

WAN.

Tswan wan RK
[pQ

to si* crouching on the legs.

YUE,and Wuh.

.

To cut off the feet ; distorted ; crooked.

& Same as SU Choo.

FUN. To stumble ;
to leap ;

to fall.

K'HE, and K'he. A foot with nuraerou*
'

toes; reptiles walking ; the progressive motion of every crea-

ture that has feet ; to sit with the feet hanging down ;
to stand

on tiptoe and look with expectation.

Same as $ Tsung.

'

Same as ^ Nee.

HE. A footstep.

TE.

To tread upon with the foot. An erroneous form of ffflr Te.

A form of B? Te.
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TSZIii. To stop sudddcnly when walking.

FIVE STROKES.

TO, and Chlh. Same as
fyjfi

TS. Indulging

one's own manner irrespective of usage.

TSUH. To urge; to impel.

Vr
one's own i

tt
TAE.

T$ tae raj [Jp
(o sing in continuous response.

HEUE.

Light ; the appearance of walking fast.

lit- To over slep; to overpass i to leap over; to

cause to pass over ; to transfer one's self or another thing.

Also read She.

TE. To tread with the feet.

Same as j& Ne'en.

PE, Or Pee. To strike with the foot.

CHUY. The foot not advancing.

FART I. VOL. III. 5 T

To tread upon with the feet; to expel or drive.

CH'HUH, or Shuh

Chilli teth
ffilf FfP. a certain douhle headed animal.

FUH, Fe, or Fei.

To walk precipitately ; to leap ( to jump.

LING. Ling ting ^ J the appearance of

sauntering about every where.

MUNG. Same as
jj$. Mung.

MEI. To tread upon with the feet.

MO. To walk past.

O To walk or travel through grassy or shrubby

paths ; the lower part of a candle.

A vulgar form of the preceding.

I 'HLEN. The noise of treading on the ground.

u

KEA. The sound of walking.

Sffl
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T'HEE. To slip the foot ; to pass over* to

move rapidly and unceremoniously, Te'f tang chaou cbang

2 a free flow'DS style>

K'HOO.

The appearance of sitting crouching on the haras.

T'HO. TSO to 1^1 ft to slip the foot ; to

stumble or fail ; to lose an opportunity.

Same as the preceding.

MIN . The claws of a beast's foot. To t read on

with the foot. To walk in a crouching lame manner.

m
YUH. Walking in a distorted manner.

LAE. The body not approaching. Read KeS,

Walking without making progress.

RE A. To sit
cross-legged.

Backwads and forwards; over and

over again. Read Fan, To waits,

PAOU. To run; to run away; to raise the

earth as some animals do with their feet ; to excavate. Read

PS, To stamp with the feet.

An original form of $Ji Chen.

m

Pa kea. g^ ffi crawling; making no progrew.

TSZE. To tread with the feet.

MOW. The great toe.

CH*HOO. Great strength of limb j
to stand firm.

KEU.

The hands and feet shrivelled or drawn by the cold.

T'HEE.

To fall down j to trail the feet ia walking.

V

KEU ti. The appearance of walking quickly.

CH1H. The lower part of the leg, as of a fowl.

TSANG, Or ChSng. To check or oppose

the foot to; to put to rights ;
to tread upon with the feet.

KEUII. The foot.

9
*,
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K'HEW.

Kew kew j^ JJJ
the appearance of walking.

/m FOO. The top of the foot, called the back

of the foot. A man's name.

PWAN. To sit cross-legged.

TSEU.
Tszetseu^fe [jg.

to walk step by step,

as when impeded by something ; to walk with difficulty, haying

some impediment.

KWA. The veins on the foot.

SAN. Mwan san to walk in a lame

manner, to appear not to make progress. Used to denote

Scattered ; dispersed.

PO, and Pe, Or Pei. Read Po, Lame in a

the feet. Read Pe or Pei, To bear up only on one side, as a

person lame in one foot ; to stand on one foot, in a careless

irreverent manner.

K'HEU. The spur of a cock; to stab with a

weapon inserted; to be opposed to, or distant from ; to oppose

or to stand opposite to j to be distant from. Resist
-,
to skip

over in passing to. Large ; great.

Same as
jffl

Tsoo.

NE.

Ne kew St?
jjjlj-

the appearance of a dragon moving.

PO. Po peth 3SP a lame foot.

Same as $ Kwa.

Same as jfijli Tsze.

ft Same as j& Keen. Read Ne, A lame foot.

SIX STROKES.

KAN.

The heel of the foot, they call it the root of the foot

L0& E, and Che.

To sit on the ground, or to sit cross-legged.

Same as jjk Tseih.

K'H WANG.

Kwang seang ^g ^ walking in a hurried manner.

TAE. To stumble and fall. Read To, A little

child attempting to walk. Read Che- and Chin. Name of a*

insect.
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SEEN. seen tah ^rc footed. Teen

*'' ei1
fill ffifc

lo wa'k or move rour|d about, a in the Chinese

manner of fencing and poslure making.

K'HEAOU. The bones of the leg. Keaou

ancient name of Cochinchina, or Tonking.

TO. The appearance of walking.

HAE. To go with haste; to go rapidly.

rhe

a
CHOO. The appearance of a bird; leaping

and hopping like a bird; the feet appearing impeded.

TSEUEN, and Tsun. TO go bent for-

wards ; decrepit ; stooping ; creeping ; prostrate.

FUH. To creep on the hands and feet.

K'HVvA. To pass over ;
to surpass ; to stride

over ; lo sit as on the back of a horse. To sit, an ancient local

word. The thighs ; between the thighs. Kwa kwa
j

to straddle and stride in walking.

Same as the preceding.

K'HVVO. To tread on.

Nr

ft

TsEANG To walk or go with celerity.

HEE. To walk; to go.

u

1 oUil. Tsfih tseih Sjt fttg
awe and respect.

1 B U N . To crouch down sitting on the hams.

T'HUNG. The appearance of walking.

The streaks or lines on the skin of the sole of the foot.

LUH, or L5.

L8 le
|Jjr Jto making no advance; not progressing.

u

1 O.
Placing the foot on the ground. One says

Now advancing, and now stopping.

SHE. To pass over ;
to surpass.

K H \Yhjl. from feet and dangerout ; an un-

easy posture. To kneel ; to kneel as an act of reverence or

worship ; to kneel and it upon the heels. The feet.

CHAY. A diverging road.
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T'HA.

Occurs in the Budh books, but the sense is not apparent.

K'HEUNG. 9f
YEN.

To ,, ip ,he foot . lo

A beast wilh foot which fit,

The sound of people's feet, when .eaping for joy. \^ *"* **"'^ """ *** - "
\

on the foot or toe,, the feet hurt b, long walking.

Same as
{fjjfj Shan, or San.

K'HWEI, or Kwa. Haifa step or pwe;

lo step with one foot ; the distance of one step. Read See,

Effort beyond one's strength j lame effort.

HEANG.

Same as |^ Tsze.

CHE.
^ I

Che choo
Jf^f [j^l

embarrassed , unable

to advance ; to stop. Prepared.

KEE. The appearance of jumping or leaping

Heang shwang ffi jgtt
to stand erect, to make no progress.

CH'HE. Footsteps ; traces of the feet.

Same as ^ Ke.

r

LiU", From every and foot, A path or road ;

the track which becomes manifest from every foot treading

on it; a passage either by water or land; means or opportunity

of doing. A bow. A surname. Yin jin ching loo
3J

A

IE [
to lead a >an the right road. Kwan loo 'p

a government road. Loo ching gg.^ itinerary or

by which a person travels.

PANG, or Pine- T'"S- To walk apart. The

foot placed firmly. Read Peen, tame as Bife Pini
fl/T

'

PiRT I. VOt, III. 5 z

CH1NG. The feet.

C^KEE.

For j instead of. Read Kei, To stumble. Also read Kelh.

[K T'HEAOU.

To walk
; to go ; to leap ; to skip ; to overpass.

TSO

KWA. Kwa ti

progressive step after step.

theappearance of walking.

the appearance of

KANG. Kang kea g ^J" the leg.
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PAfcj. From/0ol and tend. A vulgar form, of

Pae p To do obeisance.

TSAE. The foot.

TE. The foot

HAN. The appearance of walking.

YUEN. To stumble.

SEVEN STROKES.

K'HEUH. Keuenkefih
j$| jS not straight j

bent; curved; hunch-backed.

t?B x

|f^t K'HE. T kneel for a long time ; to be

or dread of j discomposed.

SHUH.

in awe

Swift
-,
in haste. Long. Read Chow, The foot diseased.

Same as the preceding.

T'HOO. Too keuH ft naked feet.

SEUEN. To walk leisurely about.

TS'HUH.

The appearance of regularity and reverence.

* \f

REE. A surname.

T'HE, To tread upon with the feet.

HAN. To itand erect on one side.

KING, or Hang.

The leg. Read K'hing, the same as
ijfg HJng.

SEEN. To walk ; to go,

SHEN. To walk; to go,

TUN. To tread upon with the feet.

CHIN. To move; to excite.

HANG. The footstep of a beast.

K'HEW. To tread upon with the feet.
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The two feet entangled and unable to

pan each other. Many inextricably entangled.

SEAOU.

Teaou seaou to move ; to agitate.

. A tort of false or affected obeisance ;

or doing obeisance to one to whom it ought not to be per-

formed.

PO. To tread with the feet; to step upon.

CH'HE. To leaponkip. Read Ke, Lame.

CH'HE.

To walk on one foot. Read TseuC, To whirl round and fall.

K'HWEI. The Qeah OD the leg; a crooked leg.

KWAN. The foot

g7 TSAN.

The print of a beait'i foot filled with water.

TSEUN\ The appearance exhibited by large

birds. Read Tsun, To kick with the feet; a squatting or

couchant posture of animals.

Ar

LEUE. TO kap, to jump, to pas* oter.

TOW. To fall down.

NO. To stumble; nearly falling.

MOW.

The appearance of walking. The name of a bill.

An erroneous form of flSt Soo.

PEL

To walk and stride over things -,
to walk in an irregular manner.

T'HOO. Bare or naked feet.

WOO. A footstep.

YEN. To walk in an irregular manner.

ffij? CH1NG.

The da; fixed for commencing a journey.

LEANG. Teaou leang jUk 2& to jump or

leap. Read Lang, To hop or proceed precipitately ; to appear

desirous of advancing, but with ineffectual struggles
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P'HOO. The print of a hone's foot.

YUNG. To leap or skip, through zeal or joy.

K HE. To tread upon with the foot.

YUE. The foot pained by walking.

TEE. The foot.

Same as 5$ Teaou.

TEAOU. To leap ;
to jump.

Same as $fc Teih.

EIGHT STROKES.

A vulgar form of
j

Foo

I A. The appearance of walking in a distorted

manner; a diverging road.

CHE. To stand erect.

T'HA. To tread i to beat on the ground with the

foot, at when singing. Ti kan B&
JHj

to examine officially

banks that have fallen in consequence of excessive rains. .

To skip ; to leap ; a small jump. Also read KeuS.

LUH.

The appearance of walking; one says Bespectful ; reverential.

^*
CHANG.

To sit cross-legged, in the manner of the priests of Budha.

To walk or tread in a particular

path ; to walk or Tiarch with a particular class. To tread

upon ; to tread in. Occurs in the sense ofis Shen, and
||ft

Tseen. Tseen tS ho meaoti
[fc

the young grain.

trample down

K'HE. A footstep i the print of a foot. To sit

long crouching on the haras, or cross-legged.

An ancient form o

LUH, or L5.

Not making much progress in walking; a lame foot.

WO- A crooked foot; a broken leg. Read

Juy, Fan juy 3l|j^ to tread on with both feet.
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Same as fg Tsoo.

.JEN.

Jen jen walking with great rapidity.

WEI. To walk fast; walking in a mad-like

irregular manner. Read Ts'hSh, To ascend or climb up.

KEU. The legs contracted or bent by cold.

CH'HAOU. To stamp with the feet; to walk;

to go ; to pass over. Read Ch5, Chin chB
[l

an un-

asual_extraordiuary appearance ; not constant and regular.

A form of Hi Tee.

TSEE.

Diseased in the feet or legs; the appearance of walking-.

LEANG. To sit cross-legged.

TSEIH, The general appearance of walking.

Tsuh tselh ? SO a lonS 9teP ; a 8'ow 'espectful walk.; reve-

reot ; respectful. Read Selh, Tu step upon a mat ;
to step over.

T'HEEN.

Tke appearance of walking; a footitep.

?ART I. VOL. Ill C A

Same as ^ Pun.

TIH. TTh lib ^r jj|th appearance
of walking.

NEE. To walk lightly.

SE. Torn shoes ; bare feet.

KEUH, and K'hedh. To tread on will,

the feet ; a ball with which the Chinese play by kicking it up

in the air.

CH'HUH. To skip or leap.

TSOO. A horse with a hurt j diseased feet.
'

K'HWAN.

A footstep; a sore or ulcerated foot.

K'HEUEN. Keuen kefih bent and

curled up, unextended; applied to the body drawn up as IB

cold weather.

T'HEIH.

To kick with the foot The name of an animal.

PANG. To walk fast.
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P1H, and P'how.

Prostrate; to fall down dead. Also read Foo.

TSUH; Of Ts8. To rush against Occurs

n the sense of Tsiih jfe hasty ; precipitate. Read Tsuy, Many

ullected together. Some say, Alarmed ; to tread upon.

PE. The outside of the thigh ; the fundament;

broad or large at the bottom. Read Na, Tseih na p| J^L

to walk in an embarrassed awkward manner.

CH'HE. To progress with difficulty.o

TS'HEE.

Tse'g tsee iffe ff4 walking ; going backwards and forwards.

TSEU.

The feet entangled, or unable to pass each other.

GO. Lame in the feet.

CH'HANG. Chang woo
{|j| ||-

to make

obeisance by kneeling. Some say To stand upright.

LUN.

To walk or go ; the appearance of walking.

u

LUH. To stand on tip toe.

KEUH.

Great strength of the feel, and of the back; powerful.

F TXT /"* -L. __M-
L/lISlj.

ling Ung jra? jgMhe appearance

of walking ; a diseased horse. Read Ching, To stop the foot.

Same as $f Ping.

T'HUH.

Lfih tflti Ptfi
J|

to make no progress in walking.

HWAN. To turn ; to pace; to go round ;

to run away; to escape from.

HWA.

The heel of the foot. Hwa hwa SE
l>3j>

/

|gp alone; single.

To crouch upon the hams, or to sit

cross legged. Ke keu J ^g to sit cross-legged, in which

posture the legs are supposed to appear like the basket Ke.

i

H Lil. xo cut off the feet, an ancient punishment.

p An am-ient form of J$| ChTh.

Hesitation; embarrassment} irre-

solute Che choo
j&j QjS embarrassment ; unable to proceed

either on with a journey or with affairs.
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WAN. To bend the foot or legs to bead the

body. Some say, To stretch out the foot. The foot hurt,

or leg broken.

K'HE, and K'he. Having only one foot j

any thing incomplete ; single ;
not in pairs.

T'HEIH.

To walk with ease ; also, A respectful sedate manner.

G
An abbreviated form of ^t Tsung.

PEE To leap; to jump.

An ancient form of ffa Taou.

TE. To walk or go.

KWEI, and Leue. To leap; tojump.

Same as ^ King.

NINE STROKES.

PEEN,

To cross a stream on foot
; to ford. Also read Pan.

D1EIm

TAN. Unable to walk.

An ancient form of Le.

YU. To pass over; to pass or ipcnd, as ticne.

w^ ^

Distant. YTh jin neen yu woo hlh 7^ ffi.
ffjjh ^. ~T"

a roan above fifty years of age. Yu shin neen woo nan

tze h, tslh king pHh teaou
Hmj -J- ^ 4tlE 5i ^?- /^

Hi] W^- ^f^ Sra if after ten years there be no intercourse

with the male, the menses will be irregular.

T'HO.

To stamp or tread upon the ground with the naked feet.

HEA.

That on which the foot treads; below the fool.

TSOW. To tread upon.

TSEIH. Urgedj impelled; embarrassed.

UH, or O. ah tsfih or 8h tiflh

g||j a$ the teeth closely pressed against each other ; to gnash

the tretli , a person embarrassed ; a small appearance.

Same as ifi| Tun.

A form of $| Yung.
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WOO, or Mow.

To kneel down ; to kneel as an act of courtesy or reverence.

CH'HUN.

Blended; raized. Perverse and erroneous.

CHE. To tread upon.

CHUNG . The heel of the foot ; to follow at

heel ; to trace the same footsteps ; to act in the same way

as has been done before. Chung leang Han, woo-tae che pe seih

Rii cja^ 7f /fP ~j? $k 2U followed the disgraceful
IkS. rrj |?v -"* I v **-* ~3nC 1=1

practice of the Han and the Woo-tae dynasties, in giving

princesses in marriage to Tartar chiefs, said ofthe Tang dynasty.

K'HE.

The foot. Read K'hwei, The calf of the leg ; crooked leg.

m r

TE. To surround and protect; to guard; to

tread upon; to tread on lightly. The foot of a beast. Read

Che, The appearance of exerting heart and strength. Occurs

in the sense of tin] Che.

Same as >$; Kea, The bones about the loins.

IE;

K'HEW. Kew kew Jg Jlj-
walking in a dis-

tortcd manner; lame. Read Keih, SliiJh kelh

appearance of crooking and straightening.

CHUEN. To walk; to go.

CHA.

The appearance of walking in a crooked manner.

CH'HIN. Chinch* to walk in an

inconstant manner ; or iometime one pace and lometime*

another.

CHUEN, or Chae.

Tha heel of the foot , to beat with the feet in a, fit of anger.

T'HA.

An abbreviated form of
jKfe Ti^. To- kick with tbc foot.

T^^
agfc.

A form of the preceding.

K'HEEN. The appearance of walking.

KWA. The mark* or veins on the skin of the

foot. Read To, Woo to

small) steps.

the appearance of taking

K KB. The appearance of the feet spread out.

HOO. To kneel, or bend the knee.

"
O. To tread upon grass ; to tread it duwn level.

YEN. A footstep.
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Sja

'

^Er T'HANG, To fall down ( one says, To seize

by violence. To lie at length with the feet stretched out.

T'HO.

An irregular accentric manner of behaving.

VFt F*~!S An erroneous form of 3g Che.

HAE. The appearance of walking precipitately.

Same as Tsew
jjg|

the appearance of walking.

Occurs denoting To lean or depend upon. Read Ts'hfih,

Urged; impelled; embarrassed.

A HUH. An irregular manner of walking.

An ancient form of Jt Hea.

PEEN. The appearance of walking.

CH'HE.

To pass over ; to overtop in an especial degree.

HWAN. To walk
; to go.

I bUH.
Urged; impelled ; embarrassed. Near.

TART I. VOL. III. 6

*

KEU.

Appearance of walking alone; a stately gait.

V

H. FBh tsflh SS afe many collected to-

gether ; to creep into a corner. Read Pcih, To walk ai if ira-

pelled, or pressed. Read Hh, The noise of stamping on the

ground with the fool.

lEE. The appearance of walking; to step,

or tread upon. The appearance of a horse walking ; a small

pace.

PEEN. Lame or distorted about the feet;

dr.i^ging the foot behind, as a lame horse ; the knee pan.

JOW. To tread with the feet of animal* ; to

form a kind of hair cloth by treading with the feet ; to softea

or moisten, applied to grain.

JO. To tread upon; the appearance oT stamp-

ing on with the foot. Read Jay, The appearance of a child

beginning to walk.

LING. The appearance of walking.

Same as SH Seuen.

T'HE.

The foot or hoof of a quadruped. To kick as a hone.
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TSUNG. Walking with haste and precipitation.

CHA. Appearance of the feet moving.

Vulgar form of the preceding.

CH'HEN. A footstep.

SUY. Deep.

TO. To ford a stream.

A vulgar form of ppl Yung
1

.

TEN STROKES.

CH'HA. Difficulty in walking.

Same as jgl Kew.

YEW. Walking in a lame manner.

CHUH. The foot.

%C R'HWA. To sit cross-legged.

"'HE. A single fool. Some two, or a pair.

u> Same as Jjjl Tuy.

& PANG, lang pang P& J$ to walk precipi-

tately; the appearance of eagerly walking, or desirous to

progress.

T'HANG. The appearance of walking.

TSOW. The foot; a beast's foot.

.. N

KLEN. Lame; halt; sick and unable to per-

form any work; difficult; daogerout; high ; tall appearance,

applied to a horse; playful. Crooked ; oppressed ; broken ,

stammering; distressed ; troubled; to snatch or pluck out

from. A surname.

?'

ife

LEIH. To tread upon.

U

T'HA. To stamp with the foot. To jump.

T'HAOU. To put the foot forcibly to the

ground; to tread under feet; to tread in the footsteps of, or

to tread underfoot. To move ; to agitate.

TS'HO. To slip; to transgress.
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WA. To stamp strongly on the ground.

HE. A road; a path; a foot path.

YAOU. To leap; to jump ; to pace along.

SA. A distorted awkward manner of walking.

Same as fflk. Teaou.

fT'HA. To tread upon with the feet ; to place

the feet upon the ground.

Same as E Too.

PWAN. A crooked bent foot.

PWAN. Same as |$j Pwan.

T'HANG.

To walk in a distorted irregular manner.

TS'HEANG. To be moved and agitated i

to step with trepidation and hurry ; also with an affected haste,

as a mark of respect j
a sort of posture-making and fencing.

I
CHEN.

To *tcp upon ; to tread ; to stamp with the foot.

An erroneous form of #d Kc.

u

TSO. Respectful ; good

SI,

^^^^B

TEEN. TO walk orer rugged 'paths,

tainous tracks. To fall.

SAOU. To leap ; to jump.

or mcun-

SJ2^
K'HAOU. The bone* of the legs,

I^

TE. The foot of a beast.

TSLH. To extend, or spread out.

JUNG, The appearance of walking or going.

TSE1H. A short step ; to walk carefully.

m
Same aa- Pun.

Same as Sir Keaou.
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CHEN.

To step on the ground and leave a print of the foot.

HEUEN. To place or stand erect.

ELEVEN STROKES.

CHUH. To leap ; to sldp.

JJQ
KEU. To walk lame.

TSAN. Not a long time; temporary. The

appearance of walking hastily. To reside, or stay.

V

PEIH, and Pe. To cause to stop i to oblige

to halt ; to clear the way before (he Emperor; to put every

other traveller off the same road ; Imperial journeys or travel-

ing.

CHUNG. To tread upon.

Same as $ Tang.

T'HANG. The appearance of walking.

LUH. The appearance of walking.

LEANG. Walking fast.

LEAOU.

Walking fast, one says The legs crossing each other.

u

btlo. Pressed upon i urged; impelled; em-

barrassed. To cause to draw in; to rumple; to wrinkle.

Anxious ; afflicted.

Same as the preceding.

|CnST
TSAN. To ride without saddle or bridle.

^ TSEE. To walk
; to go.

LOW. To tread on with the feet.

T'HEE. The foot ; a small step.^
lFv4? Same as the preceding.

fcr~
The print of a horse's foot ; a footstep.

>

^-t Same as j||f Peaou, To walk lightly.

/

1 oti. The appearance of walking fart.
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TS'HUY.

Ur^ed, pressed, or embarrassed in an extreme degree.

u

P1H. To fall or lie prostrate.

TSUY. The appearance of walking.

CHAOU. To go swiftly.

T'HANG. Te tang gfc jg to walk in a

distorted manner. Head Tsang, Distant from or opposed to.

TE.

A surname. Read Che, To go on one foot.

I

TAB, and Che, To tread with the feet. A

place to offer certain sacrifices ; a place to store provisions i to

pass or exceed. Read Tan, in the sense of *g Tan. Read

Teg, denoting To fall.

TSO. The noise of stamping on the ground.

Read Cha, To walk in disorder; or to lose the proper order.

SUH . To lake very small steps ;
to use great

caution in moving the feet.

SE.

Straw sandals
j
sandals worn by wrestlers or posture-makers.

PART I. VOL. III. 6 C

CHUEN. The heel, the ball of the le*.

Same as $ Ke, or Kwei.

TSE1H.

A footstep -,
to tread in the footsteps of. Same as

;jfc
Tselh.

Oi44- nuiu
kCfir ^tllfj. To tread with the feet i to ikip or lap

\y/H\\y f

for joy ; to dance. To occur; to happen.

u

ToUH. The appearance of crooked feet or legs.

TSEANG. The appearance of walking ;

walking in a distorted manner. Uied in the sense of

Tseang, To take and collect together.

Same as @ Wo.

MUNG. Mung kew AE&^ the appearance

of being wearied with walking; to walk to an extreme degree.

u

CHIH, and Teth. TO stop the foot f to

rest. ChTh chOn
9]S ffi dirty ; impure. The feet or hoofi

of quadrupeds. Fowl's feet. To throw.

MWAN. To pass over a wall. Read Pwan,

Pwan shan
juq jj|[|

to walk in a lame manner; the appear-

ance of walking round about.
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TSUNG. The path in which the foot tread* ;

a footstep ; a trace; used in a moral sense, to tread in the

footsteps of.

LEEN. The heel of the foot.

RANG. To tread upon with the feel.

LUH. To stand on tiptoe.

Same as 8*1 Keuh.

Same as ^| Tseang.

The appearance of walking tery fast.

TWELVE STROKES.

NEEN, and Jen. To tread in the foot-

steps of i to continue in succession ; to grasp or seize hold of;

to expel.

SEUEN, and Keuen.

A sort of net or snare for the feet of beatt*.

\F CHE.

Traces ; footsteps of ; print or mark left on a path or road.

TO.

To to Ifa [KB the manner of a little child walking.

PEE. To tread with the feet ; to lean on one

foot. Pet- see W?
jffiS

to walk round in circular motion.

Same as the preceding.

T'HUY. To fall prostrate.

SEAOU. The appearance of walking.

WO, or Go. To move or excite.

CH'HAN.

To stamp on the ground with the foot and sing.

a

KEUH. To walk or run in a mad-like roan-

ner. A wearied exhausted appearance.

a
m. TSUY. The appearance of walking.

T'HANG. T.Jng ting S&$| a careless hor-

ried pace, by which a person misses his road. To tread ; to

stamp ; to act with indecissiou, and a hurried incapacity.

LAN. Walking precipitately.
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A form of m Woo.

SEU. To walk sharply.

CHE. To stamp; to beat with the feet; to

knock the head against the ground.

SHOO. To place or stand erect.m
T'HA.

The appearance of walking with large strides.

u

TSA, and Tsan. TO stop ; . to desist.

Same as the preceding.

/

TSANG. TsSng tangj2 to miss the road;

confused conduct; appearing always in a hurry and bustle.

SEEN. Peen seen
;
to walk round; to

dance about; making various attitudes in the Chinese manner.

FAN.

The paws or feet of animals which may be eaten.

CHOO.

Embarrassed ; irresolute ; stopping. Also read Che.

I

S

A vulgar form of @jj Choo.

SAN, and See". The appearance of walk 10^

PEIH. To walk sharply.

CHUNG. Walking in a distorted manner,

like a child learning to walk ; to tread or walk .upon.

P'HING.

The noise of stamping with the foot on the ground.

An ancient form of j$) Chlh.

ISUJV. From foot and honorable;* preud

attitude. To sitin a couchant posture; to be collected together.

u

O. To walk; to go; to- step oTer a thing.

GAOU. The two large claws of a crab.

TSUH.

To ascend; to tread on with the feet. A respectful manner.

Same as the preceding.

A vulgar form of p| Chuh.
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CH1H.

The noise of walking. One says, Not walking.

Jfrg* A vulgar form of f| Chang.

KEUE. To walk fast ; to go hastily ; to jump;

to leap; to stumble; to fall. Read Kwei, To move.

Same as the preceding.

LIN. To tread upon ; trodden; the rut ofa wheel.

I

TA. Same as ^ Ta.

T'HA. To tread upon with the feet.

c. canSame as = Peaou

K'HEAOU. To raise the feet.

KEAOU To raise the feet and walk, or climb

hih. Strong, martial appearance, applied also to horses

marching ; prancing. Reiterated, in the same sense. Also read

Ke5, Tickled, pleased, as by success. Proud. Straw sandals.

Same as !HP! Kwei.

I L 51. The toes or claws joined with a web-likr

substance j web-footed like gecte and ducks. Joined; connected.

as jl Chow.

Same as i$t PS.

KEAOU. To walk or go.

Same as lE Kc.

Same as Sfe Fei.

An ancient form of
jf TseTh.

Same as jp Chen.

TSANG, or Chang.

To oppose or hinder. Same as B

u

LUH. To stand on tiptoe.

\j

TS1H. Respectful; reverence; caution.

\>

KEO. A step or pace.
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THIRTEEN STROKES

.SAOU. flarte; precipitate; swift as firej

to disturb ; to cause agitation to. Fierce ; cruel.

.'j.

t T'HEEN. The appearance of walking.
Uda.

C* A J LjO^-aA.. S& sS Eg^ the appearance of walking.

KIN. To sit.

T'HA. To stip the foot ; to stamp with the foot.

TSOO. To walk in a distorted manner ; one

, A horse with a pain in it's foot.

PEIH.

Lame of both feet, unable to walk; to fall prostrate.

Same as the preceding.

TO. Naked or bare feet.

KWEI. To raise the feet.

KEUEN. Tojumpup hastily i urgent \ pressing

PART I. VOL. III.

CH'HAN.

To stand on tiptoe as whn looking to ditlancr

.

CHUH. Footsteps; stamping with the foot

progressing in an interrupted manner.

UP?* Same as
{?j)

Tefh.

Irw~ r^^

Jpf-arr*
KEU. to place the hands upon the ground.

Keaou keu
fjj* JfJ| acting, doing, busy.

^feJU
J3^ PING. The noise of stamping on the ground

ZL C II'HEN . A horse running at full speed.

3
K'HE. Name ofa certain ntensil.

PAN. Same as $$ Fan.

CHOO, and Ch'hoo.

To skip ; to hop ; to run in an irregular manner,

Same as fit
^e^'

WEI.

To pass urine. One says, Wearied; eihausted.
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KEAOU. The back bone of a hone terrai-

natiag at the sou*. Used a* numeral of horsei.

T SIH. To tread upon and hurt.

SUY. Deep.

TUN.

A vulgar character denoting a whole cumber.

T'HAHG. The appear&oce of walking.

Same as \ [ Che.

CH'HOW. Chow choot^S^ or Chow choo

pfih bin ^g ^ 7^ 5m embarrassed irresolute state ; unable

U> determine and proceed ; making no progress.

K'HING. The appearance of walking on one

loot ; perhaps having a crutch on the other side.

J5L
^S|jF" CHO. Walking fast ; some say A slow drawl-

Ing pace, at if diseased in some way.

I
PEEN.

Aimaa* walking ia a diitarted maoaer.

A vulgar form of ff| Che.

PI&&
Ill55

^^^^' T c place which is trodden upon;

T tread Pon witb

said, in reference to. beasts. Also walking fast.

IfT

TSOW. The appearance offalling dowBd/onk.

TSE. To ascend; to mount, a rugged bill.

PUH. The web between the claw* of leme birds.

TA. The foot set down heavily.

WOO. To step on ; to tread uport.

FiNCj. The noise of treading on the groond.

WAJM. Tie foot placed down steadily and safely.

Sfifc

|
rJi l~ YO- To skip about ; to hop as a bird. Read

Teth, To jump about rapidly.

Same as jf| Si.

7U
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J
Same as H Lim

NEEN. To tread upon.

P'HO. Lame in the feet.

FIFTEEN STROKES

KWANG. A wide and long extended road.

Same as j|c Che",

lfcfc>f
LEE. To tread orer a space, as in hunting;

to leap or overpass with long strides; to take hold of.

CH'HIH, or Chili, chih chfih^^

embarrassed ;
irresolute ; neither going one way nor another,

making no progress any way.

Same as ffit' Cha.

LEIH. To more; motion; a step. A mans

arae. Read L5, Leen 15-^^ or ChS 16

pass or exceed others ; extraordinary.

to tur-

PAOU. The appearance of walking.

JAOU.

inj or stirriof the fret.Jaou jang

CHE, and ChTh.

To stumble by something embarrassing the feet.

T'HANG,

Losing one's sleep; an extreme degree.

CH'HEN. To tread with the feet ; to mote ;

to go. The path trodden ; a rut made by a wheel.

LAE.

I

The appearance of walking ; walking lame.

L_

J-r CH'HOO. Entangled; embarrassed.

TWAN.^ A place trodden upon.

TSO. To tread or itarop upon with the feet.

CHE. Che gae {if jti| impediment! to walking.

LUNG. Lung tuog Kg 5g the appearance

of a little child walking.

LAE.

Lame-in the feet ; walking in a distorted
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LIN. To tread upon; trodden; the rut of a

wheel , to run against, or run over a person with a cartdriving

rapidly.

SEEN. Explained under
$j|

Seen. The ap-

pearance of going round.

LOO. To communicate to in an authoritative

manner; to deliver the will of superiors to inferior*.

WEI, and Hwae.

To guard or protect ; excessive incredible talk.

LEIH. That which the foot tread* lightly on.

Same as H Tang.

LUNG.

Lung Uung || |
the appearance of walking.

KWEI. Name of bitter fruit. To lie pros-

trate. Some say, To jump.

Original form of ^ Tuy.

|
LAN

To leap or pass over j
lo surpass or exceed.

I

SEEN. Walking in a dangerous place.

KEEN. Lame in the feet.

CH AE. The appearance of walking.

. . V

SEE. The appearance of walking. The ap-

pearance of anxiety to gel over the road by swift walking.

CH'HAN.

To stand up and look forwards with desire.

JANG.

A hurried manner of walking; anxious to progress.

u

YU. TO ascend; to leap; to jump; to skip,

u

SA.

The appearance of walking round about.

Same as the preceding.

TSAN. The appearance of walking.

Same as Ke.
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I
Same as Seen.

KEUE. To fall down.

KEUEN. A bent back; hunch backed.

. .

NEE. To tread upon with the feet
-,
to ascend

or walk up. Nee keS

up an ascending path.

to advance forward; to walk

SHWANG.

To stand quite upright; in a rery respectful posture.

Same as 5 \ Twan.

T'HA. To. tread upon; tokick a ball withthe foot.

PEEN. A distorted foot

L'HEU . To walk ;
to skip or hop.

TSEAY. To tread upon.m
TSWAN. To gather in the fret; to crouch

on the bains. To tread npon.

riRT I. TOL. III. * m

Same as
jjjdj Tsan.

An erroneous form of [ Tsuh.

ME. The appearanre of walking.

3* LEU EN. Leuen keu 8g 5f diseased feet.

LO.

Lo tso disconcerted ; at a loss what to do.

jrftr*
SE. A sort of nhoes put on at dances or postnre-

making exhibitions ,
straw sandals.

TWENTY STROKES
MM

.Jffi K'HWEI

Kwei ne g^ jyj
a dragon excited and in motion.

K'HEO. That kind of step which the Chinese

deem respectful in the presence of superiors ,
a short quick step.

Same as 1 I Lin.

I
CH'HUH.

To walk with heedful caution and rererence.
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TSUH. Urged ; impelled; hard pressed.

A form of 2
[
Y8.

T'HEE. The noise of walking fast.

Original form of^ Kvvei.

A form of M Y8.

CLVIII TH RADICAL.

SHIN.

Said to resemble the human body. The body of any ani-

mal ; used also metaphorically for the trunk of a tree ; the hull

of a ship. Used for the pronouns I or me ; one's person. Jin

shin yew y!h kw5 A^ &t
Jjjj|' jjHj

a human body resem-

bles a nation, of which Shin yew keun yay Tfiffl
ttf|j

TS ffi|,

the spirit is the king or ruler, &c. Shin te king keen
Jpj' |ft

$_u (lE
tne ft*""? f lightsomeaess and elasticity, arising

from high health. Jin shin yih seaou teen te /y E^f M>

"^? jijl
nian

'
s body is a little heaven and earth ; i. e. man is a mi-

crocosm. Paoa shin /-St J9' is to secure the safety and wel-

fare of one's own person by proper means. Keaou to chay

tsung yih shin piih paou ffi5j
v& 5& SOT . . S

^\
-S.

(a prince) by pride, idleness, extravagance, and indulgence,

will not be able to secure bis single person, much less the na-

tion committed to him. Shin te kfih tse'2 ting lung & U^ *I^
m

grj fa. iS general feeling of pain over the whole body and

joints. Shin te king keen
J^ |?|| ill!;? ^ the body feeling

light and elastic. Tslh shin keQh tuy urh go
/

(H|] &( rfjj
1

j^ sleeping on the thighs bent up. E shin keaou
j/l
&

to teach by one'* example. Sew shin
'p>
& cultus

corpora.

An ancient form of fjJi Keue.

Same as the preceding.

RUNG.

The body; one's own person; one's self. A surname.

Kung hing sin tlh Ij3
/jy j^\^ whal one lloes one

'

s sc 'f

the mind possesses, said of literary exercise*.

LANG. The body.

Same as j^ Tan.

\

WAE. Name of a place.

E To cause
;
to induce.
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SHAOU

Shaou shaou
5Jj fijj;

the appearance of a long body.

PE. Kwa pe jj^ fyfc
a person soft and cring-

ing; servile and boasting.

CHE. The body.

The same as m Tan.

A vulgar form of
Ijft

Tan.

The same as ^p Loo, applied by the Chinese

alchymists to the human body.

Same as HB Fub.

ft
Same as

;f Go, I or Me.

TAN.

The sense is lost. Some say, same as fig Taut.

Same as J^ Shay.

Same as |^ Kang.

FIVE STROKES.

An erroneous form offlfr Ling.

rU, OF ra. Walking with haste; prcuing; urgent.

CHE. The body.

A vulgar form offfrTe, The body.

CHOO.

The appearance of a straight upright, body.

[l+J
CHIN.

The appearance of walking fast. Also read shin.

TSIN. The body regular and correct.

A vulgar form of $jg Keu.

A vulgar form of J$J Tan.

FOO.

Foo yu HJIj^
to put on clothes; to attach clothes to the body

Same as J" Shay.
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CHUKG. Straight forwards.

Same as JJS K5.

T'HEAOU.

The appearance of a long body; or, a tall person.

T'HUNG. Luntung|H|iladi.tortedbody

KWA. Kwa pe J& |& or Kwa pe

a soft lubberly person; a puffing boaster.

* Vulgar form of ^ Hae.

A

TO. The body ; to hide ; to conceal.

Same as the preceding.

YAY. From tody and tld. A father.

The same as |=J Tsze, One's self.

Same as ^ Ying.

v

T'HING. A long upright body.

KUNG. Thebody. Anaocieot form of^ Leu.

LANG.

Lang kang a tall long appearance.

Same as iB P.

nr; Same as the preceding.

ra TO. Name of a place.

Same as ffs| TsOh.

Same as ya which character is not to be found.

K'HEUNG.

To be employed as a domestic servant or labourer.

LO. A naked body.

Same as Hf Taoa.

Same as Yae.

TANG. A vulgar character uied in Pekiaj,

denote Lying dewn to tlcep.
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|||
Kb. One person alone ; single or unasiociatcd with.

I ^1

(fel

KEUH. To bend forwards the body.

33

Neither sound nor seme of this character Js-knowiu

To enter in clandestinely. It is much employed

on officers' cards ; but the sound is not known.

Itt Same as $| ;

Ytth,

I

CHUNG. A woman pregnant:

YEN..

The body bending forwards. A bent body. Yen te

j|g
an angry feeling, which the Chinese call Noo fun

angrj belly.

SHOO. Garmentswhich fit the body.

HEA. A crooked appearance of the body.

HWA NG. T he sound of bells.

Same as [Sj Meen,

in. 6. j

I

Same as W Te.

^

TEN STROKES

HAE. A long tall person.

as

PINGk A vulgar form of |f Ping.

Same as
|j|| Lang.

T'HANG, and Tsin. Weak.

KWO. A> naked body.

K'HANG. Lang kang j^[^ Ull in pfrsoi.

K'HEU. The body, or a body.

LOW, and LOO. A crooked backed per.

f Same as ^f Keung.
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WAE. A man's name.

LAOU. A long tall person.

2? Same as ft Juen, Weak.

4

I

TO. Wide and thick ;
a large person.

Vulgar form of ijjg Chili.

Same as $Sf Ping.

Same as W Tee.

TE. The body.

CHEN.

Appearance of being uncovered; a naked figure.

j-?* T'HAN. Good ; pleasant ; to play with.

Same as ^ Ning.

m

N1NG. Filth; dirty.

TAOU . The appearance of a long tall person

LAN. A long tall person.

Same as vm Pin.

A vulgar form of |g Low,

Same as Si Tan.

Same as TO Keu.

LEIH. A naked body.

LUNG. A distorted ill-shapen body.

TSAN. A tall person.

YUH. From iorfy and gem; the human bodj,

or the animal spirits must be considered as a gem, and highlj

\alued and taken care of.
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CLIX RADICAL.

KEU, and Chay.

A vehicle with wheels, however drawn, whether hy human

strength, hy oxen, or horses ; a wheel-barrow. A cart ; a car-

riage ; a chariot ; a. vehicle, with wheels drawn by horses. That

which contains, as the space enclosed by the jaws, hence ap-

plied to the jaw bones. Read Chay, in much the same sense,

but rather denoting the wheel than the carriage. Is found

compounded with various other words forming individual

names of things. A surname. Chay kung j|| ^ the arched

covering of a cart or other carriage.

YA, and Yen. The turning of a wheel un-

der a heavy load and making a grinding noise; a punishment

which consist in compressing the bones, so as to emit a sound

like grinding on a wheel.

PAN. A certain front part of a carriage.

TING.

A carriage stopping. A vulgar character.

KEU. The mark or rut of a wheel ; the end of

an axle. A rule ; a law ; disobedience to the laws or treason-

able plots arising outside. PQh kwei^ jjfo
not conform-

able. Kwei taou
jfeft j||

a constant path or road, as that of

the stars
j an obedience to constant rules or usages.

Same as Wei.

KEW.

A certain long bar at the hinder part of a carriage

KEUN.

Many persons. An array ; twelve thousand five hundred

men. In the time of Chow, the Emperor had six of such ar.

mies ; a large principality had three ; the next in rank Iva ,

and a small principality had one. The head quarters of a gene-

ral. A surname. Keun woo jS ;|& military affairs. Leang

keun seang che
pjjjj j|| ^g |^p

both their armies maintained

their ground.

LEIH.

An utensil for brushing a horse. Variegated colours.

THREE STROKES

WEI, or Hwuy. The end of an axle tree.

KEANG. An iron ring or ferrule in the natf

or centre part of a wheel ; the cup which forms a lamp. A

kind of ornamental ring at the end of the beams of a wall.
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YUE. Part of the harness of a carriage, said

to he that which correspond* to a yoke.

SEEN, and. Ski. Chuen seen MM lhe

rut of a wheel. Read Chin, A, wheel, or carriage.

/

TE. The wheel of a carriage. A certain piece

of iron about the nave of a wheel. Read Tae, The name of

a place.

KEEN.

A certain kind cf car for carrying goods; a carriage of

n officer of government; the front of the carriage high.

The extreme part of a roof; the front of a palace whither

the Sovereign occasionally descends. A kind of stand for

impending musical instruments. A laughing appearance;

gambols; play ; self enjoyment Name of a place; a surname.

SHUN.

A vehicle for carrying a coffin , a kind of hearse.

\

r AN. A certain bar in the front o/a carriage

for the rider to lean against.

/

A certain apparatus by which a cart or

carriage is stopped; whatever impedes or stops the mo! ion

of an object ,
to stop.

SIN. A certain piece of wood connected with

Ike yoke or ihaftt of a carriage.

^^ YUNG. The appearance of a carriage going.

K'EVVANG. A kind of square carriage; a.

wheeled carriage ot a wheel-barrow. An unmanagable wheel-

barrow.

SHOO. The poles of a carriage.

flS T'HUN. A military carriage.

IjS An ancient form of
fjfj

Chin.

Same as the preceding.

An erroneous form of i|fc Te.

Same as /C Yue.

Same as i Keaou, or Keo.

k'HANG. Certain ornament of a hearse. The

rutofacait wheel. A cart used io the fields.

r

Same as Jp) Kow.

Same as fff Jung.
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G1H. That which it applied to the necks of

horses or oxn to enable them to draw ( a yoke.

v

FAN. A sort of cover made of mats or lea-

ther to keep the dust and dirt from a carriage.

w

NA. A certain ring or baT to which a pair of

horses are fastened to a carriage.

The end of an axle, bound in a certain

way with leather ; the end or part which protrudes at the side.

Same as the preceding.

MAOU. A prince's carriage.

A vulgar form of Is? Juen.

~J| Same as ip| Hung.

YUE.

A certain iron ferrule connected with the wheel of a carriage

PA. A military carriage.

NlN. A spining wheel.

FART I. VOL. III. 6 a

GW K'HIN. Ttie name of a place. Head Keen,

Keen chung fb\
r|l

the name of a place.

Same as $3 Tae.

HUNG. A kind of strap to lean on, or hold

by, in the front part of a carriage.

KE. The two ends of an axle tree.

HEUEN. The arched covering ofa carriage

Same as fjl Foo.

A vulgar abbreviation of fP) Wang.

KEO. A carriage.

s jjEL NEW. A certain part of a carriage.

-JL
f-I FOO. The iron ring on the ends of aa axle tree.

TV

FIVE STROKES.

HOO. A surname.
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Vjl K'HEU, and K6w. The lower segment

V
of a yoke, or the collar of a horse. Name of a carriage of

an ancient queen.

|O HWANG.

Hwang hwang J|f iSJ the name of an iniect.

The hinder part of a large carriage Also read Che.

LING. A cross piece of wood extending to

"each 'wall,' or side of a carriage. The ends of an axle;

a bunting carriage; to hunt. Teen ling ^ jpjf
the name

of a place. Ling ling jj& |& the name of an animal. Used

in the sense of ifP Linr.

|?/ K'HUNG

The centre part of aboard to lean on in the front of a carriage.

T'HAE, A carriage uneven.

YAOU. Yaou a trange odd

appearance; the noise of a carriage. A carriage with certain

springs nr mechanism.

CHIN. A transverse piece of wood in the

hinder part of Chinese carts or carriages. To move ; to turn ;

a numerous collection of cart*. The name of a constellation.

A certain string of the Kin instrument. The name of a

country. A surname.

A vulgar form of the preceding.

The same as the preceding,

A covering for a carriage to keep off the rain.

K'HWANG. A carriage difficult to manage

from some impediment in the wheels.

u

P'HA. The noise of a carriage breaking.

YANG. YanR ,S sound ; noise.

Read Fuh, The name of a district.

fp& PING, Or Pang. The noise of a carriage

-T
going ; the sound of a ball or drum ; the noise of thunder.

A vulgar form of ^ Pei,

RUNG, or K'hung. A sort of covering

outside the wheel of a carriage. The rut of a wheel.

Same as jfj:
Fan.

K'HOO.

A carriage. The name of a hill ;
a surname.
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KOO. A large bone.

"AUU. Perverse and unmanageable A

tain transverse piece of wood, in the hinder part of a carriage.

cer-

Same as $fi Chay.

CHOO.

To s op a
carriage ; a carriage stopping.

Same as |j| Rang.

YANG. A sort of sedan chair.

} JJJ IJ
kE W. A carriage to contain a coffin; a hearse ,

the ornaments of a hearse.

IO. A carriage going with great speed.

,

JUNG. Alight sort of carriage; to push

carriage back against something where it rests. Head Foo, To

push away.

MIN.

r\i
A kind of covering outside the wheels of a caniage.

NE.

A cross bar to lean on in the front of a carriage.

./-
LI

Original form of ft Glh.

CHA. A carriage split or broken.

"A. To sacrifice to the presiding spirit of the

roul, when about to take a journey.

YIN. A certain kind of carriage.

TEEN.

The noise of a number of carts or carriages.

u

CH'HUH. From to takr out and a irked. The

ends of an axle which go into the nave of a wheel, and may b

plucked out a;;ain. A certain weaving utensil. A rollar for a

picture* a numeral of pictures that roll up. The name of a

place- A disease which prevents a person walking. Keen chfih

jji|r |i|jj
and Te chub j^ jljj

both denote Revolving round

as a wheel on its axis.

kp N^ N The rut or print of a carriage wbrel.

CHE.

A certain appurtenance of the wheel of a cart ; a kind of

covering for the end of the axle. Name of a district. Diverj-

ing.

IT? YAOU.
a

A small iort of carriage. Read Teaou , in the m tease.
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PAOU.

A carriage for making stones fly ; a sort of military engine.

K'HO. The wheels attached to the ends of the

axle, or the axle with the wheels put on. Kan ko

carriage dragging heavily ; a person struggling with difficulties.

Km ku
fc?| ijpj impeded ; obstructed.

I IH. A number of carriages rushing out to-

gether ; to rush forward from behind ; to pass by ; to come

forth suddenly; to attack; lo invade; to scatter; to disperse;

dissipated; fleet as the wind. Otherwise read Teg and ChS,

in the sense of^f Cb?.

SIX STROKES.

oHIH. A cross bar in Chinese carriages and

s d m chairs, placed before the person sitting for the purpose of

leaning on when he bows to person passing.

i& *
I-H* Same as Iff Ping.

yl

mfl URH. A funeral carriage ; a hearse.

K'HUNG.

Kung chflh wt ffiffl a particular sort of carriage.

, A carriage shaking or jolting.

KEUH. A large cart or carriage drawn by

horses , also a vehicle to draw earth.

HWAN. A certain leather straps in the front

of a carriage, partly for use and partly for ornament.

*-it>
A vulgar form of f|| Fuh.

HEANG. To strike ; to knock.

T'HEAOU. Pleased; gratified.

CH1NG. To ascend the hinder part of aa

open carriage, where one can see all around.

L
** KLO. A curved horn formed of a piece of

copper on each side of a cart or military carriage ; a box

or chest appended to a carriage; to push with the horns;

to wrangle. Read Keaou, To compare together. Keaou wei

ffiJ corresponds lo the word errata in the Budh books.

to tyroSHA, or Sfli.

awkwardly ; to roll round with difficulty.

\

K. Hti. Some impediment ; also lo arrive at.

HUJMCj. The noise made by a multitude of

chariots. Read Cbun, The same as Ml Chun
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Same as l|jf Kwang.

LOO. A carriage or vehicle for persons to

travel in; a certain part of harness. Large; great; applied

also to the name of an insect. Yfih loo
~{t jfl

the Imperial

carriage.

K'HAE. Kae lae j j& uneven. Kae mob

tlic name f a country.

TSELJEN. A wheel without sjiokes. Used

in the sense of Tseuen. Same at j Chuen, and $|fl Chun.

t. To bestow carts and horses OD wandering

fugitives, or on regular travellers.

To oraameat a carriage with lacker.

"T~T
^11'

Same as
>|fi Tuy.

CHOW. A certain crooked pole in the fore

part of a cart, or other wheeled vehicle.

$1 $1 |j\
TSAE.

Tu contain as in a large carriage, in a ship, in a book, &c.

A period of time which contains the round of celestial pheno-

mena; a jcar. To effect or do : that which is effected ; to fill ;

to insert in, or be contained in , to adora , an auxiliary particle.

i. TOL. in 6 a

PING.

Ping ping j|fT-
HM the noise of a carriage.

CHE. A cart heavily laden OD the fore part.

Original form of
ijEE Kwang.

An erroneous form of the preceding.

CHWANG.

To adorn a carriage. Also read Tsang.

Same as Hi Chae.

YUH. A certain part of a carriage, which is

called Before the pillow of the carriage.

Same as
fr>4 Hung.

SHAOU.

A military carriage ornament with deer's skin

T'HEEN.

The noise made by a cart or carriage.

Same as lH Yevr.
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Teen teen moving about with joy and satisfaction.

7-Tp

Vulgar form of 4l{} Chuh, An axle or roller.

Same as IJP Keuen.

HWAN, and Hwan. A certain round in-

strument; having the corners rounded off and made like

a wheel.

\

K'HEUN. The ends of axles connected

together ; a certain transverse bar in the fore part of a carriage.

The sides of a wheeled vehicle; of a

war chariot, where the weapons are stuck. Suddenly ; abruptly;

forthwith ; without ceremony ; without taking time to ask

permission ; without enquiry ; hastily -,
diseased in the feet. A

surname.

WAN. To pull a carriage; logo before and

draw after one; to draw a hearse.

LANG. A
military carriage.

P/5 Same as ^ Ke -

CHEi. The apperteaances ofa cart or carriage.

l*|
Ft E, or Ne. A cross bar in the front part of

a cart, or other wheeled vehicle drawn by horses.

FOO

Two pieces of wood which compress the sides of a cart

The jaw bones. Foo jin sze che pHh keih chay ffiffl 71 g,

X /T\ TJ^ s& assist in cases where the common course of

liunian affairs are incompetent.

MAOU. To lead or draw ; to draw a cart or

carriage ; part of the collar or yoke belonging to a carriage.

SIN, or Sing. A cart or carriage.

SEU.

Certain small bells belonging to a carriage.

KING, and King. Light, the opposite

of heavy. To esteem light ; to make light of
, to behave in a

light manner; levity. King kwang JflT^f-F levity and mad-

ne<8j light, dissipated, irregular conduct. Kingyangyin ylh

Spic )J| V3E: $v 'ev 'ly a"d voluptuousness : the character of

the people of j^ j|J Yang-chow. King chow lac che fe

fy-
^fe JH '" a ''Snt Doat carae * hira - Pub king keu

foo neu
/f\ |M t^J !^ !^C (a maS'stra| e) ought not for

light causes to take females into custody. King pe'en cbung,

chung pe'en wei K^ ^^ Eg" ^f IJJX
lo" light disease, be-

comes heavy (or serious); heavy disease becomes imminently

dangerous unless people break off their vicious courses. Pfih

king hwBh pin tseen ping jin
xfi

(Doctor; do not despise the poor sick.
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EIGHT STROKES.

Same as MB Luh.

CHOW.

Hearily laden ; a cart filled in ever; part ; heavy.

./J
LVl

r A cross bar in front of a carriage.

LING Ling leih
j!|5f jj$$

the jolting rattling

motion of a carriage; applied to persons, seems to denote a

strutting proud gait.

Vulgar form of fit Che.

CHAN.

A military carriage ; a carriage to sleep in.

Same as
fji|J Lew.

\

LEANG. A pair of wheels
; one cart or car-

riage. Yih leang chay -^ jew B3. a carl or carriage.

1 SI.NG. The noise of a cart or carriage.

LUH. An axle on the ends of it. Fan liili

the chests or boxes of a carriage.

YUEN. The hinder part of carriage prt-

-

cd down. Read Win, A particular kind of carriage.

An erroneous form of ffl|
N&.

SHING. A numeral of car-li or carriage^ an

assistant or spare carriage.

FUH. A sort of leather poucb belonging to*

carriage, designed to put bows in.

TSZE. A carriage with a sort of boot, for con-

taining clothes and luggage ; a carriage in which one cm sleep.

The end of the axle which enter* the nave of the wheel.

ii

KEUH. Certain reins or other barnew belong.

Vr

ing to a carriage. A vehicle for carrying eartb in.

t

P'HE. pe ne j|& fl^
a certain appendage of

the wheels and axle of a-carriage.

Same as the preceding.

HWUY.. Fire, light, splendour.

WANG. Certain covering of a carriage that

falls outside the wheels, Wang cbuen
jjiJEj Jjj

the name of a

place.
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. A carriage-ilightly injured and repaired

again. To desist ; to stop.

GO. Certain utensils belonging to a carriage.

An erroneous form of f|j Hung.

N T'HANG. An iron axle.

Same as |g Tsung.

HO, and Hwae. The box which contaiu*

the grease for applying to the axle of a carriage. The appear-

ance of wheels revolving.

K'HAN. Kan Ian a carriage going in

an unever manner, unable to obtain one's nish, or crTect one's

purpose.

KEUEN. To drag a carriage.

*
*

carriage.v/HAL/U. A particular part f

V

T'HA. A ferrule in the nave of a wheel.

Vulgar form of
tfjg

Te

A.;
KJ. The side of a cart or carriage ; the place in a

war chariot where the soldiers plant their speari.

Same as i& Yuh.

U|

Same as ff| Tsung.

1 riANur. A certain kind of military carriage.

* S'HEEN. A carriage to contain a coffin ,

a hearse. Certain ornaments of a carriage.

KWAN, andHwSn. The wheels of

riages all equal and even ; the quick motion of a wheel.

Vulgar form of |j| Ching.

LEEN.

A kind of chariot pulled by the hand, applied to the Em-

peror's carriage s hence Leen hea jg ~T\ expresses what i

near the court, or near the emperor ; places around the court.

Same as $1 Min.

Lit
!8

K'HANG. A whip for a carriage.

KWAN. The iron ferrule of a wheel.
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PING. A light kind of carriage. Read PSng,

T

The noise of horses aud carts. Read Peen, in the same sense.

PEI . A hundred war chariots despatched by an

army make Fui ; chariots arranged in order ; a company. A

sort, class, or series ; that which may be compared or sorted

with ; forms the plural of pronouns. Tung pei
Jjjjj fj|r

of the

same class or sort. Wo pei ifj? j|| we, us. Tseen pei

H|f
*JIJ

those that are first, or have the precedence. How

pei '<> those that come after in place or time.

LUN. A wheel ; a wheel with spokes. Large;

great ; the north and south. Kwang lun J^ [feSj
east and west,

north and south. Lun chuen ifM w to revolve, or circulate.
Twi TT

Lun hwuy^ W the doctrine of the metempsychosis.

PAL, The chests or boxes of a carriage

J. HUY. The appearance of many carriages.

LEANG. A kind of carriage, said to be once

fitted up for
sleeping in, but afterwards underwent certain

alterations.

Same as | E, or Ne.

An ancient form of i|S King.

An ancient form of iff Chue.

PART I. TOL. HI. 6 I

KANG.

l- Jr~l\

King ling if),
i

|g^
the noise made by carriage*.

J U EN. Soft ; flexible
, yelding, applied to the

wheel of a carriage which is hung so as to humour the motion

of the carriage; applied to any thing that U weak and yielding,

whether physically or morally.

u

KANG. A strong carriage.

i

H1H. A cross bar which comei against the

breast of those who draw wheeled vehicles.

JU W. A certain appendage of a cart or car-

riage, facilitates its progress through miry and over slippery

places. To bend; to crook i to tread upon.

HEAE. To ascend a carriage.

TSUNG. A wheel.

Same as the preceding.

TSEW. The spokes of a wheel.

MIN. Certain leather appendage of a
carriage.
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TSEI H . All the parts of aarriage; to con-

nect the materials together and form a carriage ; 'to cause

ever? part to occupy its proper place; to unite harmoniously

together ; concord ; coherence io speech ; softness and cordiality
O

in speech and manner. To collect together.

HO. The grease-horn of a carriage; an utensil

to contain oily matter with which to grease the ends of the

axle tree.

A vulgar form of ^f Ping.

PEEN.

A small carriage ; the name of a country-

YANG. Yangsuy a carriage.

MC
HAN

The noise of a cart or other wheeled vehicle.

A large carriage. T8 loo

CHUEN. A wheel made of one solid piece

of wood without spokes. An hearse.

u

MUH. A cross bar of wood in front of a carnage.

SEU. Below a carriage; or a carriage going dowu.

l>

KANG. The noise of a carriage.

HWAN". A kind of yoke ; carts turning

round or avoiding each other.

TSOW.

To collect together ; to accumulate ; to assemble.

T'HO.

* * ~4?M
li to turn round.

CH'HUN. A hearse; a carriage to convey

a coffin; a kind of sledge for passing through miry places.

u

KO. The appearance of spears in a war chariot.

Urgent ;
haste ; precipitate motion ; velocity ; bones and cha-

riots ; noise and clamour.

YEW.

A light
sort of carriage. Light; Of little worth,

irl HUNG. The noise made by carts or carriages.

tl a great noise.

t

Ling hung

SHOO.

To lose in a contest of any kind ; to present or offer to,

as from an inferior to a superior ; nationally, in a tributary

sense; the things offered ; the empire and all it contains, con-

sidered the property of the sovereign. To exhaust the whole

of; to ruin. A part of an animal body .

Same as HI Han.
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FU II. Somewhat which binds or fastens a cart

or carriage underneath, and abore the axle.

Original form of $g Tsze.

FUH. The spokes of a wheel, there are said to

BO
be thirty in awheel, in reference to the sun and moon. To

rhyme read Peih.

CHOO. A carriage or toy wheeled vehicle.

Same as ijf Keen.

An ancient form of ix Kiih.

TEN STROKES.

YUNG. A carriage in motion.

Same as flj] Pang.

Same as H Yin.

SANG.

A sort of covering that falls outside the wheels in stale carriages,

LtilH. A particular kind of carriage.

Same as i| Tsin.

PO . A certain cord below a carriage .

iTCI

rrj

Same as

KEUH.

A certain part of the harness belonging to a carriage

V

rv'riO. A carriage, or the sound of a carriage.

Same as IE Fan.

SUING. A cart or carriage i
a kind of aim

tant one. A vulgar form of pE Shing. .

CHEN, and Chen.

To turn as a wheel ; to turn half round.

YU.

That part ofa cart or carriage which sustains the load ,

the containing part ; to sustain, applied to the lap of the earth .

a travelling vehicle. Shing yu 3 fe the imperial bag-

gage carts. Te yu too
|jjj J^ ||j|

a map of a globe. Vu

jin ||1
\ a cartwright.
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HUH.

An axle or roller on which any thing turns.

Same as ffif Yaou.

T'HANG.

Tang lang Sffi S^ a sort of military carriage.

II

K'HANG. A strong carriage.

WAN.

A certain kind of Tartar carriage. Also read Yun.

K'HEUNG.

A vehicle with one wheel ; a sort of wheel barrow.

Same as
!pf{ Jung.

Same as IBB Lew.

Same as |g Kan.

KU H. The middle part of a wheel in which the

axle moves ; the nave , seems used for the wheel, and for the

carriage generally. Chang koh
fyjj^ or Chang kflh J| j|5

a military carriage. LeTh k8h *E ^ soldiers standing near

(be wheel of an officer's carriage, and holding an umbrella to

defend him from the sun, military carriages having no cover.

Tuy kfih 1| f|j!ji

to push foreward awheel; to recommend

or promote a person.

woo.

Something called the bone in the head of a carriage.

HWUY, To turn round ;
to revolve.

TS1N.

A sort of mat for a large carriage. Ued for
5|| Tsiu.

u

HEA. The noise of a wheeled carriage s a cer-

tain iron fastening at the end f the axle tree to prevent the

carriage being injured, hence the idea of regulating and govern-

ing. The name of a star. Read H5, The appearance of turn-

ing and shaking ; to drag or draw to.

YUL.N. The various poles extending from

a carriage, or transverse poles to which the animals are at-

tached which have to draw it ; the poles of a carriage ; a joke

to draw. A surname.

CHAE.

Carriages placed in readiness for the emperor's use.

IvAINLi. cross bar in the hinder part of a

wheeled carriage. To move. A surname.

KE1H.

A sort of binding connected with the axle of a carriage.
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oH liiN . A certain appendage of a carriage.

An ancient form of fj| Leen.

"UJNlj. Noise made by a cart or carriage.

WAN . Cover of a carriage to convey clothe* .

Head Man, A covered war carriage to fend off arrows.

Same as 15 Kwan.

Same as ffj T'hang,

SEW.

Sew I8h jg|^ a carriage used at funerals.

The rut made by a carriage wheel.

TS'HUNG. A cart with a cage for criminals

LUH.

the rul made by wheels.

K'HANG.

A strong carriage , the noise made by a wheeled vehicle.

FART 1. VOL. III. 6 K

KEAOU, and Kaoil. A long distant appear-

ance ; confused ; disorderly. Keaou ka \j$l *K the appear-
~C^ T*J

ance or figure of halberds or lances; rapid motion, as of spears

in fencing ; intricate.

a car-CHAOU. A kind of stage on the top of

riage. Cur the purpose of standing high and surveying an enemy.

Same as f* Che.

/

CHUEN, and Chuen. TO turn; to turn

about j to turn round ; to revolve ;
a kind of cover for the top

of a carriage. Chuen kin
jh^|

H spasms. Chuen neu wei

nan fi W -fo 1j
ffi >]t a method to turn a female

embryo to a male. Teen foo JIB- uSTf to pawn, or lend a wife
J ^^ AIM

for hire. Ke5 teen che YTh ; Ylh teen cbe Ping ; yTh foo urh

chen chuen soo jin ^ JflL^ ^ ^ $tL^ 05

^ ffil M. &} WtA KeS> pawns a Wlfe lo Y ' h ' Y ' h Pawn *

her to Ping ; and thus one woman is turned over to several men.

Same as Wei.

K'UANG. Kind of paper chariots with their

paper contents, burnt to accompany the dead to hades.

TWELVE STROKES.

V

TANG. The wings of a carriage.
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Same as lI Wei, The end of an axle tree.

, Same as f Keaou.

CHE.

The rut of a wheel i the print of a foot, or any track.

PANG. The noise of a carriage.

An erroneous form of iff Fun.

CHA IN . A certain appendage on the outside of

wheels, intended to cover them from sight.

KWANG.

A cross bar at the bottom of a carriage.

Same as mn Urh.

*"*

FTC
KEAOU. The ends of an axle tree.

K'HEAOU.
Originally denoted a wheeled

vehicle, a carrriage ; now applied to a vehicle carried on

men's shoulders, A sedan chair.

SZE. A carriage; a wheel.

KEEN.

A kind of ferrule in the nave of a wheel.

"CHAN . Name of a particular sort ofcarriage >

a military chariot a carriage to sleep in.

- The ends of an axle -

IE CH'HUNG, and Chwang.

War chariots for rushing in and breaking the enemy's lines.

TbAOU. Flowery ornaments of a carriage.

PUH.

A somewhat which binds beneath a carriage.

>

LAOU, andLaOU. The axle ofa carriage;

au arched cover. The rut of a wheel. Read Leaou, The

name of a place.

c UJN. A cart or carriage used in the army.

r AIM. A kind of cover for a carriage to keep

off the dust and dirt. A large trunk or bag for a carriage.

LIN. The noise made bj a carriage > the

threshold of a door ; the appearance ofnumbers, and a flourish-

ing state.
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Same as Iff Chae.

The covering of a carriage, cither on the top or on the sides.

. A certain appendage of a carriage.

A vulgar form of ^ Tseth.

KO. The appearance of driving out with haste.

S1H.

The mats used in a carriage; a certain covering. A stringent.

K'HAN.

Kan ko to pass through trials and difficulties.

1%.
HWAJN. To tear a human being to pieces

with carts; to draw or quarter. Hwan yuen ma fig name

of a hill in Ho-nan province, and of a OH Kwan, or pass

at the foot of it.

SUY.

Yangsuy |j^l^ a carriage; certain ornaments of a carriage.

'HEU.

A covering outside the wheels of a state carriage.

LEEN.

A covering or screen outiide the wheels of a carriage.

1

E.

A certain cross bar to which the reins ofa carriage are fixed.

A vulgar form of j| Muh.

^^^^^* \

|P LAN.

A carriage that goes unevenly and makes little or no progress.

KEIH. The poles of carriages striking against

each other. Boats and carriages proceeding in regular order.

Carriages hanging on to each other so as to prevent their

entering a gate.

P'HE.

A particular sort of carriage ; the cover of a carriage.

A
\t . U Y. Certain bars in the front ofa carriage.

YIN.

The noise of a carriage. Yin jin Hf Iff a carriage turning.

SEUEN. To regulate the ale of a carnage.

Same as Efi Urh.
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fe

Same as S| Yu.

HAN. To desire; to crave; to beg by tricks

or arts , to covet the acquisition of wealth.

Same as the preceding.

K'HAE. The noise of a carriage. Read K 5,

Hung ks
ffigj f|||

the noise of carts or carriages. A vulgar

form of jlg| Hei.

Original form of ^ Chaou.

HUNG. The rumbling noise of carriages,
<

f cannon ; the rattling sound of a great many carriages* the

thundering roar of cannon.

FIFTEEN STROKES.

Same as Che.

LO. The noise ofa carriage turning.

LUY. Luy loo |l| mK carriages connected

or blended together ; an uninterrupted continuation of.

An erroneous form of fit Wei.

A vulgar form of |ff Tsan.

Same as $& Luh.

Same as ^ Pung.

A form of ifL Chay.

PE, or Pei.

The reins by which a horse is guided in a carriage.

U

LE IH . The path ofa carriage ; the rut ofa wheel.

LEIH. LeTh lflh|g^a road for a wheel-

barrow or cart; a wheel rut.

erroneous form of H Pe.

Same as $ Fuh.

LOO. L8h loo ||j ^ a kind of windlass, such

as is used at the mouth of wells to raise a bucket.

LUNG. The end of an exis.
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Same as | Che.

LEEN.

Name of a district in Cochinehina or Tonquin.

Same as H E.

SAN, The noise made by a carriage.

Same as

PO. Certain ornaments of a carriage.Certain orns

Same as Iffi Lett).

HWUY.

One turn of a wheel ; or a wheel'! going once round.

KIH. Not once only.; reiterated.

*RT I. VOl. III.

LEUEN, or Leen.

Connected with or attached to, at ornament* f a carriage.

TSWAN.

Certain straight spokes of a carriage.

A -carriage oo it'i way laden high.

KEO:

A screen or covering that faltj outside the wbeeltof a carriage,

LIN.

The noise made by a cart; the rut of a wheef.

A form of ifi- Ghow.

T'HEE. The noise of a carriage.

Same as jlji Min.

j^fs*

lOgP Same as Iff Ling.
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CLX TH RADICAL.

Acrid j pungent. A character employed in the division

of time , occurs in proper names. A surname.

K'HEEN. Fault ; crime ; guilt.

Original form of =p Sin.

*ŷC*"V* Same as

//'

Sin. The name of a country.

KUO. From acrid. Fault; crime? guilt,

to cut open a victim ; to oppose a hindrance to other

people's buying and selling, in order to monopolize one self ;

a
necessity imposed. The moon under certain circumstances.

Woo koo fflE
|||

innocent ; guiltless. Woo koo show luy

offi. Ip^ jl|
to be innocently involved ; trouble brought

upon one, without one's own fault.

At
rjCEr A form of j^ Tsze.

SIN.

A surname. Much ; many. Name of a place.

* Same as the preceding character.

f e ffii mA vulgar form of j|f Tsze.

SA. Sa la an acrid taste.

A designation of royal or imperial personages ; an epithet

applied to heaven ; a terra by which a widow addresses her

deceased husband when sacrificing. Clear; discerning ; a ma-

jeslic exterior with little reality. Laws ; punishment ; to burst

or rend open. To kill
; a crowd of persons driven back af-

frighted. Name of a star ; a surname. Used in the Ta-heS

^ Ml for partiality or excess in one's likes and dislikes.

Read Pe, in the sense of Comparison.

TSUY.

An ancient form of
=[|= Tsuy, To transgress j to violate the la

.. \

PtiEN. Criminals accusing each other.

u

LA. A very acrid pungent taste.
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/r^yT

Same as the preceding.

EIGHT STROKES.

E. To regulate; to pot in order ; to set at reit.

A vulgar form of
j|| La.

Same as ^ Tsze.

Same as ffi Peth.

.

*-

Crime; guilt. A surname. Name of a country.

To esert one's strength in doing, ar-

ranging or managing ; to manage ; to transact ; to do ; to provide ;

to prepare. Pe pan ^ ||^
to make previous arrangements;

to provide for.

Same as the following.

P'HEEN. To cut asunder; to divide to

distinguish; to dispute or discuss; to ascertain; the bars

of wood laid transversely below the boards of a bed to support

them; numeral of fields regularly laid out. A surname. A

change; the part where a skin is separated and again joined.

Pe'en nan neu f$ ^ JJ
_-. ^ a method to distinguish

a boy from a girl, during pregnancy.

160th Radical. XII. Sin

SZE. To bind the end of.

"HpZT K

if

>HO - Name of a medicinal plant.

PEIH. Same as the
following.

PEIH. To regulate or put in order.

K'HEEN. Difficult; distressin-
* O

PAN. Mixed, blended, like streaks or veini.

PIN. Mixed; blended; spotted.

1EEN. The space between the two thighi

TSZE.

To speak ; speech ; language ; phraseology. An cxprenion

or phrase; to decline accepting; to refuse; to separate from

a person. Tsze ke shin pflh ||^^ ^ lhe spirit of ,hc

language very rebellious.

PEEN.

Grieved; sorry ; nrgedi prcssej ( cratlrrtiied.

HWA. Acrid.
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A form of % Se,

PEEN,

To plait or interweave; to plait as the Chinese tail is plaited.

Hnt* PEEN. To divide ; to distinguish; to judge;

to discriminate clearly. Artful specious language. Dispute ,

debate; quarrelling. To rule or direct) to insmuatej to

pervade ever; part . The name of a place . We peen fSj/ Bj3
a

slight insinuation, when one does not dare to speak out plainly.

CLXI ST RADICAL.

SHIN.

To excite motion. Time ; the sun, moon, and stars, which

divide time by their motions; the hours from 7 to 9 in the

morning.

An original form of J|| Shin.

An ancient form of the preceding.

JUH.

He who lost the season of agriculture was disgraced. To

disgrace; to put to shame; to cause to descend to a lower

place; to corrupt. Defile ; bebauch.

[NUNG. To break up the ground and plant the

grain; to cultivate the ground; to plant, or sow. Shin nung

irlj Iffi the divine husbandman, an ancient Emperor who

taught agriculture to the Chinese. Wo
oung;| J| to allude

4*41

to agriculture, or the affairs of agriculture. NungfooUo*

Jfi -J^ lH a husbandman's prayer.

K'HO. The noise of shutting to the door.

An ancient form of H Nung.

Same as the preceding.

SHIN. Early in the morning.

JUNG. Degenerate j unworthy of one's paresis.

An ancient form of f| Nung.

CHIN, and Che. The appearance of laughing.
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XJL *"** . Nung nung

an exceis'ne degree of talk ; officioui irregular conduct

An ancient form of Jf| Nung.

HWUY, and Shin.

A conjunction of the sun and moon.

The same as f| Nung

CLXII"" RADICAL.

CH'HO. From /smart: and loilof. Now walk.

ing and anon topping. Going on iwiftly by the cour of the

road. Used in the seme of Slfc Choo.

An ancient form of ifr Kwei.

JIN vi. Going lo ; arriving at; reaching

exteuding to a certain point j referring to a given subject .

or

Tranquil; compljingi toothing run-r OO,

ning away. An ancient form of Jm fvo.

An ancient form of
i

Too.
\ |

^ i^

*
^ 1^ Same as jS Yew.

. Slow steps. A man's name.

I. TOL. III. 6 II

T'HE. The feet .lippery. Read ti, To rut

away ; to walk and not meet with . To communicate informa-

tion to ; one tayi, To exchange.

KE. A ort of herald iu ancient tiraei, whow

duty it wa to gain search of what wa required.

KAN. To advance ;
to go forward.

A vulgar form of Ja| Tseeti.

YD, and Heu.

From to roam and curling titpour. Winding ; ambiguoui ;

vague; to induce a vague and disiipated mode of thinkinj

Wide ; large.

Original form of the preceding.
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HEIH.

To reach or extend to, said chiefly of time; but also of

JJ'p

place. Finally ,
at last.

An ancient form of SH Ke.

SIN. To go with speed ; fpeedy ; quick j hasty ;

sudden. Sin fih keae foo Shan-lung *& X," A.

convey the person, with the utmost ezpedition to Shan-tung.

K'HE. To shun ; to evade.

Ip

HWU H, Or Wuh. Romote . distant ; vague.

Same as the modern & Seu.

life
E. To walk diagonally or lounging on one side,

to lean against. le 2rf[ ^ connected or joined together.

An ancient form of ^ Ke.

An ancient form of j|| Toy.

*
f* FANG. To go rapidly or hastily.

CHIH. Near to.

FOUR STROKES.

Same as $ Tsung.

TEIH, and Teaou.

To arrive at ; to go to the utmost point.

Jj
W T'HUH. Artful; crafty; deceitful.

TS4. To go round ; to circulate.
^ u5 CHUN, and T'hun.

Difficulty of progre*.

ing, appearing to make DO progress ; labouring without effect.

PO. To walk with haste and precipitancy ,
hurried.

WANG.

To go. To deceive; to impos- npon, to be afraid.

HEUE. To walk fast.

ilP
Y1NG.

To meet or receive what comes ; to occur. Read Y'mg,

To go forth in order to meet , to calculate what will occur,

as in astronomy.

An erroneous form of J
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"* V>^ YUN. The appearance of walking. KE. Near to.

TSUNG. To remove to another place. Zjt An erroneous form of & Te.

K'HIN, and K'Mn. Near, in reference

either to place or time. To bring near ; to approach near to ;

to press upon nearly ; referring to the effecting of some object.

Yuen kin JW j^
remote; near; distance generally. Foo

kin fift j|
to approach near. Ko kin

"pj JR"
one that may

or ought to be approached.

*J
I/Ll YEW. To pass by.

An erroneous form of jt Leg.

HANG> and

The print of a beast's foot. Read He'en, The rut of a wheel.

FIVE STROKES

PVVAN. To go.

^1J YUEN To walk ; > S-
-U^

TSOO. To go to.

CHE. To walk; to go.

NE. Near to. Same as W Che.

YA. To go forth to meet; to descend to. ^ l^J *>

^ri K'HEIH,

SE. To move to another place.

FAN. TO return; to come back; to rerert ;

to cause to revert, or return to.

WOO. To raeet; to occur; to run counter

to ; to oppose ;
confuted ; blendeii

To walk in a tortuous manner.

JUNG - To walk;, to go.

T'HEAOU. Teaou te 53 $ remoted far^v \Jm

off, and without any communication.

o

KEA, A man's name.
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An ancient form of ffij Lei. Read Che, To pan over

Same as j Che.

E. E le 3S fe to walk bv the lide ofthe road

Wei e ^K ig appearance of self sufficiency. Read To, Wei to

JSi jffi appearance of walking.

\

HEUNG. Void; remote; distant, light;

sp'endour, luminous; illustrious.

An ancient form of
j|jt Suy. Read Tuy, The feet

nut advancing

TSEW. To confine and detain.

KEA. SMh-kea a name of Budha.

Kea yg ffjh
^p ^ /^ft

the sixth Budh who appeared when

human life wa 20,000 years. Kea
ye" 3fc|^ a siieaker in

^C*^ V|si

the assemblies of Budh.

Same as |^ C'hin.

T'HAE.

To reach or extend to a given time; even till

A vulgar abbreviation of j|| Urli.

YUE

To pass orer ; to run a part and disperse.

TE.

Angry at being unable to advance; alarmed, frightened.

'F'H FT? II" From lo go, and by m rtid or way.

To advance; to tread in the footsteps of; to go or to lead en

in the pathi of reason and virtue ; the path of righteousness.

An ancient form of
|j Ching, To reduce to a state of order.

Urgent; pressing; reducing to ttraiti j

compelling in an arbitrary manner. To press hard upon and

embarrass, as by an enemy's troopi. Tsze pBh pfh tiee 13

~j^\ ^19 ty) language not itrong, wr vehemently decisive.

SHE. A sauntering pace ; rambling.

CHOO.

The meaning is loit. An ancient form of
{:

Wang-.

T'HEE. From to so and to lote. Alternate

change; alteration; reciprocatiun. For; instead of
, in the

place. Ease; indulgence.

A vulgar form of
jjfc

Taou.
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TS1H.

To arise
, to be straitened ; to be pressed upon.

Vij
111 SHUH. To comply with what has before ex-

isted ; to continue; to practice what has been invented by

another. To narrate; to state to; to tell ; to rehearse, to

collect and give publicity to other men's sayings ; to publish

orders received. To arrange. The name of a cap. Pdh

nXng tsin shBh 3g cannot narrate the whole.

T'HO. Wei to the appearance ofwalking.

An ancient form of M Chucn

An ancient form of j Tseih.

S)

SIX STROKES.

An ancient form of How

Same as Hwuy.

YIN. To walk forth.

T'HUNG.

To pass by ; to exceed ) to communicate to.

P4UT I. VOL. Ill, 6 K

A vulgar form of Keaou.

YEW. The appearance of walking.

J* "f* YU. Chwang yu & ifj^
a couch or bed.

SHE.

To step or leap over ; to overpass ; to exceed.

^ vlr-
Mti. A deceived, perturbed state of mind. A

blind stupid attachment to ; a state of intellectual and moral

stupifaction,
such as in induced by vice; to stupify , to puzzle.

Me urn pub woo
^J |frt ^\ |2j-

a stupid state of moral in-

sensibility.

HAE. To walk fast.

Same as ^ Ping.

w

TSE1H. The print of a foot ; a footstep ,
a

trace; evident marks of meritorious conduct; traces or marks

indicating the hand of a sage, or the finger of God
; whatever

remains to posterity of those who have lived before. Examples

which deserve honor and imitation ; to criticise according to

the fact.

NAE. A
Same as

J*j. Nae, And; but, tec. Used also for Thou or

you. To begin.
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JUEN. Slow, dilatory progress.

A form of J$F Tseth.

YANG.

The appearance of advancing and receding.

CH E. The appearance of walking fast.

Same as E.

KEE. To jump; to leap.

HO. Walking forward so as to overtake another.

CHUY, and Tuy.

To escort or go with; to follow after ; to expel ; to go after.

To pursue after ; lo prosecute at law ; to seek to find out,

or to recover; to trace back to former times. The name

of a state. Chuy fung ^ J>j'
the posthumous bestowment

>f titles.

To shade; to screen; to clear the w.iy.

SUNG. TO send to a place; to present to;

to accompany a guest or an embassador a short way when
h- lakes his departure to return home; it was the ancient

usage to accompany him to the gate of the cily. E tsew

sung bea wan W ^@ ;^ ~F ^T to ulte P1"' in wine
.

SEUN.

To go before ; to exhibit j to manifest ; to attack bj words.

T'HUY.

To decline; lo refuse; to push from one ; to draw back ;

to retire; to withdraw; to creep in; to return back again;

soft yielding appearance.

u

H- The appearance of a crowd walking.

YUH. To divide and distribute. f\

KWO ' FIeet;hasty- A man's name.

'HAOU. From to go and

away as a criminal does ; to abscond.

. A surname.

ide To run

appear pleased and gratified, but at the same lime an apparent
want of

stability or
sincerity.

NEIH, and Ylh.
i opp0ifd

to just authority ; contrary or opposed to, siid of the wind

and of the tide; confusion. To calculate before band; to

receive, Name of a river.
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Kwei.

An ancient form of iffi Taot*.

An ancient form of w- Yew.

SEVEN STROKES.

ancient form of Maou,

To spoil; to injure; to be defeated and run

To abscond; to run away; to become a

fugitive; to hang in suspense; to beowing to government.

^ ^ V lliW . The appearance of breath or vapour in

motion ; hilarity ; a laughing appearance ,a chearfuJ easy conn-

rcnanee.

An ancient form of
^jg

Tjew. Name of a plare

An ancient form of j|l Tuy.

SEAOU. Seaou laeu T& ')& "r 9aou yaou

to Haunter ; to move about for arouicmcnt j to indulge

one's disposition without injuring ooe' self.

1 'HO-VV . To run awaj ; to pan over or exceed;

to pass from this place to that ; to past through ; permeable; to

penetrate deeply ; thoroughly , alarmed, frightened; to com-

prehend ; to discern.

CH'HUH. To propel} to push or drite out ;

to expel; to drive with haste ; a state of excitation. To take

out the several topics or subjects from amongst many, and to

attend to each apart

L'HEVV . To collect or accumulate many toge-

ther; to join; to unite together. To urge ; to press; to impel.

Name of a sacrifice.

KANG. A path trodden by rabbits.

A vulgar form ofM Te.

Same as the preceding.

T'HOO, and T'nOO. A pa*h ; a road, phy-

sically and morally. ?ynonimous with
||k Too, and y^ Too.

Ta shrkwci keu pfih tosan tooM
[J-i |^^ ~jT fe ^

^another (some future) time when you return (to death)

you will Dot full into the three trays; the Sun-too, or three
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ways denote a hell of differing, the itate of hungry demons,

and the slate of lieast*.

KINO. A fool path i to approach to; to go

ueir , to pass straight up to ; to pass bye. King ting ^
tn jo remotely apart. KeHhkingBg i|2

a winding foot path.

San king
- i5 the three paths in which a poet delights,

< re

tiu>- formed by the Chuh, sung, and kedh
ffi fy 3jj

the

Innihoo, the pine, and the Chrysanthmum Indicum. This

living originated with Taou-lting tset. (See under 11 Taou )

HIM. To go forth to meet a person.

Original form of J^ Kvvo.

^J^ffC T'HEIH. Distant; romote; to put away to

a iH.tance. Teih teih a desire of gaia.

TOW. Tostop; to delay; to remain; to dwell;

to walk in a devious path in order to avoid an enemy ; to go

circuitously peeping and looking. A surname. To throw in.

E. To advance ; to enter in
; to \vait.

YEN, now read Chay. To meet. This

person or thing. Various numerals are joined with it according

to the Noun which follows

To go through. Pervious; permeable ;
a thoroughfare; to

ee through ; to perceive clearly ; to compreheod fully ; perspi-

cnoii.s, applied to stjle. Penetrable ; to go through with , to

succeed; successful; prosperous; opening; expansive or

reaching to ; including the whole ; complete ; uniform in co-

lour; having intercourse with ; illicit intercourse. Name of a

place; name of a field of a certain size, and also of A lance.

Tung peen kang ling ?S Is ffil wl the heads, or princi-

pal topics of the whole essay. Tsze koo we tung Chung-kw5

|
~h ^ j[ff| PJJ |HJ

from ancient times, had not before

had intercourse with China. Tung keen tsoo tse'C
jgj gg

Ifftl^ ''*"* '" incelt w 'ln ms grandfather's concubine.

Seaou peen pflh tung

Ta pern pfih tung

stoppage of urine,

constipation.

Vulgar form of jf| Peen.

i

TEE. The appearance of walking fast.

>

KWANG. The appearance of walking sharp-

ly ; to walk for amusement or recreation. To deceive or

impose upon.

v_
WOO. To sleep ; to err.

SHE. To depart; to depart this life; lo go

away; to be lost in oblivion. A particle of affirmation at

the beginning of a sentence. Can tso nrh she T ^ j|jj

sitting tranquilly expired.

CH'HING. High minded and presuming ;

thrusting one's self forward; seizing or availing one's self of;

precipitate; alacrity ; pleased with ; to penetrate or eitfnd

to; to carry to the extreme limit.
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SUH.

The footsteps of a deer,- fleet; with haste; speedily;

quirk . hurried. Kung ho seanj; paou che s5 ^^ 'fpT \\ I

j.i ty .JL.

$U 7 H!> sir ! how speedily vou have rendered a recompense.

MtTSAOU.

To build ; to make ; to do ; to act ; to commence. Slow ;

dilatory. The name of a sacrifice. To receive ; to advance ;

to go. Tsaou ching keu che j in ^ |J^^ A pe " 8

acting as witnesses. Leang tsaou ching keu
Ejjftj 3^

=J rjS

witnesses on both sides. Tsaou chow wei leang, tseth ho

tenon yay j* $>J|^ |rj Jpf jjjX fa to make of boats

a bridge; which is the same as expressed by Ho-keaou. Tsaou

e, .how ho che Jin ^ l|-jf jjjg ^ /^ a ring leader

in some mischief. Tsaou t5 seaou fei ife
$fi /J\ ^ the

small expence of building a pagoda.

TS'HEUN. To retire back again ; to refuse ;

a revolution of the moon; to fee: abashed ; a crafty rabbit.

Read Seun, Name of a district.

An ancient form of 5| Ke.

TSAE.

An erroneous character which occurs in the Budh books.

FUNG, and Pang.

To meet; to occur; to meet or come together by moving

in opposite direction) ; to oppose-. Great; large j wide, applied

to clothes. A surname. Read Pung, The sound of a drum.

HwJn yin j8 she fung tsze jlh, sze sze, urh wang
'

r*RT I. TOL. III. ( O

marriage occur on itm

day, the boys will die and girls be I

LEEN. From a trfierl and lo go. Tht con-

i.nil circulating of a wheel , to return to the same , to unite.

To connect i to join or to be joined in marriage ; lit raur

to adhere to, as with bird lime ; me, I in varioui proper n;trnr.

Used as a particle of connection, and ; even ; also. Sean l>n

tn ill J**UC(''i to join ; united together; to unite. Leen

Isz.; kwang :Jh
j^jl ^4^

l
( jr W?J to enlarge a fixed niimlwr

more than once in succession. Leen ke tan choo \i

'
KJL

ro '* '" successin three places.

Lo so name of a place amongst

the foreigners on the western frontier.

T'HING. A grassy path.

HEUNG. Distant; remote.

An ancient form of W Yew;

EIGHT STROKES.

Same as jH See, and
jJ(j Suy

To approach; to come to ; to induce

to come by rewarding labour.

TSO. Mixed; confused.
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PUN.

To walk or be conveyed at a quick pace ; to run.

LUH. TO walk attentively ; many ; a crowd;

sudilcnly going and suddenly coining. A surname The same

a jffr Tae.

-t>J5?
KEUE. Distant, remote. Read Chah, To

walk sharply. CbBh leub ^^ breath or vapour issuing

slowly.

A vulgar form of %$ Ta.

Same as l Tee.

PING. TO walk apart; to saunter away

idly ; to rove to distant parts ; to cause or send.

HWAN. TO run away. Read Kwan, To

exchange ; to turn ; to pace; to walk or go.

HAIi. To pursue after and undertake;

to reach or extend to any given time. To have taleuts that

equal the task. To overtake and to be connected with.

Read Te, To blend.

CHOW.

To turn round ; to revolve ; to circulate.

A vulgar form of ji| Yew.

m
YIN. To pass; to exceed.

YUEN. The appearance of walking-.

TSEE. To run with haste.

Same as ^ Taou.

Same as & Keen.

YAOU. A remote appearance.

YA. To go forth to meet.

Same as m Kwei.

To ascend ) to advance
;
to go forward ; to enter ; to make

progress in any thing; to bring forward; to introduce;

to recommend ; to exert one's self ; near to
; to approach near;

to bring to an entertainment. Tsin been tuy poh seaou -it

M"*
(3 ^j. >i-^ A^^

JC T* R introduce the virtuous, and put back the de-

generate. Tsin peaou shang soo keth jtb *|t 3^ \- ffc
,-|

A= /VW -* *7w
lucky days for presenting memorials to the emperor.
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A form of J$| Sung.

I A. Second to ; next; to walk in order.

u

Y UH. TO turn ; to revolve ; to walk ; to pace.

CHO.

Distant ; remote ; to overpass . To exceed a long way.

K'HWEl. A road diverging in nine directions.

Kwei tseuen
3|

Loo.

name of a place in the ancient kingdom

WEI. Notable or not willing to walk straight ;

walking like a drunken man ; tortuous.

T''UP1I4niliin. To remove far off; to put away to

a distance; remote ; distant , people on the west.

An ancient form of Pe.

An ancient form of^ King.

An ancient form of |^ Suy.

An ancient form of^ Wang.

t % u

-| /K YIH. To run away as a burie; lu give op
4"^"*'
rentraint. Eaie ; leisure ; retirement, luxurioui ease; idle;

acquiescence ; to lose ; to run to excess.

A vulgar form of 3 Kwo.

An ancient form of j| Tae.

NINE STROKES.

PE1H. From running and pressing. To ap-

proacb near; to press upon; to reduce to straits ; to drive be-

fore one j
to urge in an arbitrary despolic manner ; to tyran-

nize over, to compel imperiously. Ken peth |5 i& to press

upon and drive oat.

An ancient form of $} Tung.

Same as if Taou.

To precede or go before.

YU. To pass over; to exceed; to advance; dis-

tant ; remote in respect of time.

An ancient form of fjg Suy.
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THA.NG. To pass, err, or exceed. To hury

and fall down like a drunken person. Sudden ; abrupt. Used

in medical language in reference to the hearfc

SE.
Che"se?3jL ^ the appearance of walk-

ing. Read \f, Stopping suddenly.

An ancient form of the following.

YEW. An ancient form of ft Yew.

T'HUN. To seulk off like a fat ho ; to run

~-^^r

away ; to conceal one's self. To cause to sculk off. Read

Tseun, To sculk off ashamed. To withdraw from notice.

Name of one of the diagrams. Tun too
j|| J; to sink out

of sight in the earth.

CH'HEN". To walk ; to go with a tranquil pace

SUY. To accord with ; to give loose to ; to

refrain from offering any check or hindrance to ; not to op-

pose ; to pass on prosperously ; to presume to do of one's

own accord; to advance; to succeed; to effect. Finally ;

then j next ; forthwith. The name of a state ; a water course.

YEN. The appearance of walking.

Same as ^ Che.

Mutually inserted, as serrated teeth, o

as to prevent motion or progress.

***
C1IUV

Huste; speed; to go and return expeditionily.

TE. A surname.

YD. To meet unexpectedly ; to occur * to hap-

pen, as by chance , to fall in with , to wait till a thing occur*

Go'ing or progressing in a flowing manner.

CH'HING. Same as ffi Ching, To explore.

YEW. To saunter idly ; to roam
-,

to wander ;

to go from place to place in search of amusement ;
to go with

companions; a companion ; an associate. Shang tin yew hang

i*
io s lo the woods and raml)le Ya? Jew bo

a night's ramble on the lake.

A vulgar form of j|| Soo.

TSEEN.

To advance by one's self or itself to the utmost degree.

CHOO. To go fast.
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To move t to agitate , to turn round , to

jo from place to place. To revolve in a circle ; to circulate ;

to transport from one place to another. Yun chow
*jj| J| J-

a transport boat.

CjO. To meet; to li^tit on
,
to occur ; to come

together ; to encounter ; to meet with, contrary to one's incli-

nation; to see that which one has no desire to see ; to be

struck with alarm on seeing or meeting with ; to rush or

bounce against.

Same as ftjn Peen.

' r T PaM ; o exceed; past,

in reference to time or place. Exceeding a rule ; error i fault s

crime. Name of one of the diagrams ; name of a* state ;

name of a stream; a surname. Makes the perfect tense of

verbs. Kwo keu ehwang yen keg ^} ~fc jjj Jfjfc tfl

lhe by-gone kulpa called Chteang-yen. Kwo sang yu king man

*Pi /t )A jfcW 'l||
errors (or faults) spring from levity and

disrespect.

Same as j^ Pin -

HEA. Distant; remote; far from

^1=Z HWANG. Unoccupied ;
at leisure. Pressed;

rged. Pi5h hwang^ J^ engaged, not having time to spare.

CHA. The appearance of walking or going.

PART I, VOU HI. 9' t

GO, or O. To stop i to cause to deist ; to

cut oil' or terminate; to reach or extend to. Used to denote

Settling down with the hand.

TSEYV. Abrupt; sudden, to urge or preis

upon ; to clash ; to terminate ;
to end ; to collect together

strong; to establish.

TSUNG. To walk; to go.

TAOU.

A way ; a path ; being at the head ; the way that leads to ;

a thoroughfare on all sides. A principle. The principle from

which heaven, earth, man, and all nature emanates. Seaou

peen taou A\ 'fB? jj|f
the urinary passage; the vagina. Ta

pern taou
-fa 4j|l jii lDe rectum inteslinum. Tataou^

i or Kuh taou
|j| j|J

the passage by the anus. Seaou taou

/K Si or Shw8y Uou fo lOi
lhe PassaSe h) lhe "fethra.

Taou-kwang yuen neen j^ Wj -^f- Sf,
the firt of Taou-

kwang,
' reason's glory,' title of the regning emperor of Chini,

% \ | -,

(A. D. 1821.) Taou
hejjtt _g.

to congratulate, an ex-

pression used amongst equals. Taou tse'en shing che k6

T^ "F"^ ^.S to rule or 8overn a nalion th&l> can sen<1

forth a thousand war chariots.

The word Taou was formerly applied to divisions or depart-

ments of the empire as 3pT
rfrj jj|J

Ho-nan taou, included

the region of Ho-nan province.

the region of Shen-se pro-

the region of fehan.lung.

contained places

contained place*

2nd, Kwan se taou

vince.

3rd, Ho tung taou

4lh, Ho plh tung taou

in Chth-le.

Uh, Keen nan tung taou
Jji|

:o Kwei chow province.
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6lh, Keeu nan se taoii *ell rfei [ffi ig places in Sze-chuen.
^"1 'T-* r-' r^frf-

7th, KeanR nan lung taou
jr f^J jf jj|]

the region still

called Keang-nan and Chfi-keang.

8th, Keang nan se taou
y[ ^ JJE ^ included places in

Kcang.se.

9th, Hwae nan laou ^ j^ J^ region about the river Hwae.

10th, Shan nan se taou l]j pfe ffi
jMf

the region on the

west of Shen-se.

I Hh, Shan nan tung taou
|1| |^ ^^ included part of

Ho-nan and Hoo-plh provinces.

12lh, Lung yew taou ^| ^ ^ the region of Kan.sSh,

and the western frontier,

is, Ling nan taou ^g rfe
*jf the region of Caoton.

T'HA.

A thorough passage. Permeable on every side ; penetrable;

pellucid; transparent; intellegible; intelligent; to cause to

know ; to inform; passing through ; successful in literary pur-

>u :

ls or in the affairs of the world. To promote; to spring

forth as a plant ; to accord with and advance ; to visit every

place. Every ; all ; equally suitable. A narrow room ; a win-

dow. A small sheep ; the name of a district. Ta sang j ^p
an easy delivery of young ; the name of a powder given to

pregnant women, about the time of delivery.

Same as 3 Ta.

|

Same as gO Lee.
I ***

WEI. To set one's self in opposition to; to

A form of ^ Sung.

T'HA. To walk erect.

An ancient form of
jj Tse'en.

An ancient form of ^ Suy.

Same as the preceding.

TEN STROKES.

turn the back upon; perverse; wicked ; vicious. Wei le

twu Ise
Jhl

vm
*fj^j* to marry contrary to law, suid of

Tar:ar> marrying Chinese women. Trien che so ming jin, puh

"*"~ wei > ay K ^ Fi ft A^ HE 3 til

Heat en has decreed, man cannot oppose.

An ancient form of 3t Yun.

An ancient form of is Tnv.

KOW.

'I'o occur ; to meet ; to happen ;
to bolt upon , to see

or occur accidentally.

TS'HOW.

Not advancing; not making progress.

. t.
LO\\ . Tow low^ jffi

tu liner

hang off and on; to lurk about. Also read l.rw.
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A form of yS Poo.

A vulgar form of ^ Tseeu.

TS'HANG. To pass; to exceed.

YAOU. Distant ;
remote ; far.

Si

^./I^T^
SUN. Complainant ; retiring ; jieldiog; resign-

ing j humble; respectful.

An ancient form of pj Tsze

A vulgar form of JJ| Tsth.

A vulgar form of yj? Tsaou.

CH'HUH. The appearance of walking.

Same as jj& Woo.

T'HA. Tsa ta
$jfc j^ many mixed and blend-

ed. H5 ta^^ to walk up to or overtake. A multitude.

A form of ^ Che.

r'HE. To change t
to alter ; for ; in place of

,

instead of, to pass from hand to hand i to transmit. Read

Tae, To wind round.

YUEN.

Rcmntej distant, in time or place. Read Yuin, TV

remove to a distance ; to put away from one ; to consider

remote.

soo. To go contrary to Ac rtream
; to meet

or go against ; to urge or arcuse.

A form f * Shtth -

T'HA. A kind of hurried, hasty, flying strp

An ancient form of Keth.

K'HEEN.
J

To give loose or scope to ; to leave unrestrained. To pre-

sent ; to send
;
to rommissioa ; to send or put awav from one'i

self; to reject or expel. Keen zc tsing hwin $ =

Ijji
sent aa Embassador to requeil (a princess) in marriage,

said of a Tartar K'han.

PING.

A deep recr ; a sombre place. Alo read Ping.

An ancient form of jjf Taou
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TSOW. To advance.

Same as Tseen.

An ancient form of

Same as the preceding.

KWAN.

To be accustomed to
; practiced j to walk or go.

An ancient form of
i|l Sfih, or SJwae.

A form of ^- Tsoo,

A vulgar form of
jjj|

Chuea.

CHANG.

Chow chang sB3 Jg remote, wide, vague.

GAOU. To ramble ; to wander.

SH1H. To go to; to occur; to happen; l

hit exactly; to accord with
,

to suit; usual; self possession.

Tranquillity; good; joy ; filled ; supplied equally. The bride

Roiag to the house of her husbaud. Read Telh, The principal

wife. To direct) to controul. Occur* denoting AD enemy.

Read ShTk, To accord witb.

LEAOU. To go towards.

^r* An ancient form of Jg; Yaou.

Same as TM Lin.

',
or Y5. To walk; to go fast.

339*
CHIH. To ftep smartly to a proper poiition

on teeing a superior; attentiTC; respectful; to pass with

alacrity ; speedy ; fleet.

a feeling and manner

occasioned by the presence of superiors. Peaou sfib

t-Mf V-l.

swift, precipitate. Pftli sfih <w? ji^\ the appearance of any

thing short ; short of the number or quantity. Sfib pah

the name of a country.

TSAOU. To meet with; to occur; to hap-

pen ; to go or cruize about ; a time or occasion.

TSAN.

Distant; remote. Read Che, The appearance of wafk ing.

CHAl . To cover over; to pterent teeing ;

to screen, literally or figuratively. To conceal.
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Same as $ Tselh.

YANG. To walk; to go.

A form of 3 Wo.

CHE.

Near to; not distant. An erroneous character.

TSUNG. To walk slowly.

Original form of ^ Tun.

\ Ci- To go away; to remoTe to a distance;

to avoid. The scabbard of a sword, or sheath for a knife.

LOW.

Connected ; the appearance of unbroken continuity.

KEW. To walk with reverence and respect.

CHE.

To walk leisurely j to be long in doing ; to impede by being

in too much haste. Slow ; dilatory ; late ; to delay or stay for.

A nrname. Che woo che yew jg lj^^ |Jj
the circum-

itaocei or causes of the delay.

TART i. TOL. in. 6

A form of X Ts5.

I a HO. The appearance of walking. T*o tiuy

J the appearance of hurry and precipitation.

Same as $J) Yu.

TWELVE STROKES

WOO. The print of a foot; a footstep.

JPt-> TSEAOU. The appearance of walking.

SEANG. The appearance of walking.

LIN. To walk or act with difficulty; to de-

sire covetously ; parsimoniously , to select with care.

TSUN. To follow in a way that * superior

points out; to obey; to yield to ; to submit to, to accord

with what is dictated to one* obedience ; to practice ; to

induce obedience.

TSA. The appearance ofa free running hand.

An ancient form of 1* Yuen.as*
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JAOU. To surround; to go about.

TSEEN

To ascend ; to move to ; to remove, said of one's self or of

other things ; to alter one's conduct ; to reprehend and lay

a person aside, or drive him away. A surname. Tseen too

jS: 'fiP
to remoTe 'he court, or Imperial residence.

>^_ ~^ _ ^Tf

An ancient form of iffl Urh.

An erroneous form of 5^ Chuen.

Original form of %j[ Low.

SEUEN.

To dance round in a circle. To choose , to select ;
to

choose and appoint officers of government. Apprehensive;

timorous. Read Swan, To reckon up ten thousand. Read

Sfih, A piece of silver.

CHUNG. Ease ; leisure ; retirement.

YUri. To follow in the same course as those

who have preceded ; to record or narrate ; to obey. A par-

ticle enunciated at tue beginning of a spoken sentence. A

surname.

An ancient form of iJt E.

KEAOU.

A plank or sledge for travelling through mud.

E, and Wei. To die and leave a kingdom,

a slate, or a will behind one. To leave
; to reject; to lose ;

to throw a largess to ; leavings ; residue. A surname. E see

tsing sh8h sin iti
fflj /Em Jfe j\j\

an emission of semen

connected with the mind. Mung se e tsing ^ sjjj; ^M
emission of semen in dreams. E luy jj^ fe posterity. E
neaou Jg ^ an inability to retain the urine, or an invo-

luntary discharge of urine. Wei shoo
j^- s|fc

a will. Wei

chfih .Jff Pli^
the commands left by a dying person.

PEEN.

To strike with a marking line; to proceed without ceasing.

WOO, and G8.

To occur; to meet; to rush against; to oppose rebellious! r-

LEAOU. Remote; distant; far off; reiterated

in the same sense. The name of a Tartar state. Kw5 cbaou

kae Leaou-tung wei Fung-teen-foo JS| 5H Kr ^ lj
'S

^^ )^f
the Present dJDasty changed the Leaou-tung (of

the Tartars) to Fung-teen-foo.

WEI. To walk incautiously.

Same as Tso.

Same as M Shih.
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Same as % Kc.

An ancient form of $ Tsin.

Same as ^ Lin.

K'HEU. Hurried; agiUted j afraid , precipi-

tately impelled! fleet or swift motion; hasty step; a courier

or express. Fluttered; irresolute; struck with trepidation;

languid ; over powered. A surname.

SHE. To reach or extend to i distant.

>HgT
'

"^nl'f" PE. To go out of the way of; to avoid; to

shun ; to retire from ; to go into solitary retirement. Hwuy pe

3jf to retire ; to stand back when magistrates pass along

the street. Pe she fei ^ -S 3fe to retire from notice,

in order to avoid making one's self the subject of discussion

or altercation, for and against. Mei keen Fuh lae, tseih peen

hwuj pe <ffl^ JP iffi yfc HB ^p [pi jE* whenever she saw

Budh coming, she immediately withdrew to avoid him.

^&* *
^<\BZ HWUY. To revolve or circulate

TS'HEEN.

Tseen tseen a wish to approach near.

* SHEN.

The appearance of walking swiftly. Also read Chen.

SEEN.

The appearance of walking, to screen or corer i to remote.

YAOU. TO screen or cover over ; to invite

to one ; to seek to obtain ; to want ; to acquire. Yaou

yew lung chow hing 3$ ~fo
j|i|

-A- ^J to requeit a friend

ti> go with one in the tame boat.

MAE. TO walk or go to a distance ; to pat*;

to exceed. Aged. Certain periodical journies of the emperor.

To disregard or not look at. Occurs denoting To go with

strength to the doing of.

WEI. A surname.

TSO. Same as | Ts5.

THANG. To pass; to exceed.

I

HEAE. Heae to meet without

previous appointment; accidentally; fortuitously. Pleated;

gratified

UY. Deep recess ; far in amongst ; applied to

houses which have apartments behind ; far removed from the

front entrance; and to banners far in the rear.

HWAN, and Han.

To return to; to revert; to come back; to give or pay
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bark. To look or pay regard to; to turo round ( to encircle ;

forthwith : immediately , still ; even till now.

^r-
V=f CHEN. Tun chen ^3g to progress with

difficulty ; to appear to gain DO ground.

2 a*T T'HEIH, and Lu\

Rain. Tcili leih
ijg Ajj"

the appearance of raiuiog.

T'HANG.

Ting tan t^ R$J a certain imperial document.

An ancient form of *jfc. Yew.

An ancient form of Jt Se.

An ancient form of S E.

Same as the preceding.

Same as W Gaou.

YEW. A valuable stone.

An original form of
j|!|

Lin.

URH. Near to; at hand.

HWAK, orHwuy.

Not separated from , not opposed to. Also read Been and Han

Iv-b

An ancient form of iH Ta.

T'HEIH. To skip or leap.

S A. To walk with velocity and haste.

MO. Remote ; distant; to view, as far off;

look at in a distant manner! to view with contempt.

An ancient form of jg Tsun.

FIFTEEN STROKES.

T'HUH. To exchange ;
to number.

PEEN. On the frontier , on the border; b

the side. A surname- Chung, peen U7
jqg

within and with-

out ; inside and outside. Pang peen tyj* vj& by the side of.

Peen hwan ^^ fp distress or annoyance on the froutier.

The appearance of walking slowly.

An ancient form of {* Yuen,
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LEE, and La. LI ta
jffi

sll the appearance

w

of walking in a slow pacing manner. The waving of banners.

A form of 5* Pe'en.

An original form of 3Jg Hwan.

YUEN. An extensive and uncultivated com-

mon, or uncultivated tract of land.

A form of m MS.

LEIH. Near to.

An ancient form of jji Tun.

YEW, and YaOU. Going with velocity.

Same as the preceding.

YO. Remote
; distant.

Original form of H| Yuen. Nf^

An ancient form of j|ji Tun.

FART I. VOL. III. 6 R

==*% Same as m Yew.

YIH. To walk sharply to a place.

NEE. The appearance of walking

CHOO.

Not walking i not going. A horie not progreiting.

^^te

An ancient form of JB Hwan, or Kwan.

An ancient form of *1 Tseen.

A form of ^ Mae.

LO. From sill; Mid to walk or go. To cruis-

er patrol about ;
a patrol of soldiers , to surround as by

mountains; to screen from. Seuen lo
2({{ jS|

to crui- or

patrol ; to go about as a watchman. Seen-lo
JS| ltd ^iam.

Lhr. Walking by the side in a continuous manner.

o

WO. Walking without resting. WSwS^i^

going round in a circle.

An ancient form of i^ Tsin.
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An original form of j
Tsaou. An original form of jfi Choo.

CLXIII RD RADICAL.

A place where many are assembled and live together,

where there are different ranks. A city; a royal city, or the

city of a prince. An accumulation of the breath ; a shortness

of breathing.

KE. Name of a place.

TING. Name of a district, and ofa pavilion.

SH1H. The name of a He'en district.

K'HOW. Name of a country place.

K'HE. The name of a Keen district.

YUISIG. A square city with a ditch around

iU wall*. To fill or stop up a stream of water. Cordial agree-

ment
, harmony; the name of a place.

TP

t!5

|\

aHAN. The name of a place. A surname.

HAN.

The name of an aqueduct or small canal.

YU.

Name of an ancient principality, and of a place. A surname.

MANG.

A certain town on a bill in Honan province.

T'HOO. Name of a country place.

fP
Name of i

*P
A certs

P
JOO. Name of an ancient state.

FAN. Name of a place.

Sx ^X QXK'HEUNG.

The name of a territory, of a been district, of a water,

and of a hill. Wearied with labour, sick.
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Ml \TSUN. The name of a country place.

*! I 1 TSAE. The name of a country place.

*fcl\

n
Original form of j|> Yu.

TSEEN. The name of a place.

IP

FOUR STROKES.

FOO. Name of a place.

K'HANG. The name of a district.

PAE.

Name of a district, and of a city. Also read Pei.

rUN. Name of an ancient stale. Name of a

modern district in Shen-se provider.

TS1NG, The name of a place.

RING.

Name of an ancient principality, and of a district. A

surname.

CHE.

Name of an ancient city. Read Kr, in the seme of l|lA Ke.
FI^V

FANG. The name of a Keen district.

SHAOU.

Name of a place in Shan-tung province. Also read Tteaou.

NEW. Name of a territory.

NO, and Na. How > where ? Great; much.

To terminate; rest; repose ; to transfer to. A surname.

flP
Original form of the preceding.

HIN.

The name of a territory. A neighbourhood.

Same as Yun,

. The name of a territory. A surname.

PANG.n
A state or nation, commonly applied to smaller stales.

A surname. Pang kea HHj X: the family lhat presides OTCC

a nation ; and the nation which the prince considers his family.

Pang kwS $R
||9

a state or nation, a smaller and larger na-

tion; nations generally.
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YUEN. Name of a city in ^ Tsin.

suh f<K. so tan

vulgar women.

The name of a district Tiun tung

0g read by boys and

HO. The name of a place.

xCJ I
\

Same as
|^ Ching;.

K'HIN. The name of a pavilion.

SEAY. Deflected ; swerved from the line of

rectitude; depraved j bad; vicious; corrupting; noxious;

ohscene; lewd; impure thoughts; specious, but corrupting

language. Read Yay, occurs in several proper names. An

interrogative particle. San keaou che wae, tsth wei seay heS

H |fc fo l!) @ 1$^ all that is not included in

the three religions (of Confucius, Taou, and Budh) is heterodox.

An ancient form of ^(5 Pang.

An ancient form of
|)j Ke.

PEL

A surname ; the nnme of a place. Also read Fei.

KEU - The name of a plate.

PAOU. Name of a
territory, also a surname

YEW.

Name of a pavilion, and of a village. Also read Teih.

PEENT. Name of a city.

|J M "AN. Name of an ancient place and of a rirer.

Occurs denoting Plenty, abundance.

IM
njjj HAL. The name of an ancient slate.

n
Same as ^J Tsze.

Same as
jf/jj No.

K'HEW. Name of a territory,

WE. Name of a territory.

PEI'H.

Name of territory. Good. A surname.

FOW, or Pel. The name of a place, ofVpQ
a district, and of a hiJI. A surname.
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TSEU. Name of a village.

"1 ]>(.. Name of a city, and of a territory.

A surname. Cordiality and harmony.

KEU.

The name of a pavilion. A certin place of concourse.

fP

The name of a city. A surname.

PEL Name of a territory.

HAOU. The name of a village.

YVA. Name of a
territory.

From a place and to go to. The place to

which all people of rank, kings, princes, and nobles repair;

the residence of the court ; apartments for the residence of

such visitors ; in modern use, any lodging house for tra-

vellers. Also that which extends to the ground ; radical ; at I

the bottom ; fundamental ; a sort of screen ; to rush against.

A surname.

An ancient form of
^(f Pang.

PART I. TOL. III. C I

SIX STROKES.

CHIN. Name of a territory.

KWAN. Name of a village.

KWEI. The name of a district. A surname.

T'HUNG. Name of a village.

KUNG. Name of city, and of a pavilion.

HEANG. A path or road through a Tillage.

CHOO. Name of an ancient nation.

oHL. Name Of a payiijon, aud of a bill.

TSAOU. Name of a hill.

K'HOO. Name of a territory.

CHING. Name of a he'en district.

YUH. The name of a place, elegant. A surname.
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KAE. Name of a village.

TSUN. Name of a been district.

n SEEN. Name of a state.

GAN. Name of a village.

HO.

Name of a Been district, and of a river. A surname.

KWEI. Lfih kwei fe fnK the nameof a hill.

KEIH.

Name ofa place ; a surname. Died also to denote An interstice.

u

CHlli. Name of an ancient been district. To

go to, or arrive at. To ascend. A surname.

.

KtilH. Name of a hill. Nameof a country.

HWANG. Name of a he'en district.

SEUN.

Name ol an ancient nation, and of a place. A lumpine.

JOO. The name of a place.

i

TSAE. Name of an ancient state.

YU. Name of a pavilion.

LUY. The name of a been district

IP
HOW.

Name of a city in Shan-lung province. A surname.

3JR
l\

4l\

Original form of JfP Hing.

NEEN. Name of a village.

KEAOLI. Wasteland or common, outside*.

city or a state. The name of a sacrifice, and of a particular

place.

HE. Name of a village.

CH1NG.

The name of an ancient stale or nation. A suriarac.

T'HOO

Name of an at cient city on the east side of Loo,
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15

LE. Name of a place.

YEN. Name of a place.

MANG. Name of a village,

TOW. Name of a been district.

CH'HE. Name ofa city. A surname.

CHIN.

Name of an ancient state. A surname.

SHAOU.

A portion of land given to certain officers by government.

LEU. Name of a pavilion.

An erroneous form of^ Le.

TSO, The name of a hill.

FOO, or Poo. Naraeof a certain pavilion.

WOO. Name of a city, and of a district.

fP

i\V-

TSEUN. Name of a place.

K'HE. Name of an ancient heen district.

POO. Name of a pavilion.

ffi
LUNG. Name of a city in the state Loo.

POW. Name of a
territory.

^fc|\
HING. Name of a village.

P
YEW. Name of a pavilion.

POO. The outer frail of a city, suburb*, or a

wall remote from the inner city.

KAOU. Name of an ancient place. A surname.

V

HO. Name of a place. A surname. Read

SliTh, Sbih sblh ifcR iMJ to plough or cultivate the ground.

A surname.

I f 1% JjAINCi. Name of a pavilion in Loo. Name

v\\*
of a certain office ;

a contplimeutary term applied to men, t
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yourmatter*, and to husbands. A surname. Ling lang

<on. Sin lang Sir 011 s bridegroom. Foo kea lane" 'TM W
S
a rich man's son.

K'HWAE. Name of a village. A surname.

KEA.

Name of a territory ; a room or lodge at the gate. A surname.

KANG. Name of a place.

KHEW

The name of a territory ; the name of a village.

K'HEUN

A place where there is a large concourse of people. A kind

of principality in ancient times.
Tsin:^^

who first reduced

the independant states of China under one head, divided the

country into thirty. six SJ K'heun.

YING. Name of a territory.

PO.

Name of a place ; a place that riie* up. Also read Puh.

KEIH. Name of a city. A surname. To look

up towards. Used to denote an interstice. The blending of

tho boaei and fleih . A cause of quarrel.

EIGHT STROKES.

LE. Name of an ancient principality.

TANG.

Name of a territory ; to dwell ; some say the extent of 500 If.

PEL Name of a village. A surname.

'HOO. Name of a tillage, and of a city.

KEU. Name of a state.

E. Name of a village and of a city.

L POO. Poo, is the sum of all the parts, a col-

**P
leclive amount i

a general controul of things arranged under

one bead ; a general division of ; a tribe ; a class
;
an ar-

rangement of the stars ; the name of a particular star ; a

division of a book ,
a numeral particle of books. A public

court. Poo, in the language of classification, denotes Clan

or fenu; Luy ?0j|
is species. Poo is used for a tribe of

men applied to the Tartar and Mahomedan tribes. Hea pvo

the lower extremitici.

HEAOU.

Name of a city, and of a hill. Read Gaou,The name of a city.
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n TSAE. Name of a territory.

TSANG. Name ofa kingdom.

TS'HE,

Name of a territory. Name of a been district.

An erroneous form of {5$ Te.

TSUNG. Name of a kingdom.

\

YEN. Name of a nation.

Same as 4$ Neen.

PE.

The name of a city, and of a district. A surname.

TSEIH. Name of a village.

TSING. Name of a
territory.

KO, or

1*^ I?HIV HAOU. Name of a city.

7\\*
EElt?
[pi L|

CHOW. Name of an ancient nation

T'HAN

Name ofa kingdom and ofa city. A surname.

TSOW. Name of a city. A surname

TSZE. Name of a village.

m PING. Name of a territory.

LAE. Name ofa territory, and ofa bill.

Desert watte land outiide citiei. The name of a itate.

turnaroe.

ARI I. TOL. HI. T

7
, or Ne.

and

HOO. Name of a
territory.

CH'HIN. The name of a district.

YEW. A post office; a place with a relay of

horses for carrying government despatches. A cottage in a field.

Same as fft Yew.
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An ancient form of ^fl Too.

Same as ! Hoo.

$Rw

YING. A surname.

KEIH. Name of a city.

SE. Name of an- ancient principality.

KEAOU. Name of a Heen district.

P
KE. Name of a Heen district,

/< v

^FfffL
IJNu. Tlie appearance of many; great abundance.

Same as %$ Keaou.

E. Name of an ancient city.

TOO.

The place of the imperial residence i the capital of the

empire ; cilie granted lo the sons of nobles, and also thooe

grilled to support eminent statesmen. A term of praise and

commendation; abundant. All, tbe whole number; general;

a concourse of waters; to dwell ; an inilet oo which bird?

collect. A surname. Ling jing roing le cbe tin too tsii

^ A %i M . <C> ^^ cai"e P^P'6 '* "bewei of

fame and gaio to be all at an eud.

IP
CHING. Name of a territorr, name of a plate.

HV\ ANG. Nameof an ancient been district.

Same as ^ Heang.

IP

YEN. Name of a been district.

MEI. A certain place in Shen-se.

YU. Name of a territory.

YING. Name of a territory.

The name of an ancieut kingdom. 2^

l\ TSOW. The name of a
territory.

=&T?
p-l l\ Same as

|qj Pei.

Tt -

\ L'H. The name of a territory.

\*
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Name of an ancient territory, and of a city.

JOO. Name of a village.

SHOO.

Name of a district under the Han dynasty.

'

|\
KEUEN Name of a territory, and<of a city.

A vulgar form of f|p Yu.

YU.

Name of an ancient kingdom, A surname Also read Keu.

*ft
^J^lj Original form of

f|li Sow
s* r

>rf
SING. The name of a

territory

Name of-a
territory anciently in Shan-tun- .

HEANG. Name of a
territory.

K'H WEI. Name of a
territory.

;

P

TEN STROKKS

TUNG. Name of an ancient kingdom.

v xtvO
KO. Name of a territory. ft7*

YU. Name of a village;

U

WAN. The name of a village.

YIH. The name of a
territory.

PANG. Name of a pavilion.

HOW. The name of a Been district.

BOW. Name of a northern Tartar nation.

T'HANG. The name of a nation.

*--ki The name of a ration. Read Leih, The

name <>f a Keen district.-

MING. The name of a city.
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SEIH. The name of a territory,

SO. The name of a pavilion

Same as $$ Tow.

U

JUH. Kel jfih /ftR J1K the name of a city.

y

CH'HLJH. Name of a city. A surnwne.

UNG. The name of a city.

SZE.andTsin. The name of a city.

TSOW.

Name of a country. A surname. Also read Chow.

K'HEEN. The name of a village.

LEIH. The name of a territory,

HEANG, and Heang.

Heang denotes Directed towards; the place towards which

man; persons turn. Twelve thousand five hundred families

make a Heang. A village. Used to denote Sound ; none.

To turn towards ;
two flights of steps; windows opposite to

each other.

E. The name of a territory.

avi
MA. The name of a district.

A vulgar form of j$ Meth.

TS'HANG. Tie name of a place.

J P
WOO.

The name of a been district. Aho read Woo.

YUN.

Name of an ancient stale, and of a territory. A surname.

gj IS SEUH. To fall in ruins.

WEI, and Hwuy. Uneven,

Same as $& Seun.

Name of a city. Read Keaou, Name of a water.
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TSAK. Name of a city.

KAN. The name of a territory.

'

%"

l J TS'HEEN. The name of a territory.

J

T'HANG. The name of a territory.

^

'HANG. Name of a place.jJ K

15

LE. Name of a village.

TSAN. Name of a territory.

PEL Name of a principality and of a village.

KWAN. Name of a pavilion.

T'HOO. Name of a territory.

IP

15

PEAOLJ. Name of a territory.

YUNG

A foreign country in the south ;
a city. A surnamr

PART I. VOL. III. 6 V

A imall confined city , a frontier town
, a small district ; a

country place. Rustic ; low; vulgar) meant vicious, bad;

to esteem so; to despise; to contemn. Tan pc kcaou hni

covetoui, mean, and crafty.

f(5

IP
<1

Same as
ijft Chingv

u

MO. Name of a Heen district.

LOO. Name of a village.

'CHAOU. The name of a distrid.

Same as
f|j?

Kae.

FOO. The name of a place.

\

LEAOU. The name of a nation.

YIN. The name of a Heen district.

CHUEN. The name of a place.

LL . Wei Ic
Ipl JjjK

certain sprites or moniteri,

to inhabit billi.
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TS'HEIH. Name of a territory.

Name of a Been district, and of an ancient state.

K'HEAOU.

Name of a Been district, and of a territory.

YEN. Name of a place. A surname.

Same as ^ Shang.

HOO. Name of a territory.

CHANG. The name of a place.

TSO. Name of a He'en district.

l\ MAN. The name of a place.

TWELVE STROKES.

HEIH. Name of a
territory.

* HEU. Name of an ancient
principality.

Same as the preceding

u

1 HANG. Name of several places. A surname.

FUNG. Name of an ancient state.

Name of a he'en district, and of a water.

SIN, or Tsin.

The name of a territory, and of a city. A surname.

*W. A city in Sbang-tung. The district

in which Confucius lived. A surname.

tRP EJ, Or Pei. Name of a city io the state Loo.

\\ T'HOO. The name of a pavilion.

f\ T'HUNG. The name of a
territory.

KEAOIL The name of a
territory.

TSEAOU. The name of a village.

, The oamv of an aocieot natioo.
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|K KAOU.

The name of a village, of a valley, and of a h<=i;ii district.

p

a

u

15

. The name of an ancient state.

TSANG.

Name of an ancient kingdom, and Of a particular territory.

WEI. The name of a territory.

An original form of
Spfl

G8.

SHAN. Name of a
territory.

CH'HING

Name of an ancient principality, and of a been district.

Same as fP Tsin.

LEAOU. Name of a
city.

MOW. The name of a heen district.

SHEN.

Name of an ancient state oo the west. Also read She*.

T'HAN. The name of a
principality.

TSAN. Name of a pavilion.

Same as the preceding.

LIN. Near to; connected with-; five families.

Persons dwelling near; neighbours; slates which border on eack

other ; assistants on each hand ; ministers of state. The

sound of a carriage.

PO, Po yang SIR
[U| name of a Heen district,

where the Po jang hoo
|{J [^ flft

a well known lake on

the northern frontier of Keang-se proTince is situated.

1 AJN . The name of an ancient district, and of

a hill. Read To, The name of an ancient nation.

UNG. Fetid or stinking vapour.G

?5ll
Same as f|J5 Tseih.

ll^l

d!
? lT7 u

YUH. A surname,

Same as ^ Heang.

Vulgar form of JP Ling
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.. \

MANG, Name of a Heen district.

C'Hl H.

Name of a Been district, and a man'* name.

P
E. Name of a territory.

KEUN. The name of a territory.

i v

j^ Ij Hti. . Name of a territory in the slate Loo.

K'HEU. Name of a sort of village

MANG. Name of an ancient Keen district.

KO. Name of a village.

w\

IP

p
Name of a place known in Chinese history. A surname.

Wm TSAOU. The name of a territory.

KVVAE. The name of a kingdom. A surname.

Same as
|J Fung.

An erroneous form of
jf|l]

Keu.

FOURTEEN STROKES

An original form of $$ Lin.

KAE. Name of a territory.

K'HEO. Name of a territory.

SHOW, OT Chow. Name of a territory

MUNG. The name of a city.

u

TSEIH, and Ts5. Name of a territory.

MUNG. Name of a city.

TSOW. Name of a place.

LE. A surname.

Same as i;R Foo.

KWANG. A surname,
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g Same as !R Man.

IP

wn

&

.. \

3?

LEEN. Name of a city.

LUY. Name of a territory

Same as
f(J! Tswan

HING. Name of a territory.

LANG. Name of a city.

A vulgar form of ^ Lev

CHEN.

A place where things are sold
;
a market place.

An erroneous form of
Jjj^l Mung.

SZE, or Tsze. Name of a village.

CHING. Name of an ancient nation

I tiW . Name of a kingdom or principality .

C x

FAN. The name of a country place

Same as the preceding.

SIXTEEN STROKES.

A form of K5.

r*XT I. TOL. 111.

Same as )|J Hvru.

YIN. The name of a
territory.

A form of j$ Tang.

KE. Name of a He'en district.

I tiN . The name oT a city. Alo a map's name.

I 3AN, Name of a territory in the stale Sung.

LEIH. Name of a
territory.

YING. Name of a Hcen district.

JANG. Name of a district.
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LING. Name of a Heen district.

P
HWAN. An ancient city in Shang-tung.

Read Keuen, The name of a Tillage.

ftt\ HE, or Hwuy. Name of a city, and of a

place in the state Tse. Name of a hill; a dangerous-mountain.

HIMJ FUNG. The seat or royal residence of the

ancient king ^C Wan-wang ; the name of a state, and of

a river. A surname.

P

I

K.EO. Name of a village, and of a. district

TSWAN, and Tswan,

To collect together , to aggregate. The name of a place.

The name of a place. A surname.

^*R

Jkil'

Same as
jpjjj Tang,

;'HEO. Name of a village.

CLXIV TH RADICAL

YEW.

Matured, finished ; completed, elegant, applied to nature ;

Ibe eighth moon; evening; full; satiated; old; grain fit to

make liquor or wine ; an astronomical and horary character

denoting the hours from five to seven in the evening. Name

of a river, and of bills. A surname.

TING.
Astateofinebriaty; intoxicated ; drunk.

I SEW. Chinese liquor, which by long keep-

ing become* wateiy on the surface. As a local word denotes

Hot ; an officer whose duty it was to attend to wine. Valiant ,

an epithet of martial leaders; the name of a spear.

PE A particular sort of liquor

I CHO;

. TO pour out and fill other vessels. To

deliberate; to consult in order to devise the best means.

The name of a place.

PHEI. ^k -S^S 2

The colour of liquor or wine. A fellow , an equal ; to

pair; to cause to accompany. Pei h3 fip ,> to join together ;
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Pei gow PW fSL or Peih pei J^C fl|P
husband and wife.

Pei heang ffip "ffi
an equal enjoyment of sacrificial rites

( 1U >f

and worship with Teen ^ Heaven, Te
J4J|

Earth,, and

Shang-te p &" the Supreme God : the emperors of China

are thus deified after death. The apotheosis of the emperor

Kea-king took place in 1821; $ |C _t ^ ^ g J^

^fs 1 7f\ ?& JfiW P2, ^- reverently sacrifice to the

Supreme God, and present the (late) benevolent, honorable,

and sage emperor to an equal enjoyment of divine honors.

(Peking Gazette, N XLI, 1st year of Taou-kwang.)

YIH. The colour of liquor or wine.

CH'HOW.

t
Generous wine, or strong liquor thrice distilled:

E.

Liquor made from rice ; sweet liquor or wine ; to drink.

HANG. Bitter liquor.

YU. To drink

it

Wine, or spirituous liquor of any

kind for drinking; the Chinese of Canton apply it to beer.

Name of a place ; a surname. Tsew ping yffi jjfc
a ferment

for making wine.

Same
asjljjjji

Chun, Beautiful, excellent, said ofliquor.

FOUR STROKES.

YIN. To drink a very little.

PE. Name of a certain liquor.

KO. The colour of liquor.

Same as jf Pei.

Ill} * JN-v Wine ofa superior or excellent quality.

WAN. The name of a vessel for

YEN. Wine or liquor.

A vulgar form of ^ Tsuy.

Same as Ml Me'en.

An ancient form of ^ Tseang.

T'HAN. To delight in wine, addicted to li-

quor. Read Chin, Name of a bird and of a liquor jaid t ke

made poisonous by the feathers ofthe bird.

n
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YEN. Silk used for making the strings of

musical instrument* Liquor which hai a bitter taste. To

drink as much as one usually can. Read Than, in the same

irnse. Read Yio, To drink.

MAOU. Maou taou
|ffi g| exceedingly drank.

KANG
I/L
A all nmrsh or lake , a place from which salt is procured.

HEU.

Mischievously drunk, in a rage and mad by intoxication.

ft

lit)

TSEU. The colour of liquor or wine.

P'HO. The colour and the yapour of liquor.

TOW. Double distilled liquor.

fc
. A preparation made from rotten poise.

Same as |& Heaou.

Same as 1$ Hoo.

17 ame as Ft Tan.

CHK.

Name of a preparation made from rotten pulse.

Same as Hoo.

PA. The vapour of liquor.

KOO. A wine cup.

T'HUNG.

Wine that is spoiled by becoming soar.

TSOO.

Preparations like soy, to eat with solid fud.

|T*I Same as @\ Tae.

irv

IJl T'HEEN.

To arrange proper quantities of condiments and tastes.

Kill I . To join the contributions of many for

the purchase of liquor to make a feast.

K'HEA. Bitter liquor.

IP T'HO. The (ace reddened by drinking liquor j

appearing under the influence of wine.
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Same as
f^jj Ling.

Same as II Te.

H'LU. Drunk; drunk and mischievous.

1 S/it.. The dregs of liquors made from rice.

K. A liquor made from rice
; sweet wine; a

kind of congee or gruel made from millet; a thin clear

decoction made from puUe. Also used in the sense of the

H T'ho.

/

TS'HOO. To pledge the host with wine in

return for his pledge ; hence To recompence. The character

j|ft
Ts5, denotes A sort of vinegar or pickle, which fife Tsoo

1-^1

formerly denoted, they are now changed for each other by

popular caprice. Name of a certain vessel.

Same as the
following.

FAN. Liquor distilled with haste.

An erroneous form of
|jjjl

PS.

:JL
l~^_ IVOU. Liquor for drinking; liquor distilled over

night. To sell or buy wine or liquor.

TAUT I. TO I.. I". 6 T

HAN. Elevated with win* ; chearful ( merry ;

the pleasures of wise, not overpowered or rendered sottith

by it. Some lay, To drink deeply.

PEIH.

To drink liquor till it be entirely exhausted.

Same as fff Yung.

PEAOU. The colour of wine.

GANG. A thick tpeciei of liquor or wine.

A certain preparation of milk, a certain

liquor to drink as wine, a medicinal preparation.

The sound of this character is not known ; it denotes

Filled or sitiated with wine.

Same as )0 Pu.

SIX STROKES

A vulgar form of |j$ Keu,

E, or Urh. Double distilled liquor.
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**
TT* A vulgar form of Chow.

i*

A thick sort of liquor mad -from rice.

SUNG. The name of a liquor.

u

HWO. A kind of sweet liquor.

CHOO.

To pour out wine; filled with liquor, drunk.

\

MING. A certain preparation of boiled wheat

and other grain to form a drink of.

u

L/O. The unctuous thich part of milk ; cream,

that which fattens ; a liquor made from mare's milk by the

Tartars, from the lame materials a dry preparation is made.

JEN.

A slight taste or flavor. Read Nan, Satiated.

lS- CH'HUE. Salted vegetables.

CHUW. To return the pledge, ceremony, or

compliment of drinking to ; to make a return, according to

what has been received ; to recompence. The first offer of

wine t<> the guest is expressd by J& Heen ; the return made

by the guest, is called Bfe Tso j and the host's return again

'n called
pjjjj

Chow. Han yueo, tsth luy tae seaog chow

P$j|
H?

HJ]
3L <rP

ij^ Wjjj
when they feel resentment,

they become enemies for several generations; said of the for-

mer inhabitants of Kwei-chow province.

/

YEW.

To pledge again with wine; to recompense

T'HUNG.

Spoiled liquor or wine. Also read Chung.

WEI. A drunken appearance.

HEAOU. To sell wine or liquor.

NE. Double distilled liquor.

o

FA. Liquor once distilled.

A form of
jjfijj

Tsaou.

KEUEN. To receive wine through the ori-

fice at the bottom of a vessel.

YING.

To awaken from sleep, or be sobered from wine.

YIN. To wash or rinse the mouth.

m
m
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CH'HING. Partially roused from a fit of

intoxication; slightly come to one's senses after being intoxica-

ted ; the sorrow and vexation which is felt on recovering from

a degrading state of drunkenness.

T'HOO. The mother of wines the materials

of which wine is made ; wine or liquor with the dreps or

faces still in it.

raiseKEAOU. The faeces of wine used to

dough { fermenting substance ; a kind of yeast ; leaven.

JVlhil. A ferment used in making wine.

K'HUH. Generous well tasted wine ;
the heart

hardened, as by drunkenness. Hard-hearted ; inhuman , cruel,

in an extreme or very high degree j very fierce indignation.

Also read H5. Kflh gae nan fungtfjJHJ 5? M St excessively^ir^ >*^r /~J r**\

addicted to sodomy.

SWAN. A sour taste, they say all sour medi-

cines nourish the bones. A loitering gait, as when there is great

debility felt; a grieved and afflicted state of mind. Name of a

territory, of a river, of a wood, and of a bird. Swan seaou

r$ %& P:iin in the head. Tuy tsBh swan juen ffiS Fjk |$U^ / r~j *!" f**& Fi*^

numbness and weakness in the limbs.

HAN. The colour of liquor; a red face.

""^ TSUY. Confused or stupified by wine.T

1-rfAfci. To pour wine upon the ground , a con-

tii'uutiou of the sacrifice.

POO.

To drink a great quantity of wine. Name of a divinity.

NAN. Drunken pimples on the face.

EIGHT STROKES.

LEANG,

Mixed tastes or flavors; one rays, A certain clear condiment.

WEI

Liquor made from flesh. Read Cbuy, Siekne, disease.

@*|> LiUH. A kind of liquor or wine which isdeeni-

/jv
ed excellent. Ling Ifih J^ffi*

the name of a generous wiur.

NUY. A certain preparation of rice.

Same as 9| Tan.

iZ^YEN. A bitter taste

LAN. Peaches preserved in a particular way;
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1 HKKN. Generoui wine; itrong liquor.

CHE

A liquor or condiment made from fish rows.

CH'HCMY. A certain species of liquor or wine.

Pickled fih, or other meat preserved

in tailed liquor , pickled vegetables.

CHE. Same as ff Che, and || Te

T'HAOU.

Maou taou a drunken appearance.

P'HEI.

Satiated with liquor , drunk , liquor with the dregs in it.

A wine cup ;
a slight degree of clear-

new in otherwise thick wine.

TSEANG.

Salt ; salted liquor to preserve or pickle things in.

SHUN, Generous pleasant wine: liquids of a

/LQ

T'HAN. Weak liquor and vinegar.

A vulgar form of *g Chang.

MEH.

The thick part of milk. Head Yin, The ooiie of liquor.

* BUlf Intoxicated with any liquor ,
drunk ;

highly facinated with any thing ; stupified ; completely drvo-

ted tn ; lost In the midst of. A surname. Tiuy joo ne

fJT i(P ")M
as drunk as "*ire < deatl drunk. Tsuy how jin

foo ma shang fe^ ^ J& E _|^ after being drunk

helped on to one'* hone.

CHUE. TO pour out libations of wine wlier.

performing the rites of sacrifice.

Same as H Pe.

tt-.iik substantial body , seminal matter, applied to nature

generally, essence Respectful; attentive; observant

At banquets, let those who cat drink.,

drink , I hose who cannot, let them rease.

v

-, ^_ TSO. Sour wine; sour pickles ; vinegar

I

*f

Same as @3i Heu.

An erroneous form of Eg Cha.
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1
1

Same as IS Che.

YIN

A sort of ferment for wine. A dark and sombre recess.

Same as j|g Po.

MEL A name for vinegar.

YIN. The noise made by a person drunk.

Any thing covered up from the air.

Same as |ffl E.

T'HE. Clear pure wine; a red sort of wine. Te

hooffi KB a thick cream-like rich liquor, which notwithstand-

ing oozes through every vessel except a calabash or an egg-

shell j
used figuratively for the munificent disposition of Budha.

HWAN.

To sprinkle wine or spirits about. Also read Y un.

A vulgar form of i$ He'en.

TOO. A sort of liquid condiment.

HAE. A vessel to contain wine.

PART I. TOI.. Ill, Z

MEEN. Sunk into a habit of drinkint; a

constant tipler. Same as
JjS Mi-en.

HOO. Te hoo
jlijJ |j,J|

a certain ardent gene-

rous liquor made from cream. Used figuratively for the dis-

position of Budha . See above under ft& Te.

MOW, and Mb6. A sort of liquid condiment.

/

1 UW . A certain condiment or liquor .

TSUNG.

A sort of wine esteemed thick and muddy,

SEU.

Fine pure wiae, or such liquor as the Chinese drink.

SING, Sing, and Sing TO be roused

from intoxication. To awaken, or arouse from slerp ; to

awaken morally ; to excite to a state of serious reflection.

Read Tsing, The name of a star.

To boil j to dress by the application of fire.

i!fc

KWEI. Clarified wine.

1 HAN. Gravy; the serous jui eozej

from flesh. Tan hae

meat is preserved.

'gravy; briny juics in which-
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A form of
fvjj Tseang.

HOO. Salted vegetables,

TSEW.

An officer appointed to superintend liquors and wines.

SOW. A white coloured wine.

HE. Sour. A man's name. Same a fife Hr

Same as s Sow.

An ancient form of W. Yin

Same as S5 Shun.

YEW. A name of wine.

Same as

546

i

o -

Same as
j]iE Ching.

Same as 1 ] Ho.

('HUE. Salted vegetables.

TEN STROKES.

TSUY A man's name.

KO. A vessel to contain wine.

SANG. A certain liquor called Milk wine.

M E i H . To drink liquor till it all be ripetded.

A vulgar form of ^ Sow.

MK rxicated ; drunk.

LEW. A name of liquor.

HAN. Pure wine.

JUNG.

Wine; generous wine; atron; liquor. Also read tie.

WEI, or Gae. A drunken appearance.
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TSEUE.

The taste of wine or liquor changed for the worse.

MUNG.

A ferment producing a mould or corering outside.

u

HUH. Thick liquor or wine.

To draw off wine through an aperture from below.

CH'HOW. Ugly ; deformed
; hateful ; stink-

ing ; offensive ; moral deformity ; shameful disgraceful conduct.

To hate; to abhor. A group, class, or species, to compare.

The name of a hill. A surname.

Same as P She.

A white coloured wine. Shan tso

1 1 1 1^ a name f a sorl of chesnut.

MEIH. A sort of dried scum of milk.

r

I

WAN.

From warmth and nem mine. To ferment liquor.

XX
^~Lt " YUNGr. A petty man wider the influence

of strong drink. Name of a cerUin talnable shell.

Same as
|}IE Ching.

PANG. To urge another cup of wine.

YANG. Thick muddy wine.

A wine pres ; an utensil for eipreming oil.

HAE. Minced meat preserred in some liquor.

The sound is not known. The name of a territory.

YUH. A yellow swarthy coloured fare.

E. Liquor or wine.

PE. A liquid sap taken from a certain tree.

MOO. An excellent liquid condiment.

HUNG.

A drunken appearance as if unable to stand upon one's ftrt.

An erroneous form of Iff Huh.
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ME. A white scum anting on liquid condiments.

Same as the preceding.

SAE,orShae.

To strain off a liquor. Read Cha, Same as
ffip

dm.

An erroneous form of $5l Cha.

I" *

H

==? P'HEAOU. Clear liquor or wine.

_ Original form of ||! Tsung.

MS*

SAN.
r

A sour ta*te. Dead drunk. Also read Tsan or Ts'hin.

r

YU. To drink in secret. Private or clandes-

tine. Read Gow, A discordance in the taste of wine.

Same as
j||[ Shang.

LE. Thin poor wine.

& The work of curing disease, the person who

does to. To heal
j to cure ; the Medical profession. The

name of an insect. To drink.

w

* '

CHAOU. Intoxicated; drunk

An ancient form of )fia Tsaou.

LAOU.

The thick dregs of wine. The name of a territory.

An original form of JJH Chow.

Same as wk Too.

Same as TO Soo.

CHE. Wine or liquor.

TSEANG.

A kind ofpickle ; certain mode ofpreserving meal, rice, and pul*

****- NEEN.

To melt as snow in a thaw ; to diminish

Same as ff Che.

TWELVE STROKES

An ancient form of 1$ Svraii.
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A vulgar form of j|i Joo.

\t

KEUH. A liquid condiment.

PEL

To cover or overshadow. The colour of liquor.

v
. HUH. A white scum growing on liquor.

TSIN.

To suck in liquor or wine; In sip; excellent wine.

WANG. A name of wine.

TAN. Thick muddy wine.

LEAOU. Clear pure wine.

SHEN. Bitter liquor or wine v

L'HE. Liquor made of a particular kind of rice.

if.

RUNG. Salted vegetables

L\OU. Thick muddy wine.

I. rot. in. t A

TSEAOU. To burn incense or victims and

pour out oblations in every case in which the priesU of

Budha and of the Taou feet erect an altar and offer up

prayers, it is expressed by Tseaou. To complete; to perfect

or terminate. Occurs denoting Vexation and sorrow. To

invite to a feast or to take wine.

HWA. A particular kind of wine.

TSUY. A liquid condiment.

HE. Sour ; a soar taste. He he

dregs Name of an insect.

YEW, Liquor or wine.

KEEN. Salt; a salt.

thick

Tsr

T'HAN. The taste of liquor bitter; the taste

of wine speedily going off: a strong tasted liquor; sweet wine

or liquor.

PO. Double distilled wine.

The sound of this letter is not known-, it refers

'

to a thin tasteless liquor, but the sense is not

A Vulgar form of g| Ling.
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HUH Thick liqjuor or win

'

MUNG. Thick liquor or wine.

N UN (j .

Strong liquor ; generous wine ; high

flavored wine. Nungtsew B| Info generous high flavored w4oe.

Y1H Bitter wine or liquor f strong liquor.

Clear) pure. Liquors given to the army,

I/Li Vi-ft LE. A Hquor made by being distilled one night ;

tweet wine. Name of a district.

PAOU. A particular aura about the face.

:KEO,
OP Ketl-. A general contribution to a

4

feast ; a feast with wine made by a general subscription to it ;

a sort of pic nic.

YEN. A sour pickle or condiment.

CHANG . To taste ; the taste.

cli3?T
Same as || Cha.

KAN. A salt taste.

ffR

Siipt
Yu"I, Or E. A certain briny liquor; a certain

rcs
thick sirup or sauce. Read Yae, A collection of fume or iteam.

CHEN.

Bitter wine or other liquor for common drink.

__
FOURTEEN STROKES

|J$|SEU
An eicellentbeautiful appearance ; wine of excellent quality.

Z? MUNG.

A mould or external
covering- growing upon wine ferment.

1 ot/. A condiment made from brubed pule.

TSEEN.

A .light taste or flavor . A sort of pickle or salt liquor.

JOO. Generous wine ; thick; sub.tanti.1.

Read Joo, In the same sense.

HEUN, Intoxicated with the fumes of wiwine

or spirituous liquors j drunk. Heun heunjen jjj? jfjjJj ffi;

rendered chearful by the iofluence of liquor, exhilirated*

elevated f the pleasures of intoxication.

% LAN. A party titling together drinking.
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CH'HOW. Tu return the pledge, ceremony,

or compliment of drinking to ; to make a return, according

to what has been received , to recompence.

TSO. Salt taste or flavor.

A. form of H Swan:^
* HO

Vinegar; jour. A bitter lort of wine or liquor

Same as |$f Cha.

"AOU. The name of a wine ; liquor raanu

w
factored in a night, or only once distilled.

u

MEIH. Melh leih
fjjf |j|

certain dried

preparation of cream or milk.

Same as | LeTh

A sort ofbrine or pickle, or liquid condiment

A vulgar form of ^ Tsan.

An ancient form of j|| Shun.

An original form of the preceding

Same as ^ Yen.

LEIH

To draw out wine by an orifice at the bottom of a large Tend.

LAN. A sour taste.

A form of
jfff Tsaou.

Same as j^C Soo.

YEN. Repressed anger.

TS'HUNG.

Tsmig inung TO^
S thick muddy wine.

LING.

certain kind of wine or liquor considered of good quality.

KAN.

w
A wine or liquor of an agreeable enticing taite.

ME. Too roe R& J5fw
a name of a wine aide

W~
from wheat. Name of a Bower, after the colour of wfakb Ike-

wine it named.
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Same as the preceding character.

NEANG, or Jang. To ferment liquor

or wine; to ferment; to excite, as sedition or rebellion.

tsew ffi

i|5j
to make liquor or wine. Neang sze twan

to excite a disturbance.

ME. A sort of ferment for wine.

TSAN. Sour; a sour taste.

Same as |S Me.

EIGHTEEN STROKES.

Same as UK Me.

H1N.

T<> smear the vessels used in sacrifice with the blood of

bin victims
j to smear an animal body with fragrant spices;

a kind of embalming. To fumigate. A crime; an occasion

of animosity and resentment ; skirmishing and bloodshed ;

national quarrels . wars. A presage ; a prognostic. A kind

of cloth cover for weapons , to put it on.

TSEAOU. To drink till all the liquor be

expended from the cup , to drink off, or as the Chinese say,

To drink dry.

, and Soo. To pass wine through some-

ffc
thin: to purify it from dregs; to separate; to divide.

Same as j He.

YLN. Strong tasted liquor; generous wine;

liquor of a strong sour taste.

An ancient form of | Sow.

LEIH.

A certain dried preparation of milk. Also read Le.

Same as i Tseaou.

A vulgar form of fj! Ling
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CLXV TH RADICAL.

PEEK.

Intended to represent the claws of an animal tearing things

apart. To separate ; to divide.

TS'HAE.
Brilliantly adorned with a variety

of colours. Kwang tsae J^ ;fc splendid show, applied to

gay persoin Wan tsae^ ^elegant, applied to style or

to tilings.

Ht B ft

She keen haou wiSh pfih keen laou,

TK.IC yun e san, lew le tsuy.

In the world (many) good things are not strong >

The r.iriegated clotid i easily dispersed, and glass vessels

broken.

An ancient form of Po

ME. To enter deeply into. A sort of net.

-

K'HEUEN.

Rice pinched by the fingers into small masses

YEW. Any thing Bhining ; oily.

FART I. VOL. III. 7

Same as vv.

Same as ^F Keuen.

(), Or GtJ Painted with various colour*.

An original form of ;& Keuen.

PUN-

To put away, or exclude as filth or rubbish.

Same as the preceding.

SI ITU. To take up ; to unloose ;
to liberate ;

to free; to put from one; to melt ; to disperse; to submit.

A denomination of the sect Ffih. To explain ; to illustrate ,

to gloss over. To happen ; to occur. A surname. Shih-

kca Mo<fLDe Ffih
|S ^Ifl f^. ^^ Sacya Moonee Budh

-,

whu is Been kelh te sze tsun^ ^ ^ ^j S[ the fourth

honorable Budh of the present Kulpa, called that of the

worthies. >hlh e
^ffi ^g an explanation of the meaning.

\

KWANG. Ornamented by certain coloeriog
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CLXVI TH RADICAL,

LE

A city or place of abode ; mournful ; sorry. A surname;

the name of a place, and of a hill. A measure of land ;
com-

monly called the Chinese mile, about three and a half go to an

English mile ; a lane in a village ; a village.

CHUNG.

Heavy ; weight ; weighing ; to give weight and importance
'

to. Important ; respectable. To be grave and decorous. Hei-

nous, applied to crimes; severe, applied to punishments.
To

reiterate; reiterated; double. Chung chGh ^ pq appears

twice ; >aid of the same paragraph appearing twice in the same

bonk.

YAY. H Moor; common; wilderness;

rustic; wild, applied to animals and to plants.

Mim MAE. Few; little.

An original form of jji Chung.

Same as 35 Le. Name of a wood.

An ancient form of jn Leang.

LEANG, and Leang.

A measure ; to measure ; the measure of ;
a measure that

is capable of containing. An enlarged mind ; capacity ; feeling

or views of the mind. A limit ; to judge.

An ancient form of the preceding.

Same as Le.

LE, and Le.

To subject, or cause to submit by the force of reasoning;

to regulate; to govern; domestic happiness, a nominal denomi-

nation in numbering ; came ofa small copper coin, by Europeans

called Cash, commonly considered the decimal part of a Cn-

dareen which answers to a hundred. A pair or twins. Name

of a paper, of a hill, and of a plant. A man's name. A surname.

To cut off; to decapitate, to cut asunder.

TSE1H. Different things of equal weight.

An ancient form of iff Le.
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CLXVII TH RADICAL.

KIN

Metal of any kind i the metal; gold, which is certainly de.

signaled by Hwang kin
||f^ the yellow metal

; yellow colour.

Firm ; hard ; the name of an office ; name of a place, of a hill,

of a flower, and ofa plant. Kin hung sih 4 & &* Barrie, or

orang rolour. Hoo-nan Shin-chow, chfih tsan kin sha tiB jj

M 771 W jii^ 5J7
the district Shin-chow in Hoo-nan

province, produces gold dust. Kin-ling^ fi^fe the capital

f the How Tang^ jji dynasty, A. D. 920, same as the

modern capital of Keang-nan province. Kin e kung tsze ,4Sk

~/fo Q ~J'
M'd * De lne Thrush Galbula:, the golden thrush

of Edwards. Kin soo ^g J^ the golden number invented by

MTh-tung |pj ^ Melon, Yu Chow Kaou wang shth-sze neen

fc ^ 3=1 I ~|

J ^ in lhe 1 h yar of king T00tt

of the Chow dynasty. (Chow-jin-chuenffil A
-j^ ioih rol.)

Kin yu che gj @ -j(j^
a gold fish pond. Fei tan sha ching

hvang kin^ j^ ffi jjj^^ /^ to sublime cinnabar and

form yellow geld; pretended to by Krlj iji! Chin-twan,

A D. 950. Kin cluing hwa
jg- jg_ ^^ golden cup ; com-

mon Marygold.

form of H Kew.

P'HE. An arrow.

I
TEAOU. Teaou yuS

aieot! at the ends of a tafb or girdle.

certain orna-

Same as 7? Taou.

CHAOU, and KeaOU. To cutevrnor lefel ,

as a local word Distant ; remote. Some say, Chaou refers

to certain springs about a cross bow. To exert strength or

etfort. The name of an ancient king.

TING. To work gold or metal ; to form it

into nails ; a nail ; to nail j a boll, a pin, either of wood or

iron. Name of a country. Ting yuen%T jjjf
to insert pins

of tutenague in dollars. Ting lung &T $p\
to inert pins of

copper in dollars, to debase them.

>P'HO The ore of gold.

HEW. Part of a cross-bow called its tootk.

Same as the preceding.

CHIN. A abbreviated form of t Chin. A
JT*^

needles a pointed instrument. Joo tso chin cbtn *eang tze

#fl z It !2 ffl $ like sillin " a carPet of need> ' ;

sitting ill at ease.
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H1H. Metal or gold

FOO.
j i a A

A certain rase or metal Tessel without feet. A certain

measure of contents. Name of a hill.

CHIH. An iron utensil.

PA. To work metal or gold.

^^ An ancient form of & Kin.

^| TEAOU. To fish; to makeWi a means of

V
obtaining that . used in a metaphorical ;nse, To take. A

surname.

SHAN. A large hook or sickle. A sort of.

hoe or similar instrument. Read Seen, Name of a knife. A

name. A surname.

1

V TS'HEAOU. Excellent gold; good; pure.

Tse^ou k-aou (\ i- good ; agreeable ; pleasant. One says,

Small; delicate; sharp.

/

>L
K'HOW. To ornament the mouths of ves-

sels with gold or any other metal. To inlay with metal.

Clamour and commotion

CHUEN. A gold ring for the arm j an armletm
a bracelet

%
a bracelet of gold or of any valuable stooe. A surname.

/. JL J
KEI A spear with a hook or transverse pike.

TSZE Hard; firm.

FAN.

To brush aside with the hand. A vessel or utensil
,

a cup

YU. A sort of ancient musical bell. P8 vu

|^k f a vessel to contain rice, used by the Budh priests.

HWA, and Shay. A sheath or scabbard for

a double edged sword. Head Hoc, An utensil used by brick-

layers; a trowel.

HAN. A pieee of armour to shield the arm.

Solder Read Kan, A certain utensil. Haste; hurrv.

^C^
*

KEANG, and Kung. An iron hoop or

ring pertaining to the wheel of a carriage; Uie iron point of

an arrow.

ITT TSE. Sharp.

-j
A vulgar Form of $fc Wang.
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m
Ifc

JIH Blunt.

TE, and Tae.

Cerlaia feller* for the fet. The ends of an azle.

/~rr* SZE. Bars or pieces of metal

w^Lti

It
u

HE1H. A pheasant's tail stuck as an ornatnei.t

in horses' heads is called Fang-heTh . A cerlain piece

of iron with a hole or cleft in it.

Yin. The rings or handles of a vase outside.

CH'HAE. From gold and fork. A kind of bod-

kin or large pin with which the Chinese females fasten the folds

or plaits of their hair. Part of the name of a certain medicine.

Same as m She.

P'HA-N.

The handle of any metal utensil. Also read P'hwani

"

An ancient form of ^ Kin.

FOUR STROKES;

Same as |fc Heih

FART 1. VOL. III. T c

it P'HEIH, and P'hfh. TO cot up wood or

timber to make utcniili of
; to cut , to chop i to rrnd or split.

^p^T* YAY. MS yay |& &T- name of a sword failed

a divine sword
-,
a long double-edged sharp pointed sword,

YIN The edge of a weapon, to rut down

^ ' I

wood; an utensil for plaining wood. The side of any ulentil.

The name of a. river.

PA. A military carriage. Iron; a barrow wilb

^r'

five leetb; a rake i applied also to the barbed point of an

arrow. Pa teen $P CO to harrow the ground.

FANG.

A certain vessel made of metal.

CH'HIN.

A sort of iron pestle; the coulter of a plough. Heavy.

A vulgar form of J^f Hing.

T'HOW,

A surname. A vulgar form of ffiSS Tow.

CH'HOW.

From hand and metal. Military weapon*,

li^B o

tl YUE. Weapons of war
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Same as Y en Tbe name of

ao ancient kingdom or state. Read Chung, Iron.

KEUNG. Bracelets for the wrists.

at

If

FOO. A kind of axe or hatcbet.

Same as f& Pei.

NA. To hammer or work iron.

SIN. A name of metal. Read Ts'hin, Sharp.

GO. To alter the form of; to pare away the

corners and make round.

YUE $^ *i^ ^SUt

To pierce ; to stab. To take . Also read Ken? .

THUN.

Blunt; dull; stupid; deficient in talent.

L

ItSl A vulgar form of $)j Kow.

Same as 1 Ch'he.

YIN Tin.

['KEEN. Keen to' a large plough ;

a certain fastening of the wheel of a carriage , military wea-

pons for shutting up rooms; a kind of lock; the handle ofi

,iear ; name of a bill. Read Han, Iron tongs.

"AW . A piece of goW cast into the form of a

cake, laid out in offering sacrifices on certain occasions.

v

oA. A spear or lance ; a small pointed weapon ;

to scatter on the surface for the sake of ornament, to engrare.

JIN. To moisten with water, as leather is.

Leather filled in a certain way and applied to a carriage.

CH'HAOU, and ChaoU. To take; to seize

M'ttiuvi uut

#
by order of government ; to transcribe , to copy. A surname.

N EW. The top part ofa seal where it is grasp-

ed by the fingers ; a knob ; a button which fastens clothes; the

knob on which any thing turns. A surname.

FUN. Name of a valuable stone.

E, and K'he. A sort of iron boiler.

killN. To grup or hold in the baud.
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ft
A weapon held in the hand by statesmen when attending

ii the sovereign. An ancient usage.

Jl V . The weapon held in the hand by the

officers of the Imperial guard.

Pr_i. Iron; the iron coulter of a plough) the

ftt
barb of an arrow; the name of an arrow having a broad

long barb.

Same as Ko

HUNG, OF Hang. The lound of metal.

King hung |g $fc the sound of bell, and drum*.

A word which occur* in the Budh books.
I IN.

JN .

Ninety cattiei weight, equal to eleven

thousand five hundred and twenty 3?t Choo. Thirty cattiei

make a ^~t Keun, and four Keun make a
/JJ

Shib. or itone.

Same as &A Teaou

Same as ^ Keung

Original form of $0 Ttuag.

Original form of gg Foo.

Same as Jt Kew.

Same as f$| Kwang

YIH. A veiiel or uteniil; a irnall upear.

Same as $a Keun.

FIVE STROKES

TSZE. An axe or hatchet.

Same as }| Ne. That on which tilk i> wound

TUH.

Blunt. A small iword. Occuri in the acme of iK KeQb.vm

I

Name of a doable edged ivord.

\

M IN . iron , iron ia thin pUUi like leaf.

KOO. Iron.
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An ancient form of ffi Kwang.

rt| O. O mang $$ $j$ a small iron boiler.

LING. 7
A kind of little bell suspended at banners and in other situa-

tion*, to make a jingling noise; words or speech which consist

of mere sound without anj important sense. Ling ling &> S&
the sound as of a bell. The name of a book, of a plant, and

of a flower. Forms part of a name of a medicine.

PING. Strong; defended
, firm; well compacted.

SZE.

A sort of spear. Read Tsze, A handle; the handle of a spear.

KOO. A vessel for containing grain ; a warm

vessel. To cut asunder or terminate.

PA, Or P5. Tung p or Poo pS

m\ Wf or Naou P5 SP OW certa'n *mai' bells used to chime
-^i| *y*\ ^>c ***
in harmony with the chaunting performed by the priests of

Bjdha

Jt
PI?o. A

large needle
; a particular kind of iword.

The name of an office. Same as W? Pe.

YUH. Precious or valuable; hard metal.

TSE. Sharp.

SZE. Szc kea E && wrought pieces of rartsl.

TSO. An iron boiler ; a still.

POO. A metal plate.

ft An ancient form of $f Chow.

long

TEEN. Golden flowers
; certain gold

mcnts for a ladj's head dress.

u

KEA. iron armour. He5 loo $ffl |||

small arrows with two holes in them

MAN.

Certain ornament* of a horse's head. Read Fan, A cup.

Same as j Chin.

Cm SZE, or She.
AriDg . 0neiay , T ,o pierce.

SHE '

The end or 'head' of an arrow, seems to denote The point.
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An ancient form of Cblh. Ud for Tc.

K'HEU.

Great hardness or obduracy; fierce; unrelenting resent-

ment. Large ; great. Name of a bow, of a place, of a plant,

and of a sword. A man's name. Keu US &S $ or Ta kaneJW- *H
I a bard sort of iron.

HllijN. Nippers iised in greasing wheels.

Read K'he'en, any of iron nippers. Used in the sense oT
fflHJ

Chin. Certain instruments of tortute, or punishment. Read

Te, To take hold of with nippers.

^j4^
A valgar form of $fc Shay.

fa- I/ SHAY. A short kind ofspear or lance. -Jrp

HEUEN. A certain vase or tripod.

CHAOD. A large sickle or tfcythe.

^rSl P'HA'HAOU. pftou ^or Paou Ine a

plane for flattening the surface of wood.

An ancient form of Maou

SANG. The rust of iron.

>'VRT I. VOL. IU. 1 D

HO. Certain pieces of metal hung 10 11 to mtAt

a jingling, tonoroui, fnuiical sound.

PE, and Peth

The handle of a (pear. One a?, A pair; a douplf .

TSOO. Same as
|Bj|

Tscio. To assist by

removing weeds, to cultivate the ground ; to extirpate. Name

of a territory. A surname i a man's name. To spread plants

on the ground when sacrificing. Read Tseu, A man's name,

the name of a kingdom. Read Cha, Cha ja^ ^F certain

ornaments that jut out Read Tso. To woo 4g_ $2j the ap-

pearance of being reciprocally opposed.

SHIH. Tow ihlh ^/ /fe to apply certain

mineral preparations to copper. Read TiHh, A surname.

u

PO. Kinpj ^^J thin leaf gold; gold foil.

A

CHOO. T6 inter valuables with the dead.

CHIH. To ornament.

TSA.

A certain whirling receptacle for incrtuc or perfume.

V V

j|">
P'HUH. A certain copper utensil.

JEN. Iron.
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THUNG.

Something used in fishing -, probably a sort ofbook .

k'HEEN. Tongs.; nippers; pincers i tweezers

forceps ; a kind of iron collar for the neck of a criminal. To

take as with nippers; to pinch; to gripe; to injure as by

resentment and hatred ; a term of abuse. TeSkeen ^ ^Jj"

iron forceps or nippers.

r UH. To ornament, dr certain ornaments.

Metal.

LEW. Excellent metal or gold

YUEN. Lead and similar soft base metals, the

Chinese distinguish various sorts. Name of a district ; a man's

name. Ke$ yuen

fro n the edge.

*- ' Dsect tuteoague into dollars

pow.

Fow gow rcR ajjjg
ornament) of a lady's dressing case.

i

LEIH. Certain utensils used in eating-.

Y U lif . A certain large hatchet ,
the name of a stir

PEL A sharp lance ; a ferge needte.

YANG, and Ying. Theso^nd of little i**i.

PWAJN. A sort of hoe or. spade , a pick-ai/-.

r O. pj yu *s T& a vessel wilh a narrow mouth*

occasionally used by the Budha priests in begging and when

eating. E pi ^ ff the priests' robes and his dish,; aoy

thing transferred from one to another, as from father to son

is so called. Yew yun p5 a name of the fig.

. .

KEE, A sash woven.

K.O VY . iron crooked or hooked j
a species of

sword. A hook; a kind of sword; the hook of a spear ; a

spear j a crooked knife carried by barbarians; a sickle. To

hook i to crook; to detain ; to drag; to induce. Forms a

part of many proper names. Tae kow iSS jh the clasp of a

sash or girdle.

SHUH. A long kind of needle.

\J

PA. Metals.

CH1NG

A kind of bell or other jingling instrument, ust<d in armies

to. make certain signals. A certain part of a bell.

MANG. Same

a kind of smoothing iron.

M.iog. Koo mng
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Samcai &)n Nt, Something on which to wind silk.

Occur* in au ancient work, but neither the lease

nor tound is known.

An ancient form of & Keen.

_2J An original form of
*{
Tow

NEE. Correct; right; a small chest.

To cut down grass. The pronunciation is not known.

SIX STROKES.

LAE:

8ilk connected to as to form a cord or line.

T'HUNG. A sort of coulter; aspadeorhoe.

A certain vessel used in sacrifice, designed to contain a

kind of soup made of fragrant herbs and flesh.

HUNG;

A part of a cross-bow culled its loolb. A mail's name

167th Radical. VI. Kin >

Broken ; defective. To cut in pieces.

) KEAUU. The pin on which a binge turns ;

hinge or joint ; to insert metals as an ornament.

yk
K'HAlv Name of an utensil.

C'll'UK. A kind of tripod, or other dlitortrd

vessel * a kind of (till or vessel for chemical purposes.

/

URH, A, hook ; a barb.

The shaving of the head or beard , or

the hair falling out. Read Klh, A hook.

Vulgar form of Wf Ping.

SHIH. A sort of tripod.

MOW.

The end of a sword. An ancient form of -f- Maou.

Jt
A " KEA. Sound, or noise; pieces of metil.

|A
iV

YI'N. Silver ; money. A surname. Hwang jio

yellow money, gold. ShwBy yin
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Win ) in 8, the fine silver railed Syiee. Say yin j

4*^^ i^f^

dullan cut to piecet. Yin choo ffi? /Mr vermillion made
1W> f/l\

from natire cinnabar. Yin hung ibTb
^jfeC.'P'

rose colour.
,_ . * j^

Yin hwuy hth
/ 'po^ silver drab colour.

An ancient form of f| Keun.

CHOW. A golden knife; the wcrd gold is

probably used to denote metal.

CH'HUNG.

Hollowed or bored with an axe. A gun; a cannon.

If

An erroneous form of
|pij Heang

T'HUNG

Copper. Name of a place, of an office, of a palace, end

of a bill. A man's name.

MIH. Mlh taou
|ig 7j a military weapon.

KWEI. A sort of hoe, or pickaxe. Name

of a bird. Read Gae, To sharpen the teeth of a saw.

LUY.

Something to bore into; an utensil for leveling a board.

YUH. A needle.

SEU.H. The noise made by a saw. KeObieoh

'

the place where a lock is.

JIN. A leather strap nearly broken in the midil

Read Nin, Chin nin

progress.

sound indicating difficulty of

TSUN. To bore or pierce.

KE. A metal kind of sceptre held in the hands

of Chinese statesmen.

An erroneous form of ySt Yue.

jtjp -CHIH. A short hook or sickle for cutting grain

or gras*. One who reaps or mows. Name of an ancient district.

KEUNG. The orifice at the head of an axe

which receives the handle. The hole in a spear which receive-

Ihe haft. Keung keung 5jz5j>
the appearance of striking

To fear.

SHAN. An iron utensil.

SEEN.

Metal or gold which is burnished end glossy. A umall

chissel t the two corners of an ancient bell. Metal or gold

ornaments at the two ends of a bow.
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. CHE, and Te. An instrument of husbandry

for eradicating weeds. Read Tse, Sharp.

H 1NG . A vessel like a bell with a long neck 5

i vessel to contain wine. Read Keen, A man's name.

TSEU EN. To take gold only, to weigh as

in a balance in order to discriminate and select; to measure

and to assort ; to examine by weight and measure, applied to

the selection of officers for the government according to their

talents i
an utensil for levelling wood . A surname.

HWUYx A certain metal utensil.

** KEEN. A sort of crooked headed chissel.

PE. A certain flag or standard used in the army.

An ancient form of
4||

Teg. Also read Te.

Name of an ancient coin ; a very small coin or piece of silver.

HOW.

A sort of ring worn round tlie necks of Chinese children.

K'HWA.

A certain appendage of a sash or girdle. Also read Kwae.

PART I. V01. III. 7 S

MING. To remember the name and the mmt

of; to write and to engrave and to publish ,
to cause to be

known and remembered in succeeding generations .

WO
VI |\

YAOL. A sort of pan with a handle and spout

for warming things in. One says An instrument of husbandry.

A surname) the name of a kingdom. Name ofa plant HnJ

u, A hoe or pick used in husbandry.

Same as |flt Pelh,

A sort of hoe or pick ; sharp. A SUN

name. Read T'he'en, To cut asunder, to take hold ofa thing.

HAN. The piece of metal orbit in a horse's

mouth by which he is guided; to contain in the mouth, to

guide or controul. The rank of official controul or office is

called *t? |r Kwan han. To be excited, moved or controul-

ed; applied to the heart, To be vexed or indignant.

HEW. A long kind of needle.

An anriui.t form of $7] Keub. A man'* name.

CHA. A fishing utensil.

A sort of Urge iron coin. The pronunciation ii not

known.
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Same as & Sha.

YIN. Certain ornaments ot a horse.

The two ends of a sash hanging down. The

pronunciation is not known.

Same as H Keueu.

KEIH

Ketb. yi &k
jjjl

the clangour or noise of weapons

SEVEN STROKES.

Same as

Same as *f Han

r

JU i . A pointed weapon, as a spear or lance ;

s
ruminated ; peaked -, sharp , small ;

slender i
keen ; pierc-

ing. Also read Tuy.

10

.'HAN (jr. To rush against ; sound; noise.

Same as the following.

f

SHE. Certain appendages of a carriage. The

various colour! produced on copper. Read Cbe, Certain hook*

at the sides of a small wheeled vehicle.

so

hand basin. A wine cup.

y raw a cupper utensil ; a copper

K HhiW. A particular kind of axe or hatchet ;

a pick or chissel, such as are used by masons.

SEAOU.

To fuse metals ; to melt; tu dissolve. A surname.

u

CHE, Or Nee. Small tweescrs for plucking

out hairs; to eradicate hairs; nippers.

ftKYV. The rust that contracts on iron, called

in Chinese its garment or clothing.

CHWANG. The sound of a small beil.

TE. Tang te |i& t the name of a pearl.

TSO and TsulV. A file for sharpening a

saw ; a sort of boiler ; also to rub or break to pieces.

A vessel for wine. Name of a stone said to resemble metal.
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1$.

KWA. To cut off; to cut asunder.

HUNG. The sound of a bell.

Same as $5! Chung:, and as n Vuno:.^-"^ ^nt o

Same as fit Leu. 5jb^ ^^d>O <L\O

ME! . A certain kind of large lock ; a lock

with which hound* are fastened to each other, two locks in-

certed in one ring.

LANG. Lang Ung Jj3 fijj?
a kind of lock;

so as

V

something that locks round the neck ; things fastened together

to drag heavily ; wearied; fatigued. The sound of a bell.

*j/J.
"AN . Certain ornaments for a horse's head.

LAOU. A sort of aie or hatchet. Saou

laou ft* ^K a copper

!3E'rSZE. Hard; stiff.

^ SHIH. To adorn ; t<> ornament.

YUN. Metal.

PKI.

A piece of metal, or any nlrniil in the rough.

Yl H. To wash with silver or gold.

SUH. Metal

Vvi-H
Filings of copper i to rub bright ; Ihe

word it used in reference to the Chinee copper coin. Mo yfik

^ to rub bright. Read Yung, An utensil to take hold

of charcoal with.

SHEN, and Yen.

A small sort of spear or lance. The name of an animal.

T'HING. Wrought pieces of mrlal of any

kind; the iron point of an arrow at the part where the wood

enters. Any thing hollow or empty terminated. Haute; pre-

cipitancy.

'i -

j^PO. Same as

*b

I

^
Po.

HAN. A knife or sword.

KEE. A ort ofnippers or tongs used by imel-

ti'rs. A kind of sword.

HUNG, or HSng. An utensil
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SllK Metal.

KEIH. A sort of spade or hoe.

An ancient form of $jj| Tseuen. Read Tswan, A

knife. Read Tseen, A sorl of awl or borer.

'

l\li. The point of a weapon, of a pencil,

of the tongue, and so on. The van of an army; to arise like

go many points of weapons; the name of a star; the name

of a slate. A certain banner.

If1

]
CHEN. Shap pointed.

HING. An utensil used in sacrifice.

WAN. To lead ; to draw
;

to pull.

t
v

Y1H. / small sort of spear.

CHE To engrave or record on metal.

SZE. An utensil for planing wood.

TEAOU. The reins of a bridle.

%-*

m HEUEN.

A small basin or pot; the sound of valuable stones.

A man's name.

A sort of pick ase, spade or hoe.

Read Hoo, A trowel used by brick-layers. Read Woo, The

name of a hill.

* U.
Things or persons that do not suit each

other. An instrument of music. A disquieted appearance. A
sort of pade or hoe. Read Woo, Name of a hill

AIN(_r. Gold, silver, copper or iron ore

To feller Ihe feet; an iron for delving.

U

LEUE, Or SeUC. A weight equal to 24 taelt.

Same as i \ Lew.

vessel to warm things in. A long

sort of hell. Read Hang, The handle of a key.

CHWANG, or Tsung. A cerUill

of spear or laare; to strike
;

to beat a bell or drum.

SHIN. Round iron.
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Same as

TS>HEEN -

To cut ;
to carve. Read Tsio, Pointed ; a sharp point

HAN. To receive; to contain a* any- resiel.

(

An erroneous fown of spf Leu?

Same as |jf Yay.

A ho or iron instrument for turning

up the ground with, used in husbandry to clear nuisances

from the roots, and uuitt the growth of plants.

NAN. An utensil used by silversmiths.

HING, or Ying. To melt metals.

CHANG.

Mo chin;; Kg!
* to rub a sword bright,

o

KEUH. To bind a thing with iron.

An erroneous form of fa

A*T I. VOL. III. T r

H KEN. A small spear-like weapon; aboard

carried in the hand. Seen he'en

ting with.

01

a mall rhiuel for cut-

An ancient form of Kiih.

An ancient form of
|-.
She.

nt WANG. A fine fat glossy Chiuete face-, a

smooth, easy, flowing style. Fung wang

a sword j a shap edge. Also read Mang.

the edge of

P'HOO. To spread out i to extend j
to arrange

to lay a table cloth or make a bed ; to pervade ; a shop where

thing* are spread out. Disease ; a ring for pulling to a door.

FOO

Occurs in a Budh -book, the sense is not givem.

LE. Black metal.

YEW.

Iron. A piece of copper connected with a bit.'

That by which any utensil is held. Also read P'hwan.

An ancient form ofM CKin.
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EIGHT STROKES.

TSUY.

A kind of awl or other utensil for boring with.

1

A saw ; to saw, whether tone or wood.

The saw was in ancient times used in criminal punishments.

CH'HANG.

Sharp; a keen edge, or sharp point. A man's name.

Sfefe
I?Art YUEiN. A iron crook connected with a sleel-

tard. Some crooked iron connected with a 'hoe.

KEEN

Hard ; hard iron. To harden the edge of a weapon.

\*-
KAINO. Worked or refined iron; iron; steel.

1 HrjAOU. An utensil for roasting things.

Iron not fully matured or prepared by fire.

T'HAOU. Blunt.

LUN. Metal

LING. Name of a metal.

Jjjj

SHANG. To rub. One sa,,, A piece of iroH

surrounding the rim of a wheel.

YAY, and Tseay. A mirror.

K HWA. A.n utensil belonging to a sash or

girdle. Read Ko, The grease horn of a cart or carriage.

PE, and Pei. A sort of hoe or spade

Same as the preceding.

The colour of metal; the veins of a pearl

shell ; to transcribe. To record. A record, or a narration of.

To lake; a general compound of; the teeth; order or ,eri<-s

of. A list or index.

Same as

CHO. To strike; to attack,

Sharp pointed ; a pointed piece of iron.

Read Chu?, Piece of iron about a horse whip.

TS>HANG Pre essence ; seminal.mn
KEUEN. Crooked or bent iron.
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POW, and Fow.

Pow gow | $f|
a nail. Read PTh, A certain plant.

MIN . Patrimony; domeilic properly; land

tax, or custom paid to government.

1 HANI*. An uteniil uied io working wood.

TSU\ . To work metals. Read Tfib, A surname.

P'HANG. A military weapon.

GAN. Soft iron.

PE.

Tste pe ;* 5! a *ort of aie or hatchet. Name of an arrow.

^-*

f SAOU. Bits of iron.

HELN . The ring of a wheel -, a ring ; used to

express Sinking down. Read Kan, A kind ofcenser or stove.

~V^ A fl .,' /nnI A. Ya hea
|gj^ a sort of ring worn round

the necks of children , hard iron.

H AN . Armour worn by soldiers. A sort of

preis to contain things. A cup.

CHU Y. A sharp pointed instrument ; an wl;

t lit- sharp point of a weapon ; a needle's point ; metaphorically

A small affair ; a trifling concern. The point of an arrow . th-

point of a pencil.

An utensil to plane or level boards. A borer.

O. A kind of axe or hatchet.

A vulgar form of fty Tsze.

K'HWANG. The name of an utensil.

T'HA. To cover with metal.

KWAN. A red metal-, an iron fit for making

(words. An iron ferrule for the naTC of a wheel.

:; PING.

Pieces of metal , gold, silver, 4c cast in the form of a cake.

TUH. The tongue of a clasp

Same as $& Tsze.

An ancient form of ff; Ching.
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WEI. Name of an utensil. Read Yuy, Hang-

ing suspended. Read Chuy, The same as the following.

CH'HUY. Silver weighing twelve taels. A

weight used in weighing with scales or steelyards. Heavy ; a

inau's name. Name of a district. A hammer for beating

metals when heated.

<
jffl iSfjlS. Name of an ancient coin or piece of

'tt|

money equal to six $& Choo, or to eight j^ Leang.

Same as IP Me.

A vulgar form of pg Shay.

TSANG. The sound of metals.

PUN

Au utensil for planing or leveling wood.

NEE

TSUNG. Metal thread*, calkd mdal kairs.

A small pin for braiding up the hair. A small headed nail.

&>
3J

&
ffiff

T HAN> and Ts6cn - A lone P ar or lauce

Read Seer, and You, Sharp; a hurp edge.

SHUN, or Tun.

A certain musical instrument made of metal. Read Tuj,

The lower end of a spear. Read To, A certain covering for

a corpse.

TING.
^J-l

A sort of white copper or tin ; a piece of silver ofa cerUi*

weight, used in commerce; in Canton commonly of the value

of ten taels.

K'HE, and E. A metal vae or boiler witfc

feet for dressing food in. A stand for military weaponi for

puling bows into. A surname ; a man's name. Name of a

stream. Occurs denoting a kind of den ; any kind of boilor

or pan.

k

TSUH. A surname.

Pjrff
K'HEUH. The rings which receive a Chinese

lock; the cover of an incense vase-, some say Iron not worked.

TSEEN.

Property ; wealth ; copper formed into a coin to exchange

for commodities ; money. Name of a certain weight and a

sum called a mace. Name of a district ; it enters into several

proper names j a kind of spade or pick axe. Min keen to

ehoo Iseen wei ke tiling kelh Fflh seang pi R3 ^ 4g|

fOk ^ ^ -1^ ]&. V\) (^ lna"J of the people melted

down the copper coin to make dome tic utensils and Budh

idols In consequence of this, the emperor She-tsung Itfj

jjp; required the people on pain of death to give up their

copper utensils and copper idols to the government to cast

coin. (A. D. 950.) Tseen ying ^M. or Tseen lung
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an earthen ware or bamboo vessel having a small hole to

admit copper coin, but which cannot be taken out without

breaking the vessel. Compare with
jfjtj Heang. Tseen y5

tSfcjj| during the ^P Sung dynasty, Choo tung t8 hwan-

teen-e s
fi|ij

ffe
jijl ^^ cast 'n brass an armillary

phere ; [yl E] ~". d^ j^ I? the circumference of which

was $5 cubits.

,F El. A small nail. Read P'he, The instru-

ment by which surgeons make the acu-puncture.

u

YE. A sort of pounder. One says An instru-

ment with which armour is made. Read Can, An utensil for

warming things.

u

CHUE. A skipping or leaping i
a disease

which attacks sheep and causes their death. Read Chuy, A

needle, or other sharp instrument ; to offer presents of food ;

to reckon.

KE. An instrument of husbandry.

YUH. An utensil for warming things.

KIN. Ornamented or variegated silk. A sur-

name. Used in various proper names ,
a place > an insect.

MEAOU, Or MaOU. The iron utensil used

in boats to catch hold of the ground i an anchor.

CH'HANG. An utensil.

FART I. VOL. III. 7

it A certain appendage of a carriage,

commonly made of iron
; in heartcs made of wood. The coul-

ter of a plough.

T'HEEN. A Corean word for metal. A small

boilen. Read T'hun, Heavy.

A metal of the colour of silver and of a soft nature , tin.

Applied alto to red copper. To.confer or bestow upon. A

surname s the name of a place ; a certain fine kind of cloth.

A vulgar form of ^ Ye

CH tiki. An instrument for eradicating plants

TUNG. The iron at the endf of a cart axle.

A certain instrument of husbandry.

T'HAOU. Blunt. Sameasgjl Teatui.

KOO. To stop up an orifice with melted -metal ;

to close er atop up firmly. Koe kin $E1 / or reversed Kin-
^sW rf*

koo, To stop up a passage, or the road to, either literally r

figuratively, applied to shutting the door of preferment agaiott

good men.

f.LL

It
R

V

TS'HO. To wash with gold, having veins or

streaks. To work ttone or gems. Mixed ; confused ; !
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disorder. Erroneous i mistaken ^ strange f perverse ; giving

oflcnce. Having and shewing respect ; interchange ; lofly and

dangerous Name of a divinity, of a man, and of an insect

Ching hoc jth yew tso woo, jin peen ke tan
Tjm. (flz- ^J

Jt jfi ^ /f|f ^II^C whenever a mistake committed

in complimentary address, people immediately ridicule and

talk about it.

An erroneous form of $_ Shuh.

An erroneous form of Wan.

CH1H. To cut as with shears; to cut down grass.

An ancient form of J^ Chin

Same as Kee.

NINE STROKES.

K'HEAE. A local word for iron. Ironvf

Hie best quality. A man's name.

BK[ YING. The sound of a bell.

LiLLN. From metal and to separate. To

melt metals ; to refine in the furnace
; applied also to man un-

dergoing trial, and being benefited thereby ; purified metals
;

any thing fully matured s experienced and expert in ; to prac-

ticc. Head Keen, A certain iron about a wheel. Twan leen

a magistrate expert in the law, and who discover*

great art in making out a case , used in a bad seme, Pih leen

~ft n-jE purified a hundred times, molt pure.

TE. A sharp point. An utensil for receving

blood to be sipped as a pledge. A key. Occurs in the tense

of
{jig

Te. Read Teih, An utensil to spit into.

KG.

An utensil to contain fat ;
a boiler is so called.

TSOW. A kind of long lance.

SEEN. A man's name.

H JUEN. Soft malleable silver.

i 'HOO. To adorn by the application ct'^ohi

outside a thing ; to wash with silver or gold.

TL'H. A kind of lance.

YEN. A sort of three edged lance.

WEI. A sort of pick-axe or hoe.

Same as
fjj| Tsung.
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I Sl'N(. An ornament for a horse's head.

FOO.

A metal vessel with a large mouth.

JOW. Soft, malleable iron.

sow.

To iulay with metal. The ornament of a horse's head.

"̂
TSEIH. Plates of iron.

GO. The point or edge of a sword. Used to

denote a boundary or limit ; repeated G5-g8, High, elevated.

An erroneous form of fj Seen.

KEUN. A small vessel used by the Budh

priests to contain a sort of holy water.

CH'HIN. A kind of an awl or pftintcd tool

to bore holes; an instrument to cut with.

U CHA. To cut plants.

u^ HUH. Silver.

TE.

A certain uteniil , a kind of boiler. A name of metal

YAINli. Certain jingling ornament* about

horse's head. The name of a city ; the name of a weapon.

TWAN.

To melt metals, to hammer
; to work; to mature, to

make weapons ; the name of an arrow.

HEA. Ya hea a certain filver collar,

put round the necks of children with a upertitiouj intention.

YU. A sow. Kcu yyu an uteniil

borins the 6ar, for the purpose of suspending something

to them.

o

K'HANG. Sound or noise.

SING. The coating of iron ;
rust

HWANG.

The sound of bell* and drums. A military weapon.

HWUY

Hwuy luy | ||ri
uneven j not level.

Same as B Fuh
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CHAOU, and TeaOU. An awl or borer.

V

CH'HA. An instrument of agriculture for

driving into the ground ; to raise or turn the earth.

K'HEti, A book or sickle for reaping grain.

To cut ; to carve; to ornament by engraving ; to cut off;

to terminate. Also read Ke. Ke p5 *| im, to ill-treat ,

to rule tyrannically.

SHAY.

A short kind of spear. Same as mt Shay. Also read Shen.

'dsf HUNG. King hung |g^ the sound of

bells and drums beaten in confusion.

K'HWEI. Military weapons.

T HEEN. To take.

MOW. A kind of iron boiler. Armour for the

head j
a helmet ; certain circular casing inside a cap. Tow

mow *fH % a helmet.

ffi
KIN. An instrument for cutting wood. Read

Yin, Even ; regular cut asunder.

Same as the following.

I b'HtiAOU. An instrument of husbandry

for sticking into the ground > a sort of pick ; to strike into the

ground.

HOW. A particular kind of arrow.

T'HOW.

A stone that resembles metal. A surname.

TSUNG.

A large sort of chisiel for making things level.

The ends of an axle tree of a carriage. A sort of coulter.

HWAN. Six taels. The ring of a door.

YE, and She.

PlJtes of copper. Read He?, Pieces of metal ; r.njf.

M1N. Landed property; the taxei levrd n it.

Same as fa Keen.

TWAN. An awl or borer.

TSUH. A surname.

\
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CHK. A double mouthed resscl for containing

water, Died by theBudhisti.

K'HEEN. The part of a Chinese lock, which

it thrurt into a cae which containi the spring ; the key.

SUNG. An iron utensil

KWEI.

An instrument of husbandry for paring the tend.

HOO.

A vessel for containing grain at the time of sacrificing.

otiU KN . A small utensil for boiling or frying in.

KEAOU. A kind of spear.

TO . The ends of a cart axle-tree .

HING. An utensil for containing wine.

YU. A musical instrument.

TUH. A sort of spear or lance.

rtm i. VOL. in.

KEE.

KID ke'JE &- Si certain metal oramtti of a drum .

*V

Same as $

CHIN.

A sharp instrument to sew with ,
a needle j

to prick a* with *

needle. A man'* name.

TA, or TS. A hook.

SO. A ring.

Same as & P&.

PEEN. Metal.

CHUNG. A certain tessel to contain wine ;

to collect together; beay j a certain measure; the natural

talent conferred by Heaven, is called Chung. The name of 3

nation, of a district, of an official situation, and ofamuiral

instrument. The appearance of shedding tears. I'tcd *lo

for a bell. A tea cup. A wine cup.

Original form <>f
{f

Tsze.

SEW. A rough piece of metal.
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Same as ^ Chinj.

VAV. A certain weapon.

Same as 1& Twan.

An ancient form of ^ Ching.

TEN STROKES.

A name, different from what is usual for

copper coin or money.

m TA. A hook.

P'HANG. To pare off.

HE. and K'hae. To fight with fury.

LEW

Fine gold ; pendant ornaments of a crown ; pendant

TWAN. To beat iron. A beater.

1-oL'H. A surname. Read Yaou, A wine feisel.

HEA.

The iron at the ends of a 'cart or carriage axle tree.

LEEN.

A sickle, otherwie call E kow jM |6 a shearing hook .

Metal drawn into slender thready iron

wire. Read Si, A chain or iron fetters.

YL. A certain rroo utensil. Something prr-

taining to 8 saddle. Read Tee
1

, A sort of furnace. Ki-af

Kr>, A warm vessel.

WOW. An instrument for 'cutting grass,

ffiJrt* UNG. A^ort of hoe. or spade.
*VsArn

WEt. Metal.

KWAN

A certain part or appendage of a coulter.

YLNG. The mould which contains melted

metals. To fuse metaU ; to melt.

T'HANG. Certain pearls.
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T'HAOU.

That which contains as a case or sheath.

Same as ^ Ke'e.

\

SO. A lock i to lock i to fetter ; rings ; A chain.

Kcaou so pdh 18
3J

ffiS /^ fifr locked fait together.

TS'HEANG

T*c sound of a bell
-,
a jingling noise ; in this sense also

rrad Tang. A sort of tripod ; a wine vessel ; a particular sort

of rice. Commonly used for A spear i a lauce ; and similar

weapons.

LEIH. A sort of tripod.

KOVN . A iort of gutter or channel for wat<r.

KUK. The iron that surrounds an axle-trrr.

PO.

A large bell. P8 lin JJO HS certain Bowery ornamenti ot

the cross wooden bar to which a bell is hung.

form of

An ancient form of 5- Pwan

TE.

The name of an utensil; a sort of boiler.

CHEN. Long; to lengthen.

i
JE

SO. A long lance.

SAOU. Saou laou a copper utensil.

CH'HUY. A mallet ofaoy kind, either wood

or metal ;
a club; to beat as with a mallet or club; to pommel.

Read TUT. To work itone.

To inlay with metal. An iron utensil for raising the ground.

PE. A sort oFpin for braiding (ke hair; a kind

of comb for the hair. A sort of arrow.

MUNG.

The point of a hoe. The edge of a chissel.

SANG. The sound of a small bell.

SO. A copper utensil.

TSZE. Tsze

a kind of hoe for renoting weed.

or Tsfe ke
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YUH. A vessel for warming things in.

Same as
(SJl) Rang

WOO. woo

metal pan for domestic purposes.

a small boiler, or

YING. Name of an utensil; an utensil for

rubbing metals bright; to rub or grind. Various coloured

metals.. A man's name. An utensil for smelting in.

HWANG. The sound of a bell.

An iron weapon like a cudgel.

TEAOU. A metallic stone.

LEW. To kill.

K HAt.. Coat of mail or armour. Applied

also to certain garments of the Budha priests.

'N. Metal in the state produced by nature

SAE, Or Shae. A long spear ;
to hurt or in-

jure ; certain scissan for clipping wings.

YO. A local word for a large beater.

TS'HOO. A wash of gold. A surname

SOW.

To carve or engrave , to inlay and ornament with metal.

Wan.Same as

HAOU.

A warm vessel of a certain kind. The name of a place.

Occurs denoting Light and splendor.

T'HOW. A vessel to contain wine.

Same as $j| Tsan.

AUk

fja
CHIN

To press down ; to keep down ; to repress ; to keep the

people in subjection ; hence applied to certain officer?. To

repress any evil influence or occurrence from arising, hence

applied to pagodas, hills, and so on, which, in the Chinrsr

superstition, are thought to keep down demonical or pestilen-

tial influences. A surname; name of a star. Chin-gau-toc

wei yen ehang yaeu keu j| !g jft ^^ ^^ j^
Chin gan-foo (in Kwang-se province), is an unhealthy and

important situation. She suy, fan woo kw6, san chin -& "^&^JM> /y^t

/L ~Ji- @ Zl M| *'lat y631
"

t'lere were m a" (China) fire

kingdoms, and three principalities called Chin. (A. D. 950)
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A vulgar form of the preceding.

LO

A word which occurs, but the sense of which is not apparent.

YIH. Name of a quantity or weight. Some

ay Twenty, otherj thirty^ Leang or Taeli.

HEANG. A vessel for liquor of wine.

An erroneous form of Chaou.

An ancient form of 3& Kin.

Same as the preceding.

A form of I& Ching, made by queen Woo-how

of the Tang Dynasty.

YUEN. A man's name.

To pierce or stab. The sound of the character in

An ancient form of /|v Kin.

PART I. VOL. III. 7 I

CHAOU. To pare bamboos.

ELEVEN STROKES

LOO. A sort of boiler. To make i wooden

handle of a knife or sword.

Same as jt So.

GOW

Gow how ttEj |p
a certain large riog for pulling open a <

Sharp pointed i the point of an arrow.

U

UJ

YUEN.

A crooked piece of iron at the head of a hoe or jpade

T'HWAN. A piece of iron.

SEW. Bars of metal.

KWAN.

To bore through; to put on a ring for the arr.
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rTftWAN. A sort of circulating furnai-e or

love. An utensil for warming things.

I,KLIN A kind of copper , metal not purified ;

things connected, as by a chain; locked together ; connected,

A chain.

>/Z>_ ^
;>^ft> An ancient form of jpf Leue.

/

SOWr

, and Siih. Sharp; the rust on iron.

GAOU. Burnt earthen ware ;
to burn earthen

ware. The name of a hill.

MWAN. Metal; the purest part.

MO. MS ya 4j|i j& the name of a sword

Same as Lo.

PEIH.

A slip of wood anciently used for writing on.

WEI, and Hwuy. A metal vase or tripod ;

a copper vessel with three feet and two ear-handle*.

Same as 3i Chih

LEAOU.

A part of across bow; gold of an excellent kind, applied

also to silver. A man's name.

TEIH.

The point of an arrow; use^, also for a pair of tweezers.

Same as $m Tsan-.^i *
~

SAN, or Tsan. The appearance of iron

utensils. Read Tseaou, To seam garments.

A vulgar form of $ff Hwan.

PANG. To work metals.

TS'HUNG.

The sound of a bell. A large kind of chissel for planing wood.

TOW, and LOW. Iron on which rust has grown.

E. A spear without a sharp edge.

LUH.

The name of a village ;
a particular kind of boiler.

An ancient form of pf; Ching.
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I AOU. To murder or kill entirely ; to exter-

minate; an impetuous attack and dreadful slaughter. Nome

<>f a hill. Head I'eaou, The name of a creek.

K'HANG.

A ringing noise or sound; to strike against. A man's name.

TSANG, or Tseang. The sound of stanes,

hells, and other instruments; the note of birds. An elevated

appearance ; an easy manner.

TSHUY.

Mixed ; blended ; the appearance of different colours-

TS'HEIH. A sort of large battle axe.

SHANG.

To rub; the iron that circulates in a carriage wheel.

T'HANG. The sound of bells and drums ;

the noise of striking a drum. To connect any thing with iron.

MWAN. A bricklayer's trowel.

YUNG. A large bell.

Same as fa Tee.

CIl'HANG, or Ts'han. An ,r.m utm.il

for smoothing or planing wood ; a plane ; to cut or pare awaj ,

and remove irregularities ,
to levrl

FUNG.

The point of a weapon. Name of a flag or banner.

'"fe- ' -TT S^-=-
K M;

An utensil to receive the appearances of things ; a mirror ,

a looking glass; clear; bright; a surname. Name of a stone.

Yin king tsze chaou
pjl

13

looked at himself.

Ut> took a <Mu'on

PEAOU. The point of a knife or sword;

the ornaments at the lower end of a scabbard.

An erroneous form of Ife Che.

The same as the preceding.

K'HOW. To cut or pare off.

SHOO, The name of an utensil

SHUN. The name of an utensil.

YU. T,oo
tf/ltM*

~ ~ " J ~ W1 *liW Mlr 'nSs or "lacbinery;

musical instruments, A sort of boiler.
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|j()\V. Hani iron capable of engraving; to

carve. A surname. One oji, A boiler; a meal. Applied

lo Ilir n tme uf a sword. KTh low ~K\] jg to carve; to

engrave ; to cut.

SEW. The rust that grows on iron.

TS'HUNG. A kind of spear or lance. Read

Chwang, To ruih against and pierce. To beat a drum or strike

a bell.

LUNG. The sound of a drum.

TSAN, or TsSen.

From lo cut and metal. A small chissel ;
to cut with a chisscl.

TSEEN. Tseen tse'en

a point ; ascending naturally as a flame.

entering as

To bore or work a hole into.

f'HANG. An utensil with which workmen

work wood. Some say an erroneous form of 456 T'hang.

A word which occurs in the Budh books, but the

sense of which is not known.

A duplicate form of Le.

Samc as

An original form of ^ Fuh

SHUN Low

MOW. A kind of helmet.

Thought an erroneous form of VfS Hea.

TWELVE STROKES.

$ TSANG.

I

The jingling noise of stones or other ornaments.

LOO. Metal.

An iron spade-like instrument fm

ginj; with. To insert into the ground ,
lo make a kind of

-riitu-r; to til!.

* HO. Nippers to take hold of ; lo contain.

The ends of a carriage axle-tree.

HW U Y . Sharp pointed like a spear or lancet

a three cornered spear. A large vase.
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TSEIH. Plate iron or other metal

PUH. A kind of dart or arrow.

CHUY.

A crooked knife with which to ihave bamboo*.

KEANG. Kcang $ffl
or Plh keang

Chinese coin or money. Some say, To string the coin ;
a string

of Chinese coin which has a hole in the middle by which it is

strung.

P'HO.

A two edged knife for cutting grass. A kind of tickle.

A strong robust appearance. Also read Ling.

U

SIH. ATI iron spear.

A vulgar form of j$ Le.

t"
SEW. Rust on metals, they express it by metal

producing a garment or covering for it self.

5AN. A cross- bow loosened. Read Seen, A

capon, or castrated cock.

PART I. VOL. III. 7 K

T8ANG. TUe sound of a bell.

SETJH. Metal.

. To rub.

JO:

KVVEI.

A sort of box to contain books or other things.

Same as gigs) Leih.

SZE. An utensil to plane or level wood.

An original form of js Lew.

JAOU. A kind of bell used in the army, but

which has no tongue ;
the sound of the bell. The noise of

metal instruments or trumpets in contradistinction from drum*.

At the sound of the Jaou, the drums slop, and the troops form

themselves into a certain position. Also read Naou.

rffc
HWANG, Or Hung. The sound of akell;

alanrebell; noise; clamour. A hook or sickle.

P'HEE. A local word for a kind of spade or hoe.

Same as the preceding.
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It L\N.

I.a n t<an My 53$ the iron that goes into a horse's mouth.

r**3^> SUY. Same as ^ Suy. Things with which

fire may be taken from the sun.

[FAN.

A large hatchet or aie for felling trees; to fell. A club.

K'HEAOU. A sort of tripod with long feet.

TSEUEN. That to which the hinge of a door

hooks on. One says, An utensil for governing a door.

A vulgar form of $ YuS.

YANG. Certain ornaments of a horse's head.

One says, Certain iron about a carriage wheel.

An utensil for working wood used by mechanics.

SEANG. The fastening of a sort of buckle.

A name of various coloured silk.

KEUH. The hook of a ring; a clasp; shook

that lii.ks on to Another , a certain hook of a carriage ; a hook

or lock in the Chinese manner, at the front of a box or chest.

JUEN. Silver.

KOO.

PSh koo |H || name of a kind of dart.

TSEAOU.
" ^ W W 'W

An utensil for warming things, having three feet and a handle.

TSUN.

The blunt or handle end of a spear or other weapon.

LEAOU. Fine white metal ; silver; an empty

~ w^
furnace ; fetters either for the bands or feet. Show leaou 3L

manicles. Ke5 leaou
Jftl]

& fetters for the feet.

COT?
pEpf Same as

$jfl Teen.

. . \f

KEE. A hook or sickle.

Same as $ Laou.

'^1
K'HV\AN. A heated iron to sear or burn

with ; to mark ; a point; to engrave with a sharp point.

-JY. The lower end of the handle of a spear;

the blunt end always presented to a person respectfully To

beat down ; a beater; to castrate a fowl.
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SIN . The hilt of a sword ; a small kind of dirk.

The name of a district. A surname. Otherwise read Yin,

The ed^e of a sword.

TSAN.

A kind of small chissel. Also read Tseen.

m
19

SEU. The key of a Chinese lock.

mAn erroneous form of P Tsan

KE. f
The barb of a hook or an arrow; a hook or sickle; con-

nected contrivances, made by an artificer.

A vulgar form of |1 Ye.

KLLN. The iron of a carriage axle tree that

defends the end of it from the friction.

t An ancient form of fjj
Tso.

Same as $ffl Teth.

CHUNG.

A bell; a hell for musical purposes; certain tones in music.

A bell for religious temples, and for common purposes ; any

thing hollow that emits sound of whatever -materials made

The name of a place, and of a hill.

CHE. To bore into; a borer.

TANG

From metal and to aicend. The metal bj which a penon
mounts a horse, a stirrup. Used also to denote a lantern.

The name of a hill.

<J An ancient form of Jfe Keaou.

m
Same as al! Ya.

A man's name. The pronunciation is not known

An original form of |f| Suy

An ancient form of

YING. Pull; satiated.

CHE, Te'e", and Chth, A lash with iron

dl the ends for driving sheep. An instrument of husbandry.

A beater.

TUY. Same as jg; Tuy.
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THIRTEEN STROKES.

Same as j|g Suy.

YAOU. Ao uteniil for warming things ;
a

nipper utensil ; a tort of boiler

LOO

A sort of frying pan. The handle of* knife.

TSEU EN, and Tseen. TO bore through,

cut, or chop. Sharp pointed ; a pointed tool ; a style or

chissel.

HWUY, Or Wei. The sound of a sraall

bell. Hwuy hwuy $g| |g8 abundaof.

u

YUH. A warm vessel.

LEEN. A hook. A sickle,

U

CHO. To cut or hew ; to chop.

A vulgar form of $f Tang.

CHEN. To strike ; to attack ; to cut.

TSEAOU. A tort of ipade or hoe. Rtd

Saoii, Metal excessively hardened. Read Tiaou, Iron ton

much hardened breaking.

KWO. An iron utensil.

Same as $$| Shing.

TSEEN.

A sort of pick-axe. Read Keep, Metal.

KEAOU . Anj metal handle or knob by which

to lift any vessel or uteniil, the Chinese call such haodles

an ear.

A vulgar form of
|J| Keen.

CHO. A kind of small bell, commonly used

to denote bracelets for the arm. Read Shub, A warm

vessel, used in the north fur warming the hands. Name of a

medicine.

Wll PEAOU. The point of a sword.

Same as ifa La.

IT LUY.

A sort of vae. Luy yew jgg
im a large specie* of orange.
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YE. To raise up with iron

CTT CHIN. To seam ; to pierce.

PEIH

The handle of a plough. To sharpen a knife.

A vulgar form of Man.

I "'HEE. Iron. The name of a place, ofa river,

and of an animal. The Fame of a bonk ; a surname. Te-
mHh-iirh^^ JT_ or Timor. Tartar name of the second

Eiiperorof the Yuen dynasty, about A. D. 1309. T chih

fell f\ an 'ron cu ^' t - '"cans a weapon about the length of

;i ruliit, being a round iron club with a guard to the handle.

HVVAIN. A ring for the finger, an}- ring or link.

f

. .

HEE. A piece of metal ;
a ring.

The same as fe Shae

IT W^

A large sort of bell or woodeu clapper, used

in the army, and to summons people to attend moral instruc-

tion in ancient times. The name of a place, of a palace, aud

of a man.

FART I. VOL. III. 7 L

LUNG. The sound of a drum.

KO, A hook for cutting grain ; a tickle. The

ferrule of a carriage wheel.

The same as 1& Tso.

I ANG. A certain tripod for containing hot

wine ; the sound of a drum.

LO. A small sort of boiler.

I O. The neck of a peitlc ; or that part which

is grasped by the hand.

K'HEU.

A wooden drumstick
;
a certain metal culinary Tessel.

HEUN. A sort of iron.

The sound of this character is not known
; nur i<

the sense apparent.

PE. To sharpen a knife or sword

An erroneous form ofM Tscih.
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FOURTEEN STROKES.

o

MANG. A ring; a double ring.

HLUN. A golden colour altered or discoloured.

A vulgar form of $J Seuen.

To cut or rub; to rub copper and iron;

to rub smooth. The part of a spear which receives the handle.

T'HEAOU.

An utensil for roasting or burning Hung* in.

Same as M Piih

CHOO.

To fuse metals j to melt. A surname. The name of an an-

cient kingdom; the name of a place.

HUNG. The sound of a bell.

YU

Certain artificial flowers made of gold for ladies head dresses.

CHUY. Copper half wrought.

TSE. Land ; ground.

NEE.

Hard and regular. Read Ne, An utensil fur winding silk.

A hook on which to suspend any thing, to hang up.

KEEN. To pare or cut.

TA. An arrow.

HO, or Hw5. AD iron jeucl without feet

for boiling flesh and fish in ; a boiler.

K'HING. The sound of metal.

PIN.

A sort of steel that makes Terj sharp knifes or jwordj.

YING. A kind of bell.

NANG, or Ning.

The handle of a knife , the part into which the handle enters.

SEU. The part of a Chinese lock which enteri

into the box part. Read Joo, Metals in a liquid state.
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KWEI. A kind of box or press.

KEEN. A large tub containing that which

reflects the moon ; to reflect light as from still water. A mir-

ror ; an object in which one can see one's self; so at to take

warning and avoid what is wrong; a precept or warning. Used

to denote To examine ; to survey extensively.

ic** Same as the preceding.

CHO. A kind of axe or hatchet.

TSAN. That which can connect things toge-

ther, as a pin or needle. To seam or connect things. To rub.

An ancient form of ^r Tee.

Same as {$1 Po.

C? YU.

FIFTEEN STROKES

cum.

An axe or hatchet. A sword with which to decapitate.

A kind of plough ; to plough. Read Par,

or Pa, A large iron cudgel.

MEE.

The sense is lost. Some think it the same as F I Y.

Same as raj? Keu.

A form of fa Ching.

Pieces of metal. Read Me, A small boiler.

|l
TS'HO, or Ch'hS.

A word that occurs in the Budh books undefined.

LE.

A sort of metal. One ajj to skin or peel off.

Mr. LUY. An ornament of the hilt of a sword.

TEIH. A kind of lock.

KE. Hard; firm.

i

A vulgar form of ^ Tswan.

CHER

Chen chuenm tfjjj
)nd of pin for braidipg up lh kair.
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KW\NG. Tin- ore of iron.

Same as
f|j>) Ileang.

PUNG. Piing tow
tj

a kind of helmet.

LA. A sort of tin.

Same as Chin.

T'HUH. A box to contain seals in.

MANG.

To melt. A weapon called a (tying spear.

SEAY. A mould for metals.

ollO. To melt or (use mcliils. To urjrc. as

with fire; to impel with the clamour of a multitude. Shin-

ing; bright; beautiful e;e>.

TSO. A man's name.

PEAOU. The bit of a horse's bridle.

'> A vulgar form of (Jaou

LEU

A kind of heated iron, with which lhing arcput into form.

A vulgar form of f|| Clioo.

CHO. Same as ffi Cho.

HEAOU.

Veins or marks on iron. Also read Keaou, and T'heaoii.

Same as IB To.

Same as ||j Leih,. A sort of tripod

LUNG. A sort of utensil.

K'HEANG. A kind of lead.

A vulgar form of $g| Ho.

GO. An iron hook.

MANG. A ring.

NEE. Correct ; regular. The samr ns
i]

ate
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LOO

A place to contain fire ; a furnace; a vase for incense. A

vessel for wine ; applied to the narae of an arrow.

HEUNG.

A man '9 name , any other tense in loit.

T'HUNG. The blunt or haft end of a spear.

Same as Yu.

CHA. A knife for cutting grass,

SEVENTEEN STROKES.

LAN. The lustre of metal.

An erroneous form of $8 Peaou.

A large kind of bell. Alto an instrument of husbandry.

TSEEN.

An iron utensil ; sharp pointed ; to carve.

YO. The bolt of a door ;
a lock.

I. VOL. III. 7 M

A pointed instrument; a pointed

stone; the coulter of a plough. To pierce ; to stick into. A

vessel for preparing drugs.

JANG, and Neang, or Seang.

A mould or other utenil for casting metals ; to coat inside

or outside with metal plate; to inlay with metal. A military

weapon.

ME. An instrument of husbandry.

Same as J| Keen.

LING. A sort of vase.

K'H E LJ . A cross beam carved with wild beasli

for hanging a bell or drum on.

%tL -

j"
CHA. A knife for cutting grass.

HE, or Hwuy. A certain large bell or uten-

sil of the kind. Food ; certain appearances of halo near the

tun, referred to in divination.

LO.

A small boiler; an utensil for warming tiling".

Same as H. Lae.
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KWAN. An utensil for drawing water.

Same as
f,=J Hung.

Same as |s Tung.

TSANG. The sound of a small bell.

Same as $JB Teen.

Tweezers for eradicating hair
; nipper* ;

forceps. An utensil for taking up a thing.

LUY. Wei iuy uneven.

TA. The sound of any thing falling.

TSWAN. A small sort of spear.

K'HEU. A military weapon.

f An original form of ggj Peaou.

Same a $ Teao

An ancient form of I Ts5.

KEEN. A military weapon.

NINETEEN STROKES.

X MO. Metal

P

P'HEEN, OrP'han. The front part of..a*.

LO. A piece ofcopper beaten thin into the form

of a shallow tub or platter, which when struck emit* a loud

sound j used by the Chinese in their armies, and before mil

officers when parading through the streets, to serve as a signal

of their approach, commonly called a Gong by Europeans.

Small ones are used in boats and in plays. In the army they

are said to have answered also the purpose of hand-basins.

The large ones give a deep lengthened sound ; the small ones

a short harsh jingle. Tung lo
ffljjj ij|

or So lo
4JJ; |||

name

of the gong. Ta lo
ij" ^ to beat the gong.

I TSWAN. That with which any thing is

bored ; with which a hole in made ; the point of an arrow r

spear. To bore ; to enter deeply into. To worm one's self

into
-,
to search out secret* ; to employ artifice and intrigue.

LWAN.

Certain jingling bells, in ancient times attached to the imperial

carriage and suspended from the mouth of the Lwaa^s? bird,
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hence these two characters were used to denote the Imperial

travelling vehicle.

TS'HO. A chissel or any utensil which cut*

bores into wood; to dig ; to mark ; to open; to make or do.

PE. A kind of plough.

LO. A small kind of boiler.

TUY. To hang down ;
a heavy beater.

NEE.

The parts of a bit which are outiide the bone'* mouth.

A large spade or similar instrument o(

husbandry. To stick into i to cut down.

TWENTY ONE STROKES.

H

SHUH, and Ghull. A large ipade or hoe

to weed with. Shfih loo SSI $fi name of a iword.

CLXVIII TH RADICAL.

CH'HANG.

Long, in respect of space or time. Senior
-, aged ; greater ;

in a more elevated rank; constant; skilled. To increase by

growth, to extend. The name of a star, of a place, of a palace,

f a hill, of an animal, of a plant, and of a spirit or divinity.

A surname. Chang tseang J& Wf or Tseang show Wet 3^
J^v J'T'P *n* J

long, or hand spears, are persons who prepare exercises for the

people contrary to law at public examinations of the literary.

Chang keangJji Vj^
' the long river, 'a name of the Yang-

lize-keang. KeunchangiS' J^ the chief of a tribe or na-

tion. Chang sSng ko e shah rth J& /j: pi"
JpJ ^fc

M long

life may be obtained by art. Yuen chang maou B
an oval appearance.

An ancient form of J|. Chang,

Same as the preceding character.

K'HWAN.

Kwan tun the appearance of an ugly cow.

a KEW. Long.

TWAN. To throw a thing.

SUNG. Long.

GAOU. Long.
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KE. Chang ke -^ J?J?
the name of a country

when the people'! hair is as long at their bodies.

YANG.

To raise up. Read Twan, in the Bndh booki.

Same as %g. Maou.

TAOU. A long appearance.

YAOU. Yaou neaou
Jjjyj j^ long and slender.

An erroneous form of f|f Mow.

THEE.

Name of a very poisonous snake with large utaringejcs.

TSEAY, and TsO. The name of a hill.

An erroneous form of ]^C Gaou.

Same as ^ Fa.

Same as ^ Loo.

NAOU, and T'haOU. A long appearance.

If

NEAOU.

Long and slender. A sort of leather ihoci or booti.

A vulgar form of jfc Naou.

Same as J* Tee

NEE. Long.

TSZE. A lackered utensil.

. Long and slender.

EIGHT STROKES.

TSUNG. Dishevelled hair

CHUH. Like
; resembling.

I 'HO. The appearance ofgood hair. Considered

by the queen Woo-how as the character 20? Shing.

CAN. Long and large.

PE. Ornaments of a cap.
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. The hair appearing in diiorder.

K. HLLJH. A sort of- garmeut without iletvr*.

SANG. A long appearance.

I

m
i

bame as Jg- Tsung,

TO. To terminate ;. to end entirely.

T'HEIH. Mournful; sorry.

YUNG. To adorn ; to ornament.

TSEAY. To sigh j to moan. The name ofa hill

Same as l| Ke.

A form of H? Shing.

GAOU. A long large appearance.

J
MAN, or Peen.

The ornaments of a womaa'i head dreti. Alio read Ping.

ftT 1. VOL. III. 7 N
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TS'UNG. The hair io a itite of diiorder.

?ame a* $i| Tsan.

LEAOU. Long; small and long.

K'HEAOU. Long.

LAOU. A long appearance.

u

I SANG, The itring uied in plaitiig kair.

NUNG. Many; much

NING. Hair in disorder.

ME. Long duration.

TSO. To sigh.

Same as lp| Me:

NEAOU. Soft ; flexible and long.

CHHUNG. Straight.
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CLXIX TH RADICAL,

MUN.

From
JiJ Hoo, a door with onefold, repeated. A two leaved

door, a gate; a door of any kind j an entrance. Name of an

office, and of a territory. A surname. A family ;
a sect; a divi-

sion of a subject ; a class of persons ; a profession. E mun

tj
the medical profession. Chwang mun t

vjp P^ a win-

dow FBb mun
ijjjjj ["]

the sect of Budha. Tan raun Jn

^ a single leaved door. Mun
P^j

' a door,
*
is often used in

Ihr sense of chapter or section, as WSn how raun
jpj

VTT\ P^l

section on complimentury letters. Urh mun J3] PEJ ihe ori-

fice of the ear. Mun kwang P"j ffi
and Mun mei ^ jfig

Ilie lintel of a door. Ching yang mun "[p. [^ P*j
the outer-

most southern gate of the Imperial city in Peking. Woo-mun

1
the gate which leads to the domestic part of the im-

jK-rial cily ; or that innermost citadel called 4^ **M
%* 7J$ W/

Tsze-kiu-ching. Teen gan raun^^ P^ the second gate

of the imperial city ; outside of which the fosse passes which

surrounds what is called the Ta nuy^ fftj

'

great inside'

or domestic part. The next gate is called Twan mun
&JJ*

PR

which is the gate to which the Emperor occasionally descends

to transact business. The side gate here are called Kefih ts3

mun
|jj| ^ p] and Keug yew mun

pj| ;j PH here the

great officers of state assemble to deliberate t and the kings

and princes meet to await an audience.

MO, or Ma. TO look aslant er asquint.

HEA To look asquint

rL^I SHEN.orShan.

>J
Across bar with which to fasten a doer.

9 KE\> . To litigate; to contest with words.

KE. A door or gate.

I

SH tiJN . To peep out of a door
,
the appearance

of stepping suddenly out at a door. To shun; to evade
,

ta

be seen a short time ; to move or pass quickly as a flash of

lightning. A surname.

CHIN. To ascend; to go up from a lower place.

HVVO. The noise made by a person issuing

forth suddenly and startling other*.

Same as P^ Mun.

CH'HOO. To open straight forwards.

^ YEN. A surname.
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A vulgar form of ffl Pe

tjjft
[~T j

HAHAN. A door, gate, or passage; a lane or

branch of a village; a kind of wall
, to shut or dose.

PL. To shut a door; to screen or shade from ;

to conceal ; to store or lay bye ; to slop or close up ; to shut

anj thing. Foo jin yue' pe mi? i\ ra stoppage of the

CH'HIN.

The appearance of going out and in at a door.

WUH,and Huh

To tie or bind; to enclose; to close.

T'HING. The upper bolt of a door.

FOUR STROKES.

KWAN.
\7t\

Something connected with the chain of a door.

CHUNG. A door opened outside.

T'HUN. To fill up to the door.

K'HAE

To open; to unfold; to unloose, to separate from, to

*rran^e in order i to begin; to commence, as a journey or

a voyage. Name of a star, and of a district. A rnan's name.

Le kae
^J| Jj|j

to separate from. Tsow kae it Bl to walk

or step apart. Kae keuen, kin tth yin, tselh wan yu leant;

PI ffi ft $ & ~t H i Pi - 'Pen ' n* lhe "le

of offices, there was obtained only seventy odd thousand taeU.

Kae leen
g^ ^^ to shave and dress the hair of the bead in ttie

manner of a married woman.

URH. To enter within.

rUN. Seems to refer to violence affecting

the fastening of a door. One fold of a door.

HliilH. To make a clamour and disturbance.

HEAE. A leaf of a folding door

Same as Fun.

K'HANG. Rang lang FP |j a lofly door

or gate ; the appearance of a high gate-way.

HUNG, Or Hwang. The gate ofa street

or lane; agate-war. The gate of heaven. A bar or fastening

for a gate. A surname; a man's name. Wide; extensive s

of great containing capacity; a wide unoccupied space. An

extensive elegant garden.
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FANG, and Meeii.

A central door in a palice ; the door of a temple.

THING, The upper bolt of a door.

An erroneous form of the preceding,

JUN $1

An intercalary month. Jun it from king and gate, because

ancient kings (pent part uf the intercalary month in the gate

of the place ; they make seven in nineteen years, and place

them sometimes after one month, sometimes after another.

HrS NEW

The bolt or fastening of a door. Alto read N*.

a
SAN. A cover; a lid.

HEEN . From door and a wooden bar ;

thing that opposes entrance or progress. A barrier , a fence ;

a fold or place to feed horses in ; to fend off; to establish

rules or laws against , to guard against; to defend; to protect.

Large or great; to be accustomed to; having seen much.

Used to denote At leisure t easy ; familiar ; negligent j idle;

to screen. Fang been KM 153 to guard against.

HEEN. Hc-poie ; leisure; not pressingly oc-

cupied i people who lire retired, rot in the government ;

loraetiraci used in a bad sense for Idle, sauntering ; soft, low

voice in conversation. A crevice or opening i near to. Read

Keen. A crevice; a space between, said of place or lime ; to

make M space or interval; to bear with; to diminish ; noise of

a carriage. Name uf a bow, of a place, and of a man. To

punish by military force ; to subdue ; to spy , to separate by

lander. Shing been kelh che
|JB

B3 J& ~/? to seiie a*

opportunity and attack them, said in reference to a famine

amongst the Tartars. Rung foo been twan "J^ ^t RH
Jftjr

the work interrupted ; sometimes attending to it and some-

times not. Heen tsing gow ke
|jf]^^ ^ '

leisure feel,

ing ent forth by chance,
1

name of a small miscellaneous work ia

5 volumes; professing to blend entertainment and iastructisn.

A vulgar form of the preceding.

HEUE Without any door

'VI 1 IN . Mourners standing at the door or gate,

the mind or feeling wounded by painful reflections; d'ueate

induced by grift Exertion ; effort. Name of a place. A

surname; a man's name.

HEA. A door shut. Bead Ta, Opened ; rett.

PEiH. Open; extended

WANG. Water.

An ancient form of B3 Heen.

Same as the preceding.
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FUN The vapour arising from fire.

FIVE STROKES.

i
CH'HOO. To open straight out.

I

THANG.

A door not opened, or that will not open.

a
\A, and KeS. Commonly read Chi. A

gate that may be opened or shut, whether placed at the ends

of streets, narrow passes in the country, or on canals formin

a kind of lock.

NAOU . The noise, tumult, clamour and bustle

of a m irket place. To rail and scold at in anger ; streperous ,

to make a bustle about.

TSEEN. To stand up and wait on.

NE Possessing little strength; weak.

P'HANG. The noise of a door

1V1 IN . The name of a village, and of a pavilion.

E. The hinge of a door.

gl PHANG, or P'hing

Nl
The noise made by the opening *nd (hutting of door

CHlliN. To open a door in ailighl degree ,

to scl the door ajar in order lo wait for.

T'HEEN. The name of a country

T'HAN. The bolt of a door; any thing b<r

the side of a door by which it is fattened

An abbreviated form of fp) Kwan

F4
to lei tin

M

T'HEE A city gate.

KE. The round hole into which a

to serve as a hinge to a Chinese door.

\

HAN. A door or gate.

PQ5
K'HEUH

FART 1. VOL. III. 7 o

The bar of a door

IEA. Opened wide* a great rent; a gate

thrown down. A large cup.

ancient form of fflfi Yevr.
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LlN(i A window in a door.

P'HEEN. Certain boardi on the roof of a

house on which the tiles are laid.

i,
or Pel. A closed door; any thing secret

not allowed to transpire ; deep; mysterious; divine careful;

attentive.

HE. The fold of a door.

KEUNG. A br or bolt ottide a door.

Same as M Chen.

-l An ancient form of PJH Kae,

SIX STROKES.

GAE. The outer gate shut; hills impeding

passage. The mind stuffed with facts not reduced to order by

reOection. Read Hae or Kae, Stuffed with a collected mass.

MOW. To open.

i>

HEIH. A bar or hindrance at a gate.

ff

PANG
' ~W

Sound ; noise of shutting a door. Also re d Pinp

w

1 1 K.A . The noise made by a door. Read ,

Fart of the name of a certain gate.

SUNG. The tenon or the mortar into which

v W

the tenon enters, to serve as a hinge to a Chinese door.

SIN.

Rough and nigged appearance. To kerp a gate.

L'HWANG. The wood that surrounds a

door, or the posts and cross beam overhead.

KWAN. To open; to unfold; to unloose;

to separate from ; to arrange in order; to begin ;
to commence,

as a journey or a voyage. Name of a itar, and of a district.

A man's name.

KlTTl Original form of |3 Kae.

ITTI
fll
Rgrl HEIH. Still; quiet.

KO. A screen before a door; a case or press m

which to lay by provisions; to lay by; to place on. An

upper room or gallery ; an upper story in a pavilion, from

which a more extensive prospect is obtained. A cocncil

chamber at court, where the ministers meet. Name of a stir.

The noise of a cricket.
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KO, OF Ho. A ode door , an internal imall

door ; a small door to a ladj'i apartment. Applied to the head

of a boat. In the phrase Ka laou
j^j ^ it is arbitrary,

whether to use this word or
B|l

K6. KS laou B9 4 in the

time of the Tang dynasty was applied to a provincial officer,

but lubsequently became the appellation of those who were

called in by side door to advise with the soiereign, and to

ministers of state

KEUE.

Keu? heu? a door way without any dor to it:

WEI, and Kwei.

The lintel or upper cross beam of a door.

An ancient form of [pi Pelh.

SHAN.

Bamboo palings connected to form * fence.

HEEN. The threshold of a door.

a HE. The eunuehj who wait at the gates, and

who are subject to fixed orders and regulations,

Fi yuC meritorious services of

officers of the government ; the degrees of which.there are fives

which are expressed by Fi; their accumulation, by Y.,ie.

v

TS'HUH. Many person, , multitude.

'PW'lIf Tl I
1 A number of prrsoni sUDdiog in

a gate way or door. Many ; a multitude.

HUNG

Soldiers fighting ;
a path tn a

village. A su

KWEI A solitary dowr of an a

-

semhling the Kwei rg sceptre; particularly the rooms ap-

propriated to the women and children ; the retired apartmeati

of unmarried females. Kin kwei ^ jlfj
a board on wbrch

the names of officers were written ; a list of officers. King kw. i

"|
a kind of rattle, to give an alarm. Shin kwei *& K|

the deep or retired apartments. Hcang kwei^gi
Kf t he

fragrant apartments; and a great many other Adjective, jo,o,-d
to Kwei, express the Apartments appropriated to the females.

Kwei wei
|fj] |j^|

, be curtains of ,be inner apar|n)e(U
.

implies sexual intercourse.

K.'HUH. To open a:gate or door wide.

TEE, and Chth. A door barred or bolted.

JVllJN.. From an insect in a fateuuy. A

ofserpent. The ancient designation of the inhabitants of Canton

and FBh-keen
jjjg^ previously to their union with China,

g the province now called Fflh-keen (Fo-kien )

NAN. A. man at the gate.

LIN. The appearance of fire

Min sing
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R

SEVEN STROKES.

("HUH Many persons.

T'HOO. Name of a place.

K'HWAN. From a gate and to compreit.

The post* <if a gate , Ihe gate of heaven ; the door which leads

to tin- female apartments . the chamber! of the women.

A lofty door or gateway. Vacant ; eiup-

tj ; wide n a desert; an unoccupied waste. Name of a hill, and

of a territory ; A man's name. Lang lang n|j
B9 lofty ;exten-

.

1 1
,

-jj
.

sive ; vast. Lang yuen Igj ^ a place where the Seen genii

reside.

POO A door or gate.

|jWOO. The name of a country

YEN. A word that occurs in the Budh books.

LLU . The gale of a village ; twenty-five fuini-

lies irake a Leu. A door or gate. The name of a particular

door ; the habitation of Ihe sc.cn
qlu genii. The name of a

ruviinn Name of an ancient office, of a stone, of a sword,

and of n fli^'.
Name uf an uiillnul. Occurs de.ivli: g A

beautiful woman. A surname.

HUH. The noise made by a door.

YUNG. The entrance into a door.

\^M W^^

<>. Thr gratio' noiie roadeby a door opening.

T'HING. The middle part of a hall door.

HA. To open; prnbabl) referring to a door

KEUH.

To shut. To hold a thing up in both hands.

V

YUE. To inspect and lake an account of ; to

reviw, survey, or examine. To read. YuS shay RJ
jflj-

to review archers. Yu? yen paou tae KM Vjjj* j[v) jp-
to rr

view forts.

An ancient form of jgj, II wan.

SHE. A door or gate.

CHHUH. A name of Budh,

K'HEUE Without a door.
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EIGHT STROKES.

LIN. The name of a bird ; a path trodden with

feet, or run over by a wheel.

PE, OF Fei. Smoke- passing .out at a door.

, TU^andCho
1

.

Name of a riter. Read She, A .door or gate.

HWAN. A door ID the interior apartments.

3
4

CH'HANG. Gate of an ancient palace ; the

name of a modern city gale in Keang-nan.

Same as $i Sha, and Shae.

KO, Or K\v5. Distant; broad or exteniiTe.

YU. A small gate or door.

KWAN. A gte or door in the hurem.

Door keepers of the Imperial harem.

\
Eunuchs ; applied to the year under certain circumstuucei.

Teen yen ^? Bsj
natural impotence.

PART i, TL, in. 7 f

I
SEE. The plank* or boards of a city gate.

WEI. A high or lofty door or gate.

R9
fl?pF|

*-* A &ate
" overthrown. O lo

IN4
appearing ready to fall.

a -.ite

MIN. The name of a
village

FOO. To open a gate.

CHEN. To obtain ; to catch.

HE. Heheu^ rf? a crevice in a wall. Read

K'he, To overcome; to trust, or be trust worthy ; to cut and

plan.

YEN. Iniide the gate 'of a Tillage, or an inner

gate ; gate of a laoe. To stimulate ; to stir up. To cxnir in

a different state from what exists either to anger or to joy.

A fine long appearance- long raiment; handsome. A fiiirnaine.

O. To top; to obitruct; to prevent reaching

the ear of. Yung S
5j| |

to prevent, or top from geing

further, to prevent being told to.

ej

I
GAE

To impede or itop a door way with wooden bars.
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TSUV. A species of grain.

1 1 \N AN. To shut the gate in the evening.

i>m- vtho shuts the gate in the erening. One who performs

the menial office of watching a door or gate ;
a porter.

YIH, and Heue. A threshold ofa door.

WAN. To look down and look at.

HEANG. Prepared; a kiud of path or road.

P

1

PAOU. To praise ; to laud.

HEUNG. To fight.

I

rlh<t.IN . Practised ; accustomed to
j
a rule or law.

KOO, A single folded door.

An ancient form of Kae.

.

IT
Saine a9

1
Wo. The name of a state.

An ancient form of il Peih.

NINE STROKES.

E|
,

ill YA. The noise made br opening a door; thr

w
leaves of a door opened.

YING. In the middle of a door.

blJNG. From door and to examine. The door

or gate of a public office that ii guarded or watched.

Pel=S|
K'HEIH. Still; tranquil; lonely.

K'HEUE. Destitute, or without a door.

YAOU.

To screen; to partition or separate from; to cover.

HEANG. To open.m
o

WAN. To bend down and look at.

YU. To peep and spy through a door.

GAN. To shut the door; retired; sombre,-deep

recess ) small portion of light ; evening; night. The name

of an insect. A kiud of cottage.
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K \\" \ A door that opens in a distorted toanner.

Aii ancient form of p|j Y'Th

CHIN A central door.

P HI.V Looking through a door.

P'HEIH. To close or stop up.

HEE. The noise made by a door.

JO. and Ne. To drag ; to pull.

*.VT *
' Ll - Tbe door of the harem. The gate of

the palace where
literary graduate, are eiamined , a small door

leading to the hall of ancertors. Name of a
territory.

CH'HIH The Yin
|$|

or dark tapour, ob-

scuring the
|B| Yang, or

light.

, .

KEEN'. The lhre$bold of m do<)r or. â))T

written without door around the central pwt of the character
door is a ulgar addition.

The inner gate of a cit ; |o stop up,
'".I

to draw together ; to coatract. A sornarae.

K H\NO Open; wide.- broad, remote , dis-

lanl; long apart; perverse; painful. Heu kwS vp E3u
fiff

Taoe ; wide of the mark. Been kws
ffi ^ widely itpa/

ated frum a friend,

ii

KEl'E, and Kwei Bon*** fioUbed ad

the door shut; to stop; to desist ; to terminate; the cad.

Empty; unoccupied; unprejudiced. The door open.

K'HEEN.

The wood which bars or fastens the door.

HEUE. A small door.

LAN. From *>or and Joraething placed ia it.

A icreeo or rtoppage in a door waj ; a weea or coreriDg far

a
carriage ; cloeJj shut up, obKored. ETening , fadiot; , fM-

ingi rare or small in quantity, applied to the drinking of wine.

Toatt irregularly ; to go into the palace without baring proper

P*e*; riog that surrounds the wriit ; an armlet. Van* of a

district

I OO. A balttement orer a city gale ; an ele-

raled place orer the gate, or on the wall from which to tee

to a distance. Otherwise read Shay, Applied to the prit
and prierteneJofBu^h, and to burning their dead bodies.

An erroneous form of f! Ho

ilPE. A door or entrance. The bar of a doer.
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R

TEN STROKES.

T'HA. The sound of a bell or drum.

YEN. The evening.

YAE. Clamour and disturbance.

TEEN.

To fill up ; to stuff. Full; abundant; the name of a place.

CHA

To pour out a libation from a cup ,
to caution; to repress.

An ancient form of f^J Lin.

fl
A small pillar erected in a gate way ;

a kind of door in the centre of a gate way in the Chinese

manner; on common occasions persons pass round on each

side, on more important seasons the centre door is opened.

y

HA. A door in an upper gallery. Name

of a nation beyond seas, where there is a race of savages with

human faces and bodies of brutes of a yellow colour.

paCT I "O. The leaf of a folding door; a door; to

shut
;

all whom the closed door includes
;
a whole family. To

cover ; to unite all together. A particle denotiug Why not >

Name of a state ,
a man's name.

\

K'HAE. To open ; to spread out
;
to stretch

out, refers to a piece of bone or ivory put on the thumb

tor pulling a string. To desire. A man's nuroe.

KEAOU.

The appearance of a door or gate standing wide open.

TSHEANG.

The smooth sound of a door opening.

WOO. A door or gate.

K'HtiUE. Empty; defective; wanting, not

supplied with. Disrespectful ; not according with. Used as

the name of a sword, and various other proper names. Want-

ing; defective, lost.

fi

fi

8
T'HANG. A high door or gate.

CH'HIN. The appearance of a horse going

out of a door j to thrust out the head , to bolt suddenly out or

in ; to rush precipitately.

CHEN. A door that pens and shuts easily.

TSEUN. Flourishing; prospering.
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K'HEUE. To top( to endj to terminate.

ELEVEN STROKES.

K'HE. To open a door.

T'HOW.

To fight j to brawl. A surname. A Tulgar form of P? Tow.

K'HWEI. To turn the head aside and peep

out at a door ; to spy j to peep ; to observe narrowly.

The appearance of plentj ; abun-

dance.- Read Ch'hang, A gate of heaven ; a local word

for a door.

u

SHUH, orChuh. A kind of lodge or hall

by the door ; in ancient times the room appropriated to the

education of children in a family. A domestic school. An

outer apartment in the palace where ministers meet to arrange

and make each other acquainted with the business with which

they are about to advise the Sovereign.

KVVAN. From a door and to pan Ihreodt

transversely. To fasten a door with a cross bolt or bar ; to

tup up; to close a door; the bolt of a door; the gate of a

market place; the gate to a grave. A bar; a limit or pass;

to pass over to ; to bear upon ; to effect or implicate in con-

sequences. Morally, a boundary line or limit between virtue

FART I. TOL. III. 1

and vice, happiness and misery. A pass famous in hutcn.

situated between Uo-nan and Shen-e. To pass through ,
to

proceed from, or by the way of. Yen yu shwang kwao
"gj"

a double entendre.

K HAN To look or hope for.

KEANG. To kill.

NEE. A door or gate.

! Same as Yin.

YU. The name of a door or gate

TWELVE STROKES.

HIH, or Hwa.

Opening; rending; breaking; splitting.

WAN. Name of a He'en district.

^^^^ \t

S^J YE. Filled ; stuffed and stopped up.

/

K'HAN. To peep through a door. To lo .k

towards with desire or expectation) to look,- to iiew ; to

descend to. The n-rae of a pavilion. A surname
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NVKI

To open a door ; a duor standing partially open, a-jnr.

GIH. From Joor and dark. The dour shut.

KWANG, and Chung. The bar of a door.

HWA. To open a door, or ao open door.

|>|f I TSEAOU. Name of a wood; a black wood

lmv|
like iron, it grows in water.

A kind of lance or javelin with tas.

seU for ornament, several of these are stuck in the side of a

war carriage. A certain kind of carriage. The appearance

of being planted in an upright position. Fixed; settled.

The leaf of a door; a house ; a family. The name of a place.

Read Ta, TS yung B|] j^ mean ; worthless; possessing no

talents ; fit to be rejected.

4WUY. The outside gate of a market place;

>V4
the gate of a street, in the Chinese manner

;
a road; a path.

k _ -.A.

' To open ; to lay or spead out ;

r-p*
to manifest clearly; manifest; luminous; great; to extend.

Name of a place.

K'HWEI. A small look ; a peep.

YIN. An erroneous form of IS Yen.

H SU I . A door or gale leaning on one side.

HEANG. To look directly forwards.

P'HEIH.

To shake; to burst forth; to open; lo expand, applied

to (he expanding or vivifying operation of nature in spring.

To avoid ; to shun
,
to retire back. Tu flow as a stream.

CHEN. The gate of a shop or market place.

SA. To shut ; to close.

1 AJNCr. To make way for others when enter-

ing a door, the appearance of many. Read T'hang, The

sound of a drum.

YEN. To py ; to peep ; to look furtively.

/

HEANG. The noise made by a door; at the

*' rf
door , or between the steps up to it. A kind of window.

WAN. The fold of a door.

U

To opeo forcibly a door or gate.
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HWAN.

A wall surrounding a market place. A market place.

u

1 'HA. A small door in the interior part of the

palace ; a screen in a door way.

FOURTEEN STROKES.

TSEEN,. The door way, or at the door.

KK

r ME, and Ne. Narrow ; contracted! striving,

il
though possessed of little either knowledge or strength.

HEUH. A small door.

Same as HI Wei.

LEIH. To open. c
3l=^| LING. A window in a door.

\

CHUEN. A door opening and shutting eamly.

YO. The lower bar or bolt of a !(>

WAN,

An ancient name of Fuh-keen province. Also read V.r.

LAN. To enter in an irregular unauthorized

manner into the interior palace.

i LN. This characters occurs in an inrient

book, but the meaning is loit.

CLXX RADICAL.

6 6
>5r Q. \5

FOW.

A mound ofearth ; a hill without stones; high and broad

like a hill or mountain. Great ; large ;.fat , abundant ,
nume-

rous ; plenteous; raging like a large fire. The name of a

hill, and of a country.

Original form of the preceding.

R A form of jp Fow, employed by the side ,

pound characters, and placed on the left hand side.

JING. The name of a place.

195

Pt
SHIH. The name of a he'en district.
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KEAOI' Name of a place.

I)
]

IVyf K

TING. The name of a hill.

'HE. E ke
j^j fl^

the title of an ancient

emperor, alio the name of a place.

TEAOU. A cave or cavern in a hill.

L1H

Veins in the earth; a third part, or the diameter of a circle.

Same as Rfc Ke ; also the name of a principality.

Same as |?^ Hung.

TSZE. The name of a territory.

SIN. Name of a mountain.

R-

pa

Ft TS'HEEN. A road lying south and north

ii called
|fp Tseen, east and west is called

|(Q
PTh A road

Icadinj to a grave ,
a path through field.. A surname.

HAN. Name of a certain pass.

PTC
W U H, or Uh. A rocky bill with earth on its

top; high and dangerous, tin Bh
[fit

RlT unstable; insecure.

A hilly appearance. Read Kae, The ensc of which is loil.

fffjT
CHE. A .mall ruihing down of a hill , ruinou. ;

fallen dowa. The brink of a precipice.r-Same as gfC Yuen.

PI

PA

POUR STROKES.

KEIH. Steps.

A vulgar form of pf Yin.

A vulgar form of ^ Yang

TOW.

To raise; to erect; to derate ; precipitous rocks on hili.

GAE, and Gil). A .trait : anarowdefil, .

a narrow path, or other road dangerous for carriages , a pi,,
In strait*; cmbarrnsed

-, poor; mean.

SHING. To ascend ; to go up to a higher place
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A vulgar character which ought to be expunged.

Kang-he gives no meaning , the other dictionaries read it K8h,

A hilly appearance.

R FAN. f The bank of a lake; the dike;

the precipitous lidcofa mountain, a dangerous place. The

name of a place.

HAE.

Kae hae the noise of laughing. Hard eggs.

PEL A wall.

K'HANG. Empty ; vacant; a pit ; a lake

or pond. To fall into. Chang king -M- ffc name of a

territory. A surname. Read Kang, The name of a territory ;

a gate or entrance.

Ft
PA
Kcu, and

Be
and of an

ft

YUN.
High; lofty. A stone. Vameof a territory

pp litn - A rent or cleft in the ground. Read

KcuJ, and Heu?, A cleft or cave in hills.

YUEiN. Name of a hill, of a certain barrier,

and of an ancient state in Shen-se. A surname.

' A wall ou the east and west ; to be seat-

ed on the east and west tides, in the Chinese manner ; hence

the usual sense of the character, viz. Order ; arrangement.

FART I. VOL. Ill, 7 II

CHL. A foundation) water rushing out >

frc.nl Keaon che ^ p^ an ancient name of Cochinchina,

railed a principality of Han ; the name Kcaou-che it said to

have been given from the men and women bathing together

ft PE. Name of a hill

SHE.
Originally written She. A name. ID

Shwg-wJn said to be the name of a hill.

m "SING. A pit, a ditch; to fall iolo a pit.

FANG. A bank, dike, or boundary ; some-

thing that fends off; to guard or keep off; to be prepared fur

defence , to forbid or prohibit. A kind of screen to keep off

the wind ; the name of a'city, and of a district. A surname.

Fang we che e
[$ ^ ^ designed to guard again.t

small occasions of evil, saidvin reference to women veilm-
t>

their facei when they go out.

CHE. The sides ofa hill or mountain

Same as [^ Yang.

Same as ff Yin.

FIVE STROKES.

A form of l$i Lull.

PB

m
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KEU, and K'heu.

The name of a country village. The name of a country.

HEUEN. A pit.

CH'HING. A hill. To swallow down.

CHAOU. Originally
written ^g Cbaou.

An ancient form of ^ Chin.

E
PS

PIE

pa

P'HO. Po to
|flp |M? irregular; uneven surface.

TEEN. The name of a territory.

G1H, and Gae. Filled or stopped up; limi-

ted ; impeded; dangerous; hard pressed.

K'HEU. A fence in vallies amongst hills for

confining animals . Name of an ancient palace.

Ti E. The sides or bank* of a hill. A hill which

appears as if it would rush down on one side. Read Che, in

a similar sense.

KOO. The name of a place.

1 SOU. To hinder ; to impede , some dange-

rous impediment, as a torrent running between. To (top ;

to prevent ; to suspect ; to be sorry. Walking in a distorted

manner.

Pf
TSOO, and TsS. The steps and the mat

appropriated to the host or principal person at formal sacrifices

in temples; the cast side.

n-

YEN. A wall in danger of falling ; dangerous.

Read Teen, About to fall, or falling.

YUEN.

The name of a place ; but the character is wanting in authority.

L/lJ\(j. The side of a hill or mountain ; a bank.

An ancient form of g Ling.

O. 0! or ah! One side higher than the other,

as a man appears when carrying something heavy on one

shoulder ; distorted; the side of a mountain , a bank ; to lean

upon or against. The name of a place, a palace, and ota de-

mon. Who? what? A familiar appellative. 0-ching KpT Jjjt
W-r ->TK n> f-H.

^^
a certain palace. 0-me-to Fun

|jpf jn, JSJ Amida Bud-

ha ! is an exclamation uttered, with uplifted hands, hy devout

Chinese when they would affirm any thing solemnly, or express

serious concern. 0-nan
jlpj |||

a speaker in the assemblies

of Budh. 0-tan jintsoo jjpf ffi J^ jjjjl
Adam the proge-

nitor of mankind. (Mahoraedan expression.)

A vulgar form of the following.
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T'HO. ? .to
f$ |V

uneven i irregular ;

dangerous. Poo to R the name of a bill. Sha to %

|fl
the name of n place. To-lo king pe

Jl'fe ^ j^J |^
a certain kind of shroud conferred hy Tartar emperors on

princes of the blood.

An old bank, or a crooked embank-

ment away from the water. Read Wei, Same as
[513

Wei.

P'HO.

P" toA PHt
unevefl ; not |CTC| Commonly read Pe, or Pei.

PING. A man's name.

T'HEEN, and Neen. The name of a pavilion.

FOO. To be near to ; to lean against ; to be at-

tached to ; to annex, or attach to ; to annex one's self to, or

to join a person or party. A tribe or state putting itself

under the dominion of another country. Chen yu chay foo

hwuy che |g ||JJ ^fp [5^ ^ ^ sychophants crowded

round him.

SUY.

Supposed to be the same as Rtu Seiih. Also read ShiJh

Same as M To.

pi

SIX STROKKS

1 HO. The rushing down ufa hill or mountain.

KO. A man's name.

LiOW. Narrow confined place; a narrow dirty

i&

lane. U^ly ; low; vulgar; mean; obscure; petty; having

seen but little of the world; uninformed, from living alone

or in obscurity. Sub low pflh kan leaou |A fljSj ~%\ jljf
T*

insufferably vulgar.

Mill. A raised path between fields, in the Chi-

nese manner, that serves as well for a division as to walk on ;

a street in the market place. A road. A surname.

HUNG. Tsung hung i& Rtfa name of a hill

in Yun-nan province, said to produce copper.

KWANG. A street in a market place.

E. Name of a territory.

SHOO. Name of a been district.

HEANG,.and Keang,

To descend ; to come down from a higher place ; to con-

descend ; to cause to come down or submit.
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THO

TCI bind or wrip up in something that enclose*

* 'HO. A place lo practice archerj ;
a school.

TO. A small hillock or mound ; a small bank

T'HUY. High; lofty.

HEEN. To impede. A limit
; a limited quan-

PR.
tity ; number or period of time. To set a limited time ; to

limit or fix a stated time ; to adjust. Occurs denoting Haste;

hurry ; a bar at a door.

HUNG A pit.

URH. Name of a territory.

KWEI. A wall tumbled down. The name

of a hill. Read He, To fall in ruins j dangerous.

R
|J^" YU. Name of a sort of jungle.

I 7
E E

;
or Teen e a natural barrier

standing as a defence to a country.

KS HEUEN. A
pit.

KAK. A series of steps ; a bank ; a successioa

of one after another, as in steps. Used also for one of the

nine regioni of the universe.

An ancient form of V& Taou.

A form of ^ Yang.

A form of m Yin.

SHEN.

Name of a he'en district. An erroneous form of |k Shen

Yen pih

The correct form of Rfel Taou, used as a man's aamf.

a descendant of king Win-wang.

SEVEN STROKES.

SEU. Same as Seu

SEUN, or Tseun.

A high precipice; dangerous. The name of a pavilion.

T'HUN. A
pit.
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TSEAOU. A dangerous precipice; a hill or

mountain. Screened ; shaded ; hid urged ; impelled.

CHING. Name of a hilly region.

LE. Name of a pavilion.

HING. A place amongst hills where the

passage becomes suddenly cut off; the side of a hill or a

bank. The name of a territory, and of a city. A surname.

Read King, A strait path.

SHUN. A small mound; a water bank.

FANG. Same as \Jj Fang.

Also an appellation of a street or lane.

FOO. Name of a hill; a small mound. Read

Woo, A large level space.

PE. Steps to ascend high; steps leading to the

Imperial throne. Keae pe
J5jj jj^ steps; steps leading up to

a hill or court. Pe hea
ffig

~T denotes the Emperor, and

is used by his ministers in direct address.

SHING. To go up steps. To ascend, to

advance ; to be promoted to a higher degree. A surname.

Shing tso Rff Fjj;
to ascend a throne, said of Budh. Peaou

tsze yuen tsung leang; tso kwan wang kaou shing ma -f-
syl\ v

PART I. VOL. III. 7 I

whorei de$lre to follow

some correct man, and mandarins hope for high promotion.

K'HUH. A large mound of earth.

HtiA. Narrow strait; confined passage by iand

or by water. A strait dangerous passage amongst valley and

mountain streams. To be distinguished from the following.

SHEN. Name of an ancient principality ; the

modern Shen-ie |0f vti province, on theN. W. of Chioa. ;

\^r\ ~~f

ft

CHIH. To raise to a higher place ; to causem
to ascend; to promote; to advance; high; eminent. A

man's name.

HElEN.

The name of a territory; a certain barrier or limit.

P'HOO.

Planting. A level place on the top of a house.

TOW. Rising eminent like the top of a bill.

TOW. Name of a territory. To desist or stop.

I U tiJN . A surrounding wall, forming a court

yard ; a dwelling of a magistrate ; a public court, or palace ;

a mansion ; a college ;
a temple of the priests of Budha

or of the Taou sect ; an hospital ; it is joined to the title* of
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me of the higher officers. Yuen j^ ii loraetimej used

for a house of ill fame.

sl V. Name of a territory

Same as Be Kcili

CH'HIN. To arrange; to put in order, as

oldiers in their ranks ; ranks ; the array ;
to state in order ;

to spread out and lay before, physically or morally. A guit

of wind ; a thowfr of rain. Many ; a long time. A certain

grain,
when old; thefrontofa hall near the door; an ancient

name of the capital of Ho-nan.

Y1H. Narrow; strait.

CHHOO

Steps up to a hall or palace ; the space inside of a door,

but outside the door screen. To exclude ; to remove any

evil; to cure a disease; to open wider. To put out of the

number; to substract ; to except from ; to put away; besides.

To be installed in a new office, the preceding officer being

dismissed ;
to exchange. The period when the old year expires,

and is changed for the new one. Head Yu , denoting the 4th

moon Choo tsung shay che ta hwan
J* ^=- jijj

~jt -4r v^

to remove some imminent peril from the throne and altar.

LUNG.

High in the middle; abundant; large; complete.

KWEI.

A bank
, tide of a hill , a will falling in ruins.

Same as |3! Hing.

Same as Tm Tsan.

Original form of Bj Low.

CHE. Able to walk.

EIGHT STROKES.

KWO. Same as

An ancient form of Re Te.

KEUEN

Name of a place of general concourse.

PEL To add mould or earlh to
;

to fill, tc

attach to i to second ; to accompany; to bear a person com-

pany ; to assist -,
to benefit ;

the name of a hill.

TSOVV. The corner or angle, as of a cil

wall. Disconcerted; to collect together and reside in.

of the district in which Confucius lived.

Same as R& Tse.
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Same as the preceding character.

CHAOU. To dig deeply, A dike or limit.

PEL

Name of a hill. Read Fei, Mean , dark low place.

I''- A kind of natural fence to a district, the

name of a district. A ladder, or something by which lo ascend.

TUNG. High uneven surface; rugged.

LAE. Steps ;
a long appearance.

PANG. Name of a hill.

A hill or eminence sinking down and forming a pit

YIN
-^

Obscure j sombre; one of two supposed forms of matter

which succeeded Chaos The grosser mailer; the opaque;

the inferior; the female in nature; that of which visible exis.

lences were made, and the Pfh
(jjj|

or animal spirit. The

north side of a hill ; the back of a stone tablet ; the shade.

Name of a place. Yin occurs for the male genitals. A sur-

name. Yin ^t is a vulgar form. Kwang yin kou keih

T^ K^ Eul I$i time flict like a fleet horse 8een
/L Ife **

v
-l l-fl

a crevice. Kwaiig yin ke6 ze plh keu kwo keih

tirae ' reallv likc a *hile

ing a crevice. Yin yu che tung mow R |5l ~ff jjfi gjl

secretly conspired with him. Yin nang tio yew

jfj on the left and right side of the scrotum. Yin

chung ta [^^ j|tj| ^ swcll'.ng of the sfrolum. Via

yang yang mei chwang [^ [^ ^J \fy $ a speice. of buboa.

Yin Uung, yin shfih j^ ^ [{^ $fa exprewes two oppoite

disease* of the mcmbrum virile; the firt apriapism, and

the other a contraction of the penis within the abdomen ;

the first is explained by [^ ^j ^-^ jj^r
Yin ting chins;

pfih show ; and the other by ]% ffi A-^ Yin "nan J fih nh -

Yin hang ting tsung pflh show
J5^

a priapism. Ling jin yin chime tung

cause men's private parts to swell painfully. Yin Iwan peen to

j^ Ujjj ||j ^ a swelling and bearing down of the teticle

on one side. Yin kc R^
1^ the membrum virile. Yin tow

yung 1^ B
|gp

an ulcer on the the glans penis. Yin kan

[5^ ifff an ulcer inside the vagina. Neu yin -n" ES or Neu
I TjJ /|J ^* Y^+

jin yin hoo -^ A ^ B pudendum rhuliebre. Nan yin

^ [^ or Nan tsze jin JH ^- [^ raembrum virile. Yin

maon chung hung ktih J^ ^| Fp ^| *^
the os pubis, or

share bone. Yin low chay, nan foo yin nuy ting tung chflh

4fJ IVn-/oni denotes men and women having a pain inside their

private parts, and emitting water. Tse'en yin H|l Rg the

parts of generation. How yin 3& T& the anus and partstC^ i "*"k

adjacent. Foo jin yin ting hea 18^^ [5|j ^ ~j^ ^
probably a prolapsus of the vagina. Foo jin yin chung sing

yih wBh ting chuh woo tsun heu JS
A

j^ pb ^ .

AAj

ijt [jj -/f "VT g-T something growing in the vagina and

protruding more than five inches ; probably a polypus of

the vagina. Tse'en yin choo ching H^T
|j^. J& ||jj

com-

plaints of the pudendum muliebris.

CHUY. To edge, or the hanging over of a

precipice ; dangerous. A limit ;
a frontier. Peen chuy ehe te

land on lhe fronticr -
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FOW. Abundant; plentiful.

KEUH. To nurture; full.

CHOW. Appearance of a great mart, where

many people are crowded together.

NEEN.

To meet a person on the shore or landing place.

T'HEEN. Teen hwa RnuSS a medicinal plant.

CH'HIN. To arrange; to put in order, as

soldiers in their ranks; ranks; the army , to state in order;

to spread out and lay before, physically or morally. A gust

of wind i a shower of rain. Many; along time. A certain

grain, when old ; the front of a hall near the door j an ancient

name of the capital of Ho-nan. Shang chin _^ ffiij?
to ascend

the ranks, to enter the army, or engage in battle. Cbin-twan

|ij|{ fTj
an alchemist mentioned in history about A. D. 950,

who said he could convert cinnabar into gold.

Same as Pe.

fly An ancient form of Jf$ Ylh.

TSEEN.

A cumulus raited by water, or in the midst of water.

PE. The embrasures on the top of a city nail.

To benefit ; to cause advantage to. Show pe

oer who keeps watch on the city wall.

KANG.

A mountain ; the top or ridge of a mountain.

an cffi-

m LING. I

A lofty mound; high; eminent; the Imperial tombs. To

aspire to a high place ; to aim high , to insult ; to desecrate ;

to invade; to treat contumaciously. Name of a plant, and

of a place. A surname. Tsia ling wip R3r to invade the
ixW \y^

rights of.

T'HAOU.

A potter's furnace , a hill thought to resemble a furnace ,

the hill where the ancient king Yaou is said to have dwelt.

Earthen ware ; to melt ; to expand ; to excite; to stir up; to

exhilarate ; the first emotions ofjoy ; to transform; to rectify ;

to cherish or foster. Mournful thoughts ; a pleasing melan-

choly. Grapes. A furnace for burning earthen ware. Oc-

curs read Yaou, Name of an ancient statesman. Taou taou

rw) I Si
easy> agreeable, complying with ; following the course

pointed out. To expel or drive out. Taou tsing tseih
JJ8J jfcn

ft|J
an eminent and independant spirited scholar of the fourth

century.

SIH.

The noise made by small stones. Also read TseTh.

KEEN. To fall down ; to descend into ; to

fall into a pit ; to ruin or to be ruined ; to fall down as a wall.

To sink
; either a Neuter or an Active Verb

; to sink or involve



ponon in some calamity. Been hae Bg Sfc to involve and
I rf t-9 ^B

injure; to cause a person to fall into some mischief. Le tlze-

chingheenKing.'ize2JSr J=| Jj
E&

"qi* fjjfi
(the rebel) Le-tize.

thing caused the imperial capital to fall ,
i. r . took Peking.

LUH.

ifjh and dry; the water completely drained off; a dry

palh ; the name of a territory, and of a district. A surname.

ShwanglHh$|j ftfc to play at dice. Lfih loo l$b B&. tra-

velled by road, or by land.

Same as
| Lung.

An ancient form of ^ P&ng,

YU.

A corner. This word occurs in the Budb books.

Same as |5i He'en.

Same as PJH Taou.

Same as J(S Hing.

FOW.

A Ion valley between two mounds. Abundant.

SHING

The rising- of the sun. Name of a Chow district.

TART I. VOL. III. 7 T

170th Radical. IX. Fow

Same as PH Yen.

NINE STROKES.

CHING. Name of a certain hill.

YIN. To stop or fill up a passage.

(.11 (JO. A small islet in a river, a high place

rising oat of the water. The name of a hill. Used in the

sense of a wall.

YANG. */f'*
Lofty and splendid , clear ; the tuperior of the two mate,

rial principle), into which according to the Chinese, Chaos

was divided. The superior generally in nature; the sun ;

light. Done in the light j openly. The male ofanimals. Yang

was the purer and more subtile matter of which where formed

invisible spirits, the gods, and the human soul. Tan-yaag

-fj jffi
a district formerly so named in Keang-ning-foo ^
the capital of Keang-nan province. Nan-yang-be'en

theChung-kwfl ty ||J
or China of

the^J
Chow

djnasty. Koo pun chwang yang tan
gj 7^ Jjt [^ ^J*

pills for strengthening the original constitution, and giving

firmness to the venereal powers. Chwang yang shub yin Jj;

1^ Wi ^ strengthen the membrum virile and contract th*

pudendum muliebre. Ta yth yang sze -^f ^ RB:
^Ji

of

great advantage to the seiual act. Yang sze ptth keu Kft

S-T^ J flaccidity of the membrura virile, impotent.

Yang wei pBh keu ^^ /fj^ the membrum virile ii-

capable of erection.
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JING, Urh, and Now. The noise made

in beating a mud wall when raising it. Many ; multitude.

Pldfe
Same as ($ Hea

-C.
CHUNG. Name of a place.

SHUN. Steps.

TSUNG. The name of a nation or state

YEN. TO raise a bank and dam up water;

an embankment. A man's name.

u

PEIH. A bill that has rushed or fallen down.

FUNG. The name of a place.

TWAN. A man's name ; dangerous.

Same as W? Yin.

Same as |^ Peth

YUEN. A high appearance

finl^nn
I

i I

SHOO. A certain gate , to pass orer. Name

of a district; a roan's name. Same as jg Yu. Bead Yaou,

Distance; to go to a distance.

SOW. A pit or deep cavity.

IK. A targe bow ; a bridge ; a limit ; a fence.

The lame at Tffi Te, A bank or ihore ; name of a territory.

CHUEN

A wall by the side of a road ,
a tort of court yard.

TSEW. The name of a district.

I U. A corner; a nook; an angle; having

angles, denotes Rigid integrity. Name of a hill.

jif
OO. The appearance of mounds of earth.

Same as @ Keen.

LUNG.

Rising high in the centre, as the summit of a mountain ;

high and fertile
; eminent; abundant ; rich

; conspicuous ; glo-

rious. Name of a territory, and of a district.

WEI. dangerous impediment*.
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Wtil. A winding shore; a meandering stream.

The part where a bow bendi

. . V

NKK. Diiquieted, applied to the itate of the

country. Wfih lie? KjT R3 in a disturbed itate ; dangerous.

T'HUY. To fall down from a higher place ;

to fall together ;
a group or company ; a hundred men form-

ed into a military company. A dangerous pass amongst

mountains. Occurs read Suy, To follow in course.

T'HO, Suy, and Tow. To rend the flesh

asunder. To fall ; dissipated -, lazy ; to hang down ; to droop ;

to lay by the remnants of sacrifices i to part off a sacrifice

which is eaten ; to smear with blood. The name of a certain

country. A surname.

GAN. Dark ;
obscure appearance.

A vulgar form of |H Chuy. j3f*
v" ^

HWANG. Empty, at a city ditch without

p

I

KEAE. Steps up to a hall ;
a step ;

a degree ;

water; the ditch or moat around a city wall.

Pf
a degree of rank in the government service. The name of a

district. Name of a star.

An ancient form of

K'HEEN. Small lumps or piece*.

KEAE. A boundary or limit

TSHA.

A mountain path, high and narrow. Also read Cb'hi

SEUN. The name of a pavilion

Same as |8| Wei.

PI

m

TEN STROKES

PE. Same as Rfc Pe, and g Pe.

KAE, and Gae. A word used in Keang.n

province to denote A ladder. To stand upright ; elegant and

long. Read Ke, A winding bank or shore.

SEIH. The name of a territon .

HAOU. The name of a city

YEN, K'heen, and Leen. A bank.

tlie side of a hill
,
bank rising above bank like the additional

compartments of a stile Square; correct.
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YEN. The name of a territory.

P,

THANG.

Near to. Read Ping, The sound of a carriage.

P

THANG.
* *

A long sand; shore or bank. The middle path in a temple.

Same as Pei.

Same as R9 Nee.

/HE. The name ofa
territory ; the name of a hill.

HWUY, OF To. To ter to pieces ; to

lay in ruins; to cause to fall down ai the wall of u city. To

injure ; to spoil ; to cause to fall , to cause to cease.

SEUN. The name of a pavilion.

CHE. The name of a territory

TA. To fill up a cavity.

MA.
PMH
An abundance of horses; advantageous ; beneficial.

P<
SO. The name of a territory.

u

KIM A partition ; something that comes between

and stops ingress and egress; to stop , separated from ; apart.

Same as Kg. Tow.

YUN. To roll down. To tall from a higher

place; to fall in ruins ; to fall in a terrifying manner, as t'rnm

Heaver, or into a deep abyss ; the falling of tears.

\

WOO, A small bank or dike j or as one affirm*,

A low wall ; a place where a detachment of troops reside :

barracks; cantonments; hills, or windings amongst hills which

are habitable. A village; a collection of people on a moor or

common.

WEI. A lofty appearance. A surname ; a name.

Same as m Yae.

YAE. A narrow confined pass , urgent ; press.

ing; in narrow distressing circumstances; applied also to the

comprehension or sentiments of a person.

K fcilH. A crevice in a wall, door, or window ;

a cleft; an interstice ; an aperture ;
an opening to or occasion

of, in a moral sense; an incipient cause; an interruption

of labour ; a time of leisure.
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P35tf=

Same as l Seth.

LU I . Stones piled up on each other ; solid.

SEUH. To tumble or rush down.

tyK?

An ancient form of j^ Ling.

An ancient form of M E.

An ancient form of jfe Te.

An ancient form of Kjl Woo.

WLI. Name of a mountain in the west.

PEL

Domestic officers in the houses of statesmen.

it
Same as |% Yin.

Same as Tse.

CH'HIN. Name of a territory.

I. TOL. 111. 7 V

THEE

A word that occurs in the Budh books.

Same as E Pe.

ELEVEN STROKES

0*

l-J

A form of /yj PSng.

HEA, and Hth. A rent) a cleft; an aperture.

YEN.

Same as IBS Yen. Also the name of a territory..

TSAN. To sink down ; to fall into.

TS'HUY, and Tuy. The rushing down

of a mountain ; a lofty large appearance.

A vulgar form of {5t Keth.

K'HANG. Vacant ; empty.

A limit ; a place where two things mcrt

and form a limit, as the horizon, where beaten and earth
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P

I meet , the point of meeting where one thing ends and ano-

ther begini, ai the close of da; and the beginning of night ;

the time when a thing occun.

Same as RE SeTh.

CHUEN. The name of a territory.

Same as B& Yae.

T'HANG. The foundation of a palace.

i

CHANG.

A separating dike; to dmde ; to separate by a dike.

f^
"HI K'HING. Leaning oter like a precipice,

y\
inclining outward from above; dangerous.

P

LOW, and Loo. Name of a been di.trict.

TAOU. A hill or islet that rises out of the

midst of water. Same as Ffii Che.

YUNG. The wall of a town
!

JEI KP11ICjU. A dangerous corner or precipice;

rugged; uneren
; dangerous path.

PI

P

PE, and P'he.

A place of confinement for evil doeri ; a prison.

GAOU. The name of a place.

An ancient form of
$jjt Keth.

Same as f^ Setti.

Same as j| Yin.

Same as j^ Luy.

An ancient form of
fjf| Seth.

TWELVE STROKES.

WOO.

A certain bank or mud wall to serre as a defence

u

" A name of certain barbaroui
foreigoer

1W UY. \ame

;\i*
io barrier or limit.

HEU. The name of a place.
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CH'HIN. The name of place.

i"i HAOU. A path or road below a city wall.

HWLJY. A certain mud wall or fence.

JAOU. The name of a place.

TfeEUE. Something that intercept! oritopi

i

completely all further progrew.

IJ~J/ ^ UrlH. The name of a territory. Dangerous.

It

A vulgar form of |i Lin.

TSIN. The name of a territory ;
a deep pit.

T'HUY. To be ruined and fall down, to

cause to fall down ; to degrade; to push down earth or mould.

Softy, flexible ; obedient. Name of a place. Tsuy tuy S

loitering; slow; late; to milt an opportunity.

TANG

To lo^k upward* ,- a dangeroui bank ; to aicend.

CH'HA. The name of a hill.

CH'HEN. Name of airy io the itale Loo.

Bf

n
CHHE. Th name ofa heen dwtriot

A itnaU mouod; a hillock of earth

An ancient form of
KJ Suy

Same as |s Yin.

r

An ancient form of

Same as m Ned

THIRTEEN STROKES

T&OO. A bank or barrier to jerrr aia defence,

'HEU. Steps,

E. The appearance of a lofty hill.
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. .

N LlY A dangerous bank ; a dangerous appearance-

HEAE. A valley. A raounUia stream.

P'HE. An embrasure in a wall.

KHEEN. Proud; haughty.

CH'HEN.

To rush down as falling iuto a pit; to be involved.

A path leading to a tomb; a by-path

to avoid an enemy or banditti ; a subterraneous passage ; a

way, path, or road. Name of a plant, of a territory, and of

a small district. To turn round ; to come back ; far retired

from view.

jjjfe
|*t
Q SUY. TO accord with; to yield; to follow

obediently ; forthwith ; immediately.

GAOU, and Yflh. Deep bank of . river>

or other form of water ; a bay ; a repository 01 place of refuge
from the wind and cold. A square habitable piece of ground.

K'HAN. Slovr.

JN. A burial place ;
a grave amongst the hills.

t

HEBiN. Difficult; dangerous ; a deep futhomlr<i<

abyss ; a lofty precipitous mountain ; dangerous as vice and

disease. The name of a place. Sze been pj GM name ot

an office. Keen chung jljff
TO in the midst of danger.

Same as j^ Hwuy.

CH'HE.

An effeminate manner. A woman's gate; flattering.

An ancient form of ^ Peth.

PI

FOURTEEN STROKES.

MUNG. Name of a mound.

NE. Name of a
territory.

Same as

YE. A dangerous place.

aflvTSE. TO ascend .

Tapour m^^ &

IVK Same as ^ T80W-
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Same as ,% Taou.

p

R

*t_z

}-__ -.^ 1 1AOL. A path or ro.d below a cij wall.

2f^

Low marsh; land. Damp moist land

whence springs and streams take their rise. Name of a district.

A surname.

V1IN. Dull; rombre appearance, arising not

from trees, hut from mountains. Small ; minute ; screened ;

covered ; hidden ; unseen ; put away; secret
; to peep at omens

for the purposes of divinal ion
, fixed ; settled ; tranquil ; secret-

ly j painful; mourning; grieved; to commiserate. Yin jin

P*5 '1 fj IH j& ^> "$,
to connive secretly at an

illegality,

aid of an officer of government. TsTh yin
4jJ|] JJS to feel

for; to commiserate.

original form of R Lin.in.

SHE. A mound of earth.

" HUH. A passage to let off water in case

of it's undue increase; a thorough passage. Occurs in the

netue of 7ml Tun<r.
n' J a

H\\UY. To go to decay; to fall into ruin.

Same as H: Chuy.

FART I. VOL, III. 7 r

n

K\V(). or K6. Same as
f$
Ko

An ancient form of
j^jj Yang.

Same as B i Yen.

SIXTEEN STROKES

NEAOU.

The appearance of Ijing at length in a low place.

An ancient form of

HEEN. Name of a territory.

.

LUNG. A large natural bnnk ; a dike betwe

B^
I *V!^

wern

fields. Name of a district. A surname. Long se

name of a place of note in history.

Same as P$f Tse, To ascend.

Pt19S\ An ancient form of [^ Yin.

'JEL

'="U HE Dangerous; in a ruinous state.

An ancient form of ^ Suy
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TSAN.

The name of a place. To inTolve in ruin ; downfall.

EIGHTEEN STROKES.

NEIH.

A narrow contracted confined appearance.

HWAN. A large mound ;
a hill.

HWAN. The name of a city.

TSEEN. The name of a been district.

Original form of ^ Yar

A form of Rl Liih,

LING. A cleft
;
a crevice.

A form of m Yae,

CLXXI" RADICAL.

T'HAE, and E. To reach or extend to* to

appro 'ch from behind ;
to come up- to a certain point of time.

An ancient form of jr Hwa.

=

JT <*l* SZE. Perfectly arranged ;
to accord with;

Tvqv
to cause, or a cause. A surname.

Same as it E.

Same as ^ Lc.

SZE

Name of an animal of the inns species. Noise made bj a pij.

Same as W. E.

T'HAE.

To reach or extend to, said of time or place.

LiK. To be attached to. Attendant* *n public

officers and in public courtf. A turname. A particular forw

of the Chinese character Le show *^ "^"
a kiuil 1 head

j one (killed in accounts.
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An original form of the preceding.

=:- Same as m. Le.

I'' I An animal resembling the mui specie*.

T'HAE.

To reach or extend to, said cither of time or place.

CLXXIP D RADICAL

CHUY.

A general term applied to all birdi with short tails. Occurs

in the sense of High, lofty, a forest shaken by the wind.

Ml Same as JOI Kew.

Same as fe| Tsze.

HUH, H6, andK'heS.

Extremely hiph j flying high ; high minded. Ke6 jea

^C lofty aspiring mind, used in a good sense.

Single ; alone ; in pairs ; one of a pait.

Numeral of things which are single.

Same as $ Teaou.

Same as ||j Pun.

SUN.

A bird of prey, said to spare pregnant birds.

TSUEN, Shun, or Tsuy. Fat flesh.

Same as J2| She.

KEW. A surname.

\

KAN. The magpie i applied also to a goose,

o

YIH. To shoot a flying bird.

HUNG. A large fat bird. Hired a a labourer.

An ancient form of A$ Tsze.

fl
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I cil',1/. Small liirds generally ; a sparrow An

.'.<. .1 particular kindofcapi a particular kind of wheat.

-lion kith 'A. .? Xii name of a place in Mian sc province.|- fv\. H

Same as fj, Slav
J

FOUR STROKES.

HANG. To fly high up and down.

KO. Same as M Kvvo.

YEN. A bird that knov.s times and seasons,

used in marriage ceremonies : it is said to come to Canton in

the 9th moon, a species of Ardea. (Grosier's MS Dictionary.)

FANG. A bird.

/HL. A hird. Name of certain high buUflingi

in a palace. Occurs denoting Distributing to every one what

is the proper portion.

K'HEEN, Kin, and Han. Namc of

bird with a white beak. Read Can, A man's name.

Same as $1 Keue.

Same as JR^ Ching.

K'HWEI. To look to or regard.

Same as g Gaou.

I* (*i

Same as -j,^ Paou.

KWEI Name of a bird.

Same as !pi Chin.

An erroneous form of Ira Keen.

HEUNG. The male of birds. Masculine,

martial. The name of a district.

I A, a.nd V a. A particular species of crow.

Correct ; decorous ; to rectify, thus applied to ancient poesy,

ainl to amusement, and to speech. Learned; elegant; pure;

simple; an instrument of music , a certain wine vessel. A

surname.

TSEIH

To flock together , to collect ; to assemble; to make a collec-

tion of j to mix and Mend many together ; to settle and t-t

down in repose; a literary compilation. The name of a diitriol

CH'HE. The female of a bird.
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/

KOO. To hire; ti> borrow the use of by pay-

ing a sum of money; to obtain people's labour for money.

A surname. Head Hoo, The name of a bird.

FIVE STROKES.

JUNG

A surname. Read Jow, The name of a bird.

An erroneous form of ^ Keen.

SUV*. An ancient form of
gffj Suy. Read

Hwan-;, An instrument of husbandry.

Same as H Keaou.

A vulgar form of f| Miih, and Woo.

\

CHE

The fowl species, they say there are forty sorts. The

pheasant, from which the long Chinese feather, worn by lictors

and warriors is procured. An open aperture on the top of

a city wall ; an embrasure. A surname. Name of a district.

Same as 4| Teih.

Same as W, Koo.

FART 1. VOL. III.

Same as mL Woo.

CHhi. A bird of prey, said to devour il'< parent.

/

pi tn KOW.

The cry of a pheasant ) the name of a Heen district.

Same as $jj Min.

Same as ^| T'how.

Same as | Po.

SUN, or Shun.

Fat flesh. Name of a He'cn district. A surname.

Y1NG. Name of a bird.

TSZE.

The female of birds. The name of a bird.

YUJNl*. Harmonious agreement of sound*,

and of people; (he name of a district. A surname. T

assist ; to collect or crowd together.

TS'HEU. Name of an aquatic bird. To

progress with difficulty. A surname.
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FOO. \ certain bird said to have three heads,

iiieye, lirfeet, and three wingtj when eateu it entirely

preTcnts ileep.

Same as
jiff |>.

Same as |Ji Heung.

SIX STROKES.

Same as -SI Ko.

Same as i| Choo.

Same as

KVVEI. The name of a
valley.

JOO. Name of a bird.

K'HEEN. Name of a bird ; a raan'i name.

HOO. A bird.

Same as ml Gan

Sa^me a,s ^ Seen.

Same as ^ Lee.

Same as
jf| Keuh,

Same as ^i Woo

A vulgar form of ^ Tsa.

GHUY. A smalt bird.

Same ag ^ Kwei.

Same as ML Che,

Narae of a bird, of a. hare with a black

body and white mane, of a river, and of a itate.

T'HEAOU. TohaDgdowji the head andliiteu.

Originally written tj_ Urh

Same as M Keuh.
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YO. One piece in the midst of a chase board.

JIN. Name of a bird.

Same as ^j| King,

Same as Ifl Poo.

GO. A goose.

Same as STI Kuh

t

A vulgar form of ^| Keth,

Same as M Woo.

TSUY. A small neck.

game as ii Han.

Same as ftl Yth.

Same as |g Tseun.

Same as |fe Keuen.

YU. The young of a fowl ; a chicken.

Same as- IE Id-

Same as ffll Tuh.

Same as 1^ Kwang.

An ancient form of $L Che.

TSUY.

Thought an erroneous form of $K Ttaj.

1 MANG. Name of a bird.

EIGHT STROKES.

SHWUY,orShuy. A bird of th

species; also said to be a speciei of crow.

SHUN, A bird of the
|g Can, or Quil species

TUNG. The name of a bird.

Same as M Ke.
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9

Same as M, Ya\

Sunn- as M Keuh

Same as M Pow.

Same as Chaou.

Same as M Han.

Same as | Shoo.

Same as El Tse.

A vulgar form of li Kwan

Same as
||f| Ke.

TSHEO.

liii il
, the name of a hill. Read Seih, A kind nf pheasant.

Same as
-JH Hvvuy.

( 'II HOW.
pair of bjrdj To wraug|e

.

to fi^ht , to hate
, hatred j au eoemy; retribution. To revenue.

Same as 6^ Tsing.

E, or Wei. The appearance of flying

Same as $1 Too.

LE. Name of a bird.

CHANG. Name of a bird.

Same as || Keen.

Same as H Luh.

TEAOtJ. To carve; to embelish by cnlting

or carvings to be cut or fall to pieces. Occurs in the name
of diff-rent plants. TMOII teaou ^^ to fade .00,1.

Teaou te ^p ^ a painted or tattooed forehead, s.iid to have

been the custom of the Cochinchinese. Teaou soo shin^

seang jih ke |^ |g^^ ^ gj^ days for carving or

moulding sacred images.

Original form of J$l Yin.

A certain fowl found in the eastern districts.

PE. The name of a bird.
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KANG. The name of a bird.

NINE STROKES

CHUNG

A imall bird ; a sparrow or other small bird flying,

Same as j| Can, or Yen.

Same as $S Kwei, and f|j Kwei.

Same as fal Gan.

WOO, A small bird.

Same as i Min,

Same as Yaou

Same as Kg Chuen,

Same as <fe| Tub.

Same as H G5.

fART I. fl* III.

Same as ffi Seuen

Same as Hoo.

Same as VK Keae.

TS'HEW. The young offowli) cbickru.

JUEN, and Jun. A particular kind offowl ;

a chicken from an old fowl .

An erroneous form of m$ Le.

Same as (fl Yu.

SUY. The name of an toiect, and alio of a

quadruped. A suppositive or hypothetic particle ; though;

although , supposing or admitting that it be.

Same as II Keih.

An ancient form of ft Nan

Same as 11 Ghuen
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TKN STROKES.

Original written t Te.

Same as Si Yaou.

HAN. Pih ban l ffe a sort of pheasant.

HO, or O. A red sort of stone or mineral

An ancient form of H Nan.

Same as Si Ta.

Same as |j| Tang.

SHWANG. A brace of birds; apairofany

thing; double; a pair ofuxen to plough with. Name of a

quadruped, and of a bird. A surname. A piece of land of a

cert iin size Shwang tae pin tae ^B jj'p} .H, H^ twins and

three children at a birth .

TEAOU. Name of a bird.

A vulgar form of Shwan-.

TS'HANG. The name of a bird.

K.W AN. The name of a plant; a certain water

bird. Read Hwan, Luxurious vegetation.

"
Young fowls which are capable of feed-

ing themselves ; chickens. A man's name.

TSA. A mixture oT various colours ; different

ingredients mixed
; mixed ; blended; confused; a variety of

things or persons collected together. A privy. An extreme

degree; lo surround; the name of a bird.

YUNG.

\arne of a small bird ; harmonious notes of birds ; rei-

terated, in the sense of pleasing harmony and agreement. The

name of a place. A surname.

KE.

The bird which knows the house and times. A fowl ; the

fowl species; the name of a place. A surname. YTh chih kc

.tfe Jftl. c
' a

HW U V . Name of a bird ; a circle, or one

revolution of a circle. Read Suy, An ancient principality.

TSEEN. To carve.

Same as Mth.
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LEW.

A large chicken, or the young of a pheasant.

Same as |H Nan, a vulgar character.

Same as ffj Ch<5, or Ts5

An original form of ^| SeTh.

Same as Tsan.

TSUNG. A local word for a fowl.

Same as $| Keih.

MA. A name of a fowl.

GO\V. The voice of a bird.

Same as )|| Yung

1 LE. The name of a bird; to separate or go

from ; to leave; to disperse; apart; distant; to divide in

two; pairs; in order, applied to tones; arranged. Name of

a horse, of a plant, of a wood, and of a territory.

^Pfc Same as f& Chin.

Same as 12 Low

Same us $| Chang.

GAN. Gan shun fjlfft a quail.

NAN.

Difficult ; difficulty ; used for what is very difficult or

impossible; distress; suffering; grief; grievous; great, im-

portant. Keen nan
J|JJ

$$ distressing difficulties. ( he

kwo fei nan; kae kwo wci nan; yen shcn fci nan, hiog

to know an error is not difficult ; K

correct it is difficult: to say what is right is not difficult;

but to do what is right is difficult.

TSUNG. A local word for a fowl.

Same as Ha Fun.

Same as '$& Leaou

Same as l| Hwa

Same as
j Wei, or Hwuy,
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Same as m Fan

Same as Naou.

Same as IE Kaou

Same as & Mae.

Same as j3| Tsew.

SAN.

A lort of net to take bird*; one saj birdi ftying Mattered.

Same as M Yin.

Same as It: Keue.

TSIN, A. name for a fowl.

Same as the preceding.

Same as t| Pee.

Same as H Trfh.

Same as H K

Same as ti| Chen

Same as |ft Pelh.

Same as ig Keu.

HEO. Same as <g He5

CHUY, and Hwuy. To
fly.

Same a ffi Shuh.

Same as
Ling,

CVfc Originally written M Chen
1^-

Same as 1
[ Loo

Same as flf Y8.

Same as f| Ning.

PIN. A small board.
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Same as M Yu.

Same as 11 She.

LO. The name of a bird.

Same as f| Luy.Acl J-

Same as iS Mee.

Same as gel Tsae.

LE. Name of a small bird.

Same as i& Pud.

Same as H Kuh.

An ancient form of Iff Nan,

Same as the preceding.

TAUT I. VOL. IK. I .

Same as the tuo [(receding.

;is iVi* Mwan.

TSO. A dork of birds.

Originally written f|
Loo.

An ancient form of 4fe Tseih

An ancient form of I&Nan.

Same && the preceding.

Same as $| Yir>g.

XSEIH. A great man; birds perched OB treei
;

to collect or assemble together.

|M>
An ancient form of m Nan.

YUEN, A flock of birds.
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CLXXIII RD RADICAL,

YU. '

Cloud* and rain j rain, to rain. Name of an insect. Pfih

fun yu jay sing she ^f\& pRj
zfe B fifo without regard-

ing rain or night, must run as swift us a shooting star.

:=*=* TSANG, or Chang. To rain.

I U Sacrifices intended to implore rain. 'Yu low

-^ jgl
the name of a territory. Read Hen, The name of

an ancient Hecn district. Read Woo, A rainbow.

Same as the preceding.

ST SAN. Small rain.

'""" LING. A woman's name.

2 SEUE. H From roin and a broom. Rain

that may be swept away* frozen rain ; snow, because snow soils

like dt and may be brushed away. To render white as snow ;

tit whiten figuratively, to clear one's self from blame; to

rr\i-ii(;e an insult or disgrace. To put away ; to wash clean s

to rub off. The name of a bill. Seaou seue
/J> fj^a term

that answers to the 83rd of November.

An ancient form of 13 Yu.

POUR STROKES.

FOW. Fog.

*V"L HWUH. Thunder. An unusual word.

SHAE A brisk rain.

PO. 'Ice rain,' hail stones

SIH.

Sill ih i

3j? jg.
the noise made by rain ; tlie sound of small rain.

t-J? T'HUN. Heavy rain.

MUH. A bird's fealhers wet with
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TSEEN.

The appearance of small drizzling rain.

'H|=* p-HOW.

Fog; haze; mist. Read Foo, Incessant raiding.

*VC Same as Hf- Yin.

"7

=-
'^t WAN. Halo about the moon.

^p*
j}~^^

- foggy vapour; fog; withered by cold

air; snowy. Kain and snow thickly blended.

*yg YUNG. A deep lake or pool.

" HANCr. The appearance of snow in abun.

Read Fang, Fun fang a snowy appearance.

^_ Ilie tiiglicit point of (he Pow hill (Canton province) hi

always vftpouri covering it.

An ancient form of m Seu.

Same as $ Hung.

5 OH'HIH. Rain ; a heavy rain

'~1T YANG.

Van* yang !
white cloudy appearance.

LING. Small rain ; the residue of a shower;

the residue or odd numbers; the exceeding of thousands

hundreds, or tens. The word Ling occupies the place of the

European cypher, when one denomination is omited.

A heavy dew. Read Kae, Fog, nmt.

-I- TS'HIN. The clouds passing.

^"^_ YUN. Atmospheric vapours j clouds; ;

TUNG. The appearance of rain

Thunder ;
a thundering noise ; to

rloiid ; fog about hills and rivers; the fructifying principle of reiterate or echo nhat another says. A surname.

nature. Name of an ancient gate, of a lake, and of a district.

A Mm.ame. Yun show yu pelh^ j| ppj Jj|
the clouds

|| '^^_ GAN. Hoar frOSt. ^
withdrawn and the rain over, denotes a finishing of the ve-

nereal act. Yun kae yue loo ^ Ef| EJ ^ the clouds
*-k I/ II / -4 \fff

openiiif;; and the moon displayed. Fow shan tsen? ting, chang || i-Js- PI^VI
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PO. f Frozen rain ; hail; to hail.

FUH. A cloudy appearance.

MUNG, and MOW. The vapour, of heaven

descending to earth ; mist, fog. Some say, The vapours of

earth ascemiiag to heaven.

TSIH. A rainy appearance.

'ft P'HO, A cloudy appearance

T KEEN. f

The fire emitted from the clouds ; lightning.

A An ancient form of [${ Shen

r* The name of a barrier. The sound it not known.

T'HANG. A. dwelling in a cave.

SIX STROKES

TK TSIN, or Chin.

Timel; rain. Read Yae, or Gae, The sound of rain.

. A heavy rajn ; the sound of rain.

^JP HEA. Soaked as with rain ; saturated.

L(). A few drops of rain.

HWA. A vessel that goes to sea.

TE. Rain ceasing to fall

YIN. Vapour; dense air.

J
f
-5* YU. The sound of water.

PING. The sound of thunder.

^"~T Au ancient form of "M Luy.
1ST

YU, Or Heu. The appearance of rain.

^S*g^- SIH. An appearance of being about to snow.

IIW An ancient form of |g Luy.
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T'HEAOl

Obscure; dull. Read Tsih or Chfh, A high lofty appearance

SEU. That which is necessary, \\j.. min.

^T^L All fiTonoou* fdini f ^t Chin

Stopped or impeded by rain ; to wait in doubt or hesitation.

Read Joo, Soft slippery skin or leather; soft in manner; de-

licate ; weak. Read Jucn and Nwan, in a similar sense. Sonic

nay that fS Seu is a vulgar form of fj& Sen
; others read it

tin nri

E, and define it To tie and connect together. Pe |>au SPU

yung che wQh
f$! $)| f| $ t$5 prepare the things

which are necessary.

SEE. Snow.

An erroneous form of Pfi.

J>r> Same as Choo.

v T*-

Same as 1|r Tee a.

Same as f^ Yu.

MUH.

Mih mfih small rain, that falls without noi*e.

^^V JW. The appearance of rain and snow ; sleet.

CH'HIN. Long; dull or obscure.

rRT i. rot- in. S

__ A vulgar form ot (lu U\< |>rc d

V7U

YIH. A heavy rain.

felH. Small rain ; a few drop* of rait

SEF.N

Snow melting ai it falli. Snow and sleet falling.

SEAOU. f A kind of fleet. Vapour,

clouds ; the lighter clouds in the higher regions of the air.

near to heaven ; the halo near the tun. Used to denote Heaven

The name of a place. A surname. Name of a state.

CH'HE. Small rain.

KANG. A cloudy appearance

LUNQ The noise of rain.

YIN. Long continued rain

P'HING. A rainy appearance.
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~j!^ CH'HA. Chi chifSSP appearance of u..Nli<-sm

of lightning. The noise made by a great man; people talking.

Rain. The name of a heen district, and of a river. A surname.

Read also Hea, and S:i.

YIN, Yun, or Keun. Rain.

YEN. A cloudy appearance.

. The remnant of the sound of thunder
;

a clip of thunder ; lightning.

CHIN. To shake i to agitate, as by thunder

or by an earthquake; to raise; to commence; to conceive

or become pregnant j to intimidate or strike terror into by

pomp and state, or by despotic power. Name of one of the

eight Kwa.

Ik/I. Copious heavy rain ; appearance of

water flowing; very wet and marshy.

MEI. Rain in the hot weather or summer

months, which causes clothes to mould and rot; damp;

mould. Kiih mei hew ^^ yK grain rotted with the

damp. Ying mei ju
jftfj JJL ^15

rains in the 3rd moon. Sung

mei yu \g 3Ju jjjjl
raius in the 5th moon. Fa mei

to mould ,
to be spoiled with the damp.

yk> MO- Rain falling.

Same as ^ Seen.

SUY. The appearance of small rain.

EIGHT STROKES

TO. Clouds passing away.

An original form of ^ Teen.

il TSAN, and Seen.

A slight rain. A rainy appearance. Also read T*en.

Some say a clear sky ; other* say the

appearance of the clouds in motion.

u

HWUH. Rain falling; a rainy appearance.

CHWANG. A vehement rain

TSEti. The appearanc* of rain and mow.

GAN.

Cloud; i
an extentiTe colltctura of cloud* and tapoitri.
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. Rain i sleet. Read Lelh, Small rain.

t CHOW. A rainy appearance.

tl TWAN. An abundant dew.

o

HO. Generally implies speed, celerity, fleelness,

hatte, the appearance of a small hill surrounded by lofty moun-

tains. The name of a hill, called also the Pillar of heaven.

HO Iwan 5JJ SI a sort of Cholera raorbus, otherwise popu-

lary called^ f|| ^ Keaou-cbanp-sha. HO chow ^g j|<Jj

a district in Shan-se province. HS-she yih shen ke shay

'H t rff*^^ $& HO she, the mother of one of the

warriors at the commencement of the Tang dynasty, was also

skilled in horsemanship and archery -,

?[] -| ^j, f^j*
she was

designated general H5. Hwuy h3 |^ ^celerity;
hasle ;

*peed; speedily; cheerfulness; alacrity; lively temper.

SHA. Small rain ; a slight shower. Shi she

f B4 the time of a summer's shower ;
a short time ;

in

3c H\T

moment.

FE.n
Rain and snow ; sleet flying i the appearance of snow flying.

KWAN. A man's name.

TSING.

ANeu-ihio 4f1^ female god, or foddet*.

PANG. Heavy rain.

HEUEN. The appearance of dew.

Name of a river; sombre and 'deep appearaure

A drizzling rain. To wet with a drizzling rain.

An ancient form of
j

Yin

Same as the preceding.

NE. The rainbow.

lT_f CHOO. To water as rain d<x pUols.

f-

T'HUN. Very cloudy appearance.

LIN. Any rain of more than three day <o-

tinuance; abundant and genial rams. Incessant rams Yn IIB

nRi ^ plentiful rains.

^]f^ LA. The noie of rain.
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T'iL. ^anio as 'r.'i Si'on

a>

ri Same as Tse.

T'HAE. A cloudy appearance

>{^i TSA, or Sa. A heavy falling rain,

NINE STROKES

YU. A rainj appearance j
the noise made by

rain. To expand or spread out.

JEN.

To imbue with moisture j to instil into ;
to moisten

V A. Water in the print of a beasl's foal.

rS| T'HUNG
PJ

The sense of this character is not known.

* ING. Rain and snow mixed ; falling together;

sleet. Read Yang, A white cloudy appearance.

IV\. A rloiuly appearance.

T'HAE. A cloudy appearance

>*^ >VUO. Vapours descending from the

and not responded to from the earth ; misty ; foggj

An ancient form of

(jAE. A cloudy appearance ; yapoim ;

Same as M Han.

FE.

The appearance of cloud*. A rasl collection of clouds

The noise of rain; a heaty rain.

HOW. Rain.

T'HAN. A cloudy appearance.

Thought to be a form of fi Mae.

P'HO, and Kth, Rain.
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FUN. Snowy; fog; vapour.

YU.

Name of an animal resembling a deer, but larger.

V= SHWANG. f Hoar frost; figuratively

Frigid; cold; grave. A surname. A crystallization

1 LING. The residue of a shower ; to drip ,
to fall.

PUP

HEA. 5 A reddish appearance in the east-

ern sky. Halo; vapour; variegated clouds.

HUNG . A word which is found in a piece of

poetry on the Yellow River, but which is not understood.

>

WEI. A shock ofthunder ; the noise of thunder.

Clouds obscuring the sun. A surname.

Teih teih
j!fa ^ rain. Read Tub, A rainy appearance.

An ancient form of
t{

Tn-n

An ancient form of

FART I. VOL. III. 8 r

173rd Radical. X Yn

TKN STKOKI->

UiNlJ. Ung ung 9 J& a t loudy appear

HAN.

Long continued rain -,
a great quantity of rain

TSZE. The noise of rain.

nrillN. C'louds; banks ofclouds.

1 M1H. Small rain

An original form of the preceding.

Same as fl Sih.

HWO. Yth hwo

1 TSO. The noise of rain.

Same as

YIN. Kain ;
a local word for thunder. The

clouds revolving and rising. Applied to a f.illing star.
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laps LE1U. Leih leili 5 Hi incessant rain.

Originally written $& Gaff.

YIN. A cloudy dull appearance.

CHUY.

Obscure. Thunder; the noise of thunder.

TEEN. The noise of rain; heavy rain.

LEW. The running of water from a house .

Horizontal spouts to convey the water oft.

LEEN. Long continued rain.

KOW. Heavy rain

TT MUNG. The noise of thunder

An ancient form

Same as j|f Pa.

SEU. A heavy raLn.

torm of

Same as ft Mae.

PUNG. The noise of rain.

Same as f| Seen.

rliN. The lustre of gems or precious stones.

MO. The appearance of ram.

vTljir Same as ^ Mih.

WOO. f
Shooting forth.; moUlure

vapour issuing from the earth; fog; thick dense vapour.

WEI. The appearance ofclouds rising.

K'HO.

The rain ceasing and the clouds dispersing, Snow melting.

FE. A cloudy appearance.

LOO. A rairainy appearance.
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TS1H. A rainy appearance.

PO, A cloudy appearance.

LAN. Long continued rain.

_
TEEN. Cold ; hoar frost in the morning.

Head Chili, A small degree of dampness.

Same as f!f Seaou.

A form of ft! Seue.

MANG.

Mang mang 31 gl the colours of the clouds.

YIN. Long and excessive rains ; rain that con-

tinues more than ten days.

-
r--^

yir TWAN. The appearance of dew.

CHWANG. Rainy appearance.

The sound of this character is not known ;
it refers

to Guarding against inundations.

LUH. Heavy rain ; violent sho\v< is

SEIH. Heavy rain. ,

foreigners on the north-eait. IMh elh t| & Tartar natiooi -

o rr~l rJ

on the north.

rB. P'HANG. A heavy rain.
%/TlTl

Same as f!| Tuy.

Same as %R Pow.

m

TWELVE STROKES

Same as it Can.

CHUNG. Refers to the motion of ihe as-

sumed principles in nature, called by Ihe Chinese Yin and Yanj.

An ancient form of ^ Po.

NANv Mire ;
mud.

THAN.

A great abundance of clouds; dew falling.
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^ T\N<; A heavy rain

1 HO The appearance of the rain falling

Kain ; a marsh or swamp at the foot of a bank

Hill. Same as H Hth.

TUY. A cloudy appearance.

Original form of the folkming

SKKN. 1 Snow coming iul.o a warmer

atmosphere as it (alls and forming slept.

Same as HJ Tuy.

WAN. A man's name.

r. Small rain; the noise i>( r;nn.

LOO,

From rain and path. The vapours which fall in ileur nihts.

s;ea'aldews; the dew
; to disclose ; to divul-jc ;

to make ap-

parent ; an appellation of certain terms or periods. The name

of a terrace. A surname. Hwae-gSn we che sze loo Iffi

:

/^. y$ ^|* g^ flu>ae-gan did not know that the affair was

divulged.

YUH. Variegated clouds.

LUNG.

The god of thunder. Some sat the god of clouds.

ToIN. The noise of rain; rain falling.

A* M̂ fc'

^jt4 TAE. Dull ; obscure; expressed also by liae lf

clouds obscuring the sun.

u

FUH. Water covered over.

Same as fp Leth.

SI 1 WANG.

To kill or destroy plants or animals

1 bKilH. Impetuous rain; thr no'nr of many

voices ; vehement and precipitate.

TSEEN. Small rain..

NUNG. A heavy de\v.
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Same a iS; Tan.

P'HO, and F3. A heavy rain.

Original form of | H6*.

HWAE. Small clouds; rain.

f
t* TSZE; The noise of rain.

Same as the preceding.

YUNG. Cloudy vapour

Same as Pang.

SA. Rain falling.

A. vulgar form of $% Yang,

WE. Small rain.

PIH.

A dark black body like the new moon. Read Pi, To en-

croach upon and usurp. An usurper ; applied to a prickly

FART I. TOIw II'. Ho

plant, a specie* of Cactut. Name of Chow district, of a Rren

district, and of a river. A surname.

P'HEIIT. The shock and noise of thunder-,

the rending, as of an earthquake ;
a nameof the god of thunder.

An ancient form of S Yin

An ancient form of
j|| Ling.

Same as the preceding.

i An ancient form of jg Chin

FOURTEEN STROKES.

HE. Cloudy ; dull ; obscure.

ISk,. 1 To cease from raining , lh eolou'i

of the sky when the clouds break and it becomes fair

SWAN. Small rain.

OOP LING

2J
Teen ling ^ ^ the bone of the top of the heo.

HE, Rain seen and then just stopping.jUQ
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A xirt of rabbit or hare. A surname. Head Wan, A surname.

THl N

The appearance of black dark clouds ; cloudy.

MWAN.

i'he appearance of rain and dew; a cloudy appearance.

Same as 1| Teen,

MAE. Sand and earlh that has been raised

by a whirlwind, and rained down as if from the clouds. Wind

and dust darkening the heavens. A severe and sudden storm

of this kind occurred in Peking, May 8th, 1818, and which

much alarmed the reigning Emperor Kea king

MUNG.

Misty ; foggy. Read Mow, Mean and niggardly.

J^Tfc MUNG. A small drizzling rain

LING Name of a valuable stone.

Same as ^ Ling.

An ancient form of

El

P'HAOU. A snowy appearance

3577 LEE. Small rain.
Vr n

PP LING. Vacant; empty.

T'HAN. Long continued rain.

SAN. A rainy appearance.

LCY

Thunder; the name of a territory.

Same as
f
Seen.

I A cloudy appearance.

TSEIH Rain falling; Hie noise of rain

FE, and Pei A cloudy appearance.

TSEEN, Water.

A vulgar form of



LEIH. I'eih leTh 3 fig or Pelh lelb

rapid ctipi of thunder ( the noise of iplilting or smashing.

655 173rd Radical. XVII. Yu
rjla

and view the filial piety of hit ion Taou-kwang, who endra-

vcmrril on the anniversary of hit death to go to the Imprrml

tomb to sacrifice, was prevented by heavy raiui which inadr fh'

road impassible. Many office n lost their lives in th attempt

Ancient form of
|fii Ling. Name of a vrmcl ; a

HO. The noise of flying, and of rain. Head

Suy, Dew. The appearance of weak plant*; a small appearance.

^

GAE, O, Or G<5. A cloudy appearance.

The appearance of clouds accumulated.

T'HAE.

An obscure appearance. Cloudy; very cloudy.

LUNG.
a I

The noise of thunder. Same ai

LING.
(JHB

Spiritual; subtile ; ethereal. That which is good ; felicitous ;

efficacious. Any invisible or spiritual cause that is efficacious,

ii iiid to be Ling. The dragon ; tortoise, and two other

animals are called four Ling. That which is efficacious in hold-

ing intercourse with spirits.
A surname. Ling kwei chen ta

3lR JK /C the glans penis will open or enlarge. Ling lung

^8 Wj an ' llvent ' Te ' ingenious mind. Ling pae J|? tj&

a tablet with the name of the deceased upon it; incense is

burnt before it and a sort of worship paid to it morning

and evening for forty nine days; at the end of a hundred

d:iys the Budh or Taou priesU recite certain prayers and then

burn it. Tsae teen che ling /fif ^^ j||
the soul (of

the emperor Ki-a-king) in heaven j
it lu opened to look down

Same as [&2 Peen.

LK.

II
A character found on ancient stonei, hut the seo*c ii

not determined.

SZE

Small rain. Read Seen, The same at

JANG. The appearance of an abundance of dtw

TSAN.

Drizzling rain, a rainy appearance. Allo read Sa

YIN. A cloudy appearanrr

GAE.

Cloudy; dull; obscure; the heavens covered with tloud:

&z*
^^^ CH'HO. Excessive rain; heavy ram.

r
An ancient form of W Yin.

gar form of M Kc.
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SHWANG. A rainy appearance.

FUNG:

The spirit or controller of thunder. The thunderer.

NUNG. Dew

MANG. Wind and rain.

SHUH. A man's name. A wift appearance.

!al LEIH. The appearance, of inceuaot rain.

An original form of ^ K5.

^y-jrls,
TS'HEIH. The appearance of raio falling.

An ancient form of PC.

^ T'HUY. A cloudy appearance.

PING. The noise of thunder.

An ancient form, of ^a Luy.

FORTY-FOUR STROKES.

PING The thunder's toice.

CLXXIV RADICAL.

TS'HING. The colour of plant* when first

growing out ofthe ground; a light green; skj coloured
-,
azure.

Wan , pale. The name of a divinity ; the name of a bird ;

the name of a wood, and of a fruit. Name of a medicine >

the skin or bark of the bamboo. A. surname, Tsing hwang

pfih ts che she
"jf^^ ^ Ife ~^ pi. the time that grain

ii full, but not ripe. Tsing hwang puh tseg
f^" ^ /f ^

the green does not meet the yellow, denotes a failure in the

A-
frj

p|'
nualts. Tsing leen lib

P? V\i "E ^ar'c '''ac
'
or Peac^ D'OS>OID colour.

mung sTh f|r IJ
&> pea green colour. Yuen tsing sKh

jr- -^- 'pt^
darkest olive colour. Tsing tae ^q" Jsjf a coarse

indigo, readily soluble in concentrated sulphuric acid ; it is

used by the Chinese as a pigment. (J. L.) Tsing fan^ 4|

blue copperas. Tsing IChW" ^ lapis lazuli.

PAYING.
Talking io a low voice. As Mckol form of 4^ T>i;.
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TSING.

Clear pure ornaments ;
ornaments of feathers.

CHIN. A word used by the Taou sect to

denote what is true and correct.

V

TSING. from to fix and pure. Clean; fine.

^

Careful thought ; to plan ; to regulate ;
to keep in order ;

in

a stale of harmony, order, and peace; tranquil. A surname.

Hae tsing y{ff ^q peace on the seas. Gan tsing ^ jjfjjj-

in a state ofpeace and quiet. Tsing che
Jjg ^ to tranquillize

them. Tsing hae mun
^fpj'

iwt PT one ^ 'he gateB f the

city of Canton.

CH'HING. To peep ; to spy.

CHING.

To look straightly and correctly at; to peep; to ipy.

TSING. A dark black colour.

Atl r
T

I SING. Appearing ornamented and coloured ;ft
a beautiful countenance ; painted white with black eyebrows.

Tranquil. To call to or summon ; to invite by beauty.

TS.NG.

To drive. To judge. To be silent; silence, stilloesi;

fABT I. TOL. III. 8 I

quiet; without motion. To ponder in silence ; to plan ; to

desist ; without distraction. Peace and harmony. Hru tin

''"K k c
jijjf /(j> I'lj* >|'L

an "nprrjudired mind and calm

temper, are required in a jud^c. Choo tiing tt I'ft In jiir

a master place to a tranquil feeling and quirl manner Tin^-

ing rhae, te
'

pi tae tsze shoo +

-$-^ the eighth work of genius; (tdiled with notes) from

the study of
tranquility and purity. This title refer, to a

Chinese novel in verse, called Hwa-tii-en-ke I?t *& fO it ,

nti -3^ PL
sometimes bound up in 6 duodecimo volume*.

TSING. Cold
; frigid.

T'HEEN. A blue dye ; to dye with a blue colour

A wood used for Teen 3r Heaven by the Taou .eel.

TS'HIN. Cold.

U*ed for Tien HvfD, by the Taoo Ktt

YO, or G.
jm
Ornamented, or adorned with color*.

SIH. A colour red and azur?

HUO. A certain .tone or mineral fouci oo a

certain hill. A darkish colour.
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CLXXV RADICAL.

PEL

Opposed to what is right; not ashamed of doing wrong ;

shameless; that which is shameful ; low; vicious ; secret; to

charge with doing wrong; to reprehend. Name of a hill.

A surname. A negative) not ; not good ; not real j not exist-

ing. Fei yu j JE |S indecent language. Nan lung e fei ; e

kanee|!|j}|^ j^ $ ft || difficult to be

moved by what is vicious ; but easily excited by the right

principles, said of the people of Ho-nan. Fei soo yen ko leaou
-JL ^* -

,

- ^
3r yX. p "J J

it is not to be explained in a few words ;

or it cannot in a few words be clearly explained. Fe too

jib, urh yew hae che yay^ fifc 4JJL^ ffjj <% ^Z
D0t mece'y of no use * hul injurious to it. Ching nuy

so chc, peth fei woo yin ji. \ty ?Jf $% ljk^ Jfc ^
that which is referred to in the petition must have some cause.

H5

Same as the following.

An ancient form of ^fl Maon.

FEI.

The name of a bird ; to separate ; to
distinguish.

kL Noise made in
sleeping; snoring ;

to

Wow with the breath
j
noiie of vomiting.

V- PEL Large; great.

rr.iI. Shaded, retired, hidden, concealed

_ PEL A men confined place ; obscure.

r r<I Light, as opposed to heavy and to grave

FEI. Dust
; dusty.

rtil. To place the hand with the patradown-

ward; to cover with the hand.

PEL Delicate fine hair; dishevelled fcair.

FE, or Fei. A certain bird.

TSA, Vicious; bad. A surname.

An ancient form of
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An ancient form of
fjjjj

Sze, applied to a divinity.

supposed to preside over rain.

jt . Same as -fc Koo.

Same as ; Wo.

SEVEN STROKES:

K'HAOU. To lean against mutually, to be

connected ; to depend on any person or thing; to trust to for

support.

The sound of this character is not known
;

it is

used in reference to a bow.

Same as M Kaou.

Ut* HE. Strong; stout

fc >~^ % -~

fc ML. Laid prostrate or inclined, to pour out,

to scatter, extravagant, wasteful ; selfish and small , d

of, without j not having j net being, implicated in rrimn

Me me IsS
Jfp slowly ; leisurely. Po me \Kf B profuif,

applied to the public manners. Che me
<j% fro prodigal.

An erroneous form of jl^ Hun

Hair in a disordered state ; fine dtlirate b<ir.

Ŝame as Rung.

CLXXVI RADICAL,

MEEN.

The face; face to face; the surface; the first appearance

of tilings ; the front ; towards. Tang meen
'jg |5j face

...

to face. Pel nicen
^g j^J

back to back. Meen keii p^i

hwuy ^ J^ ^Ig
$ to praise a person to his face, and

vilify him behind his back. Meen slh pih ^n p t=l pale

faced. Meen jow jQ ^j^
a soft face; sheepish; bashful.

Woo fun meen ^. profile, or five tenth's of a face,

Ah erroneous form of
j|

Nac.

*// Same as lift Nuh.

r-V HAN.

The appearance of putting forth the bead, j imall >irad.
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KAN. Dark visage and black spots on the face.

PA. The face yellow; swarthy.

NUH. To feel ashamed.

P'HANG. The face swelled.

TAN. Stupid feeble appearance.

ik. The appearance of the face; the visage.

FIVE STROKES.

T'HEEN. Same as gg Teen.

CH'HAOU. A distorted face

YAOU.

Yaou chaou Sfeh
jjjjK

a distorted ugly face.

CHEN. A broad visage

Same as ill Nan.

MEI

The appearance of the face; the countenance.

P'HAOU. Sores on the face.

TSAN. old; the face wrinkled. One ,j,,

The colour of shame; abashed.

IEN. Chen ban ^J g^ the appearance of

putting forth the head. A small head.

u

HWO. A small short face.

ING. A yellow colour of the face, swarthy.

YUH. A blood-coloured face

TUY. An ugly face.

Same as i| Nan.

KING. A stupid feeble appearance.

'/J NEIH. A sorrowful face

HAN. A red face
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HWUY.

A '

flchy face ;' a fat, plump, jolly face.

TS HUH. Even regular features.

SA, or Shwa An ugly face.

POO. Thejaws ; the sides of the face

I 'Hrjt<N. A bathful appearance i being abaihed.

MWAN. The face daubed with something.

NAN. The skin of the face broken.

/

WAN. The appearance of a diitorted fice.

WAN. A beautiful appearance between the

eye and the eyebrow; a ofl delicate face; the eyej expanding.

E. The face ;
the countenance

TEAOU. A practised countenance.

GAN. Black spots on the face.

t. 101- 111. * f

SWAN. A round face

MEEN. Stupid , feeble

GAN.

Can dan Ki: H a torrowful viuge ; a mournful look.

LAN. A long appearance of the

NAN. A ihame-faced baihful p|wara.

TEN STROKES

K'HEW. An ugly face.

MEEN. Smeared with blood.

TbAN. The appearance of a long facr.

MO.

To look pale.
A shame faced appearance ; bathful.

TS'HAN. A sorrowful countenance.

CHUH, or Chu A short face.
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T'UEEN. A yellow-coloured face.

Same as M Ye.

TSEAOU.

A withered small face; a dark rough visage.

LKAOU. A white face.

SEUEN.

A round face. Also read Tseuen, and Twin.

sfe.
=| HWUY. To wash the face, i

*: NEEN. Little colour in the face.

YE, or Nee. Handsome ; beautiful Some

ay. Black spots on the face. The jaws.

l\Sl Same as if, Teen.

IJL

jffj Same as $$ Mo.

TSEEN. Colour weak.

MEE. A small face.

Same as H Mo.

TSEEN. The countenance.

Same as $ji[ Hwuy.

LO. Ashamed ;
shame-faced.

Same as Mo.
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CLXXVII TH RADICAL

KIH.

The skins of animals deprived of their hair and changed

in their appearance, but not cured or dressed ; dressed skins

are called
"}*._

Wei. Skins of human or other animals. To

put off; to reject ; to change ; to degrade from office
; the head

of a bridle. Instruments of music made of leather. Awing;

old ; a surname.

TING. To mend the soles of shoes.

PH' A receptacle for arrows
, a quiver.

KEEN, and K'hail. Dry leather; the

name of a district. The covering of a bow. K'arnc of a

nation in the west.

JIN. Strong but flexible like leather.

HWUH. To bind fast or tight.

TEIH.

That with which a hone it COD trolled; a bridle.

KWEI. Leather.

T'HOO.

A sort of cushion for sitting on in a carriage

Same as fjjt Kung.

UJH

f YU, and Hen. A large bag.

Original form of the preceding

POUR STROKI>

. Leather shoes.

Cover ofa horse's back below the laddie.KEA.

KIN. The leather or harness on the breach of

a horse
j

to restrict; to restrain; to be parsimonious; tu
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ridicule and put each other to shame. To take. Kin keaou

paring of giving instruction, unwilling to It II

Same as $$j Meen,

KEIH A saddle

\f

HEUE. BooU made of ftilk, cloth, or leather.

"
.
Hju. Ornaments or the nave of a nhrel.

Same as Heaou.

Same as j& New.

HEUEN.. The bow cotering of a carriage

PA. The leather of a bridle ; the part of the

reini grasped bj the hand j certain leather straps about a

carriage! the rein*.

T'HO, the binding at the heel of a rfioe.

Same

FUNG. The ornaments of a saddle,

-/tt

L

?l
"^ I T IIN. That which is applied to the shoulders

VI
of an ox or a horse, in order to draw any thing after then.

YIN

An ancient form of JBJ Koo.

Same as the preceding.

Same a M Pe.

Same as ^ Jung.

u

SA, Of S5. Children's shoes. Shoes el a parti-

cular description, with, a vamp that comes high upon the instep.

GANG. A certain kind of shoe or sandal.

K'HE.

Certain ornaments about th nave of * wheel.

SHA.

A kind of stocking. Read So, A certain musical UMtrumtot.

FIVE STROKES

HEUEN The sheath of a knife.
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TE. Shoes.

K'HEU. Certain harness of a carriage.

The appearance of the reins of a bridle hanging down
; soft

1 HO. A certain leather connected with a

horse's tail and the saddle, probably a crupper.

Same as the preceding.

MO. Used to denote stocking!. MS hS

an appellation of certain northern tribes.

TSOO.

That part of a horse's bridle which goei over the head

SHIN. A large sash or girdle.

TA, or TS, and Che?. Soft leather.

i/

PklH. Certain leather fastenings about a carriage,

u

r UH. A kind of leather door or entrance at

the hinder part of a carriage.

r*RT i, VOL. in. 8 e

PWAN. Certain leather rumen to attach a

cow to something which is to be drawn, or which fastens round

the tail of a cow.

CH'HOW. \ kind of helmet.

IV To give a saddle to a certain fugitive aa-

derer ; certain trappings of a horse. Heail Set", A bridle.

YAOU

Crooked ; curved ; the upper part of a boot.

7J T'HAOU.
P

Distant; remote. A kind of child's rattle.

HEA. Flowrs arranged, or appearing io order,

PAOU

To soften leather
;

a sort of leather dreiser.

1 'HLfc.. Certain ornaments of a horsri Mddle.

KEU. Military weapons.

P'HIH. Tranquil; still; quiet.

YUEN. Shoes.

1)1
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RE

A certain part of the harness of a coach horse; a girth.

KEA. Straw with the external skin peeled off,

and made into mats to be used in sacrificing to heaven

i'HUNG, and Hung-. A kiod of strap

to hold on by, or to rest the arms on, in the front part of a

cart or carriage. The Chinese use a transverse piece of wood

in sedan chairs for the same purpose.

P'HO.

A workman who softens leather. Alo rejd Paou.

LING. The offspring of a sheep. A lamb.

If

MA. Leather shoes.

\

\ ANG. That part of a bridle or haiter which

hangs below the neck ; ornamental strings that pass below the

chin. Violent; opposed to ; embarrassed.

CH'HOW. A kind of helmet.

PAOU.

A word applied to disease, but not well defined.

A k'u d of cudgel or other similar weapon. The

pronunciation is not known.

t. \

six STROKES.

JUNG. Ornaments made ot hair.

YANG. To dress leather.

E.
Carriages and horses given to fugitives.

KHVYA. An appendage of a sash or girdle.

Read Koo, Clothing for the leg.

KEAOU. A kind of leather purse or bag.

YIN.

A kind of wooden clog, -with leather for the upper part.

PING. A leather girdle.

YIN

A mat ; a mattress ; a cushion or skin on which to lie down.

|^
10-* L. Skin of an animal. Read Tc, An appendage

-/*
of the girt of ahorse.

Ipj
T'HUNG.

>l

Certain ornaments pertaining to a carriage.
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J*^
1 KEA. Certain leather clothing for the breast

or other parts of the person, to defend it against the weapons

of an enemy.

MEEN.

An appellation of a certain part of a bridle.

|J
T'HAOU. A small drum.

A certain appendage of a carriage ; a

bar or strap placed before a person on which he leans.

New skin which may be used to bind things with.

KVVEI. Irregular horns.

T'HO. The binding at the heel of a shoe.

HEAE. Leather shoes ; shoes of any kind.

CHtj. To tie up silk to preserve it in order.

Same as SB Che.

Same as the following.

GAN. The saddle of a borst1
. Jow gn

a flesh saddle,' the hump on a camel'i back.

KEIH, or Ke.

A bridle for a horse, or a halter by which to It ad a cow.

S HAN.
IV

Certain ornamental pieces of leather in the front of a carriage.

\

KUNG. To bind fail; to maintain firmly;

well secured, applied to the defence of a city. To dry with

fire; the name of a state, and of a district. A surname.

YANG. Strong; violent; capable of bearing

much. Part of the bridle of a horse.

SEVEN STROKES.

Same as i$^ Fung.

Same as ^ Ting.

T'HING. A leathern girdle.

\*

KEA. A kind of leather shoes.

CHE. A case for a knife ; a scabbard for a iword.

IT
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M" AN. Empty thoei; to coTer over; a

bridle. Read Mun, Troubled ; tiirry.

TOW.

Certain harness or other leather appendage! of a carriage.

OO. Certain leather itrapi to fasten on slux

GANG.
Stiff, inflexible leather or skin.

HEE.

To tie the legs of a cow. To bind with haste* urgent.

Also read Kelh.

A certain appendage of a carriage.

T'HAN. A girt for a horse. Read Chen, Shoes.

POO, and Paou. Leathern hose.

fi>* r
'

>f
F'HUY1

. To repair or mend.

A musical instrument. Read Sha, A kind of shoe*.

b?**75

-3tJ*\
Same as m Shwuy.

t? SHAOU.

A sheath ; a case for a sword ; a scabbard. Also read ceou.

SIH. Stiff; inflexible.

1 PE. Shoes.

T'HEAOU. A horse's bridle.

/

HEUEN, andKeuen. Part of the

of a large carriage ; applied also to the scabbard of a sword.

The tail of ahorse; that with which a horse ii checked.

Same as TfS Teaou.

^i HEUE. To bind Tcbemently or tight.

EIGHT STROKES.

8EIH. Shoes.

It SHAE, and Se. A kind of shoes.

-^~
C HANG. Skin stretched out; covering,

V*~
or as it is expressed in Chinese, Clothing fora bow.
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'

> K'HUNG. The reins of a bridle.

CHU E. Some part of the trapping! of a carriage.

1 I ' LilN . An uteniil for mealuriog tbingi

PAE. Aa vteniil for blowing the fire.

^J
YAOU

A drum. Read T'haou, The wooden part of a drum.

KWAN. The harness of a carriage

TS'HOW. To lie or bind

To strike.

LEANG. Same as ^ Lcang.

K'HEEN. Strong in texture* firm, the noise

of something strong reading or iplitlm;

PEE. Ornaments ofa knife or sword.

NAOU. Excellent leather

FART I. VOL. III. 8 K

rm> YIH. The wara of* lamb's tkio
|

GO, andNe

Appcndagei of a carriage i a little rbild't (hoc*

FUNG. A military uteniil Read

ornamental rover for the sheath of a sword.

*n Same s Tseen.

YIH. Certain shoes

Same as $^ Pung.

An ancient form -of f| Ke

i

T'HA. Leather shoes

SEAOU. To screen ; to cover

CHANG. A certain skin.

K'HEUH Same as ffi Kedh

Same as H Luh
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* NEE. A light thin saddle.

PING. A sheath for a knife; a jc.ibbnrd for

w

a sword Read Pe, The name of a Heen district ,
anil forms

pirt of the name of a kind of drum.

Same as f^ San.

A vulgar form of E|| See.

PING. The girt of a horse.

Same as
<ffjf

Kfi.

KEUH. To bear , to train up ; small; young;

a boy. An awl ; to bore into; to investigate to the utmost j

to exhaust a subject: to declare fully. A surname. Name of a

star, and of a flower. Certain garments. A ball made of leather

filled ith something soft, used in play. Keih keQh fp jj-^j

or Ta kew ;tr^ to strike a ball with a club whilst riding

on horseback, an exercise of the soldiery ; said to be dif-

ferent from the modern play Teih keQh
j^| ^ kicking up

a ball with the foot.

"it* Same as

a-
Tsow.

NINE STROKES,

hfe "

r U 1 1 . A kind of leather case for bow* and arrow*.

BEE.

The covering of a horte that goes below the riddle.

MEEN. The reins of a bridle..

KE1H.

Hard leather ; the appearance of the whip. Haste; hurry.

TSEIH. The reins of a bridle.

JOW.
rjrj (either; worked *kio; soft tkin.

SHIH.

A case for a knife ; a scabbard for a sword.

PANG

The piece of leather in the inside of a Chinese ko.

HEUEN. Shoes.

T'HE. For a long time ; constant.

% YLJ. Leather utensils.

GO, or O.

A kind of halter or bridle for a horse.
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HE A. The heel of a shoe.

Originally written $J Twan.

HEAE. Certain shoes.

FUH. A leather strap or belt.

CH'HE. Sole of a shoe.

TS'HEW. A wheel with loose cords to sit

on at the circumference, and to carry the persons round;

a round-about ; an amusement introduced at the court of

China in the first century,

TS'HEW. The reins of a carriage.

HO. Certain tribes of Tartars on the north.

Shoes. Read Sh8, To dress leather. Read M, A tori of

white kerchief to wrap round the head.

NE. A soft appearance.

YU. Surplus; fresh roots springing up from

Same as ia Seuen.

TOO

An instrument fur cutting skin; rattle that drag boats.

[I

SEAOL'. A .heath lor a kmfr a Mrabbard

>l

for a sword; the point of a whip

MUH. Certain binding about the- itlr tre*

of a carriage, and about the crowbar to which the cattle

arc fastened. Road Mow, A sort of helim-r.

YANG. The upper part of a horse's halter.

^3-J
I KEUH. From leather embracing icordi. Quts-

. J
tioos put with the lash. To investigate; to question a

criminal ; to scrutinize; to examine with strictness. Name

of a place.

MWAN. A certain kind of shoes.

SOW. Soft skin
;
to dress leather.

FUNG.

Certain skins or leather on the aide of a carriage-.

K KKIV A case for carrying a bow and arrow/

in when on horseback ; a case, or to put into a case.

HOO. A case for arrows ;
a quiver.
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TSUNG.

To ride on horseback in * hurried manner

A whip; a lath; a rod of wood or

iron. To whip; to flog, flogging n the punishment inflicted

on officer! of government.

CHOW A horse's bridle.

YUN. Drcners of leather intended for drums.

TE. To Hop or fill up with earths a bank

or dike raised against water; to guard or raise a barrier against.

To divide land by dikes. A thing fixed or placed aeadilv

on its base. The name of a place

Same as i Keen

PAOU. To take hold ofleather

TEN STROKES

'" MlJNti. Certain appendages to

three horses, or to. riding on horseback. An utensil for

winding silk

SOW. Soft leather

HWU Y. A something called Demon's cloth.

Read Kwei, A horse's bridle.

M:c*>
<0

1 HAOU. A tase or covering For a bow; a

clothing for the arm ; a sheath or case for a sword ; a kind of

case or cover for a wooden pillow. Wide; broad; equitable

TSHOW.

Leather or ikin that ha crept in, at 'if wrinkled.

SO Leather.

T'HA. Military wenpons

SO. A iort of boot that lace* ia front.

ROW

A defence for the arm when shooting with the bow cod arrow

Same a flf Pang.

T'HA. To strike; to beat

J U IN ( Certain hair ornament* of a saddle.

TA.

Military weapon. The ooite of belli aod drums.
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Gill

The toe of a shoe. Read Hill, and Klh, To mend ; to repair.

HO, or MeO. To bind fast.

>gj Same as $ Yung.

cL

RUNG. Skin undressed.

FJOR

KEA. Shoes made of a sort of crape.

PUH. Aboard or strap in the front of a car-

riage to lean upon. A case for arrows.

PE. To bridle and saddle a horse.

HEAE. Shoes ;
leather shoes.

UNG.

A local word for the upper part of a boot,

u

PO. Certain binding about the lower part of a

carriage. Read F8, A carriage bg. Read Pow, Clothing

for the breech.

Same as iff Ta.

PART I. VOL. III.

I WAN. A large girdle worn round the waiit.

men's are made nf leather, women'* of silk. An ornamental

-irdle.

YUEN. An uteiuil to roeaiure thing*

rAn
ancient form of $fi! Ko

.

\

>E. Leather shoes.

PEIH. Originally written ff& PeTh.

K HO, or K'hw8.

Skin with the hair taken oft; used in covering

u

MO. Leather shoes.

CHUNG, or Shung.

Dry skin ; to drag a boat through shallow water.

SUY, or Shwae. The leather of a addle.

T'HANG. Originally written g Tang

FUNG.

The found of a drum ; to be joined or ewed together.
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TS1H Small in extent or quantity.

LUH. Originally written fj| Lull.

CHANG. Certain ornamental work on a saddle

Same as Le5.

GOW. A kind of leather sheath for a spear

CHAY Name of medicinal plant.

SDH, and Sliuh. Leather shoes.

KEEN. An utensil used by Potters.

SHAN, Or San. The ends of a banner tint

han;; down ; hanging pendant like a horsewhip.

f

IjlJVV. A sort of official musician who super-

intended foreign music.

Same as W Sow.

Name of a city. The pronunciation is not known.

SE Leather shoes.

TWELVE STROKES

FUN. A drum.

IVWh,!. Embroidered or ornamented

Us'.-d in the sense of Rending or breaking.

MAE. Shoes.

& KWAN

Certain leather coverings of a carriage or of the horse

PUH. A sort of halter for a COM

NOW. A particular kind of sheep in the nortt:.

u

KIH. Reins of a bridle.

1 HUJNG. Certain ornaments of a qimcr

and of the covering of a horse.

SEIH Shoes.

4Hk
Same as W Heue.
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KEAOU.

Shoes or sandals Straw or hempen sandali.

HEUE, Or Hea \ large boot that come*

up the thigh ; a boot for riding ou horseback.

TUN. An utensil for wine.

KE

A halter or bridle that enters the mouth of a horse.

I UN(j. The upper curved part of shoes or boots.

A sort of ferment for wine or liquors.

An ancient form of $B Ta.

fc
^^w

Y1H. Certain yariegaled ornaments at the hot-

torn of shoes. The point of a shoe.

PANG. The inner lining of a shoe.

TSEEN.

The covering of a horse below the saddle.

PE, and Poo. A sort of quiver for arrows.

A bar or strap to lean on in the front of a carriage.

m
KEANG. A horse's bridle.

HKIM. Certain ornaineiiti about *>addlr.

SHUH. A rase for

oIH. A sort of mat tor ttu- bottom of it car-

riage j the reins of a carriage.

T'HE. Soft ; flexible

Same Ta.

ol. I
Strings by which the Chinese attach

stones to their girdles or sash, not much in modrru ui< .

10

HO. Certain northern foreifrw -i-

T'HO. Boots that lace in front

HEAE

A particular part of the harness for drawing with

FOURTEEN STROKES

te|=*
y^JOO. Shoes.
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^ i."^^^^"**E
j

NE \ bridle's rein hanging down.

TsONN . A certain covering for a horse.

Same as

Same as %&, Kvvei.

K'HEEN A kind of leather or skin belt.

PUH. A halter for a cow's head.

Y1H, Hwo, and Qll. Silk to attach a sword

to the girdle , a piece of leather in the handle of a sword. To

bind.

H EEN. A leather bandage or girl which

under Ihe belly of a horse; some say, the part which i< i>"

the back is called Been, and that which goes under the belly

is called Sjf Yang.

LEO. Strong- leather or skin

A form of $}) Yin.

TSEEN A swing; a swinging rope.

CHE

A sort of skin or leather covering fur a horse.

T'llUH. \ case for arro\v>

LEE. A part of* horse's bridle.

WA. Stockings

Name of a city. The sound is not known.

i SWAN. A certain crossbar in a carriage.

KEUH. Same as $fa Keuh.

HEUEN. A kind of leather dresser.

LUNG. A horse's bridle.

WEI. A silk string.

TSEEN.

A covering that goes over a horse's back under the addle.

Same as M| Keen,
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PO. A mat or piece of leather to lit on in the

bottom ofa carriage. Read Pow, Certain binding about a yoke.

CHAN, Or Tsan. A saddle for a hire,

or the covering of the back below the saddle.

LAN.

A case to be carried or the back for bows and arrows.

EIGHTEEN STROKES,

SHUY.

The sides of a saddle hanging down. Also read Suy.

SHUH. Leather shoes.

178th Kadiral. l\ \Vr.

Same as- Tswan.

IS

I

SK, and Sae. Certain fhoe* or tandaU.

LAN. A case for bows and arrows.

Same as V

KEEN.

Tart of the harness attached to a kind of yoke for oiec.

KIH. Reins of a bridle.

TSWAN.

Certain binding of crossbars in a carriage.

CLXXVIII" RADICAL.

WEI.

That which can bind. The perverse and distorted back

to back, viz. leather thongs i dressed soft leather. In compo-

sition seems to denote Perverse ; insubordinate. Name of an

ancient nation, of an ancient king, and of a district. A sur-

name. Wei koo j ^5 leather breeches for hunting in .

J IN. Flexible and strong ,
soft but not easily rent.

l-ART I. VOL. III. 8 K

rht. A sort of crossbar or strap to lean on in

the front of a carriage.

NA. Soft; flexible.

WEI. Perverse ; ungovernable.li
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IlKAOU, and Keaou. A sort of bag.

SEIH. A little child's shoes.

PIVE STROKES.

PE, or Pei, and Pee. A sort of frame

t

which to put away bow, to keep it in proper form.

"S/jlJ
PAOU.

Empty vain words. A kind of leather dresser.

u

YUE. A covering for a battle axe.

OHOO. A piece of military 'drew which

covers the knee. Leather breeches.

A plant used as a dye. Name of a medi-

cine used by the eastern foreigners. Read Wi, In Ihe sense

of |H WI

Same as |$[ Yuen.

K'HAN. To bind; to tie up.

E. Dull
; stupid ; perverse.

T=p^
KEAOU. A sort of bag.

KEUEN. Leather or skin fashioned i

tain manner; curled or Drolled up; leather employed on the

lop of a carriage.

CH'HIH

A piece of skin about the handle of a sword.

T'HO. Leather, applied to shoes.

FUH. Certain covering for the knees.

FUH. Acordfordrawingacoffinorhear.se. ?Q HEUEN. A drum maker.

in a cer-

FUH. A certain appendage of a carriage ; a

bar or strap placed before a person on which he leans.

> or e. A hill orhillock raised by art.

rp i ^ 11
1 c/r,.. An appendage of a ?ah or girdle.

A covering for the knees, made of leather. Also a kind

of leather belt or sash worn by soldiers in ancient tiuiei ; also

a plant used to dye with.
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Same as * Wei.

FOO. Certain apparatus at the lower part of

a carriage ; garments for the breech.

Same as He.

SEAOU.

A sheath for a knife or scabbard for a sword.

?ame as Kea.

EIGHT STROKES.

K'HEUEN.

The part where boots lace about the instep.

A vulgar form of |$ Yfli.

YUEN, Or Wan . A name ofa kind o'fihoe.

PAE. A leather bag for blowing the fire.

T HO skin attached (0 shocs

KEUH. To wrap round; to bundle up

HAN. A wall or enclosure round a well Aa

ancient state near the northern limit of Ho-nan. A turnim'.

C^ CH'HANG. A leather covering for a bow;

>c
box i which to contain a bow, which h usnalrjr Vept warm.

TA. Clothing for the fingers.

PAOU. Soft.

The sound of this character is not known. It

denotes According with whatever is met ; if it meets what

is round, it becomes round.

F*OO. Skin garments or covering?

Same as |$ Heuen, and Ynn.

Same as the preceding.

JOW. Soft but strong leather, not caiilj lore.

HEA. 'Certain kind of shors.

TNVAN

The hii.d-r part of a shoe having an additional fold.
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JUEN. Soft leather.

YUN. The wood of drums. Boot*. Read

Heun, and Heuen, Workmen who dress leather.

SHE. A bone or iTory ring, worn on the right

i " ^ ~~

thumb by archers, to prevent the siring of the bow injuring

the hand.

WL1 . To defend what is right and oppose what

is wrong. To illustrate what is right and to guard it.

Same as the preceding.

WEI. Aslant; deflected; distorted.

K'HEIH. ame as & Keih,

Same as Taou.

TEN STROKES.

" HO. Certain leather about the collar of a

draught horse. Read Foo, Clothing for the breech.

VEI. To bind round ; to fasten a with a band.

L*
*

L

Same as Kwei.

Original form of '$ Han.

TA. Skin clothing or covering:.o n

PAE, and Puh. A leather lube for blowing

up a fire; a leather bag to pul musical instruments in.

TA. Leather covering for the hands.

HEA. The iron at the endi of a chariot axle tree.

I HAOU, A case or covering for a bow
;

clothing for the arm; a sheath or case for a sword; a kind

of case or cover fora wooden pillow; wide; broad ; equitable.

LSh taou y N HJ the name of certain ancient books
; rule*

or plans, stirh as they contain.

. A certain defence for the arm in shoot-C|

ing with the bow and arrow; or a kind of bandage for strengthen-

ing the arm.

Same as Yung.

Same as ^ Pae.
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WAN A colour between rod and yellow ;
a

reddish colour. Inside j a place to store up things. The name

of a territory.

SUY. A saddle.

TSEAOU.

To tie round ; to bind ; to restrict. Also read Chaou.

PE1H.

Pads or coverings for the knees, formerly worn on special

occasions when having to kneel much at the rites of sacrifice j

similar coverings are now commonly worn bj the Chinese.

. Name of the strings of a bag.

TSANG.

To stretch skin or leather. Also read Chang.

sw K>HWEI

To connect or seam together. An embroidered leather bag.

Same as f Tsew.

FAN.

A flock. Level surfaced leather; things wrapt up in leather.

;.;

HWUY. Soft leather ; even and level.

8 LPART I. TOL. III.

K* KAOl

A cover or hn; in which to place a bow , alio a quurr

for arrows soineliuiei made of leather.

- A luiuriance of floweri, herbage, of

foliage. Li^ht and splendid.

THIRTEEN STROKES

HVVUY, Of He. A string for drawing

ther the mouth of a bag or purse; a kind of bag to contain

tlie head of those to be decapitated.

YUNG. Same as j($ Yung.

HtIliJN . Raiment or covering to sleep in.

Snfe" CHEN. A kind of surtout to defend the prr-

Tnd
son from rain or snow. The covering which goes below the

saddle.

1 HUH. A covering or tase for a bow.

A form of { Sill.

YIII. A certain ornamental piece of leiber

for the hilt of a iword.
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*! Original form of |f Wei.

r
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H WO. Certain ornaments of a sword.

Same as
|j{j Poo.

J1.4J

jgg|
Same as $| Po

* Same as $6 Heen.

Same as M Kwei.

\j

WA.
Clothing for the feg ; stockings.

Same as gjtl He.

rsnuH.

A cae for arrows ; corering for a bow.

SIXTEEN STROKES
u

YUH. A fragrant plant.

p POO. A piece of hither in tbe sole of a shoe.

TSEW,andTseaou. TO be bound, ot

kept under restraint
, to be gathered aDd tied together. Small

KEUEN. Soft skin.

KEO.

Certain skin or leather about the handle of swofd.

CLXXIX RADICAL

V
KFW

f From a line repreienting the

upright lines representing leek, or scallion*. The AJIium species

?ame as the
preceding.

TSA.

Coarse, ugly or bad of its kind. A suroime.

KEW. A surname.
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SEEN. Certain wild leek thatgrow on the UK.

HEAP:.

Bold; daring; a ftraitj itraitenedj confined.

An ancient form of 2i Ke.

To hold up overhead ; to raiie erect.

SEEN, and Tseen. Wild leeks.

TEN STROKES.

Same as 1 Tse.

An erroneous form of w Tse.

HEAE. Funeral songs.

TSE. To salt or pirklf vegetables.

TSE. Originally written Tue

Same as ~w Tie.

T'HUY. To pickle greens

FAN. Small onions.

Same as the preceding.

HEAE.

Vegetable! for the table; the allium iprciei.

An ancient form of Haou jff Good.

An ancient form of 5l Ke.
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CLXXX 1" RADICAL.

The ounds emited by any sonorous body. Sound , news or

, j \*--

intimation of; the notes of music. Yin c lung sow ^ :jjz

Jgl jA sound and sense the same as Sow. Yin e yu-neX tmij;

-f*" life &l fM lial ' n sound and sense the /same as ,'<'.

H *J y* X^1 'rJ

Yin we teang S" ^ pE the sound (of the character alluded

to) is not apparent.

HUNG. A loud voice or sound.

CH'HE. A name of ancient music.

ife

m

a:

Same as 1$ Yin.

>^l Same as ^l Yun.
^^M

YUEN. A name of music.

U H The sound of music suddenly stopping.

PUNG.

The sound or noise in a house. Also read Fung.

bHAOU. From sound and inviting. An ancient

instrument of music; to continue the virtues of a predecessor.

Elegant; pleasing ;
bland. Name of a district. A surname.

LEUE.

From sound going forth. Trouble and clamour.

SIX STROKES.

* YIN. An uneven or discordant sound

*
1 U. The sound made by the cracking of the

joints of the fingers or toes.

HUNG. A loud voice or sound.

TSUH.

Musical iiiH'umenti suspended or breaking off.
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Sunu- ;is

:; \v

From sound and repressing. A small voice or sound.

PUNG.

Harmony; concord. The sound of a drum.

HANG

TIA STROM >

Tsow low 1'1)M?J!8 a niulliliidr i><

t'TJ M77

sounds. Read Ts'how, Pleasant <nu>ical xmnds.

sound <( ;t bell.

The stem of a plant ; applied by allusion lo music Same

a-. t Hang.

|"1 ^"^-,

Cj

,
i HU According to Ilie sounds of things.

P'HANG. The sound of a drum.

NEE. Sound stopping or
lireakitig ort.

HUNG, Or Hang. Musical sounds. Head

Hwang, thetound of a musieal bell. Read Ying, The sound

of copper utensils.

YING. A name of certain music

E. A musical instrument.

YING.

Sound; noise; a moaning sound, a lew 1(

YUN.

*onnds \\hich harmonize and make rliymc, ^i final

the !at syllable of a line or verc
;
answers to a line. P*

yun /\ iJM eight lines all rhyming.

PART I. VOL. III. S M

J;^ (,'HK. A great deal of talk; loquacity

San ic as
j'jf

I'ting
1

.

(iAN, Yin, and > i-n.

A low dclicite sound ; a small voice or noise.

YIN. or Gan.

Harmonious clear sounds Complete ; harmony.

Same as j^f Tun.
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TWELVE STROKES.

Same as ^P Heang.

CH'HO, or Ch'huh. Deaf.

NEE. Music.

An erroneous form of |1 NeS

LUNG. To bestow upon ; to confer.

E.

Tlie tone of pain i moaning from a feeling of pain , fomentation

HEANG.

Sound; noise; clamour i a floating sound. To answer ; to

respond. A certain instrument of music

HOO. An ancient musical instrument

HEANG. To strike; to attack.

LING

Sound emitted from the lungs, or from nj onorou> bod/

CLXXXI ST RADICAL,

HEE. From headand man. The head ofa human

body; ahead; a numeral of bundle* of paper and of booki.

\

TING. The summit ; the vertei ; the top of

a hill ; to carry on the top of the head
; the thing carried j

the knob of different colours worn on the top of the cap by

the Tartar Chinese, to distinguish rank. Show hwuy, ting

Jin urh heung
fjfc j|j| Tj| | ^ ^ received a bribe to

confess, instead of another person, the two murders. Fan

ting show ihwBj |X IK ^ ^C an '"erted peak that

recedes water, -, (.t. a cavity in the top of a mountain. Maou

ting U fi*f to put one's self in the place of another and act

for him ; as Maou ting chang tseang g| Tg -fe
^tf

to assume

the (ilice of a Ion? spear ;

' which means writing essays for

candidates at public examinations.

YEW.

The head awry ; the head diseased and shaking

\

K'HING. A hundred mom, or Chinese acre

of land ; the name of a place; the name of a kind of basket;

to hold the head not erect, lu epitaphs denotes Timid,
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cautious, careful. A very short space of time, a moment.
Go king OP

(/pi
a moment, a very short time.

GAOU. To raise the head in a lofty manner.

*̂|y
K'HEW

The bones on the side of the face. Also read K'hwei-

CH'HA. The side of the face; thejaw.

|V^
YAOU. The appearance of a small head.^

eKAE. The lower part of the sides of the face.

t^I

Read Hae, A vulgar form of Jh Hae, A child,

HEANG The back part of the head or neck,

that which rest* on the pillow, the itrings which tie a cap
behind. Name of a state, a surname. Large; great. A word
in frequent use denoting kind ; sort , species; item . thing

T'HUH, and Th5.

Read Chih, The bones of the scull which cover the brain.

Iff

" The punishment of removing the hair.

M-'HEUNG On the face.

HAN The Weararce of the head moving.

I

181st Radical. IV. Hi*
i i

L'HWAN

Bald; a while baldness. Also read K'hee

SHUN. To accord with the will of aootlvr

IF\
to obey ; to jicld , to comply with, complaisant , to let go
it likes; to offer no hindrance nor rc.trainl. The name of
a hill.

Har,n.,,,iiin^ with , flowing smartly b, , pro.peroo, ,

to avail one's self of an opportunity.

HWAN. A pill ; the top of the head

jl
HAN.

AlargeCice ( abroadforenead;abaldbe,d.

SEU. The hair oa the face, the b^ard,

beard of fish. To wail for or expect, slow, to wait for

necessary materials, that which is necessary; requisite. The
name ofa stale, of a city, of a plant, of a vegetable, and ofa

bird; a |so

thejianie

ofa weapon. A man's name. A surname.
Seu-ta-mo ^ j^ Jp a ,lawman of the country in

Budli resided.

Pi
tl An erroneous form of^ Yaou.

JpH
E. To nourish or train up ; the chin

FOUR STROKES

Same a
Ting.
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1 11 El J I Curry ing the head gravely . seriously :

;.ltenii\e iiKinner. gravily induced hv wan* of success or

failure ; the name of a star.

Pl'NG. and Pang. The root of the ear.

(,(). Still ; tranquil.

An ancient form of^ Fa

TAN. Same as
J)]f

Tan.

GANG. A lofty head; to arry the head civ , i

AH abbreviated form of
fj|j

Jen.

KAN.

disagreeable appearance Also read Han.

YUNG. The countenance; the visage seen

by every body , an easy free state
; public. Read Sung, To

make known to the public by praises ; to publish or declare

the virtues of
;
a certain sonorous stone ; the name ofa musical

instrument ; a term used in divination. A surname. Tsui

IUDI
J praUei ; commendations ; songs of praise.

I TSIH. Correct; regular.

*t ipl K'HUII. Bald. The appearance of high cheek

, the back part of the sides of the face.

1 \\'j. A distorted mouth or chin. Read Yae,

The appearance of a lar.;e face.

\

KWEI, and Wei. To raise the head : a

small point ; the appearance of a cap ; a cap with a particular

kind of fastening under the chin, used in ancient times

IV rlllN. A long or tall appearance; elegant,

man's name. Head Kan, Great sinceritv.

HANG. The appearance of a bird

fly upwards. Head Kang, A man's neck; the throat; Hie

throttle of a bird.

YIN, and E.

The appearance of irregular distorted face and e\>-<

YU. An elephant. A tranquil, chcarfnl

secure state; all arranged and prepared for whatever may

occur, previously arranged. Prepared for
; provided against ,

to deliberate about. Name of a district. A surname.

YEW. Sickness; disease

CHING.

A certain bone at the back of the head or neck.
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WAN. A thickheaded doltish person. Sim-

pie; silly; fool'uh; stupid; obstinate. A man's name. Wan

pe pah tung flU ^ /^ fj|
imensible; unfeeling, raid of

an animal body.

GAOU. A large head.

PUN, Or Pun. A fih with a large head;

numerous. Read Pan, To confer ; to spread every where ; to

disperse; to divide to, chiefly said of the Emperor conferring

gifts and disseminating orders, books, and 10 on. Used to

denote the temples. The name of a bird.

Same as Mun.

WA, Or W5. To put the head into water.

TUN. TO bow the head to the ground; to

prostrate; a sort of resting place or inn ;
a time or turn; a

meal; to stop, to desist ; to part with; haste; to injure.

Name of a place A surname. Tun show pae ijjH ~(j\ ^3f-

hows the head and worships, this sentence is usually put on

visiting cards after the name.

m YU. The head of Confucius.

f*

KWAN. A bald head without hair.

Same as $f[ Leue, or Luy.

FART I. VOL. (II.

1

n

>aiue as
|$|T

E.

FIVE STROKES.

T'HEIH. Good. A man's nani^

TSEU. The chin.

T'HAN. A flat face.

An ancient form of ^ Fa

HOW, and Kow.

Diligent; laborious; an epithet applied to old people.

MIN. Stong headed ; violent.

PEI A large face. Read Pac, A distorted chin

IAIN. The sides of the face having a gradual

easy curve. Read Teen, To hang down the head.

YEW.

A disease which causes a shaking of the head.

L'HEEN. An irregularly featured face.
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P 1I\YAN Pwan kiins ffy 'g'
an appella-

tion of ancient governors oc princes with small dependant

states t a sort of half-moon pool at the gates of public schools.

YAOl

The neck not following the will; a stiff neck.

WE. Before the face.

HOU. The chin of a <ow hanging down.

MO. Strong ;
robust A flat face.

HO

To turn the head aside, and look (lily or impertinently.

HEUEN.

The back part of the jaw. Also read Been.

KO. The jaw bone*.

JEN.

The hair on the lide of the face, the whiiker.

u

PEIH. The appearance of grey hairs.

A vulgar form of Koo.

EJ

tj

P HO. The side of the face, or head.

Same as j$l| Tsze,

1 Name of a cap; the rap on one

side or inverted. Appearance of a cap large and ill-shapen.

Read Fan, Without hair.

Uneven; deflected on one side; in a

small degree: rather; doubt, suspicion. Po heang

rather fragrant. Po haou
jjjS

ft? rather good.

CHUE.

The cheek bones; the appearance of the head.

TE. Appearance of the head hanging down.

HAOU.

A person with a 'white head, or grey headed.

Bashful, modest, attentive; little hair upon the head.

LING.

Theueck
;
the neck of clothes, or that part of a garment

which surrounds the neck; to put in order; to govern; to

direct. To receive as a present or instructions; to receive in

charge, and have the command of. Name of an office, and

of a territory.
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P'HO. The appearance of a largo Luc.

m CH'MIH.

Regular ;
correct. A man's name. Also read Ts'hih.

CHIN. Without hair.

I

1*5 HAE. Below the chin.

Same as jfjg She.

K'HAN. Pain on the side of the face.

TSIH. Ii a word which occurs undefined.

SIX STROKES.

HWUY. A large head.

LUY, The head distorted or leaning on one side.

SIN. The calvaria.

V '

KAN.

Behind the cheek bones; high cheek bone*.

CHE. 'J'he face large ; a black face.

KEA, and K5. The im.ulh and the parti

which form it
,
Ihe jaw bones. Head Han, A yellow or

rotinnteance.

K'H\VAN<;. The margin of the eye.

K'HKAOU. Unhandsome ; inelegant.

x

Same as S@ Koo.^ ^

HUNG. The head confused.

PE. The head. A dog' new born whelf.

TO. An ugly appearance.

X, Of G5. The bridge of the ooe and upward

to the forehead ; a saddle. A surname.

u

GIH. Same as $fi Gih. The forehead ; the

appearance of cessation or desisting from. The name of a

territory .

i NOW. The face, or the skin of Ihe face brokei.
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NEK. An ugly looking face. Head P'liS, A

Jar*c appearance of the face. Read G5, Reverent and solemn.

\

\N El. A well practised head, lhat rises and

falls with ease; a good address; tranquility. A man's name.

__ E HEE. Straight up neck ;to fly straight up. A

* >^^%
man's name, who in ancient times framed the written cha-

racter. Read Kea, The jolting motion, or rattling noise of

a carriage. To plunder.

KVVO, and Hwo. A little head; a short face.

Si

TO raise the eyes and look at a person.

E. The chin; the side of the mouth. To feed

or nourish. Deep ;
the name ofa place; an Euphonic particle;

a hundred years of age.

A vulgar form of the preceding
1

.

tiaCi, Tne part, about or below the chin; to

embrace and hold up towards the chin, as an'\nfant is held np.

f>i: -yen wily i crafty.

r

r'Hl'NG. An upright neck.

^vr*

P EEN, and Heuen . A fine looking head ;

the head of Confucius. Peen yen

TUY.

wily, crafty.

Moo tuy -{H" |lTf
the name ofa cap. The head distorted.

P'HING. The colour of the face; an angry

face; pale with rage. Some say, A satisBcd countenance; to

gather up the features.

LUY. Diseased. Difficult to understand,

want of talent to understand. A fresh and white appearance.

FOO. To hang down the head ; to condescend .

to look down and view or examine; to send and clothe a

smaller stale. Tributary offerings to the Emperor.

n
n

i
t

CHUNG. To fill ; to occupy ; filled.

JING. To han down the head.

i

GO. The meaning of this character is IDS'

Same as RV Tseth

T'HING. The head in an attentive posture

An erroneous form of ffl He3b.
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KAN. Behind the cheeks

Same as |j^ To.

SEVEN STROKES.

CHIN. The head moving or shaking.

IV HtiW. Appearance of the ornaments of a

cap. Kew kew wH *9 reverent and obedient appearance.

CH'HA. A violent or forcible appearance;

the appearance of being forced to a fitness. A small head.

The appearance of a short face.

TSIN, K'hin, and K'han.

An ugly appearance ; irregular features ;
a distorted face.

GO. Even ; regular ; deflected or bending on

one side. The hat or cap awry. For a short period of time.

K'HWAN. Bald headed ; the passage ofthe ear.

SAN. The appearance of shaking the head.

HWO, W5, and GS. A short face.

IS MKI.aiul llwuy.

Dull or obscure ; itraight before one.

t-^T
p0l HUNG A straight up head.

KING. A hundred mow of land.

SHING, and King. The neck.

T'HOW. The head of any animal ; the btad

m

si

PABT I. VOL. III. 8 O

of a body of men. The front ; the top; the twocndiof a itick

or pole, the two ends being called the two heads; used a a

numeral of affairs. Seaou urh te tow kelh jTh /]>
*

fc6l] gfj

"^j
a lucky day for a little child's gelling its bead shaved ;

this is done as near to thirty days after birth as the lucky anil

unlucky days will permit. Tow muh hwan heuen, yen hwa 3i

PI 0^ 0S /(K giddiness and dimness of sight. Tow U;

"",M at firstf Tow ra sin J en ho ke '"
,

te hair <

HWUY. To wash the face.

KEE. The side of the face > the jaw ; the

struments for receiving and masticating food, and of articu-

lating words. The name of a place. Forms part of the name

of a bird.

K'HWAE, and K'hwei. Very honest and

plain appearance ; an expression of something noble and ex-

cellent. Name ofa territory. Read K'hew, The cheek bone.
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| An erroneous form of the preceding.

CHAY. The jawbones; the 'wheels ofthe

face which contain the teeth.'

TSHIN.

Person or body of a mean appearance.

V.

LEUE. An ugy face.

JEN.

The 'beard' on the sides of the face; the whiskers.

Same as the preceding.

TSIN, and Tsan.

An ugly appearance. Read Shin, To bend down the head.

FOO. The sides of the face; the bones ou the

sides of the face ; Ihe jaw bones.

/

YIN. The head moving.

HUNG. A sorrowful appearance ofthe head.

HlY The appearance of the head moving.

iffLPl T'HING. A compressed, ontracttd head;

7>?l
straight upright head. A man's name.

'H1NG. A carnation or red colour.HCH
T^FI Y1NG. Ahead or ear of grain hanging dowi

with its own weight. A spike of grain ; a sharp spike or point

of an instrument
; the point of a pencil ; very superior literary

talent. A surname. A ring. Properly written Itt Yiog.

WOO. A large head.

m
MUNG. The head.

HKIN.

A large head ; a man's name. Read Keun, The appearance

of the head.

HUH. The appearance of a high mose.

To contain, as the space formed r

the upper and lower jsws. The jaws ; therhio.

SWAN. An ugly face.

I KING. The stalk on which the head i

the neck ,
the front part of the neck, the back part is called
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JH Heang. King it applied metaphorically to thingi. Haou

king &Z. BjgorWin king keaou jfall Sll^aTery iotimalc^" <^^ XWT *>^ ^^^

friendship.

Same as M Gaou.

TE.

An irregularly formed head ; or the head leaning on one side.

Same as fa Maou.

T'HUY. The side of the face; a bald head;

a rapid gust of wind blowing downwards ; rushing down as

earth or water. Flowing ; yielding ; obedient ;
to cherish

thoughts of. The name of a hill. Tuy sang 3p|^ com-

pletely ruined.

An erroneous form of the preceding.

PUN .

Urgent ( pressing; precipitate j uninter-

rupted ; continually. A surname. Formerly used for the margin

of any collection of water, and the name of a fruit. Pin lae

4S Tfc incessantly coming to one's house.

PEI A crooked distorted chin.

An ancient form of SB Lae.

P'HOW. A short grey beard.

Same as f;'r Hung.

Same as {| G8, or Ytf.

EIGHT STROKES
i

TSZE. The beard above the mouth

Same as the preceding.

CHUY. A high forehead.

TING. To raise the forehead ; the forehead ;

to place characters in Chinese writing higher than the row of

columns, as a mark of respect to the person or thing mentioned,

answers to the use of capital: in European writing.

WEI.

A woman following a man. Read T'bur, Falling d

PHE.

Leaning the head on one side; the head awry.

An erroneous form of Jffl Foo.

PEE. A short appearance.
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I

El LAE
K

Covered or obscured. The appearance of a long head.

/

TSING. A good appearance; a fine head.

T'HAN. A long face.

HAN. The chin,

CHUE. A short head.

K'HAN. To peck like a bird.

LIN. To bend down the head.

Same as M Sen.

K HO. A small bead or knot; the numeral

of beads or of grain ; a clod of earth. Read Kwan, The

name of a plant; a man's name.

GAN. The forehead.

'Hti. Ugly ; a certain figure of a person, as-

sumed in ancient times for the purpose of expelling noxious

influences.

KWEI. A small head.

Same as the preceding.

K'HEEN.

little hair on the temples. The appearance of a long neck.

KAOU. The head.

YO, or Go. High cheek bones.

|
E. Good; good in appearance.

YUE. Appearance of a short face.

E. The eyes and eyebrows.

TSUY.

Sick ; diseased. Read Tseflh, The appearance of a short face.

TSING. The head ; the head awry.

pl TOW. The face broken, or a high forehead

\
and long chin. Read Woo, A sort of napkin for the head.
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*̂J LUH, and Now. The neck

HLEN. To seam or connert as with a thread.

't :v ->

Kead Keung, A certain plant of which cloth may be made.

Single garments.

Original form of $fj Ping.

The colour of the face; the aspect ; a grave countenance ;

a full bold countenance, an angry look.

MUN.

Confusion in the head, attended with giddincij.

To hang down the head ; to shake the

head. Read Kin, A compressed long face; the appearance of

a crooked chin.

HEUEN. A crooked horn.

TUY. Some defect in the bonei of the scull.

Same as M Pe.

H^

h*|
TSE. A bad malevolent appearance.I

II
Occurs as part of the human body wounded and bleeding.

TART I. TOL. III. 8 T

5| An erroneous form of
,'{f|

Woo.

Same as MJ Pin.

NINE STROKES

m. WAE.

The head in a dirty and Tile slate. Also read Wei.

??
El HWUY.
*>

Appearance of a fat plump face ; to wash the face.

I

To spy or peep at a person. Fear or

apprehension. Read K'he?, A short appearance.

8I SAE

The side of the face ; the lower part of the face ; the jaws.

T'HUN. Bald headed.

rf&\
YUEN. The face awry.

TEE A small short appearance.

HEA
P

Talking without measure j
interminable prattle.

\
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rlllllV Weak; feeble.

ii

HO. A robust strong appearance. To 'spread

words,
'

promulge or speak aloud. The nose as flat as ihe

lace. Read K'ho, The temples bakl.

KrjLi The appearance of a small head.

1 Li. The forehead ,
the head , the conspicuous

part. The title of a book ; a theme; the name of a country,

and of a district. To bring forward to notice ; to praise; to

write poetry ; to subscribe money. Pin te pp j||
to discuss

the merits of a person ; to praise.

P*HE.

The head leaning on one side , the bead awry.

u

G1H. The space between the hair of the scalp

and the eyebrows -,
Ihe forehead , any. thing placed in front ;

an inscription over a door, in some places called
j{| Sang.

Not to desist ; incessant. The name of a place; a limited or

ixed number or quantity. Kwang gih jjg j&S to extend or

enlarge a fixed number. GTh ping san wan, san tse'en, kew

plh yu ming ^ -^ H H H ^ &i W 4$. 4$
the fixed number of troops (for Sze-chuen province) is 33,900

and odd.

Vulgar form of ^ Sang.

K'HE. A large mouth.

KWA. A short head.

LAOU.

A broad large appearance. Thought an erroneous character.

f!
To carry the head high, in a grave formal or stern manner.

Yt/N: A high fine tun bead
;
the countenance ;

colour in general. Occurs in several proper names. A surname.

P'HO. A large faced appearance.

MUN.
Sameas-^Mun.

Head Min, Strong;

violent. Read Hw5n, Dull sight. Diseased; dying without

establishing a name.

TSWAN, and Swan,

To select and have every thing prepared.

HOW . Speaking awry ; not speaking correctly.

Loud speech. Strong robust appearance.

I >

WAN, or Hwan.

Bald headed. Joking or jesting; talking ia play.

*AOU. An indentation in the head. A large

head and deep hollow eye*.
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K'HAN. A hungry lank face; not satiated

with food
; sallow. Lean; meager. Read Can, A long face.

YUNG. A large bead; a line dignified ap.

pcarance ; a commanding, elevated, and at the same lime

henerolent kind look. Reiterated in the same sense.

CHUEN. To carry the head high and firm ;

to regulate i to direct; to pay close or particular attention to ;

appearance of respect and veneration ; eminent ; regular ;

correct.

HANG.

Birds flying up and down. To wrangle obstinately with.

The appearance of short hair on the temples.

Same as f|[ Fuh.

TEN STROKES

An ancient form of (^j Sin.

P'HE. The same as & Pe.

HEAOU. A large head. Read Keaou, The

appearance of a large forehead.

^ o

HWAN, and Ylin. The appearance of

the skin tight about the face. A round head and fact.

\

E, and Gae. still; respectful ; decorous man-

ner. Pleased
; delighted. A man's name.

PEL

The appearance of u short beard and hair. Also read PC.

UJNG. Feathers or hair on the neck. The

appearance of forcing to stoop.

Same as JIB Chen.

CAN, and K'han.

Long lank sides of the face; an ugly appearance.

SZE.

The head awry. One lays, A good appearance.

A form of $j[ Sung.

K'HIN. The head moving or shaking.

V

YUEN, and Yuen.
f*T*

1
A large head

;
to stretch out the head as in looking for with

expectation. The direction of the heart to an object; to

desire ;
to wish

;
that to which the heart is directed

;
an object
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of desire. Rich; ererT ; a short appearance of the face. A

vnw. Yuen e fift A, 3 wi 'h ' " *'" rei ' lo wisl1 * r '

HAN. The chin ; the sides of the mouth.

Han tan
ififj ji/5

the appearance of water in constant agitation.

SANG. The middle of the forehead ; the front.

Uned also to denote the mulberry tree. Kwo sang
jjjjj ||j

to pass OTer the head, said of water struck on its surface.

HK. The head awry.

K'HIN An ugly appearance.

MING

The space between the eye and the eyebrow.

TEEN. The Terteij thelopj the head ; the

forehead ;
to be subverted ; to cast down from the top; used

lo denote Insanity. Name of a place. A surname. Te ta

chin, mo keae teen puh j|Jj y^ IS
Jfef

!zr
jljQ

1
1>

there

wai a great earthquake and all the devils/c// prostrate. Tiien

taou Isfi 15, ke puh clung win UJH TJJ|| g3j v^C its A^ By

'pjf
turned upside down, erroneous and confused, so as scarcely

to make sense.

A vulgar form of the preceding-.

^ El. The bead awry. A large appearance.

Aliod rraK'hwci, and K'he

MKK A stifl
1

erect neck.

KLANG Clear
, harmonious ; straight forward.

U

K'HU H . I,arge ; great ; a
large head ; to rush

at and gore each other. UK ly. A solitary appearance. Read

K'hwei, The large bones of the head. Head K'bwa, The

appearance of the thigh bone.

K HAE. The appearance of the bones f the

head. Read K5, The jaw bones.

TOW. High forehead and chin.

LUV.
J

A class ; species < sort; kind. In the language of Botanical

and other classification, Poo *jH denotes Class, order, or genus ;

and Luy jH a penus or species. Luy shoo yulan, wei luy

shoo che kwan aS IE
mTI] ^ W Xfa XE

~^f TT^
the col-

lectanea called Luy.shoo-> u Ian, is the best of all books of

collectanea. Luy shoo che ls shing yu lew chaou 3^ r

~~jf ^T: fjjL
~hk /^ 0H book containing Collectanea arranged

in classes, prevailed much during the Six Dynasties.

2J7I^| I Mt>. The appearance ofthe head hanging down.

CHEN. The top of the forehead.

^.tl An ancient form of j$S Pin
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Same as

. To nourish or bring up. The booe of the jaw.

An erroneous form of
ijfK Luy.

An eroneous form of $5 ?in

KWEI.

Supposed to be an erroneous form of i Kwei.

ELEVEN STROKES.

TSIH.

Appearance of the head awry or leaning on one side.

GAOU. High ; lofty and large.

HtiUH. A word that occurs in a book on

amid*. Some define it As the scull of a dead body.

LAN. The appearance of hanging down the head.

LEAOU. The appearance of a long head.

A high nose, and deep sunken

TART i, VOL. in. 8 *

MA 'I'., xprak with (liffirulty.

Same as the preceding.

SAN, and Ts'han. TO .hake the bead.

j^JH
3T

SHWANG. Ugly; deformed.

Sfhl PEAOU.

The appeacance of white or grey hair. The hair in disorder.

/

E, and Wae. rninlclligrnt j slupid. Read

T'hac, A vicious malignant countenance, noise made by a

knock on the head. A spiritless, irresolute appearance.

MWAN. A large face. Mwan han

a large face ; to put a bold face on after having committed

a fault, and to make some excuse.

G W
A 'broken face,' or high forehead and prominent chin.

PE. The beard and hair half grey.

Same as fe| Low.

TSUH. A contracted forehead, noir,and chut.
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Same as M Loo.

ame as ^. Pow.

HHiUH. Emolument from government.

Same as MP E.

TWELVE STROKES.

-\ HUNG. A fat appearance.

CHEN.

To look at people in a proud supercilious manner.

Same as ^ Ning.

SIN. \ weak feeble appearance.

KAOU.

A large broad appearance, appearance of a large head.

HEAOU, and Yaou. Th<: ,luman face .

A high long head Read K'heaou, To raise up the head.

fSH An ancient form of m Le
>S

71*

An old grey-headed roan. The appearance

of marlial posture making.

V/HI.N. The appearance of drooping the head.

A sharp pointed head. Read Ts'hin, Weak, feeble.

HWU\ . The appearance of the head. Bald.

jfezr
gl PI

TSAN. Bending down the head.

LEAOU. A long appearance of the head.

HAOU . The white light around the horizon.

The light and splendour of the sky ; the glorious appearance

of the heavens.

An erroneous form of %Q K.

FAN. A very ugly appearance.

Same as f Yu.

LIN. little hair on the head.

TSEAOU.

Lean; spare. A mournful, sorrowful appearance.
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^Av^
WAE, or Wei. A man's name.

SEUEN, andTseuen. A round face.

KOO. To turn the head and look at; to

look to with regard, care, and attention, as (o a child that one

ha to protect ; to keep the eyes fixed upon ; a protecting

look. Used to denote But. A particle beginning a sentence.

To lead. Name of a place.

Same as Si. Seun.

An abbreviated form of JS E.

An erroneous form of HI Chin.

The appearance of the head moving.

"~~~
V B

YEN.
Irregular teeth. Appearance ofa com-

pressed face and sharp chin. Irregular features. Ugly.

K'HAN. TO move or shake; the head; lean

not having enough to satiate the appetite ; a vacant sallow

countenance.

K'HIN. Weak and feeble ; angry. Read Yin,

Gnashing the teeth with rage.

HAN. To approach the fire.

u

T'HUH. The booei of dewl men's head*

tl HVVUY.

The sides of tlie face, the hair growing below the chin.

CHEN. The head inclined to one side, and

all the members of the body trembling with cold. To smell

with the nose.

SIH. The sides of the face.

A form of |J| Ting.

GAOl). High, lofty,

THAN. The appearance of the head.

IWRTEEN STROKES.

An erroneous form of is G8.I
JOO. The motion of the ear.

K HAE. The appearance ofthe bones of the b*d.
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Ill Same as ISf Yuen. Same as *fi Lan.iiiK

3fei~^%l--w TAOU. The appearance of a large face.

HUNG. Stupified.

MEEN.

Bearing twin*.; one MJ>, Elegant; eicellent.

MUNG. The head confufrd and stupified.

'* The appearance of looking aslant OF ogling;

a beautiful countenance.

NING. The top of the head.

PIN. Indignant and vexed.

fvl 1

?XA
HEEN. Ht JtH

Light; manifest; apparent; conspicuous; illustrious; to

illustrate; to exhibit; manifestly apparent; divine glory.

Teen jew been taou -fc /H |JJ] j5 the ways of providence

are apparent. Shin been
jfjjb ||5 orLingheen ^? 5 divine

or spiritual splendour ; glory.

PING.

From the head itiuing forth mordt. Much talk ; loquacity.

mflt

LIN. The head with little hair on it.

YUEN. TheumiititheTerler. The desire.

YEN. An uneven appearance.

FAN. A very ugly appearance.

PIN.

To contract the eyebrows from grief or anger ; to frown.

1 i-HI
"

I GO. Severe and respectful.

*>A

u

YA

Refers to the teeth, or to muttering through them.

u

GO. The appearance of high cheek boies.

KIN.

An ugly appearance. Read Keen, and Kan, Irregular features.

LOO. The head; the forehead ; the scull.

UK HEAOU. Irregular features.
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LAN. A lean thin countenance. Read Lin,

Change of countenance. Sallow look.

feS"
^kCl HUNG. The head confused and slupifird.

i&
LING. Lean thin face.

An erroneous form of f[ Lan.

YING. A swelling in the neck.

TSHAN.

Tin- appearance of the head
,
a long head.

JlV The bones about the temple or ear ; the

flvsh in the front of the ear moving.

K'HEUEN. The cheek bono.

PEL The eyebrows.

A word used bj the Budhists to denote the bead.

CLXXXII* RADICAL.

M. FUNG. H The breath of nature is called

Fung. The wind ; air in motion. Custom ; usage; spirit.

temper; feeling. To scatter or disperse, as by the wind ; to

diffuse instruction, or affect by example. Haste; flectness.

The name of an office, of a place, of a bird, and of a plant.

A surname. The sexual appetence amongst rattle. Vulgarly

used for Insanity. Kwang fung^ J|^
or Paou fung jjjg Jjj)^

* gale of wind ; a storm ;
a typhon, which seems derived from

^C JM,
Ta- funS Fu "g v " 6

IIH, J

' the urerzc and tha

moon,' is a phrase used in novels to denote the arts of woman

to please or amuse ; not always in a delicate sense. Te ta kwan

fung j$ j[j/ fjlj j^ to observe the wind for him, means to

keep watch outside whilit something is going on within.

Chung hwa e fung ft) life
jrft-

S custom derived from the

FART i. VOL. in. $ it

Chinese. Fan tso go choo ehe kcfl yew fung ; c snh pe clie

ever you sit or lie down, as soon as you feel the wind, you

should immediately avoid it; PQh ko keang jin X^ pi (j^i

fQ, you must not force yourself to bear it. Fung chay, mm

sBh ko yaou che she g^% ft fa ^ ^ ^ |^ funp,

denotes songs that were sung by the people ; these were in

ancient times collected by the governors and given to the

emperor to enable him to judge of the temper and feelings

of the people; of these the
j|B j^ KwS-fung, in the She-

king are formed. Yew koo ta chin che fung /| -fi ^
& ~*? IS tlley have the P' r ' 1 f ancient great statesmen.
ft A- /**

^_^
Heang fung kwei hwa

|pj j^ ^ /j^
denotes a tribe or

n:iliun turning to China to be civilized and submittiog to her

authority. Fung pan fif tl7 boards to conceal the rafter,

of a house roof.
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An ancient form of
j Fung.

CH'HAOU.

The appearance of blowing , a hot wind. Alto read Naou.

Same as aS Peaou.

PUNG. The appearance of wind. Also read Pew.

Same as the preceding.

HUNG. The sound of wind; a great wind.

LEAOU. The sound of wind.

An undefined word that occurs in the Budh books.

HUNG. A 'great wind;' a heayy gale

Same as the preceding.

llH. A gale of wiud ; the name of a country.

FOO, The wind blowing in a downward direction.

SIN. A surname.

T'HUN. The wind.

CHAOU. The wind rising.

HEUE. Wind; a breeze.

KAN. Wind.

H illA . A windy appearance ; opening (he moult

and forcing out the breath.

P HEAOU. A light appearance.

FUNG. Fire burning.

Same as S Hwiib.

WANG. A light wind.

FIVE STROKES.

PE1H. The appearance of a MjMbrezr.
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PIH. Wind. Read Peth, A cold wind.

LING. A cold wind.

CHAOU.

A cool breeze ; a breeze when the air is pure and clear.

\

CHEN. Any thing raored or shaken by the

wind; the warei agitated by the wind.

YAOU.

The sound or noiie of wind. Also read Yew.

u

HEUE. A gentle breeze.

I/" E. A slight degree of whirl-wind.

KEUH The wind.

HEUE. Wind.

HAOU. The sound of wind.

PEAOU. A violent gale of wind. Read Paou,

The sound of the wind ; the appearance of wind. Read I'3,

The appearance of a great many; things falling down of them-

in empty space.

E. A gale of wind, a cessation of the wind.

HAN.

The wind becoming settled or steady -,
the sound of wind.

HUNG. The appearance of wind

SA, and Leih. Wind ; the sound of a sud-

the appearance of a greatden gust of wind. Si li

multitude, or abundance of.

FUH.

A slight breeze of wind; the wind passing swiftly.

PA. Rapid motion of the wind.

An erroneous form of the preceding-.

ame as S3.

E. A slight wind.

A man's name. The pronunciation is not known.

LEE.

A tempestuous wind ,
a storm f wind and rain at the saue time.
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il'M

I

HUNG. The sound of wind.

LE. A swift violent wind.

HEUH. The appearance of a slight breeze.

HEW. The sound of the wind whistling.

Same as $$ How.

PEAOU. A fierce stormy wind.

Same as $& Sa.

KO, or Kwa. A tempestuous wind.

HEIH. The appearance of wind.

An ancient form of
jjfl. Fan.

HEE, and Lee. Gentle regular breezes.

SEVEN STROKES.

PO, The appearance of wind.

TUY. A slight breeze.

LEIH.

A tempestuous wind ; an impetuous storm of wind and rain.

NUY.

Appearance of the wind moving or agitating thing-

YUEN.

To winnow grain a second time ; a .light breeze.

K'HEVV. A slight breeze.

H1H. A hot wind

SA. The wind impetuous.

Same as f|| Leang.

An erroneous form of Eg Keu.

SEUEN. Turning or whirling round of wind.

CHE. The wind.

YEW. The sound of the wind.
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Same as M HwHli.

WEI.

Wei wei HE SI the wind causing things to lie down.

SHAOU, or SeaOU. The sound of the wind.

WEI. The meaning is lost.

Same as J& Hwuy.

SA. The wind.

u

LANG. A. great wind.

P'HEW.

Pew pew jj|i| tl the appearance of the wind blowing.

CHE. A kind of demon or evil spirit.

HWUH.

A brisk wind; the appearance of a smart breeze.

V

KWO. A red vapour ; a monster of the hoi

wind. Head Heue, A windy appearanc-
1

.

PiBT I. VOL. 111. 8 >

LK\\ . The noiie of->lbc wind in motion.

CHOW, and Chaou.. A windy appearance.

PE. Wind.

LEANG. A north wind; a cool wind.

LE. The noise of wind.

game asM Tsze.

WEI, The wind blowing low.

CHUY. The appearance of the wind causing

a thing to bend down, as plants; blowing down flat, ai grain.

SEIH. The sound of wind.

U

TSANG. A breeze of wind.

SEE. A windy appearance.

PUNG.

The appearance of the wind rising. Also read Fung.
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SANG. ar Chang

SI V. To break or rend.

=| III'NC; The sound of wind.

E\V.. The sound of wind.

KEl A sea storm that blows from every point lUHrnl ^ '"'' Same as MJ Che.

of Ihc rompasson the coast of Canton; a whirlwind ; a tjpjjon.

PO\V, Of FOW. A slight appearance of wind.

JUY. A gentle quiet breeze.

YEN. Sudden; abrupt.

PKAOl". A tempestuous wind.

Same as Pew.

}
LA. The appearance of wind

EI. The appearance of a hard blow of wind

A vvindy appearan*

TSE\N' The sound of wind.

I L 1 liiJN . The npprarancc of a slight breeze

'' ''' A jre;it wind/ :i IICIITV jale.

NINE STROKES.

KEAE. An impetuous wind.

KAfl

?L TS'/E A cool wind ; a hit--!) \\.\\\i\.

,'i!Lt*

Same as g& Pee.

MUJNO. T^e sound of wind;

The appearance of Ihe wind agitating thinv

AN.

A gale of wind, a storm ; a riolent and inddeo gust of inJ
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A vulgar form of f$S Hwflh.

SOW. A windy appearance.

'F YU. A gale of wind.

YING. A high wind
; wind.

\

KEANG. A confused sort of wind.

lAJNtl. Driven and spread about l the wind,

applied to a vessel driven by the wind ; to birds flying away ;

'

to great swelling words, and to winnowing of corn

Same as if Hwang;.

TSELKN.

The wind moving or agitating thing*.

YKVV. Wind.

182nd Kadiral. X Kunp JJJ

1 AOl . Tl,,. wind <h;ikiii"or a^it.itmg any lhin

I

Floating or vnling in the wind. Moved
, agitated.

T'HANG. A windy appearam

SOW. Tin- sound of the wind.

K'HAE. The south wind

SO. The sound of wind

HHAOl .

The appearance of blowing; a hot wind.

SAOU. The sound or noise of wind

A horse that runs at a iili
j

,

boat propelled rapidl> by the wind.

. The noise of wind

To blow; a brUk wind; a circular, or whiilnind.

LL H. VYind; an impetuous gale, mixed with

rain. A ttorm of wind and rain.

Same as IS Le.

KU The wind.

GAUL1

. The sound of the wind.
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TWAN. The wind

PE1H.

The hollow sound of the wind. A cold air.

SK1H. A heary gale or blow of wind.

SUH. The sound of the wind blowing.

SEUH The sound of wind

Same as m Che.

LEW. The appearance of ;i high wind. The

name of a kingdom or principality.
A surname.

P'HEAOU. A windy appearance

tjlfftpl PEAOU. A spiral wind, a whirlwind; a sud-

2Jr*v
den and rapid wind ; a light sailing appejrance, as if carried by

the wind ; to blow or be blown l>\ the wind ; to fall ; easy

flowing gait.

HEAOU. Same as Eg Heaou.

YUH. The sound of wind;

TWELVE STROKES.

A vulgar form of IS Lew

SUH. The sound of wind.

I riUl. A windy appearance, a tempei

tuous wind blowing down from above.

J333*
uq^i YUH. An impetuous wind.

Wjti^

me
LEW. The noise of wind.

TSANG, or Chan?:. The sound of wind.

HUNG, Or Hwang'. A tempestuous wind.

TSANG.

A fierce stormy wind. Also read Chang.

An ancient form of Hf No.

PEAOl The wind; a tempestuous wind.

Same as the preceding.
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An erroneous form of the preceding.

LEAOU. The \vind.

Same as 11 Chow.

Same as I! Saou.

SIH. An autumnal wind.

CH'HOW.

A gentle cool wind. Read T'haou, A heavy gale,

An ancient form ofm No.

LEE. Sound of the wind.

P'HEAOU.

The appearance of the wind blowing.

LtiW . The sound of the wind passing

Same as Hfl Hung.

LEIH. The sound of the wind.

FART I. VOX.. III. 8 I

An erroneous form of gj Lew.

SAOU

A north wind, a cool wind Alto rc.id Seeou.

HUNG. A heavy gale of wind.

SEE. A windy appearance.

EIGHTEEN STROKES.

An ancient form of J^ Fung,.

SHE. A windy appearance.

HEW, and Pew. An alarming win.

afraid of the wind, the appearance of walking under the influ-

ence of alarm.

An original form of jp[ Peaou.

P'HEW Wind.

An ancient form of Hfe Hwuh
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CLXXXIII RD RADICAL.

FE. or Fei. To fl) ; to go with great peed.

The name of au office. Fei peen ^ |J|i

' a flying whip,

means an iron cudgel about a yard long. Fei tan sha ching

hwaog km 3| ^j- ^ fj ;ftf ^ to sublime cinnabar and

make yellow gold. Fei ihing hwang pin che shflh ^f Jff jl?

6 /' ^jfc the arl of flying and ascending, and making gold
I I /* TN

f__

and silver, refers to
|^^Chin.twan

of the 10th century, who

jiil he could condense mercury to common silver, and su-

blime cinnabar io t;old, which being swallowed a man might in

day-light ascend to heaven. Fei paou flfc
||j

fled and run,

run with great haste and speed. Fei ying jj^ )|j|
'o

fly

hawks; to hawk.

An ancient form of the preceding.

FE. An animal said to be like a cow. having

one eye and a white head.

Same as li* Han.

FE3 or Fei.

The appearance of rain and snow ; clouds and letl

CHOO

The appearance of flying up, or rising by flight.

Same as ^ Han.

YEW, and New. To fly.

Y IH A form of || Yih.

FAN.

To fly ;
to whirl about as water in an eddy.

HbiEN. To fly.

HVVAN

The appearance of flying round in a circular motion

FE.

Composed of flying or tojly t-hree timr*. \o difliiiiHon
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CLXXXIV 1" RADICAL,

SHIH.
Colloqually read ChTh. The means

of nourishing the body; to eat or drink, chiefly To eat; to

feed; to undo what was before done; to retract j to eclipse

the sun or moon ; to befool or impose upon. Read 'Sze,

Food; to give food to; to feed. Occurs in various proper

names. Shih woo tae paou & 3&L -fa |j||
don't eat too

full a meal. ShTh new san jib, shin chin kwei chfih /N

"4""

~

f'^ pfi- ^ ^B ^e '10 eats *)ee ' * r t *iree

tlajs, the gods are enraged at him, and t4ie devils -drive him.

Shih tsin pih tow &^^ ^ provisions being all ex-

pended, he went to the north.

An original form of-f^ Shih.

A vulgar form of ^ Shvh

L
_

Same as fa E."

An ancient form of ^ Shih

Same as If Haou.

TS'HAN. To swallow down food and drink ;

meal of meat ; applied to any meal ; a cake. To pluck or

take with the hand. Ching tsan j regular morning tni

evening meal. Ts.mu tan SL ^fr oreakfart.

.
1
/

fe.

DL

YU. Entertain people with meat and drink

KE. Dearth
j famine; hunger. Failure of one

crop is called 3W Kfen, a failure -of both crops it railed K-
AW\

Name of an ancient tate A surname. Too ki-
JH; pfl a hun-

gry belly.

TING.

Food that is placed on 1 he table merely for ornament.

. Food j to supply people with food

Same as the preceding. To feed cattle or other

brute animals.

T'HO. A particular kind of

E. A sort of rice water.

, YO. A fixed regimen
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K HL. To repress anger; 'to eat it down.'

Read Heih, Satiated with food.

An ancient form of ff| Tsau

CHE. Rice formed into a sort of giuel.

M~P KEEN.

Rice water. A man's name. Read Kan, Scorched rice.

SUN.
'

From evening and to eat. An evening meal ; water aud

flour mixed ; dressed food. A morning meal or breakfast is

expressed by ~j& Yung.

An ancient form of ftf E

Same as fifc Tun.

NEW. Mixed rice.

Same as ffc Ke.

An ancient form of Iff Yin.

NEW. Mixed rice.

JIlN. Throughly boiled or cooked; satiated.

Used as a general expression for an entertainment. Read Ne,

denoting a kind of cake.

YU. To eat a great deal. Full; satiated; to

drink at private entertainments; applied also to certain longs.

To confer or bestow upon.

) >
fift

JUNG. To eat

1 OW. To lay out ornamental dishes not in

tended to be eaten. Read She, To lay out meat and drink.

WAN. Certain cakes.

KEW

To eat; to satiate ; applied also to sacrifice*.

Same as f Row.

FOUR STROKES

T'HUN. A certain kind of cake.

Same as ^t= Keuen.

Same as Gth.
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CHILI, and Shlll. Compact; firm, reverent,

regpettul manner ; well regulated ; adjusted ; arranged , to

ruminand; to give inductions or orders to, as a master,

minister, or Sovereign.

CHAOLJ. A certain preparation of rice and

wheat fire-dried and ground to a ponder, or formed into certain

cakes

&
NA, The appearance of eating,

YLN, and Yin. To withhold the breath

and suck in ; to drink ; to wash or cleanse the mouth ; secret ;

concealed ; to receive the impulse of: Yin shih shaou sze $t

^ ty /^>
J' 8'" '"181 ' " lo eat or drink. Yin shih paou

heun tj$P 'w ijf lljl
valuable admonition concerning, drink.

mg and eating. (
ffi^M^ 1 vol. 16 page.)

I

FAN, and Fan. A meal ; one time ofitak-

ing food; the principal article of food; rice which has been

prepared by boiling or steam.

A vulgar form of the preceding.

Vulgar form of ^ Sun.

An ancient form of |\ Yin.

T'HEE. Greedy of food.

PART 1. VOl. III. 8 v

Same as vK Te.

Same as 1| Chae.

TE

Rice water ; to eat with other* an occaiional meal.

Same as the preceding.

Same a m Hoo.

GHOO. A sacrifice, or. to sacrifice.

Same as 19 Ne.

YANG. Satiated with food ; filled.

A vulgar form of ^f Haou

ATI ancient form of the preceding.

CHING. A sort of cake.

POW. To eat.
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*'' Hice prepared and forming a kind of gruel

or congee; to feed.

GIH.

Straitened for food ; appearance of hunger or famine.

TSO, and TsOO. A ioca | word for entertain-

menu, composed of wheat. Read Tsih, The steam rising from

boiling rice.

*

E8

NEEN. To visit and eat wheat.

SHAOU. A small repast.

PUN. Coarse food.

An ancient form of
|J|

Ke Also rra<i Ni-ih,

Hungry and sorrowful.

NK A kind of cake.

I'TN. To boil rice.

KElTMi,. Filled ; satiated

KONV. A cow satiated wilh food.

PllJH. The savour of dressed provisions; the

smell of certain fragrant herbs, said in reference to the rilrs

of sacrifice.

j fl TSEAY, and Cha.

To cat without relish, or tasteless food. Also read Tseu.

HEA. A kind of cake.

ifr
A vulgar form of fR Fan.

Same as |^ flefih, A certain preparation of pul'e i victuals.

Same us
^ff >Haou.

KA1S. A bait.

LEW A bait

ft
y^1^
IX."1 . Same as

J$fc Chuh,

PWAN. A sort of cake made office.

An ancient form of |i LeTh
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1 SXK. To feel an aversion to food , to dislike. SIX STROKES.

Greedy of food. Original form of zfjt Tct.

Vulgar form of the preceding.

,GAL. Food that ii (polled and itiokiog

Same as ^ He.

pi SZE.

>l
To feed ; to give provisions to ; food ; victuals ; provisions.

MO.

Grain to feed horses with ; or a horse feeding on grain. To feed.

\

PAOU. Satiated; filled with food; used also

in a metaphorical sense; an indolent self-indulgent disposition,

and an ear open to flattery. A surname. Paou shih

s itiated with food ; indolent.

fW\ oHIH. To wipe ; to cleanse j to rub and bright-

1 r
en t to paint ; to adorn ; to gloss over; weapons ;

the neck or

cuff of a garment, generally ornamented with fur.

LING. A bait.

fe
A vulgar form of

fjjj
Paou

it

NAOU. Thoroughly dressed food.

Same as $ Jin.

KAE.

A certain kind of soup ; to rifl or belch after eating.

TEEN. To take with a hook ; to lick nitb the

tongue. An ancient form of Vh Teen.

Same as
jljjf

Sze

Same as Tfe<g ' and

TSUV. To adorn ; to ornament.

^^ An erroneous form of % Tsait-.

Vulgar form of ^f Ping.

^^ KEA. A bait : a sort of cake.

P
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KKAOl

enclosing meat of various kinds . a kind of mince pie.

YAOU. A kind of bait.

T'HUNG. To eat.

YIN, or Gan. Hungry.

TSZE. A name of certain cakes.

Same as fj| Tuy.

SHAY, Or Na. To eat much ; to be satiated.

HEANG. To take food and go forth lo the

field to labour , the provisions of husbandmen; the food of

the army; the duties paid to government implying that they

are for the support of the army.

' H. The name of a place; some say, Peo-

ple who cut down grain. Same as 43} Chlh.

MAN. To suckle or feed a child.

YANG. A cake ; a bait

a

YANG

To feed ; to bring up,- to nourish ; to support with food;

to lame ; to improve the condition of body or mind ; to im-

prove the moral sense
-,
to increase an evil; to maintain people.

Yang sJng the fi ^ J ^ Y^ method of preserving

health. Yang neang ^ jjlg
an old bawd who keeps pros-

tilutes whom she has bought from their parent;. Yang been

nan
;j| [^] jp[*

maintain people who have not much to do.

Yang kow
/g P to fied the mouth, to support one's self.

f KEUEN Name of a certain sacrifice.

URH, and Ne. A sort of cake ; a kind of

pje made of meat and pastry. A bail to catch fish with ; a

bait in a moral sense; something to operate on the cupidity

of man* something to seduce him to evil.

SHE. To adorn, to ornament, or gloss over.

Same as IB Ne.

TE

-

To throw one's self into a place for an occasional meal.

-^^
Supposed to be the same as f& Paou.

A word not defined, which occuri in the

jargon of the Taou sect.
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pa

SEVEN STROKES.

YUEN. Satiated with food ; satiety.

Same as gf Luy, or Lae.

An ancient form of fw Paou.

TS'HAN. To swallow down food and drink i

a meal of meat > applied to any meal ; a cake. To pluck or

take with the hand. Same as^ Tsan.

SHWUY.

A small sip. A small sacrifice. Also read Shuy.

B

PO.

A sort of cake, the smell of such cakes continuing long.

NUY.

Hunger ; famine, famished. Putrid fish or flesh.

TE. A sort of bait.

YUEN, and Wan. Greedy of food.

WE, or Mei. Food that is ieftafter ameal
i

broken meat; small. Read MS, in the seme of
jfei Ms.

FABT I. VOL. III. 8 x

TSO

Used in reference to bones ; the tense is not apparent

GO. Hungry; hunger; want of food* famine

to fait from necessity. Ke go fill 0j hunger, fumine * tlir
firll Fv^|

latter some deem the itronger word.

SIN. A particular kind of rice.

LANG. Soup.II
CHE The smell spoiled ; stinking.

SEW. Rice half boiled.

POO. To feed ; to supply with food
;

a meal

taken between three and five in the afternoon j name of a bird.

TSEUN. Hot food ; the remain! ofa sacrifice

which are eaten ; the remains of any meal , the remains of

supper.

URH To eat.

YUNG. To eat.

* \j.

IS
Y1H. Damp; stinking.
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TSAE. To begin ; to lay out food.

r t

fV? TOW. Fruit) and other preparations placed ou

the table merely for ornament, and not to be eaten.

SUH

The food contained in a tripod or boiler , rice food.

j CH'HING. Provisions; victuals.

KEEN. Rice water.

MAOU. Full of vexation.

Same as
ffi Hea.

I U.
Leavings of food i residue; exceeding* ;

overplus of any thing i spare ground or room. The name of

a country; name of a boat or other vessel i name of a plant.

A surname. E yang yu neen
I/J jjjk

//& 4R to support the

rest of his years, or his remaining years.

m YUH. The sound of hunger.

An original form of |^ How.

An original form of ^ Yang.

YUH. To feed; to nourish.

Same as | E.

Same as |fj Keung.

EIGHT STROKES.

KEUH. Rice water.

An ancient form of
||| Tsan.

HEAOU.

Dressed food; flesh and nine. Food; provisions.

4&LUH. To eat; or food.

''HAOU. The name of a territory ;
a bait.

rlWAJN. A certain kind of cake or bread.

Same as f^ H\vny

SING. A sort of rice water, or soup.
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JIN. Full.Mtiate.!. Head Nee
1

, A kind of cake.

KO. A sort of eake.

SZE.

Fond of eating ; devoted to the pleasures of the table.

CHUY. Hungry.

LING, Lang, and Tsang.

Breath or wind passing from a hone satiated with corn.

HOO.

A sort of cuke. Read Koo, A kind of rice wain.

Same as Wj ShTh.

KEU. A particular kind of cake.

TSEEN.

To present with meat and di ink ; to present with any thing.

CHUY, and Chile. To make continued

offerings of food in religious sacrifices, Bead Chue, lo a smi-

lar sense.

184th Ka.liral. VIII Shlh

Same as ^ Glh.

TSOO. To e each other and take a rrpnt.

An ancient form of m Ke.

KEUEN.

P.istry curled up in a particular manner.

?li
CT1 PING. Ftfimzde from wheaten flour joined

i masses. Pastry j cakes made ofany kind of flour.

Same as |ft Yu

G1H.

Roasted or fried cakes. A local word for a lazy little chiM.

Same as ^ Shay.

HCEN. AH kinds of pastry inadc like little p.e

cakes of rice or flour, indented and filled with tasty thing?.

TSZE. A particular kind of rice waler.

PHOW.

A sort of cake
;

a leaven uied to raise wheaten paste.
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Same as
f)jp] Hoang.

NKK.or Ye.

A kind of cake; a bill; a large sort of cake.

To serve up food Otherwise read Yen, Certain cakes.

Same as ^ Heuh.

P^fc FE. Meal dried and formed into a kind

cake ; wheaten cakes eaten on visiting each other.

HANG. Meat spread out; a bait
; which is

also expressed by pfi |jj| Chang-hwang.

TUNG. Name of a public hall.

YE. An impediment in deglutition.

Same as
||jE Ching.

Victuals or rice; some xay Kottrn livli.

To fetd cowi or other animal*.

Same as m Yu.

It
KWAN.

From a cot'erin* and many assembled Jo eat- A hall or house

for the reception of many persons j a place for the reception of

stringers or travellers ; an inn ; a place provided by government

for officers travelling on duty is called /JV ^ft Kung-kwan.

A public hall ; an exchange or pi ice where trading people meet ;

a school. Occurs in the name of a place. Too kwan B& &pt

a gaming house. Yen kwan
j|! |g house for smoaking

opium. Seaou mung kwan
yj^ ^ jfff

a boy's school.

Chang kwao yu tsing 4& g ^ A=j| to set one's affection.
fl-i f-n !* |^j

on brotheln. Hwuy kwan
-^ | a merchant's hall. He

kwan^ |^|
or Shoo kwan J: a school.

' To belch; the noise of belching.

Same as
|fc Ke.

*

A kind of rice water. The pronunciation not known.

NANG. Near to; sudden.

Same as
f)jf ShTh.

An erroneous form of Sew.

An ancient form of Paou.

PUISG. Greedy of food
-,

t ., eat voraciousU.
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Same as *$) Pe.

NINE STROKES.

NWAN. A warming, in the cant sense of that

word applied to feasts. A feast given among the ChVnese three;

days after marriage.

YUN. Provisions given on the road to persons

travelling. Read Hw$n, Meal enclosed in flour and dressed.

HOO

Food; gruel , congee ; to depend on others for food.

K'HO. A kind of cake.

HWANG. Dried provisions, or a 'fcitixl of

SUV.

Pulse bruited and prepared with sugar. Also reed Wri.

HAN. Hungry
fir"

bread. Chang hwang

kind of bait.

certain dried cakes forming a

Same as f| Che.

SOW. Rice spoiled by damp and heat.

KEEN. A kind of rice gruel.

PE1H - ^ u11
J

satiated.

rRT I. TOt. III. 8 T

FUH. To eat

YUNG. To cat

Same as ^ Tszc.

T'HEE.

Greedy of food; gluttonous. Aho read T'heen.

T^VAN. Rice prepared ID round balls.

HWUY. Rice in a stinking statr

T'HOW. A sort of cake

JOW.

Boiled or decoded rice. Mixed grain or food.

CHE1N. A sort office >rater.

'ING. A kind of cake ;
full ; satiated.
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VAOU.

A sort of soup with flour in it; also sugar.

HOW.

Dry provisions ; victuals previously dressed.

YE, G5, H5, and Gae. Ri cc or other

food corrupted and spoiled. Stinking. The name of a cake.

Same as 8| Tswan, or Swan.

irsrl An erroneous form of
|||) Ye.

Same as S Haou.

T'HANG.

Rice boiled to a thick consistence with lugar in it

Same as ifo Paou.

FUN. Rice half boiled or decocted previous

to adding water to diitil it.

Same as IJfl Hoo.

YEN. A sort of rire water.

The touud of this character is not known. To be

satiated with food.

Same as fft Chen.

An ancient form of wn Paou.

FUN. Rice.

Same as IS Tswan.

Same as TO Fun.

HOO.

To take a meal in another person's house
;
rice water.

TEN STROKES.

T'HANG.

A sort of cake; also used to denote sugar.

A vulgar form of B She.

LEEN. A small repast, or a sort of desert

after the regular meal. Pure; clean. Read K'hcen, N'ot eat.

ing to satiety.
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I CH'HEN. A taste that remains long.

HEA. Filled; stufled
; satiated.

YANG. A sort of cake.

PO. A sort of cake.

YUEN. Greedy ; covetou*.

KAOU. A sort of cake; pastry. A bait.

rL K'HAOU. Same as the preceding ; also To

HKI
reward labour ; to serve the army with food.

TS'HANG. To eat.

CHA.

Grain beaten to flour, and prepared as a bait
-,

a bait.

KEVV. Victuals broken.

SEIH. To breath ; breathing.

A cow satiated with food.

it*'HEEN. Rice or other rno in an

ive (ate like paitc. One iaj, Dry eakn.

Orain or rattle used at present! or offering!. Provisions.

If
TA. To eat.

Same as ^S Yuen.

SCO. Vegetable food.

KWEI. A local word to denote a acnnce.

Presents of food. To leave to. A surname.

iJSL

. The vapour or steam arising from rice.

WAN, Or \*Un. To visit and eat wheat-

en food together, a local usage. Full , satiated.

Same as js| Sow.

TUY.

To dress cakes with strim ; to make dumplings.

T'HAOU. Same as
jjj|

Taou , also certain

cakes. Read K'han, Too sweet a tale.

>
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A vulgar form of

Same as ^ Sew.

i K. To gire food in the field or in the desert.

To take of the animals caught and offer sacrifice to the spirits

presiding in the four quarters of the heavens

K \V A . To digest what is eaten

PAOU. Full; satiated.

A sort of cake. The sound is not known.

The same as ^ Tseang

Same as ^ Mung
1

.

-

ELEVEN STROKES

[SB K HEANG.

To force one's si-lf to eat ; to eat YOraciou<b.

T'HANG.

/*rf"

Same ns lift Tang. Sugar -, any thing preserved with sugar.

Same as ^ Hearty, or Shang.

An eclipse of the suu or moon

SAN. A tort of soup with rice in it One says.

\ gr.iin of corn. Read Ts'hin, Food with sand in it. Read

Ts'ban, Used in reference to a drum.

MO.

To eat ;
to suckle a' child. Read Me, Rice Water.

MWAN, or Man.If
Cakes ; bread. Food made of wheaten flour.

Same as ^ Taou.

m
j&jT
/Tf_pT< Same as 6 Shang. Read Shang, Presents of food.

$%I
Same as pM Heang

PEIH.
;
a sdtt of cake or tart.

named after two women who wert fond of eatingit.

1SAOU. Pastry enclosing something imide.

SUV. Rice.

YU, and GOW. Quite full iiatiited.gorjei.

s
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TSEANG.

Fond of eatinj ; desiring lo cat. Also read Chfrang.

Same as El Mo.

TSAN. Tasteless.

CHUH. Appearance of eating ;
a kind of cake.

CHOO. A pig eating. A kind of rice water.

? TSUNG. Greedy of food.

'SEW. To present or offer food to a superior,

*

arory food ,
to nourish , to feed.

KE. To present lire or undressed food to persons.

CH'HUNG. Greedy ef food; roracious.

Same as (he preceding character.

Same as Vf Kin

JT
Same as ^ Tsan

Same as f$ Tsung.

I K'HIN.

A dearth of regetable diet ; a dearth or scarcity.

YING. Same as

Same as M Suli.

TOl. III.

FUN. Rice with soup. Suspected to fce an

erroneous form of J^ Pun.

TWELVE STROKES.

Same as ff Che.

Same as H Suy-

SAN.

A certain kind of cake or dumpling of ea^ digestion

A vulgar form of ^ff
Taou

YING. Full, satiatcdi sort f cake.

TUN. Greedy of food.
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CHANG. Same as ^ Hea.v-.

" H Wtjl. Food ; victuals ; to prepare food j

to carry in food to superiors; to offer in sacrifice; to make

a present of food to , to present to. Read Tin The name of

* certain cake.

TSANG, or Chang. Full
;

satiated.

Damp penetrating upward*. Elegant;

jrood. A rather sweet taste.

SHANG. To eat at noon ; also To eat when

the sim is in the west. Same as vg shang.

TSWAN, Fan, and Chan. Food; Pro-

visions; victuals. To prepare and lay out food. Toeataod

drink. Read Seuen, Money or silver to the value of six leaog,

or taeK

An erroneous- abbreviated form of Swaa.

HWANG. A kind of rice water.

SHEN.

Victuals ; food. To prepare provisions ;
to eat.

T'HAN. Tasteless food.

L1H.

To put down the chopsticks at the same time.

CH'HE, and He. Victuals; provision*;

' -"

grain from which liquor is made; grain used in sacrifice. To

prepare or dress provisions.

CHWANG. To eat immoderately ; gluttonous.

A vulgar form of |^ N\van.

t* '^J
<- Victuals spoiled by damp or other can.fs ;

KflL
stinking. A difficulty in swallowing.

Dearth; famine, want; hunger. See Cfi Ke.

Same as

ii

To offer food in sacrifice ; to eat of a sacrifice

JAUU. Great plenty of provisions; abundant;

rich; affluent; overplus; esceedingsj that which may be

spared; to spare ; to excuse ;
to deal liberally and indulgent-

ly to. Name of a nation, and of a district. A surname.

z A form of , Vang-.
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Name of a fish. The pronunciation ii not known

TS'HANG.

Sick or sorrowful and eating. A No read Ch'hing.

KWAE. To eat.

T'HUH. Rice water.

li HAN. Not satiated with eating.

YUNG. Difficulty in swallowing food.

YUNG

Dressed food; to cook a morning meal. Harmony, concord.

YUEN. Satiated ; gorged with food.

KWO. To eat

+. LING. Eating to satiety.

Same as Che.

Y1H. The day after a sacrifice, or ihesecoud

day of a sacrifice. Rice spoiled.

1

:

(2 LEEN. \' t to relish food . tMtclcM lo<T

Same as
|lff Stiy.

l GAOL'. To be cnf ioui of food ; to diilike it.

TANG. To give food to.

1 HAOU. From (o roar on/ aiid/co</. To be

gluttonous ; to eat and drink roraciomly, or to be greedy of

money ; rapacious.

YE. A sort of cakes.

KEEN.

Not filled ; not satiated, nor satisfied. To beg ; to entreat.

E. Filled ; satiated.

WEI. Rice spoiled by heat; stinking rice.

HEANG.

To entertain or give a banquet to a guest. The name *f

a sacrifice ;
to offer sacrifice.

NEANG.

To force to eat; or to eat with keen appetite.
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Hf C 'II !'. \ . A sort office water or conge

~iz* Same ns Jj- Shen.

Fl'N.

Half boiled rice; rice thoroughly boiled with steam.

TSAN. A kind of soup with rice in<it.

HAJN f00() g i Ten ( persons in the fii-IJ.

FOURTEEN STROKES.

CAN. A local custom of ris'iting and eating

wheaten pastry. Desiring to eat to satiety.

6, or II wo, and Chili. Tasteless.

Same as Hae.

CIV 1 1 A. To eat more.

PO. Filled
; satiated.

Vulgar form of
$jfc

Tsan.

NAM;

Stuffed full ; to force one's self to eat. Also ifad Ning.

IS ir'ame as ^ Tsze.

Same as ^ Tsan.

K'HLEN . A dried cake made of wheaten flour;

to work with the hand as in working dough ; to paste.

MUNG

A vessel filled with food ; the appearance of such a vessel.

Same as 2& Ching.

I 'EN. From tvcct and Jlcih and ttg. Satiat-

ed ; replenished , fastidious.

TSEE. To eat.

TSWAN. Original form of|Sf Tswa. Read

Chuen, To present food. Read Keuen, To eat.

Refers to dancing and singing. The prtiuicialhtl

is nut kiiona

Same as If Pi.
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tl
Supposed to be a plant from which cloth is made.

The pronunciation is not known.

> *-, WEI. To eat and vomit up again.
kjm.

m
Same as

/

f|| Yang.

Vulgar form of
ftf| Tseen.

TSEE. To eat.

II

SHO. To apply fire to melt metals.

HO. Soup made from meat.

A kind of cake. The pronunciation not known.

LUNG. A sort of cake

!|? HWAE. To eat rice.

HO. Soup with meat in it.

Same as ft To.

PART I. YOl. 111. 9 A

< i i-uial t<irrn of fj{ K

MO. A sort ol (T

^;une as f^ Po.

TS'HAN. Greedy of food.

WF- ME. To suckle a child.m
TSAN, or Chan.

Greedy ; gluttonous. Uedulo in common with Pft Chan.

SHANG.

To present food to people in the held. Also read Jao.

HE, HwUV, or Shuy. Appearance of taking

a small sip j supping or sucking into the month. Food girert

;is a present.

Original form of
;fff Yung.

HO. Soup

fjjj
TSAN.

To pour soup oo rice; to broil or fry with fat.
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LO. A certain kind of cake. .MO To suckle a child. To eat.

CLXXXV RADICAL.

SHOW.

The head ; the chief. A leader ; to head ; to go forth ;

foremost ; to manifest externally ; the beginning ; the origin of;

the chief importance j the first. To come forward and submit.

Occurs in various proper names. Show fi ~^j* $!> to give
? i y^\

information against persons to government. San tsae show

ieun
_ ^" g ^g the first prince of the Three powers

Heaven, Earth, and Man. Show tsung 1=|~ $ the princi.

pie offender and the accomplices.

An ancient form of the preceding.

Same as IS Tins.

K'HW El. The cheek or jaw bones; other-

wi-e A rond
diverging nine different ways, hence from nine and

head. The name of a mushroom of the larger kind. Chung

|

a man's name. Name of a tree.

An ancient form of 4P Fa.

Same as the preceding.

Same as #f| Ke'e.

SIX STROKES.

HAE. The head.

\L
|lf A form of f| E.

An ancient form of H* Ke.

Same as the
preceding. j

The two ^ides of the face -

Same as || Poo.

To cut oflFthe ear of prisoners taken in battle who refuse

to submit ; they are put to death, and their ears preserved as

proof of victory. Read Hwfih, denotes the face.



NINE STROKES

SHOW A first born chj|d .

Msy parluriti(>n

A form of
jj|| Yen.

Ornaments of m woman'* head drws; or-

naraenU in front of the head.

A vulgar form of

Ornament* of a woman'* head drn.

CHUEN, and Twan. TO cut off the he*,

to cut asunder; to
intercept or cut offa piHage.

CLXXXVI RADICAL

HEANG.
Fragrant .

odoriferoiM as p|antj
_

fragrant incense; fragrant wood; effluvia contained in fhe
air or caused by the wind. Name of a plant, of a wine, of a

hill, of a river, of a inun, and of a pavilion. Ting heang ~T"
v cloves.

Odorous , fragrant. Read Han, A slight smell.

W.
Fragrant odoriferous vapour ; effluvia.

A form of ^ Heang.

HANG. A disease of the breath.

Same as ft Pee.

PO

A strong scent ; fragrant effluvia. Read Pet, Fragrance.

Same as 4f Po.

A siroi

I*

E NE. Smell ; fragrance.

PEE.

Very strong smell or fragrance. A surnuie.

as i$] Pee.
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TOO. Smel! ; fragrance.

MAN. Fragrant ; odoriferous.

PO.

Wry strong smell ; a high degree of fragrance.

PUNG. An abundance of fragrance.

i PEE.

A slight degree of fragrance. Also read P'lie'e.

FE. Fragrant ; odoriferous.

I^i^SJ TSEEN. Name of a fragrant wood.

E. Fragrant, agreeable smell.

GAN. Fragrant ; odoriferous.

GAE.

Fragrant odoriferous, applied to plants.

FUH.

A fragrant odoriferous effluvia. A man's name.

I IKAMr. A great degree of fragrance.

PEW. Fragrant; ordoriferous.

HEW. A fragrant smell, or effluvia.

JH
TEN STROKES.

UNG. Fragrant ; odoriferous.

HEEN. A pleasant smell or taste; fragrant.

U

HO.

A strong smell ; fragrant effluvia. Also n-ad Hae.

&m

WAN, and Yun.
Fragrant; a pleasant

smell as incense. Read Gff, A high degree of fragrance.

iy

PANG. A great degree of fragrance.

HIINCr. Odotirs, or spices smelt ata great dis-

tance, fragrant odours; incense ; fumes of fr.igant incense'; fun.rs

from hot provisions. A uood reputation.

FUN. A fragrant effluvia.
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THAN A fragrant effluvia.

(iAE Fragrance.

FIN, Fragrant effluvia bunting forth.

PEAOU.
Fragrant, Ihc appearance of incrnw.

\\ Kl. Name of a medicine.

H1NG. Fragrant odours or effluvia

CLXXXVII RADICAL.

MA

The ancient form of this character resembles the mane, the

tail, and the four feet of a horse. A horse ; enraged; martial-

like. A surname. The name of agate, and of a pavilion. Ke

m*
Inf MU^

to r ' ( 'e OQ horseback. Shang ma |" Bj
to

mount a horse. Teen ma jff fjjj
name of an animal. Ma

pa
sj Jj\jfl

to go down on one's hands and knees. Ma kow

BL p is used to express the external orifice of the urethra.

Joh ma kow nuy^ ^ p fa put it into the urethra.

Yang.mei tsoo singju yflh hlng ma kow che keen

tyl & ~f" S. 1 !J^ P $L ^ buboes first

on the penis, or the exterior orifice of Ihe urethra.

HEEN, and Hwan. A colt of oae year old.

MOO. The appearance of a hore walking.

PA. An eight year old horse.

-iT I. VOL. III. 9

I L A horse keeper ; a charioteer.

HWAN, and Heuen. A one year old coll.

Same as the preceding.

A surname. Road Fun, A full heart. Read Rung, Ping,
or Ping, To ascend ; to lean upon ; to support, at evidence

does.

FAN.

A word which occurs without definition, and which i< lup-

posed is written erroneously for
jgl Fung.

K An ancit-nt form of E, M a
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HAN. A horse bolting out suddenly. A sur-

name. Name of certain foreigners.

'Tl

Vv
PAOU. A piebald horse.

Same as w Fun.

/r*>j

JL
I^*V 1 III 1H A horse with a white forehead.
'

>/

T'HO, and Tae. The appearance of a

horse with something on its back. The name of a district.

FAN.

The appearance of a horse walking, or going at any other pace.

An ancient form of Ke.

\t

CHIH, and 1 Sill. An animal produced from

a male ass and a cow, a sort of mule that does not seem to be

noticed in European countries. Read LS, applied to the camel.

SuL CHE. To run at full speed. To gallop; to

ride on horseback. To propel, or go with a ship or boat, as if

nt full speed ; that which extends remotely.

SEUN, Shun, and Heun. A gentle trac-

table hone. Yielding; docile; innoxious; harmless , benign;

to approach to gradually ; cause to accord with.

Same as fet) Jih.

Vulgar form of ^ ChTh.

CHOO. A horse with a white hind left foot,

and white above the knees. A horse with its feet bound.

FOUR STROKES.

K'HE. A strong horse. Read She, A sick horse-

FEI. A horse going sharply.

j Or Pel. A horse of a strong appearance.

Same as Sze.

t HIN.

A hone heavily laden. Read Kin, A horse in a carter carriage.

Ik
Same as H Yih.

SA. Horses going up to each other, or over-

taking others. The appearance of a horse going. A carriage

going fast. SS so Eft $ name of an ancient palace. Ir-

regular and slow.
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JIH. A fleet horse ;
a post liorse ; a post horse

that goes with government despatches.

KEAE. A horse's tail tied up.

YUN. A horse's hair turned the wrong way.

Same as $$| Yaou.

MAOU. Something about a carriage to keep

off the wind and dust. A horse with lorg hair.

Vr

WAN. A particoloured horse.

CHIH, or Shuh.

A horse with it's feet bound. Also read Ti.

r

TAN. A horse walking near before one. The

|

appearance of a horse sleeping. The name of a horse.

A vulgar form of Iff Peen.

1ft*

FOO. A male horse ;
a stallion.

PO. A freckled horse, particoloured. Diverse;

contradictory ; to contradict , to meet at the termination of the

preceding and continue the succession.

A vulgar form of Loo
jy

an ass

YEW. Name of a horse.

GANG. The appearance of a horse enraged.

A fine going horse. A horse shaking it's head; a borse alarmed

or frightened. A horse with a white belly.

in*

An ancient form of i Chwang.

GANG. A horse with a high head.

PAOLJ. A particoloured horse.

FUN. From a kone and to ifparate. A ho

stretching out ; a horse going at a swift pace.

u

KEUE. A young frisking colt, said in te?e

days to surpass the dam. Fleet; swift, applied also to the wind.

SO. The appearance of ahorse walking.

Same as B| Ma.

An ancient form of I [ Ke
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FIVE STROKES.

Same as JjH K\va.

Same as $& Ken.

lIPl KEL N(l

A fine strong horse : a wild horse; a horse at grass unconfined.

At*

PO. A horse shaking its head ; a horse that

goes viciously. A high large appearance.

TO, Or Tull. The name of an animal.

An erroneous form of 2? Chth.

,
and Tee.

A horse going at a swift pace. A horse with diseased feel.

CHAOU Name of a horse.

Same as 1$ Chth.

TSZE. The name of a horse.

I AUt . Three hore applied to a carria"e.

YUEN. A dirty fared horse.

Same as i? P5.

HUNG
"r

An one year old colt. N'aine of a he'en district.

|.|T~
PWAN A horse walking.

PE.

Name of a horse. Head Ping, The noise of a carriage.

CH'HOW. A horse contesting a race.

POO. Name of a horse.

form

Al(J. The appearance of a horse running.

KEUNG.

Name of an animal that rescmblei a horse.

- Appearance of a horse walking.

FUN. To run a horse.
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IE

to mount
, to embrace an opportunity. A term of retttM

K. 1 1 I'-l . An animal of which it is aid A mule applied to perrons, like Sir-

is the mother and a horse the father. The name of a qua-

druped.

CHOO

To stop and rest one's horse
; a temporary residence.

NOO. An ug |j old hore . a earriage |iorjc

PO.

Certain horse, amongst the foreigners on the north.

KEU

UU

A vulgar form of Ifi Kcu.

HEUEN.

Uwo year', old colt, a fine young hor.,-. A surname.
Forms part of the name ofa fish, ofa song, and of a tree

Repealed Pei pei. The appearance of a

horse going; speckled with yellow and white colours.

\

SANG. A strong horse. A
crafty broker.

Read Tsoo, Certain string,. A man's name

KO. A horse with diseased feet.

KEA

A horse under the joke, or attached to a
carriage; to

manage or drive a horse; to ride in a
carriage, or any other

Chicle; to sit in a boat or other vessel; an imperial carriage

with the horses adapted to it. A man's name. To ascend ;

I. TOL. III. g c

A one year's old colt; black coloured horse.

LING. The noise of drawing carriages. Re-ut

Ling, The noise of a number of horses.

v CHIN

A horse heat ily burdened and progressing with difficulty.

f

1 llAK. An old vicious hone that hai cast oft

its halter. Wild waste and distant. Name of a territory, aid

of a divinity. Tae tang
U.-JJ J0j

the expanding sensation

induced by fine spring weather. Some say Feeble ; stupid.

Tae ke
Bjfj E^ a horse making no progresi. Gae tae lp.

Sj^J

an ugly appe trance

FOO. _4 horse intended to assist the principal

ouc. Forms part of lhe name of a certain office in the time

of Hin.

V Al\C. The appearance ofa horse. \ . i

fun
$$k % brule imals fri.kinf about ar.d striking i*-

selves against things.
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SHE, Or SxC. To run fast as a courier.

Hte, to hailen ; to ail f.ist; to run with speed. Not stop-

ping to observe customary forms.

PEIH, or Pe

A well fed hor<e; a horse fat and strong.

T'HO. The camel, ill body they y Te*em-

ble a horse, and the head a sheep ; they endure c,,ld better

than heat. To rarr<, as a camel or other beat of burden.

Same as the preceding

SZE. Four hores attached to one vehicle ;
a

carriage and four. The name of a star, and of a territory.

game as Iff Pe'en.

SIX STROKES.

MA. From a 'hone -with tica moutlii. To scold

and rail at. Now written ffc= Ma.

. A nameofa horse ;
a good spirited hone.

Ill

A vulgar form of Hf Pe'en.

. A horse running fleetly

LEW . A h orse with a \vh ite belly

An ancient form of %jj Kea.

Supposed to be the same as J^p
Tae

?ame us ^Jf Lew.

t JEN Name of an ancient principality

Frl AOtJ. A four year old horie, or accord-

ing to some, A three yr old horse.

CHE.

A horse hesitating to jjo on. A large high horse.

FUH. Name of a horse.

HWUY. Name of a horse.

18
5?HE, and Sze. A horse going fait.

JUNG.

A large horn: eight cubits liig-h , iue hair or far.
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l"^j

rt

K'HEU. A horse with white binder leg*.

KEIH. The colour of a horse.

Same as
1 T5.

YU. Swift.

A vulgar form of PH Tang.

THUNG

A horse going with speed. To more or shake.

btiUN. The appearance of a horse running.

X/

Mill. An animal resembling a mule but

smaller, produced from a mate a>s and a cow.

TSEUEN. A white horse with black lips.

ft

Same as ^ Pe.

Same as S| Yuh.

Same as Sfe Che.

SIN.

The appearance of many hones ; a large grouper company

Sin 'm B$r n.T the sound (if many persoos going and cunilug

CHOW

A large species of horse brought from beyond Chiia Proper

KEUNG

From hone and shining. A fat strong horse.

ia K'HEW. A how of eight jeWi old.

Vulgar form of 3 Heuen.

/

URH. The name of a horse.

HEAE. Suddenly alarmed i agitated i lUrprizrd.

dispersed : scattered Name of a river; a man's name. Ued

for sounding au alarm with a drum.

*^ PO. Name of an animal said to resemble a

horse, wilh a black body, two tails, one horn, tigers teeth and

chws,&c. Name of a principality. Used in the sense of
J|

IV

CHOO. A horse with a black mouth.

33^1
LKU. Name of a horse.
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SHOO. A horse with a black mouth.

E. Name of a horse.

K'HWANG. A hone with curling ears.

YIN.

A particoloured hone ; ipoti of white and black.

KEUNG, and Kung. N,me Of an animal

resembling a horse, which can go at one journey a thousand Le.

o

LO.
II

A white horse with a black mane. Name of an ancient state.

Name of a district. A surname.

LEE, and Le.

Name of a horse. To advance in regular order.

Same as the preceding
1

.

Same as $$} Jen.

Same as
B$j Ching.

Same as
JE* Sin. A grea many, a multitude.

FOW.

A fat large horse. Original form of Sfe Fow.

Same as lj Naou.

:

Same a? P5-

Vular form of j3 Kevr.

SEVEN STROKES.

LIN. A female horse ;
a mare.

T'HAN.

A sort of spare hone used in processions of men of rank.

Same as ffi Keu.

HLAE. To iou lid an alarm with a drum i to

make a thundering noise ; to rouse the attention of an armj ;

to awaken the regards of the world, as Sages do. To strike

as by thunder or an earthquake.

rf
LEW. A sort of baj horse with a black

K'HEUH. A horse standing unsteadily; fretful.
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HE. The appenrunce of a horse running,

NEE, and JS. A hore going with i|>eed.

P'HEI, Or P'Ue. A horse said to be of a yel-

low while colour ; a horse going. The motion of a o^iadniped.

A vulgar form of fj| Cha.

WOO. The name of a horse.

An erroneous form of af) Keung

SUNG . A horse going and nhaking the bridle.

The appearance of a fast running horse.

v

LUY, and Lo.

A horse with freckled white spots. Also read Leu8.

MANG. A black and white particoloured

horse. Name of a principality, and of a certain river.

M\
LANG. A horse with a white tail. Read

Leaug, A particular kiud of horse.

PART i, TOL, in. 9 o

A vulgar form of %fc THOU.

PHOO: Name of a horse.

An,erroneous form of |fc Fow.

POO. A horse accustomed to walk.

l

, HAN. A bolting horse. A horte sic cubiU bigb.

\j

NEIHJ A horse walking.

Same as~| So.

VI*

^/LH^
Same as the preceding.

A hone w>lh a cow's tait aod ooe horn.

* -OO. The name of a gentle kind of bone.

The name of a quadruped, of a principality, and of a man.

HIiiU fciN . A horse of a particular colour.

GO. A particular kind of horse.
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1 'IIU^ . The appearance of a horse walking
,

forth, or boiling out suddenly.

TSEl'V

A noble fine horse; elegant , dignified ; large; illustrious.

v

ff~ CH'HING. To walk ; run or press straight

forward , a horse running straight forward at full speed.

SING. A horse of a mixed red' and yellow

~ V

colour. A red or carnation colour; applied to the colour of

animals and of the earth ; a bow which is equally flexible.

YAE.

A kind of trotting pace of a borse. Doltish; foolish.

An original form of U Tsung.

in

GO. A horse walking-.

. AcapputonsOMtocomemufhforeward.

EIGHT STROKES.

JY. A freckled or spotted

aame; name of a man mentioned in history.

A vulgar form of 5$J Tsung.

T'HOO. A good horse.

LUH. Li5h urh E JT a certain famous horse
'.hi* I

CHOW. A divine horse.

CHO. A horse making little or no progress-.

SHAY

A female horse ; a mare. Name of a horse at pasturr

HA. The appearance of a horse walking

TSUY. A horse keeper

LUH. A strong horse.

PEEN, and Ping. A pair of horse, al .

tachcd to a carriage or cart, add.tions made to the ,ide ;

together j approaching at the same time. Name of a place.

Pi-en tsin
Ejf ]J together arrive, said of blessings which are

wished for at the new year.

YLN. The appearance of a liorte walking.
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TUNG. The name of a horse.

A horse afraid of ftonei or rocks and not going on.

f* \lJ T
Same as raT Yoen.

MING. A sweating horse

KWAN. Name of a horse.

v). A horse not joingon. Read TIUJ,

The appearance of a small horse.

TSUY. Appearance of a small horse.

i!jL

row

Horses in abundance ; adrantageons ;
beneficial.

KEUH. A good gentle horse.

i

A liortc with a wbitr forehead.

A vulgar form of Sg| Pun.

(i.VOU. The name of a horse.

CH'HANG. A designation of a hor.

GAN. A bone walking. A hone with a while

spc> from the forehead to the lipi.

KEANG. The appearance of a hort* walking.

A vulgar form of |f Tsung.

JS

Hi
T'HAOU.

Name of an animal resembling a horie.

LAE.

A horse seven cubits high, commonly applied to mares.

K'HO. A vulgar term for a Tnare.

['HE, and K'he. Each foot placed apart.

To stride; to ride on the back of any animal, with one foot

on each side.

K
>/^

'H Cj. A fine looking horse. Name of a district.

r K. The two outer horses in a carriage and

four i horses oinjr along in a fine style without interruption

or trouble. The name of a man.
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E, or Ne. A small horse-

Same as ffl KeQh.

A vulgar form of $fe Yen.

Y1H, and Heue.

A name of a horse. The appearance of a horse roonuig.

LANG.

A horse tick from eating too much grain.

Same as M Foo.

Same as To.

Same as
jj|

Tsow.

Same as 5 Keu.

KEUN. A horse.

NINE STROKES.

NAOU. A name of a horse.

TSANG.

The appearance of a horse ttanding still. Also read Ching.

Same as 1$ Kfi.

TWAN. A name of a horse.

SHA, and Ch3. A horje wa |king
.

running together. Read Y, The appearance of a hone going

lightly.

\

I AOU. A good gentle horse; a divine hone.

YUNG. A great appearance ; noble; grand.

CHAY. Name of a horse.

HWAN.

A wild horse. Name of an animal of an imaginary kind.

WOO.

To run with haste and precipitation ; boisterous ; Tiolcnt.

Same as the preceding-

P'HEEN. To leap on horseback.
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Same as 11 Pe'en.

ThUNG. A dappled or party-colourrd horse.

TAN. A hone walking slowly forewards.

CH'HUN

A speckled or spotted horse j a dull horse.

YANG. A name of a horse.

TSEEN. A horse with all the four feet white.

HEAE

A gentle horse; one that accords with the wish of its rider.

FEI A fine fleet horse.

HWANG.

A horse of a yellowish and whiliih colour.

K'HEEN

A hone of a dim colour approaching to yellow.

A large kind of horse in the north.

To shake a horse's bridle to make it walk.

i. TOL. in. 9 s

SEUEN. A name of a horse.

HIH, or \\\\f> Walking incessantly. The

noise of a butcher rending open a cow.

PEIH. A sort of mule.

YU. A bay or brownish horse.

TE. A fine young horse.

If"
A vulgar form of the preceding

TSEUEN. A white boric with Mack lip*

T'HWAN. A horv walking .lowly

HEA. A party-coloured horse

rTSUNG. The hair on a horse', neck ; the mje.

JO VV . A hone with a soft handioroe maae.

SHA. To say what is not right.
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,*^f /^ .-..I- A fat stout horse. A home hairing

eaten to satiety ; a dmoe horse. Rend P, Same as B ps.

K H\> Kil. A horse whose gait is majestic;

strong i violent j indefatigable. Kwci kwang .!$ fD curly

hair on the back.

^ "

1V|3 The appearance of a horse walking,

pacing, prancing, and courting.

HAJN. Name of an ancient heen district. Chi

j)
to ridicule or make fun of persons.

HEEN. A horse well accustomed to walk.

SZE A name of a horse.

? An erroneous form of Is! (; ;i ti

Same as if Tsin.

G1H. Name of a horse.

Same as Hi Cha.

Same as ii Taou.

w

K \\ A. A yellowish horse with a black mouth.

Forms part of a man's name.

PEEN. To leap on a horse's back

Same a
|j^ Jung, A horse eight cubilt high.

TEN STROKES

K'HWEI. A horse of a light black colour.

The name of a hill. Read T'huy, A white horse.

sow.

A large kind of horse in the north ; a sort of rope.

TTF1

A name of a fine high spirited horse.

A form of 1ft Yu.

K'HEEN. A band beneath a horse's belly;

a horse diseased in the belly. To fail ; failure; disgraced : to

enter in a light contemptible manner. A surname.

SANG

A horse with a yellowish body and a white tail.

Tsin.
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SHING

'I'o j;i'ld a stallion. Also read Tsing, or Tsing.

UK. A horse going- quirkh.

T'HANG. A horse's colmn

K'HE. The top of a horse's head.

HO, Or KeS. Name of a plant. One says,

A horse's white saddle. Bead G5, The name of a horse.

MUNG. Theoffspringofanas*. Chih mung tj|

the offspring of a bull and an asi.

TEEN. A horse with a white forehead.

LE1H. A horse's colour.

C Hlo. From to ascend upon a hone. A

stallion. To mount a horse and ascend a hill ; to cause to ascend ;

to raise; to promote the welfare of ; to fix
; to determine,

T'HAOU. The appearance of a horse going.

WAN, Or Yuil. A fine bigh ipirited horse

LfcjU. A swift going post hurw,

three clisf, of which this is the ifl--l

('I I EN. A horse lying on the gruu*

turning itself A hone bathing in ihr rarlli
'

1>EW. A bay or chestnut horse with a b)a>

PANG. The appearance of a horte walking.

T HANG. To leap upon, ai a lUllion, to

run fiercely; to attend ; to transfer or propagate) to rii up.

A surname.

KE, and He. A hone with white fo,-

TSAOU

A general appellation of all female domestic animal;

^
KE. A fleet hone. By allusion used li.r

KEAOU. A horse six cubits hih.

GAOL'. The appearance of a horse goin^.

fcjjy GOW . Hories going in aa irregular manr.' r
.

rfv
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J HUH. The sound of two horses going to-

gether at a quick pace ; a horse going quickly.

KHEA.

To pats from horse to horse at different stages.

GAN. The root of a horse
1

, tail white.

YUEN. A horse with a white belly.

Original form of Sing,

HAN

A horse with long hair ; large horse* in the north. A fat fowl.

lb(J\Y. Name of an imaginary animal, |IOS.

seised of such regard for animated nature, that it will not

tread on a living plant, nor eat an) flesh but that of animals

which died of their own accord. The name of a district. A

fleet horse; to move with rapidity ; an arrow.

% TSAE. A freckled horse of a brown colour.

Riding on horseback in a line, or fol-

lowing in close succession.

T'HEE. A horse of a red and black co : our.

KUH, or Kwtth.

The name of an animal found in the north sea.

SZE. A wild horse.

T'HA.

A horse going without making mnch progrtss.

SAOU.
Agitated; disturb*!

; mournful ; lime.

Euters into several proper namei.

Same as
|flt Hwang-,

SHEN. To geld a hone; a gelding; applied

also to the castration of fowls.

as IS Taou.

is lost.

A horse covering a female ait. The pronuucialios

Same as ffi Le.

Same as ifi Lew.

A form of
fp| Tsuv
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Same as %& Yew.

SUING. To castrate a horse.

ELEVEN STROKES.

LO\V.

A species of horse
;
a mule. Read Leu, in the sense of an ass.

CHE.

A vicious horse; a heavy going horse; a slow dull appearance

CHUNG. An old horse.

MO. The name of a horse.

SHWANG. Anciently a good kind of horse

LE. The foal of an ass.

LEIH.

TSAN The name of a hoi-.-

LUH. A kind of wild horse.

E. A black coloured horse.

LO

A mule from a stallion and a she ass. LGtszeBS^?- a mule

>*

A noble elegant horse with a yellow buck. Also read SeTli.

YU
7m*

A fish
; the word is applied to a particular round eyed horse

PART I. VOL III. 9 F

CHANG. A certain description of borse.

FE. Name of a horse.

MEIH. A very vicious horse. One says, A

horse that is frightened at what it sees.

MiH. To mount ahorse; to leap or pass over

M1H. A species of mule.

SUH.

The horse on the right side of a carriage.

GAOU

A spirited fine horse; a vicious untraclable horse ; proud

and regardless of coosequcnces.
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if

Same as the preceding character.

Same as lf| Tang.

T'SHAN.

From horie and three. Blended; three horses attached

to a carriage.

- PEAOU. A fteet horse ; strong and valorous;

a yellow horse changing colour to white spots. One says^ A

horse with a white tail.

TSUNG. A party-coloured horse.

K HEU. To drive away animals; to expel

them from a corn field that they may not injure the grain ; to

lash and drive a horse; to run or fly swiftly.

CHIH. A species of mule.

CH'HUH. Name of an animal.

PEIH. A word that occurs in the Budh books.

Same as ll Tee.

Same as IS- Le.

TWELVE STROKES.

YUH, Shuh, and Hcuh.

An elegant black horse, white between the thight.

HEEN. A horse with one white eye.

Same as the preceding.

HEU. A beast resembling a mule.

HWA. An elegant fine horse.

"' A horse going ; a horse fretted and angry.

A horse shaking its head.

HWANG. A horse of a colour that looks

like a mixture of yellow and white.

SEUH, or SQh. Anciently a gentle good hone.

HEAOU, Or Keaou. A gentle good home ;

I

skilful performance of a certain game which consists in throw-

ing a reed into a narrow mouthed vessel and catching it again

with the hand as it starts out. Heaou yung tseug lun i j8
/.+ H/C "7?

TO Iffi)
enler

l'
risil)g ad bold beyond comparison. Heaou

ke keaon^ iv a certain military officer.
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LE. A particular kind of horse.

Name of an animal resembling a horse.

Same as fji Shing.

LIN. A piebald horse
;
a horse with blaik lip*.

L.MAJN . A horse without saddle or bridre.

TUN. To castrate domestic animals.

b AJN. To breed and bring up a great many horses.

Same as |^ Lew.

S5#t
ttpS^ T'HANG. Almost falling whilst walking
Is**!_^ L

A horse made sick by the grain it eat.

u

KEIH. A horse going fast.

HAN. The appearance of niinr

T'HUNG. A name of a lu>

T'HO. A wild horse; a piebald horse.

TS'HANG.

A horse with the logs white below the knees.

, ; >

T'HEEN, or Tan. A dark coloured htrsc,

An erroneous form of
j

Peaou.

PEE. A name of a horse.

Ls|
r

with a yellow stripe along ii hack; a horse with white lq;i.

K'HE. A horse

SANG. A horse with a white tail. Read

fchwang, A horse of a rather yellowish colour.

TSEIH. A multitude of horses.

U. A horse six cubits high , a wild horse,

strong; ungovernable; self confident ; self indulgence; pride.

Haughty air; to be proud. Read Heaou. A short nosed dog.

|t*-%
Same as ^ Tung.

Same as Iff Ee.
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I*KE. To tread in former t'ootsU-ps.

-C. No pronunciation given. Seems to denote horses

joining and parting as occasion may require as they run

Same as ^ Taou.

Same as jj$9 Ko.

Same as $j$ K'hwei.

^"1 PANG. A surname.

A horse going with a small step but

T'HLH.

The ap|>earance of a horse going; a wild horse

I U, Or U. A horse going at a quick pace

*ilh a small step; a noise made by a horse's belly

YU. A certain benevolent brute.

A horse of a colour reesemMiag iron
,
a sort of bjy horse

Same as $ Kwa.

Y tiN . The name of a horse. To witness ; to

verify ; to examine, in order to verify ; the fulfilment or veri-

fication of what has been previously intimated, Yen chuen

Sit jilti
to e**m 'nc a boat, as by revenue cutters.

Lt(J. A mule from a he-ass and a marc; its

strength is chiefly in its loins. Vulgarly written Dps Lo.

CHEN

A horse heavily laden ; a white horse with a black back.

WEI.

A horse enraged. Read Kwei, A horse ofa vicious disposition.

The appearance of a horse walking.

KING. From a horse and affrighted. To alarm ;

to affright ; to astonish ; to surprize. Chin king
:

yf to

strike or shake with alarm, as by an earthquake or thunder.

King teen tung te j|r ^^ Wt\ j|n to astonish all nature.

King ke
tj? >J>$

an alarmed agitated state of the body, a dis-

ease of pregnant women. King wei '^ |fj" to alarm to
''} / L-,

arouse j to excite.

Post, or post horses ; government des-YIH.

patch; a post horse (there is no post in China for the

To proclaim the praises of a person; incessantly going and <om-

ing. A surname.
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NKK. A itrong appearance. A high large boric

Same as 33* Pun.

Same as ^ Tsang

Same as sS Man

KEIH. The name of a bird.

FOURTEEN STROKES.

TSE.

Probably denote! horiei io regular order.

T'HO.

15 to H life
" camel - Tbe

I AOU. A certain lacrifice in behalf of horten.

T'HANG. A black
tiger.

An erroneous form of

Same as |1 Ke.

PT 1. TUL 111. 9 fi

IIEEN, and Han. A horse runnmc

Same as Sp Mung.

PIN. The noise of a multitude

An original form of ^ Lin.

TSOW.

A fleet horie; any thing rwift, rapid, urgent,

Original form of iH Lo.

Same as l L&.

Same as fp Tae.

->T Same as 11 Peaou.

LEIH. The colour of a horse

PAN. To stop; to desist.

LEE.

A hone walking Read La, A horie not making progreii
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Same as %&, Lee*.

CH1H. The name of a horse.

TSAE. A name of a horse.

Same as Eg Tuh.

KWANG.

A yellowish horse with curly hair on its back.

HEUNG.

LrAJ. An animal resembling a horsr, and

lea

A horse enraged, from being unable to procure pasture.

PEAOU. The bit of a horse's bridle.

LE.

A kind of horse, also the name ofan animal resembling a horse.

YLN. A horse's anufj while hair under the tail.

PUNG.

The appearance of being stuffed full. Heavily laden.

LUNG. A wild horse. A mn'f name. Read

, A good tractable boric.

long ears. A mule ; an ass. Yay leu
ffip ^g an as. Scaou

/!> Era an animal of the muss species. Leu ming ft

the braying of an ass.

A vulgar form of ||| Hvruy.

HO, or K5. A hone with a white forehe-d.

T'HANG. A horse leaping-.

Same as ,|t T5.

SEANCl. A horse whosr right hind fool is

white; a spirited fleet horse. To elevate. Remote; distant.

Name of an official situation. TSng eang ]^ Itj|
a horse

carrying its head in an eleTated proud manner.

i

K VI"3"- An excellent horse ; a horse possessing

strength and every other good quality . Name of a district.

SHWANG. Same as ^ Shwang.

K'HEUH.

A horse leaping. A horse with a crooked back.

KEEN. A lame halting ass.
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HAN. Same as !fj Hung

T'lIAN(i

Friiking; running and leaping; paninp OTCF.

Same as
jjf;, Tang.

EIGHTEEN STROKES.

HWUY.

An animal resembling a hore with one horn.

..

NEE. A horse going with speed.

KEU. A horse walking.

An original form of J^ Peaou.

Same as ifll Keu.

1 1WAN. ,N'am of a horte, a burte frisking

and
|>l lying. Unilt-d willi other iharartrn furmt M-rral proper

M. ,1111 x i>f |il;irrs and

An elegant fleet boric ; to travel with a

pair of bortet i the name of a hill. The name ol a iln

Same as
fj|f Lc.

KLO. An animal taid to hare the form of

a deer, the feet of ahorse, and the hand* of a mao.

An ancient form of $$ Chin.

^g rjy
" * * - A great many horiei ; the appearance

of running. Head Peaou, The name of a rirrr.

Same as H Lo.

The appearance of a great maoj horw*

walking. Read Tscih, The appearance of treei abounding

and flonriihing.
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CLXXXVIII RADICAL.

|=| KUH, Or KwGh. A bone , the hard and

smooth part> of an animal body. A surname ; the fibres

of planti. Taken for the whole person. Ued in one place

ai the name of Nutmeg. Kfih te yu keang j| ^ ^J^
a skeleton is called Keang. Kfih tsee 'H* ^TJ joint! of the

bcnot. Kflh tscg tang tnng jjjp ^p ^^ pain in the

joints. Kuh suy koo
fjjj

1

^fl Tp *)onelaDd marrow dried

and decayed, the effect of lewdness. Kfih juy >j|* S|g
'

in

Dutritio ossium,
'

causing weakness of the joinU. (L )

'erj
YIH. A small bone.

T'HING. A bone of the leg

Wll Same as Jl Ke.

K HUH, K'heuh or K'hw5.

From bone and strength. To exert one's strength

An erroneous form of the following;.

KAN

The boot of the !e
; the ribs , the boie* enerj|l

WEI. A bone bent or crooked. Wei le

left and right according with each other. A surname. Wei fl

) in<f sze |W -ffi~
'jfp *^ to bend the laws to gain some pri-

vate rnj.

Same as the preceding.

HWO. The noise made in working bone

YU. A -certain bone of the breast.

YA The bones of the loins.

YIH A bone of the breast . a small boar.

An erroneous form of jl Wei

Same as $f Yu.

PA. The handle of a knife or sword
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K'HE. To go slowly. Same as fefc Kc.

SA.

The appearance of the head moving or shaking.

Same as w Keaou.

YA. The bones of the loins

WAN. The bone that cover the knee.

ft
ft

HANG, and K'han
ff

.

The half or part of a victim, or a large body. Eate, enjoyment.

WA, or YS.

A difficulty of breathing felt in the throat.

SEEN.

Few; >mall in quantity. Read Saa, Boon light and small.

T'HOW

A dice box ;
dice. Sometime! uied for

jMt
Koo, The thigh.

PE. Pat ; unctuous.

KEA, Hea, Ho, and Heae.

Small bonei > boney. One *ayi, Firm; itronf.

tART I. TOL, III.

IS

188th Radical. V. Kuh

Sitme as the preceding character.

Saiw as fift Te.

FIVE STROKE?

KWAN.

Same as
>jf&

K'hwan. Small delicate bones.

K'HEUE. The appearance of the hatch ant

feet diseased. The hands and the feet bent by disease.

GO. The appearance of high bones

t'HEANG. The pulse

THEE

The bones out of place; dislocated bones.

P'HO, P'hGh, and Paou.

An arrow headed with bone to present its hurting any on.

K'HO, and K'hea.

The bone of the knee; also the haunch or hip bo

PO, or Pa, K'h5, and Fei.

TL ihoulicr ; the appearance of high bones
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K'HAOU. A bone; the os coxendicis, or as

they call it, 'the extreme point of the beam of the back.'

P'HE. Crooked ; distorted bone Wei pe "Stf,

jljjr
crooked; winding; distorted, both in a literal and ft^ura-

tive sense.

TSZE. The bones of thebirds or beasts with

flesh still adhering to them ; the bone* of dead men;

bones and putrid fleh, forming a disgusting spectacle.

Same as the preceding.

)lf> MEIH, Or MS. The articulation of the bones.

LING. Bones ; a boney appearance.

A vulgar form of ff Te.

^^ IV HUH. A bone like appearance issuing forth;

the new rising moon ; a bird that its note foretels approaching

good or evil.

YAOU

The bones; the shoulder; the bones of the sides.

K'HOO.
Applied to the bones of the knee,

of the loini, aad of the ihoulder.

TE. The back ; the fundament.

KAN, The body.

C|
r* Same as Che. An erroneous, form of Df Che.

HO. Strong firm hone*.

Same as
|j Keue.

Same as ftf Kiih, or Keuh

SIX STROKES

u

KWO, andHwS. The end, of the bone..

ftiL $P\ tne articulation of the bone*.

HEAE. The bones of the legs ; the bone

generally. Plh heae kew keaou "^ M h ^ all the

bones of the body, and the nine orifices. lfih heae -)- <i
denotes the hands, feet, head and trunk. Read Keac, The

hair on the great toe.

HEAE. Bones.

HANG. Th, binder bone of coV, back.

Pelh kwO

pi/fT
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K'HWANG

The bones of the pelrii and of the thigni.

TUY. The bone rising up.

WA. The bones of brute animals.

'^
K'HEAOU. The bones of the teg near the

ankle. One says, The joints of the sereial bones.

K'HWEI. The bones of the shoulder. The

middle bone of the head of domestic animals.

HOW^ . The end or joining of a bone.

MEI, and Mae.

The flesh on the back, or on the sides of the back,

K'HWA.

The bones of the pelvis ; the parts between the thighs.

kl

Kill, and K5 Bones of animals ,
dried

bones ; bones exposed ,
the bones of the hinder legs of animals.

NAOU. Same as Hgi Naou.

Thought a form of fyj; Wan.

Same a fra Han.

A form of <& Kan.

TSIH.

Used in reference to the head of a crane or itork.

1 "Hi,N(j. The appearance of a long bun*.

HEAOU. Same as $5 Heaou

LANG, and Leanp.

The bones of the pelvis. The bones and flesh of the thighs.

PE. The thighs; the fundament. Same at 4Mf Pt

Same as $& Han.

T'HUY. The thighs.

HING. Bones.

HVVAN. A bone of the knee; ibe kntcpn.

KWAN. A man's name.
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V-i I
JJN(i The bones on the sides ; the -rite.

FOO.

The bones of the loins , the hip bone. Also read

YAOU, Heaou, and Tseaou.

The bone* of the sides ^ the bone< of the shoulders

A bone sticking in the throat, fish

boat-Si stiffand unbending; stiff as a bone ,
of a firm unyicM-

iog temper, resisting the corruptions ofthe world or the court;

applied to statesmen.

KWO. The ends of bones

HEAE. Bones

EIGHT STROKES

SHAY Bones.

YU. The bones of the shoulder.

HE. Small bones

WAN. The bend of the kee, or of the wrist.

P EEN . T|,e rit),

marked. Used also to denote indurated skin

PE.

From tone and inferior or mean. The thigh bonei. Substantial.

Same as the
preceding-.

K, A
.vulgar form of the two preceding

Same as
fjjf Suy.

KEANG, The -os coxendicis.

T'HEIH, Ch'hth, and Leth. Bet.e.

the bones of the thighs. A yellow thick fluid between tb bone*

SHUY, or Chuy. Certain preparation of a

vessel that contains grain used in sacrifice.

It
To join or connect a bone ; to let booei

O. A small borve.

K'HO.

The hip boots, or bone* of the ftliit. Tbe'kaec bone.
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IjAINLf. The appearance of a hiijh bone.

K, or Ul'h. A bony appearance ; otfinui.

YAOU. The ihoiilder bone. Thought an

erroneous form of wS Y.iou.

Same as fp Say

SANG. Lean; thin.

TOO. The forehead.

PEEN. J( particular formation of the bones

KEAE. Lean ; thin.

K'HEA.

The bones of the pelvis ;

' the bones of the loin.'

tWT
Same as the preceding.

'HW A. The bone of the forehead.

T'HUY. A simple lilly appearance.

rut i. VOL. in. 9 i

188th Radical. X. Kuh

1 1 K Iv or H5. Tbc bone of the ihouldrr.

CHUNG. A swelling of tlie I.

GAN. The appearance of high bones.

Same as ffi How.

YLJ . The front part of the ihouldrr ; the booet

on Hie front of the shoulder.

YEN. Full ;
satiated

TEN STROKES

u

PO, or P'hS. The scapula, railed Kio keJ

w

Jpj
ffl the shoulder scale, referring to the scales of a fisb, or

of a piece of armour.

ft

*

('II UY . The bone at the back of tb< neck .

HEAOU.

Whistling sound of a thing passing rapidly.

P'HANG. Thepeltiior hipbonfs, Ibe (hijbi.

the aides. Occur* ued for B Pang, ID refcrcoce lo the"M
bladder.
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K \\\\ AB. A simple silly appearancr.

'Q |-fr GAE. The appearance of a lon head.

J1Q*eVT i GAOL'. The bones of the loini or pelvis

HAE Bones

Same as $$ Suy.

Same a* ff Pe.

/

KEEN. A lean emaciated appearance.

PO.

The end of a bone i a hard white bone. Also read Kefi.

Same as W Tize. Rotten bone. Read Tso, T<
;

work ivory or bone.

An ancient form of ff Te.

MO. Half the body dead; a palty of one side.

HEUH.

Sameai $fi HeQh. The bones of a dead body, a scull.

[g
Same as the preceding character.

PEAOt'. A stout and strong body.

GAOU. The large claws of a crib; severalw
words are used to denote hee.

FUNG. To scorch and cause Tein> on a

tortoise shell for the purposes of divination. The breait

bone, which is supposed at the joining to resemble the scan

of a garment.

CHOO. The bones
; the body.

LEAOU. A broad bone of the pelvis; the

bone above the top of the thighs of a horse

MANG. A large expanded body

Same as
jjjg Suy.

KWO

The inside of the bending of the leg; the ham.

Same as fi So.

Same as f| Tsze.r
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LOW

The bones of the head ; particularly the ctUaria.

KEUE.

The hip bones, or bones which form the teal.

K'HWEI. -The bone between the knee and

the leg,' probably the knee-pan. The knee placed on the

round. The appearance of the bones of the head.

CHWANG. The lower extremity of the

spine or back bone ; the os coxendicii.

f YIH. The breast bone.

HEAOU.

The appearance of white bone; arrows tipped with hone.

Same as f Leaou.

P'HO. Boned arrows.

K'HEUE. The root of the tail.

THIRTEEN STROKES

Y1NG. The breast

THUN

The hip bones, or bones which form the seal.

T'HUH The top of the scull

pjpt'jr
K'HEEN. The appearance of high bones.

,*.ft
rJ'i!^

YIH. The breatl bone. Same at B Yin.

tftJ9nf-rrfw
TSANG. Pat ; bony ; largest bodied.

KW AE. A bone pin of other utensil furmrrly

used for putting up the hair on the bead, and adding rarioui

decorations.

NEE. The appearance of the head shaking.

LING. The appearance of bones.

SUV, Marrow, or medullary substance in a bone.

Same as the preceding.

PE, and PeTh. The ends of a bow.

An original form of $ Gaou.
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1 HR.. A bod) ; th? human body ; the bud; of

any animal. What is real , substantial ; decorous; decent ; to

realize ; lo give body or effect to
;
to embody or make exist

in action, the benevolent purposes formed in another person's

mind. Occurs in the sense of To divide. Te kcucn l.ui shili

fi r? ttti K lassitude or languor and loss of appetite.

Te shin |f ^ a form. Woo ling te 3&F,
jj? ^| no settled

or fixed form. KwS te
|i0 ffig-

the reputation of a country.

SMh kw5 te
-fl^ |g|]

4W to lose the respectability of a country.

Teen te che te chwang joo neaou Iwan
,-
teen paou le wae,

yew k5 che le h Wang yay ?U& fit$ #P & fa
^ fll*H& ft 1*& "" bod, ,,f the

heavens and earth resemble an egg, heaven embraces the earth

outside as the shell does the yolk.

V 1H. The bones of the breast.

Same as fH Chung.

GAN. A high appearance of the bones of the

head Read Keih, Same ai QM Keih.
/Cm

*jffj&
HO, or HwS.

Noise made by bones striking agairwteacb other Fine flesh.

0P MO.

A disease that consists in pustules from which a liquid oozes.

i

li HWAiN, The hipbones; the bones of thepel vis

I

To take off as a punishment the patella or knee-pan.

w

HE.Y. The noise of gnawing bone.

MO. Strong firm bones ; small bones.

Same as fH Tsze.

JEL

f

LOO. The head; the forehead.

?ame as
jj|| Suy.

LEIH. The bones diseased

Same as wi Kwei.

An erroneous form of i Mo1

.

KEUEN.

Same as Pa Keuen. The jaw bones.

LEUEN.

The body contracted and bent bj disease.
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CLXXXIX RADICAL.

Represents a high raised terrace or gallery ; high ; lofty ;

eminent, elevated ; a high degree of, generally in a good seme.

Ksou tseuen
7J&^ haughty. Kaou tan kw5 lun

^fj pj

UH ?^| lofty lalk and broad discussion pompous assuming

.Itercalion. Kaou-k- kw gj B M Corea.

KING, and King. A small hall.

Same as M Shuh.

Ancient form of st Keaou. Read H8, Large; great.

K'HAE. To strike.

MAOl). To remove sorrow of mind.

L'HEAOU. High; lofty.

KEAOU. To admonish

PART I. tor.. III. 9 *

An ancient form of
JJ|j Yung

KAOU. Clear; bright

Same as Ji Ta.

Same as M? Haou.

An original form of fP K8.

HAOU.

A hog with bristles like pencili ; a sort of porcupine

KO. A dwelling place of the people.

KEAOU. High.

An original form of
tjfc

Haou
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NINE STROKES

K'HAOU. A large head.

An erroneous form of Haou.

KEUE.

Broken; the south side of a city wall broken down.

SL CHAOU, Or TsaOH. A high derated ap-

pearance ; a thing with long legs, or feet to U.

|y?^ Same as |* Saou.

V^?

LAOU. Laou saou tl |a a coarse preci-

pitate manner of doing things ;
a loft; appearance;

An ancient form of 10 Yuen.

HAOU.

A white appearance. The same as I| Haou.

K A form of Ching.

SA U

Coarse and precipitate manner of doing things.

Same as IK K8.

PE. Same as Rfe Pe.

TO ' A Iovv s rrounding wall.

Same as M PC.

Same as *m. Low.

An ancient form of ilf Yuiiff./Ill u

Wide; extensive ; the appearance of hanging down.

HLAOU. Clatnour; vociferation
; noise-.
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CXC RADICAL,

PEAOU.

Long hair ; bushy hair. Read Shan, The wings of a house.

SEEN. The appearance of fine hair.

NAE.

The hair in disorder ; dishevelled hair. Also read NSng.

b<4

KEUH. Dishevelled hair.

A vulgar form of the following.

K'HWAN, and Wuh. TO shave oft the

hair of the head. A man's name. A ' bald tree ;' a tree with-

out leaves.

Same as ^[f Tsfing,

NAOU. Soft hair.

r% Same as fp Sha.

T'HE:

False.hair -,
a false tail ; used both by men and women.

/

KEAE. The hair braided up on the top of

the head in the Chinese women's manner. A cloth that cover,

cd the tuft of hair; a false tuft of hair.

TSANG.

The appearance of the hair in disorder; dishevelled hair.

NUY. The hair in disorder.

Like; resembling ; seeming as if.

HEW, and TSZC. A sort of lacker or var-

nish ; a red colour appearing more than the black.

PEL

Togo about with dishevelled hair. Much beard.:

JEN.

Elegant beard and whiskers. Also deioedlbe hair of the chin.
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I

An erroneous form of EjS K5.

1 StiK. A small bunch or tuft of hair.

.Nl AOU. Hair of the head hanging clown like a

coter, in the manner of Chinese boys and girls. Emineilt. The

name of a horse. A cow with long hair. Name of a hill. A

kind of locust. A name of certain foreigners on the west.

\

3~jTj T'HAN. The hair hanging down : the hair

hanging down to the eye-brows, as is the usage with children.

PA . The appearance of the tuft of hair done up

in the Chinese manner. Pa na |g Sg the hair in disorder.

Same as ^ Sung.

Same as % Pa.

Same as Kwan.

CH'HANG. Thetuftof hair on a woman's head

FIVE STROKES.

Same as Jf TsSng.

Same as the preceding character.

TEEN, and Chen. The tuft of hair on a

woman's head. The hair on the templei ; thin and open.

?>*

LING. Little hair on the head.

T'HEAOU. The tuft or Uck of hair that

hangs down from a child's head , young.

An erroneous form ofW Fa.

CHIN. Long hair.

\ AOL . Long and soft hair.

Same as Ne.

PR! . A rarenons beast brirtling up its naic

NEE, or G5.

The hair that is left on a child's head when partly shared.

Hair on the human body, particularly the

hair of the head i applied also to the beard. Gras*, vegetables,

plants, and treei are called the hair of the earth. A surname.
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ScS fi wei pe kew ne
j[j|J ^

hair and become a nun; said of ^ J|l Jpf Woo-hwang
how,

the empress Woo, under the Tang dynasty. Tae fi sew
liiri;,'

telh Uiou
koo/|j* Jj^* 'fi;C

/-y- jjy jrt wj a nun of l|ic taou

sect who wore the hair of her head unshaven. Te e Isaou mfih

wei fa maou
j&] V] ff ^^ 5^

;

^ plants and trees are

the t-nrtl.'.t hair.

TSZE.

The beard above the mouth ; a fine countenance.

i

FOO. TO bind; to knoti to make the hair

up as a tuft on the top of the head.

.is W Te. An ancient forn. of EEn Te.
fPI W4

iX"

I lv\(M T| ir i|,|,..,ranccof much I

^ I

E. To remove the hair of the twad. A i

false head dress ; or false hair worn by woim-n

K'H EEN. To pluck out or shave (iff the luir,

as a punishment ; a kind of purple colour, probably a criminal's

hair was so dyed.

KEUNG. The hair in disordet'.

^vks*

A vulgar form of ^ Jen.

REUH. Dishevelled hair.

gl_

MO\\

Name of a nation. Read Mung, Exuberance of vegetation

TAE. False hair worn by women.

FUH. The hair in disorder. An

FANG

Same as $ Fang. Read Ping, Coarse hair.

Same as H Man.

CHA. Much hair

PIRT i. rot., in. L

for a female's head dress. Like; resembling j not seen so di<

tinctly as to be certain. Read Fe, The hair in disorder.

An erroneous form of ^ Tscay

An erroneous form of

E, or Urll. The hair on the sides of the face:

the whiskers. A beast bristling up its name

JUNG

The hair of the head in disorder
j dishevelled hair.

K'HEtJNG. The hir of the head in disorder
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SUNG. Small hair. Cloth made of bsir.

TAOU. Long hair.

K'JiEUH. The appearance of curly hair.

Same as ft Te.

CHUY.

Tuft of false hair wore on a woman'* head.

RUNG. The hair in disorder.

HEW. Lacker.

Same as ^ Pei.

YIN. The hair in disorder.

Same as j|fe Sze.

TSZE.

To comb and dresi the hair. To plait and braid the hair.

NAOU. The appearance of hair.

PO

A woman with a large tuft of hair on her head.

K'HWANG. The hair of the head in disorder.

TE, and K'he. A horse's mane.

KWO, and Hw5.

Clean hair ; an utensil distorted or leaning on one side.

* *J. The hair banging down. The hair of the

head left after (having off a part,

TSUNG. Hair.

The hair braided up in a tuft on the top

of the head, in the manner of Chinese women.

PAOU.

A tuft of hair or a woman'* head; ihort hair.

SEVEN STROKES.

The hair rising up ; the hair curling.

PUNG. The hair in disorder.
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Same as jg Man.

An erroneous form of ^ Pung.

K'HEUH. The apprarance of hair curling.

WAN, or Yun. To cut the hair off the head.

LEE. The appearance of little hair.

Same as ^ Pow.

TSUNG. The hair in disorder.

TSEEN.

The hair of the head. The appearance of hanging down.

CHWA. To bind up the hair in a particular

manner whilst mourning for the death of relatives.

WO, or Go.

A good tuft of hair on a woman's head.

SHE. The tuft of hair on a woman's bead.

NAOU. Long hair.

MANG. Greyish hair.

SHAOU. A hairy tail ; applied to * comet
,

and to the pendant pert or a banner, which the Chiucie uria-

ment with hair and featben.

SHA.

Good or elegant hair; the hair banging down.

I To shave the head in the manner of

Chinese children. A roedern vulgar character used for this i<

TSEW. To join on hair.

Original form of *^ hL5.

TSUNG.

A high tuft of hair on a woman's head. The mane of a borse.

/

T'HE. To shave off the hair ; to pluck uul the

hair of the head ; to put away ; to exclude

SZE. Same as Ja| Sze. Extremely well arranged.

POW, and Foo. The appearance of Ike

*

hair *
a good head of hair. Read P'bow, The appearance

of short hair.
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PANG Dishevelled hair.

T'HEAOl'. Much hair; bushy thick hair.

TSO, and Suj. The tuft of hair on a wo-

man's head. The hair in disorder. Also read Tsuy.

GO, or Wo.

The appearance
of the hair of the head.

CHO Long hair.

FBI. To see suddenly

>\1^

CAN. Long- hair.

T'HA. The hair.

Same as j^ Tsung.

,

KHEEN. Little hair.

...'

TS'HAE

^
A sort of cap to cover the tuft of hair on the hc.nl,

SE1II. The hair of the lies

"

^ SUNG. Dishevelled hair ;
a state of coufinion

,

to loosen the hold of; loose; l;ix

TSANG.

The appearance of the hiir in disorder.

HAN. The appearance of short hair.

CHUY. The hair hanging down

K'HEUEN.

A pood head of hair ; the hair curled up.

PE. Ornaments of a cap.

K'HEUEN. A good head of hair

TUNG. The appearance of the hair.

Same as -gg Keuli. Certain ornamental dres

with short arms worn by ladies.

LEANG. The hair
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on

NINE STROKES.
-

TSUNG. The hair in disorder.

FOW, or FOO. A fake tuft of hair

the head, in the manner of the Chineie women

PANG, and Pang. The a.,r in disorder.

SAE.

Small fine hair. A bushy beard. Alio read Sze.

Same as & Fuh.

Same as Jf| Mow,

K'HIH. Very long hair

J|gr. MAOU.

The hair coming down to theeyebrowi. Al.oread Mow.

YA A small fine hair

TSUNG. Mane of a bore The hair tied

in particular manner. Read Sung, The lame a M Sung.

9mVAST t TOL. III.

KEA Bald headed.

1-HEA. A bald appearance ; baW.

SOW. The same as Sow.

SEU. The beard.

f EVV1JE>' Certain ornaTnenti of a carriagr

JOW

l

n'

A horse with a ery full mane. Yellow hair.

SHUN. The hair in disorder.

NA.

tk il the hair in con fuiion ; duhe relied hair.

v

TSEEN. The hair on a woman's teropiti ap-

Pana

pearing hanging down. To dreu the brard.

Same as ffi Telh.

TO. To cut off the hair banging down ; part of

the hair of a child') head, to cut the hair in the third moon .

according to lorar, the hair which remaioi not cut off.
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An erroneous form of % Meen.

TSEVV. To splice the hair.

An erroneous form of 5 Man,

Supposed to be the same as j^ Ke,

GAE. A long appearance.

Original form of iff Pang.

HAOU. The appearance of hair.

JUNG. The hair in disorder.

SAOU. The appearance of hair.

SlH . The appearance of the hair standing on end.

T'HEIH. To shave the head.

YUNG.

The appearance of long hair
;
to adorn or ornament.

HEA. Bald headed.

K'HE. The name of a horir, the back.

LE, The hair curling.

PING, The appearance of hair.

SO, or Tso.

Good hair; the appearance of plenty of hair.

LEEN. The hair thin and small in quantity.

PWAN.

To roll the hair round the head when lying down,

PO. The hair.

CHIN. Thick bushy black hair.

Same as the preceding.

553* Same as f|f Mung.

Original form of ff| Chwa.
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Same as Tsc'en

Same as ^| Man,

GAOU. The appearance of the hair.

PUNG. The hair complicated and in disorder.

TS'HUNG.

The hair in diiorder. A horie'i mane.

Same as jf| Tsung.

HEW, and Tsze Lacker.

MA, and M5. Ornaments of a sash.

CHWANG. The hair in disorder.

Same as $i| Chan.

P'HEAOU. The appearance of grey hair ;

the hair iu disorder. Read Peg, The appearance of bair.

E. Black hair.

SUY.

The* appearance of hair banging down in duordtr.

SAN, andTs'han.

Hair hanging down , hair in ciimrJrr

JsOW. A grey headed mn ; Ih* hair in diiorder.

TOW. Grey headed
;
the hair io duordrr.

An erroneous form of {% Sow.

LO. The hair very close and thick.

WAN, and Mwan. Long hair.

MAN. Garment*, certain pendant ornarotnli

from the head or other parts of the body, laid in rcftrtoct Io

some foreign stales. Elegant hair.

Same as the preceding.

TWELVE STROKES.

:V^. FOW, or Foo.

A false head of woman'* hair. Alto read Fiih.
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I IV The appenrincc of much beard ; hair.

TSUN. No hair on the top of Ihe head.

NAOU. Much beard

<g* TANG. The hair appearing in drtorder.

K'HWEI

A iroman't head of hair put up m a particular manner.

CH'HIH. The hair in a dirty state.

SANG. Short hair; the hair in disorder.

TSO. The tuft of hair on a woman's 'bead.

SELL The beard, particularly that on the chin.

The stamens or chives of plants.

LEAOU Fine hair.

uj KK1H The appearance of a stiff beard

PO. Much hair on the temples.

An abbreviated form of ^ Le.

TSUNG. The hair growing Ihick or in tufu

Same as

IHT
/HEEN, and K'hS. Bald tmpit ; ii

hair on the sides of the head ; an ulcerated head.

PUH. The appearance of the hair on the temples.

Original form of
jjfi Shn

Same as fit San.

GAOU, or Yaou.

A high tuft of hair on a woman's head.

LOO. A horse's mane. Hair.

LEE A horse's mane.

NUNG. Hair ia disorder; much hair
, long hair.

TSAN. Shining hair.
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-% r* j

l\\\ AN . The hair put up on the top of the

head, according to the ancient -Chinese he.id-drris ,
In Iliiiimi

Ilir topt of mountain*.

u

KWO, K\vae, Or "Kwei. -From Aairand to

tolled together. The hair done up in a bum'h on the top of

I he head.

Same as ^ San.

TV

Same as Meen.

FOURTEEN STROKK-

TSE, and Tseg. A small tuft of hair bonnd

.ip
on the head ;

Hie tuft small and high.

("HOW. Much hair : liuvhy : thick harr.

LAN. Long hair, 'much hair. The

ance of little hair on the temples.

C|^- A vulgar form of ^| Seii.

Ml'NG. A horse'i mane han;inc don.

NANG, OF Ning. The hair in disorder

fRT I. TOL. III. 9 H

190th Radical. XV. Pcaou

A vulgar forw of Jjf Peaou

PIN. The hair on the lemplw, so ca

its appearing on the margin of the face, or according to

other*, from its being near the top of (he head. The pment

fuhion with Chinese ladies ii to make the hair on the tempi"

itick nut in a bushy manner. Pin fl wSe $ the hiir on

I he temples.

NK The appearance of h

Same as

ff Same as

MEEN The appearance of hair

.

LKK. and Y2. TTie mane of a horje ;

liuii; heard. A pig. A brush for sweeping the ground.

\ulg-ar form of $5 Pwan.

CHVN ANG. Appearance of the hair oFthe

lie ul all in confusion: dishevelled hair.

TSAN

Shining gloiiy hair. Read Tso, Much hair.
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PUH Hair not combed.

LOO

A horse's mane. The appearance of hnir rising up,

w

LEIH. The appearance of hair thin.

LEE. A horse's mane.

HI* LIN. Hair thin.

JANG, and Nang.

The appearance of hair in confusion and disorder.

Same as sK Tse. Some say, The luft i

on a woman's head exposed.

TSAN. The hair.

Same as
'jji Tsang

Same as ^ Tsan,

CXCI ST RADICAL

/

TOW.

Two soldiers opposed to each other with weapons in their

hands, which are intended to be represented by the character.

Re;id K'heo, T fight.

PEEN. To strike; to attack.

A vulgar form of
|f|j Tow.

HEUEN.

To try a club used by able bodied soldiers.

Same as H Fun.

NAOU. From gale and market. The noise,

tumult, clamour and bustle of a market place; to rail and

scold at in anger; streperous ; to make a bustle about. Haou

pfihjenaoii jjp ~^ tft [^ a great bustle and tumult of joy.

Same as H Ne.

HUNG.

To fight , the noise of fighting and quarrelling.
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EIGHT STROKES

rlhlH. From (o wrangle and a chili! ; children

are fond of wrangling. Long dispute* and wrangling; rrsent.

ment; bitter animosities ; quarrels.

Same as pfj Hung.

An ancient form of ?iz Kin

A vulgar form of |g] Kew.

Vulgar form of ffD Tow.

J^ ^I^B*

~iC>l Same as the preceding.

LEW. King lew ^ to kill

P'HIN. To fight.

HA1N. The roaring of a ligcr. Read Been,

A fierce enraged animal.

Original form of ||j Heili.

An erroneous form of f I Fun.

P'HIN. To wrangle and fight

IO\ . To occur ; to meet, to ran;

li-hl , to fight , to contest, at in any game. A surname. ''

gow che ize jin iningi woo lun <een tmw lung how, keun

whoever in fighting with each other r>uvt

peniui's death, most be all icntencrd to forfeit life, without

any regard to teing firt or lait to move the hand ; i. r.

whether he who commence* the anault, or he who defend*

himielf. (Decision from court, March 29, I8S2 ) Tow king

pU ^ wrangling and 6ghting. Tow peen [jj] |||
fight-

ing and wrangling. Tow lining fjj ^- or rewted Tilng

tow. To contend { to wrangle; to fight.

NE. Little knowledge; weak; feeble Rrad

Me, Contracted; narrow; no ability.

KEW. To take with the hand
,
to take out of,

as in drawing lots. Ne'en kew
Ife ragj

to draw lots ; in tan-

ton commonly expressed by && 5 ChTh-chow. It is used

also as a kind of ballot in making purchases ; each individual

writes- his name and the price he will give on a piece of papi r

all the papers arc put into an urn, and the tirst drawn out by

a pair of chop-sticks is the purchaser, to which all as*'

FUN.

Fun fun wrangling and pulling each other abc><
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CXCII N) RADICAL.

:*
CHHANG.

The name of a fragrant plant, which is blended with black

millet and fermented to form a species of wine used in sacrifice.

SEU. Provision ; grain.

SHti. ^weet smell*; fragrance j incense.

SHE. .Arranged in order; ardent zeal

K'l 1KI . A black sort of millet.

An original form of Tseo.

An ancient form of Tseo.

Same as the following-.

YUH. Certain fragrant herbs prepared and

used in sacrifice ; luxuriant free growing trees and plants.

The ferlings highly worked up ; vexatious
-, aniious thought* ;

putrid Name of a river. A surname.

CXCIII R0 RADICAL.

LEU I.

A tripod of a certain rapacity ;
a tripod with crooked i

feet. Read Kin, An earthen vase or urn; nine tenths of a
j

cubit, or the circumference of an ordinary man's arm; as
;

much as the hand can grasp. Name of a state, and of one of

the nine river* mentioned after the deluge. Used to denole A

partition between, as by a closed door. Part 1 a yoke that

lir) OB in ox's shouldm.

KO, atld L/O, A celebntod earthen ware hoilfr.

Same as the preceding.

<

E, and K'he.

A JIT! of tripod Tenet ;
an utemil for cleaniii!* Tier.
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raF

WAN. To rub.

KO. An utensil for boiling; things.

An erroneous form of Ko.

LEIH. A kind of cooking utensil.

*- Rice boiled to an adhesive consistence.

SIX STROKES.

KEU. A kind of tripod.

SHANG. To boil.

LE1H, and Fei.

The steam rising from any thing boiling.

HWUY, and Kwei.

A vacant space at the bottom of a still.

UKII.

Boiled In an excess . overdone; boiled to rags.

An ancient form of rm I.r-Tli

>

we

i

Same as (3$ Tsung.

An erroneous form of ! Yuen

HAE. Wheat, or lumps found amongst boiled rice.

PART I. VOL. III. 9

POO. A certain vessel for preparing food ;

vessel of a certain capacity. Used for the food dreued a meal.

One of nine rivers on an inland ki the rnidit of a river, appear-

ing like an inverted boiler.

KING. To separate or partition off.

FE, or Fei. Same as ^ Fei.

SIN. A large earthen ware vessel, a fort of

boiler, wide at top and narrow at the bottom.

Vulgar form of the preceding.

An erroneous form of |a Shang.

Same as 1 i Keen.

URH . A thick consistence made from bosies
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'NvJ. A sort of boiler; a number of hemp

threads To number; the whole of. Name of a place. A surname.

Same as the preceding.

"ra

mm To put away the dregs or residuum.

w

CHAOU. Same as 3gj Ch'haou.

Same as gf Foo.

Same as fi Urh.

RANG.

A soup mixed up with a variety of
seasoning.

** LEW. A local word for a still.

An erroneous form of |f Chuh.

HOO. A sort of thick rice water.

An erroneous form of ^ffi Fei.

SHANG. To boil.

Same as the preceding character.

KWEI.

A three tooted boiler with a handle and a spout. Also read Hwuy.

GAOU. To broil dry, or dress without any liquid.

TWELVE STROKES.

NE, or Urh. A sort of cake.

Same as j|j
Leth.

TSANG. A sort of slill.

CHUH. A sort of gruel. Read Yfih, Natural

food; that which nature supplies spontaneously; to nourish;

to sell. A surname. Mae kwan chfih tseS, ke yu Han Hwan

selling the magistracy and vending high offices, arose in the

time of the two emperors Hwsn and Ling in (the close of)

the Hn Dynasty (about A. D. 190). This practice is in the

present day considered the disgrace of the reigning family.

F5 yung tsih chuh rnae nan neu^ W( fj|J t|j |jj
SL -h-

when in want, they sell their sons and daughters said of tlie

former inhabitants of Kwei-chow.

Same as Suh
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HE. Sour
; vinegar.

K'HIH. The iniidc of a ikin garment.

YL'H. Same as- f Yuli,

PO.

A boiler running over from an eftceiiive brink fire.

TSUNG. A large sort of boiler.

JUH. A large tripod.

An ancient form of \ I Sin:

KEEN,

A thick sort of rice water. Also redd Chen.

An abbreviated form of li Yuh.

Same as H? Keen.

CHOO. To boil.

Same as W& Chae.

( II HAOU To roast uith firr

KANG. \ kind of seasoned loop.

Same as ? L' Juh

An erroneous form of Sin.

SUH. A tripod filled. A tort of thick n ce water.

LIN. To apply water to, a* to planti.

TSANG.

A sort of still ; an uteniil to which fire it-applied.

An erroneous form of ^j Yiih

Same a* 1 5 Choo.

YUH. A sort of thick rice water.

YO

Soup with a small quantity of vegetables and meat;

^>F_

CHAE. Respect; reverence
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IIKAOU

The appearance of steam from things boiling.

An erroneous form of ff| Mo.

V

Same as fig YS.

MO.

A local word for thick rice water or congee.

CXCIV RADICAL.

KWEI. Spirit of a dead -man ; a ghost : a de-

mon ; a devil. Kwci fo implies Reverting to that spiritual

state of existence to which human beings return at death.

Name of a star, of a country, and of ;i bird. A surname. '

Kwei ho $| lR demon fire, is perhaps, ignis fatu us , arises

it is said from the blood of dead animal bodies. Kwei keaou

set" tsing j3j
?

yjtfj J!js
emission of semen from an inter-

course with ghosts or sprites

CHE. Name of a demon.

An erroneous form of m Wei.

T'HO. Poor and houseless.

Same as W^ Me.

Same as the following.

The manes of any thing ; the subtile part

which remains after the grosser parts are destroyed or cor-

rupted , an apparition.

SEIH. Name of a demon.

--I CHO. Name of a star.

WEI. An irregular rugged road.

WEI.

A form of disease in which heat is much feared-

>| An erroneous form of ^- Kwei.

POUR STROKES

HAOU. An injurious demon.
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KUK

To expel demonical and noxioui influences. A ebild'l gboft.

HANG. A demon.

FANG. Name of a star.

KHE.

Name of a bird, of a brute beast, and of a star.

NEW. A demon.

YEW. Name of a demon.

KEAE.

To walk in a distorted manner. A man's name.

HWA. The transformation of a demon.

K'HWEI. The head , the headmost. Great

the name ofa star
;
a certain insect. A surname. A sin:ill mart.

ME. Same as % Me.

HWAN. The shade; the manes, the spiritual

part. Chaou hwin
7^ ZJ 'calling the spirit' ofa deceased

PART 1. VOL. 111. 9 r

relatie to return home If the decried died when abx-nf,

the relative takei a green bamboo with >li leatr on, and

carrying it upright ai if to make a .i-n.l, inrokei tbe

'|)irit of the deceased by n:ime to rrturn home

Same as the preceding

Same as Me.

An ancient form of ft Kwri.

An ancient form of 5& K

PE. Demon's garments.

SHIN. A spirit :spirit ; a
divinity ; a god.

KEA.

An insiduoin injurious demon; an eyil sprr.t.

Same as Teaou.

Same as M Che.

LEUH. To kill ; to injure.

K'HUNG. The name of a place.
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PO, Of I a. The demon of drought j
an an-

parition said to appear in the southern regions like a
piji

two or three cubiu high ; with the naked body appearing

through tattered raiment, and having one eye in the forehead ;

its motion is rapid as the wind, and precedes severe drought.

ifcl^
TSUY. Name of star.

LING. A demon.

K'HE. Name of a star.

P'HIH. From while and demtn. The sentient

principle i the animal soul ; the spiritual part of the Yin prin-

ciple j the Chinese use phraseology which answer to body, soul,

and spirit. Pfh fi& corresponds to the last Word; they say the

lungs contain the Plh. Pih is also defined Form; figure;

a certain tree. Pih foo hing che ling Q& \^ ^ ^ j|g

Pih, i the spirit attached to the material form of man. Pth

urh mflh che tiung ming JUS M. \
\ ~/^ Bj|| 0H PTh, is

that in the ear and eye which hears and perceives Pih jin

yin shin
($& /^ f^ jjA

the Pih is man's Yin spirit. Pih

mun fife PT 'ne inferior end of the colon.

An unnatural monster, demon, fairy, or

elf, that proceeds
from mountains to frighten and injure human

beings; described as having a human face, body of a brute,

four feet, and delighting in seducing or tempting mankind.

CH'HE.

An injurious demon ; ghosts j faries ; sprites and hobgoblins.

Same as the preceding character.

HLUH. In a hurried precipitate manner.

CHUH. A demon's head.

SIX STROKES

CH'HA, or Ts'ha. Certain demons.

YAOU. A demon.

Same as m Hoo.

HANG. .A demon. Name of a star.

KWEI. A great staring- appearance.

YUH. Appearance ; semblance.

Same as HJ Me.

CHE. Demons of the hills with men's fae,

beast's bodies, one foot, and one hand, 4c.
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(.'Hill'). Farics ; sprites.

Same as 8$ Che.

SAE, or Shac. A demon's name.

WOO. A large demon. Nam of a divinity.

YING. Certain sorcery, or witchcraft.

SEAOU. A certain one-legged devil that

delights in assaulting people at night, but who losei hi- [">

on having his own name Seaou repealed.

FOW. The name of a star.

CHUEN. An ugly appearance

FOO. The north polar star.

GAOU. Ugly.

T'HUY.

A diieaiein which heat gives pain. Alio read The.

Same as fo$ Ketli.

Same as W Yew.

SUH. The name of a demon

LE. A malignant demon.

EIGHT STROKES

TUNG.

An ugly appearance. A demon killing people ,
a demon'* name.

YEN. To be defiled by touching lomelhmg filth) .

iv'HE. Garments of paper cut out and bo rut as

an offering to demons. Certain rites performed for Ibe purpo<-

of expelling demons.

LANG. An ugly looking demon.

Y1H. The same as the preceding, described as

-

a short animal like a tortoise tbat takes land in il' mouth and

spurUat people.

CI1UY, and Tuy. A kind of ornament of

silk attached to the head of a club; an ancient military weapon

A certain animal denominated divine. A roan's name
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YIH. The ghost of a little child; some say

a demon lhal avails itself of the wind to spy people.

TUH. An ugly head.

KHE.

Ugly; an ugly head intended to expel demons.

P'HE. Ugly ; monsters and sprites.

HOO. A demoniacal appearance.

CH'HE. An erroneous form of &4r Che.

KEIH. The demon of rain.

\YAJNLi. A certain water sprite or demon.

LEANG.

A certain water demon. Same as wS Leung.

Wfcil . High ; lofty ; elevated. An ancient sur-

name. One of the\ three kingdoms into which China was di-

vided in the third century, situated near the modern Ho-nan.

HOO. The name of a demon.

An ancient form of ^ Che.

Same as ^ Me.

KEill Tranquil; still.

SA, or Tsa. Ugly.

Same as
|j| Kwei.

Same as %& Me.

CHAY. Ugly.

MEAOU.

Certain demons that deceive and swell the human brea.t.

A form of jjl Kwei.

Same as gaB Chow.

K'Hti. A demon of the southern

An erroneous form of 64 Me.
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S1IAE. The name of a demon.

An erroneous form of F Me.

YUN. The name of a demon.

KEEN Walking in a distorted manner.

Same as Kg Yew.

rw l"~^

Ret Original form of.j Shin.

LEUH. The name of a demon

CH'Hfc*. A mountain fairy, or elf ; a malevo-

lent diabolical spirit. A monster with a human face, and body

of a beast.

YEW.

Divinities that dwell amongil the hills. The name of a divinity.

K'HEANG. The name of a divinity.

MO. Demons supposed to afflict human beings ;

devils. Mo kwci ifS &J a wicked super-human spirit j a devil.

SL I'-NKMM Tl.p name of a star.

I'KIII. The name of a star.

NO, and Neaou.

To be alarmed on feeing a ghost or demon of pestilence

An erroneous form of Huj Foo.

TSAN. An erroneoui form of OT Chan, or

Tsan. The name of a demon, said to expel malignant in-

fluences.

TWELVE STROKES

T'HANG. Demons in the air.

WEI. A demon i the name of a divinity.

CHAY. Vicious, malignant, ugly.

TS'HAOU, or Ch'haOU. The appearance

of speed ;
demons that an- swift to do evil, or injure. Quickness

TAUT I. VOL. III.

_
A mad devil ; a devil without* head, a headless demon.
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-ame as the preceding character.

LIN. The name of a demon.

KOO. A divinity.

LEIH. The name of a demon.

LEAOU Frightened; alarmed.

K'HE. Demons; devils. The people of the

south of China were so railed in ancient times

HEU. Injurious demons.

Same as Ifi Joo.

Y1H.

A devil's messenger ; or to be urged on by demons.

ft

PIN. A demoniacal appearance.

MANG. A demon.

J>> Hi formed; ugly, to abhor; to reject.

E.

From demon and doubt. Fear
; apprehension ; embarrassment.

JOO. An incessant cry of demons.

CHA.

Seen,* applied to certain foreigners of a cerlain country.

YEN. Alarmed in sleep by frightful i reams.

TSEEN.

The name of a demon; to expel demoniacal influence*.

Original form of
j|| No.

T'HEIH. Ugly.

LUY. A demon of thunder

LING Tlle name of a
Divinity.

HVVAN. The name of a star.

K'HEU. Vicious ; wicked.

Sanneas^ffl Ling. Alsoanancienl form of
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CXCV RADICAL.

VI. Fish of any kind, the name ol a horse;

the name of a place. A surname. Yu s<>
10^ -^

poetical term for Shoo chi 1& jU, a lelter. YII cha ^
or Yu keae iS ifeft a sort of Balajaog. Yu vTb ffl/! -*VI /Ilk

a fishes fins.

is a

tL YA. Name of a fish.

1 AOy . Name of a fish said to resemble a knife.

SEAOU The name of a fish.

K'HEW. The name of a fish.

JIN. A sea monster, said to be five or six

cubits long ; with a long small tail, having hair like a horse's

t;iil It has a nose, ears, mouth, hands, and head, all covered

v ith a very white skin, no scales.

V U . A fish pond vtilb rails around it.

HWA A name of a fish.

i

KEE.

From fth and knife. To cut; to cut open fiih.

TSE1IH. Name of a fish.

A man's name. The pronunciation a not known.

KUNG. A certain sea fish without scale*.

T'HO. Name of a fish.

Same as offe To.

TEIH.

N;ime of a fish. Read Teaou, To catch !ih with a bait.

JIN. Name of a fish.

KEIH. The name of a fi.h; a fish fruLi

or roaming about. To cut a fish to piecct,
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SEAOU. Small fish. Name of a finh.

TSZE. A fish.

Name of a fish. The pronunciation is not known.

FOUR STROKES

WEI. The name of a fish

Same as gjjj{ Seu.

GO. The name of a fish.

Name of a fish. The same as the preceding.

V*

GO. The name of a fish. Read Kee", To hang

fish on a bamboo to dry. Rotten fish.

SHA. Name of a fish.

KUNG. The name of a fish.

An abbreviated form of fc Tsth.

HO.

Name of a fish. Read Tsi, The motion of a fish's mouth.

PANG.

A sort of pearl oyster. One says, A beautiful sort of pearl.

, 1-
RANG, and Hang. A Tery large sort of

shellfish. The fat or unctuous matter of a fish. Name of a fish

'Wi A fish said to be poisonous.

PEL Name of a fish.

Same as

MO. The tail of a fish.

FBI. The name of a fish.

MUH. Name of a fish.

Same as t& Ke.

An erroneous form of the preceding.

YU. To endeavour to catch fish.
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KKAK. A fob taid to iwim in pain, each

baring only one eye; a kind of flounder.

SHIN. The roe or spawn of fisli.

Same as the preceding.

I* AN. The name of a fiih j a kind of flounder.

FOO. Name of a fish.

YUEN. A species of tortoise.

Name of a fish laid to hare poison in its tail.

Same as H Ke.

CHIN. The booei ofa fish'i bead, a fish icull

TS1N, and Sin. Small fish.

III IL Name of a hsh

WAN

Name of a fiih with imall icalcf, and elegant colourt.

WANG. Name of a fish

HOO. Name of a sail water fish.

LOO. Name of a fish

TSA, and &ze. Name of a fish.

PEL Name of a fish.

FANG.

A certain fiih with a rrddnh kind of tail A lurnime.

FUN. A certain fish ; small fish.

Blunt ; itupid j dull ; mixed , confuted The name of a

state. A surname, ioo yu hae the che woo 'Sf ffy "$ IK?
, _ ra it>\ >% yy>

the error of putting Loo for Yu, and Hae for She j

i. e. confounding timilar character!.

FART I. VOL. III. 9 R

NA . \ame of a fiib wilh a long tail
, DO Kiltt,

and it mouth ia the belly.

Same as fefc Sha.

Same as M. Hoo.
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Same as Tseaou.

WOO Name of a fisli.

FIVE STROKES

HO. Name of a fish.

PING.

A sort of miucle. Read Pang, Name of an insert.

HEA. Name of a fish. Numerous and arranged

iu order, as if for ornament like the scales of fish.

KHEU. Fish; a sort of flounder.

HAN . A certain shell fish the outside- of which

resembles the tiles of a house.

ffl

P-

"LING. Certain insects or reptile* progressing

h a continuous line. Head Liu, Arranged like fish scales.

T'HO.

The nime of a fish. Some say A sort of alligalor.

PO, and Fei. Name of a fish, said to resemble

a carp; a fish frisking about ia the water.

J.kV

PEL The male ofa large white fish

A vulgar form of the preceding.

YANG. Name of a fish.

TSEW. Name of a fish.

PING. Name of a fish.

CHOO. Name of a fish.

FUH. A certain sea fish.

PEIH. Name of a fish.

Same as IB. Tovr.

SHUH.

Name of a fish described as a monster Also read Ch'hfih.

CH'HE. A certain fish.

YAOU

ttT

lift

J..V

\arac ofa fish according to tome resembling a carp.
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KKAOU. Name of a fish.

'
' f't'i- .Name of a fish said to drink but not

to rat ; an appellation of an; thing tint livrs hut does not

<:n>w large.

Same as the preceding

CH'HIH. Name of a fish.

SHIN. A large fish.

An erroneous form of
fljft

Keae.

MO. Name of a fish.

WE. Name of a fish.

HOO. A fish.

POO. A kind of porpoise.

Same as |]a Teaou.

PIH, and Pa. A salt water fish.

I'.J.'nli Kiiilicul. \ Yu

KKl Forim part .l llic nnmr of a filh, and

m
>f a in.in. Hi-ail Kow, a' Ihr name of a fun.

An ancient form of fiK Kwan

>77

INI

YKW. and Show .Same* of certain

KWAN. Fish.

Same as ftffi Shin 5.

PE. Name of a fish.

N EEN . Name of a fish with a large head tod

small body, having no scales.

SANG.

The smell of fish. Read Tsiog, The name of a fiib.

SHEN.

A fish resembling a snake ; a sort of eel.

T'HAIv Name of a salt water fish; a sort of

porpoise. The ikin of old people ii compared to its skin ;

hence Tae denotes Old .

CHA. A kind of preserved or pickled fill'
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PAOU

Fish preserved in brine ; stinking fish
,
dried and disagreeable

ollins fi

tnous port

POO.

imollinj fish. A surname. Paou tsan keun jfl & lf a fa-

A certain fish respecting which there are ranoiu accounts

An ancient form of ftn Che.

Same as fefe Mow.

TIH. To bite or gnaw

TSEU. A sort of eel.

An erroneous form of ftw Go.

JEN. The name of a fish.

SIX STROKES

A vulgar form of li TS.

MANG. Name of a fish.

K'HEIH.

A sort of music. Read Kea, A certain fiih.

MOW. Name of a fish.

SHUH.

Name of the small of a certain kind offish.

CHOW. The name of a fish.

SEEN. A fish.

HOW. Name of a fish.

A vulgar form of ^p Seang.

KWEI.

The male of a fish of which the female is called fft PTh YU
F-l iff

KWAE. Name of a fish.

K'HEW. Name of a fish.

URH

Fish spawo ; name of a fi h which it much esteemed.
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Same as
||JJ:

Pel.

t/

MUH. Name of a fish.

CAN. Name of a fish.

Same as | Che.

ME.

The name of a fish ; some say, the spawn of a fish.

u

JUH. Fish spawn.

name

l

same name to it as is applied to the otter.

CHAOU. The name of a fish

KUNG. The spawn of fish.

CHOO. Name of a fih, said to resemble a

All
cr;il> but to have no claws.

m T'HUNG, and Cli'luing.

Name of certain fih. Read Chow, A he'en district.

FART I. VOL. III. 9 j

YIN. The name of a fish.

s3

LEE. Name of a fish

Same as |j$ She.

If

LO. Name of a certain fish.

E. The viscera of fiih. Name of a fiih. Read

Te, Same as fij& Te.

CHE. A kind of pickled fish ; the name of a

fish. Head Kc, A sort of preserved fish. Read E, The name
of a fish .

PANG.

Plhyu Q Isi the white fish.

E.

of a fitb( otherwi^ cal|ed

m.
A fish ; some say, another name for the river porpoise.

WEI. The name of a fish ; the name of a ri er

KEAOU. A species of squalus or dog fijh,

from which the Chinese obtain shagreen ; the tail is three

or four cubits long, with a string at the end; a kind of

shark or sea fox. Name of an office.
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RANG. Name of a fish.

YU, and Woo. The name of a fish.

|SL POO, K'hoo, Heu,and Pei. A .mail

s.irt ottish, called about the Yang-tszc-keang the concubine fish.

A vulgar form of the preceding

KWEI. Name ofafiih. Read Hcae, Certain

greens eaten with fish. Read Wa, A certain divinity. Read

K'hnrei, A surname. Hea.i Hwa, or Kwa, A certain cap.

SEEN.

The name of a fish; a live or fresh fish; fresh killed

meat or fowls; clean; pure; good. Name of a state; name

of a hill, and of a stream that issues from it. A surname.

Read Seen, Few
; rare; seldom. Seen ming $t HH bright

and fresh looking, applied to military weapons.

u

KO, or Kea. Name of a fish found in deep

\
marshes, in shape resembling the carp.

The jound of this character is not known; refers

to certain fish causing death.

Same as JK Cha. Otherwise called br the same

name at the blubber Csb.

JOO. (Certain fish.

SEVEN STROKES.

T'HO. The name of a fish.

KEUN. Name of an animal reseiublinj;
a fish.

T'HOW. Name of a fish.

_ i 1H. Name of a fish with four lerl, rrsei

JfoV

bling a tortoise, but runs fast, &c.

TEIH. Name of a fish.

W
['KING, and Hing. Name of a th.

TE. A certain fish.

MEEN, and Wan. Name of a fi , n .

K'HEUH Name of a fish.

CHA, Salt pickle for fish.



SHAOU, Or SeaOU. A fih that rcKmblct

a horsvwhip with a tail Ihut divides into Inn.

&4b
ffi|>Qr SO Name of a fish.

BS^V
*.ri

TSIN. Name of a fish.

An original form of |Bg Yen.

TSIN. Same as ffr Tsin.

CHE. Name of a fish.

Yl . A fish.

NUY. Fish spoiled.

.; ^fl

Same as
jj

Sin.

FOO, or Fow. The name of a fish.

CHE.

Fish prepared without salt; dried fish, cured without salt.

YIH. The name of a fish.

l9Jth |{.idir:.l MI Yil

TSKUK, an.l -I..-

\ kind ot crab, or a shell fish rcwmblinj; a crab . ediblf

K\\ \\

A fish . a liirjjr fi<h Name of an ancient prrto;

l,.\N(i. The male of a crab

KANG. A bone iticking in the throut , htK

b.inis Kfth kang *T>*
Hrj)

stiff and unbending; ntiff a

bone; of a firm unyielding temper , refilling the corruuliont

of the world or the court , applied to ilatctinrn.

T'HING. The name of a fish/

SOO.

To cease or desist. To die and come to life ag;iin.

Same as A6 Yu.

mi

*3> K'HEW. The name of a lisli.

SHEN, Chen, and Shin.

Fish pickled or preserved in so:uc other wjj.

YEW, and Cb'how.

Name of a fish, of a territory, and of a ma*
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POO. Name of a fish.
Imv

'^ ^

HVVAN. Name of a fish.

Same as
fif

Teami.

POO. The name of a fish.

LE

Name of a fish which
generally answer? to carp.

MOW. \ameofafish. Read Mei, The ap-

pearance of a fi*h swimming.

Same as &$! Le\v.

TSAN. Name of a fish.

SHA. The shark fish.

Same as the preceding-.

K-HVVANG. A lar-e fi s |,.

NEIH. A great many fish.

Same a
/M| Pang. A foreign fiih resembling

r.ir) , to which miraculous agency is attributed.

Same as ft? Le.

PO. Name of a fish.

K'HAOU. Name of a fish.

EIGHT STROKES

Same as If! To.

Same as fj Fang.

1 EjAOLJ. The motion and appearance of n fish.

TSZE. Name of a fish.

K'HE. Name of a fish.

The name of a fi,!i. Read Chin*, Boiled fish.

r

SEANG. Dried fish.
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Same a (Ml Koo.

NU Y. Fish spoiled ; stinking.

Same as ffiK Shuh.

LUH. Name of a fish.

HEUE, or Hwlh. Name of a fish.

K'HEA. Name of a fish.

TS'HEO, and Ts'ho Name of a fid,

which has a bone in its snout like an axe, iti (kin is used to

make cases for knives.

Aft

me*
)o>t/

SHING. Pish.

TA A certain fish -

SHUN. Name of a fish.

PAE, and P'he. A fi.h called black

KE. Name of a fish.

carp.

ritT i. VOL. in. t

NAK Na ne of a fish

TEAQD.

Bune that rt caiily broken. Name of a fith.

. .

TS'HEE. Nameofafiih, which u followed

mi
by (Wo others, like dare girlt and concubine* following their

mistress , from this circumstance the Gsb is railed The cooeu-

bine (rsh.

Same as 111 Chr

A vulgar form of To

PANG. Name of a fish.

KEU. Name of a fish.

'4* >-
}lj]l|

' kE- The appearance of a fish iwimminj.

ill

TSAN, or Chan. Name of a fish

KOO. The entrails of a fish.

FE

The spawn of fish. One says, The name of a sea fish.
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FUN. Same as $& Fun, Small fish.

CHOW. Small fish.

TUNG. Name ofa fish that resembles the carp.

An erroneous form of JHJ, Me'en.

HWA. Name of a fish.

KEUH. Name of a fish.

LAE. The name of a fish.

Vulgar form of M Foo.

Same as ftp YTh.

E. A certain large fish.

Y1H. Name of a fish.

w

KWAN. The spawn of tUh
generally ; also

. very large fish, said to be seyeral thomand le fonj.

. The name of a fish, which resembles a snakr.

An erroneous form of dra; Han.

LUH. Name of a fish laid to resemble a cow,

with a tail like a suakc, Ac.

TSANG. Name of a fish.

TSUH. A certain fish.

Same as $& Pe.

HEEN. The name of a fish ; yulgarly called

The mother of all fish. Also read Keen and Taou.

/

,
and Tsew. Names ofa certain fish.

CH'HANG. Name of a fish.

Same as flfi Pih.

K'HING. A large >ea fish, the largest are said

to be a thousand Chinese Lc in length ,
the smaller ones, it-

veral times ten cubits. Compare with fifi? E. King tun mp

%. to swallow as a sea monster ; so defraud.
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LUN. Name of a fish.

L/ING. Name of a fish, said to rcsemblr the

also of a fish with four feet that swallows boats ; the

name of an animal, and part of the name of a medicine.

\

TSOW. A sort of white fish. A certain small

fish; the appearance of a petty inferior person.

x

CHE. Name of a certain fish ; certain pickled

or preserved fish, of which the head is much esteemed.

LE. Name of a fish.

MANG. Same as
jfejai MSng.

A large sort of river porpoise. The pronuncia-

tion is not known.

Same as
!j]|

Ya.

\\\\

a fish.

fish. The pronunciation is not known.

TING. The name of a fish.

TSUNG.

.Yimc of a fish this is very suitable to the constitution.

'-* An erroneous form of f-fc Tl.

NOW. Name of a fish.

A form of ^ Shen.

NINE STROKES.

HWAN. Name of a fish.

1 > Name of a large fish, said to weigh a thtu -

sand catties, of the skin of which caps are made.

HOW. Name of a fish.

SING. A fishy smell.

Same as g& PC

TSOW. A sort of musse/.

CHOO. A sort of frog.
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YAV

A fih resembling a snake and which is ten cubits Ion;;

PING. Name of a fish.

LA. The name of a fish.

Same as the preceding.

WEI. The name of a fish.

SEU. Name of a fish.

KANG. Name of a fish.

TSUNG. Name of a fish.

TSEIH The name of a fish.

PEEN. The name of a sea fish.

Same as the preceding.

Same as $ Hwan.

w

6

TSEUEN. Name of a fish.

TSUI. A name of the cuttle fish

GITL The name of a fish.

Same as the preceding.

HAE. The name of a fish.

WEI. A certain fish.

WEI. Name of a fish.

YUNG, and Yu. "Name of a fish.

Y1NG. Name of a fish.

CHUN. Name of sea fish

Same as ^ Chan.

T'HA, and Tee. A sort of flounder.

Read Te, The name of a fish. Read Shi, A great many

icales or ornaments placed over each other.
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JOW. Name of (Uh said to he DO bonei.

TING. Name of a fish.

CHE. The name of a fish.

HWANG. Name of a fish.

An erroneous form ofv Lira

LEEN. Name of a fish.

YEN. Name of a fish.

FE. The name of a fish.

CHUNG. Name of a certain fish.

YEW. Name of a fish.

TSEW. Name of a fish that frequeoti the

mud. The name of a war boat
, and a man's naror.

Same as the preceding.

FAKT I. TOL. III. 9 V

m
KKKN. Name of a fUh.

TE Name of a black fith
, and of a fiih iik

four feet. Some define it a large ort of carp.

A vulgar form of the preceding.

An erroneous form of fM Kwan.

PEIH. The name of a fish.

DQ
GO. Large fish of the lizard species which lurkj

by the shore and devours men, the Alligator Crocodilus. * ~

Dictionary.)

YUEN, Name of a fish.

YANG. Name of a fish.

FUH.

m

Name of a nit water fith. Also read Puh, and P5.

KWEI. Name of a fish

SAE. The bones on the side of a fish's bead ;

in the time of the Sung dynasty old women used thrm i
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ornaments, and were called

titA* dt
>
fear , apprehension.

Yu mci-tszc. Sac sae

of a fish.

PA. Salt water fish.

KAN, and Han. The name of a fish.

HE A. A certain fish of the cancer specie', and

of * hicli there are different size*.

Same as fj$j
To.

An original form of j|| Kang.

HAN. A sort of mussel.

HOO. A fish called a river pig.

Same as ^&; Lee.

Same as |& Chen.

TEN STROKES

HEUH. Name of a fish.

Fish that go in pairs, hating only one

eye each. A sort of flounder.

A sort of river porpoise.

pf HAOU, and-Kaou. Name of a fish.

UNG - A certain fish.

f-f_ Fromylrtaad black. The culllt fish.

Ix Same as
,||t Lang.

SO. Name of a fish.

An erroneous form <of fa Heen.

TSE. A certain fish.

TTHANG. Name of a fish.

WEI.

From fish and devil. A fish said to haTe a deraou's head,

KAN. Name of a fish.
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*

A form of
$$/ Fang.

SAOU The name of a fish.

An erroneous form of |f Hoo.

LEW. Name of a fish.

KIH, Kae, and Leth. Name of a fish.

MA. Name of a fish.

From f;mr andy!A. A fish that observes

time* and seasons; the name of a fish which enters the Yang,

tsze-keang in the fourth month, and returns to the sea in the

eighth.

Same as k Pe.

YU. To fish.

LAOU. An old fish.

KWAN . A certain large fish j a person advan-

ced in life and without a wife
;
an old bcclielor or a widower.

Few. Kwan foo
fl^p ^r

a widower. Kwao keu
|9E

S-
to live alone. Kwan yu^ ^ a large fiih, said to fill

cart itself.

TSZE. Name of a fish.

HAN. Name of a fish.

9 sow . A man'* name. Same a &SJ1 TK.

Same as fe Yen.

T'HANG. Name of a fish

'U A
Name ofa fish with four feet and which

cries like a child. Read til, in the sense of ftSl M Red
Te8, A sort of flounder.

NA.

-

Name of a sea animii decribd ai a p*riet of tortoii?

YAOU.
-

The name of a fish ; also named the flying fish.

CHA. Name of a fish.

KQh9
rJ

bling a snake and having four feet, &c.
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lax

IAE, and Gae. A male crab.

Kill. A sort of water fish.

KO Name of a 6sh.

YUNG. The name of a fish.

TSEIH. The name of a fish.

K'HLEN. Name of a large kind of eel.

K'HE. The back bone of a fish. Name of a

9
fish. A kind of pickled fish.

CHEN. A fish about the length of one's finger.

l

Original form of |g Seang.

Name of a fish. The pronunciation is not known.

Supposed the same as ^ Pe'en.

Same as H Cha.

CHING. To boil fish in vinegar.

Same as 1 Tsze.

A vulgar form of j|p Cha.

ELEVEN STROKES.

>HJ LEEN. Name of a fish.

GAOU. Name of a fish.

LOW, and Loo. A species of carp.

T'HANG. A sort of fish.

w

LUH. Name of a fish.

v

LIH, A fish that proceeds to the ea in the

Jilt

fourth moon, the fishermen hear the noise of the water and

take them.

HWUY.

A strong fish; possessing great strength , violent.
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TSUIl. The name of a fish.

YU. Twofiih. Read Woo, Large fith.

NKIH. Name of a fish.

M1N. A certain salt water iish.

TS'HEIH. Pish.

TS'HAN. Fish.

A vulgar form of $? Sha.

TSE. The name of a fish.

T'HEAOU. A certain long small fish.

CHE. Certain fish.

Same as fel Man.

MAN.

Name of a fith resembling an eel. Also read Mwa>

1-4RI 1. TOL. III. 9 X

l\ 1 1 l-ll Namr nl a small shell

KKKN. \ i-rrtsiin fish.

SIN. A fish with a long tail.

Vulgar form of fc^ Kwan.

WEI. Name of a tiih resembling a toakr

An erroneous form of $ Saou.

SEIH.

Name of a imall fuh that frequents the mud.

TSEW. Name of very bony fish.

PEIH. Name of a fish.

LE. Name of a fish.

SEUEN. Name of a fish.

Same as Wt Foo.
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y PEAOU.

M5JDL

Part of the risccra of fish of which glue if made.

w

TSE1H. Name of a small shell fish. Also :

small fish without any shell.

/

K'HE. Name of a fish.

Same as the preceding.

CH'HUH. Name of a fish

Vulgar form of |g K5.

TSEANG. Name of a. fish.

TSEW. A species of carp.

TSAOU.

Name of a fish Read Chaou, Fish spawns. Also read So.

CHUEN, and Twin. Fi,h of a large

kind, said to nppear before a great drought. Read Lwan,

A man's name.

CHUNG. Name of a fisli

Same as
J
Poo.

Same as Min.

Same as fefr Fuh.

KWEI.

N.ime of a fish that swells itself up like a round ball when itrnck,

CHANG.

Name of a fish, called The tide waiting fish.

An erroneous form of :Lin.

TWELVE STROKES.

PEE. A species of tortoise.

YUH, Shuh, andKeue. Small fish.

K'HEU. A sort of flounder.

KEEN, Name of a fish.

A vulgar form of ^ G5.
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mom
WOO. Name of a horse.

SZE. The name of a fish.

L HO. Fish spawn ; a fish calling it's scales.

Read Wei, The young of crabf.

TSIN. Name of a fish.

\ vulgar form of the preceding.

LIN. Name of a fish.

TSWAN.
M*:*X

The name of a fish, said to hare noboaes. Also read Chuco.

SEANG.

From fish and elephant. Name of a fish with a long snout.

PO. A fish shaking its tail.

A vulgar form of ^ Joo.

KEAOU. The name of a fish.

SIN, and Yin. Name of a fish.

SUH, and Sew. Dry fish.

HWANG. Name of a fish.

IIWL'Y. A large sort of fish.

TSUN. Name of a fish.

A vulgar form of |j| Man.

Same as |^ Tung.

HWAN.

Name of a fish; a fish rushing against a net.

TIP
SHEN. An eel, commonly compared to* siakr,

II

said to be transformed from dead men's hair. Read Tc,

Same as -|3- To.

Same as
)|J| Tang.

Original form of /f^ Cba

Same as 11 Shen.

FAN. Name of a fish.
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K\V HI, The name of a fish ;
a fish with a large

mouth and nmll scales ;
a kind of porpoise Alo re.iJ Keu?.

LIN. The icalci of fishes ; otherwise called 'fe

FU Yu-kei i it would appear however, that sometimes they

distinguish between Lin and Kci, when speaking of the scales

of fishes. Liu poo BBS; J'jlj
the fish class ; in contradistinction

from other classes, of living creatures Lin shay f$? IJ'

or Yun nan keu mang |a^ I5FJ p IgS apparently a species

of boa constrictor, found in the south of China.

Same as
jjjj}

Tsze.

r UN. with a long tail which has a tl'n,'

Same as
j Tsan, or Chan.

SIN. The sturgeon fish, the dearest fish in China.

H1H. Name of a fish.

NUY. To ruin
; to spoil.

Same as lit Keen.

Same as S& Saou

Name of a place. The pronunciation n DO) given,

but Read Meaou.

KO. Name of a fish.

the mouth is below near its belly, the eyes are on the forehead.

Same as
$jj- Kvvan.

WEI. The name of a fish.

K'HING

The king of fish. Properly written AA KinS .

1

LOO. Name of a fish.

KE. Name of a fish.

E. The spawn of fish.

Same as $f Heae.

HOW.

The Monoculus Polyphemus, or King-erafc.

JUNG. A certain fish.

Same as |U Tslth.
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K >> I'/ 1 . Mciil cut imall
, uicd aliio in tlic name

of a full, otherwise- called tilver full.

SAOU. A fishy smell.

'CHEN. A certain large full, whose mouth

if laid to he Mow the chin, having a long incut and no

scales.

KAN Name of a fish.

Same as $H Le.

KWE1. Name of a fish.

A vulgar form of $ Tsan.

GAOU. The name of a small fish.

ftoJT
YEN

m)
Name of a fish. The motion of a fishes mouth.

J|l K'HING, and K'heang.

Large salt water fish. The same as feo Kin<j.

SUING, and Ching. Small fish.

FART I. TOL. III. 9 Y

TpT* LK. A certain fnh, which !

dictionnrj aprc<s .-.n il.r ( ni'.lr fih.

. I

I A), and l,u\. A li.h said to bare w

Name of a fish; fish abounding

^ CH'HANG.

A flying fish, said to hare a head resembling a swallow

WE. Name of a fish.

W+ty
CH HE. A certain fish.

Samp HS Wj To.

Same as the preceding

P'HOO .\ame Of a fish, and of a citv jatf

An erroneous form of $& Tsze.

T>i;.\NG. Name of a fish.
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A (iih which has two pieces ol flch on the back,

which being dried are called golden silk threads. The proimn-

. ijtion is not known.

FOURTEEN STROKE?

Same as ft$| Keith.

SOW. A white fish.

J OO. Name of a fish said to have a human face.

^ PIN, and Peen. Name of a fish

CHOW. Large fish.

E. The name of a fish.

TSE. The name of a fish.

ifc-

SEU.orYu. Thenameofa fi sh.

HOO. Name of a fish.

Original name of wjf Lin.

LA

^W%

fe$

YU. To fish; fishermen.

A form of ^ Cha.

A form of PG.

LEE, Name of a fish.

HEEN. Name of a fish

A form of
$j

Cha.

A form of ^ Clm.

TSEE. Name of a fish.

Same as
j||f

Chen.

LE. Name of a fish.

LE. Name of a fish.

LEE. Name of a fish.

LO, LeTh, or Luh. Name of a fish.
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Mil

MKE. Name of a fish.

CHIN. A kind of sword fish.

Same as ^ Sean;;.

An original name of fj^ Peaou.

&"$pjrs*mm

M-:iH Name of a lish

MAM;

An original name of
jjjjjf

Tseih.

r: CHAOU. Name of a fish.

PEAOU. A sort of young fish.

.

. G3 yu 1| m a large fish of the lizard

species, which lurks by the shore and devours men and animalt ;

the alligator.

LAE, and T'ha. Name of a fish.

LOO. The name of a fish.

HEAE. The name of a fish.

WEI. Name of a fish.

A fi,h, otherwise called the ilooc fish.

TSAN. A certain fish.

Same as
(ifrj Hwuy.

i

PO.

A fish resembling a crab, and having one eye.

K'HEEN. Name of a fish.

TSAN. The sense is lost.

KWAN. Fish spawn.

id Same as M Cha.
LtL

m

TSIH. A large sort of cuttle fish.

EIGHTEEN STROKES.

SHWANG. Name of a sea fish.
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Aft

'El, nnd Hmiy. A sort of tortoise,

***?
K\\ AN. A man's name.

K'HEl . Name of a fish.

Name of a fish. The pronunciation i nut known.

Same as via Cha.

LOO. Name of a fish.

LO.

Name of a fish said to have one body and ten heads.

LE.

A fish resembling a snake and without any icale*.

A form of Chen.

T HANG. Name of a fish.

LE. Same as fit Le.

Original form of
jpp Sin.

SEEN.

Fish or oilier animals newly killed
; fresh meat.

. . t>

NEE Fish abounding.

CXCVI TH RADICAL.

NEAOU. The feathered tribe; a bird. .Name

of a state, of a star, and of a hill . Name of an office.

Sa'me as ~jji Yen.

A species of swallow; the twitter of a swallow.

KEAOU. A vicioiH bird that eats it* mother.

rP
Same as the preceding.

TS'HZE. Name of a bird.
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CHIH. The chirping of a bird.

5 FOO. A ild duck, a bird like a duck, but

mailer. On the eat of the Yaog-tize-keang there ii a kind

which existj in infinite number*.

Same as the preceding.

II

LEIH. Name of a bird not well ascertained.

ft
KEW. The name of a bird of the pigeon

species; name of an office. To congregate; to assemble , to

rest. Name of a state, of a country, and of a hill. A man's

name; a kind of mushroom.

TEAOU. The name of a bird.

1 & c

|^CL PUH. Asortof pheasant named after it's own cry.

M*y

]\C^X E. The female of a certain small bird which

discovers great ingenuity, the taylor bird.

KEW. A pigeon, or dove.

flfU

Same as R1L Yen.

Seven birds. The pronunciation is not known.

r*BT I. TOb. III. 9 I

ft

THREE STROKES

KAN. Name of a bird.

Same a the preceding'.

Jikifc
TE, and Tae. Name of a bird.

*7>3

TOO. Name of a bird.

HWAN. 'Name of a bird.

TSEO. A imall bird. Same aj 4 TK

KE of a bird.

SHE. A species of pigeon.

jfl HUNG. Name of a bird.

PAOU. Name of a bird.

FUNG. fQ
777)

A divine bird, which appears as a felicitous omen iotimet
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of prevailing virtue. Being a bird of imagination, it is very

variously described. The name of a district, the name of

an office. A surname. Fung wei ttze
f|, ||| -JT

C > ca

Revoluta. ;L.) Fung-yang-foo M (^ J^f
a district in Keang-

nan province, same as the ancient
lip (M>j

Sbow.chow. Fung

tiaou kung, hwa fun fei yin slnh wan le:mg Ifnl 5|| g
ifc w H $K "T" r*a (Sj

l 'ie exPense f fl wers au(* r use

at the fun-g-liaou baren, is a hundred thousand tads.

The note or voice of a bird. The voice or cry of any

animal ; a noise made by the wings of an insect, or by a bell;

sound emitted from any thing. The name of a bird. To

sound the fame of; to cause to emit sound. A surname.

PAOU. Name
<j

of a bird.

YUEN. Name of a bird of p*-y of which

there are several species, its cry indicates wind. A man's name.

u

YIH. Name of a bird.

KEAOU.

An unduliful bird. Same as fT Keaou,
l**t| J

Same as the
following.

Same as
jjjj|

Huh.

An ancient form of/jl Yen.

A form of f(| She.

HEUN. Name of a bird

A sort of pheasant or wild fowl. Also read Che.

HEANG. The name of a bird.

A certain bird referred to in Fable and

in poetry, harbinger of gald tiding*.

HUH.

A bird of the eagle or hawk species, a small specie* of hawk.

S SHE. Name of a bird

r\!Ky
^

HOO. Name of a small bird.

u

PEIH, and Keih. Name of a bird.

KEAE. Name of a small bird.

K'HEEN, K'hin, and Kan. the name

of a principality, of a district, and of a divinity. A surname..

A bird pecking ;
to peck as a bird.
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TSOW. Name of a bird r EUN

FOO. A sort of i

Al

pgeon.

r UN. The appearance of a flock of liiiih ; the

appearance of flying. Name of a bird. Read Pan, A large

tort of pigeon.

WAN, and Min. Young; quails.

TT YUEN. Name of a bird.

/Urn

K'HEIH. Name of a bird.

L'HEE. Name of a bird.

KO. Name of a bird.

lAllL TSIH. Name of a bird.

/'MuJ

jp=^ HEW. A sort of monstrous bird.

TTlKl
-frE Vulgar form of fl| Gtb.

/ImJ
J1.A
TreL TAN. The name of a bird.

/(kSj

III II. Name of a bird.

SKI 1 1. A water bird.

YUN. Name of a bird.

SZR Name of a bird.

SIN. A bird of a black colour.

FANG. Name of a bird

HEAOU. Name of a bird retembling a dock.

KUNG, and Sung. Names of birds.

YUH. A bird reterabling a duck, but larger.

FOW. A bird of the pigeon species.

YAOU. Name of a bird.

CH'HIN. A certain bird said to eat rr-

penti, which renden it poisonous f iti feathers steeped io any

liquor are said to form a strong poison.
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*
FOO. Name of a bird.

KEUE. The name of a bird.

KE1H Name of a bird.

P'HEIH. A kind of duck.

HWAN. Name of a bird.

CH'HUNG, A species of bat.

HANG. To fly downwards.

An erroneous form of IK Te.

MAOU. A bird with light feathert.

A wild goose j a goose or gander of the smaller sort, a larger

sort is called
Jjj| Hung. Name of a star, of a place, of a wood,

and ofseveral plants. A surname. Yen go ITM, "tj? wild <eee
/|n V fnTJ

that come from the north of China in winter.

HIN. A small bird.

PAOU.
Iml

T/

A certain water bird, applied also to designate a horse.

bird or beait crying for food.

YA.

A species of crow
; a small trow with a white breait.

CHING.

A certain bird ; a speciei of the eagle or hawk.

HEUNG. A male bird
; the male ofthe spetiei.

Same as ^ Huh.

r ANG. Name of a certain bird; a marsh.

'HVJ

Same as %& Chin.

fl A form of M Koo.

FUN. Bird.i collected in a group ; appearance

of flying. Name of a bird. Read Pan, A bird of the pigeon

species.

PAN. A large sort of pigeon.
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ft
HWAN. A man's name.

An ancient form of J^ Fung.

KEAOU. An undutiful bird.

Same as 1 Win.

Same as % Tsed.

Same as t| Chi.

FIVE STROKES.

PLI. Name of a bird, and of a man.

KAN. The voice of a bird.

A vulgar form of f$j Pun.

HEUEN. Name of a bird.

TIH. A species of duck.

K'HEU. The name of a bird.

Mw

it
2-SSi

TSIH. Name of a bird.

KEA. A species of wild gootc

K'HEU. Name of a bird.

NOO. The name of a bird.

SANG. Name of a bird.

YUE. Name of a bird.

T'HAE. Name of a bird.

LING. Name ofa bird. PTh ling^ the lark

T'MOW.

FiKT I. TOL. til. 10 A

Name of a bird like a watrr duck, and of a blacV colour

MEIH.

Name of a bird which resembles a magpie.

PEIH. Name of a bird.

Rl
MIN, and Wan. Names of a bird.
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1 HO A sort of pheasant or wild fowl; a bird

which resembles the camel, and is a pheasant transformed.

To neaou the ostrich ?

SHH Name of a bird

KEAOU. A small bird which builds a nest

resembling a bag on trees; the taylor bird.

TSZE. Name of a bird.I

*
it

MO. Name of a bird ,
a sort of duck.

LEIH.

Name of a small bird which feeds on fish.

PEEN.

The name of a bird, said to be a species of vulture.

\t

YIH, and Tee. Name of a bird.

CHE. A sort of wild fowl.

ME. Name of a bird.

I
PI KO, and Kea. A kind of goose.

CHA. A bird with variegated feathers ; a cer-

tain water bird that feeds on fish.

tit
"U. Name of a bird ; one sajs resembling a

duck, another resembling a fowl.

TEAOU. Name of a bird. Read Chaou, The

voice of a bird. Read Heaou, The appearance of feathers.

YULN. A sort of fabulous bird. A man's name.

YUEN. The male of a certain bird. Yuen

..... Jl a pair of failhful D 'rd '' much employed to be

emblems of matrimonial fidelity and happiness, by Europeans

called Mandarin ducks. Their prevailing colour is a light yel-

low varied with other colours j the head is red, the wings black

and the tail long. They are considered the emblem of conjugal

fidelity from their never pairing after the death of one
; and

are eaten as a phitre. Foo foo puh ho chay, sze yu sblh che

tselh seang gae lir

ft HI if husband and wife disagree, and one of them

gives these birds secretly to the other to eat, they will imme-

diately love each other tenderly. Yuen yin- v5^ /j&
ifiv '"

the mandarin duck.

TSZE. A certain water bird.

Same as the preceding ; also a female bird.

Same as the following.
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V CHE. A bird resembling a crow, the voice of a bird.

I'll I. Name (f a bird.

v'llhiU. A bird that can imitate human speech;

a parrot. Forms part of the name of a certain insect. Read

Kow, applied also to the name of a bird.

HEAOU, Yaou, or (iaou. Nam.

a bird which has a hoarse or disagreeable note; a bird whose

flesh is not fit to eat ; of another species soup is made.

Name of a brute animal.

FOO. Name of a bird.

CHE, or Te. A certain bird

Same as the preceding.

TAN. A bird.

t TSEU. Name of a bird.

^nwa

WOO. A sort of parrot. The name of a flower.

trl
Same as *| Paou

v\ou.

Name of a bird that rrtemblei a walrr du>k

KOO (hay hoo
jjttJ

ifi a partridge. Ibc
MM) "'"i/

Chinese call it a smaller specie* of the l'in ki-w
ji jW

which is considered a bird of the Culumba species.

Aii ancient form of fif, Kt-ii.

CHUNG. A certain water bird.

TUNG.

A bird that delights in diving to procure ill food

CH-HIH. \ small bird.

YUH. The appearance ol bird* flying fast.

YANG. The female of a pair of birds, much

noticed by the Chinese for their conjugal fidelity, by F.urrpcan*

called Mandarin ducki. See above under %( Yuen.

'kWl
Same as M Yen.

YEW. A sort of bat.

r& Same ag ^| Hing-.
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JUNG. The appearance of certainjbirds flying.

A tort of tile. A man's name.

tf 3L YA. A duck, so called from the sound of its

Babble. The name of a river.

11
Name of a bird. Read Teaou, The eye accustomed to look.

Same as $Jf| Tseu.

SIX STROKES.

\

CHE, and T'hee. Names of birds.

The name of a bird ; birds in eneral

SHE. The name of a bird.

T'HUNG, and Chung. The name ofa bird.

The name of a bird said to bear it* young flying.

TUY. Small birds.

TSKW. Name of a bird.

I

1

KWE1. Name of a bird.

TSEANG. The taylor bird.

/

WOO, and Hoo. The name of a bird.

URH. A kind of swallow.

Same as $j| Yiih.

KWO, and KS. The name ofa bird

/

GAE, and E. A small bird i the laylor bird

A vulgar form of ^ Keuen.

SUNG. The name of a bird of prey, which

ll>

^

I IV

resembles a hank, it devours smaller birds, and is said to be

employed in catching fish.

RUNG. A water bird.

LAE. Name of a bird

YUEN. Name of a bird.
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^'11 Iv A certain iroall bird , an unfledged bird ,

the Yoiceof a imall bird.

/

GAN, or Yen. To look towards t the name

"I a bird, and of a brute animal.

/Tt. HANG. A bird flying.

Ijtfty

3KjL KEAOU. An undutifui bird.

2
HWANG. A small bird.

KEA. Name of a small bird.

HWUY.

A bird a cubit long, and variegated with every colour.

LEE. A bird described as a kind of wood-pecker.

CHOO.

A certain bird of prey, said to have a human head.

RUNG.

A bird resembling a wild fowl which calls out its own name.

:'HEW.

A bird resembling a dove with a comb.

I. VOL. III. 10

nmy
A bird like a water dick. Read Keen, Name of * bird.

SEUN, and Seang. Nimieof , ^u bird.

YANG. The name of a bird laid to bare

only one foot. Read Seang, Flying backward* and forward*.

37

7*<

1

LEO. The name of a bird.

FUH. The name of a bird

KEU. A bird with a while left foot. Rca

How, The root of a feather; newly fledged.

*& KWEI. The name of a bird.

^J
i TE.

*9
A certain wild fowl. Read E, The name of a bird.

K'HEIJH. A sort of dove.

HEANG. The name of a bird.

HUNG. A certain large bird like a geost ;

having white glossy feathers and a long neck, the lesh ii
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deemed excellent, there is a larger and a smaller species* a bird

of passage. Great; vasl. Name of ;\ banner, of a place,

and of a man , a surname.

TS'HZE. Name of a bird.

u

CH'HIH, Or Ts'hTh. Name of a bird.

V

SHIM. A certain water bird.

u

YUH, and Yew. Names of birds.

LO, and Kih. Names of birds.

JOO. The name of a bird.

MOW. Name of a bird.

u

KO. A pigeon ; applied also to the name ofa gourd.

JIN. Name of a bird.

YULN. A bird that being injured burns its

own nest. Narae of a territory. A man's name.

Forms part ofthe name of several birds.

CHOW, and ChaOU. Namo of a bird

Head Teaou, The appearance of a long boat.

fiS^t V . A certain ominous bird, a burned owl..

LAOU. Name of a bird.

Same as SI Ya

TAN.
i>l

The name of a bird; a general term for all

Same as f]H He\v.

Same as ^ Tsoo.

HWUY, The name of a

Same as ^ Che.

TUNG. Name of a bird.

SEVEN STROKES.

KEA,andHee. Names of bird Asurnarac.
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*r>>

Clli: Hircls fi-hlii.-

CHING. Name of a bin!.

K 'HK Name of bird.

T'HOO, and Yu. Nameofahn.l

KEUH. Name of a bird. Read K^w, A bird

called the "hundred tongue bird,? like a pigecui with a comb.

HWAN, and Kwan. Names of birds.

7G!

Same as IfJ Ne, or E, and Gih.

KEA, Name of a bird.

T'HO. Name of a bird.

SEAOU. Name of a bird

POO. Name of a bird.

TSIN. A small bird.

WOO. Name of a small bird.

LE. Name of a bird.

KCUEN. Name of a bird, and of .,

The bird is known by various names t it appcanearly.in

and ii a signal to commence agriculture , id note it <'

mournful, and it occupies the octU of other bird* ; i>

to be a species of the cuckow.

YUE. A water bird.

YUH. Name of a bird.

PO. A pigeon.

MANG.

A species of hank or eagle. Alio read Mang.

SEUN. Name of a bird, and of u cap.\fo

Same as tbe prccedini

PEIH.andKee. Names of a bud.

CHE. Name of a bird,
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I!

A ccrtM bird of Ike pigeon specie* Also read Fow.

I.MU Name of a bird.

YUH. A certain water bird.

An ancient form of ^ Keu.

pj Same as J^ YS.

WANG. A sort of wild fowl.

WOO. A sort of bat.

HE A wild fowl. Name ofan office.

E. The voice of a bird.

KEUN. A fowl without a tail.

.. o

NKilv 4 bird flying. Name of a hird

\*

Y1H. A small dove or pigeon.

$

H
KEIH. The name of a bird.

;fcfL T'HUH.

/WfiJ
Name ofa bird. A bird casting its feathers in autumn ; to moult,

KING. Name of a bird.

LANG. Name of a bird.

Original name of fil; Kw5.

TE.

A bird that delights to fly in flocks and feed on, fish.

GO. A goose, so called from carrying it hed

high and proudly, it is called by various other names. Position

of troops. Name of a plant.

Same as the preceding.

Same as the two preceding.

H1NG. Name of a water bird.

HAN, and K6". Name of a variegated bird

of the fowl species, it crows both at night aud in tb day,
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K'HWANG. Name of a bird.

HUH, Or Hwuh. A water bird resembling

*

a wild goose ; a large wild goose called Hwfih from iU cry.

ReadKwBh, A small bird. Asurname. Read Kaou, The name

of a place. Read KiSh, A mark to shoot at, made of leather.

TOW. Name of a bird.

WOO. A bird that can ipeak ; a parrot, said

to become dumb when itroked on the back.

A vulgar form of |j| Gan.

TSUH. Name of a bird.

KEUE. Name of a bird

YEN. A certain bird of passage.

FANG. Same as $tj Pang.

An erroneous form of Tjfa Hwan

PAOU. A large bird.

i

GAN.

Same a the modern ffE
^g

Gan-tse5. Also read Yea.

K'HEU. The name of a bird.

SHIN. The name of a bird.

T'HE. A kind of hawk.

CHIN. A flock of birds flying.

*iVj An ancient form of m Ya.

PART I. TOT,. III. 10 C

An ancient form of $Hi Go.

An ancient form of tit Che, A sort of pheaiant.

JVIANCj. A bird resembling a hawk, and white.

EIGHT STROKES.

ME1H. The name of * bird.

K'HEANG. Name of a bird.
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6J>M7 I.I II t b,rd with Tiriezaled feather*.*&
'E FE, or Fei The name of % ^kd,

^A
fij)K

CHANG. The name of a bird.

CHI-]. A bird of prey.

^ U H . of a bird considered infelicilouj,

$

\ kind of parrot

SUH. The name of a bird.

<;\OU A certain bird.

-I'NG. A kind of hawk.

~fcL,J*-fe P( ) \V
, and Foo. The name of a Mnall l>,rd

Mm*J

fc
of a bird whote

"i

ING . x bird. Read Pe, The name

its own name.

e of a bird.

fi SH \ \

,^
" A bifd tb" reifln

l
) ' water duck.

and as a igu of drought; it has a disagreeable cry in the

night, and cannot
fly fur.

GAN. The quail.

PUNG. Birds flying all in
confmiyi.

Same as $| MeTb.

TEAOU, and Chaou.

A while phea*ant and wild fowl. Also read ChS.

Same as ^ Han.

P'HANG. A certain fabulous bird.

PING.

A certain divine bird of the southern regions.

K'HIN. Name of a bird.

K>HAN> A bird Peking with its

^-c^ LUH.

itfif
Said to correspond to the modern wild goose.

bill.
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P'HEIH, and Pe. Name of a bird.

Same as the preceding.

TEAOU. The name of a bird; a kind ofhawk;

a buzzard. To carve. Name of an office, and of a country ;

a man's name. A surname.

u

TS'HEO. A bird of poetry. The magpie,

^
said to be the bird which announces glad tidings. Name of a

place, of a hill, and of a person.

KEEN. A species of hawk.

WEI, or E.

Name of a bird ; a small pigeon or do re.

KEUH. Name of a bird.

CHE. A sort of ghost or vampire that origi-

uates from the earth and kills people.

=
->HOO. A certain bird.

MIN. Name of a bird.

CHANG. The name of a certain bird.9

8

ft!

YA. Same as 5& Ya. The name of a place.

YUEN. The name of a bird.

YEN. A certain monstrous bird.

K'HE

A fabulous bird with three heads and six tails.'

Y1H, or Hwo, The name of a bird,

CHUY. A certain bird.

LE. Name of a bird.

YAY. Name of a bird;:

CHUY.

Name of a bird; a species of pigeon, or small dove.

Same as the preceding-.

K'HUNG. A certain monstrous bird.

Same as |fe To.
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I!

'I

-rum bird of Ibe pigeon ipeciei. Alio read Ch.

K\V\\

Name of a bird that reienbles a fowl, hut larger.

TOW. and Too. The tailor b led.

SUING. To ascend.

T'HO. or T3. The name of a bird.

I ' !; \ small species of goose.

as the
preceding.

Yl'KN. A certain bird ; also to fly.

bird found in

Name of a bird

MKK Thr name of a bird.

'i Ike

>m*

NE1H, or Yfh. Certain water birds, said to

conceive by looking at each other.

TSZE.

Name of a certain wild fowl or pheasant found in the east.

LAE.

The name of a bird. An erroneous form of
s|Jl Shwang.

JNG. The name of a bird. An elegant 6fure.

Name of a bird found in the east.

SHUN. A bird of the quail species. Name

of a star, and of a district. Shun IseO che Iwan
Jjfl|

4

the confusion of quails, denotes incestuous intercourse of

the sexes.

u

RANG. The namr of a bird.

KEU. Name of a bird.

KEUH. Name of a bird.

KE. A bird
resembling a water duck.

,
as Shun.
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m

Same as $fk Pei.

WOO. A bird.

CHE. A certain bird.

ts

HUH.

A word that occurs in the Budh hooks. Also read Hwuh.

TSEU. Name of a chaste bird.

Same as m Pun.

YU. Name of a bird.

NINE STROKES.
y

CH'HIH.

A certain elegant water hird, well known in China.

HEUEN, and Seuen. Small birds.

HAN. Birds

HOW. Name of a bird.

PART I. VOL. III. 10 I.

Same as j|| Siili.

CHUN. Name of a bird.

MEAOU. Name of a bird.

HWANG. Same as ft Hwang,

KE1H. Name of a bird.

Vulgar form of
jp| Gan.

JOW. Name of a bird.

Same as
fj|j Gan.

SEANG. Name of a bird.

PUN. Name of a bird.

POO, A species of hawk.

Q]

TS'HEW. \ame of a

|TE. Name of a bird.

birdp
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1C a< the pircrdini; ciianicter.

Y UH A sort of wild fowl

1100.

A water bird with feel, aid to resemble the human foot.

CHI KN. The name of a bird.

Hll

Same as Te.

Same as jBl Kwo.

PAOU. Name of a bird.

LK\V A water bird.

,C& UU ' A certain bird which shews adelermiiued

in

attachment lo a tpot. A bird ofprey

FUH, and P'h5. Name of a bird.

KH\\|;| A small sort of pigeon.

I

" M: Name of a bird.

JU

SEO. Name of a bird.

TSOW. Name of a bird.

KEAE. The male of quails.

..

KEE. A sort of water duck.

YIH. A certain bird

MAOU. Name of a bird.

TSEIH. Name of a bird.

FUH.

Name of a bird. Read PTh, A bird like a fowf.

. U

KEE. A sort of water duck.

_ yw f^^ v v-i j.n , or

^^J
The name of a bird

; a bird hatched in the
evening

CH'HUN. A certain bird.

e$>6
^g.TSUNG. T, g,ther intllefeet, lke. birA
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TUH. A sort of wild fowl.

YEN. A bird,

CHEN. Name of a hill.

HO. Name of a bird ;
a kind of wild cock

daring in battle, from which circumstance its comb becomes

an ornament of soldiers' caps.

YANG. Name of a bird.

YUEN. A certain sea bird.

PEEN.

A light appearance. A surname. Also read Pin;

YU. Name of a bird.

YU. Name of a bird.

YUJN. Name of a tort of fowl, and of a fabu-

lous bird culled Fnng-hirang.

MEI.

To ensnare birds by tome artifice and catch them.

MEI. Name of a bird.

HOO. Name of a bird.

MEAOU. A name of the tailof bird.

MAOU.

Name of a fabulous bird, said to have a human face.

YING. Name of a bird.

'HO. The name of a bird.

MIH. A bird looking affrighted.

CHUEN. A certain bird.

FOW, and Foo. Name of a bird.

MUH. A kind of wild duck.

CH'HUNG. A certain bird ; a small bird fljing.

KE1H. Name of a bird.
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Sam

Same

.Min.

Kfli.

KK Name of "

llcuen. Small birds.

* as Vtion

Name of a bird. The pronunciation'
is nol

trS SKIH The name of a bird

KI-'.l'N. The name of a bird.

Ill \ Tli<- name of a bird.

SI IK Name of a bird.

1'VHl . N.uiie of a bird.

TEN STIIOKICS.

Vulgar form of 1| Milh

M

>r\

*

TS'HANG. A certain large water bird.

FANG. Name of a bird.

KOW. Name cf a bird.

Same as ;|| H3. Head Huh. The name of a city.

Original form of ^ Mth.

YING, A certain bird known by Tarioui

names. Variegated feathers. The Galbula or Witwall; a

kind of thrush. Yingko'*^J^|
a kind bfparrol. Yingfung

a species of hornet.

SE1H. Name of a bird ; bird's food.

CHIN. A flock of birds (lying.

YUEN. Name of a bird.

POVV. Name of a bird.

YUNG. Name of a bird.

Same as ^ Ko.
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HEEN. Vulgarly but erroneous!; read Keen,

The appearance of flying.

i SEUH. The name of a bird

UNG. The name of a bird.

PWAN The name of a birdl

YUEN, Name of a bird.

SZE. Name of a bird.

HEA. A bird.

An ancient form of jH Cher*.

V

O. A bird that flie high ; name ofa bird re-

V
sembling the stork. Seen hs

/jjjj $j]|
so called from the Seen

genii being said to ride upon it in the air. Hae ho

a sea bird, a bird often referred to by the Chinese.

TSOO. Name of a bird.

T'HA. Name of a bird.

PiRT I. VOL. III. 10 B

A vulgar form of
fjjf|

Teaou.

T'HANG. Name of a bird.

HEA, and 113. N'ame of a certain bird.

SHA. Flying fash

JO. Name of a certain bird*.

P'HE. The name of a bird.

LEW. Name of a bird.

FOO Name of a birdi

TSEIH. A sort of bird.

IVW UH. A pigeon or dove ; name of an of-

lice ; a certain kind of boat. Read Hflh, A species of hawk.

KEEN. Certain birds that always fly in pain.

A bird of prey, said le spare pregnant birds.
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II \V \ kind of fowl.

TS/K. The name of a bird which dives deep

into tb*water and catcbe* fih which it eats

Same as the preceding.

TSING

An undefined word which occurs in the Budh books.

\f

N K I H. or Ylh. A certain water bird

YAOU. Name of a bird of prey.

Name of a bird i a species of quail.

KK The bird which knows the houie and timet

A fowl; the fowl ipecief ; the name of a place. A surname.

Yihchlhke -^||afol. Rung keMfc H the male-^^ /*H A'iH^ ^Ai"f

. f the fowl ipecie. Ke keen ^ ^ the unnatural crime

l>.m. KeM ^^ fow |-5 tongue,' seems lo denote

:.lori. Kc ming chin
(' p|X ^ a sort of pillow placed

i.-i the cufio of Chine*-, both poor and rich.

VING. Name of a bird

I,Kill Name of a bird.

eI

T'HEEN, and Chin. Name of a bird.

K'HEU.

Name of a bird with the left foot white.

Same as ftl Chih.

MEIH, and Mee. Name of a bird.

f**HOW. From a bird in a shell. Young

birds which are unable to feed themselves
; those which cai

as chicken, are called TE Tsoo.

THE, and Sze. Names of birds.

Same as the preceding.

^ NE1H. The name of a bird and of a plant

KUNG. A bird resigning its food.

TOO. A kind of nipigeon.

MA. The name of a bird.

GO. The name of a bird.
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M

KIH. The name of a bird.

Same as $3| Ke.

SEEN. A bird.

Same as f Chen.

KEAOU. An undutiful bird.

Same as | Suh.

ELEVEN STROKES.

u

TSEIH. A certain bird

CHIN, or Shin. A bird of prey.

TSUNG. Name of a bird.

HOO, or Koo. Name of a bird.

KWEI. A bird.

MAE. A kind of swallow, soraeiay A ipsrrow.

Same as ^ MeTh.

TEIH, and ChTfh. A kind of wild fowi.

SHANG. Name of a bird.

MIH. Name of a bird.

KEIH, and Leih. Names of birds.

T'HWAN, and Chung. Nameofabird.

CRAY. A partridge.

MIN. Name of a bird.

t>
K'HE. Name of a bird.

I \f

SEIH. The name of a bird.

GAOU. An ominous bird with a white head

and red bill. A bird said to have a human face.

YAOU, or Wei.

The crowing or keckling of fowls
;
the crj ofbirds to each other.
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KO\V Name of a bird.

rllUNG. The name of a bird.

~
! I : N A bird resembling the stork.

TSEIH The name of a bird.

*&AE. (-11 HANG The name of a bin'.

A.,>J

iM

ft!

L
;IJ

Same as the
preceding.

?ame as the preceding,

An erroneous form of

CHIH. A certain water bird.

CHANG. A certain water fowl.

Ik. A bird of prey ; any ravenous animal :

to grasp j to seize by violence. Read Ch?h, Doubt, mspicion,
violent conduct. Read Ch8, To strike.

i

A-

/==*

Bird's e
gs-

CAN. A
quail.lm

r

my
<:E A 80rt of water duck.

*E.

A certaio water bird. A

^& P'HEAOU.

Transformation of a bird. A bird flying tightly.

U

SUH. A certain bird.

NAN, and Han.

-A bird's name. Read Nan, To

Name of a bird, called on the

tsze keang Teen lew^ || said to referable the quail,

YUNG. Name of a bird.

LEO. A bird.

LOW.

Answer, to a modern wild gooie. Also read Loo.
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1

LE Name of a bird.

U

PEIH. Name of a bird.

MANG. Name of a bird.

TSAN. A certain bird.

SHWANG.
~w

A divine bird of the western regions. Name of a* horse.

TSO. Name of a bird.

YU. Name of a bird.

Original form ofg| Gow. Read Yew, A water bird.

CHUNG. Not going ;
not progressing.

T'HEEN. A duck.

Same as %fc Che.

LING. The name of a bird.

Same as U Le.

Same as U Chth.

K'HAN. A bird pecking at a thing.

TWELVE STROKES.

WOO. Name of a bird.

FART I. TOb. III. 10 t

Same as $=, Hung.

TANG. The name o a bird.

u

KEUE. The name of a bird. Agate way;

the Imperial gate. A path in a gate way, or through a gate ;

a path leading inward ; a path leading to a tomb j a lacant

place.

L
YIN. A sort of hawk.

T'HAN. The young of wild fowl or pheasant?.

Read Te, and She, Certain birds ; also to spread out grain.

w SZE.

A bird employed in catsbiog fisb, A pecie* of pelican.
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SHOO V,me of.1,irdre.embling aduck.
||
%?& ! EANG ' Name, of a bird.

t I 1 1 1 1 A bird rrwmbliug a duck but larger.

HKIH. The name of bird

TSEAOU. A certain small bird.

I' A certain bird.

Original form of $jn Lew.

JEN. The name of a bird

HWA.

Varne of a bird reiembling the fowl sprnr.

TUNG. A certain water bird.

)H*1

|k
T> v]

V I

certiin bird, with bit-litc

Tlie name of a bird.

CHANG. The feathers of a bird.

A bird of the fowl species with handome

feathers, which it \t said to admire in the reflection of water;

called by a variety of names, some of which correspond to

that of thf Gold pheasant.

An erroneous form of J| Ying-.

An erroneous form of |i

A vulgar form of M Kee.

KE. A certain "bird.

SUH. A certain bird.

HWANG. A certain bird.

HOW. Name of a bird.

FAN. Th name of a bir

SHING Part of the narae cf a bibird.
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LEIH. A bird like a hawk but larger.

TSIN. A word used for a fowl.

K'HE. Name of a bird.

, or Naou. A certain bird.

KEAOU. Name of a bird.

LEAOl). Name of a small bird.

Same as
ij!^

Yin. A certain plaj in imitation of

wallows dipping into the water.

KAOU. Name of a bird.

/

TSEW. The name of a bird. The name of

a hill in India where it is said Budha was born.

SHUN. Name of a bird.

WEI, or Hvruy. A bird flying.

A vulgar form of the following.

fl

4TT

HfciEN. A certain bird in form resembling

a wild fowl, its tail is three or four cubits long.

T'HOO. The name of a bird.

CHUH. The name of a bird.

SZE. The name of a bird.

MAE. Name of a bird.

K'HEU. A certain bird.

TSUN. A local word for fowl.

YUH. A bird remarkable for knowing ap-

proaching rain. The appearance of flying fast. Read ShSh,

A certain bird.

. A certain bird.

091

n!

,

YING.

The bird that aniwers to man's bidding. The bawk or

falcon. Also the eagle; applied to the cockatoo, and to the

owl.

PUN. ame of a D j r(j
. a wa(er b!r<1
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LOO. Name oft white water lird that flics in

Plh loo
f^J
9 name of an office.

ITM. Name of a bird.

Original form of
f| Tseaou.

Same as the preceding.

J g|
T'HOO. A bird with a feather horn.

PfMIM
An ancient form of fta Taou.

?ame as $1 Jen.

K'HOW. Name of a bird.

CHUN. A certain bird.

S.me a.
gft H. A|, a ,ort of .ilk.

MING. No definition is given.

An ancient form of ^ Fung.

THIRTEEN STROKES.

VL? An erroneous form of i Nine-

ty H77

GO, or Y8. A kind of wild magpie; a bird

which knows whut is future. Read He5, A small pigeon.

NUNG, and Neang. same as
-]4 Hung

UM

GO, or Hea. Name of a bird.

LEW. Name of a bird.

LEW. A sort of bat.

E. Name for the swallow.

\

KEA. Name of a bird.

KWEI. Name of a bird.

P'HEIH. A sort of water duck.

K'HWEI. The name of a bird.
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CHO, Chfih, and Tuh.

Names of birds. Name of a pavilion or temple.

Jll

if

LO. A bird resembling a duck but smaller.

GAOU. The name of a bird.

K'HE. The name of a bird.

E. A certain species of wild fowl.

Same as SS Chih.

TSAN. Name of a bird.

TSOO. Name of a bird.

HWAN.

To fly round , a sort of water bird. Also read Seuen.

u

KEIH, Heth, and KeaOU. Name ofa bird.

HUH, and Kwuh. A sort of hawk.

lfp)|=t KO. Name of a bird.1

PART I. VOL. III. 10 C

Same as |f| K'heu.

hfc*|2u
CHLN. A certain ominous bird, that por-

tend the fall of a dynasty.

CHIH. Name of a bird.

Name of a bird that frequents the water.*U.

A vulgar form of ggg Luy.

CHEN. A certain bird of prey, said to be

yellow in colour, rapid in its flight, to
fly with a tremulous

motion of its wings against the wind, and to pounce particular-

ly on the pigeon species, which it devours.

NEE.

A bird that knows the good or ill fortunes of men.

YANG. A bird of the hawk kind.

Same as j| Loo.

Same as ^ Shun.

KEEN. The feathers in a particular manner.
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A water bird. Ttia pronunciation it not ki\w:i.

I A.\(J. Name of a bird.

HOU A wild duck.

PIN. Tbe appearance of dying. Name ofa bird.

FOURTEEN STROKES

Nl.\G. Name ofa bird, aUothe young ofquail. k

O, or G5, and Hoo. A water bird.

YING. Name ofa bird that sings well.

MUNG, and Mang. Names of birds.

LAN. Name of a bird.

KUH. Name of a bird

CHOW. A bird of the fowl species.

IIEUN.

Ucun boo HIK a certain infelicitoui bird.

11

TSJNG. Name of a bird.

5? UK, and Me. A poisonous bird.

YING. Name of a bird.

MUNG. Name of a bird.

II

TE1H. A wild fowl with along tail, a

o

GO, or O. A sort of
eagle.

. Certain bird* that flock together.

Same as || Keuh.

pheasant .

Same as E* Tsze.

Same as
Yang.

YUNG. Name of a bird

KWO, Name of a bird.
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family

YU. Name of a bird.

TS'HAE, Name of a bird.

A form of fi| Chen.

LEW. The eggs of a certain bird.

PUB, and P5. A certain water bird.

LO. Name of a bird.

TSEE. A small fowl.

CHIN. A certain water fowl.

MEE. A name of the tailor bird.

KWANG. Name of a bird.

Name ofa bird. The pronunciation is not known.

LUY. luy ,hoo
ffltjfl a species of baf, known

also by several other names.

YE, or Nee. A sort of water- duck

Same as ^ Loo.

LA* The appearance of ftying up.

Same, as g Le.

SIXTEEN STROKES.

LOO. The
fishing cormorant.

KWO, or H8. Name of a bird.

Same as ^ H5.

Same as || Yuh.

Same as || Keuh.

MANG. Name of a bird.

LUNG. A small bird.

TSEEN. Name of bird.
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r* '

%

l.\K. Name of a bird.

Vl'KN A certain bird

I M II. Name of a bird.

TNVAN A certain bird

T'HL'H. Name of a bird

CAN The quail

II WAN. The name of a river.

SHWANG.

Xame of a bird, that flia before the fall of hoar frott.

YO. Name of a bird.

FING,

A bird tbt it heard m spring and if lilent n summer

nit

A " erro"eous form of

T
}-itl Original form of

Same as SH Mee.

LOO. Name of a bird.

Same as | Ling.

K'HOW. Same as & Kuh.

HWUY. Name of a bird.

KWAN. N'aine of a certain water bird, which

from its fondness for water, always begin* to sing at the ap-

proach of rain.

KEU, and Hen. A great bill or mountain)

a moor or common ; a plaro of resort ; an old town or citj ;

place of resort for the purposes of commercial traffic. A deep

valley. Read Kwan and Reuen, Names of birds.

Same as ^ Luy.

HEUN. A monstrous bird.

E. A sort of water bird.

I pi"*a. Name of a
large beautiful bird.
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LWAN. A certain fabulous bird called di-

vine, and adorned with every elegance of figure and colour,

as well as every charm of voice.

Same as Ht Man.

Same as |g Ho.

LO. The name of a bird.

K'HEO. Name of a bird with three crests.

PAOU. A bird.

KEO. A bird that resembles a fowl,

KWAN. Name of a bird.

KEUN. A certain bird.

NEAOU. Name of a bird.

T'HEE. Name of a bird

Same as ff| Ling.

MAN, and Mun.

A bird with one eye, one foot, one wing, &e.

Jfpfe
Same as If Luy, A kind of bat.

CXCVII TH RADICAL.

LOO. Salt land j natural sail. Mame of a

place, and of a fragrant plant. Fume. A surname. Used

to denote a great shield. Loo ju j|| JEg
a'ted fish. Loo

yen r& S Loo i natural salt; Yen is salt manufactured.

Same as the preceding.

P4RT I. VOt. III. 10

CH'HIH. To hunt,

T'HOW. The name of a place.

RANG. A salt marsh j also the name ofa place.



; *!
' \ : ral.

,y.|

>

;:
v MN(J -<M! and hitter: tiiv

AM iincii'iH for:!; Tan.

CHI N Salt taste; very

KIN(J. I wide.

An ancicut form of S Tan Also a surname

I.ING Salt.

Same as Y

SEAOU. To make salt by fire.

LOO Name of a leguminous plant.

KKKN
Soia,.Ueitilutcoflaile

THAN Taste

C 1IANG Tbc Violent of a natural MIt.

Same as f

,^ Yen.

NJNE STROKES,

WEI. Salt.

HAN, Keen, and Kan, The i asi, ,,,

water; salt taste, salted; preserved in brine; the name ofa place.

TS'HOW. Salt.

K'HAN., A very salt taste.

Same as. $& Tow.

PEEN. A local word for salt.

f
An ancient form of j=l Tan.

JTTI

ISM

I1WAE. Sail.

^

KOO. A local word for

WAN. Salt.

salt.
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KAN, or Keen. Salt of a particular kind

formed into a mass, its tnsle isjexceedingly inferior.

T'HAN.

An ancient form of Hp How, applied to strong tastes

TSO.

A salt taste; a strong taste. Also read Tsze.

Same as ,|f Tsan.

KAN, or Keen. A bitter taste ; an exces.

sively salt taste. A lye for washing with. Soap.

TSEUE. Salt brine or pickle.

K'HEUH. Salt brine.

KEEN, or Yen. A kind of lye.

ame

KAN. A salt taste
; excessively sail.

ca- - YEN. Salt, salted, to salt. Name of a lake,mv
of a hill, and of an ancient state. Name of a certain sonjj.

TSE. A salt taste.

T'HEIH. Salt tasle.

KAN. Salt taste. Read Tan, Tasteless.

Original form of jfg Tso,

SB HWAE. A local word for salt.

Salt, The pronunciation is not known.
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CXCVIII RADICAL.

LUH.

Deer, one of
t^c

most timid of animals. The male is called

[
Ke. Ihe female Jg Yew, and the young & Me. Lfih

f n uted in a great variety of proper names.

YEW.

A female of the deer ipecie*. A doe f a roe. ew hew

euen J' n ||[ !Pj! JJT& denotes MTeral men debauching

one woman by turui.

TS'HOO. Open, large, coarse.

A itag-like animal with feel resembling a

dog s it has a long tutk on each tide of it> mouth, and is fond

"ffi;bting. KemubB Q name of a fruit.

Same as the preceding.

SZE, and Kc A deer two years old.

H WAN. A one year old deer.

\

(.AOL A young deer

GAOU. The young of a deer.

FOO. A species of deer.

Same as If Keen

A word that occurs, but no meaning

of an adima)

deer in some respects. Read Peaou, A martial appearance.
Name of a plant. To eradicate plant,; a bird changing it,

colour or
casting its feathers.

Same as J| Lin.

Same as |& Ke.

An animal
resembling a deer.

An ancient form of jfe Hoo.

CHA, or Tso. The appearance of a deer.
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TSOO. Coarse.

HOO. Name of an animal,

Same as M Yew.

PAOU. A large sort of deer.

1 SOU. The young of certain deer; local

word for a child. Coarse j distant.

KEUN.

A timorous deer; the name of a country, and of a district.

u

SANG. An animal resembling a deer.

KEA. A male deer; a buck.

PUN. A female deer.

HWAN. An animal resembling a deer.

YIN. A female deer.

KWEI. A sort of deer.

FACT I. VOL. III. 10 I

An animal uf the deer species, larger

than the deer, and having a long tail, said to be a leader

to flocks of deer.

K.ti. A large species of deer. Name of a river .

KEEN. A strong kind of deer.

Same as the preceding.

A large species of deer, compared to a buffalo. Water

plants mixed. A surname.

ME. Name of a He'en district.

The name of an animal. Pronunciation not known.

GOW. Name of an animal.

Same as Jfl Nwan.

Same as ^1 Peaou.

LIN. Name of a fabulous bird.
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-KVEN STROKES.

YU. A male deer.

r\\ AN A name of a lion.

LEW. A species of deer.

CHIN. A female deer.

Y1NG. A deer

KEUN. An animal of the stag species.

T'HING. The appearance of a deer running.

HbiAOU. A certain animal ominous of good.

YIN. Name of an animal.

LIN. Name of a fabulous bad. Abo used

(or a \tfft female deer.

Same as & Too.

TSOO. The young of deer.

Same as m Lin.

YU. A wild ass.

TSEU. A small deer.

YUEN. Deer.

KWAN. A species of deer.

i
The flesh of deer; an excellent kind of deer.

WEI.

CHUY. A one year old deer.

NE.

A certain lion like animal. A young deer. A man'* name.

K. Hlli. A certain fabuloui animal, otherwise

called Ke lin EH K5 it is said to appear as a sign of great

ages being born into the world. The male it called Ke, the

female Lin.

K'HEW, and Kaou. A male deer.
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The foot of a hill , a wood or forest at the foot of a hill.

KtiU.N . A species of deer exceedingly timorous,

flies from its own shadow when drinking in a brook. Read

Kw5n, To bind or lie fast.

KING. An aoimal resembling a deer.

Same as Mf Me,

LE. From a stag walking alone in search- of food.

An elegant gait. Good; elegant; graceful; beautiful; fair;

attached or bound to; flowery; luminous; bright manifesta-

tion ; to give munificently. Name of a territory, and of a hill.

A small boat ; it enters into the composition of various proper

names. Me le
Bp

fe elegant, applied to persons or to dres r

or te the furniture of a house.

Seems the name ofan animal. The sound not known.

HEANG. The musk
-,
the navel of an animal.

An ancient form of ^ Yew.

CHOO. A species of deer,

KEA, A stag which sheds its- horns in summer.

CAN.

An animal resembling a goat ; but larger. Also read Han.

NWAN. A. young deer.

M.L. A young deer; a young animal ofany kind.

Same as li Ghoo.

TEN STROKES,

ME.

The print of a deer's foot; a deer to entice otheri.-

LEIH. A female deer.

An ancient form of Le.-

A'. form of'jB. Tsoo.

LING. A deer.

PEIH. Young; of deer.

SUH. The print of a deer's foot.
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SHAY, and Shth. \ .rail! animal like

deer which eipeU from in naycl fragrant substance; the

.. or inuik animal

IT. AOl* A species of deer.

CHANG.

A wnall tpeciesofdeer, id to be a very pretty animal.

I

LIN. A stag f a large size. A certain animal

of a benevolent nature and disposition , a fabulous animal, said

to appear at a prognostic of sages being born into the world;

one appeared at the birth of Confucius. The name of a

district Used to denote the li^ht of fire; iple.idour Lin che

I jlL
* * n ar|d heir.

PUH. Deer following each other.

Mi:. Deer.

Same as M Joo.

^J LING A Urgesheep, or species of antelope.

\I".E. Deir following each other.

[J|*^i*
KING. A large species of deer.

YU. The appearance of deer herding together.

LUH. Name of an animal.

TSE. Name of an animal.

YU. An animal resembling a deer but larger.

JO W, SeU, and Now. The young of deer.

CHOO. An animal resembling a deer.

LING.

'A large sheep,
' or species of antelope wilh small horns.

ME. The young of deer.

GAN. A mountain sheep or goat,

TS'HOO. To take long leaps, to be afraid of

'aud^take precautions against. Large; coarse , rough ; Tulgan

remiss. A kind of coarse shoes or saudals.

CH'HIN. Deer running and railing a duit
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CXCIXTB RADICAL,

MIH. The bearded grain. Wheat, of which

tcreral species are distinguished. A surname. Tsoo. mlh

fft
?&. oats, not esteemed. Ta mih

~fc $ji or Ta tsoo-mih

JU
jjfl

jfc barley, thought unfit for human food.

A vulgar form of the preceding.

Same as |fo Keuh.

An erroneous form of , ^f Meen

LING. To insult.

Vulgar form of ^ Mang.

^\^ YIH. Broken husks of grain. A man's name.

TSAE. A ferment for making liquor.

/WP HE1H, and Hwo.^u
A very hard kind of wheat ; the wheat before being husked.

V

""HO. A species of cake.

SHAN. A ferment for making liquor;

NA. To mix with wheat.

ft

Rltf K'HEU. Wheat not arriving at maturity.

I'ARI I. VOL. Ill- 10 K

CH'HAOU. Wheat boiled and broken down.

HEIH. Wheat

HVVUH. A', kind of flour cake.

|MjA PE. Wheat boiled and broken down.

TOW. Wheat.

FOO. A small kind of wheat which bat hat

the husk taken off. The name of a fruit.
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jAr SHUH. A surname

M.I

A fcrnwmt for making liquor. Alto read Kwei.

T Ill'N. A species of rake

MEEN. Wheaten floor.

A word that occurs in the Budh books. Also read Gaou.

K'HE. A wheaten cake

FIVE STROKES.

T HO A kind oft
An erroneous form of $jf *uh, or Sec.

?uL
A vul

'
r

Jt

'
rar form of

Same as ^ Chaou.

or

i

PAOU. A sort of cake.

K'HEU. A particular kind ofwhealen cake.

Same as ^ Keuh.

T HOW. A species of cake.

O, and Hea. A cake ferment for liquors.

TEE.

A kind of cake. Read NeeD Name of a medicinal plant.

K'HEU. Wheat boiM to a thick consistence.

i VL^

>|l>
M1H. Tins charactct is not well Understood.

MOW. Wheat.

PING. A kind of cake.

5| T'HUNG. A sort of cake.

K'HEUH.

A ferment for making spirits. Also a surname.
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KIH. Wheat broken down.

TUY. A sort of cake.

MOW.
Barley, in Chinese called large wheat.

Mow mih %& j&H barley and wheat.

jV v

XJ^XJ KEU. Name of a plant.

CHUEN. The stalk of grain.

PUNG. Roasted wheat

'JP
SHA. Wheat broken down to grits.

J3B Same as m Suh.

PO. Wheat broken down to gi'its.

Same as
j Poo.

Same as |f KeQh,

HWAN, and Hwan.

A sort of ferment for making liquor. Wheat unbroken.

FOO. The husk of wheat.

. Grain boiled in water to a thick coniiitencc

HEEN. Whealen grits.

LE. Liquor distilled from wheat.

KO.

A sort of cake ; a ferment for liquor Also read Lo.

T'HAOU. A kind of cake.

HWAN. Wheat unbroken.

. Dried boiled grits.

NEE. A sort of dumpling.

Y^ff^
K'HE. A sort of cake.

K'HWAN. A sort of cake.

LAE, or Lelh. Wheat.
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HI H Wheat.

PO\V. u. l',M). A kind of cake.

Grain prepared in a certain way,

Same as
|jj HwQh.

A kind of

V \V. The husk of wheat.

l 'HAN, orTsan.
of

Flour cakMi imall cakei for ferments.

K'HEUH. A ferraent for

Same as Tovr.

K'HO. A kind of cake.

FOO. Wheat springing up again.

Same as |lf Suh.

Vulgar form of f^j Meen.

UHAOU. Graiu boiled and reduced to grits.

HOO. Vulgar form of Hoo.

Occur, uJ for
|| Reuh. A .urnamc .

Le.

Grain boiled and reduced to
grits.

\ sort of congee or gruel.

MOW.

A particular kind of wheat, called '

spriog wheat.

U

SO. Dry cakes.

TEN STROKES.

? SUH, and See.

The refuse of p0unded rice ; what remain, in the .orlar.

j Same as |ft pe .
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TSO, and'Tsze.

To grind wheat
,
to pound. Cleansed or husked wheat.

MUNCi.

Ferments clothed with a sort of mould.

YUN, Or Wan. Fermenting cake of liquor*

A vulgar form of /ma Pe.

SO. A sort of cake.

Wheat coarsely ground; the refuse of ground wheat.

K'HUH A sort of cake or ferment.

PO. A sort of cake.

LOW. A kind of cake.

MO. To husk.

Same as ^ K'huh.

FART I. TOL. III. 10 L

199th Radical. XII. Mih

LEEN. Barley.

SEUEN. Wheat.

Vulgar form of ffl So

TSEANG. Spoiled flour.

MWAN. A kind of dumpling.

CH'HIH. Wheat broken down to grits.

GAOU. Roasted dry; dried in the sun.

PEIH. A kind of cake.

!~ Same as <ff Mow.

So>

MUNG. A kind of fermenting cake.

TE. A certain form of pastry.
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-! ^ lYa. broken down; a cake.

I.KKN. A kind of i-akc

T'HAN. A tasli- tlint remains long.

>m:\

Barley tie* It ripe; caltei made of new wheat

K\\

"iig, A kind of fermenting cake.

THIRTEEN STHOKIX

* Same as Fung

"

K'UKI

A kind of
dumplinjr.

& ">V.\\ A cake

SAOU. Dry flour.

Original form of ^ Chili.

Same as ^ Mung.

KWANG. Large wheat, or barlejv

J.UNG. A kind of cake.

Same as Lae.

to sprout.
NEE. Wheat that has l>e<ran

wM P0 - A kind of cake.

Fl'lVfu - A certain preparation of boiled wheat.

. A kind of cake.

' Wtcatbrui^ to grih and boiled.
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CC TH RADICAL.

m MA. Name of an instrument of music. A sur-

name. A plant of which the skin is made inlo cloth, and the

seeds eaten. Hemp.

1/lL Same as $ Me.

;ft>;i

SHO. To cure disease.

An ancient form of jj Me.

' Yaou mo smol!; delicate, mi-

v
|/ LEIH. Tlie signs of the heaveni ; the motions

of the heavenly bodies. Read Me, The light of the sun.

SAN. To dislike
; to reject.

Cg^ HWUY. A colour; * standard; a banner ,

J
that with which a signal is made in armies ; to make a signal

to with a
flag, or with the hand. Speed ; celerity ; quickness.

nute; an interrogative particle. Shin mo or Sh mo

what?

\

ME. Name of an ancient woman.

i,
and Fun. To separate; to scalier.

SAN. To dislike; to reject.

Same as Elf Me.

Jjf- YUEN. A field of hemp.
>

HWUY. To wave a
flag.

vlrF
K52^ PUN. Hemp boiled.

}
K'HEW. Hemp.

BfeS^ MO. To go away.

CHOO. Hemp seed.
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te I l'\\ Horn,,

Raw hemp.

SKI II Fine cloth.

The stem of the hemp plant.

N\\ AN

';

Fragrant. A man's name Al*o read NUB.

!^^^"

r- T'HOW. A" white sort of hemp.*

K'HUH. Raw hemp.

An ancient form of Tsow.

ME.

Ripe or fully boiled; broken; destroyed. Also read Mei.

iCi
\^ Same as M Pei.

ME. A black sort of millet.

HWUY.

A
flag or banner; to make signal, by waring a

flag.

FEI. Hemp iu a disordered tate, or not dressed.

FUN, or Fe. A species ofhemp seed.

the preceding-.&

P'HO. Hemp from which oil it extracted.
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CCI ST RADICAL.

HWANG.

The colour of the earth; yellow. The name of a hill, of an

ancient country, of a district, and of an office. Forms a part

of various proper names. Hwang fung f|f HCT; a species of

wap. Hwang hwuy sth^ JjJ^ ^j dark drab colour. Hwang

le ijlf jpltlie thush gabbula. Hwang tseu enW Jj& hades,* ^* ifv"v 3?\ /$\.

or the regions of the dead. Hwang-shwang-hwae seen sang

j^C ^ jjy^ y /+t an eminent Canton literary man, who

lived about A. D. 1450; he wrote a very spirited paper to the

emperor Ying-tsung j - on restoration to the throne.

KIN. A yellow colour.

KWANG

A martial appearance; valiant; bold; commanding.

r *

VL
K'HANG. A yellow colour.

T'HWAN. A yellow colour.

T'HUN. Yellow.

CH1H, or Tsfh. A yellow colour.

PART I. TOL III. 10 M

T'HEEN.

A light yellow colour. Alio read TiiSen.

T'HOW. A yellow colour. Certain yellow

bits of silk hanging from the cap over the can. Occurs in the

*-*-

sense of VjTj Yen.

HWUY. A yellow colour.

CHIN. A yellow colour.

Occurs in a piece of poetry, but not understood.

'HWUY. A fresh bright yellow. ReadHwa.Yellow.

^

* CH'HUNG.

Yellow colour; flaps that hang orer t lie cars from a cap.

T'HEEN. A yellowish white colour.

KWANG . Broad and clear ; the light of fire.
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HKI'N \ reddish yellow.

CMUKN A yellow colour.

THUN.

A jcllow colour. A imn'tname. Also read T'hwan.

HUNG.

A sort of rush or rattan that ma; be worei.

YUN. The face wrinkled.

Sime a* HWIIJ. Read E, Yellow jaundice.

TS'HEO. Skin a lightish yellow.

colour.

TSKEN. Yellow.

CHEN. Yellow.

Same as Uf Yaou.

1'HUN. A ydlow colour. A man', name.

HWANG. Disease.

-

^
no

A form of $ Hwuy.

T'HWAN. A yellow colour.

TEN STROKES.

HWANG. The yolk of an
eg,

Same as ^ Yun.

An ancient form of $$ Heung.

Same as |^ Fow.

LAOU. A yellow colour.

CHEN. Yellow colour.

KWEI - A di appearance.
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HWANG. A fiery appearance.

HUNG, or Hang. A school or college.

Same as t
'

Laou.

TS'HEO; Skin of a light yellow.

CCII ND RADICAL.

SHOO. Grain ; a kind of millet. The name of

a place, of a bo*, of a yellow bird, and of an insect. Acer-

tain plant.

Ik
JOO. An adhesive kind of rice; to paste.

if

NEIH, and Jin. To paste or glue to.

A kind of glue or paste, used in making shoes. Black j

many ; an epithet
of the people of China. The name of a dis-

trict, of a hill, of a river, and of a stone. A surname.

Same as the preceding.

An original form of Heang.

The sound of this character is no4 known. An

animal of the mus species.

a

LE. Many ; a multitude.

NEIH, and Jlh. To paste or glue lo.

. To paste.

HOO. To paste to.

KIN. To paste to.

PAOU. The husk of millet.

^ NA. To paste together.

NEEN. Viscous substance ; paste ; to paste , to

fasten together,
or against a board or wall with adhesive sub-

stance; to be connected with a person; the came of a placs.
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\l To paste.

as Hoo.

PEE Fragrant.

HOO. Paste ; to paste together.

I,K. The mind agitated.

CHOO. To paste to.

NA- To paste together.

EIGHT STROKES

t. Without iiKerinisii)ii; without stopping

To Itrike asidr. One sayi To paste together.

Nil. To winnow \\heat.

D.KEU A |>eciri t.f millet , IP adhesive sort i.frice

KEEN.

A dry sort of rice, without the -viscous quality of others.

5%* PE. A kind of millet.

NEEN. The heart adhering to something.
-

PIH.

ffl

To p'uck off the lower spoiled leaves froTO millet aod pulse.

Same as ^ Tung,

SHAE. Dry ; not adhesive.

Millet or grain, of uhith paste is made.

Adhering together as when pasted ; mutually adhesiye; stick-

ing together.

Same as f Hoo.

Rke and millet growing thinly.

T'HAOU. A particular kind of millet.

CH'HE, and Le.

A glutinous adhesive kind of substance
; paste.
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Ti"

i

NEIH. To paste or adhere together.

LEEN. Rice carried in a cart.

MA. Name of a grain.

CHIH. Adhesive rice ; the appearance of stick-

ing or being pasted together.

vulgar form of
|||.

Keen.

NUNG.

A general term for all fruit*. To plough and sow.

as

KEA. A name of grain.

E. The appearance of adhering or being pasted.

LUNG.

The appearance of being pasted or adherinir,.

CCIII" RADICAL.

H1H. The colour produced b'y smoky exhala-

tions; black; dark; dull; obscure; the colour that was "es-

teemed during the Hea dynasty. A dark spot; name of a place,

and of a river ; a surname. HTh ho BS "ft* ' black goods,'

and Hth yen 'black smoke,' are slang phrases for
/

opium, used by the native dealers in it. Hth che ma
''['!
Tllf

~/r Mt a name of the Sesamun Indicum. Tsaou go chay

mingshoo hlh tseth *$t SI 3k . ^ Si. ^ the name
J> 'M ^P HI <>

of the wicked are written in a black book. Hih chaou

"^~JJ
or Gae chaou

JRJ rjrj
edict announcing the death of an

emperor.

An original form of the preceding.

rART 1. VOL. III. 10

m
TfiJLi

E. Very black colour.

Same as it Puh.

An ancient form of ^ King.

A form of m E.

Same as SS Yen.
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M- KAN. BUck, djrk; drk bUck

itfl
_- *

II A I'. Black trace* or tcion ery black.

TOO, A rerjbUck colour; a dirty black colour.

Cl TEIH, and Ch5.

A bUck or red ipot put <>n Hie face iotentionall j bj females.

m Black

HWAN. To icratch till a tore arises.

Same as |fc Tun.

gs7-
tHBEN

;

-

Black ; black hair; a designation of the people of China,

introduced bj Tiin the first universal monarch of the Chi-

nctc Utci

It
TAN. picegs and dirt ipenpiration and blackness

. Black; the appearance of any thing growing

YEW. A form of , Yew,

KEEN. Black; black skin.

T'HUN. Black. A jellow blackish colour.

(

MIH. A dog driving out a person for a while.

Dark; still; in a deep sombre recess; silent. A surname.

Keen roTh *H? ?fr complete silence, as if the mouth were

sewed up. MTh jen urh tso JW $K
TfTJ ^ sat in silence.

T'HAE, Very black.

HANG. A black appearance.

SHOO. Black,

TAN. A black colour.

MLIH. A word that refer* to certain puniih-

ments inflicted after three years.

Same as

Same as

FIVE STROKES.

K'HEEN. A light jellow and dark colour.

Name of a rirer, and of a district.
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TiTV

T'HAK. A black line painted instead of the

hair of the eye-brow, which has been previously removed.

CH'HUH. To blame and to degrade ; to put

out of office; to expel ; to drive away -,
to exterminate.

MEI. Alight dark colour. Some say, Very dark.

00TA. \vhiie with a black tinge. Name of a

territory. A man's name.

. Black; dark.

A vulgar form of ^ Chin,

CHOO. Something which marks and points.

off, as "V Choo, A dot or mark of a pause. .

YEW. Light black colour; black, having aw
tinge of blue. Read Yaou, To bluster or blacken.

TEEN, and Te'e"n. A litile black spot;

a dot, a small quantity. To soil; to slur over; to blot out ;

to point or stop; to appoint by dotting a name. To mark

with a point, in order to shew the excellence of the composition ;

to point out and arrange. To light a candle; to nod. Teen

ke5
p?iji jjffl

to beat with the foot, as persons do when play-

ing on any musical instrument. Win jin mei keu yKh teen

^ A ^j '^H St the literary man puts a stop at each

sentence. Yew sze teen keS Iwr KlTj Jft iftR a musician
\&. i-r m t nu \

playing on an instrument and beating time with his foot.

KEEN.

Black veins or marks; a black or dark appearance .

P'HANG. A black appearance.

HWUY. A lightish black colour.

E.

Black wood. BUck or dark. Name of a heen district.
*&

Same as the preceding.

YUH. Dark ; sombre ; deep..

CH'HA, Black or dark.

SEAY. Perspiring.

SAN. An inferior colour.

TSAE, To dye or stain.

Black ; dark; injurious; crafty ; vi!j. Also read Kec.
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nit

> 1,00 A black bow.
'V

TM II. Black.

m

To dip a ilick of ink in water and rub it. Also read Yen.

M \\G. Secret; clandestine.

MAN. To go in the dark.

T'HEEN. The free with black spoil on it,

LEUE Black

. A black appearance.

MEL A dark
visage.

LE.
striped ur marked w.lh different colours.

Teen.

ME1H. A black dark colour.

ifc

i HUN. Incapable of transacting business.

KWAN.

Pure black
; to forget; to be incapable of business.

\

YEN, atidGan. A b | uish blackish colour.

T'HAN. The clouds black and dark.

Same as f| Luh.

HWAN. Black; dark.

PUN. Black or dark.

TS'HEE. Silk spoiled.

K'HING. TO mark 'the face with black in-

deliable ink as a punishment. Some say, it was only to put a

black cap on the criminal's head. A surname. Mlh king

ill 1>?>
l CUt tlle skl " of the face and fi" il UP w'th ink.

A vulgar form of || Lee.

A yellowLsh darkish colour; a light yellow.
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HEUN. A sort of light brown.

YUH. Black with streaks or veins.

LAE.

A very black colour. Read Le, A black tinged with red.

gfcjjgA/ Same as 1& Mei.

nur>

f

CHE.

Appearance ofthe running-hand character ; a mere black daub.

LE.

Black ; a black and yellow cow, said to resemble a tiger.

>f t neW ; soiled by keeping; a

village consisting of five hundred families ; fellow villagers;

associates; companions. Persons leagued together for illegal

purposes ; an intriguing cabal ; a traitorous party ; to involve.

A place j
a time. Knowing; intelligent; sudden appearance.

To compare; to speak straight forward; to rouse to attention.

Read Chan, A surname. Seang tsoo neih fei yue tan^

%Q &ft Si ^ !f(
to assist each otber and

each others faults is expressed by Tang.

T'HA. Black
;
a doltish appearance.

"

YlH,andYuh. The seams ofskin garments.

P*RT I. TOL. III. 100

Same as 3& Leg.

To probe, to fathom. The pronunciation not known

NINE STROKES.

CHAY. Black; dark.

An erroneous form of I& Mih.

YE. The colour changed.

LEE, and Tee.

The inside of a bamboo black. A black head..

TS'HA, or Cha. Black.
V

YEN, or Yin. Black; dark.

T'HEEN. To dye blue; sediment or dregs.

ipy
MAN. To draw on paper a cart wheel.

r
TSING, Or Chang. The colour of clouds.
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A vulgar form of
S-| Tuj. The appearance of

Mack (lou.i- in in. .(ion.

ISfiiWi

' \ The black bottom of a builer.

. Black in the middle.

->> \VKKI
Dirty, filthy

( i A .N . Profound , deep ; tombre ; dark. Com-

Jrt
"

ing tnddcnly a* bouncing on one in the dark.

^N. The manner of the running hand, in

which the characters all appear connected.

LU I . Black or dark. Name of a drrinity.

YANG
'
and Shang. BUck tinged with red.

1 HI; IN. A careleu manner of

T'HAN Dark
; unbrageous ; cloudy.

IMNG. Black ornaments.

UH. To brand ^vith ink on the face.

Original form of ?$j Ytth.

A form of
lij|

Chin,

TJf tf f An erroneous form of 5pj Le.

The sound of this character is not known. 'Sceroi

a proper name.

^ Nameofacluntry. Sound not known.

WAE. A
tiger.

u

J I H.
Dirt)' and black ;a dirty scurf on the sltiu.

TSZE. To dye black ; very black.

PWAN. An inferior colour.

mv

^^

CAN

W.k or dark ; Jark A ma , i

,

J

A vulgar form of 1| Lc.

MIH. Black,
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Same as $ Ylh.

fUl|=l CHIN. Black hair; an elegant head of hair.

A dark black appearance.

ME!H

Black and blue. Plants growing thick together.

!>>
T 'HAE. To paint the eyebrows ai Chinese

females do. A deep blue ; a Mack.

b
An erroneous form of ff( Lc,

TSAN.

A light bluish black ; a dark colour ; to spoil.

LUH. Dirty and black.

Same as ^ Meth.

E. A small black spot; black.

TS'HEIH. Colours spoiled.

CH'HUNG.

A dark carero , black at ia the midit of a dark carern.

LOO. A black bow.

JU
1 LE. Black tinged with red.

MEI. Black mould induced by long exposure

to rain. Dirty spol on the face; black; spoiled.

SHANG. Black tinged with red.

E. Yellow and white.

Same as f| Wei.

CHANG,

Rice black and spoiled. Also read Tsang.

TSO. Black.

Vulgar form of ^ Le.

T'HUY. Black clouds in motion.

y

',
and Mae. Black; dark appearance.

'^fc GAN. The clouds dark.

ft
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_
II K

UN
A black dirk colour. A c inulion colour. Alto read Hrih.

Same as B Yen.

ft
*,n

TSANG. A dark black visage.

CAN.

To forget and make an end of. A man's name.

. Black; dark.

f

'

P'HUH. A dark ro |onr . a ti hl b(afk

YUH. A yellow black colour.

THIRTEEN STROKES.

I^T
TAN.

Vcr, dirt, ; a dirt, bUck , to brand the face. Also read Chen.

V'6. Black.

Black and yellow; blue and wbite mixed.

NUNG. A black colour.

K'HIN. A yellow colour.

I SlliAUU. Hemp spoiled by incessant rain*.

Same as Teen.

HVVAE. A black colour; a light black.

YING.

The face black or dark, black spots and tinge on the face.

K'HIN. A yellow black colour.

Same as 1& Pun.

TAE. Black. A verj black appearance.

f-̂ MAE. A black appearance.

KEEN. Black; dark.

TS'HA.

Yellow black and white ; a short black lean appearance.

jEEs. FEI - An erroneous form of ^ Fei.
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YEN,.

A black spot on the face, or any other part of the body.

KAN, OF Chin; Black. AD ancient'* name.

T'HUH. Sordid ; filthy. Black (dirty; defiled

JBIJ~
by touching any thing dirty ,

to blacken.

GAN. Blue and black colour.

T'HANG, Or Tilling. A black appearance.

LE1H. A black appearance.

LOO. A local 'word for black ; very black.

~^

TUY. A black tinge.

NEANG. Black.

TSAN, or Chan.

To engrave blocks for printing books in an erroneom man-

ner ,
to blur.

jLg"' YUH. A black appearance.

(

r

c^ YUH. A black dark appearance.

CCIV TH RADICAL,

CHE. To embroider with the needle ; a kind

of embroidered cap used in performing sacrifice; variegated.

X

rUlN. Embroidered with various colours and

device;, as imperial robes are.

\M FUH. Variegated with black and azure colours.

To embroider ; to sew with coloured threads.

FART I. rot. in. 10 r

ME. To embroider garments in imitation ofa

collection of grains of rice.

\

POO. Variegated with black and white; diter-

I

sity of colours; embroidered.

TSUY.

To embroider with every different colour.
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MI.KV and Pi-en. To seam.

PKEN The soles of shoes.

TS'HOO.

To unite every rariety of colour in embroidered garments ;

to borrow or make an allusion.

CCV T " RADICAL.

.M A\G, Min, and Me'en. A specie* of

l ulgarly railed Too yl j^ ^ 'an earth duck, it makes

i loud croaking, and is found chiefly about ponds. A par-

ticular kind of bamboo. A lurireme. Read Ming, To ener-

ftte , to me great effort.

A vulgar form of the preceding.

'LN. A certain large tortoise, of which

- ! JmloiH things arc mid.

k UKU . A joung drajrim with horn-

A form Mun

Same as the preceding

I I." X
The nilr-m or cd^, ,,f a lorloise shell.

TSUH. A toad; a toad's cry.

YANG. A species of tortoise.

PO. A species of frog ; a toad.

K'HEU. A frog-like animal.

K'HEU.

A specks of tor.toise found on the shores of Eastern Tartary.

CHAOU. A certain insect. A surname. Occurs

in the sense of Chaou JjH the morning. Thesplendourofgems.

THM An ancient form of^ Kwa. A kind of frog.

Dissolute musical sounds. Read Hwa, In the same sense.

Same as the preceding.
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TS'HUH. A species of frog.

Same as fra Me.

CHOO. A spider.

SHIN. Same as 5 Shin.

An ancient form of M ChaoU.

NINE STROKES.

CHE. A spider.

ME. Me ma Wf Jjj
a specie* of turtle.

K H0 A kind of t

TS'HEW. Same as ffl Tsew

A vulgar form of ^j| Me.

TSEVV. A species of frog,

Same as |j| Ying.

An ancient form of W Ch'haou.

TEN STROKES.

Ho. A certain water animal, sometimes eaten.

**^rvl * **

Q.HH MANG, Name of a territory.

GAOU. A certain sea monster.

MA.

A verj delicious animal which inhabits the shores.

CHE. A spider.

PEE. A species of tortoise, said to be produced

on the land, but to reside in the water ; to have three feet, and

to hear with its eyes. Name of a star, and of an office.

T'HO. A large sea animal upwards often feet

long; a species offish, its skin wasformerly used to make large

drums; said to propel a vapour from its mouth, which forms

a cloud and causes rain.

\Sldtl TEEN. A species of frog produced in Leaou-

tung, and eaten by the native?.

PE1H. A species of tortoise.
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Same a* To.

Same as fg Gaou.

SHE, A species of frog.

An ancient form of Tsew, Autum

CCVI Ta RADICAL.

TING.

A tort of metal va*e with three feet ; a tripod with two ears

or rings. Steady; firm ; correct ; stable j to set up ; to establish!

lo place to perfect security. Name of a star, of a city gate,

of a lake, of an office, and of a certain boat. A surname.

Ting boo shin
ljj|. jlfj |^j

hills on the N. W. of Canton, in

Cbaou-chow fuo
4|fc jjijij Jjj^

there are, it is. said, four hun-

dred prietU resident amongst the bills who collect wild herbs

and make medicinal
pillt.

A vulgar form of the preceding.

.Mhlil The cover of a vase or tripod ia which

lit
'

placed the victims for sacrifice
;

a cloth cover.

/)|2 NAE ' A large vase or tripod.

f tf * \fpiii
JLj|J

" To put transTene ipokes through the

riogt of a large tripod for the purpose of lifting it

V-

L|tl
An ancient form of

Jjji Ting.

aie

The rim or upper pact of a tase or

tripod which has a narrow mouth ; a small kind of tripod.

Same as the preceding.

A form of I
.
Yuen.

L ING. Mound of earth raised by anti.

If KAN. A kind of tripod.

A form of ^ Yun.

SUY. A small tripod.

SHANG. To boil.

Supposed to be the same as^ Say.
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CCVII TH RADICAL.

A martial instrument of music made of leather; a drum.

Name of a star, of an ancient state, and of a measure. Koo

is also applied to sonorous metals and to stones. Ta koo

Jrr ijt
to beat a drum. Lo koo

|| 4jjt
the Chinese gong.

KOO. To beat a drum ; sound , the place where

a bell is struck. To touch; to shake; to fan.

KEIH. The sound of a drum.

PUNG. The sound of a drum.

Same as # Koo.

TSA.

To strike the edges of a drum; the sound of a drum.

A form of |jk Koo, To strike a drum.

"AJNtr. xhe sound of drums and stones

PART 1. VOL. III. 10 ft

T'HUNG.

The sound of a drum when struck with slow beats.

POO.

The noise and clamour made by the drums of an rra

T'HEE.

A drum without any sound ; broad , wide.

Same as ft Fun.

PANG. The sound of a drum.

T'HA. The sound of a drum.

TA, and KS. The sound ofa drum, or of a bell.

T'HUNG. The sound of a drum.

YIN. The sound of a drum.
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FUN. A large drum, laid tube eight cubilt long,

T'HAOU. A sort of drum that is twirled

barkwardt and forwards on a handle, whilst two suspended

Mb strike against each end, a child's toy.

KAOU. A drum.

T'HUNU. The sound of a drum.

Same as Tung.

EIGHT STROKE?.

A brow! sort of drum ; tho discordant sound of drums.

YUEN. The sound of a drum.

P HE. A drum carried on horseback. A certain

military drum; also a drum employed in court amusements

of fencing and posture making. To drum.

CHANG. The sound of a drum.

K'HUNG. The shaking sound of a drum.

r LUNG.

The sound of a drum; one says, A drum without sound.

KAOU. A larked rum, said to be twelve cubits

in length. To beat a drum; to drum.

T T'HUNG. The sound of a drum,
-

T'HKE, A drum without sound.
A*.

Same as Wt Koo.

HAN. The sound of a drum.

T'HEE, A drum without sound.

drum-

SANG, The wood about a drum.

TS'HEIH.

A drum employed by night watchmen. Also read Ts'haou.

A vulgar form of ^ Tsa.

Same as ^ Yuen.
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T'HANG. The sound. of a drum.

Vulgar form of jj Tseth.

YIN. The sound of a drum.

T'HUNG.

The sound of a drum. Also read Lung.

T.'HANG. The sound of a drum.

Same as a| Fun.

par^
m

f T'HANG. A long kind of drum.

LUNG. Thcappearanceofabroad.kindofdrum..

CCVIII"- RADICAL..

bHOO. The tn us species ; rats or taicej il

includes the squirrel and the rabbit. The name of a bird,

of a wood, and of a plant. A red colour j mournful..

A vulgar form of fp Teaou,

^1 CHO. An animal of the mus species. Read

Paou, A kind of flying squirrel. Read TseS, and Teih, Ap-

plied to similar animals.

m JIN. An animal of the mus species,

Same as p- Chung.

TSEUN. An animal of the mut species.-

YIN

The name of an animal of the mus species.

HAN^andKan. An animal of the mus species.

PING. An animal, of the ran* species.

FUN. A field rat ; a kind of mole.

PUH. A mus animal.
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TKN. A kind of nius.

CHIN. Name of a kind of mus.

A mut animal ; a noic like barking loud.

u

P'HUH. Name of a mus animal.

FANG. An earth rat.

I-*- .

\f VVAN. A rat or similar animal with a barred tail.

^A
tthrj"

Same as [p Chung.

FIVE STROKES.

*t IWO. An animal ofthemui kind
, the young

uf .uch animal
. iuch an animal barred or .Ireaked. 1 />

{ // O' Or P^- A fat animal of the mus ipecies.

Fci. A noiK; like ll,e barking of a d-,g made b; ,ucl, au

ninval.

A mui animal laid lo reiemble a

lnii^ aUilj it, appearance | k um inou of great

Same as ifl| Hoo.

An ancient form of Teaou

m LEW. A mus animal.

T'HO. A mus animal.

LING. A kind of mus animal.

KEUNG. A barred mus animal.

CHUNG.

A burred mus animal. Also read Tung.

K 11LL . An animal of the miu ipeciei.

SANG, A mus animal that flies.

SHIH, or Chth.

A certain field rat, verj destructive to grain.

\

JUNG. A certain mus animal.

Same as the following.
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YEW. A certain mui animal. Name of a

territory ,
an ancient surname. The appearance of feathers

and hairs flying about.

A kind of mus. The pronunciation it not known.

PING. A kind of mus.

HO, and L5.

A mus animal of the skin of which garments are made.

KWANG. A mus animal.

SHE. Name of a mus animal.

^TF
URH. A kind of mus animal.

SEVEN STROKES.

Name of a lort of mm animal.

Original form of ^|P Lew.

Same as ^ Han.

WOO. Name of the flying squirrel.

FABT I. TOL. III. 10 R

*rt2m hr*i

|JL
</>-

Same as the preceding character.

TSUH. A small mus animal.

tH
ItV

I SLUN. Nam of a certain mui auimal.

Same as U^ Fei.

ft/ A kind of raul animal. Pronunciation not known

NEEN.

fi*

Name of a mus animal that frequents trei.

URH. A mus animal.

CHUY. A kind of mus animal.

u

T'HEIH. A mus animal.

TSING. A mal! animal of the

^
Same as pp C'huy.

YANG. A mus animal.

mus speciei.
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erwlurr of Ihc rat or raus specie*

TE. Name of a mus animul

which ii ud in making garmenli

HWAN. Name of a mm animal, the kin of

KEIH

41
Name of a mus animal, said to encrcase so .is Id nei-li a

thousand catties in one jear.

ri GAE, A small species of mufc.

HOO. A species of mus.

HEIH, and Hee. A white sort of

YEN.

Name of an animal said to be of the mus species, hut large

as a row, and fond of wallowing in water. A sort of mole or

field rat that burrows in the ground.

y

I Lll. A domestic niui with a short tail.

13*

A kind of mui in the south, ominous ofgreat drought.&
Tbe pronunciation is not known.

TEN STROKES.

Same as j|f She.

GIH.

An animal of the mus species. Also read YTh.

KUH. A species of mus.

Same as the preceding.

T'HANG. A species of mus.

PO. A species of mus.

jWn$&

SZE, Se, and Te. A kind of mus.

as ^E Lew.

HE. A very small reptile of the raus species.

said to gnaw the skiu of sheep and men, from which ulcers

arise that are mortal.
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K'HEEN. An animal of the mouse or rat species.

Same as Pi Cho.

Same as ii Yen.

TSEO. A kind of mus.

T8UNG. Name of a mus animal.

LE. A small mus animal.

Same as W, Kuh.

FUN. A field rat.

Same as g4* Fei. Read P5, A fat mui animal.

r AN-. A reptile, called a female rat
, awhile

rat ; and one saj 5, Insects under earthen poti.

PUH. Name of a mus animal.

I

TSEE.

A kind of monkey wilh long hair, and that runs well.

LUY. A kind of flying squirrel.

' Name f a

LE1H. Name of a mus animal.

oAN. Name of a mus animal wilh black

loins t one says wilh black cars and white loini.

Same as } Keu.
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CCIX RADICAL.

"K. The note; the firit or origin of, from an

iJra that the noie ii first formed in the womb. To bore the

otc of an animal. Pe chc G3
;fjf. polypi growing in the nose.

teou lo o pe tc-y5 ^ "J* F|| [)pj
Jl j{jj Jjj&

dietl

aid fell into the crooked nosed hell j said to mean the hell of

fooU. Che Uoo yu pe tsoo ; yuen sua yu urh sun ~bk
jjj{|

& jffl $ 3fc ^ ^i "> fi"l ancestor of a fa-

mily i called the not? ancestor ; the most distant grandson is

elled the ear grandson ; the reason assigned for this phrase

that Fan Jin hwae Ue, pe seen show hing H A tm BA
A Jtfc. jn.it-'

/" /v l^t* flP

J|- /t 5C 7|?
w the conception of man takes place in

tke worn!., the nose is first formed ; the ear grandson denotes

ISH hi great great grandfather only hear* of him by the car.

Bf YAOU, or Gaou. A turned up nose.
T

|T ^^

YAOU.

A turned up broken like nose. Also read Keaoti.

&\\^H KKAOU. A turned up nose.

K'HEW. The lower part of the abdomen.

i-r ..f Ihf- D'.lr from cold.

Same as the
preceding.

" HAN. Breathing in sleep ; snoring; to snore.

JT
'T7*

''

WL H. A turned up nose; a brute burrowing

with it's nose. Read Hwuy, To burrow up the ground.

An erroneous form of the following.

NUH. The nose bleeding

^RTpv

^^

HEIH. Noise made by breath.ng through thic nose

HWUY. A pig eating.

7T
A-
K\/ Same as |JL Kew.
>v

Same as % Te>n . Also brealhingthrough Ihe nose.

An erroneous form of M E.
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FIVE STROKES.

WUH.

To move or shake with the nose as brute animals do.

Jl TEEN.

The appearance of the nose hanging down.

K'HEW. A turned up nose.

^=fc ^

fr-fc

ft

t

HOW.
Breathing strongly through the nose.

rAOU . Sores on the face ? a tinge on the face.

Same as fa Wuh.

7T-

The nose snorting ; a disease of the nose.

K H WEI. Noise of breathing through the nose.

V

HEA. Breathing through the nose.

Original form of ^ Te.

The noise made when breathing in sleep ;

snoring. To blow Ihe nose.

PABT 1. VOL. III. 10 *

THE.

The excretion from the nosej to blow the nose.

T'HE. A thin appearance.

Same as $ Tsin.

HEA. Breathing through the noses snoring.

NUH. The nose bleeding.

HEAE

Ifc

f V

71*
Breathing through rte nose in sleep. Also read H6.

PEEN.

A thin appearance. Breathing throi'gh the nose incessantly.

lr

GO, or Gth. The bridge or root of the nose;

wrinkling the nose and eyebrows.

Satne as ||3- Te, which is the same asp Te.

TEN STROKES

LEEN.

The appearance of the nose hanging down.
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1 1 K \V To apply the nose to a thing to nmell it.

7T:

A diieaie of the noie ; a tloppage of the nose.

C'l I A . The reddened swelling of a drunkard's wise.

SUH. The noise made by the nose.

LEAOU. The appearance of the nose turned up

Same as Hi Hew.

TSIN. A high nose.

Vulgar form of the preceding.

H.WAE. Breathing and panting.

NUNG. A stoppage of the nose.

b'ame as
!j|| Hwuy.

TE. To sneeze; a disease of the nose.

LEIH, To distinguish smells by tbe nose;

the appearance of a high nose.

I oAN. The appearance of a high nose.

CCX TH RADICAL.

TSE

Tbe even surface of a field of grain. Even ; regular ; cor-

rect , complete ; to adjust; to regulate; to discriminate and

arrange; good; quick; all together; name of an ancient state

about the region ofShan-Ung. A surname. Enters into va-

riou proper names.

. Sickness; disease.

TSE. The name of a hill.

'J^^v- ToE. An elegant or beautiful appearance.

CHAE.m
To cleanse the heart. Respect; veneration for what i good.

To fast; abstinence from sensual indulgence.
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l^TSE. To dress hemp or flax.

K- TSE

A material ; that which is good. Read Tsae, Respectful.

TSE. To boil with haste and vehemence, in

allusion to which it is applied to anger.

^| Original form of p Tse.

TSZE, and Tse.

A vessel used to contain grain in certain sacrifices.

-&
I b/jVj Used in a sense similar to the preceding.

CHAE. A straw hut; a thatched cottage.

TSZE. The lower part of the garment.

rs"^- TSE. To hold iu the hand; to deliver to j to

present to; to store upj to leave for; the necessaries of a

journey; to give a supply to; to confer upon. An aspiration

of grief or admiration.

TSE. Order; series or class.

gait brine j pickle. A composition -of

herbs; a variety of tastes blended together ; a dish of herbs;

the food of, the poor. Broken to pieces j pounded ;
in confu-

sion ; compound; blended harmoniously.

TSE.

Name of a fish, resembling carp but smaller.

TSZE. A vessel to contain grain.

Same as W Tse. A form of 2 Chae, and the

same as *& Tsze.
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CCXI RADICAL.

CH'HE. The teetht the upper teeth. The

mark of one's age; the order ID which people are arranged

wcording to thrir age. To arrange ; to sort ; to class persons.

Ylh tseTh urh chc king '

"t jffl ||j W at one seven

tear, of age, the teeth are changed. Urh te!h teen kwei che

JZ. - ^\ y* ^ at twice seven the catamenia comes on.

Che king ft chang | |^ jjj^ ^ the teeth change and the

hiir growi long at seven years of age, said of a female; in

case of a male it is fixed at eight years Che yi pun koo

loose tceth

Same
\Tt] I

Same 3S 8K Ts ''n

I/Y
1
J 'HA. The sound of the teeth.

it

TSIN. Children
casting their teeth.

An erroneous form of the preceding.

To bite or gnaw with the tceth. Also read H6h.

CH'HE. To bite; theroot of the teeth; the gums.

GAN, Han, and Yen. The teeth

the teelh appearing between the lips. Irregular teeth.

Same as m( Yen.

1C
iJ-

IH

PA. distorted tecthj irregular teeth.

HANG. To bite
; to gnaw.

II I
T bi<ei l chew ' Head chij The ap "

pearance of the teelh moving.

JyT^
**

Together. Distorted irregular teeth. An

indistinct enunciation
, lma ble to hear what a person says.

YIN. The root of the teeth ; the gums ; shew-

ing the teeth i grinning angrily. Read Jen, To smile and

sliew the teeth.

\ vul-ju- form of f Ni-e.

Sir
An ancient form of j$L Ke.
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A

K. HUN. A disease of the tongue; the inferior

part of a cow's tongue diseased. Grieved and distressed in

a great degree.

HEAE.

1 lu teeth grinding each other ; quashing the teeth in anger.

Same as gfc HeTh. To bite] to chew.

Same as ^ Tsin.

CHEN. To pick the teeth.

PAOU. The teeth exposed,

JO*
SHE. Good teeth.

TSIH. To bite ; to chew.

SHIH.

The teeth; the noise of chewing. Also read ShBI.,and Tsih.

KEA.

To bite ; to chew. Read K'ho, The appearance of the teeth.

CHE.

To graze ; to chew the cud. Also read She, E, and Set.

FART I. VOL. III. 10 T

The receptacle of the teeth ; the socket where they are fixed.

JIJV
CHA, Chae, and Tsze.

The teeth rubbing against each other; irregular teeth.

LEIH.

The noise of chewing something dry. Also read Li.

lYj
CH'HE, and She.

To chew over again ; to chew the cud ; to ruminate.

CH'HE. Same as the preceding
1

.

iiL
|*Jr*

T'HEE. The appearance of chewing hard.

Read Chih, The same as $& Chih.

E K'HEU. The gum swelled ; the teeth looie.

YEN. TO open the mouth and shew the teeth -,

the teeth not covered by the lips.

CHWA. The noise of chewing.

CHA. To bite; to chew.

Anger. The pronunciation if not known.
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TSOO, or TsCU. The teeth not regular,

Kftorted and effecting the articulation. To chew and craunch ;

I i mutter.

^ TEAOU. The period of changing the teeth ;

they siy children at eight months be^in to hare teeth, and

at eight jein change them.

LING. The teeth, denoting the ago the year

of a person's age. Hea ling JK $ long life; great age.

Same as ^Jr Twan.

Suppoied to be the same as
j|j|

E, To expose

the teeth

SIX STROKES.

To bite; to chew.

MING. The teeth.

YAE.
Irregular teeth.

K'HEUEN.

Crooked uetb
; Mott)er

, to exp<)fc ,h

CHE. A cow eating grass.

CHIH, and Thee*.

The teeth strong; to bite ; the noise of the teeth in cheming

\

K HEU. The teeth diseased, rotten and wanting.

SIH.

The appearance made by exposing the teelh. Also read Shlh.

SEE.

^
A local word for

changing lhe teeth
, to chew ; a sheep eatipg.

IVf
KWO - The noise made in

chewing.

Jfcl

R-'HAN, Kin, and Yin.

To gnaw, to gnash the teeth; the noise mad. in eating ,

to craunch; the gums.

IEA. The noise of the teeth gnashing or

grinding against eacli other.

NEE To bite . to gnaw . to ,.z

teeth. A surname. Woo ne kefil,

bones before company.

do Dot g| ,aw

. The teethofancldnian; the

teeth of an eight-year old bor*.
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YAOU, and Heaou.

To gnaw hones; to bite or gnaw asunder.

o

LA, and Lee. The noise made in bitiog a bone.

Same as the preceding.

\

. PING. The teeth.

THA, and KS. To eat ; to craunch..

KUH, Huh,andK'h5.

To work born or ivory. The noise made bj the tejth.

J-
YIN. To bite; to chew.

P

TSO, and Ch5. Noise made by the teeth,

>

agaiust each other, the grind.ng of the teeth ; gnashing the

teeth, expressive of the pressure of ome difficulty, which is

also denoted by &|| jgjit
oh ts5.

Same as the preceding,

GO. The appearance of the teeth.

SWAN. The teeth set on edge.

HEA. Crooked distorted teelb; the teeth

growing again. Broken or deficient
; noise of gnashing or

gnawing with the teeth.

CAN. The gums.

TSO. Irregular teeth,

K'HWAN,

To bite or chew j the appearance of the teeth rising up.

Same as M Che.

YU, or WOO. Distorted irregular teeth , nut

meeting straight, some standing out, aud some standing like

the teeth of a saw. Irregular; incoherent, applied to the

teeth, .to what people- ay, and to their intentions.

T.'HO. A horse's teeth long

i NEE. To bke; to chew.

r
* 'tlO. The appearance of irregular tettfe.

Same as M Hea.

KE. A mad dog.
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K<re jeo !| g^>
ibe teeth nicking out exposed to view.

TSOO. The teeth hurt by pickle.

TSO, and T'hS. To bitr ; to chew.

K HE. To gnaw; to bite.

I EEN.
Angrjf teclh .

t grin ^ 1Bger

CHAE, and Tae. The noi,e of chewing.

E. and K'he.

To bite or gnaw. A luroame ; a man's name.

Same as |E Yun.

, orTsan

r dUlortcd teeth , the teeth appearing a, if
falling out.

Getting new teeth in old age.

TSOW, and T.dh. The teeth crowded to-

Crther m an irre?ular manner. Di.torled
j hurried ; precipitate.

Of Yae. The teeth standing out etpoied.

Same as the preceding.

TSIH, and Cha. To bite ; to chew.

RUH. To bite; to chew.

Same as i Tso.

NINE STROKES.

KAN. To bite; to chew. Read Han, To hold

in the mouth without chewing. Read Ki-J, To craunch ; ir-

regular teeth.

KEU, and Yu. Diseased teeth
, teeth ache;

rotten teeth j to smirk and chew the teeth.

v/

HO. The noise of chewing any thing.

K'HEA.

The appearance of the teeth
sticking out.

YIN. Regular teeth.
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YUN, Hwan, and K'twan.

Toothless. The teeth appearing ; to gnaw.

LA. The noise ofchewing something ; to crauncb.

YEN. The appearance of exposing the teeth.

To laugh ; a high lofty appearance.

GOW. Irregular distorted teeth. Read Yu,

The teeth growing again.

SHIH. The noise of gnawing.

GO. The gums; the flesh in which the teeth are set.

Same as the preceding,

O, or Go. o the teeth near to

each other -, closely set ; urged ; impelled ; the ancients express-

ed bending reverently by these words.

CHA. The motion of the teeth.

Same as $fj Chae. Irregular teeth.

A vulgar form of $p Cha.ft

SEU.

The teeth hurt by pickle; the teeth ict on edge.

Kan.

Original form of
l| Lee", or La.

- YIH. TO ruminate; to chew the cud.

TS'HZE, and TBO.

Irregular teeth ; the roots of the teeth. A man's name.

Same as the preceding.

YEN, or Gan. The teeth irregular.

TSZE. To chew the cud.

TS HEE. Irregular teeth.

GAE.

The incisor teeth ; irregular teeth. Also read Kae.

TSOW. Toothless, or otherwise the teeth

1-lllT I. VOL. III. 10 V

near to each other ; meeting each other, or eoming in contact,

as when biting something; applied also to military carriages

coming in contact when going different roads.
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PO

The noise of e-hewing ; to bite hard. Also read F9.

TEEN,

The point of the inciior teeth
, firm teeth.

TS'HEANG. A ,raa|| i00 th growing out

hy the tide of the larger one. The uoiie f
bijlitig.

KHEAE.

The noise of grinding the teeth in jleep.

Aii ancient form of f| Tsze.

Same as |$j Tsee.

Same as ^ Chi.

NEW. The teeth di&eased.

Q

"

^ A< Dil'*rted teeth
* the

Same as |1 Chth,

TS'HAN.

The teeth of i child
; the teeth which afe fifll

TS'HEANG. Small teeth.

TSIH

The teeth opposite each other ; to bite or chew.

|^|
CP K'HIN. The appearance of the teeth.

TWELVE STROKES.

JN. The appearance of being destitute of teeth.

YIN. To laugh; toejpoje the teeth when

lauhingj regular teeth. The appearance of the teeth juttinj
out.

YAOU. To bite ; to chew

Same as ||| See.

t

TSUY. To pick the teeth.

K'HE.

The teeth loose and in danger of falling out.

Ql KEEN. To grin and abuse each other.
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TSOO.

The teeth hurt hy.sour things ; tbe teeth let on edge.

KEA. The noise of the teeth.

A form of $$1 Leth.

u

K'HWAN. To. bite; to chew, or gnaw.

TSAN.

The appearance of having no teeth of any kind.

TSEU. The appearance of irregular teeth.

S3* K'HIN. The mouth shut.

E. To bite
;

to gnaw.

Ir- TSE. To bite or gnaw with the teeth.

TS'HA. Sharp teeth.

LA. The noise of chewing.

Original form of H Tsze.

CHIH. The teeth.

LEIH. The teeth diseased.

LEEN. The teeth exposed.

Same as if P6.

IJN

TSAN. The appearance of high teeth.

YEN.

A fine appearance of ;
or the appearance of large Ion; Uetb.

YA. Some of the teeth broken or wantiig ;

the refute of what brutes have gnawed. A broken yessel.

TSZE. Irregular teeth.
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CCXII TB RADICAL.

LUNG. The draco, or dragon; applied also

to the tcerU species, including the alligator. The name of

a star, of a kill, of a city, of n office, of a plant, and of

i divinity. A roan's name. Lung denotes the Sovereign of

China ; and is an epithet applied to things pertaining to him.

Lung kcS shan
nf, $j |lj

c hil1 in Shan-se Lung ysng che

tie^ jffi ~j/ ^f- a catamite. We hwS pe tse lung mun

pt A ;$ ^ |^ PJ
'
I have not yet been received at

(he dragon gate,' is said in letters to a person one 'has not

before ee i this expression originated with 35 Rfl Le-ying

of the Han dynasty, Who was a haughty man; anii of any

f>ne Ibatlhe received it was said, be had Tang lung mun

fj
ascended the dragon's gate. Ha lung ^ o^

a technical phrase used to denote a joining of two sides of a

breach of the yellow river's banks

HEUNG.

To corer and obscure the vision of a dragon.

A vulgar form of

RUNG

Attentive, careful. To ascend. Read GB, A shade fora candle.

P \ \' (
'

A lofty bouse. A mixed confused ap.

piricc. Name of a place. A wrnairr

LUNG. The name of an animal.

-A vulgar form of fg Kan,

Same as ^ Lung.

YEN. A
lofty splendid appearance.

LUNG. RiCe in a sick |y diseased state.

LUNG. A carnation colour.

s
[g4 An ancient form of || Lung-.

An ancient form of M Lin-"*S *

gi-
LUNG.

something that enclo.es or ke P,

together , a cage , a halter. To drag , to draw.

KEEN. The strong bone of a dragon's back.

Read Tl, and Nee, The beard of a dragon.
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Same as the preceding.

KUNG.

To give to
j to present with ; to supply with j respectful ;

to do with respect. The name of a district ; a surname.

-

LUNG. A sort of stone with dragons carved

on it; employed when supplicating rain.

Same as ff| Lung.HUW

A. rlAJN , A dragon-like appearance; to receive ;

to contain ; to take ; to overcome. Sound; noise. A temple

or pagoda of Emilia; a room at the foot of a pagoda. The

square niche in the wall, of Chinese houses, where they place
the idols and incer*e, or the tablet, of deceased parent..

LUNG

A person possessed of supernatural arts 5 a wizard or witch.

LUNG. The noise of thunder.

T'HA, and S5.

A flying dragon. To strike or .hake with fear.

? LING.

t
A dragon, spirit 5 <Hvinilion. Morally good.

The appearance of dragons in motion.

CCXIII RADICAL.

KWEl. The chief of all animals having,mail ;

the tortoise, the Chinese affirm that nature has formed no

male of the species, and that it copulates with a serpent ; hence

the vular phraseology ofKwei-kung SB yj* for a cuckold.

Yi shoo shih kwei IK
~fo jig a stone tortoise to keep

down papers. Kwei tsze kwS3g # WJ an ancient tribe

near Ihe region of Kan-sflh province. To kwei tow ej* |jg

2 rub the glans penis. Kwei tow sang kan chwang j
to she

yin tfih so kan ; yin peaou ke urh tih yay ljp BJ

FART I. VOL. III. 10 x

ulcers breaking out on the glan, peni,, are mo,tly from

venereal poison, acquired by connexion with whores.

Original form of the preceding.

Same as the preceding.

K'HWEI.

A woman's Dame. To foreknow cbanget.
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TSKAl H To adorn with feathers.

Zj
KAN. A trtoise.

KOW. A kind of tortoise.

M JEN. The edge or margin of a tortoiiehel'.

LL.

A large striding tort

H. A large *al( water kind of prawn.

TSEAOU.
I ~T%

A (eared or scorched tortoise shell, used in divination.

S.i me as the preceding

T'HL'NG Name of a tortoise.

K'HKU. A certain sea animal.

A kind of tortoise.

K'HEU. A kind of frog.

CHOO. A species of tortoise.

K'HEW. The name of a country.

An ancient form of Tsew.

YANG. A species of tortoise.

An ancient form of ^ Tsew.

HAOU. A tortoise drawing in if, head.

Original form of g[ Tsew.

Hwnv1 A large tortoise in shape like a hill.

Same as 1
\ Pee.

LING. Name of a tortoise.
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CCXIV T " RADICAL.

YO. A rausieal instrument with three tubes.

Name of a certain measure. Yin yS yung ts'heen urh pih

shoo h5, shTh yS wei hS; shih hS wei shing, shih shing wei

tow, shih tow wei kah ^ ^2 ^P- ^1 "5" ^

a Y5 contains one thousand two hundred grains of

millet , ten Y5 united make a Ho ; ten Ho make a Shing ;

ten Shing make aTowj ten Tow make a Hfih, or
J]

Tan,

a load for one man ;
a pecul.

Hit Yo - To look up and raise the head.

Original form of pfc Chuy.

Name of a wind instrument of music.

HO. m
To harmonize; to cause to accord j to unite in harmony.

The name of a city, of a place, of a bell, and of a man.

Same as Ho 7N| to harmonize.

KhjO. The sound of a musical instrument. A

certain musical instrument.

CH'HUY. Same as Pfc Chuy.

An ancient form of p^ Chang-.

P'HE. The laws ruined.

YIN. A low sound.

HEAE. Harmony ;
concord.

,YU. To make a trumpet of one's head ; to cry

out in agonies of dcstress; to invoke with importunity; to

cry out from pain luSered in the head. In concert with many.

Chaou selh yu teen
ijpj tf ^^ morning and eTening

call upon heaven in fervent supplication.
Woo koo yu teen

iffl ^? the guiltless invoking heaven. Yu chung

calling out in direct terms in concert with many.

Chuy.Same as

Original form of PX Chuy
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I.i:i:.V A kind of drum.

(II HE.

Vime of a wind instrument of ramie with several tubes.

Same as fa Keo.

Vulgar form of fjf Che.

. A kind of wind instrument of music.

SEAOU.

A k;nd of wind instrument. The same as the preceding.

THANKS TO HEAVEN'S GRACIOUS PROVIDENCE.

fanlon, China, Jpril 9, 1822.

FINIS.
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